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Reduction by an S 1 action is a method of finding periodic solutions in Hamiltonian systems, 
which is known rather as the method of averaging. Such periodic solutions can be reconstructed as 
S I orbits by pulling back the critical points of an associated "reduced Hamiltonian" on a "reduced 
phase space" along the reduction. For Hamiltonian systems of two degrees of freedom, a 
geometric setting of the reduction is already accomplished in the case where the reduced phase 
space is a two-sphere in the Euclidean space R3

, and the reduced Hamilton's equations of motion 
are Euler's equations. This article deals with the case where the reduced phase space will be a two
hyperboloid in the three-Minkowski space, and the reduced Hamilton's equations of motion will 
be Euler's equations with respect to the Lorentz metric. This reduction is associated with SUI 1,1) 
symplectic action on the phase space ]R4. As a consequence of this association the reduced 
Hamiltonian system proves to admit a dynamical group SOo(1,2). A well-known reduction by an 
S I action occurs in the case of rotational-invariant Hamiltonian systems, which will be associated 
with SL(2,R) symplectic action on ]R4. It is shown that the reduction associated with SUI 1,1) and 
with SL(2,]R) are symplectically equivalent. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Reduction by an S I action is a method offinding period
ic solutions in Hamiltonian dynamical systems. Kummer l 

made an intensive use of the reduction method to find peri
odic solutions for the resonant Hamiltonians with two equal 
frequencies, i.e., 

H ± = !(xi +~) ± !(x~ + Y~) + 03' (1.1) 
where xj , Yj' j = 1,2, are the Cartesian coordinates in the 
phase space]R4. The reduction method is known rather as the 
method of averaging. For a fair insight into this method, see 
Ref. 2. The level surface of the leading terms in the right
hand side of (1.1), denoted by L ± ' are three-spheres or 
three-hyperboloids, according to whether the plus sign or 
minus sign is considered. The former will be referred to as 
the compact case, and the latter as the noncompact case. In 
the compact case, the reduction is closely related to the Hopf 
map S 3 -S 2. Cushman and Rod3 factored the Hopf map in 
terms of the momentum map associated with an SU(2) sym
plectic action on R4 to show that for polynomial Hamilto
nians H + commutative with L+ the reduced Hamilton's 
equations of motion are just Euler's equations restricted to 
S2 in R3. 

The purpose of this article is to accomplish a geometric 
setting for the reduction by an S I action in the noncompact 
case, which is linked with the "pseudo-Hopf" map of a three
hyperboloid to a two-hyperboloid. The pseudo-Hopf map 
will be factored in terms of the momentum map associated 
with an SU(I,I) symplectic action on R4. For Hamiltonians 
H_ commutative with L_ the reduced Hamilton's equa
tions of motion are proved to be Euler's equations restricted 
to one sheet of a two-sheeted two-hyperboloid in the three
Minkowski space. 

In both compact and noncompact cases, critical points 
for Euler's equations are pulled back to periodic solutions in 
the original Hamiltonian systems. 

There is a widely known reduction of two degrees of 
freedom Hamiltonian systems by an S I action. The SO(2) 

action on H2, rotation, is symplectically lifted to that on R4, 
the phase space. The reduction by the SO(2) is just the ele
mentary fact that rotational-invariant Hamiltonian systems 
of two degrees of freedom can be described in terms of rand 
P, only, where original Hamiltonian systems are described 
in the polar coordinates and their conjugate momenta 

(r,(J,p"P9). The reduction will be shown to be associated 
with a symplectic action ofSL(2,R) on R4. 

The fact that SUI 1,1) is isomorphic with SL(2,R) gives a 
symplectic equivalence between the reduction associated 
with SU(I,I) and that with SL(2,R). To show this is another 
purpose of this article. 

The third purpose is to show that the reduced Hamil
tonian system admits SOo(I,2) as a dynamical group. 

II. REDUCTION BY U(1) 

A. The pseudo-Hopf map 

Let (]R4,m) be a symplectic vector space with the Carte
sian coordinates (xj , Yj ), j = 1,2, where m is the standard 
symplectic form given by 

m = dX I /\dYl + dx2/\dY2' (2.1) 

DefineH2 by 

H2 = !(xi + yi) - !(x~ + ~). (2.2) 
The flows of Hamilton's equation for the H2 are generated by 
the Hamiltonian vector field X 2 determined by 
i(X2 )m = dH2, i ( ) denoting the interior product. These flows 
define a symplectic S I action on R4. To see this, it is conven
ient to introduce the complex vector space structure (;2 in R4 
by 

ZI = XI + iYI' Z2 = X2 - iY2' (2.3) 
We remark that Z2 is not set as X 2 + iY2' Then m and H2 take 
the form 

G= (Gjd = (0
1 

(2.4) 
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respectively, where Zk are the complex conjugates of Zk' 

Further, the Hamiltonian vector field X z is expressed in the 
form 

Xz = - i L (Zj ..!.....- - Zj ..!.....-) . (2.5) aZj OZj 

Integration of(2.5) yields a U(l) action on (:z 

<P,:z~ - i'Z. (2.6) 

Here we have used the vector notation for points Z of eZ
, 

Z = x + iGy, with (x,y) E RZ X RZ. (2.7) 

The action of <P" which is easily known to be symplectic 
from (2.4) and (2.6), can be expressed by a 4 X 4 matrix acting 
onR4, 

(X) ( l z cos t G sin t) (X) 
Y ---+ - G sin t l z cos t y' 

(2.8) 

where l z denotes the 2X2 unit matrix and G is the matrix 
defined in (2.4). 

ThelevelsurfaceHz = !(izllz -lzzIZ) = h isa three-hy
perboloid which we denote by H 3

, where we have assumed 
that h is a nonzero constant. It is clear that the matrix (2.8) 
acts onH3. 

Linear combinations of ZjZk are clearly invariant under 
<P,. Among them, we call the quadratic polynomials defined 
below the "pseudo-Hopr' variables 

VI = !( - XIXz + YI Yz) = -! Re(zlzz), 

Vz = !(xIYz + YIXZ) =! Im(zlzz), 

V3 = !(xi + Yi + x~ + y~) = i( IZI12 + IZ21 2), 

Vo=i(xi +Yi -x~ -~)=i(lzI12_lz212), (2.9) 

where Re and 1m indicate the real and the imaginary parts, 
respectively. We note here that ~,j = 1,2,3, span a Lie alge
bra sur 1, 1) under the Poisson bracket 

{ VI' V2 } = - V3, { Vz, V3} = VI' { V3, VI} = V2• 

(2.10) 
The Vo is commutative with all the ~. Furthermore, the 
square of Vo equals the Casimir invariant for suI 1,1), that is, 
one has 

- Vi - V~ + Vi = V~. (2.11) 

Since Vo = !H2' the level surface H 3 is given by Vo = !h 
in R4. Equation (2.11) then defines a two-sheeted two-hyper
boloid - Vi - V~ + V~ = (h 12f in R3 when (x, y) are re
stricted to H 3. By H 2+ and H 2_ we mean the upper sheet 
and the lower sheet of the two-hyperboloid, respectively. We 
thus define "pseudo-Hopr' maps H 3 ---+H 2+ and H 3 ---+H 2_ 
by 

u + :(z I,zZ}---+(VI' Vz, V3), (2. 12a) 

U _ :(ZI,z2)---+(VI' V2, - V3), (2. 12b) 

respectively. Then H 3 can be shown to be a fiber space over 
H2± with fiber S I. In fact, since ~ ,j = 1,2,3, are invariant 
under the U(l) action (2.6), each fiber u;;; I(V) for v E H2± is 
an integral manifold of X 2 which is diffeomorphic to S I. 

The fiber space structure for h > 0 is easy to see when we 
introduce the following coordinates in (:2: 

ZI = Rei[(!{!+if>)l2] cosh(T/2), Z2 = Re[i(!{!-if>1/2] sinh(T/2), 
(2.13) 
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where 

O«~ + ~ )12<217', - 1T«~ - ~ )12< 17', R > 0, T>O. 

H3 is given by R = (2h )1/2. It is also known from (2.6) and 
(2.13) that these coordinates are subject to the transforma
tion ~~ - t and the others fixed. This means that ~ is the 
fiber coordinate. 

B. Reduction of the Hamiltonian system (R4,w,H) 

Following Cushman and Rod,3 we consider polynomial 
Hamiltonian functions of the form H = ~H 2k' where H 2k 

are homogeneous polynomials of degree 2k, 1 <k<n, in the 
variables (x)' Yj ),j = 1,2. The H is assumed, in addition, to be 
in normal form with respect to H2; that is, Hand H2 com
mute under the Poisson bracket {H,H2} = O. As will be 
shown in Sec. II F, the commutativity means that H is a 
polynomial in the pseudo-Hopf variables ~ ,j = 0'00.,3. The 
commutativity implies, moreover, that the flows of the Ha
miltonian vector field X H take place on H 3 for any fixed 
h ,#0. 

As was already shown in (2.6H2.8), the flow of X 2 de
fines the symplectic U(l) action <P, on R4. The momentum 
map associated with <P, isH2 itself, which is manifestly Ad· 
equivariant because Hz0<P, = Hz. This will be touched on 
again in Sec. II C. 

According to Ref. 4, reduction of (R4,w,H) by the U(l) 
action is carried out as follows. Since <P t acts freely and prop
erly on the momentum manifold M = H 2- I(h), which is 
nothing but the level surface H 3, the reduction process yields 
a smooth orbit manifoldMR =M lSI [U(l)~SI], which is 
diffeomorphic to H 2+ aH z_ because H 3 is a fiber space 
over HZ± with fiber S I. The natural projection 1T:M---+MR 
together with w determines a unique symplectic form w R on 
M R by 1T·W R = i·w, where the superscript asterisk indicates 
the pullback and i:M---+R4 is the inclusion map. Since the 
Hamiltonian H is invariant under the action of <P" the re
duced Hamiltonian HR is induced on MR in the manner 
such that H R 017' = Hoi. Thus we obtain the reduced system 
(MR ,WR,HR)' The reduced Hamiltonian vector field X HR is 
given by 1T.XH (p) =XHR (1T(P)) for P EM, where the sub
script asterisk indicates the tangent map. 

In what follows, we will perform the reduction in the 
coordinates introduced in (2.13 ).For h > 0, the momentum 
manifold M is given by R = (2h )112, and the pseudo-Hopf 
variables restricted on M are written as 

Vloi = - (h /2)cos ~ sinh T, VzOi = (h /2)sin ~ sinh T, 
(2.14) 

V30i = (h 12)cosh T, VoOi = h /2, 

where i remains to be the inclusion map. These are indepen
dent of the fiber coordinate ~. The two-hyperboloid 112 de
fined by (2.11) with ~ restricted to M = H 3 then has coordi
nates ~ and T with 0<~<21T and T>O. 

Since the U(l)-invariant Hamiltonian H should be a 
function of ~ and T only, it is regarded as a function HR on 
HZ. This is the meaning ofHR 017' = Hoi. Now the symplectic 
form W can be expressed, after calculation, in the form 

W = !R dR 1\ (d~ + cosh T dT) + iR 2 sinh T dT 1\ d~. 
(2.15) 
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Restricted to M, w gets the form 

i*w = (h 12)sinh r dr A d¢J. (2.16) 

The right-hand side of(2.16) is thought of as a two-form WR 

on HZ. This is the meaning of 1r*wR = i*w. 
For h < 0, it is convenient to set 

ZI = Rei [("'-of>)l2Jsinh(r/2), Z2 = Reill"'+of>)l2Jcosh(r/2), 

(2.17) 

in place of (2.13). Then the momentum manifold M is given 
by R = (2ih W/2, and V; by similar equations to (2.14). 

c. The momentum map associated with U{1, 1) 

Consider U(I,I) acting on (;2. Elements g in U(I,I) sa
tisfy the matrix relation g*Gg = G, where g* is the Hermi
tian conjugate ofg. From the expression (2.4), we see that w is 
invariant under the action of U( 1,1); that is, U( 1,1) acts sym
plectically on (;z. By u(l, 1) we mean the Lie algebra ofU(l, 1) 
consisting of a satisfying a*G + Ga = O. The a's can be 
written as 

1 (- iC3 - ico C2 + ic I ) • h R 
- . . . , WIt c) E . 
2 c2 - IC I IC3 - ICo 

(2.18) 

The U( 1,1) and u( 1,1) have realizations in 4 X 4 real ma
trixform. LetA + iB and a + ib be elements ofU(I,I) and of 
u(l,l), respectively. Then pairs (A,B ) and (a,b ) should be sub
ject to 

A TGA + B TGB = G, A TGB = B TGA, (2.19) 

(2.20) 

respectively, where the superscript T indicates the trans
pose. Now the actions ofU(l,l) and u(l,l) on e2

, (A + iB )(x 
+ iGy) and (a + ib )(x + iGy), yield the desired matrices 

and 

(:B ~:G) (2.21a) 

-bG\ 
GaG }' 

(2.21b) 

respectively. 
Let the element (2.18) be expressed as a + ib. Then the 

matrix (2.21b) takes the form 

~ (-c~-c, ~ 
CI -c3 +CO 

C3 + Co CI) 
CI C3 -CO 

o - C2 • 

-C2 0 

(2.22) 

We take a basis Ie) },j = 0, ... ,3, foru(l,l) in the manner such 
that the matrix (2.22) is a linear combination ~cjej' The com
mutation relations among ej are given by 

[e l ,e2] = - e3, [e2,e3 ] = el, [e3,e l ] = e2, 

(2.23) 
[eo,ej ] = 0, j = 1,2,3. 

Let; be any element ofu(l,l) with the m.atrix expres
sion (2.21b). Then the infinitesimal symplectic action on 
P = R4 associated with;, denoted by ;p, is the vector field 

a a ;p = (ax - bGy). - + (Gbx + GaGy). - , (2.24) 
ax ay 
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where alax = (alax l ,alax2)T and a liJy = (aliJyl,aliJy2)T, 
and the dot here stands for the standard inner product. The 
; p has a generating function F such that it; p jaI = dF; that is, 

aF aF - = - (Gbx + GaGy), - = ax - bGy. (2.25) 
ax ay 

F is then found out to be 

F(p) = ax·y - ~bGy·y - ~Gbx·x 

= ~w(;p,p), p = (;) E R4. (2.26) 

For a general case, see Ref. 4, p. 190. Expanding Eq. (2.26), 
for; = I.cj ej , with respect to ej , we obtain 

!w(;p,p) = CIVI + C2V2 + C3 V 3 + coVo, (2.27) 

where V; are the pseudo-Hopfvariables defined by (2.9). 
The momentum map L:R4~u(1,1)* is then given (see 

Ref. 4, p. 288) by 

L (p).; = !w(;p, pI, (2.28) 

where the dot means the paring of covectors and vectors. 
The L itself has the form 

L (p) = VieT + V2e! + V3e! + Voe~, (2.29) 

where I ej} is the basis of u( 1,1)* dual to [ej }. 

The momentum map Lis Ad* equivariant. In fact, for 
g E U(l,l) and; E u(l,l) we have, from (2.28), 

L (gp).; = !w(;gp, gp) = !w( g-I;gp, p) 

= L (p).Adg -. ;, 

or 

L (gp) = Ad:-. oL (p), for p E R4. (2.30) 

In what follows we specialize U(l,l) to subgroups. The 
matrix (2.8) gives a one-parameter subgroup U(l) ofU(l,l). 
In fact, the matrix (2.21a) with A = 12 cos t and B 
= - 12 sin t is just (2.8). Further, the Lie algebra u(l) of 

U( 1) has a basis eo, because exp 2teo equals (2.8). The momen
tum map associated with U( 1) is then a restriction of L. In 
effect, setting; = eo in (2.28), we get L (p)·eo = Vo = VIz, so 
thatL (P)iU'I)* = VI2e~. Accordingly, the Ad* equivariance 
of H2 under the U(l) action is a special case of that of L. 

Here, SU(I,I) is a subgroup of U(l,l) with 
det(A + iB ) = 1. The Lie algebra suI 1, 1) has a basis [ej }, 

j = 1,2,3, given in (2.23). WedenotebyJ the momentum map 
associated with SU(l,l); J:R4~su(1,1)*, which is a restric
tion of L to suI 1,1)*. Let S E suI 1,1). Then Eqs. (2.28) and 
(2.29) reduce to 

J(p)·s = !w(sp,p), (2.31) 

(2.32) 

respectively, where [e)*J,j = 1,2,3, is the basis dual to [ej }. 

The Ad* equivariance of J is now transparent: 

J (gp) = Ad:-. oJ (p). (2.33) 

We note that SU(l,l) and U(l) commute and that the 
Lie algebra su(l,l) + u(l) of SU(l,l)XU(l) coincides with 
u( 1,1), so that the momentum map L can be thought of as 
associated with SU(I,I)XU(I). We will hereafter give our 
concern to SU(I,I)XU(I) rather than U(I,I). We remark in 
conclusion that SUI 1,1) X U( 1) is a covering group of U( 1,1). 
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D. Factoring the canonical projection 1T!M~MIS1 

In this section, we are going to break up the natural 
projection 1r:M~M IS I through the following diagram: 

M = H3 J • su(l,l). 

1r l ~, (2.34) 
MR ~~ - su(l,l) 

where the maps other than J and 1r will be defined in the 
sequel. The reasoning to be done in this section is a transla
tion of that in Ref. 3 into a noncompact case. 

Let M continue to denote the three-hyperboloid H 3 de
termined by H 2- I(h ). The action of SUI 1, 1) is transitive on 
M, because for any point (z 1,z2) with Iz 112 - IZ212 = 2h > 0 
and a fixed point Po = ((2h )1/2,0) of MC e2, we have 

(zl(2h )-1/2 z2(2h )-1/2) ((2h )1/2) _ (Zl) 
\z2(2h )-1/2 zl(2h )-1/2 0 - \z2' (2.35) 

and for (ZI,z2) with IZI12 - IZ212 = 2h < 0 and 
Po = (0,(2Ih W12), 

(Z2(2I h /)-1/2 ZI(2Ih /)-1/2) ( 0 ) (ZI) 
\z1(2Ih /)-1/2 z2(21h /)-1/2 (21h 1)1/2 = \z2 . 

(2.36) 
Therefore, the Ad· equivariance (2.33) together with 
M = SU(l,l)po yields 

J(M) = [Adi-. oJ(Po)lg E SU(l,l)} Csu(l,l)·, (2.37) 

whereJ(po) = (Ih 1/2)er. ThusJ(M) is a coadjoint orbit, so 
that it is even dimensional and has a standard symplectic 
form (the Kirillov-Kostant-Souriau theorem). 

We now determine a symplectic form n on J (M) such 
that 

J*n = i*m, (2.38) 

where i:M~R4 is the inclusion map. Let R4 = P and 
su(l,l)* = Q. For S E su(l,l), we mean by sp(p) and sQLu) 
the infinitesimal generator of exp ts action at PEP and of 
Ad!p( _ ts I action at P E Q, respectively. Then differentiated, 
the Ad· equivariance (2.33) of J with g = exp ts gives 
J.Sp(p) = sQ(p) with p = J(p), where J. is the tangent 
map of J. Moreover, we note that sp(p) has a generating 

A A 

function J(s) defined by J(5)(p) =J(p)-s; that is, sp(p) 
= XJ(sl' a Hamiltonian vector fiel<!.(see }--ef. 4, p;.. 276). The 

Ad*equivariancealsoimpliesthat [J(s ),J(1])} = J ([5,1]]) for 
5,1] E sur 1, I) (see Ref. 4, p. 281 ). We are now in a position to 
write down n by the use of the above facts. Since the coad
joint action ofSU(l, 1) is clearly transitive onJ(M), allsQ( p) 
cover the tangent space to J(M) at p. We then obtain for 
S,1] E su(I,l) andp = J(p) 

n (5Q,1]Q)(p) = n (J. sp,J. 1]p)(J(p)) 

= (J·n )(Sp,1]p)(p) 

= m(sp,1]p)(p) = m(XJ(sl,xJ(1/I)(P) 
A A A 

= [J(s),J(1])}(p) =J([S,1]])(p) 

=J(p)-[S,1]] =p-[S,1]]· (2.39) 

This shows that n is the Kirillov-Kostant-Souriau form (see 
Ref. 4, p. 281 and Ref. 5, p. 230). The deduction (2.39) is quite 
the same as that in Ref. 3, but we reproduced it for the sake of 
consistency. 
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According to the diagram (2.34), we now pass from 
su(l,l)· tosu(l,l). Lets = ~: ~ cjej and 5 ' = l:~: ~ c;ej bein 
sur 1, 1 ). We define an indefinite inner product r on sur 1, 1) by 

y(5,s') = - tr(ss') = - clci - c2ci + c3ci· (2.40) 

Thus su(l,I) is identified with the Minkowski space of di
mension 3.The vector space isomorphism 'I ofsu(I,l) with 
su(l,I)· is induced by 

'1(5)'5' = r(5,s')· (2.41) 

For the basis [ej } and [ej} we have 

'1(ed = - eT, '1(e2) = - e~, '1(e3 ) = er. (2.42) 

A simple calculation shows that, on setting r# = ('I) -I, 

Y'0Adg = Adi-. 0'1, or Adg °r# = r# OAdi-·· 

(2.43) 

We know from (2.43) that (r# oJ)(M) is an orbit ofSU(I, 1) in 
the adjoint representation. 

Let T= su(l,l) and Q = su(l,I)·. Differentiated, Eq. 
(2.43) with g = exp ts yields 

Y'(ST) = sQ°'l, (2.44) 

where sTand SQ are the infinitesimal generators of the ad
joint action and of the coadjoint action of exp ts E SUI 1,1). 
Here we have used the fact that (Y'). = rb, asrislinear. We 
note that ST(V) = [5,v] for v E su(l,l). Now the symplectic 
form ii defined by ii = ('I )·n on (r# oJ)(M) is expressed, 
for ;,1],v E su(I,l), in the form 

ii(Sro1]T)(V) = y(v,[s,1]]), (2.45) 

which can be easily proved on account of (2.39) and (2.44). 
The last stage in tracing the diagram (2.34) is to identify 

sur 1,1) with the Minkowski space of dimension 3. Let (R3,r) 
be the Minkowski space endowed with the Lorentz metric r 
such that (r (fj, fk )) = diag( - 1, - 1, + 1) for the standard 
basis {fj J,j = 1,2,3, of R3. The Hodge star operator. with 
respect to the Lorentz metric r is given by 

·(/1/\ f2) = f3' ·(h /\f 3) = - fl' ·(/3/\ fl) = - f2' 

(2.46) 

Define a linear map A:R3~su(1, 1) by 

A (fj) = - ej , j = 1,2,3. (2.47) 

Then A is an isometry of (R3,r) with (su(l,l),r); that is, 
A ·r=r. 

The commutation relations (2.22) and the star operators 
(2.46) now give, forj,k = 1,2,3, 

[A (fj),A (/k)] =A (.(fj /\ fk))' (2.48) 

which implies that A is a Lie algebra isomorphism of 
(R2,1,.0 /\) with su(l,l), where R2,I denotes the Minkowski 
space (R3,r). 

Letting J = A -Ior# oJ, we obtain from (2.32), (2.42), 
and (2.47) 

- 3 J(p) = VIiI + V2h - V3h = (V1'V2 , - V3 ) E R, 

(2.49) 

which shows that J restricted to M is just the pseudo-Hopf 
map defined by (2.2lb). WehaveJ(M) = H2_ ,indeed. Since 
MR =MISI~2_, wecanchooseJIM for1r:M~MR' 
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If we choose another basis {ej] with e; = - el, ei 
= e2, and e; = - e3, which satisfies the same commutation 
relations as {ej J does, we have, in place of (2.32), 

J(p) = - VieT + V2er + V3ef = Vlei* + V2ei* - V3e;*, 

(2.50) 

where {ej*J is the dual basis to {ej J. Equation (2.49) then 
becomes 

J(p) = - Vdl + Vd2 + Vd3 = Vd; + V2fi - Vd;, 
(2.51) 

where {/j] is a basis of R3 defined by Ii = - II,Ji =/2' 
andf3 = -/3 such that A(/j) = -ej,j= 1,2,3. In this 
case, we have] (M) = H 2+ with respect to the basis {Jj J. 
However,] (M) may be considered asH 2_ with respect to the 
basis {I j] on account of (2.51). Hence we do not need to 
distinguish H 2+ and H 2_ , and denote one of them by H 2 for 
short. Thus we have realized M R in R3 as one sheet of a two
sheeted two-hyperboloid and have factored the projection 
1T:M-MR into 

1T=A- l oy#oJIM' (2.52) 

We here point out that because of (2.11) the one-sheeted two
hyperboloid is not admitted as a realization of MR' 

Accompanying the realization of M R , the symplectic 
form W R is also realized on H 2. Consider the form A * ii in
duced on H2. Then from the factorization (2.52), we have 

1T*(A *ii) = J*(y# )*(A -I)*A *ii 

= J*[J = i*w, (2.53) 

*(w/\v) = - I
W2 

V2 

It is now clear that grad q and *(w /\ v) are orthogonal as 
vectors in the Euclidean space. Thus *(w /\ v) is tangent to 
H2. Further, we give a formula useful in the next section; for 
A,B,C E R\ one has 

F(*(A /\B ),C) = r(A,*(B /\ C)), (2.57) 

which can be proved by a simple calculation. 

E. Euler's equations 

So far we have obtained (H2,). *ii) as a model for the 
reduced phase space (MR ,WR)' Given a Hamiltonian func
tion H which is invariant under the U( 1) action (2.6), one can 
determine a unique function H R on M R such that 
H R 01T = Hoi to obtain the Hamiltonian vector field X HR on 
M R through i(X HR)w R = dH R . Our purpose in this section is 
to get an explicit form of X HR . 

As was anticipated in Sec. II B and will be proved in 
Sec. II F, polynomial Hamiltonian functions H 2k invariant 
under U(l) are polynomials in the pseudo-Hopfvariables 

H2k (x I'X2, YI' Y2) = Fd VI' V2, V3 , Vol, (2.58) 
whereFk are polynomials of degree k in the prescribed varia
bles. Letting (vj ) be the Cartesian coordinates in R3

, we de
fine on R3 

k=n 

F(v) = I Fdv l ,V2, - v3,h 12). (2.59) 
k=! 
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sothatwR = A *ii. Thus we can take (H 2 
,). *ii )asamodelfor 

the reduced phase space (M R ,W R ). 

WenowwriteoutwR in an explicit form. LetA (t) = 5, 
A (7j) = 1/, and A (v) = vforS,1/,vinsu(l,l). A simple compu
tation which will be written in the next paragraph shows that 
tangent vectors to H 2 at v have the form *(€- /\ ~), which cor
responds to the ordinary vector product in R3. We note also 
that A (*(€- /\ 7j)) = [5,1/], which is a consequence of (2.48). 
Then from the facts stated above, we have 

WR (*(€- /\ v),*(7j /\ v))(v) 

= (A *ii )(*~ /\ v),*(7j /\ v))(v) 

= ii ([5, v ], [1/,v ])(v) 

= r(v, [5,1/]) 

= Y[A (v),). (*(€- /\ ~))] 

= (A *y)(v,*(€- /\ 7j)) 

= F(v,*(€- /\ 7j)). (2.54) 

It is convenient for us to get accustomed to vector calcu
lus in the Minkowski space (R\F). We show that an arbi
trary tangent vector to H 2 at v E H 2 is expressed in the form 
*(w /\ v) with WE R3. Let 

q(v) = - vi - v~ + v~. (2.55) 

Then H2 is defined by q(x) = (h 12f. For w = l:Wj Jj and 
v = l:Vj Jj, one has, by definition, 

(2.56) 

I 
Then the function H R = F IM

R
' a restriction of F to 

MR -::dl 2, clearly satisfies HR 01T = Hoi with H = l:H 2k' 
We now derive the Hamiltonian vector field X HR by 

using (2.54) together with i(XHR)wR = dHR. Set XHR(V) 
= *(A /\v) for v EH2 and A E R3

, sinceXHR(v) is tangent to 
H 2. Then for an arbitrary tangent vector *(B /\ v) to H 2 at v, 
we have 

WR (XHR (v),*(B /\ v))(v) = WR (*(A /\ v),*(B /\ v))(v) 

= F(v,*(A /\B)) 

= - F(*(A /\v),B) 

= -F(XHR(V),B). (2.60) 

Here we have used the formula (2.57). We next obtain, on 
accountofHR =FIMR' 

dHR (v)(*(B /\v)) = F(VF,*(B /\v)) 

= -F(*(VF/\v),B), (2.61) 

where V F is the gradient of F with respect of the Lorentz 
metric F. From (2.60) and (2.61) we conclude that XHR(V) 
= *(V F /\ v), so that the equation of motion is expressed in 

the form 

dv 
- = XH (v) = *(VF /\ v), for v E H2, 
dt R 

(2.62) 
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which is Euler's equation in the Minkowski space H2,1. In the 
ordinary notation of vector calculus in R3

, Eq. (2.62) is put 
into 

dv I 
- = - (grad F X grad q), 
dt 2 

where grad indicates the gradient in the Euclidean sense. 
This equation was found by Kummer. I 

F. Normal form 

We now proceed to prove the relation (2.58). Though 
the proof is the same as that in Ref. 3, we reproduce it for 
consistency. Recall that LX2 JIj = O,j = 0, ... ,3, and the rela
tion (2.11) among the pseudo-Hopf variables. Let 
Pn (X I,x2' YI' Y2) and Qm (VI' V2, V3, Vol be the vector spaces of 
homogeneous polynomials of degree nand m in the specified 
variables, respectively. Since Lx, is a derivation, we have 

Qm(VIOV2,V3,Vo)~ker(Lx2IP2m(xl,x2'YI'Y2))' (2.63) 

We make an attempt to show that equality holds in (2.63). To 
this end, we compute the dimension of the vector spaces on 
both sides of (2.63). From the relation (2.11) it follows that 

Qm (VI' V2, V3, Vol = Qm (VI' V2, V3) + VoQm _ I (VI' V2, V3)· 

(2.64) 

The dimension of the right-hand side of (2.64) is (m + 1 f 
The dimension ofker(Lx2IPn) is easily computed when 

the polynomials in Pn are written in the complex variables 
introduced in (2.3). In fact, since polynomials in Pn then get 
the form 

~ C zj'zj'z-k'z-k, 
~ j,j,k,k, I 2 I 2' (2.65) 

withjl + j2 + kl + k2 = nand Cj,j,k,k, = Ck,k,j,j" and since 
X 2 is expressed in the form (2.5), the Lie derivatives of the 
basis monomials are calculated to be 

L zj'zj,.Z';'Zk, - - it]· +]. - k - k )zj'Zii'Zk'Zk, (2.66) "21212- 12 I 21212' 

so that the dimension of ker(Lx,IPn ) equals the number of 
non-negative integer solutions to 

jl + j2 - kl - k2 = 0, 

(2.67) 

For n = 2m, the number of non-negative integer solutions to 
(2.67) is (m + If, and hence equality holds in (2.63). An anal
ogous equation to (2.66) and the same equations as (2,67) 
appeared in Ref. 6 in reducing the quantum harmonic oscil
lator. 

G. SOo(1,2) as a dynamical group 

By a dynamical group we mean a Lie group which acts 
on the phase space symplectically, and whose Lie algebra has 
a realization in functions on the phase space under the Pois
son bracket such that the Hamiltonian is a function of the 
generators in the realization Lie algebra. Our aim in this 
section is to show that SOo(I,2) is a dynamical group for the 
Hamiltonian system (M R ,w R ,H R ). 

We start by looking for what group is acting on MR' So 
far we have reduced the dynamical system (R4,W,H) to 
(MR ,WR,HR)' We recall here that SU(I, 1) acts on R4 sym-
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plectically, leaving MCR4 invariant, and that SU(I,I) and 
U(I) commute. Since MR = M /S I [S I~U(I)], SU(I,I) can 
act on M R; in fact, the action of SUI 1, 1) is well defined by 
<Pg(1T(X)) = 1T(gx) forg E SU(I,I) and X EM. The <Pg are sym
plectic, that is, <P;w R = W R' because the SUI 1,1) leaves W 
invariant and because 1T*WR = i*w. 

From (2.33), (2.43), and (2.52), we get the <Pg in the form 

<Pg(1T(x)) = A -IOAdg(y# oJ(x)), (2.68) 

which shows that the action of SU(I,I) on MR is identified 
with the adjoint representation ofSU(I,I) in its Lie algebra 
suI 1,1). The M R is, of course, identified with an adjoint orbit 
of SU(I,I). It follows therefore that SU(I,I)1Z2~SOo(I,2) 
acts onMR , whereZ2 = (12' - 121 and SOo(I,2) denotes the 
identity component of the Lorentz group 0(1,2). It is also 
clear from the above that the action of SOo(1,2) on MR is 
symplectic. The action ofSOo(I,2) was pointed out in Ref. 1 
without mentioning its symplecticity. 

We proceed to look into the SOo(1,2) action. The <Pg 
given by (2.68) can be expressed in the 3 X 3 matrix form, 
because MR is realized as a surface H2 in &3 by 
(Vj )IH' = (VI'VZ' - V3) in the Cartesian coordinates (vj ). For 
g = exp tej,j = 1,2,3, we obtain the matrices 

<Pexpte, = (~ CO~h t - s~nh t), 
o - sinh t cosh t 

(=hf 0 sinh f) 
<Pexp te, = 0 1 o , 
. sinh t 0 cosh t 

emf - sin t 

D <Pexp te3 = Si~ t cos t (2.69) 

0 

Infinitesimal generators of the flows v-+<Pexpte)v),j = 1,2,3, 
are then given by 

a a 
LI = -V3- -V2-, 

aV2 aV3 

a a 
L 2 =V3 - +v I -, au l au3 

a a 
L3= -V2 - +vl -· (2.70) 

aV I aV2 

The generators Lj , j = 1,2,3, are Hamiltonian vector 
fields, because the <PexpteJ are symplectic. We wish to obtain 
generating functions (or Hamiltonians) for Lj • To this end, it 
is of practical use to define functions (JIj)R on M R ~ 2 by 
Vj IMR = (JIj)R for j = 1,2, and by v3 1M

R 
= - (V3)R' These 

functions are special cases of the Hamiltonian H R with 
H = JIj, j = 1,2,3 [see (2.58) and (2.59)]. Then we have 
(JIj)R 01T = JIj Oi, i being the inclusion map M-+R4. Accord
ing to (2.62), the Hamiltonian vector fields X(~)R,j = 1,2,3, 
associated with (JIj)R are given at v E H 2 by *(Vvj /\ v) for 
j = 1,2, and by *( - VV3/\ v). After short calculation, we ob
tain 

X(V')R(V) = - v3h. - vd;, 

XW')R(V) = V3!1 + VI!3' 

X (3 )R(V) = - V2!1 + Vlh.· 
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Equations (2.70) and (2.71) imply that L j =X(~)R' so that 
(J'j)R are Hamiltonians for L j • It deserves mention here that 
the mapping er-+ - L j is a Lie algebra homomorphism. 

We are now in a position to prove SOo(I.2) to be a dyna
mical group. We are left with a task to show that (J'j)R' 
j = 1.2.3. span the Lie algebra so(I.2). for the Hamiltonian 
H R is known to be a function of (J'j)R (Sec. II F). We recall 
here that the functions J'j. j = 1.2.3. span the Lie algebra 
su(I.1)~so(I.2) under the Poisson bracket [see (2.10)]. 
Further we note that rr. X ~(x) = X(~)R (1T(x)). Then by using 
i*w = rr*wR' we obtain 

I J'j. Vk J Oi(x) = w(X~.x v)Oi(x) 

= (i*w)(X~.x v.)(i(x)) 

= (rr*wR)(X~.xVK)(x) 

= WR (rr *X ~.rr.X v.)(rr(x)) 

= WR (X(~"t.x(Vk)R)(1T(X)) 

= !(J'j)R'(Vk)R J(1T(x)). (2.72) 

so that (J'j)R.j = 1.2.3. satisfy the so(I.2) commutation rela
tions. 

III. REDUCTION BY SO(2) 

Rotational-invariant Hamiltonian systems with two de
grees of freedom are reduced to Hamiltonian systems with 
one degree of freedom. which give systems on the positive 
real line (r> 0). This is an application of Routh's procedure 
for cyclic coordinates.7 We will shed new light on this well
known procedure. 

Let (x I.X2' y I' Y2) be the Cartesian coordinates of the 
phase space R4 and W the standard symplectic form given by 
(2.1). Rotations in R2. thex space. lift to R4; that is. SO(2) acts 
on R4 through 

p(t) = (exPotN ° ). with N = (°1 
exptN 

- 1) ° . 
(3.1) 

The action of SO(2) is clearly symplectic. The angular mo
mentum is the very momentum map associated with the 
SO(2). We denote it by 2Wo: 

Wo = ~ (y.Nx). (3.2) 

where ( • ) is the standard inner product on R2. and x andy 
are vectors in R2. 

Let us write SL(2.R) in the 4 X 4 matrix form 

(
aI2 

el2 
!~:). with ad - be = 1. (3.3) 

The SL(2.R) is commutative with the SO(2) given in (3.1). and 
acts on R4 symplectically. We will compute the momentum 
map associated with the SL(2.R). We take a basis {ej'}, 
j = 1.2.3. of the Lie algebra sl(2.H) so that any element 
5 = ~aj ej' may be expressed as 

( a, ° al +a3 a,;a) 1 0 a2 ° 

2 al ~ a3 0 -az 
(3.4) 

al -a3 ° -az 
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Then the commutation relations among the ej' are 

[e" e"] - - e" I. 2 - 3' [e" e"] - e" 2' 3 - I' [e" e"] - e" 3' I - z· (3.5) 

In a similar manner to that in Sec. II C. we can find a 
generating function of the infinitesimal symplectic transfor
mation corresponding to (3.4). In fact. for 5 = I.ajej' and P 
= (;) E R4 we have a generating function 

(3.6) 

where 

WI = !(Y.y) - (x.x»). 

W2 = !(x.y). 

(3.7) 

We note here that Wi.j = 1.2.3. are well known to satisfy the 
commutation relations 

I WI.WZJ = - W3• {W2.W3J = WI' I W3. Wd = Wz• 

(3.8) 
and that Wi's are related by 

- Wi - W~ + W~ = W~. (3.9) 

which are similar to (2.10) and (2.11). We also remark that 
Wi.j = 0 •...• 3. are all invariant under the SO(2) action. The 
momentum map J:R4_sl(2.R)* is then defined by 

J(p)·s = !w(sP.p). (3.10) 

The Ad* equivariance of J can be proved in the same manner 
as in (2.30). 

We now consider the momentum manifold M deter
mined by 2Wo = (y.Nx) = I. I being a nonzero constant. 
Since for any x in R2 - 10 J. the equation 2 Wo = I deter
mines a linear equation in y = (~;). M is diffeomorphic to 
(R2 - 10j)XR. We will get a concrete idea of the topology of 
M in the next section. Now M admits the action of SO(2) 
because Wo is invariant under the SO(2) action (3.1). There
fore. one can get the orbit manifold M /S I. which we denote 
by MR' the same notation as in Sec. II. 

We wish to realize the M R to be a surface in R3. For this 
purpose. like (2. 12b). we consider the map of M to R3 

K:(X.y)-(WI.WZ' - W3). (3.11) 

For the same reason as in Sec. II D [see (2.51)] we do not need 
to consider the map corresponding to (2. 12a). From Eq. (3.9) 
with Wo = 1/2 it follows that K(M) is one sheet of a two
sheeted two-hyperboloid in JR3. which we denote by H2. the 
same notation as in Sec. II [Wo = 1/2 will be seen to be equi
valent to H2 = h = I in (4.10)]. Since Wi.j = 1.2.3. are invar
iant under SO(2). theinverseimageK-I(w) ofw E H2 must be 
an invariant manifold for SO(2) which is diffeomorphic to S I. 
Therefore we conclude thatM /S I is realized as a surface H 2 

in R3. and that the map K is identified with the natural projec
tion rr:M_M R . The projection rr determines a unique sym
plectic form WR on MR by rr*wR = i*w. where i:M_R4 is 
the inclusion map. Thus we have a reduced symplectic mani
fold (MR ,WR) as a surface in R3. 

We turn to describing the reduction in the polar coordi
nates (r.e ) and their conjugate momentum variables (Pro Pe). 
We have. as is well known. 
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XI = r cos e, YI = Pr COS e -- [sin e Ir] Pe, 
(3.12) 

X2 r sin e, Y2 = Pr sin e + [cos e Ir] Pe, 

and 

rPr = (y,x). Pe = (y,Nx). (3.13) 

The momentum manifold M is then given by Pe = I, so that 
(r,B,Pr) is a local coordinate system for M. The action of 
80(2) is described in terms of (r,B, Pr) as e---+e + t with rand 
Pr fixed. TheorbitmanifoldM IS 1:::::::B2then has thecoordi
nates (r, Pr), and can be described by the equations 

WI = !(p; + /2/r -- r), 

W 2 = !rp" (3.14) 

-- W3 = !(p; + /2/r + r), 

where (Wj) are the Cartesian coordinates in R3. Equations 
(3.14) result from (3.7) and (3.l1H3.13), as is easily verified. 

The symplectic forms cu and cuRare expressed as 

cu=drl\dpr+del\dPe, cuR=drl\dp" (3.15) 

respectively. It is clear that the relation 1T'*CUR = i*cu holds 
for the above forms. 

In the same manner as in Sec. II D, we can factor the 
projection 1T':M-.M IS I. We first provethatJ(M) is acoad
joint orbit of SL(2,JR) in sl(2,JR)*. To this end, we show that 
SL(2,R) acts transitively on M. Our discussion is broken up 
into two parts, according to whether 1 is positive or negative. 
First we take the case where / is positive. Then for a fixed 

point ({i,o,O, .. [l{ and an arbitrary point (X I,x2' Yl' Yzf of M 
we have 

(

XI 0 X

2 O)(D ~I) 1 0 XI 0 X2 0 X2 
- (3.16) 
{i YI 0 Yz 0 0 YI' 

o YI 0 Y2 If 2 

When / is negative, we have for (.JTTT,o,o, -- .JTTT)T 

1 (~ ~I --OX

2 

_OX2)( ~ ) ~X:) 
.JTTT Yl 0 -- Y2 0 0 Yl . 

o Yl 0 -Y2 -M 2 

(3.17) 

Equations (3.16) and (3.17) mean that SL(2,R) is transitive on 
M. Therefore we obtain, by using the Ad* equivariance of J, 

J (M) = (J (gpo) Ig e 8L(2,R) J 

= {Ad;-. OJ (Po) Ig e SL(2,JR) J, (3.18) 

where Po = ({i,o,o,{if for 1 positive or Po = (.JTTT,0,0, 
- .JTTT)T fori negative. ThusJ (M) turns outto be acoadjoint 

orbit in sl(2,R)*. 
Since sl(2,R) and su(l,I) are isomorphic Lie algebras 

[see (2.23) and (3.5)], the same reasoning as that done in Sec. 
II D can go through to put J (M) into an adjoint orbit in 
sl(2,R). Further, sl(2,R) can be identified with R3

, and hence 
we obtain eventually the diagram 

M • sl(2,R)* 

t- ISI:::::=H2-SI(4,R) , (3.19) 
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which gives a decomposition of the natural projection 
T:M---+MR' 

If a Hamiltonian H is given which is invariant under the 
SO(2) action, the reduced Hamiltonian H R is determined by 
H R 01T' = Hoi. Then we have a reduced Hamiltonian system 
(MR ,CUR ,HR ) realized on a two-hyperboloid in R3. We will 
return to this system in the latter part of the next section. 

IV. EQUIVALENCE OF THE REDUCTIONS 

The reductions performed in Secs. II and III are asso
ciated with the group SU{1, 1) X U( 1) and SL(2,R) X SO(2), re
spectively. We note here that these groups are isomorphic 
under the isomorphism given by 

S= _1 (~ 
/i 0 

o 

o 0 
o 0 
-1 

(4.1) 

In fact, for g e SL(2,JR) given by (3.3), we obtain 

SgS-1 

C+d a--d b-c 
He ) 1 a-d a+d h+c b c 

="2 -b+c b+c a+d -a+d ' 
b+c -h+c -a+d a+d 

(4.2) 

which belongs to (2.21a), the elements of SU(I, I), together 
with 

A = J.. (a + d a - d), B = J.. ( - b + c b + c) 
2 a-d a+d 2 -b-c b-c' 

(4.3) 

and for p(t) e SO(2) given by (3.1), 

C~t 
0 sin t 

-~m') Sp(t)S-l -~mt 
cos t 0 

0 cos t o ' 
sin t 0 cos t 

(4.4) 

which is nothing but the matrix (2.8), the elements ofU(I). 
We denote the right-hand side of Eq. (4.4) by (/> (t). 

The isomorphism of SU(l,l)XU(I) with 
SL(2,JR) X SO(2) gives rise to the Lie algebra isomorphism of 
su(I,I) + uti) with sl(2,R) + so(2). We have, indeed, for 
S e sl(2,R) given by (3.4) 

SSS-I= ( ~ 
-a3 a1 

a l 

o 
(4.5) o 

which is an element of su(I,I) given by (2.22) with cj = aj, 
j = 1,2,3, and Co = O. As for the isomorphism u(I)~so(2), 
differentiated with respect to t, Eq. (4.4) yields 

Sp(O)S-1 (_oG ~, (4.6) 

which is a basis ofu(I) given by (2.22) with Cl = C2 = C3 = 0 
and eo = 1. 
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Furthermore, the isomorphism S is symplectic. It is, in 
effect, easy to verify that for P' = Sp with p' = (;:) and p = (;) 
one has !'dx; /\ dy; = !.dxj /\ dYj; that is, 

w(Sp,Sq) = w(p,q), for p,q E R4. (4.7) 

We are now in a position to show that the momentum 
maps associated with SU(l,l) and with SL(2,R) are equiva
lent. Let 5 E sl(2,R) be given by (3.4). Then by using (4.7), we 
obtain for p' = Sp 

!w(sp,p) = !W(SSS-lp',p'). (4.8) 

The left-hand side equals the pairing of 5 E sl(2,H) and the 
momentum map associated with SL(2,R) [see (3.10)], and the 
right-hand side the pairing of SsS - 1 E suI 1,1) and the mo
mentum map associated with SU(l,l). Thus Eq. (4.8) means 
the equivalence of the momentum maps. From (2.27) with 
Co = ° and (3.6) with aj = cj , Eq. (4.8) implies also that 

W1(p) = V1(p'), W2(p) = V2(p'), W3(p) = V3(p')· 

(4.9) 

As for Wo and Vo, the momenta associated with U( 1) and 
SO(2), respectively, we have 

Wo(p) = Vo(p') = ¥I2(P'). (4.10) 

This equation shows that the level surface H 2 = h in Sec. II is 
diffeomorphic with the momentum manifold Wo = [ /2 in 
Sec. III, so that the latter is the three-hyperboloid H 3. 

Thus we have proved that the reductions from (R\w) to 
(MR ,wR), performed in Secs. II and III, are equivalent; that 
is, in each case, the momentum manifold M is diffeomorphic 
to a three-hyperboloid, and the orbit manifold M R for the S 1 

action [S I~U(1)~SO(2)] is realized as one sheet of a two
sheeted two-hyperboloid in R3

, which is identified with an 
adjoint orbit of the group SU(1,1)~SL(2,R) in 
suI 1, 1 )~sl(2,R). Of course, the reduced symplectic form w R 

is unique by the reduction, so that it is the same in each case. 
On having made clear the equiValence of the reductions, 

we proceed to a detailed discussion on SO(2)-invariant Ha
miltonian systems which was skipped over in Sec. III. Let K 
be an SO(2)-invariant Hamiltonian, which is assumed to be a 
finite sum of even number degree homogeneous polynomials 
in (X 1,x2' Yl' Y2); K = !.K 2k' Then by the linear symplectic 
mapping S defined by (4.1), K is transformed into a U(l)
invariant Hamiltonian H determined by K = HoS. In fact, 
for the Hamiltonian K such that KOp(t) = K, one has 
Hoep (t) = H on account ofEq. (4.4). The Hamiltonian His, 
of course, a finite sum of even number degree homogeneous 
polynomials; H = !.H 2k' According to the result in Sec. 
n F, the H, U( 1 )-invariant, is a polynomial function of J'j, 
j = 0, ... ,3. Hence K becomes a polynomial function of Wj, 
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j = 0, ... ,3, owing to Eqs. (4.9) and (4.10). Thus we come to the 
conclusion that polynomial Hamiltonians K = !.K 2k invar
iant under SO(2) are polynomials in the variables Wj, 
j = 0, ... ,3. The reduced HamiltonianKR onMR , determined 
by KR Orr = Ko;, is therefore a polynomial function in (Wj)R' 
j = 1,2,3, where the (Wj )R are determined by 
(Wj)R Orr = Wj 0; and equal to the right-hand sides of Eq. 
(3.14). 

Then, Hamilton's equations for the reduced system 
(MR ,WR,HR)' which are usually described in terms of(r,Pr), 
can be expressed as Euler's equations in a similar manner to 
Eq. (2.62). 

We conclude this section with a remark on a dynamical 
group. WehaveshowninSec.n Gthat SOo(1,2) is a dynami
cal group for the reduced Hamiltonian system (M R ,w R ,H R ). 
For the same reason as in Sec. n G, SOo{1,2) is also a dyna
mical group for the reduced Hamiltonian system 
(M R ,w R ,K R)' If K = 2 W3 , 2K R becomes equal to 2( W3 )R . 
We may call 2( W3)R' (W3)R being given in the right-hand 
side of (3.14), the Hamiltonian for the radial harmonic oscil
lator. If we choose K = WI + W3, we obtain 
KR = Mp; + [2/r), a radial free particle Hamiltonian. If 
K = 2W1, KR becomes a radial repulsive oscillator Hamil
tonian. Therefore, SOot 1,2) may be called a dynamical group 
for the radial harmonic oscillator, a radial free particle, or 
the radial repulsive oscillator. 

Addendum: After this manuscript was completed, the 
author's attention was drawn to Ref. 8 (MR 84g #58043) in 
which part of this article (Euler'S equation) was discussed in 
a different manner. Interest in this article, however, centers 
on the dynamical group SOo(1,2)~SL(2,R)/Z2' Further, the 
reduction performed in this article will be shown in a future 
paper to have a quantum analog; that is, a realization of 
SL(2,R) in harmonic oscillator annihilation and creation op
erators on L 2(R2) proves to be reducible by the S 1 action to 
unitary irreducible representations of SL(2,R) on 
L 2(R+;rdr). 
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G (2) ::J SU(2) X SU(2) is a two-missing-Iabels problem, and therefore in order to give a complete 
an~ orthogonal specificatio.n of states of irreducible representations of G (2) in an SU(2) X SU(2) 
basIS, one needs to find a paIr of commuting Hermitian operators which are scalar with respect to 
the SU(2) X SU(2) subalgebra. A theorem due to Peccia and Sharp states that there are, apart from 
the Lie algebra invariants, twice as many functionally independent scalars as missing labels. Here 
two commuting SU(2) X SU(2) scalars are obtained, both of sixth order in the G (2) basis elements. 
They are in fact combinations of five scalars of different tensorial types, indicating that the 
functionally independent ones are in general insufficient to provide the lowest-order commuting 
scalars. An expression for the sixth-order invariant of G (2) is also obtained. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The problem of classifying states of irreducible repre
sentations (IR) of a Lie algebra G with respect to a subalgebra 
H is one which has been considered by many authors in re
cent years. In any physical application of a symmetry alge
bra G it is desirable to obtain a set of basis states which are 
orthogonal and which are uniquely labeled by suitably cho
sen parameters. This can be achieved by choosing the param
eters to be the eigenValues of a complete set of commuting 
Hermitian operators, and this is partially achieved by choos
ing the invariants of G and the subalgebra H together with 
the internal state labeling operators of H. If no degeneracies 
occur, i.e., if each IR of H occurs with multiplicity 1 in the 
reducible representation of H obtained when the IR under 
consideration of G is restricted to H, then the above set of 
operators will be complete and a unique sepcification of the 
basis states will have been achieved. Such is the case, for 
instance, for SO(5) ::J SO(4) (see Refs. I and 2). 

In general, however, degeneracies do occur and further 
labeling operators need to be found. The most convenient 
method of obtaining these is to find operators constructed 
from the enveloping algebra of G which are scalar with re
spect to H, i.e., which commute with all elements of H. Fin
ally, if G :J H is an r-missing-Iabels problem, one tries to 
find a subset of r mutually commuting scalars. 

A theorem due to Peccia and Sharp3 states that the 
number of functionally independent scalars for the case 
where G and Hare semisimple Lie algebras is exactly double 
the number of missing labels. Thus for the simplest state 
labeling problem considered, namely the one-missing-Iabel 
problem SU(3) ::J SO(3), there are two functionally indepen
dent scalars, either of which can be chosen to provide the 
missing label. The problem of determining their eigenvalues 
was first solved by Hughes4

•
5 and by Judd et al. 6 Hughes used 

shift operator techniques developed by Hughes and Yade
gar. 7 These techniques have been considerably refined lately 
and reapplied to SU(3) ::J SO(3) by De Meyer et al. 8

-
1O 

The simplest, and most exhaustively considered, two
missing-labels problem is that of SU(4) ::J SU(2) X SU(2). 

alResearch Assistant N.F.W.O., Belgium. 
blpermanent address: 5eminarie voor Wiskundige Natuurkunde R.U.G .• 

Krijgslaan 281-59, B-9000 Gent, Belgium. 

Here one needs to find a pair of independent commuting 
SU(2) X SU(2) scalars, and this was first accomplished by 
Moshinsky and Nagel. II Tables listing their numerical 
eigenValUes were set up by Quesne12 for low-dimensional IR 
ofSU(4), and Van der Jeugt et al.13 used shift operator tech
niques to obtain general expressions for the eigenvalues of 
these operators. An independent set of commuting operators 
has also been constructed by Quesnel4 and Partensky and 
Maguin. 15 The commuting scalars for this problem were of 
third or fourth degree in the basis elements ofSU(4). 

More recently the problem of obtaining missing-label 
operators for O(p) ::J O(p - 2)XO(2) has been considered 
by Bincer,16 and Van der Jeugtl7 has discussed a procedure 
for obtaining a pair of commuting scalars for G ::J [SU(2W, 
although his method is not immediately applicable to the 
case where the scalars are of greater than second degree in 
the elements of G - [SU(2W. 

The method employed by some of these authors for ob
taining the scalars is to obtain an integrity basis for G :J H, 
i.e., a finite number of elementary H tensors, in terms of 
which all others may be expressed as stretched products.6,18 
For SU(4) ::J SU(2)XSU(2), let the SU(2)X SU(2) basis ele
ments be denoted by S;, T; ,i = 0, ± 1, and the remaining ba
sis elements, which form a nine-dimensional irreducible 
SU(2)xSU(2) tensor representation, by Q;j' i,j = 0, ± 1. 
An SU(2) X SU(2) scalar of degree s,t,q, respectively, in the 
S;,T;, and Q;,j is denoted by C(Slq). An integrity basis con
sists, apart from the three SU(4) and two SU(2) X SU(2) invar
iants, of a further seven scalars of type C Ol1), C(202), C(022), 

C OI2), and C(113), CC2041, C(024). Since the problem is a two
missing-labels one, according to the theorem of Peccia and 
Sharp3 there exist from this set only four functionally inde
pendent scalars, and Quesne l2 showed that they could be 
chosen to be the ones of type C(1l2), Ct2021, C(022), and ctIl2). 

Finally, from these four one can find two independent pairs 
of commuting operators namely ( C (202), C (022) 1, and the pair 
(C(1W, C (202) + C (022) _ C t1l2)1 originally found by Mo
shinsky and Nagel. Note that none of these is of greater than 
fourth overall degree, nor of greater than second degree in 
the tensor components Q;,j' 

In this paper we consider the two-missing-Iabels prob
lem G (2) :J SU(2) X SU(2). We denote the SU(2) X SU(2) ba
sis elements by j;, k; and the remaining eight elements, 
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which form an irreducible SU(2)xSU(2) tensor, by Rpv' 
I" = ±!, ±! and v = ±!. For G (2), apart from the s~nd
and sixth-order invariants and the two SU(2) X SU(2) lDvar
. h 6 18 C(202) lants, the scalars of degree not greater t an are , 
C(1l2), C(312), C(204), C(024), and C(114). Peccia and Sharp's 

theorem tells us for this case that four of these are functional-
. b h C(202) C(112) C(312) ly lDdependent; these may e c osen as , , , 

and C(024). However, as we shall see, in order to construct a 
commuting pair of operators, we shall need in addition to 
these four the scalar C(204). We do not need C(1l4), but we 
cannot rule out the possibility of an independent pair of com
muting scalars of sixth degree which includes it. Nor can we 
exclude the possibility that a pair of commuting scalars of 
higher than sixth degree can be constructed from the four 
functionally independent ones, but this paper does show that 
if one wants the lowest-degree commuting scalars then the 
functionally independent scalars are not always sufficient. 

In Sec. II we give the commutation relations for G (2) 
and the method of constructing irreducible representations 
ofSU(2) X SU(2) of higher than the first degree in the Rpv and 
the construction from them of the corresponding scalar op
erators. In Sec. III we construct explicitly the scalars of the 
above types together with C(006), and in Sec. IV we give the 
formulas in terms of them for the Hermitian commuting 
scalars Y I and Y2, together with a brief description of the 
computer method employed in finding them. For complete
ness we also give the form of the sixth-order invariant, which 
does not appear to have been given in the literature previous
ly. We give Y I , Y2 and 16 explicitly in terms of the basis 
elements of G (2) in Tables I, II, and III. 

No attempt is made in this paper to obtain eigenvalues 
of Y I and Y2, as was done in the case of SU(4) 
::> SU(2) X SU(2) by Vander Jeugt et al., 13 but it is intended 
to use shift operator techniques to tackle this problem in a 
later paper. 

II. THE LIE ALGEBRA G(2) 

A basis for the Lie algebra G (2) may be chosen to consist 
of the generators Uo,j ± ), (ko' k ± ) of the subalgebra SUj (2) 
xSUd2) together with an eight-dimensional irreducible 
tensor representation of SUj (2)XSUk (2), which we denote 
by Rpv' I" = ±!, ±!, v = ±~. These satisfy the commuta
tion relations 

[jo,j±] = ±j±, U+,j-l =2jo, 

[ko,k±] = ±k±, [k+,k_l =2ko, (2.1) 

[jo, Rp,,] = jJRp" , [j ± ' R =F 1/2,,,] = 2R ± 112,'" 

[j ± ,R ± 112,,,] =,j3R ± 312,'" 

[j ± ,R PI2,,,] =,j3R =F 112,v' (2.2) 

[ko, Rpv] = vRp,,' [k ± ' Rp. =F 112 ] = Rp, ± 112' 

together with the mutual commutation relations ofthe Rpv 

[ R 3/2, 112 ,R _ 112, _ 112] = - (1I2,j3)j +, 

[R3/2, _1/2,R -112, 112] = (1I2,j3)j+, 

[R II2,II2,R II2, -112] =!i+, 

[R _ 312, _ 112 ,R1I2, 1/2] = - (1I2,j3)j_, 
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[R _ 3/2, 112 ,R 112, -112] = (1I2,j3)j_, 

[R -1I2,1/2,R -1/2, -112] = - !i-, 
[R 312,1I2,R _ 312,1/2] = - !k+, 

[R1I2, II2,R _ 112, 112] = !k+, 

[R3/2, _ 112,R _ 312, _ 1/2] = !k_, 

[R1I2, _1I2,R -112, -112] = - !k_, 

[R3/2, 112,R - 312, - 112] = !Uo + ko), 

[R3/2, - 112,R - 312,112] = M - jo + ko), 

[ R 112, 112,R - 112, - 112] = - f,Uo + 3ko), 

[ R 112, - 112 ,R _ 112, 112] = AUo - 3ko)· 

(2.3) 

All commutators not given in the above equations vanish. 
The Hermiticity conditions satisfied by the basis ele

ments in order that representations exponentiate to unitary 
representations of the Lie group are 

jci=jo, jl =j=F' k6 =ko, kt± =k=F' (2.4) 

R t" = (- lY'+"R _p_,,' (2.5) 

All tensor operators in this paper will in fact satisfy the Her
miticity conditions (2.5) with R replaced by the tensor under 
consideration and 1", v in the corresponding ranges. 

The invariants ofSUj (2)XSUk (2) are 

J2=j+j_+j~-jo, K2=k+k_+k~-ko (2.6) 

and the second-order invariant of G (2) is 

12 = R 3/2. II2R - 3/2, - 112 - R 3/2, - II2R - 3/2,112 

- R II2, II2R - 112, - 112 + R II2, - II2R - 112, 112 

(2.7) 

The expression for the sixth-order invariant 16 contains 730 
terms and is given in Table III. Its derivation is discussed in 
Sec. IV. 

In the following section we shall obtain the tensor oper
ators from which we construct the scalar operators needed to 
find the commuting scalars. The method used to obtain them 
is as follows: Suppose TIC,D) and 'TtS:!,.D) are respectively r,CT_ y£' , 

(2C + 1)(2D + 1)- and (2C + 1)(2D + I)-dimensional 
irreducible tensor representations of SUj (2) X SU k (2). Then 
we construct the irreducible (2j + 1 )(2k + 1 I-dimensional 
Kronecker product tensor representation (IT)I~,~, by 
means of the formula19 

(IT)I~~) = L~(2j + 1)(2k + 1)( - l)a+P 
r,Y 
6,6 

(
c C 

X -
r r 

j)(D i5 
-a ~ ;5 

XTIC,D)'TI!:D) (2.8) 
r.6 r,6' 

where (C ~ j) is a 3-]' symbol. Provided T I C,D) and 'T I ~,p) rr-a r,6 r,o 
satisfy Hermiticity conditions of type (2.5), then so will the 
(IT)I~~). Given a (2j + 1)(2k + I)-dimensional tensor 
(R')I~~), a= -j, ... ,j, p= -k, ... , k, of degree r in 
the R p ,,' then, providedj and k are both integral, one may 
construct a scalar clj,k,r) of degree [j,k,r] in thej/, k j , R p " by 
adapting to the case ofSUj (2) X SUk (2) a formula first given 
by Hughes and Yadegar7 for the case of an irreducible tensor 
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representation of a single SU(2). In that paper a formula was 
given for operators which shift up and down between differ
ent IR ofSU(2), and, provided the tensor representation had 
dimension (2j + 1) with j integral, there exists a zero shift 
[i.e., an SU(2) scalar] operator which is given as a special case 
of the formula. For a single SUj (2) and tensor T ~j), the scalar 
operator is given by the formula 

j 

O ( '1 )T[j) "[ ('1 )T[j)·a 0= ro J; I,m l 0 + £.J ra J; I,m l a 1-
a=1 

+ (- Wra(j;ll' - ml)T[~)aj'~_ ], (2.9) 

where II (II + 1) and m I are eigenvalues of J 2 andjo for a state 
1/1,m l > of an IR of SUj (2) upon which 0 0 acts and, for 
a=O, ... ,j, 

ra(j;ll,m l) 

= ( _ l)j + 31, - m, 

x[UW(2/1 +j+ 1)!(/1 -ml -a)!(/1 +m l )!]112 
(2Jj!(2/1 - j)!(/1 + m l + a)!(/1 - ml)! 

x~ 11) 
-a-ml m l 

(2.10) 

It was shown in that paper that II and m l occur only to 
positive integral power, and I I in fact occurs only in the com
bination 11(/1 + 1), so m l and 11(11 + 1) can always be re
placed by the operatorsjo and J 2

• The above expression is 
therefore, contrary to appearance, not dependent on its ac
tions on a particular state 1/1,m l > of an IR ofSUj (2). In fact, 
0 0 is of degreej in thejj, and of degree 1 in the tensor compo
nents T~j). 

It is not difficult to adapt this to the case of SUj (2) 
X SUk (2). Given the tensor (R 1[~~), we define 

j 

+ L [ra(j;lI,ml)(R ')[~~1': 
a=1 

+ ( l) j ("1 )(R ,)[j,k) 'a ] - raJ,I,-ml -a,fJJ+· (2.11) 
Then the required Hermitian scalar of degree [j,k,r] in thejj, 
k j, R,.w is given by 

C [j,k,,) = ro(k;/2,m2)A [6:~) 
k 

+ L [rp(k;/2,m2)A b!l)k P-
P=I 

+ ( - Wrp(k;/2, - m2)A b!~1kP+ ], (2.12) 

where the r coefficients are as given in Eqs. (2.10) and 
11(/1 + 1),m l,/2(12 + 1),m2 are replaced by J2,jo,le, and ko. 

III. CONSTRUCTION OF THE SCALARS 

We now use the general method given in Sec. II to deter
mine the scalars out of which the commuting scalars YI and 
Yz and the invariant 16 will be constructed. We shall adopt 
the following shorthand notation: 

Qo = C(202), So = C(II2), To = C(312), Uo = C(204) 

Vo = C(024), Wo = C(I14), Po = C(006). (3.1) 

We shall obtain the scalars by first constructing the ap
propriate tensor using Eq. (2.8) and then using Eqs. (2.10)
(2.12), except that in order to minimize the number of square 
roots and fractions they will generally be mUltiplied by over
all scaling constants. 

First, using (2.8), we obtain the tensor of type (R 2)[2,0] 
with highest components 

q±2 = -R±3/2, ±1/2R±1I2''F1/2 

+ R ± 312, 'F 112R ± 112, ± 112' (3.2) 

The other components may be obtained from this by 
using the commutation rules (2.1)-(2.3). 

Then use of (2.IOH2.12) gives 

Qo = - 3q+2j 2_ - 3q_2j 2+ + 3q + I j_(2jo - 1) 

- 3q _ I j+(2jo + 1) + ~o( J2 - 3n), (3.3) 

Similarly, the tensor of type (R 2)[1,1] has highest compo

nents 

S ± 11 = 2(-J'3r ± 3/2, 112R 'F 112, 112 - R 2± 1/2, 112)' (3.4) 

and then So is given by 

J[6so = sIIk_j_ - ..f2slokoj- - SI -I k+j_ 

+S_I _Ik+j+ +..f2s-lokoj+ -s_IIk_j+ 

(3.5) 

Next, the tensor of type (R 2)[3,1] has highest compo
nents 

t ± 31 = 2$R 2±3/2, 112' 

and To is then given by 

(3.6) 

2$To = L {t3jj~ - -.!6t2d=- Uo - 1) - Mt)jj_( J2 - 5j ~ + 5jo - 2) + (2/$)tojjo(3 J2 - 5j~ - 1) 
j=O,±1 

where we have used for brevity the notation "I = k+, 

"0 = /iko, "_I = - k_. 
The above three tensor types were obtained from the 

Kronecker product of two R [3/2, 112] tensors. In order to ob
tain the tensors of fourth order in the R,.v we make use of the 
tensors already obtained. Firstly, to obtain the tensor of type 
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(3.7) 

I 
(R 4)[20], we use the Kronecker product of two tensors of type 
(R 2)[20] . Application of Eq. (2.8) yields the highest compo
nents 

u ±2 = 2q ±2qO + 2q~ ±2 - 6i± l' (3.8) 

and then Uo can be written down in analogy with Eq. (3.3), 
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Uo = - 3u+ 2 f_ - 3u_ 2 f+ + 3u+ li_(2io - 1) 

- 3u_ Ii+(2io + 1) + ..[6UO( J2 - 3i~). (3.9) 

For the tensor of type (R 4)[02], we use the Kronecker 
product of two tensors oftype (R 2)[1.1] to obtain 

V±2 =..[6(s\ ±IS_I ±I +S_IISI ±I -~ ±d, (3.10) 

and then Vo is given by 

Vo = 3v +2k2_ + 3V_2k~ - 3v+lk_(2ko - 1) 

+ 3v _lk+(2ko + 1) - ..[6vO(K2 - 3k ~). (3.11) 

These scalars suffice for the construction of Y I and Y2, 

but for 16 we shall also need Wo and Po. First, to obtain the 
tensor of type (R 4)[11] , we again take the Kronecker product 
of two tensors of type (R 2)[11] , which yields the highest com
ponents 

W±l1 = ±S±l1S00±SOOS±l1 +S±lOS01 +SOlS±lO' 
(3.12) 

Then in analogy with (3.5) we obtain 

Wo = wl1k_i_ - /iwlokoi- - wl_Ik+i_ 

+ w_I_Ik+i+ + /iw-Iokoi+ - w_l1k_i+ 

+ /iwo_lk+io + 2wookoio - /iwOlk_io. (3.13) 

Finally, in order to construct the scalar Po we first con
struct the tensor of type (R 3)[112. 112] with highest component 

PII2. 112 

= 3(R3/2. 112R - 312. 112 R II2. - 112 

- R 3/2. _ II2R - 312. 1/2 R \I2. 112) 

- Y3(R3/2. 112R - 112. 112R - 112. - 112 

- R 3/2. - 112R - 112. 112R - 112. 112) 

+ (R 112. 112 R 112. 112 R - 112. 112 

- R\/2.112R II2. _II2 R -112,112) 

- !R II2. ld4jo - 3ko) + R 1I2. _1I2 k + 

- R -1I2.I/2i+. (3.14) 

By taking the Kronecker product of this tensor with itself we 
can extract the tensor type (R 6)[00] • This has only one compo
nent which is identical to Po. This.is 

Po = P1I2. 112P - 112. - 112 + P - 112. - II2PII2. 112 

This completes the calculation of the scalars needed to calcu
late YI , Y2, and 16 , The method of calculating them may 
seem somewhat cumbersome, however, as was mentioned 
earlier, the scalars are particular zero-shift cases of more 
general shift operators which have the same tensorial type as 
the scalars and which connect different IR of SUj (2) 
X SU k (2) within an IR of G (2). These are the tools which it is 
intended to employ to calculate the eigenvalues of the scalars 
in a later paper and their construction also depends on the 
prior construction of the various tensor components listed in 
this section. Furthermore, computer programs have recent
ly been developed by De Meyer and Vanden Berghe20 for 
calculating the different tensorial types of scalars which are 
based on the method employed in this paper and which also 
employ subroutines for calculating 3-j symbols. 
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based on the method employed in this paper and which also 
employ subroutines for calculating 3-j symbols. 

IV. THE COMMUTING SCALARS Y1 AND Yz 
In order to search for a pair of commuting operators 

from the set of scalars { Qo, So, To, Uo' Vo J , we used FORTRAN 

programs developed by De Meyer, Vanden Berghe, and Van 
der Jeugt at Gent University. In order to avoid decimals, the 
following code was used for the basis elements: 

1=2io, 2 j_, 3 j+, 4=2ko, 5=k_, 

6=k+, 7=2{jR -112. -112' 8=2{jR -112,1/2' 

9==2{jR 112, _ 112' 1O=2{jR 112, 1/2' 

11 ==2R _ 3/2. _ 112' 12=2R - 3/2, 112' 

13=2R3/2. -112' 14=2R3/2, 112' (4.1) 

With these rescaled basis elements the structure con-
stants for G (2) all become integers. 

To facilitate comparison of terms in different scalars 
and their commutators, the terms are put in a standard order 
in which the basis elements with numerically higher codes 
are written to the left of those with numerically lower codes. 
For instance, when written in standard ordered numerical 
code, the invariant 12 given in Eq. (2.7) becomes 

2412 = 6(14,11) - 6(13,12) - 2(10,7) + 2(9,8) 

+ 12(6,5) + 3(4,4) + 4(3,2) + (1,1) 

- 6(4) - 10(1). (4.2) 

The essential part of the FORTRAN program is a subrou
tine which replaces a nonstandard ordered polynomial form 
in the basis elements by the corresponding standard ordered 
polynomial together with all the extra lower-degree polyno
mial forms, themselves standard ordered, incurred by inter
changing basis elements and making use of the commutation 
relations in terms of the structure constants. 

These programs were used to calculate all possible com
mutators of scalars of degree not greater than 6. Since Qo and 
So are fourth degree, commutators of products of these with 
12, J 2, and K 2 were also needed. We then searched for linear 
combinations of these commutators in which all highest
(Le., 11 th-) degree terms vanished, and then corrections were 
made to eliminate the lower-degree terms. 

Fortunately we were able to find a vanishing linear 
combination of commutators which could be expressed as a 
commutator oflinear combinations of the scalars. These two 
linear combinations, which are therefore the commuting 
scalars Y I and Y2, are given in terms of the scalars of Sec. III 
by the formulas 

YI ::;:: Vo - 5..[6S0(4K2 - 3), (4.3) 

Y2 = 6Uo + 12..[6To + 9..[6S0(4J 2 
- 3) 

(4.4) 

24..[6YI and 16..[6Y2, which contain, respectively, 254 and 
264 standard ordered terms, are given in Tables I and II. 
They both contain 110 terms of degree 6, which may just be a 
coincidence; it is possible, however, that there is some hid
den reason for this. Note that the contributions to Y I and Y2 
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TABLE I. The terms of 24./6 Y, are given in standard order in terms of the numerical code ofEq. (4.2). The coefficients are written on the right of the basis 
elements. 

1~141212 5 5 -162 
14131211 4 ~ -108 
1412 9 7 • ~ 18 
141t 9 8 6 5 -36 
14 a 7 S 4 36 
14 65~Z 12 

l~l~'g ~ i 1 -1~; 
1311 9 7 6' lCa 
13 8 7 7 6 4 -H 
12101010 5 5 -24 
12 9 9 9 0 4 -12 
1"8 9 Y 6 4 -36 '8' a 8 ~ 5 0 1 i 8 d 5 4 -~ 
11l a 6 S 5 1 -24 
998764 6 
9 7 6 6 S _1 24 
776 0 ~~ 43 

14131111 0 0 -1;2 
1412 S " 1 ;J -324 

lZ'~ ~ ~ l 8 'S~ 
1312 • d 4 J 1& 
131110 7 0 i 5' 1381174 -12 
1210 9 9 ~ -12 
111010 ; 4 -1~ 
1010 7 7 • 1 '8 9 4 4 Z J 11 
1 7 4 ~ 1 U -II 

i ~ 4 " 1 ~ -. 
IS 7 4 4 '5 'l -:12 
4 4 .. 3 2 il 48 

14 ~ S 2 C Y -324 
1311 6 1 C U 162 
11 9 0 3 0 C 252 
10 7 4 4 a 0 -4 

9 7 0 4 C J -24 
6 ; 3 2 a il 32 

1311 ~ 0 0 0 -972 
6 5 1 0 0 0 592 
• 1 a 0 <> 0 HZ 

14141211 5 4 162 
1.131111 6 4 -102 
1412 ¢ 5 5 1 215 
1411 v ~ 4 4 18 
143776; 24 
,. 7 ~ 4 4 2 I! 

lj1~'2 r ~ ~ :l~ 
1311 60S 1 -?1~ 
13 8 6 5 4 l 72 
121010954 H 
1l ~ ; 5 • 3 -72 
Il'. 6 ~ 4 J -7~ 

19' ! ~ i ~ 5 :8 
Ie 3 5 4 1 -6 

Q 9 7 ¢ 6 6 
9 7 & 4 .. 1 6 
77~44; 11 

141~IG 7 5 il 54 
1.1110 3 5 0 54 
1411 • 4 1 ~ 54 
14 7 4 4 2 v -~, 
1312 9 7 6 a 54 
1311 9 5 0 J 54 
13 3 7 7 t C -36 
12

'
0 5 .. 3 J -300 

l11C 9 9 6 0 -36 
lJ1C 5 .. 2 D -~4 

Ig ~ ~ ~ ~ g 4, 
; 7 e 6 5 a -48 
7 7 e .. 3 0 -H 

1412 5 4 C a 1944 
14 7 4 2 0 0 -192 
13 .~ ~ z a a -1 Z 
lJ1J ; : a il 2 
Ie 7 4 1 a 0 -, 

, 7 6 1 C J -1' 
" 4 4 1 C U -If! 

lC350CC 2 
, 4 4 0 C C -192 
4u'JJOJ no 

14141111 6 5 54 
141210 6 5 5 10' 
1412 5 4 i 1 54 
1411 9 7 .. S4 
14 S 7 7 4 -12 
13131212 0 5 54 
151210 7 4 4 B 
131110 8 6 5 -36 
1311 6 4 4 1 -54 
l' 8 4 4 4 2 " 
1210 9 9 0 5 24 
12 9 4 4 4 3 -18 
1110 4 4 4 3 -I! 
18 ' 9 ~ ~ ~ l -I 
10 7 0 5 4 1 12 

9 9 6 6 5 2 -48 
S 8 6 5 5 3 -48 

14141211 5 a -162 
1412 9 a 5 0 54 
141110 7 4 i) 18 
ll,f,~,~ ~ 8 :~9 
1:11~ 6 S 4 a 64' 
1311 0 ~ ; a 129' 
13 8 6 5 Z a 96 
12 9 9 9 6 0 -12 
1110 ~ 5 3 0 -96 'g ~ 8 e ; 0 6 1 8 5 4 .. 0 12 

9 S 7 6 j) 6 
9 7 0 4 4 ~ -12 
6 6 5 5 1 576 

1412 5 1 0 270 
1312 6 5 0 0 -96 
13 7 6 2 0 R -Z~2 
10 9 t ZOo Z4 
~ ~ 5 ~ 8 a -7~ 
4 4 3 ZOO -112 

10 7 4 a a 0 2 
4 + 1 0 0 0 148 

of highest, i.e., fourth, degree in the RJ.'v are of tensor type 
T[024] and T[204] , respectively, in loose analogy with results 
obtained by Van der Jeugtl7 for cases of Lie algebra 
G :::J [SU(2W for which there were commuting scalars of 
degree 2 in the tensor basis elements [see Eq. (2.9) of that 
paper]. Also, the fact that the sixth-degree terms of fourth 
degree in the RJ.'v in Y1 and Yz are in both cases precisely 66 
in number mayor may not be a coincidence. 

Finally, using similar (but much less time consuming) 
programs, we obtained the following expression for the 
sixth-order invariant: 

TABLE II. Terms of l~ Y2• 

141411'1 I t 36 14141111 l' -18 ",.,' . I 1 -'" 14 r 11 -72 t4T211 1 2n t4tl'i 9 144 14t 7 -72 41 4 2 41916 
4 7 3~ 141 7 1 I t 141 ~, 1 -4i2 

lt1&'9 J ~ 1 -~6 ttA ; I 2'i 141~ 1 -i6 
4 a 1 6 

14 1 , 3 2 2 -144 14 1 4 2 1 1 36 1313121~ f 2 16 

ljJft~,~ ~ f -~J 1~lit8 ~ j ~ ~~i ill~l~, 1 : l 
1310 8 7 2 1 36 1310 4 2 2 1 -144 13 9 8 8 2 1 -36 

11'~ $ ~ I i -~'! l~1~ ~ I I ~ -2" t~l~ ~ a ~ i ~! 
1 8 S 3 1 288 2 4 1 -144 1111101 J 3 36 
1110 4 3 3 2 144 1"8 4 3 1 1 -36 11 9 6 ~ 2 28S 
1010 7 7 3 2 -12 101 1 7 1 1 6 1010 5 1 1 -~I 
'S , 1 iiI -1~' '~ J 1 ) 1 1 " 

'S74f21 8 4 1 1 -1 
8 4 1 -~~ 14141111 1 ~ -IS 141 11 6 ,1,3 J i 8 -ill 141j 5 3 f -144 1412 8e ttlft1,X i -: 
141~4~1~ 72 1411 4 i 1 ~ -144 1~1' ~ ~ 1 8 -~ i 
lit~ll f :Ji 14 9 4 60 

1~'212 3 -36 1~1~'1'~ f 32 1 12 4 1 1 -144 1 1 3 a -14 
'}'1 I 8 3 8 72 li'1 6 ~ I 0 144 

lJll 6 "i -'IP t 1~ ! i 8 213 1 0; ~ 7jO ttiJi :2 
12 7 4 3 3 -21~ U;3!1 ~ 111010 3 36 
l11J 3 1 1 a 72 11 0 6 3 1 g -28! 11 6 4 ~ 3 -216 '8'9 S J 1 a 216 Ie 9 8 1 1 -12 

lW ; ~ I ~ :~l~ 1 4 2 8 -72 9 988 1 8 e 
S 1 4 i 1 -72 a 7 ~ 3 Z -4~ 8 7 3 1 1 24 
4 3 2 1 8 -238 1412 1 S 8 3J4 141J 4 1 8 8 -16S 14 8 5 i 0 72 1474 -6 14 2 1 108 

'~" 0 a ~ -324 1310 2 Z C 0 1008 13 8 4 i 8 0 -36 
1 9 4 J C -IQ£ 12 9 ~ 1 C a 036 12 7 3 0 288 
11 8 i 8 -144 '8'9 2 g 0 -144 10 9 4 ~ 8 a 144 'Y 7. 408 1 1 1 0 -204 9 ~ 6 0 144 

7 6 1 8 ~ 36 8 7 3 1 C a 24 
11 i j S 8 8 -iii ,: ~ ~ l -~~: 1~,l 1 & E 8 ~2g 

'~ 7 1 a a 0 -204 9 8 1 0 C 0 391 6 5 1 a 8 8 576 2 1 a 0 0 -672 1 1 1 :1 C a 4 1 0 a -144 
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14141111 4 4 -27 
141210 7 5 4 -54 
141110 S 5 4 -54 
1411 6 S 4 1 -lOS 
14 ~ ~ 5 5 Z -144 131 1 12 4 4 -2? 
131 5 6 5 -36 
131110 a 4 4 18 
138885412 

13 7 7 1 6 6 -24 
210 9 9 4 4 -12 

11101010 5 4 12 
11 9 9 9 6 6 -24 
'8'0 7 7 4 4 1 197764 6 
10744413 

9 9 6 4 4 2 -12 
8 8 5 4 4 3 -12 

14141111 4 a -27 
1412 9 7 4 8 1& 
1411984 19 

131!,!,f ~ 8 -1~~ 
1312 4 4 4 0 162 
1311 6 4 4 8 324 
13 8 4 4 2 -84 
12 9 6 5 3 a -96 
1110 4 4 3 a 84 
10 9 8 7 4 a 4 
10 8 5 4 1 a 36 

9 9 6 4 2 a 36 
9 7 6 4 1 a -12 
6 5 4 4 1 a 288 

1411 6 5 a a 96 
1312 4 4 a ~ -276 
1210 5 3 0 a 324 
10 a 5 4 0 a -24 

9 8 6 5 0 0 32 
B 7 4 3 a a -44 

1412 5 a a 0-1~20 
9 8 4 0 a 0 2 
4 3 2 0 0 -0 -160 

14131212 5 4 162 
1412 9 8 5 4 -54 
14 110 7 6 5 -36 
1411 4 4 4 1 -27 
14 ~ 5 4 4 2 -36 
1~1~'~'! t ! -lt~ 
131110 7 0 4 54 
13 8 8 7 6 5 24 
13 7 0 6 S 2 144 
1210 6 5 5 3 144 
111010 9 6 5 24 '8 ~ 6 6 5 3 -144 1 1 6 5 5 2 48 
1 6 5 4 2 -48 

9 9 8 a 0 5 -2 
93654112 
3 7 6 5 4 3 48 

14131212 5 a -162 
1412 6 3 5 8-1296 
1411 9 7 6 54 
lj,~,a ; ~ 8 3!~ 
1312 4 4 1 a 54 
1311 6 4 1 8 103 
13 7 6 4 2 -2B 
12 9 4 4 3 0 84 
11 9 6 4 3 a 216 
10 9 7 7 6 a 6 
10 7 6 5 4 a -24 

9 8 6 5 4 a -24 
8 a 5 4 3 a 84 
6 S 4 3 2 0 192 

1411 4 4 0 a -372 
1312 4 1 a 0 81 
12 9 4 3 a a 102 
10 a 5 1 8 a -30 

9 a 4.. 8 -4 
7 7 6 3 a -4' 

1411 4 J a a -534 
9 7 0 0 a 0 -12 
6 5 0 a a a -288 

1!1~'~1~ ~ ~ !It 
141110 7 4 4 18 
14 8 a 8 5; -24 
14 1 7 7 0 4 -12 
13131111 6 ~ -112 
1312 9 7 6 4 4 
131J 9 8 6 4 4 
13 8 7 4. -12 
13 644236 
1210 5 4 4 3 36 
111010 9 4 4 -12 
t,,~ ! ~ Z! -l~ 
18 ~ 4 4 4 ~ -tZ 

9 9 8 8 4 4 1 
984441 3 
31444~ 11 

141

f
'2'1 4 a -10' 

141 5 4 4 i -l24 141 6 5 4 643 
13,~,~ ~ 2 -t~ 
131110 8 4 " 
1~la,8 i ~ 8 :l~ 
11101010 5 0 -12 '8'0 S 7 5 0 6 1 9 6 5 2 0 -16 
10 7 4 4 4 a -6 

9 8 4 4 4 \) -~ 
8 1 6 5 3 a 16 
4 4 4 4 1 0 36 

1411 4 1 8 8 31 
1311 6 4 -64~ 
1110 4 3 a 0 102 
10 7 6 5 a 0 3l 

9 8 4 1 a 8 -9 
6 S 4 1 a -IZ4! 

1312 4 a 0 a -438 
o 5 4 0 a 0 -768 
4 4 a a 0 0 '28 

16 = 864Po + 324Wo - 54v'6Vo - 36,j6Uo - 432To 

-72So{9012 + 27J 2 
- 135K 2 + 134) 

+ 8~Qo(1812 - 3J2 - 45K2 + 11) + 2161~J2 
+ 1944nK 2 + 7U2J 4 - 43U2J 2K 2 - 194412K

4 

- 10.1 6 
- 198K 2J4 + 81OK 4J2 + 486K 6 

+ 109U2 J2 + 1431/2K2 - 1566K 4 - 1932K 2J2 

(4.5) 

.... " , I' j' 
t414 1 7 2 ~ 36 

"1' • I I I -'I' '41~'2 f ~ - 6 41i'1'o I 144 ~4 11 -
141 '1 144 ttt If,~ t :~i lttflT 8 -144 141 -36 
141~ a ~ 1 -1i tt': 1 i j l ~ll 1t' s ~ 1 -l~ 14 4 -14 

111!tl'l t f -!li '1'~' 10 -144 1'!'2 , t 36 1 1 1 10 ~ 36 1 1'1 T44 
1 t 1 i t lJ~ li 6 It 

13 9 6 2 2 1 -28a 13 8 4 3 2 2 -144 13 8 4 2 1 f 36 

t~l~ a i ~ I 211 t~IJ'2 ! I ~ ill 1flJ t I i ~ -lIZ 
111 6 J 3 -2 ~ 111010 1 1 16 1 '9 9 3 1 - 6 

11 9 6 1 1 -12 11 8 4 3 1 -1 4 11 6 3 3 T -2,8 

11 I ! , ! i -il 'I : I ' 'I :'1 .. ",I' i X X t 7" l' -16 

1111'l I I -II Hn~ll i =n 1tlfl i1J f 12 
141 9 8 - 6 

1411 1 1 j 0 71 1419 7 7 f 36 l~l~,i,~ f -!fg 413 028 4 2 1 -144 
131~'? 8 -11 1)~f18,~ ~ 8 -~, l~lf,8 I f a ~~~ 131 1 -7 

ll'° r r J 8 -12 'f'? 4 2 2 0 360 IlIa f f I 8 -]6~ 
1 I 3 -~,s I '9 i ~ ~ ~ !~~ H' 4U 
1 10 ! I -6 It'~ i i 1 :1~~ t~t8 ~ ~ i I 28: 

l~ ! 1 I ~ -;1 'g I J J i 14~ 'S 7 6 1 I 8 -1ft 
,t * 1 ~ ~ 0-1;f~ , ,. 'I -'j 6 5 1 1 1 8 -f8s 1411 3 2 79 1411 1 0 - 8~ 

1312 4 1 8 -16~ 1312 3 ~ ~ 0 -79 1312 1 I ~ 468 If & 2 1 a -108 13 7 -72 tf ' S 1 a -~lt 1 1 4 8 -108 1110 ~ 1 8 -648 
10 9 2 1 -12 10 8 1 -36 10 7 4 1 a 1. 
9841 a 18 9 8 3 2 0 a -60' 9 8 1 1 0 0 390 
6 5 1 1 a 8 28S 4 4 3 ~ ~ 8 -144 4 4 1 1 ~ g 2 

Il ~ 1 & 8 loal 111& } -7~a la1J 8 -zU 
4 4 1 8 a 8 144 4 3 a a a -28~ 4 1 1 a 0 8 144 
3 2 0 0 -1440 1 1 0 0 a a 1128 1 COO 0 looa 
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than that of De Meyer. 

v. CONCLUSION 

This form for 16 is, of course, not unique since any cubic 
polynomial in 12 could be added to it to yield another sixth
order invariant. The authors are not aware of any previously 
published listing of 16, although it was obtained in a different 
form by De Meyer.21 We give 816 in Table III. At 730 terms, 
including 407 of sixth degree, it is shorter by about 100 terms 

We have obtained in this paper a pair of commuting 
scalars for G (2) ::> SU(2) X SU(2) of sixth degree in the basis 

TABLE III. Terms of 816, 

14141211 '5 '916 
141412 7 ~ Z -P~4 
141411 9 2 2 41~ 
lzl~,~,{,~ ~ -l~ 
141312 9 2 2 -43 
1413111110 8 -~43 
141~11 8 4 2 -lb20 

l~l~lf ~ ~ f :iJi 
141210 7 5 4 972 

ltlj I ! i 1 :i91 
14111110 3 1 loa 
'411'8 9 8 7 72 
14111 7 4 4 -486 

1~11 ; X ~ f -~~~ 
14118731210 
1411 4 4 4 1 1t!6 
1411 3 3 2 2 288 
1410 7 7 2 1 le8 
14 9 7 7 6 2 216 
14 8 8 7 5 4 -648 
14 8 6 5 5 2 2592 

It ~ r ! ~ ~ -~!~ 
131 ~' 212 1 1 e 1 131 12 8 8 7 216 
131 11 8 8 8 -216 
131 1210 5 3 1290 
13121110 4 3 -1620 
13121010 5 2 -a64 
131210 8 5 1 756 
131210 7 1 1 126 
13129832 -72 
1312 8 7 .. 3 -216 
1312 0 5 1 1 64a 
1312 4 1 1 1 -54 
13111110 6 3 -1944 
131110 9 6 2 1296 
131110 7 6 4 -972 
1311 8 8 4 3 048 
1311 6 3 , 1 -1Z 96 
1310 7 7 i 2 -432 
13 ~ 8 8 1 108 
13 6 8 7 5 -432 
" & 6 5 2 -1296 
13 d 4 2 1 1 -1C3 
13 7 6 2 1 1 -216 
12101~10 5 5 432 
1210 9 ~ .. 4 Z1~ 
1210 6 5 5 3 -25'2 
12 9 9 9 0 1 %16 

11,; ! ~ ~ i ~itI ,',0,_ 9 4 1 -21' 

1118 , ~ ~ 1 -;,1~ 
11 9 9 v 6 6 45Z 
11 0 6 1 1 1 216 

10101C 7 7 7 -i 

1818 ! ~ ~ ~ -l~i 
15 ~ , , 5 l -18~ 
'8 8 6 5 2~3 1 432 1 7 6 5 2 286 
1 7 4:3 1 -216 
9998888 
9 9 8 8 1 1 -15 

~ ~ 2 ~ ~ f ~~~ 
9 8 3 3 2 2 06 
9 7 6 1 2 1 -43 t , ~ g ! ~ 1 -i~6 
6 5 3 3 Z 2 -1152 
4 4 3 3 2 2 -288 
3 2 1 1 1 1 12 

141411 7 2 0 -108 
14131111 6 0 4860 
1412 9 9 2 a 1944 
1412 6 5 5 C 25272 
ltl1'~lg l ~ -l~~g 
1411 6 5 1 IS 3564 
1411 3 2 1 0 324 
14 9 4 2 2 0 1512 
14 7 7 7 6 0 648 

l~,~,~ ~ 1 8 -~~~ 
131210 7 1 0 -1224 
1~1~ 2 ~ f 8-12t4~ 
131110 8 1 0 750 
1311 6 4 4 0 -6318 
1310 4 2 2 0 -1512 
13 8 a 7 4 8 -216 
13 d 3 2 2 936 
121010 9 5 10eo 

l~l~llll g ~ -~:i 
141411 8 7 7 -216 
1414 5 2 2 2 '64 
141~1211 0 ~ _-&4

3
a 

141312~77 42 
141Jll11 6 4 29 1e 
141311 3 2' lea 

ltllli ~ 1 ~ -!:~~ 
141210 7 5 1 3a4 

l~t~ ~ ~ ~! 1~~ 
1412 5 3 2 1 '196 
141111 9 6 J 1 96 
141110 9 4 2 - 16 
141110 7 4 1 16 
1411 9 8 6 5 1296 
1411 9 7 6 4 -972 
1411 7 7 6 3 -432 
1411 4 4 3 2 648 
1411 3 2 1 1 144 
1410 5 2 2 1 -S64 
14 9 6 5 2 2 -1728 
14 8 8 7 5 1 216 
14 a 5 4 4 2 648 
14 7 6 5 4 2 -1296 
14 7 4 2 1 1 -lOS 
1313121110 8 648 
131312 8 4 2 -324 
131311 8 6 2 -1944 

l~l~1~'6 ~ 1 -1~~ 
131210 ~ I! 7 -12 
l3l21g ~ ~ ~ 1~~6 
131~ 9 ~ 1 1 -1§ 
1312 8 7 3 1 216 
1312 4 4 4 1 486 
1312 3 3 ~ 2 -28e 
13111010 8 7 -216 
131110 8 6 5 648 
131110 7 6 1 -324 
1311 13 g !- 1 -2H 
1311 6 1 1 1 -lOS 
1310 6 5 2 2 1726 
13 ~ 8 7 6 2 ?1~ 
13 8 8 7 4 4 216 
13 8 6 5 2 1 -172'1 
13 7 7 7 6 6 432 
1212 9 0 J ~ -108 
121~'0 0 5 4 -64g 
1219041216 
1~1 5 4 4 J -64~ 
12 0 3 4 3 -,C~ 
12 0 4 4 4 ~ !24 
12 7 6 5 3 J 1728 
11101010 5 4 -?16 
111010 3 5 ~ 21t 
111~ 0 ~ 4 3 -'24 11'1 4 4 4 ~ 324 
11 'i' 3 -432 
11 6 5 '3 3 -1721 
lela 9 8 7 7 24 
lelC 7 7 4 4 9 
1010 5 4 4 2 -216 
10 0 8 7 6 5 -72 
11l 9 7 7 6 1 108 
lC S 5 4 4 1 103 
10 7 6 5 1 1 -160 
10 7 4 1 1 1 54 

o 0 8 , 6 5 144 
9 ~ 9 7 6 4 -108 

~ ~ t l ! ~ -~J~ 
o 8 J 2 1 1 48 
9 1 6 1 1 1 108 
3 7 4 4 4 ~ ;~A2 
~ ~ ~ ~ f 1 -576 
4 4 J 2 1 1 -144 
111111 1 

14131212 5 8 4~670 
141311 8 2 Q 2 
1412 0 8 5' 072 
1412 5 4 4 0 6318 
1~11'g ; ~ 8 :1~~2 
1411 4 4 4 a -3159 
1411 1 1 1 , -387 
14 9 2 2 1 0 -1512 
14 7 6 5 2 0 -7992 
13131212 4 0 -072 
13121110 3 C 072 
1312 9 8 4 0 -216 

l~l~ ~ ~ ~ g -~28t 
",110 7 6 8 072 
1311 6 4 1 -1 0 44 
1310 2 2 1 0 1080 
13 8 7 7 6 0 216 
13 8 2 1 1 0 -414 
1210 9 0 4 0 -216 
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14141211 5 4 -2916 
14141111 4 4 729 
141411 5 5 2 129b 
1413121~ 9 7 648 
14131211 56 5 -5832 
141312 8 2 648 
14131111 6 1 -972 
141311 7 6 2 648 

1~1~1~'9 1 1 -~~~ 
lii~ , j i I -2ii 
'412 5 1 1 1 loa 
141111 t 3 3 432 
1t~t~8 7 1 1 -!J~ 
1411 9 , 4 4 -162 

l~ll t ~ t i !f~t 
1411 1 1 1 1 18 
14 9 8 8 S 2 -432 
14 9 4 4 2 2 -432 
14 a 7 7 6 5 -432 
14 8 5 3 2 2 -8~4 

l~,~,~,~,~} !I41 
13131211 6 4 2916 
131312 8 2 1 :101 
l~l~,~ ~ ~ i 188 

1~~~1~ ; t ~ ~~~ 
l~l~lS ~ ~ ~ -1~2 
1~'~ 9 7 6 4 :~7~ 
1312 7 7 6 3 -864 
1312 4 4 3 2 -648 
1312 3 2 1 1 -144 
13111010 4 2 648 
131110 8 4 4 -324 
1311 9 8 6 4 -972 
1311 8 7 6 3 1296 
13108852216 
1310 4 4 2 2 432 
13 9 6 2 2 1 164 
'}88 7 4'1 1 8 4 4 4 2 - 22 
1 7 6 0 5 2 -2592 
1 12 5 3 3 3 -864 
121010 9 5 1 -216 
1210 9 8 5 3 216 
1210 5 3 3 2 864 
1299831 -108 
1294431432 
12 7 4 4 3 3 432 
11101010 5 1 2H 
111010 7 4 3 108 
1"8 ~ e 3 1 108 
111 4 4 1 1 -4~2 
11 9 6 I> 5 3 25'12 11 8 4 4 3 3 -4]2 
1010 8 8 55-loa 

18~ 8 ~ ~ t 1 2U 
18 ; ~ ~ z ~ -1~~ 
10 8 5 3 2 1 432 
1074441 -54 
10 7 3 3 2 2 -96 
; ; g , ~ ~ -101 

~ B 2 ~ ~ 1 -2~8 
9811116 

! ! t ~ 1 1 111t 
6 5 1 1 1 1 -72 
4 4 1 1 1 1 -18 

14141~11 5 R 972 

l~lJ'~'~ ~ ~ 2%!t 
1412 9 7 4 0 -324 
1412 5 4 1 R 5832 

1t1l'9 , 1 H -2i~2 
1411 4 4 1 0 -81 
1410 7 7 2 0 252 
14 a 8 7 5 0 216 
14 7 4 4 2 0 -54 

1~1~1~'~ 1 R -;~~~ 
1312 9 8 1 0 468 
1312 4 4 4 8 -3159 
1312 1 1 1 387 

1~11 ~ ~ ~ 8 -~~lf 
~~ ; ! l ~ g ~!i~ 
1210 9 7 3 0 -252 

14141211 5 1 972 
14141111 4 1 -4,6 
141411 7 4 2 3 4 
14131212 5 4 -29 6 
14131211 4 4 '

,6
458 

14131274220 
~~131~19 ~ ~ -~f~ 
tttltA1i ~ ~ l~*g 
1412 9 9 4 2 -648 

t~l',f,~,~! :i'7ii 
1411'R'0 7 7 2 
UHlo , i f !U 
1411 9 8 4 1 540 

l~Jl t , i f ~i!i 
14~0 8 ~ 5 2 216 
14 9 8 7 4 2 324 
14 9 4 2 2 1 432 
14 8 7 7 4 4 216 
14 8 5 2 1 1 216 
t~,~,~,~ t l -~~~ 
t~lJ1~'~ t ~ l~~i 

llt~lf f I I =~t~ 
13'1'0 9 2 1 -216 
131 10 7 4 1 -540 
1~1 ;, ~ 1 :~~~ 
1312 6 5 4 1 1944 
1312 4 4 1 1 162 
1312 1 1 1 1 -18 
131'18'0 2 1 216 
13111 8 3 2 216 
1311 9 8 6 1 324 
1311 6 6 5 1 3888 
1310 8 7 4 2 -324 
1310 4 2 2 1 432 
13 8 8 !I 5 4 -216 
1~ § 7 7 6 4 t~B 
13 ~ ~ ~ ~ l :64i 
121110 0 3 3 216 
121010 7 5 3 -432 
1210 9 7 4 3 324 
1210 5 3 1 1 -216 
12 9 0 7 6 3 216 
12 9 4 3 3 2 -432 
12 7 4 3 3 1 432 
111010 0 6 5 -432 
11101S 7 3 1 -10~ 

11~8 4 ~ ~ ~ -~!~ 
11 9 6 4 4 3 64B 
11 ~ 4 3 3 1 432 
1010 S 7 5 4 108 
'8'0 7 7 ~ ~ 4a 1 9 9 ! §, -24 
10 9 8 7 3 7. -96 
1~ 0 4 4 4 2 216 
10 , 5 1 1 1 -108 
10 7 4 4 3 2 72 
10 7 3 2 1 1 -48 

; ; 9 ~ ~ 1 -1~~ 
; = t ~ ~ f :~tg 
o 7 6 6 5 1 -432 
8 8 5 4 4 ~ 216 

I ~ t t ~ ~ 2'$~ 
4 4 , 4 3 2 324 
3 3 3 2 2 2 64 

14141111 4 R 972 

t~t~t~l~ J 0 -2ta2 
1412 9 7 1 0 756 
1412 ~ ~ 2 R ~4! 
all'~ 7 ~ H _1~1~ 
1411 4 3 2 0 -756 
1410 5 2 2 0 432 
14 e 7 7 4 0 648 
14 7 4 2 1 0 -1296 

t~l~~~l~ ~ R -2:'~ 
1312 9 7 6 H 540 

t~t~,~,~ ~ 8 -18~a 
1~11 ~ , 1 R 12;8 
1~96220 42 
13 8 4 4 2 0 30 8 

H,6 ~ 1 ! 8 lag 

141412 7 7 7 216 
14h11'J 1 1 81 
ltl~11'2 ~ 1 :~9~ 
14131211 1 1 -162 
141312 7 2 1 ,'8 

1~11'1 ~ ~ ~ -alf 
ltlil~ I ~ ~ -ttl2 
1412 9 9 2 1 216 

t1t~ X ~ ~ i -3ila 
14111110 4 ~ -124 

t~ltlR'g ~ t :~~f 
14111988 -144 
1411 9 8 3 Z -144 
1411 a 7 4 3 216 

111t 2 ~ 1 t -!~2 
1410 7 t 4 2 -188 
14 9 8 7 2 1 -1 8 
14 8 8 S 5 5 432 
14 8 7 7 " -216 
14 7 7 7 6 4 216 

t~,~,~,~ l 1 tii 
lJtJlf1~ i i 2~li 
1~1~1210 9 9 216 

t31~tA18'9' -tl! 
l~l~lg , J ~ -tlf 
t312 9 8 4! -f16 

1Jl~ : ~ ~ 2 -i5~~ 
1312 4 3 Z 1 -648 
131111101010 ~16 

lil118 ~ ,t -f~g 
1311 9 7 6 6 -1944 
1311 6 4 4 1 97i 

l~lS 3 ~ ~ ~ -t88 
13 8 8 8 5 1 -216 

11 J I I ~ ~ ~lt 
t21A t ~ ~ ~ -f~~ 
1210 9 7 3 1 108 

1~ ; : ~ t ~ 1~~~ 
12 9 4 3 1 1 108 
11111010 3 3 -l~S 
111010 ~ 4 4 216 
1110 9 9 6 4 648 
1110 6 S '" 3 1296 
11104311108 
11 9 0 3 3 2 -a64 
11 7 b 3 3 1 364 
1010 8 7 5 1 -103 
1010 7 7 1 1 -15 
lu 9 8 8 5 4 108 to 9 0 7 1 t 30 
18 9 4 2 1 1 -216 
1 7 6 5 4 1 -216 
1 7 4 4 1 T -90 
10 7 1 1 1 1 -6 

~ : g ~ ~ f 8~t 
~ I ~ ~ t 1 3~2 
9 7 6 4 4 1 -1~8 

, , ~ l l 1 :~l6 
6 5 4 4 1 1 64i 
4 4 4 4 1 1 81 
3 3 2 Z 1 1 48 

14141111 1 R -31 4 

t~t~t~ ~ 5 5 :~~,~ 
1412 7 7 3 0 19'4 
1412 5 1 1 0 -2430 

1~11'2? 8-1Z1~t 
11'~ ~ 7 l 8 !~~1 
14 8 5 4 2 a -64!0 
14 7 3 Z 2 0 -~l6 

Pl~t~ , f 8 t*~o 
131~ 8 7 3 0 -1~6g 
titf,~ i f 8 -J~2 
1~1' 3 ~ ~ ~-2!~~~ 
13 g 8 8 5 a 64 
13 8 4 Z 1 0 ?16 

l~'~ ~ ~ l g :~l~ 
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TABLE III. (Continued.) 

12 9 9 8 3 0 252 
12 9 3 1 1 0 234 
111010 9 4 0 648 
1110 4 4 3 8 -1134 
11 9 6 ~ 1 1728 

~8'~ 8 a ~ ~ ~~~ 
10 9 6 5 2 0 -144 
10 a 6 5 5 0 -1512 '8 7 6 5 4 8 756 1 7 4 1 1 -81 

9 9 8 7 6 0 252 
Y 8 6 5 1 0 -t772 
9 8 3 2 1 0 -300 

J 1 f 1 J 8 sg: 
7 t 3 1 J -lS-8 '5 1 1 144 

~ ~ l f i !~a 
t~tf Z 1 R 8 :~:~~ 
14 8 ~ 2 ~ ~ -311~ 
tjt~ 1 t 8 0 :~~;~ 

13 a I 7 0 0 192 

Jill I l ~ 1° =iiti t 't 1 ~ Ua 
a , ~ 1 ~ iif~ 
2 Z ~ t 8 ~!'~ 

l~,l f 6 R -14JiA 
1; a 2 0 0 360 

'i J ~ 8 ~ 8 aif! 
131~ 0 8 0 8 -9504 

4 1 0 0 0 0 27312 

12 9 6 5 ~ 0 216 
12 8 5 3 ~ 0 432 
111010 7 ~ 0 252 
1110 4 3 1 0 2160 

t~,8 ~ ~ 1 8 !~~~ 
10 9 8 8 5 0 -468 
10 9 4 4 2 0 -684 
10 8 5 4 4 0 -378 
10 7 6 5 1 0 2772 
10 7 3 2 1 0 300 

9 9 6 4 2 0 -648 
~ 5 4 4 4 0 18~ 
, ill 1 0 -51 

8 ~ 2 J 1 B :~ii 
S 6 5 5 1 8-12960 
4 4 4 4 1 -31i 
4 1 ' 1 1 0 115 

14141111 ~ 0 5'8. 
141110 7 J -316~ 
1411 1 2 C -2448 
14 7 4 Z 8 ~ 10404 1312 6 5 -1044 
131110 e 0 4404 

13 , 4 2 0 0 6" 

18 7 6 5 8 -ejao tflg t J g 10 
:~'ti 

i j i j ~ l~!S 
6 5 , 1 8 0 27348 

11 j i i ~ 8 i7!2 
12 9 ] 0 0 0 6~4 

': f ~ ~ ~ ~ :~~I~ 
10 7 0 0 0 0 -1992 

3 2 0 :) 0 0 256 

12 9 4 4 3 0 -1890 
12 7 4 3 3 0 -1944 
11'8 9 9 6 0 1080 
111 3 3 2 0 -936 

t~,8 ~ ~ t 8 -~!~ 
10 9 a 7 4 0 36 

t8 : ~ ~ i 8 :lZi 
10 7 4 4 4 0 189 

'S ~ l 1 t 8 -2~1 
9 a 4 4 1 0 -5~5 
Y 7 6 6 5 0 1512 

! t J 4 l 8 ='I'~ 
4 4 4 I 1 8 -~,t8 

1~,1,1,1 & 8-129~8 
1~11 f f B 8 -~~6~~ 
14 7 2 1 8 8 -4 6~ 
1312 4 4 4 36 
1311 , 4 0 0 12636 

13 I 2 1 0 0 4764 

If ; l 1 I I :a·'1 tl ! ~ I -22912 
"ti -fa a :5 1 - 4 

t Z l f I I 11'~1 
11,1 1 8' ,~*' 
1t'0 3 100. 
; J l 9 8 1-6f~J! ~ S 0 8 8 a064 
1 1 0 0 0 -4464 

12 9 4 3 1 0 -1296 
12 7 3 :5 1 0 -216 
1110 9 8 3 0 -252 
1110 3 1 1 0 -234 
11 7 6 3 3 0 -1296 
1010 5 4 2 8 1512 
1~ 9 ~ 7 1 72 

~o t 5 ! ~ ~ -582 
10 ~ 4 4 1 ~ '01 

::s R 9 ~ 8 '82 q., 4 ~ 2 0 396 
9 7 6 4 4 0 378 

J , ~ i ' I 6 •• 

2 i f i' -l!il~ 
1i,l i ~ & 782~ 
1411 15 O~ 1944 14 9 2 0 1344 
13131 12 8 l!S' 
13H 4 1 756 
1311 6 1 0 0 -324 

H , 1l 0

1 
°1'!21~8 

1! ~ I I -J ii 
1 7 6 1 1 2a 
6 J 1 1 I 431g 

til~ f R 8 it118 
10 9 2 0 0 -1664 

t 2 1 8 8 I 11Y~ 1 ~ 1 8 8 10i59~ 
4 0 0 0 0 -57408 

'R. T. Sharp and S. C. Pieper, J. Math. Phys. 9, 663 (1968). 
2J. W. B. Hughes, J. Math. Phys. 24, 1015 (1983). 
3A. Pecda and R. T. Sharp, J. Math. Phys. 17,1313 (1976). 
4J. W. B. Hughes, J. Phys. A 6, 48 (1973). 
'J. W. B. Hughes, J. Phys. A 6,281 (1973). 

elements. These were the lowest-degree pair that could be 
constructed from the scalars C (202), CC1I2), C(312), C(024), and 
C(204), but we cannot exclude a pair which includes C(114). 

Thus for the lowest-degree commuting scalars the function
ally independent scalars, i.e., the first four of the above sca
lars, are insufficient, although presumably a pair of higher
degree commuting scalars could be constructed from them. 

6B. R. Judd, W. Miller, Jr., J. Patera, and P. Wintemitz, J. Math. Phys. 15, 

It is intended to use the shift operator techniques of 
Hughes and Yadegar7 to obtain the eigenvalues of Yl and Y2 

for IR of G (2), and these shift operators will be constructed 
from the various tensorial types listed in Sec. III. 
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Application of generating function techniques to Lie superalgebras 
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The construction of generating functions for multiplicities of irreducible representations of Lie 
superalgebras from generating functions for characters is examined, and applied in order to 
obtain polynomial tensors and branching rules. Problems arising because of the existence of 
typical and atypical representations are discussed in detail. The techniques are applied to osp( 1,2), 
spl(I,2), osp(3,2), and osp(4,2). 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the last few years, generating functions have emerged 
as a useful tool for the solution of a number of problems in 
the representation theory of Lie algebras and their applica
tions in physics. l-6 A single generating function (GF) for a 
Lie algebra G of rank 1 has the form 

G(Al,···,Ad 

(Ll) 

where A 1"'" Al are dummy variables which carry the Dyn
kin labels (al, ... ,al) of an irreducible representation (irrep) of 
the Lie algebra as exponents. The coefficientsia, ..... a, are po
lynomial functions with integer coefficients in some other 
variables, which contain useful information about the repre
sentation (al, ... ,al)' For instance, ia" .... a, may depend upon 
new variables A ; , ... , A ;." which carry as exponents the 
Dynkin labels (a; , ... ,a;") ofirreps ofa subalgebra H of G, and 
of which the coefficient is the multiplicity of the irrep 
(a; , ... ,a;") in the decomposition of (al, ... ,al)' Such a generat
ing function gives the branching rule for G--+H. In other 
casesia" ... ,al can be a polynomial in a variable U of which the 
exponent is the degree of polynomial tensor products of a 
given tensor representation of G-then we are dealing with a 
polynomial tensor GF. An important feature of the GF's is 
that they can be written in a closed form as a rational expres
sion whose numerator is a polynomial in the dummy varia
bles with positive integer coefficients, and whose denomina
tor consists of products of terms (1 - X), where X is a 
product of powers of the variables. Such denominator fac
tors are formal notations for geometric series, and the GF is 
of the form (1.1) only when these denominator terms are 
expanded in power series. 

For Lie algebras there is a one-to-one correspondence 
between the labels (al, ... ,al ) ofits finite-dimensional irreduci
ble representations and the set of multiplets of 1 non-negative 
integers. Hence the generating function techniques are a nat
ural way of dealing with problems in the representation the
ory of Lie algebras. 

For representations of Lie superalgebras, some difficul
ties arise. A first problem is that the labels (al; ... ;ad of finite-

-I Permanent address: Department of Physics, McGill University, Mon
treal, Quebec H3A 2T8, Canada. 

bl Research assistant N. F. W. O. (Belgium). Permanent address: Seminarie 
voor Wiskundige Natuurkunde, R.u.G., Krijgslaan 281-S9, B-9000 
Gent, Belgium. 

dimensional irreps of superalgebras7.8 are not all integers, 
and that there are certain constraints (or "consistency condi
tions") on a set of numbers (a l; ... ;ad if they are to correspond 
to an irrep of finite dimension. A second problem is that Lie 
superalgebras have typical and atypical representations,7,8 
which have to be treated separately. Obviously, one cannot 
restrict oneself to typical representations since, for instance, 
in the decomposition of the tensor product of two typical 
representations, also atypical (or, more generally, indecom
posable) representations can appear.9 In this paper we show 
how to deal with such difficulties. 

In Sec. II we examine the general construction of GF's 
for Lie superalgebras, starting from a character generating 
function. Section III contains results for osp(I,2), a Lie su
peralgebra which has only typical representations. In Sec. IV 
generating functions are given for spl(1,2), which is a Lie 
superalgebra of type I (See Refs. 8 and 10). Sections V and VI 
give results for two superalgebras of type II (see Refs. 8 and 
11), namely osp(3,2) and osp(4,2). Section VII contains some 
concluding remarks. 

II. CONSTRUCTION OF GENERATING FUNCTIONS FOR 
LIE SUPERALGEBRAS 

The starting point for generating functions for Lie alge
bras2 is a generating functionF(7]) = F(7]l, ... ,7]I) for weights 
with respect to a Lie algebra G of rank I. The exponents of 
7]1, ... ,7]1 are the components of weights in the weight space 
for G. One assumes that the weights in F form complete 
irreps of G, and hence one may write 

F(7]) = IXd7])N)., (2.1) 
). 

where X). is the character of the irrepA = (Al, ... ,A.I)' and N). 
is the mUltiplicity of A in F (N). usually depends upon other 
dummy variables). The characteristic function S). is related 
toX). by12 

X). = S).I.1, (2.2) 

with.1 the characteristic of the scalar irrep. Hence, we have 

(2.3) 

But S). (7]) has only one term whose weight is in the dominant 
Weyl sector, say Ilj7]~\ where the M j depend linearly on Aj 
(with integer coefficients). Hence we multiply (2.3) by 

Ilj7]j- M'~A fl, sum over AI,'''' Al from 0 to 00, and keep 
only the terms which are independent of the 7] j' This simple 
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instruction transfers a OF for weights into the OF for irredu
cible tensors. 

For Lie superalgebras the situation is more complicated 
for two reasons: (1) there is no one-to-one correspondence 
between the set of multiplets of / integers and the labels 
(a,; ... ;a/) of the irreps; and (2) there are typical and atypical 
representations, for which completely different character 
formulas have to be used. In fact, characters for atypical 
representations of classical Lie superalgebras are not known 
in general, except for superalgebras of series A and C (see 
Ref. 13). 

Classical Lie superalgebras 7 are divided into two 
classes: class 1 inclUdes the superalgebras spl(m,n) and 
osp(2,2n); and class II consists of osp(m,n) (m¥2) and the 
exceptional algebras osp(4,2;a), F(4), and G (3). One can 
choose a Chevalley basis for the Lie superalgebra, in which 
the basis elements are given by hj(i = 1, ... ,/; / = rank of the 
superalgebra) and elements associated with positive and neg
ative roots. Kac7

•
8 showed that it is always possible to take a 

set of / simple roots such that only one simple root is odd. Let 
e j (i = 1, ... ,1) be the corresponding root vectors; then the 
Cartan matrix 

ci} = 2(ei' ej)l(ej , ej ) (2.4) 

is determined by a Dynkin diagram and (ei' ej ) is the bilinear 
form in weight space induced from a fixed nondegenerate 
bilinear form on L (see Ref. 8). Kac gives a table of Dynkin 
diagrams for all classical Lie superalgebras.9 They consist of 
a set of nodes, connected by lines, and only one node (the 
colored node) corresponds to the odd simple root. 

Finite-dimensional irreducible representations of Lie 
superalgebras are determined by their highest weight A., and 
characterized by the "Dynkin labels" (a,; ... ;a/) associated 
with the nodes of the Dynkin diagram. All numbers a j are 
non-negative integers, except for the label as associated with 
the odd node. For Lie superalgebras of class I, as can be any 
complex number, and vice versa; with every complex num
ber and set of / - 1 non-negative integers there corresponds 
one finite-dimensional irrep. In fact, class I superalgebras 
have a u(l) subalgebra in their Lie algebraic part, and as is 
the u( 1) label associated with the highest weight. When deal
ing with generating functions, however, it is natural to con
sider only integer values of labels (because labels appear as 
exponents of some dummy variables in polynomial expres
sions). Therefore, we shall restrict ourselves to the represen
tations for which as E Z. This restriction is not as drastic as it 
seems at first sight; branching rules for irreps with asEl Z can 
be easily deduced from those with Os an integer. Polynomial 
tensors in an irreducible representation are most interesting 
when the representation is the defining or the adjoint repre
sentation, and these irreps have as E Z. 

For Lie superalgebras of class II, a. cannot belong to a 
continuous range of values, as was the case for class I, but we 
still do not have the property a. E Z. However, the irreps are 
now also characterized by the / - 1 labels OJ (i ¥s) and a label 
b, which is a linear combination of some OJ'S (including as) 
and which satisfies be Z. Kac7

•
8 gives a list of these linear 

combinations of the a j 's for all superalgebras of class II. So, 
instead of using (a,; ... ;a/) as labels, we rather use 
(A.,; ... ;A./) = (a,; ... ;a._,; b; a.+, ; ... ;0/). This is a set of / non-
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negative integers, and they are easy to deal with in the OF 
technique. Unfortunately, not every set of / non-negative in
tegers corresponds to an irrep of the Lie superalgebra: there 
are certain "consistency conditions" for low values of b (see 
Kac7

•
8 for general consistency conditions, and Secs. V and 

VI for examples). This does not really hamper the OF tech
nique; one can sum over all integer values of 
a" ... ,a._ ,. b. a.+, , ... ,a/, and in the final result disregard the 
terms which do not correspond to irreps of the Lie superalge
bra. 

The most peculiar feature of Lie superalgebras is that 
they have so-called typical and atypical representations 7.8 

[except for the superalgebras osp( I ,2n), which have only 
typical irreps]. Typical representations have properties anal
ogous to those of finite-dimensional irreps of Lie algebras, 
and are relatively easy to handle. Atypical representations 
are much harder to deal with. One cannot avoid atypical 
representations by restricting oneself to typical irreps; in the 
decomposition of the tensor product of two typical represen
tations, atypical parts can appear. Let L = La + L, be a Lie 
superalgebra with M odd positive roots; then the decomposi
tion of a typical irrep of L into representations of La contains 
in general 2M La irreps. An atypical representation does not 
satisfy this property; the atypical irreps in Secs. IV-VI con
tain 2M -, La irreps. In fact, Lie superalgebras also have 
indecomposable (i.e., reducible but not completely reduc
ible) representations. The invariant space and factor space of 
such indecomposable representations consist of two "neigh
boring" atypical representations; the indecomposable repre
sentations have then the same shape as a typical representa
tion. Obviously, the weights of such an indecomposable 
representation are the same as the weights of the direct sum 
oftwo atypical irreducible representations. In the OF tech
nique, one deals with transforming weights into irreducible 
tensors. Therefore, whenever an indecomposable represen
tation appears (e.g., in the decomposition of a tensor pro
duct), the OF technique transforms it into two atypical ir
reps. So, instead of finding an indecomposable 
representation, we find its invariant space and its factor 
space. 

Let us finally discuss h.ow to construct OF's for Lie 
superalgebras. If L = La + L, is a Lie superalgebra, let .::1 
denote the set of roots of L, .::10 the even roots, .::1, the odd 
roots, and J, the odd roots /3 for which 2{3 is not an even root. 
A superscript + implies the positive roots in each set. We 
define 

(2.5) 

Then an irrep with highest weight A. is typical if and only if 
(A. + p. /3 )¥O, 'tI/3 E J t. (2.6) 

In particular, we haveS 

(2.7) 

The typicality conditions (2.6) can be translated in terms of 
linear conditions for the Dynkin labels (a,; ... ;a/) of the repre
sentation; these conditions are summarized by Kac8 for all 
classical Lie superalgebras. If A. is the highest weight of a 
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typical representation of L, then the character for this repre
sentation is given by8 

XA = K -I L E(W)17w(A+p), (2.8) 
WEW 

(2.9) 

where 17 = (171, ... ,171) are dummy variables carrying the com
ponents of weights as exponents, Wis the Weyl group of the 
even part Lo, and E(W) is the sign of w. Character formulas for 
atypical representations are not known in general, and for 
the particular cases where they are known they look quite 
different from the expression (2.8). Therefore, difference pre
scriptions must be given in order to obtain GF's for typical 
or atypical representations. For the Lie superalgebras we 
deal with in Sees. III-VI, typical as well as atypical represen
tations are known 14-20, and we find the following expression 
for the character of the atypical representations of L [where 
L = osp(1,2), spl(1,2), osp(3,2), or osp(4,2)]. Let 
/3; E:J t = {/3I,···,/3n J,A be the highest weightofa represen
tation, and 

(2.10) 

Then this representation is atypical (oftype i: at i), and 

II (-.P 12 + .,., - fJ 12) 
I t") fJE..:I t </1 t'l ., 

xl ' = ---=--=------
IIa E..:I

O
+ (17a12 _17- aI2

) 

X···(17fJ.,I2 + 17- fJ.,I2) L E(W)17w(A+p+!fJI
), (2.11) 

WE W;j 

where Wi} = {WE Wlw(P}) = ±/3;J, and ............... is written 
above the term to be deleted. 

Just as for Lie algebras, the starting point is now a gen
eratingfunctionF(17) = F(17I, ... ,17I) for weights, such thatthe 
weights in F (17) form complete irreducible representations of 
the Lie superalgebraL .. This includes of course typical (t) and 
atypical (at) representations 

F(17) = LxA(17)NA + L L x~ti)(17)N". 
A It) ; "Iat i) 

(2.12) 

Multiply F(17) by K (17) 

if II • + (1 - 17 - a) 
K( ) = aEuo 

17 fJ . 
IIfJE ..:I,+(l +17- ) 

(2.13) 

In this multiplication, a denominator factor of the form 
(1 + 17 - fJ) is a formal notation for the power series expan
sion 1 -17 -fJ + 17 -2fJ - ••• = l:k' =o( -17 -fJ)k. This trans
forms (2.12) into 

K(17)F(17) = L( L E(W)17w(A+P))NA 
Alt) WEW 

+ L L K(17)X~ti)(17)N". (2.14) 
; "Iat i) 

The coefficient of NA has only one term with weight in the 

dominant Weyl sector, say ll;17':', and the weight coordi
nates are chosen such that the M; depend linearly on the 
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representation labels AI, ... ,A.I with integer coefficients. Be
fore we do the same trick as with GF's for Lie algebras, we 
have to investigate whether the dominant terms (i.e., terms 
with weights in the dominant Weyl sector) in the second part 
of(2.14) do not interfere with the dominant terms in the first 
part. The dominant terms in the second part of (2.14) come 
from 

if+P 
L L ~ NI" 

; "Iati) (1 + 17 - ') 
(2.15) 

which gives terms of the form 

if +P -17" -fJ,+p + 11" - 2fJ,+p - •••. (2.16) 

But, since IL is of type (at i), (p + p, {3;) = 0, and (2.7) then 
shows (p + p - k{3i' {3;) = O. Hence, all the terms in (2.16) 
correspond to highest weights of atypical representations. 
Consequently, the dominant terms in the second part of 
(2.14) will never interfere with dominant terms correspond
ing to typical representations. We therefore obtain the fol

lowing prescription: multiply (2.14) by lli17i- M 'A ;., sum 
over AI"'" AI fromOto 00, and keep only the terms which are 
independent of the 17i' This will transform a GF F(17) for 
weights into a GF G '(A ) for typical representations. Because 
wesumoverallAi values from 0 to 00, G '(A ) consists of three 
parts. 

(1) This part is a generating function G (A ) where the 
exponents of AI"'" AI are labels of typical representations 
only. 

(2) This part is a function where the exponents of 
A I, ... , AI correspond to atypical representations only. This 
part, however, does not give the correct multiplicity for the 
atypical irreps since (2.16) shows that there is interference 
among the atypical representations themselves. 

(3) This part is a function where the exponents of 
A 1>"" A I are labels of nonexistent representations (i.e., labels 
which do not satisfy the consistency conditions). These 
terms appear because we summed over all non-negative in
teger values of AI"'" AI . However, the atypicality conditions 
and the consistency conditions are well known in terms of 
the labels (At; ... ;A.I)' so it is easy to subtract parts (2) and (3) 
from G '(A ), leaving only G (A ). So, we have given a general 
prescription for finding a GF for multiplicities of typical 
tensors, starting from a GF for weights. This solves the prob
lem only partially; we also need to know how to find the GF 
part for atypical representations. It is fairly difficult to treat 
this in general, but Secs. IV-VI show how to deal with this 
problem in practice. 
III. GENERATING FUNCTIONS FOR OSP(1,2) 

The Lie superalgebra osp(1,2) contains as even part the 
Lie algebra so(3) and as odd part the two-dimensional so(3) 
tensor (spinor). All representations of osp(1,2) are typical. 
The osp(1,2) irreps are known to be "dispin,"t4.t5 i.e., when 
decomposed into so(3) irreps they reduce as (a) + (a - 1) [we 
use twice the angular momentum label for so(3) irreps). The 
Dynkinlabel oftheosp(1,2) irrep is then (a) (a E Z+); (0) is the 
trivial representation, (1) the defining representation, and (2) 
the adjoint representation. There are two possible gradings 
for a representation space: the so(3) parts (a) even and (a - 1) 
odd [(a)o + (a - l)d, or (a) odd and (a - 1) even 
[(ah + (a - 1 )0]' 
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The character (2.8) for a representation (a) ofosp(I,2) is 
given by 

X(o) =(1]0+I_1]-a-I+1]a_1]-0)l(1]_1]-I). (3.1) 

From this we obtain the character generator 

F( . A) - ~ A a - 1 + A (3 2) 
1], -a~oX(a) -(I-A1])(I-A1]-I)' . 

Since osp(1,2P so(3), (3.2) is also a OF for so(3) weights [of 
complete so(3) irreps] and (2.3) shows how to transform so(3) 
weights into so(3) tensors: 

G(L;A)= [(1]-1]-I)F(1];A) t1]-I- IL I ] . 
1= ° eX(1/0) 

(3.3) 

The eX(1]°) is an instruction to keep only the terms indepen
dent of 1]. We obtain 

G(L;A) = (1 +A )/(I-AL). (3.4) 

which is the branching rule OF for osp(I,2) irreps (a) into 
so(3) irreps (/). Let G(L; A) = ~:=O(~/CaIL I)A a; then Cal is 
the multiplicity of the so(3) irrep (i) in the decomposition of 
(a). Clearly, (3.4) gives the dispin structure again. 

IfH(A) is an osp(I,2) OF, then the corresponding so(3) 
OF K (L) is found by "substituting" the osp(I,2~so(3) 
branching rule OF (3.4) 

K(L) = [H(A )G(L;A -1)]ex(A") 

=H(L)+ [H(L)-H(O)]!L. (3.5) 

This implies 

H(A) = [AK(A) +K( -I)]!(A + 1). (3.6) 

Hence, ifan so(3) OF K(L) is given, of which we know that 
the so(3) tensors form complete parts of osp( 1 ,2) tensors, then 
(3.6) gives a prescription to transform K (L ) into an osp( 1,2) 
OFH(A). 

Instead of going through so(3), we can also transform a 
OF F(1]) for osp(I,2) weights directly into a OF G(A) for 
osp(I,2) tensors by using (2.14): 

G(A) = {F(1])[(I -1])1(1 -A1])] lex(,/')' (3.7) 

Let us now consider some OF's for polynomial tensors. 
In the tensor product of a given irreducible tensor, we main
tain only the "supersymmetric" parts (i.e., the parts which 
are symmetric with respect to the even basis and antisymme
tric with respect to the odd basis); when applied to the ad
joint representation this gives the enveloping algebra. The 
weight generating function for polynomial tensors in the 
osp(I,2) irrep (1), consisting of the so(3) parts (1)0 + (Oh, is 
given by 

f(1)(1];U) = (1 + U)/(I - U1])(I - U1]-I). (3.8) 

Prescription (3.7) transforms this into the OF 

G(I)(U;A) = 1/(1 - UA). (3.9) 

In (3.8) and (3.9), U carries the degree of the polynomial 
tensor product in the irrep (1). If we choose the opposite 
grading for (1), namely (i) = (1)1 + (0)0' then the character 
OF is 

f(I)(1];U) = (1 + U1])(I + U1]-V(I - U), (3.10) 

and the OF for polynomial tensors is given by 
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G(I)(U;A) = 1 + (UA + U 2)/(I_ U). (3.11) 

Polynomial tensors in the osp(I,2) representation 
(2) = (2)0 + (Ih are generated by 

G(2)(U;A) = (1 + U 2A )/(1- U 2)(I_ UA 2). (3.12) 

Since (2) = (2)0 + (1)1 is the adjoint representation of 
osp(I,2), (3.12) is the OF for osp(I,2) tensors contained in the 
enveloping algebra ofosp(I,2). The scalars in the enveloping 
algebra are then generated by (1 - U 2) -I, which shows that 
there is only one independent invariant, of second degree in 
the generators. The opposite grading (2) = (2)1 + (l)ogivesas 
polynomial tensor OF 

G(2)(U;A) = 1 + (UA 2 + u2A 2 + U 3 + U 3A )/(1- UA). 
(3.13) 

We also determined the OF's for polynomial tensors in the 
seven dimensional osp(I,2) representation. 

(3) = (3)0 + (2)1: 

G(3)(U;A) 

[1 + U 2A3+ U 3(I +A +A 3+A 4)+ U 4A + U 6A4] 
- (1 - U4)(I _ UA 3)(1 _ u2A 2) 

(3.14) 

(3) = (3)1 + (2)0: 

G())(U;A) 

= (1- U2)-1 + [UA 3 + U 2(A +A 4) + U 3(A2+A4) 

+ U 4(I +A +A 3)]!(I_ U 2)(I- UA 2). (3.15) 

Finally, we consider the Clebsch-Gordan OF for 
osp(I,2). In (3.2), the character OF F(1]; A) is given. Since the 
weights of the tensor product of two irreps (a I) and (a2) are 
given by the superposition of the weights of (a II on those of 
(a2), and (3.7) shows us how to transform weights into ten
sors, we find as the Clebsch-Oordan OF 

G(A I,A2;A)=[F(1];A I)F(1];A2 ) (1-1])] , 
(1 -1]A) e*') 

or 

G(A A 'A)- (1 +AIA~) (316) 
I' 2, - (I-AIA2)(I-AIA)(I -A~)' . 

In the expansion 

G(AI,A2;A) = a%oa2~0 (+ cal02aA ar ~IA ;2, 
CaIOla is the multiplicity of the representation (a) in the tensor 
product of (al ) and (a2 ). 

IV. GENERATING FUNCTIONS FOR SPL(1,2) 

The even part of spl(I,2) is utI) + su(2). The odd part 
consists of two spinor representations with respect to su(2), 
with utI) eigenvalues + 1 and - 1, respectively, and de
noted by (1,1) and ( - 1,1). The positive roots are given by 
~ 0+ = {(0,2)j and ~ 1+ = {(I,I), (1, - I)l. Irreducible re
presentations of spl(I,2) have been studied by Scheunert et 
ai., IS Marcu,16 and Hughes. 17 Let (a l ; a2 ) be the Dynkin la
bels of an spl(I,2) irrep; then a l E C and a2 E N. For reasons 
discussed in Sec. II we restrict ourselves to representations 
with a l E Z, and we denote the labels by (k;;l = (al ; a2)' 
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When decomposed into u( I) + su(2) irreps (b, I), k is the max
imum b value andj the corresponding su(2) label I. Also, (k,j) 
are the components of the highest weight of (k;11 in the 
weight space determined by the positive roots. 

The elements ofJ 1+ are(I,I)and(l, -1),andwith(2.6) 
they give rise to the atypicality conditions 

k=j+2 (at I), (4.1) 

k= -j (at 2), (4.2) 

respectively. The asymmetry in (4.1) and (4.2) arises because 
of the conventional8 labeling of the irreps: if the irreps of 
spl(I,2) were labeled by (k ';j')withj' = maximum I value and 
k' the corresponding b value in the decomposition into 
u( I) + su(2) irreps (b,l), then the atypicality conditions would 
read k ' = / and k ' = -f. 

By means of (2.8) and (2.11), the characters for typical 
and atypical representations are determined [7] 1 and 7]2 carry 
the weights in the u(l) and su(2) direction, respectively] 

(t) _ (I + 7]17]2- 1)(1 + 7]1-17]2-1)7]}-1(7]~+ 1_ 7]2- j
-

l
) 

X(k;]1 - (I _ 7]2- 2) 

(4.3) 

(k E Z, j EN, k i=j + 2, k =I - j), 

(atl)_ (1 +7]1-17]2)7]}7]~ -(I +7]I-I7]2- 1)7]}7]2 j
-

2 

~~A- (1-7]2~ 
(4.4) 

(k = j + 2, j EN), 

(at 2) _ (I + 7]1-17]2- 1)7]}7f2 - (I + 7]1-17]2)7]}7]2- j -2 
X(k;]1 - (1 _ 7]2- 2) 

(4.5) 

(k = - j, j EN). 

Note that (4.5) also includes the scalar representation (0;0). 
Character generating functions can now be determined 

from (4.3)-(4.5). The character OF for typical representa
tions (k;j) with k>O (t + ) is found by taking 

~ ~ (t) KkJj 
~ ~ X(k;]1 ' 

k=Oj=O 
which is 

7]1- 17]2(1 + 7]17]2- 1)(1 + 7]1- 17]2- 1) 

(I - 7]lK)(1 - 7]zof)(1 - 7]2
IJ) 

H(K,J;7]l,L) 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

In (4.7), the contribution in KOJo and in the atypical irreps 
(j + 2;11 must be subtracted. This results in 

F(t + )(K, J; 7]1' "'2) 

= 7]1- 17]2(1 + 7]17]2- 1)(1 + 7]1- 17]2- I) 

X [1/(1 - 7]lK)(1 - 7]zof)(1 - 7]2-1J) 

-K27]~/(I-7]17]2KJ)(I-7]17]2-IKJ)-I]. (4.8) 

The character generating function for typical representa
tions (k;j) with k < 0 (t -) is found by summing 

- 00 00 

L L X!~;]) KkJ j, 
k= -lj=O 

and subtracting the contribution from the atypical represen
tations ( - j;j). This gives 

F(t -)(K, J;7]I' 7]2) 

= 7]1- 27]2(1 + 7]17]2- 1)(1 + 7]1- 17]2- I) 

X [K -1/(1- 7]1- IK -1)(1 - 7]zof)(1 - 7]2-IJ) 

- K -1/(1 -"'I-I7]2-IK -lJ)(1 - 7]1-17]2K -IJl]. 
(4.9) 

Equations (4.4) and (4.5) are used in order to obtain character 
OF's for atypical representations 

F
(atl)(K J. ) _ 7]~K2[ 1+ 7]1-

1
(7]2 + 7]2-

1
) - KJ] 

, ,7]1,7]2 - I ' 
(1- 7]17]zKJ)(I- 7]17]2- KJ) 

(4.10) 

1+ -2K- IJ 
F(at2~K J~ ) _ 7]1 

, , 7]J> 7]2 - -(I---"'-I--I-"'zK----IJ;...)(-I---7]-I---I7]-2--IK---IJ)· 

(4.11) 

The complete character generating function is then 

F(K, J; 7]1' 7]2) = F(t +) + F(t -) + F(at I) + F(at2), 
(4.12) 

and when expanded in power series, the coefficient of KkJ j 
in (4.12) is the character ofthe spl(I,2) irrep (k;11. 

TheOFF(K, J; 7]1' 7]2) can be used to obtain the OF for 
branching rules of spl(I,2) into u(l) + su(2). Such a function 
is transformed to u(l) + su(2) tensors by means of 

[F(K, J; 7]1' 7]2)(1 - 7]~)(1 - ",ZL )-1] eX(T/O). (4.13) 

This leads to 

= (7]l- lJ + 7]1- IL + 7]1- 2 + 1)[(1 - 7]IK)(1 -JL )]-1 + K -1(7]1- 2J + 7]1- 2L + 7]1-1 + 7]1- 3)[(1 - 7]1- IK -I) 

X(I-JL )]-1 - (I + 7]1- 2 + 7]1- IL) - (7]~K3J +K2) 

X(I- 7] IKJL )-1 - (7]1- 2K -IL + 7]1- 3K - 2J + 7]1- IK- I + 7]1- 3K- I 

- 7]1- 2K -lJ - 1)(1 - 7]1- IK -IJL )-1. 

When appropriately expanded in power series, (4.14) is equal 
to 

905 

H(K, J; 7]1' L) = k=~ 00 j~o(t; Ckj,nl7]7 L I)KkJ j, 

(4.15) 
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(4.14) 
I 
and ckj, nl is the multiplicity of the u( I) + su(2) irrep (n; I) in 
the decomposition ofthe spl(I,2) irrep (k;j). 

Finally we consider the problem of transforming an 
spl(I,2) weight OF F(7]l' 7]2)' of which we may assume that 
the weights in F (7] I' 7]2) form complete irreps of spl (1,2), into 
a OF for spl(I,2) representations. In Sec. II we showed that 
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(4.16) 

and 

'" L NkjK -kJ j (4.17) 
k.l=o 

gives the correct multiplicity Nkl (where Nkj is a function of some other variables) for all typical representations (k;JI with k>O 
(k =h + 2) and for all typical irreps (k;)) with k<O (k =1= - i), respectively. Consider now the multiplication of F('TJI' 'TJ2) by 

(1 - 'TJ2- 2)'TJI'TJ; 1/(1 + 'TJI'TJ; I), (4.18) 

where (1 + 'TJI'TJ2- I)-I = 1 - 'TJI'TJ2- 1 + 'TJi'TJ2- 2 - .... In (4.19) we list the terms with weight in the dominant Weyl sector (i.e., 
with 'TJ2 exponent positive) after a character is multiplied by (4.18) 

(t) k 1 + k - I j - I X(k;J):'TJI'TJ2 'TJI 'TJ2 , 
(at I). k 1 

X(k;J1·'TJI'TJ2' 

X:~:~):(l + 'TJI- I'TJ2- 1)[ 'TJI-i+ I'TJ~-I - 'TJ1-i+2'TJ~-2 + ... + ( - W'TJI'TJ2] + ( - 1)1. 

(4. 19a) 

(4.l9b) 

(4. 19c) 

Since (4. 19a) and (4. 19c) do not contain any terms with weight of the form (k,JI = (j + 2,)) it follows that 

[
F() (1-'TJ2-

2
)'TJI'TJ2-

1 
] 

'TJI' 'TJ2 I I I 
(1 + 'TJI'TJ2- )(1 - 'TJI- K)(I - 'TJ2- J) eX(l10) 

(4.20) 

gives a GF with the correct multiplicity Nkl for at 1 representations (k;)) = (j + 2,JI. Of course, (4.20) also contains terms 
KkJ 1 corresponding to typical representations (for which it gives the wrong answer). It is easy, however, to keep only the 
atypical part in (4.20). Indeed, 

G(at I)(K J) = F() - 'TJ2 'TJI'TJ2 
[ 

(1 -2) -IA 2 ] 
, 'TJI' 'TJ2 -I -I -I -I 

(1 + 'TJI'TJ2 )(1 - 'TJI A K)(1 - 'TJ2 AJ) eX(l1°AO) 

(4.21) 

takes out the part of (4.20) consisting purely of terms K 1 + 2J 1. Hence, (4.21) is the GF corresponding to at 1 representations. 
We make a similar analysis for the multiplication by 

(1 - 'TJ;2)1(1 + 'TJI- I'TJ2- 1). (4.22) 

The terms in the dominant Weyl sector after mUltiplying a character by (4.22) are given by 

X
(t) . ..,k..,l + ..,k- 1..,1+ 1 
(k;J1"t1'12 '11 '12 , 

X:~:JV:(1 + 'TJI'TJ2- 1)[ 'TJ~+ I'TJ~+ I - 'TJ~ 'TJ~ + ... + (- W'TJI'TJ2] + (- l)i+ I, 

(4.23a) 

(4.23b) 

(4.23c) (at 2). k 1 
X(k;J)·'TJI 'TJ 2' 

Expression (4.23a) does not contain any weights of the form ( - ),JI, and (4.23b) only gives a contribution 'TJ?'TJ~ of the form 
'TJ 1-1'TJ~. Hence, it follows that 

, [ (1-'TJ2-
2
)] 

G (K,J)= F('TJI,'TJ2) I I 1 I I 
(1 + 'TJI- 'TJ2- )(1 - 'TJIA - K - )(1 - 'TJ2- AJ) eX(l1°A O) 

(4.24) 

is the GF for at 2 representations ( - );)) if) > O. So, we have 
in fact 

G(at2)(K,J) = G'(K,J) - G'(O,O). (4.25) 
Only the multiplicity of the scalar representation re

mains to be determined. Since F('TJJ> 'TJ2) consists of char
acters ofspl(I,2) irreps, we see from (4.3)-(4.5) that 

[F('TJI,'TJ2)(1-'TJ2- 2
)]ex(T/O) = Noo+Nl1 • (4.26) 

But NIl follows from (4.16), hence N 00 is immediately deter
mined from (4.26). The total GF is then found as follows: we 
subtract the atypical parts in (4.16) and (4.17), and add the 
functions G (at I), G (at 21, and N 00' 

This procedure is now applied in order to obtain polyn
omial tensorGF'sina given representation (k ';j') ofspl(I,2). 
Let a be the even weights, and/3be the odd weights of(k ';j'); 
then the weight GF for polynomial tensors in (k ';j') is given 
by 
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I 

(4.27) 

In (4.27), U carries the degree in the tensor product. When 
F(k';n('TJI' 'TJ2;U) is transformed into the corresponding GF 
G(k';n(K, J; U) for spl(1,2) tensors, then 

G(k';n(K,J; U) = ~(LCkjU UU)KkJ i, (4.28) 
k,J U 

and Ck1u is the multiplicity of the irrep (k;)) in the supersym
metric tensor product of u copies of (k ';j'). Note that (k ';j') 
admits two possible gradings: one for which the highest 
weight state is even [denoted by (k ';j')], and one for which 

the highest weight state is odd [denoted by ( k ';j')]' We de

termined the GF's (4.28) for (k ';j') = (1; 0), ( 1; 0), and (1; 1) 

G(l;odK,J; U) = 1 + UK /(1- UJ), (4.29) 

G(I;O)(K,J; U)=(l + U 2 + U 2JK-l)/(I- U 2
) 
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+ UK /(1 - U 2)(1 - UK) 

+ U 3K -1/(1 _ U 2)(1 _ UK -I), 
(4.30) 

G(I;I)(K,J;U) 

= (1- U 2)-1 + (U 2 + U 3 + U 2K2 

+ U 2K- IJ)/(I- U)(I- U 2) + [UKJ 

+ U 3(J2+K 2J2)+ U 4KJ]I(I- U) 

X(1 - U 2)(1 - UJ 2). (4.31) 

Since (1; 1) is the adjoint representation ofspl(I,2), (4.31) is 
the GF for irreducible tensors contained in the enveloping 
algebra ofspl( 1,2). In fact, (4.31) gives the complete structure 
of the spl(I,2) enveloping algebra decomposed into spl(I,2). 

Another application consists in obtaining the Clebsch
Gordan GF for spl(I,2). Let us consider, for instance, the 
tensor product of two at 1 representations (kl;jd and (k2;j2)' 
The weight GF for their Clebsch-Gordan series is given by 

F(at I)(KI, J I; 'Th, 'T12)F(at 1)(K2, J2; '/]1' '/]2)' (4.32) 

where pat I) is determined in (4.10). Then we use the above
mentioned procedure to transform (4.32) into a GF for 
spl(I,2) tensors. This results in 

G(KI' J I; K 2, J2; K, J) 

(4.33) 

The character (2.11) for an atypical representation 
(q;p) = (q; 2q - 2) with q>2 is 

(5.6) 

Equation (5.6) is not valid for the "truncated" atypical repre
sentation (1; 0). So there remains 

X:~~)O) = '/]1 + '/]1- I + '/]~ + 1 + '/]2- 2, 

X(O;O) = 1. 

(5.7) 

(5.8) 

Character GF's can now be determined. From (5.5) we 
calculate ~;'=o ~;=oX(q;P)Qqpp, and subtract in this result 
the nonexistent part corresponding to representations (0; pl· 
We find 
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position of the tensor product of the two atypical representa
tions (kl;jl) and (k2;j2)' 

V. GENERATING FUNCTIONS FOR OSP(3,2) AND 
BRANCHING RULES TO SUBALGEBRAS 

The even part of osp(3,2) is sp(2) + so(3)~su(2) + su(2). 
The odd part consists of a tensor of type (1,2) [i.e., spinor 
with respect to sp(2), vector with respect to so(3)]. The posi
tive roots are given by L1 0+ = {(2,0), (0,2) 1 and L1 t 
= {(I, - 2), (1,2), (1,0)}. Irreducible representations of 

osp(3,2) have been studied in detai1. 18
•
20 If (al; a2) are the 

Kac-Dynkin labels of an osp(3,2) irrep, then the label b (dis
cussed in Sec. II) is given by 

(5.1) 

We use the labels (q;p) = (b; a2 ) for the osp(3,2) irreps. Then q 
and p can be any non-negative integer, and the only consis
tency condition is 

(5.2) 

implying that representations of the form (0; p) (p #0) do not 
exist. The elements ofJ tare (1, - 2) and (1,2), and with 
(2.6) they give rise to the atypicality conditions 

p + 2q = 0, (5.3) 

p- 2q+2 =0, (5.4) 

respectively. The first condition (5.3) is satisfied by the trivial 
representation (0; 0) only; the second condition (5.4) is satis
fied by representations (q; 2q - 2) (q = 1,2,3, ... ). All other 
representations (q; p) are typical. The eigenvalues of the sp(2) 
and so(3) diagonal operators on the highest weight of an 
osp(3,2) irrep (q;p) are q andp, respectively. 

The character (2.8) for a typical representation is given 
by ['/]I and '/]2 carry the weights in the sp(2) and so(3) direc
tion, respectively] 

(5.5) 

I 
F(t)('/]I' '/]2; Q, P) 

(Q + Q 2)('/]1 + '/]1- I + '/]~ + '/]2- 2) . (5.9) 

(1-'/]IQ)(I-'/]I-IQ)(I-'/]2P )(I-'/]2- IP ) 

This is the character GF for typical representations. In fact, 
in (5.9) the contribution coming from atypical representa
tions (q; 2q - 2) should be subtracted. It is much easier, how
ever, to leave (5.9) as it stands; we shall use the expression 
(5.9) to obtain other results and then only in the final results 
subtract the contribution coming form atypical irreps. Anal
ogously, the summation over (5.6) gives 

F::~~)('/]I' '/]2; Q, P) 

= {( -'/]~ -'/]2- 2) + Q [1 + ('/]I + 1 + '/]1-1) 

X ('/]~ + 1 + '/]2- 2)] + P ('/]2 + '/]2- I) - PQ ('/]I 

+ 1 + '/]1- 1)('/]2 + '/]2- I)} /(1 - '/]IQ) 

X(I-'/]I-IQ)(I-'/]~)(I-'/]2-IP). (5.10) 
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Again, in (5.10) only the part with p = 2q - 2 should be 
maintained, but it is easier to work with (5.10) as it stands 
and keep the atypical part of it only after the function has 
been transformed into another GF. 

The character generating functions can now be used to 
find branching rule generating functions. We first consider 
thechainosp(3,2)-sp(2) + so(3). Since7]l(resp. 7]2) carry the 
sp(2) [resp. so(3)] weights, we determine 

[ 
(t) ( 1 - 7]i ) ( 1 - 7]~ )] F (7]1,7]2;Q,P) , (5.11) 

1 - 7] l T 1 - 7]2S eX(1/0) 

where T(resp. S) carry the sp(2) [resp. so(3)] representation 
labels. This gives the GF 

[QT + QS2 + QP 2 + PQ 2ST + Q 2S2 + Q 2p 2 (5.12a) 

+ Q2pS + Q3][(1 _ QT)(l _ PS)]-l 

- Q (5.12b) 
Obviously, - Q corresponds to the atypical representation 
(1; 0) and is therefore deleted. Equation (5.12a) is the GF for 
branching rules for typical osp(3,2) irreps (q;p) into 
sp(2) + so(3) irreps (t, s), and (5.12a) gives the correct branch
ing rule only when p:;6 2q - 2. If P = 2q - 2, the representa
tion is atypical, and then (5.10) is used to obtain the branch-

(QT+ QS2 + Q2PST+ Q 2S2)/(1_ QT)(l-PS). 
(5.13) 

The GF (5.13) gives the correct branching rule for all atypi
cal representations (q;p) = (q; 2q - 2), including (1;0). It is 
easy to subtract the typical part from (5.13). There remains 

I 

(QT+ QS2 +P2Q 2S2T+P2Q 2S4)/(1_P2QS2T). 
(5.14) 

The final GF is now found by subtracting the atypical part in 
(5.12a), adding (5.14), and adding the result for the scalar 
representation. This gives 

G(Q,P;T,S) 

= 1 + (QT+ QS2 + QP 2 +PQ 2ST+ Q 2S2 + Q 2p 2 

+ Q2PS + Q3)/(1 - QT)(l - PS) 

_ (Q2P2T+ Q 2p 2 +p2Q 2S2 

+ p 4Q 3S4)1(1 _ QP 2TS 2). (5.15) 

When expanded, the GF G (Q, P; T, S) = 1:q• p (1:,. s Cqpts 

X T'SS)Qqpp gives the multiplicity Cqpts of a representation 
(t, s) ofsp(2) + so(3) in the decomposition ofany (typical and 
atypical) osp(3,2) irrep (q;p). It follows from (5.15) that a 
general typical irrep (q;p) (q>3, p>2) decomposes in the 
sp(2) + so(3) irreps (q,p), (q - 1,p - 2), (q - 1,p), 
(q - 1,p + 2), (q - 2,p - 2), (q - 2,p), (q - 2,p + 2), and 
(q - 3,p), and that a general atypical irrep (q;p) 
= (q; 2q - 2) (q>2) decomposes in (q,p), (q - 1,p), 

(q - 1,p + 2), and(q - 2,p + 2), a result confirmed in Refs. 
18 and 20. 

It is easy to calculate the sp(2) + so(3) tensors in the 
enveloping algebra of osp(3,2). The weight-generating func
tion for polynomial tensors in the adjoint representation of 
osp(3,2) is 

(1 + V7]l)(l + V7]l7]i)(l + V7]17]2- 2)(1 + V7]I-I)(l + V7]I-I7]i)(l + V7]I-I7]2-2) 

(1- U7]i)(l- U)(l - U7]I- 2)(1- U7]~)(l - U)(l- U7]2-2) 
(5.16) 

where U carries the degree in the even generators, and V the degree in the odd generators. Transforming (5.16) into 
sp(2) + so(3) tensors (t, s) by means of an instruction as in (5.11) gives 

G(U, V; T,S) = [(1 + V 2 + V 4 + V 6
) + (V + V 3 + V5)(S2T+ 2S 2TU +S2TU2 + TU + TU 2) 

+ (V2 + V4)(S2T2 + 2S 2T 2U + S2T 2U 2 + 2S 2U + 2S 2U 2 + S4 + S4U + T 2U + T 2U 2 + 2U 2) 

+ V3(S4T + 2S 4TU + S4TU 2 + S2TU + 2S 2TU 2 + S2TU 3 + T3 + T 3U + TU + 2TU 2 

+ TU 3)]!(1 - U 2f(1 - US 2)(1 - UT 2). (5.17) 

From (5.17) we obtain the GF for sp(2) + so(3) invariants in the enveloping algebra of osp(3,2): 

(1 + V 2 + V 4 + V 6 + 2U 2V 2 + 2U 2V4)/(1 - U 2f. (5.18) 
The two denominator factors correspond to the sp(2) and sol 3) second -order invariants, and (5.18) shows that they are the only 
functionally independent subalgebra invariants. 

The Lie superalgebra osp(3,2) contains osp(I,2) as a maximal subalgebra. In this chain the adjoint representation 
(q;p) = (2;0) ofosp(3,2) decomposes as (3) + (2) ofosp(I,2), where (3) = (3). + (2)0' and (2) = (2)0 + (1)1 is the adjoint represen
tation of osp(1,2). It is now an easy exercise to calculate the osp(I,2) scalars in the enveloping algebra of osp(3,2). Indeed, the 
GF G (2) (V; A ) for polynomial tensors in (2) is given in (3.12), and the GF G(3) (U; A ) for polynomial tensors in (3) is given in 
(3.15). Hence, the GF for osp(1,2) invariants in the osp(3,2) enveloping algebra is 

[G(2)(V; A -1)G(3)(U; A )]eX(A01' (5.19) 
or, explicitly, 

1 + U 4 + V(U3 + U 5) + V2(U 2 + U 3 + 2U4) + V 3(U + 2U3 + 2U4 + U 5) + V4(U2 + U 5) 
(1 - U 2)(1 - V2)(1 _ U 2V2) 

(5.20) 

where V denotes the degree in the osp(1,2) generators and U 
the degree in the osp(1,2) tensor (3). The denominator in 
(5.20) is interpreted as follows: V 2 corresponds to the osp( 1,2) 
Casimir, and U 2 and U 2V 2 are the osp(3,2) second- and 
fourth-order Casimirs. The fact that no other denominators 
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appear in (5.20) shows that osp(3,2)-osp(I,2) is a zero miss
ing label problem. 

We can also determine the branching rules for osp(3,2) 
irreps into representations of its maximal osp(1,2) subalge
bra. For this task, we make use of the branching rule GF 
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G(Q, P; T, S)intosp(2) + so(3)irreps(t, s);themaximalso(3) 
(labeled by I) contained in sp(2) + so(3) is projected out by 
meansof 6 

G(Q,P;L)= [G(Q,P; T-t,S-I) 

X [(1-SL )(1- TL )(I-ST)]-IJex(SOr0l' 
(5.21) 

and then (3.6) is used to transform a GF G (Q, P; L ) for so(3) 
irreps(/)intoaGFH(Q, P; A )forosp(I,2)irreps(a), We apply 
this technique to the atypical and typical parts separately. 
Using (5.14), the GF for branching rules for atypical osp(3,2) 
irreps (q;p) = (q; 2q - 2) into osp(1,2) irreps (al is given by 

p2Q2A Q2A 2 + p2Q2A 4 

H'(Q,P;A) (1-P 2QA) +(1_P2QA)(1_P2QA 3 )' 

(5.22) 

For typical representations, we start with the GF (5.12a). 
Including also the trivial representation, we find 

H (Q, P; A ) = 1 + PQ /(1 - PA )( 1 - PQ) + (QA 2 + Q 2A 2 

+ PQ 2A 2)/(1 - PA)(l - QA) 

When expanded in power series, the GF's (5.22) and (5.23) 
have the form 

(5.24) 

and C qpa is the mUltiplicity of the osp( 1,2) irrep (a) contained 
in an irrep (q; p) of osp(3,2). Note that (5.23) is only valid for 
typical representations; the "atypical terms" appearing in 
the expansion of (5.23) must be disregarded. Instead, for the 
decomposition of an atypical irrep one uses (5.22). It is easy 
to verify that for typical (resp. atypical) representations of 
osp(3,2), we have 

(5.25) 

Cases with cqpa = 2 do occur, and hence there is degeneracy 
in the chain osp(3,2)-osp(1,2). However, the multiplicity is 
always less than 2, and in labeling states of an irrep, labels 
which assume only a finite number of values are ignored.21 

This shows again that osp(3,2)-osp( 1,2) is a zero missing 
label problem. 

Let us finally consider the problem of transforming an 
osp(3,2) weight GF into a GF for osp(3,2) irreps. If F(1]1> 1/2) 
is a GF for osp(3,2) weights [of complete osp(3,2) irreps]. 
then the discussion in Sec. II shows that the prescription 

F(1]1,7/2) -1]1 -1]2 =L N Qqpp 
[ 

(1 -1)(1 -2) ] 

(l+1]I-I1]2-2)(1+1]I-I1]~)(I-1]I-IQ)(1-1]2-IP) ex(,!O) q,p qp 
(5.26) 

gives the correct multiplicity N qp for typical representations 
(q; p) but will usually give the wrong multiplicity for atypical 
irreps (q; 2q - 2) and for the scalar irrep (0; 0). Consider now 
the mUltiplication of a weight function/by 

(1 -1]1 1)(1 -1]2- 2)/(1 + 1]2 11]~) (5.27) 

(the denominator is a formal notation for a power series ex
pansion) and keep only the terms with weight in the domi
nant Weylsector. In (5.28) these terms in the dominant Weyl 
sector are listed for/equal to the character (5.5) of a typical 
irrep, the character (5.6) of an atypical irrep, the character 
(5.7) of (1; 0), and the character (5.8) of (0; 0): 

1]1 ~ + 1]1 - I~ - 2 (q;;;.2), 
X

(t) • 
(q;p) • 2 1 

1]1~ +~- -~ (q=), 
(5.28a) 

xl:~~): 1]1 ~, (5.28b) 

X!~~)O): 1]1~ (5.28c) 

X(O;O): 1. (5.28d) 

None of the weights in (5.28a) correspond to highest weights 
of atypical representations. Hence, we have shown that the 
GF 

[F(1]I,1]2) _ 1 :-1]1 _ ~ 1]2 1 (5.29) 
(1 1)(1 -2) ] 

(1 +1]1 1]2)(1-1]1 Q)(I-1]2- P) ex(,!O) 

gives the correct multiplicity N qp for atypical representa
tions(q;p) = (q; 2q - 2). Only the multiplicity Noo of the sca

I 

G(I;0) (Q, P; U) = 1/(1 - UQ). 

G( I; 0) (Q. P; U) = 1/(1 - U 2) + UQ /(1 - U 2)(1 - Up2), 
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lar representation remains to be determined. Since F (1] I' 1]2) 
consists of weights of complete osp(3,2) irreps, we see from 
(5.5)-(5.7) that 

[F(1]I' 1]2)(1 -1]1- 1)(1 -1]2- 2) ]ex('!O) 

= Noo - NIO + N20 + N 12• (5,30) 

But NIO follows from (5.29), and N20 and NI2 from (5.26). 
Hence the multiplicity Noo of the scalar representation can 
be determined from (5.30). Then, it is easy to correct the GF 
(5.26) by means of(5.29) for the atypical irreps and by means 
of (5.30) for the scalar irrep. The resulting GF then gives the 
correct multiplicity for all osp(3,2) irreps. 

We apply this procedure to find polynomial tensors in a 
given osp(3;2) irrep (q; pl. There are two possible gradings for 
a representation space: (1) highest weight state [ = state with 
highest t value in the reduction to sp(2) + so(3)] is even (q; p); 

and (2) highest weight state is odd ( q; pl. The weight generat
ing function is 

F( . U) _ IT,8(1 + Uif) 
1]1.1]2, - ITa(1 _ U1]a)' (5.31) 

where a are the even weights and P the odd weights of the 
given tensor representation. We determined the polynomial 

tensor GF's for the representations (1; 0), ( 1; 0), (1; 1) and 
(2; 0). The results are (U carries the degree of the tensor pro
duct in the given representation) 
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G(I;I){Q,P; U)= U 2/{I- UZ)+{I + U4Q3)/{I_ UZ){I_ UPQ), (5,34) 

U 2 + U 4 + U 6 1 + U 6 

G(2;0)(Q, P; U) = (1 _ UZ)Z + (1 _ U 2)(I _ U4)(I _ UQ2) 

QUs + Q 2U 3 + Q 3U 4 +p ZQU2 +pZQ1(UZ + US + U 6 ) +p1Q 3U 4 

+ (1 - U Z)2(I - UP2)(I _ UQ2) 

Q(U4 + US + U 6 ) + P2QZ(U4 + US + U 6 + U 8) + P 4Q 3U 5 

+ (1 - U Z)l(1- U 3p 4Q2) . 
(5.35) 

Since (2; 0) is the adjoint representation of osp(3,2), (5.35) is 
the GF for irreducible tensors contained in the enveloping 
algebra of osp(3,2). When expanded as 

G(q';P'I(Q, P; U) = L(L cqpu UU)Qqpp, (5.36) 
q,p U 

cqpu is the multiplicity of the osp(3,2) irrep (q; p) in the super
symmetric tensor product ofu copies of the irrep (q';p'). 

VI. GENERATING FUNCTIONS FOR OSP(4,2} AND 
BRANCHING RULES TO SUBALGEBRAS 

We will not treat osp(4,2) as explicitly as the previous 
examples. Most 9fthe results will be given only for one class 
of representations, namely the typical irreps. 

The even part of osp(4,2) is sp(2) + so(4)~su(2) 
+ su(2) + su(2). The odd part consists of a tensor of type 

(1,1,1) with respect to the three su(2) subalgebras (i.e., of 
spinor-spinor-spinor type). The positive roots of osp(4,2) are 
given by A 0+ = {(2,O,O), (0,2,0), (0,0,2)} andA t = {(l,I,l), 
(1,1, -1), (1, -1,1), (1, -1, -I)}, Irreducible representa
tions of osp(4,2) have been studied in Refs. 19 and 20. Let 
(a l ; a2; a3 ) be the Kac-Dynkin labels of an osp(4,2) irrep; 
then the label b (introduced in Sec. II) is given by 

b=al -!aZ -!a3• (6.1) 

We use the labels (p; q; r) = (b; a2; a3) for the osp(4,2) irreps. 
r 

The labels p, q, and r can be any non-negative integer, but we 
have the following consistency conditions for small p: 

p = 1 => q = r, (6.2) 

p=O=>q = r= 0. (6.3) 

When an irrep (p; q;r) is decomposed into sp(2) + so(4) irreps 
(s,t,u), p is the maximum s value, and q and r the correspond
ing (t, u) values. Also, p, q, and r are the eigenvalues of the 
sp(2) + so(4) diagonal operators on the highest weight state 
of the irrep (p; q; r). 

The elements of 3" tare (1,1,1), (1,1, - 1), (1, - 1,1), 
and (1, - 1, - 1), and they give rise to the atypicality condi
tions 

2p-q-r-4=0 (at 1), (6.4) 

2p-q+r-2=0 (at 2), (6.5) 

2p+q-r-2=0 (at 3), (6.6) 

2p+q+r=0, (6.7) 

respectively. The fourth condition (6.7) is satisfied by the 
trivial representation only. 

The characters for typical and atypical representations 
are given by (2.8) and (2.11). An explicit form of the character 
of a typical representation, with 1'/1,1'/2,1'/3 carrying the 
weights, is given by 

X(t) = ('1')112'1')112'1')112 + 'I') 112'1') - 112'1') 112)('1')112'1')112'1')-112 + 'I') - 112'1') - 112'1')112) (p;q;r) ',1 ',2 ,,3 '11 ',2 ',3 'II ,,2 ,,3 ',I ',2 ',3 

X(1'/V21'/2- 1121'/YZ + 1'/1 IIZ1'/r21'/3-IIZ)(1'/:121'/2-1/21'/3-1/2 + 1'/1 1121'/r21'/~12) 

X [(1'/1 - 1'/1- 1){1'/2 - 1'/; 1)(1'/3 - 1'/3- I)] -I [1'/1. - l1'/i + 11'/3 + I - 1'/1- P + l1'/i + 11'/3 + I 

-1'/1. 11'/2 q-I1'/3+ I -1'/1. 11'/~+ 11'/3- r- 1 + 1'/1- P+ 11'/2- q - I1'/;+ 1+ 1'/1- P+ 11'/~+ 11'/3- r - 1 

+1'/1. 11'/2 q-I1'/3- r- I -1'/I- P+I1'/2- Q 11'/3 r-I]. 

The character generating function 
co 

F(P, Q, R; 1'/1' 1'/z, 1'/3) = L X(p;q; r)PPQqR r 
p.q,r= 0 

reads 

F(P, Q, R; 1'/1' 1'/2' 1'/3) 

= [- 1 + P(1'/, + 1'/1- 1)] [2 + 1'/t + 1'/1- 2 + 1'/~ + 1'/2- 2 + 1'/~ + 1'/3- 2 + 1'/11'/Z1'/3 + 1'/,- 11'/2- 11'/3- 1 

+ 1'/11'/21'/3- 1 + 1'/1- 11'/2- 11'/3 + 1'/11'/2- 11'/3 + 1'/1- 11'/21'/3- 1 + 1'/1- 11'/21'/3 + 1'/11'/2- 11'/3- 1] [(1 -1'/ IP)(! -1'/I- IP) 

(6.8) 

(6.9) 

X(1-1'/2Q)(1-1'/z-IQ)(I-1'/3R)(1-1'/;-IR)]-I, (6.10) 

When (6,10) is expanded in the form (6,9), it gives as coefficient of P PQ q R r the character of the irrep (p; q; r) only when (p; q; r) 
is a typical representation. 

The character GF (6.10) is used in order to obtain the branching rule GF for osp(4,2)..-+sp(2) + so(4)~su(2) 
+ su(2) + su(2). Since 1'/ \0 1'/2' and 1'/3 carry the weights of sp(2) and su(2) + su(2), we have to determine 
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[ 
(l-lIi)(l-lIn(l-lIi) ] 

PIP, Q,R; 111' 112' 113) (1 S)(I T)(I U) , - 111 -112 -113 exIT/Oj 
(6.11) 

where S carries the sp(2) label (s) and T, U carry the so(4)~su(2) + su(2) labels (t,u). This gives rise to 

G(tl(P,Q,R;S, T, U) 

=p2QRTU/(I-QT)(I-RU) + [1 + (P+p 3)(QR +RT+ TU+QU) 

+ p 2(Q2 + T2 + R 2 + u 2 + PSQT + PSRU) + p 4 ]1(1 - PS)(I QT)(1 - RU). (6.12) 

When (6.12) is expanded in the form 

r(r CpqrstuSST1U,,)pPQqR', 
P.q~' s,t,u 

Cpqrstu is the multiplicity of the sp(2) + s0(4) irrep (s,t,u) in the decomposition of the osp(4,2) irrep (p; q;r) if and only if(p; q;r) are 
the labels ofa typical representation ofosp(4,2) (withp>2). Whenp = I, we must have q = r, and the decomposition reads 

(PS + PQR + PTU)/(I - QT)(I - RU), (6.13) 
and when p = 0, then q = r = 0, which is the trivial representation. The decomposition of atypical representations can be 
obtained by making use of (2.11) or of the analysis in Ref. 19. We find 

G(atll(p, Q,R;S, T, U) = [(I-PS)(I- QT)(I-RU)]-I[I +P(TU + TR + QU) 

+ p 2(T2 + U 2 + PSQRTU) + P 3TU], 

G(at2)(p, Q,R;S, T, U)= [(I-PS)(I-QT)(I-RU)]-I[1 +P(QR +PSTR + TU) 

+ p 2(T 2 + R 2 + PSRU) + p 3TR ], 

G (at 3)(P, Q, R; S, T, U) = [(1 - PS)(I - QT)(1 - RU)] -I [1 + P(QR + PSQU + UTI 

+p2{U2 + Q2+PSQT) +p 3QU]. 

(6.14) 

(6.15) 

(6.16) 

In the expansion of (6. 14), only the termsPPQqR' with 2p - q - r - 4 = ° have the correct coefficient, and similar restric
tions hold for (6.15) and (6.16). 

Another maximal subalgebra of osp(4,2) is osp( 1,2) + su(2). The adjoint representation of osp(4,2), (2;0;0), decomposes as 
(2,0) + (0,2) + (1,2) [in (a, /), a is the osp(1,2) label and / the su(2) label]. It is easy to use the sp(2) + so(4) branching rule OF 
(6.12) as an intermediate step: first we decompose the (t,u) irreps of so(4) into su(2) irreps (/) [su(2) is the maximal subalgebra of 
so(4)] by means of 6 

G'(P, Q, R; S, L) = [G(t)(P, Q, R; S, T- 1, U- 1)/(1 - TL )(1 - UL )(1 - TU)]ex(TOUO), (6.17) 

and then we use (3.6) 

G(t)(P, Q, R; A, L) = [AG '(P, Q, R; A, L) + G '(P, Q, R; - I, L )]I(A + I). (6.18) 

The final result reads 

G(t)(P Q R'A L) = 1 +P(QR + Q2 +R 2) +p
2
(Q2 +R 2) +p

3 
+P

3
QRA 

, , , , (1 - PA )( 1 - QL )( 1 - RL )( 1 - QR ) 

+ L(Q+R)(P+P 3A)+L 2(P+p 2
) + L 2p 2QR 

(I-PA )(l-QL )(I-RL) (1- QL)(l-RL) 
(6.19) 

The expansion of (6.19), l:p,q" (l:a,lcpqraIA aL I) PPQqR " gives the multiplicity cpqral of the osp(I,2) + su(2) irrep (a,/) in the 
decomposition of any osp(I,2) irrep (p; q;r) if(p; q; r) are the labels ofa typical representation. 

The osp( 1 ,2) + su(2) scalars in the enveloping algebra of osp(4,2) can be determined as follows. We know that the adjoint 
representation of osp(4,2) decomposes into the irreps (2,0), (0,2), and (1,2) of osp(I,2) + su(2). Polynomial tensors in (2,0) are 
given by (3.12) 

G(2,OI(UI;A) = (I + Ui A )/(1 - Ui)(l- u,A 2), (6.20) 

and polynomial tensors in (0,2) by6 

G(O,2){U2;L) = [(1- U~)(I- U~2)]-I. (6.21) 

Let a be the even weights of (1,2), and {3 the odd weights; then the polynomial tensor OF for (1,2) is given by 

G(i,21(V; A, L) = ["p(1 + V~) (I -111) (I -1I~)] . (6.22) 
"a(l - VlI ) (1 -lIIA ) (1 -1I~) exIT/OJ 

The OF for osp(1,2) + su(2) scalars in the enveloping algebra of osp(4,2) is obtained as follows: 

G{UI' U2• V) = [G(i,21(V; A, L )G(2,O) (U1; A -1)G(O,21{U~ L -1)]CX(AOL"l (6.23) 
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or, explicitly, 

G(UIO U2, V) = [(1 - Ui)(1 - Ui)(1 - V2)] -1{1 + (1 - U1V}-1 [VU1Ui + V2(Ui + Ui + U1U2) 

+ V3(U1 + U1U2 + U~ + UiUi) + V4(I + Ui + U1U2 + U1Ui + UiU~) 
+ V 5(Ui + U2 + U1U2 + U1Ui) + V 6(Ui + UIU~)] J. (6.24) 

In (6.24), U1(resp. U2 ) carry the degree in the osp(I,2) [resp. su(2)] generators, and V gives the degree in the osp(I,2) + su(2) 
tensor (1,2). 

VII. CONCLUSIONS 

The OF technique for Lie algebras has been extended to 
Lie superalgebras. Only a few modifications of the technique 
are required, if one deals only with typical representations of 
Lie superalgebras. Difficulties arise when one deals with the 
atypical representations, mainly because a general formula 
for the character of an atypical irrep for Lie superalgebras is 
not known. Also, the OF technique does not distinguish 
between indecomposable representations and direct sums of 
atypical representations of Lie superalgebras. 

The structure of the enveloping algebras of osp(1,2), 
spl(1,2), and osp(3,2) has been determined in (3.12), (4.31), 
and (5.35). From these OF's, we obtain the following proper
ty: if a typical tensor (A ) occurs in the enveloping algebra, 
then it occurs as often as (A) has states of zero weight [modu
lo the mUltiplication of (A) by invariants]. This is a weak 
equivalent for superalgebras of a theorem of Kostant3.22 for 
Lie algebras. For Lie superalgebras it seems to hold only for 
typical representations, because we have found that atypical 
tensors occurring in the enveloping algebra of osp(3,2) ap
pear four times as often as they have states of zero weight. 

For a Lie superalgebra L = Lo +- L 1, representations 
are usually studied in an Lo basis (i.e., in the chain L--Lo). In 
this paper, other Lie superalgebra-subalgebra chains, such 
as osp(3,2)~sp(1,2) and osp(4,2)~sp(1,2) + su(2), have 
been analyzed in detail for the first time. In this context, a 
classification of the maximal sub-(super-)algebras of all sim
ple Lie superalgebras (such as was achieved for Lie algebras 
in the paper ofDynkin23) would be very interesting and use
ful. 
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The shift operator techttique is used to give a complete analysis of all finite- and infinite
dimensional irreducible representations of the exceptional Lie superalgebras D (2, 1;a). For all 
c~ses, t~e star or grade ~tar conditions for the algebra are investigated. Among the finite
~Im~nslonal re~rese~tatl?ns th.ere are no star and only a few grade star representations, but an 
mfimte class of mfimte-dlmenslonal star representations is found. Explicit expressions are given 
for the "doublet" representation of D (2, 1;a). The one missing label problem 
D (2, 1;a)-+su(2) + su(2) + su(2) is discussed in detail and solved explicitly. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the last 20 years, algebraic structures called Lie su
peralgebras have appeared in various contexts in physics as 
well as in mathematics. A classification of all simple Lie 
superalgebras was obtained by Kac l and other authors.2,3 
For a survey of the physical applications of Lie superalge
bras, we refer to Corwin et al.4 

Finite-dimensional representations of superalgebras 
have been studied in general,5 and there have also been a 
number of case studies (for example, see Ref. 6 and refer
ences therein). Infinite-dimensional representations have 
been classified only for the orthosympletic superalgebras 
osp(1,2) (see Ref. 7) and osp(3,2) (see Ref. 8). 

The classical simple Lie superalgebras consist of the 
spl(m,n) and the osp(m,2n) families, the so-called strange se
ries PIn) and Q(n), and the exceptional algebras F(4), G(3), 
andD (2, 1;a) (see Refs. 1 and 3). The generallinearsuperalge
bras and the orthosymplectic families have been the subject 
of several papers. 6

,9,l0 The exceptional superalgebras F(4) 
and G (3) have been studied by DeWitt and Van Nieuwenhui
zen. II The algebras D (2,1 ;a) are a one-parameter family of 
17-dimensional nonisomorphic Lie superalgebras, which 
contain D(2,1)=osp(4,2) as a special case (when a= 1). 
Among the exceptional Lie superalgebras, theD (2, 1;a) series 
is certainly the most curious one, mainly because they do not 
have a Lie-algebraic counterpart (i.e., there are general lin
ear, orthogonal, symplectic, and exceptional simple Lie alge
bras, but there does not exist a one-parameter family of noni
somorphic simple Lie algebras). It is the aim of this paper to 
study the D (2, 1;a) algebras and to give a detailed analysis of 
their finite- and infinite-dimensional irreducible representa
tions (irreps). 

The even part of the superalgebra D (2, 1;a) is Lo 
= su(2) + su(2) + su(2), and the odd part consists of the ten

sor product of the two-dimensional tensor representations of 
the three su(2) components. The complex parameter a ap
pears only in the anticommutation relations among the com
ponents of the tensor operators. The D (2,1;a) algebras are 
sometimes denoted by r(0"1,0"2'0"3) (see Ref. 3), and we give 
the relation between the two notations in Sec. II. 

al Research assistant at National Fonds voor Wetenschappelijk Onderzoek 
Belgium. ' 

bl Permanent address: Seminarie voor Wiskundige Natuurkunde, Rijksuni
versiteit Gent, Krijgslaan 281-S9, B-9000 Gent, Belgium. 

The representations of D (2,1 ;a) are studied in the reduc
tion scheme D (2,1;a}-+su(2) + su(2) + su(2). We show that 
in general any D (2,1;a) irrep decomposes into 16 irreducible 
representations of the subalgebra, a result which was proven 
in a more general way by Kac5 for the finite-dimensional 
representations. The basis states of aD (2, 1;a) irrep are de
noted by Is,ms;t,mt;u,mu;A ), where s,t, and u are the three 
su(2) representation labels; ms,m" and mu are the three su(2) 
weight labels; and A is a supplementary label, the necessity of 
which is explained in Sec. IV. The analysis of D (2, 1;a) irreps 
is based on the construction of operators A ij,k (i,j,k = ± 1) 
which shift the sand m" t and m" and u and mu labels of a 
basis state by i, j, and k, respectively. Such shift operators 
have been studied in a general context by Hughes and Yade
gar. 12 

The generalization of a Hermitian operation for a Lie 
algebra is a star or grade star operation for a Lie superalge
bra. 13 We investigate the possible star and grade star opera
tions for D (2,1;a) and find that each of the eight Hermitian 
operations on the even part of D (2, 1;a) can be extended to an 
adjoint (i.e., star or grade star) operation for the superalge
bra. Then we consider whether the corresponding irreps of 
D (2, 1;a) are star (resp. grade star) representations. We al
ways choose the representation space to be a graded Hilbert 
space13 (i.e., with nondegenerate positive definite inner pro
duct (I»). 

For the finite-dimensional irreps, only grade star repre
sentations are allowed. We find, however, that in general the 
finite-dimensional irreps do not satisfy the grade star condi
tions. For instance, for osp(4,2) only two finite-dimensional 
representations are actually grade star irreps, namely the 
one-dimensional trivial representation (0;0;0) and the six-di
mensional standard representation (!;O;O) [the notation 
(p;q;r) for a D (2,I;q) irrep is explained in Sec. IV]. 

Among the infinite-dimensional representations there 
are several classes of star representations. Special attention is 
paid to a particular representation that reduces into only two 
subalgebra irreps, whereas a general infinite-dimensional 
star representation reduces into 16 subalgebra representa
tions. For this "doublet" representation, all matrix elements 
of the generators of D (2, 1;a) are given explicitly. We show 
that only for a = 1, i.e., for osp(4,2), can the doublet repre
sentation be realized in terms of elements of JY'(C,C4

). This is 
the space of holomorphic functions fC-+C} with compo
nents J: (i = 1,2,3,4) satisfying f(~i~ I It:(zW) exp( - Iz12) 
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dA (z) < 00, where A is the Lebesgue measure on C. The 
osp(4,2) generators are then realized as operators acting on 
K(C,C4

). This result is in fact the analog of the metaplectic 
representations for osp(I,2) (see Ref. 7) and osp(3,2) (see Ref. 
8). 

II. THE LIE SUPERALGEBRAS 0(2,1;a) 

Scheunert3 denotes theD (2, l;a) algebras asr (UI,U2,U3), 
where UI'U2' arid U3 are three complex parameters. At first 
sight this gives the impression of a three-parameter family of 
superalgebras. However, there is the condition 

UI+U2+U3=0, (2.1) 

and the property that r(UI>U2,U3) is isomorphic to 
r(u; 'U2'U3) if 

u; = A u111'l (i = 1,2,3), (2.2) 

where A E C - [0 J and 11' is a permutation of [ 1,2,3J. This 
shows that the algebras r(UI,U2,U3) form essentially a one
parameter family. In this section we give the (anti-) commu
tation relations for the basis elements of r(UI,U2,U3), and we 
give the connection with the more usual notation D (2, l;a). 

The even part of r(UI,U2,U3) is su(2) + su(2) + su(2), 
with basis Si,t;.ui(i = 0, ± ), respectively, and with nonvan
ishing commutators 

[ so,s ± ] = ± S ±' [to,t ± ] = ± t ± ' 

[uo,u± ] = ± u±' [s+,s_] = 2s0, (2.3) 

[t+,C] = 2to, [u+,u_] = 2uo. 

The odd part consists of the tensor product of three two
dimensional su(2) tensor operators, with components RiJ,k 
(ij,k = ± !). The commutation relations between even and 
odd generators are given by . 

[so,RiJ,k] = iRiJ,k, [ S ± ,R ~ 112J,k] = R ± 112J,k' (2.4) 

and analogous expressions for [t,R] and [u,R]. Finally, the 
non vanishing anticommutation relations among the odd ba
sis elements are 

[R ± 112, -112, -1I2,R ± 112,112,112] = =+= 2uIs ± ' 

[R ± 112, -1I2,1I2,R ± 112,112, - 112] = ± 2uIs ± ' 

[R -112, ± 112, -1I2,R II2, ± 112,112] = =+= 2U21 ± ' 

[ R _ 112, ± 112,1I2,R 112, ± 112, _ 112] = ± 2u2t ± ' 

[R -112, -112, ± 112,R II2,1I2, ± 112] = + 2u3u ± ' 

[R _ 112,112, ± 112,R II2. -112, ± 112] = ± 2u3u ± ' 

[ R _ 112, ~ 1/2, ~ 112,R 112, ± 112, ± 112 ] 

= 2(ulso ± u2to ± u3UO), 

[ R _ 112, ~ 112, ± 112,R 112, ± 112, ~ 112 ] 

= 2( - ulSO + u2to ± u3U O). 

(2.5) 

The D (2,1 ;a) algebra is usually defined by means of its 
Cartan matrix A (see Refs. 1 and 14) 

A = (a iJ ) = [_°1 ~ ~l (a E C - to, - 1 J), (2.6) 

-1 ° 2 
and its generators e;/;,h; (i E 1 = { 1,2,3 J) satisfying the rela
tions 
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[ e;../j] = 8ijh;. [ h;.hj ] = 0, 

[hi,ej ] = aijej , [lij,./j] = - aufj, 

deg h j = 0; deg ej = degf = 0, for i = 2,3, 

deg el = deg/I = 1. 

The basis elements of D (2, l;a) are then given by 

So = (2hl - h2 - ah3)/2(1 + a), 

s+ = i[ [[e l ,e2],e3],et1/(1 +a), 

s_ = i[ [fll/z]J;]/t1/(1 + a), 

to = !h2, t+ = e2, t_ =/2' 

Uo = !h3, u+ = e3, u_ =J;; 

R I/2,II2,II2 = A [[el>e2],e3], 

R _ 112, _ 112, - 112 = iA [fll/z]/3] 

R II2,II2, _ 112 = - A [e l ,e2], 

R _ 112, _ 1/2,1/2 = - U [fl ,f2 ], 

R 1/2,-1I2,1I2 = -A [e l,e3], 

R -112,112, _ 112 = - iA fl1/3]' 

R II2, _ 1/2, - 112 = Ael, 

R _ 112,1/2,112 = iA/I· 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

In the above, A is an arbitrary factor, which produces a mul
tiplication by iA 2/2 for the corresponding (u l'U2,U 3) values of 
the algebra. Hence, if we take A = v1 exp(i11'/4), then the 
D (2,I;a) basis elements (2.8) and (2.9) satisfy the r(UI>U2'U3) 
relations (2.3)-(2.5) with 

(2.10) 

In the following sections we shall very often use the notation 
of r(UI,U2,U3); obviously, all these results are immediately 
transformed for D (2, l;a) by means of (2.10). 

III. INVARIANTS AND SUBALGEBRA SCALARS 

D (2,1 ;a) possesses three independent invariants 12,14' 
and 16, In this section we shall give expressions for 12 and 14, 

define some scalar operators with respect to D (2,I;a)o, and 
determine some useful expressions between invariants and 
subalgebra sc~lars. 

The invariants of the Lie subalgebra of D (2, l;a) are 

S2=S+S_ +~ -so, T2=t+C +t~ -to, 

u2 = u+u_ + u~ - Uo' 

Furthermore, we define 

(R XR )(J~,q,rl 
'J,k 

(3.1) 

x q kd k21rk )R;,J"k, Rj2J2,k2' (3.2) 

where (I) is an su(2) Clebsch-Gordan coefficient. The sec
ond-order invariant is then given by 

12 = ,fi(R XR )&?o?oOI - 2UIS
2 - 2U2T2 - 2U3U 2, 

(3.3) 

or explicitly 
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12 = R I12,1I2.112R - 112, - 112, - 112 

+ R 1I2. -1/2, _1/2R -112,1/2.112 

+ R _ 112.112. -II2R II2. 112.112 

+ R _ 112, _ 112,lnR II2,112, - 112 

- 20"IS 2 
- 20"2T2 - 20"3 U2. 

We introduce the notation 

1 1 
S±I=±jiS±, t±I=±jit±, 

1 
U±I = ± jiu±, 

and define 
I 

C(1I0,2) = 2 ~ (R XR )[1,I,OJ S .f . "* IJ,O - I - ) ' 
iJ= I 

I 

C (lOl,2) = 2 ~ (R R )[10 I) "* X i,O,'; S _ i U - k , 
i,k= -I 

I 

C(0Il,2)=2 L (RXR)b~~IJt_jU_k' 
l,k= -I 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

The operators (3.6) are subalgebra scalars, i.e., they com
mute with all the generators of su(2) + su(2) + su(2). They 
are not independent, since the following relation exists: 

14 = 4J2(C(1I0,2) + C(IOI,2) + C(0Il,2)) 

whereS 4 stands for (S2)2, etc. Note that (3.7) gives an explicit 
expression for 14 , We also obtained another relation, qua
dratic in the operators (3.6) 

jic (1 1O,2)U2[ jiC(1l0,2) + 2/2 - 4(0"1S 2 + 0"2T2 - 0"3 U2)] 

+ jiC(IOI,2)T 2 [jiC(IOI,2) 

+ 212 - 4(0" IS 
2 

- 0"2T2 + 0"3U2)] 

+ jic (01l,2)S 2 [jiC(01l,2) + 2/2 

- 4( - 0"IS 2 + 0"2T2 + 0"3 U2)] + 4/2S
2T 2u2 

X [/2 + 4(0"1S2 + 0"2T2 + 0"3U2)] 

+ 16S 2T 2U 2[(0"IS 2 + 0"2T2 + 0"3 U2 )2 

_4(~S2+~T2+~U2)] =0. (3.8) 

Note that (3.7) and (3.8) show that at most one of the opera
tors (3.6) is independent ofS2,T2,U2 J2, and 14 , On the other 
hand, since D (2,1;a):::>su(2) + su(2) + su(2) is a one missing 
label problem (see Sec. IV), we expect that there is at least one 
subalgebra scalar, independent of the subalgebra invariants 
and the superalgebra invariants, whose eigenvalue can then 
be used to distinguish between independent states with the 
same subalgebra labels. The question of the missing label and 
a labeling operator L will be discussed in Sec, V. 

IV. 0(2,1;a) IRREPS AND SHIFT OPERATORS FOR 
0(2,1;a)::::>su(2) + su(2) + su(2) 

Irreducible representations of D (2, l;a) reduce into the 
direct sum of a set of subalgebra irreps, when restricted to 
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su(2) + su(2) + su(2). Irreps of su(2) + su(2) + su(2) can be 
labeled by (s,f,u)wheres(s + 1),t(t+ I),andu(u + 1) are the 
eigenvalues of the subalgebra invariants (3.1) S 2, T 2, and U 2, 

respectively. From Kac5 and a basis for the universal enve
loping algebra of D (2,1 ;a), it is easy to find the reduction rule 
for D(2,I;a)-+su(2) + su(2) + su(2). Letpbe the maximums 
value in the reduction of aD (2, I;a) irrep, and let (q,r) be the 
corresponding (t,u) values; then (p;q;r) is a good set oflabels 
to specify the D (2, l;a) irrep, and the decomposition into 
su(2) + su(2) + su(2) is given by 

(p;q;r~ L Ps,t,u (s,t,u), (4.1) 
(s,t,u)e.7 

where 

.r = {(p,q,r),(p - M ± !,r ± !), 
(p - !,q ± !,r=F!),(p - l,q ± l,r), 
(p - I,q,r ± 1),(p - 1,q,r),(p - ~,q ± !,r ± !), 
(p - ~,q ± !,r=F!),(p - 2,q,r)}. (4,2) 

Here, Ps,t,u denotes the multiplicity of the (s,t,u) representa
tion. For a general D (2,I;a) irrep, all Ps,t,u are equal to 1, 
except Pp _ I,q,r = 2. Hence, in the middle of this lattice of 
(s,t,u) nodes, there is a twofold degeneracy, This implies that 
the subalgebra labels are not sufficient to classify the states of 
a D(2,I;a) irrep uniquely. Therefore, an operator L, com
muting with all subalgebra generators, will be introduced in 
Sec. V. Then, for (S,f,u) = (p - l,q,r), the two different L 
eigenvalues Al and ,.1,2 will solve the degeneracy problem. 
The states of a (p;q;r) representation of D (2, l;a) are then well 
defined as the common eigenstates of S2 ,s0,T2 ,to,U

2,uO' and 
L, and are denoted as 

Is,ms;t,mt;u,mu;A ), (4.3) 

where ms,m" and mu are the so,to, and Uo eigenvalues, re
spectively. If(s,t,u)¥=(p - l,q,r),A is very often omitted since 
for those cases it is unneccessary. 

For completeness we give the correpondence between 
our labels (p;q;r) and the Kac-Dynkin5 labels (a l ,a2, 

a3;b = (20 1 - a2 - aa3)/( 1 + all for a D (2, l;a) irrep 

p = b /2, q = a2/2, r = a3/2. (4.4) 

Let (p;q;r) be aD (2,I;a) representation with basis states 
(4.3). Then the operator s is defined by means of 

sls,ms;t,mt;u,mu;A) = sls,ms;t,mt;u,mu;A). (4.5) 

An equiva~ent definition is, of course, s = [S 2 + !] 1/2 - !. 
Operators t and u are defined in an analogous way. 

Next, we define shift operators 0 IJ,k (i,j,k = ± !). Such 
operators have been studied in general by Hughes and Yade
garl2 and have been used to classify representations of 
osp( 1,2) (see Ref. 7) and osp(3,2) (see Ref. 8). They have also 
been used to study representations of Lie algebras (see Refs. 
15 and 16 and references therein). For one su(2) algebra with 
two-dimensional tensor operator R ± 112' we have the expres
sionsl2 

0 112 = -R II2 (S+SO+ 1)-R_II2S+, 

0-1I2=R (SA+S) R 112 0 - II2 S _. (4.6) 

The actual shift operators for D(2,I;a) 
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:Jsu(2) + su(2) + su(2) are obtained from (4.6) by means of a 
product rule. For instance, 
o - 112, - 112 - 112 

= - RII2,1I2,1I2S_CU_ + R II2,1I2,_ I12S_C(U + uo) 

+ R 1I2, _ 112,1I2S-(1 + to)u_ 

- R I12, _ 112, _ I12S_(1 + to)(U + uo) 

+ R -1/2,112,1I2(S + so)t_u_ 

- R _ 112,112, _ 112 (s + so)C(u + uo) 

- R _ 112, _ 112,112 (s + So)( 1 + to)U_ 

+ R _ 112, _ 112, _ 112 (s + So)(1 + to)(U + uo)' (4.7) 

The expressions for the other shift operators 0 iJ,k follow 
immediately from (4.6). 

The main property of shift operators is l2 

OiJ,k Is,ms;t,mt;u,mu;A) 

a: ')'Is + i,ms + i;t + j,mt + j;u + k,mu + k;A '), 
~ ~~ 

which shows that they shift an eigenstate (4.3) into just one 
(or two, in the twofold degenerate case) eigenstate(s) with 
unique well-determined subalgebra labels. This is, for in
stance, in contrast with the operators RiJ,k' whose action 
upon an eigenstate (4.3) gives a linear combination of states 

Is',ms + i;t ',mt + j;u',mu + k;A '), 

with 

s' = s ± i, t' = t ±j, u' = u ± k. 

It is convenient to use normalized shift l2 operators 
A iJ,\ which are related to the above operators 0 iJ,k by 

A iJ,k = 0 iJ,k [(s + So + ! + i)(t + to + ! + j) 
X(u + Uo +! + k)] -112. (4.9) 

The whole analysis of D (2, l;a) representations is based 
upon relations between quadratic products of shift operators 
of the formA t/k'A iJk. Such a product is called a "scalar pro
duct" if i' + i = l + j = k ' + k = 0; otherwise, it is a non
scalar product. Note that a scalar shift operator product is a 
subalgebra scalar, since it commutes with all su(2) 
+ su(2) + su(2) basis elements. The relations between scalar 
and nonscalar products are summarized in the Appendix. 

The states of irreducible representations of D (2, l;a) are 
connected to each other by means of shift operators. If two 
states of a representation are not connected to one another 
by a shift operator (i.e., if the matrix element of the shift 
operator between those two states vanishes), then the corre
sponding reduced matrix element of the tensor R [112,112,112) 
vanishes, 12 showing that the states are not connected to each 
other by the generators of the superalgebra. Hence, the 

A ± 112, ± 112, ± 112A =t= 112, =t= 112, =t= 112 1" _ 1 + 1 q + I r + I) 
IJ" -2' -2' -2 

I 

structure of aD (2, l;a) irrep follows from the analysis of the 
shift operator matrix elements, which can be deduced from 
(A1)-(A6). 

The fact that the squares of all shift operators A iJ,k van
ish [relation (AI)], shows again that aD (2, l;a) irrep (p;q;r) 
decomposes in general into the (s,t,u) irreps given by (4.2). 
This, of course, is now true for finite- as well as for infinite
dimensional representations of D (2, l;a). In the infinite-di
mensional case, (s,t,u) [and hence also (p;q;r)] can be a triplet 
of real negative numbers. 

On account of relations like (A6), it is easy to calculate 
the 12 and 14 eigenvalues for a given D (2, 1 ;a) irrep (p;q;r). We 
find 

(/2) = - 2 [O'IP(P - 1) + 0'2Q2 + 0'3R 2], (4.10) 

(/4) = - 16fO'IP4 + 0'2Q4 + 0'3R 4 - 20'3P2QZ 

_ 20'zP ZR Z _ 20'IQZR Z 

- 2(O'zQZ + 0'3R 2)(2p + 1) 

- 2uIP[2QZ + 2R Z + (p + 1)(2p - 1)]), 

(4.11) 

where we use the obvious shorthand notation 
pZ = pIp + l),Qz = q(q + 1), and R Z = r(r + 1). Then rela
tions (A4)-(A6) can be used in order to determine the matrix 
elements of the shift operator products for a general (p;q;r) 
representation. When (s,t,u) and (s - !,t + j,u + k) corre
spond to nondegenerate subalgebra irreps in the (p;q;r) de
composition, i.e, when (s,t,u) and (s - !,t + j,u + k) belong 
to Y - f (p - 1 ,q,r)) , the following result is obtained: 

A 112, - j, - k A - IIZJ,k Is,t,u) 

= - 8jk I ;_I? (s)/~ (t )/~ (u) 

X [O'IP + 0'28j(q) + 0'38k(r)] Is,t,u), (4.12) 

where 

IIIZ (I) = {21 + 2, if I~a, 
a 21 + 1, if i< a; 

la- 1I2 (I) = {21 + .1, if I>a, 
2/, If I ~a; 

_ { - I, if i = !, 
8i (1) - 1+ 1, if i = -!. 

In (4.12), we have adopted the notation Is,t,u) for a basis 
state Is,ms;t,mt;u,mu;A ) (4.3), since A. is unnecessary and the 
expression of the matrix element is independent of the m 
values. This notation (Is,t,u) or Is,t,u;A ») will also be used in 
the following expressions. 

The actions of shift operator products, which connect a 
nondegenerate irrep (s,t,u) with the twofold degenerate irrep 
(p - 1,q,r), are given by 

= - 8f O'IP(P - 1)(2qr + q + r) + O'zq(q + 1)(2pr - r + p - 1) + 0'3r(r + 1)(2pq - q + p - 1)) ~ - 1 ± !,q ± !,r ± p, 
(4.13) 

A ± liZ, ± 112, =t= 112A =t= 112,=t= 112, ± 112~ _ 1 ± !,q ± !,r +!) 

= - 8f O'IP(P - 1)( - 2qr - q - r - 1) + 0'2q(q + 1)( - 2pr + r - p) + 0'3r(r + 1)(2pq - q + P - 1)) 
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xjp-I ±M±!,r=+=p, (4.14) 

A. ± 112. =F 112. ± 112A. =F 1/2. ± 112. =F 112jp - I ± !,q =+= !,r ± !} 
= - 8 {0'1P(P - 1)( - 2qr-q - r- 1) + 0'2q(q + 1)(2pr+p - r - I) + 0'31'(r + 1)( - 2pq + q -pI} 

xjp-I ±M=+=!,r±!), (4.15) 

A. ± 112. =F 112. =F 112 A. =F 112. ± 1/2. ± 112jp - 1 ± !,q =+= !,r =+= !} 
= - 8 {0'1P(P - 1)(2qr+ q + r) + O'zq(q + 1)( - 2pr + r - p) + 0'3r(r + 1)( - 2pq + q - p)} jp - 1 ± M=+=!,r=+=p. 

(4.16) 

Irreducible representations of D (2,I;a), or r (0'1,0'2,0'3)' can 
now be completely analyzed by making use of(4. 12)-(4. 16). 

v. ANALYSIS OF IRREDUCIBLE REPRESENTATIONS 
OF D(2,1;a) 

We first consider finite-dimensional representations of 
D (2,1 ;a). For such irreps, the (s,t,u) components must satisfy 

s,t,uE!N= {o,P,~, ... }, (5.1) 

and hence also (p;q;r) belongs to this set. If p ~ 2, q ~ 1, and 
r~ 1, the (p;q;r) irrep decomposes into the (s,t,u) representa
tions given by (4.2), unless, according to (4.12), one of the 
following conditions is satisfied: 

O'IP - 0'2q - 0'3r = 0, 

O'IP + 0'2(q + 1) - 0'3r = 0, 

O'IP - O'zq + 0'3(r + 1) = 0, 

O'IP + 0'2(q + 1) + 0'3(r + 1) = 0. 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 
(5.4) 

(5.5) 

In the latter case several of the matrix elements (4.12) vanish 
and the 16-dimensionallattice of (s,t,u) values splits up into 
two eight-dimensional lattices. For instance, in the case of 
(5.2) the (p;q;r) irrep consists only of 

.71 = {(p,q,r),(p - !,q ± !,r =+= !), 

(p - M - !,r - !), 

(p - l,q,r),(p - l,q,r- 1),(P - l,q - I,r), 

(p - M - !,r - !) 1; 
they are not connected to the other (s',t ' ,u') values in .7 since 
(4.12) shows that 

A. 112. -112. - 112A. - 112.112.112 Is,t,u} = 0; 
if (s,t,u) E .71' 

The other eight (s',t ' ,u') values form again an irreducible rep
resentation, which is denoted by (p - !;q + !;r +!) and 
which obviously satisfies again condition (5.2). In fact, (5.2)
(5.5) correspond exactly with the four atypicality conditions 
for D (2,I;a), also given by Kac.s If neither of them is satis
fied, then (p;q;r) is a typical representation decomposing into 
16 subalgebra irreps; if one of the conditions (5.2)-(5.5) is 
satisfied, we have a so-called atypical representation,S which 
is in general reducible but indecomposable. Because, in this 
paper, only irreducible representations are considered, we 
find the "irreducible parts" of the atypical representations. 

Ifp<2, q< 1, or r< I, then we find a truncated (s,t,u) 
lattice: only those (s,t,u) values in (4.2) for which none ofthe 
elements is negative appear in the decomposition of (p;q;r). 
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j 
Moreover, ifp = 1 (q,r> 0), orifq = O(p> l,r>O),orifr = ° 
(p> I,q > 0), then the multiplicity of (s,t,u) = (p - I,q,r) is 
only 1. When q = r = ° (p > 1), the representation (p - 1,q,O) 
does not appear in the decomposition of (P;O,O). Another ex
ample of truncated representations is given by the adjoint 
representation: if (p;q;r) = (1;0;0) then it decomposes as 
{(I,O,O), (M,!), (0,1,0), (O,O,t)}; this is the 17-dimensional ad
joint representation. There are, however, two exceptions to 
such truncations, as can be verified immediately from (4.12). 

(1) If p = 0, all matrix elements in (4.12) must vanish, 
and hence we have to require q = r = 0. This representation 
(0;0;0) is the one-dimensional trivial representation of 
D(2,I;a). 

(2) If p = !, the shift operators acting on s = p - ! must 
vanish. There remain two possibilities. 

(5.6) 

Then the irrep (!;q;r) decomposes into (!,q,r), (O,q + !,r + !), 
and (O,q - !,r -!) (the latter does not appear if q = ° or 
r=O). 

(5.7) 

Then the irrep (!;q;r) decomposes into H,q,r), 
(O,q + !,r - !) (missing if r = 0), and (O,q - !,r + !) (missing 
ifq = 0). 

Kacs also gave the supplementary conditions (5.6) and 
(5.7) when p = !, but did not give the peculiar structure of the 
corresponding representations. For osP(4,2), condition (5.6) 
includes the case q = r = 0, which gives the six-dimensional 
natural representation decomposing into (!,O,O) and (O,!,~). 
Note that for osp(4,2) = D (2,1;1) = F(2, - 1, - 1) the two 
lowest-dimensional nontrivial representations have dimen
sions 6 and 17 (the natural and the adjoint representation), 
but due to (5.6) and (5.7) other representations with dimen
sions between 6 and 17 might occur for a =1= 1. For instance, if 
a = 2, then according to (5.6), the lowest-dimensional repre
sentationofD(2,1;2) = r(3, - 1, - 2) is the lO-dimensional 
irrep (!;!;O) decomposing into (!,~,O) and (0, q). More gener
ally, if a is a positive integer, then D(2,l;a) has a (4a + 2)
dimensional irrep (!;(a - 1 )12;0) which reduces into 
H,(a - 1 )12,0) and (O,aI2,!). If a is a negative integer 
(a < - 1), then D (2,1 ;a) has the ( - 4a - 2)-dimensional ir
rep H; - (a + 1)12;0) decomposing into (!. - (a + 1)12,0) 
and (0, - (a + 2)12,!). 

From (4.12)-(4.16), the matrix elements of the shift op
erator A. iJ,k can be determined, up to some arbitrary multi
plicative constants (which become arbitrary phase factors if 
a Hermiticity condition is given for the algebra and if the 
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representation is star or grade star). For the missing label 
problem, we refer to expressions (5.12)-( 5.16). Then we make 
use of relation (5.8) (see Ref. 12) and the Wigner-Eckart l7 

theorem (5.9) 

(s + i,t + j,u + k;A. 'IIR [1I2,1I2, 1I2J IIs,t,u;A. ) 

= [(2s + 1 + 2i)(2t + 1 + 2j)(2u + 1 + 2k ) ] 1/2 
(2s + 1)(2t + 1)(2u + 1) 

X (s + i,ms + i;t + j,m, + j;u + k,mu + k; 

A. '/A ijk /s,ms;t,m,;u,mu;A. ), 

Rij,k /s,ms;t,m,;u,mu;A.) 

= L( _1(-m;+"-m;+u'-m~ 

X( s' 
-m; i 

s) ( t' 
ms - m; j 

X(_u~~ ! ;J 
X (s',t ',u';A. 'IIR [1I2,1I2,1I2J IIs,t,u;A. )s',t ',u';A. '). 

(5.8) 

(5.9) 

This gives us the proper action of all tensor components R ij,k 
upon the basis states. Together with the well-known actions 
of the subalgebra generators upon the states (4.3), this deter
mines the explicit forms of the representatives of all the basis 
elements of the superalgebra for all irreducible representa
tions. 

The infinite-dimensional representations of D (2, l;a) de
compose into infinite-dimensional irreps of the subalgebra 
su(2) + su(2) + su(2). Several cases are possible, depending 
on which su(2) part is infinite-dimensional. For the star or 
grade star representations considered in Sec. VI, the subalge
bra satisfies Hermiticity conditions corresponding to those 
for an su(2) or su(I,I) algebra. The unitary su(2) irreps are 
finite dimensional, and labeled by 1 E !N, whereas the unitary 
irreps ofsu(I,I) are infinite dimensional, and labeled by I E R 
(or, more generally, also by the complex number 
1= -! + ip,p E H) (see Ref. 18). If the even part of D (2, l;a) 
is, in an obvious notation, su(I,I) + su(2) + su(2), then the 
label p may be a real (negative) number, but q and r still 
belong to !N. Because of the symmetric contents of the three 
su(2) parts in r (CT I'CT 2'CT 3)' we shall discuss in detail only the 
cases su(I,I) + su(2) + su(2), su(2) + su(l,l) + su(I,I), and 
su(l,l) + su(l,l) + su(I,I). For all the cases, the general 
(p;q;r) irreps still decompose into the (s,t,u) representations 
given by (4.2), except when one of the atypicality conditions 
(5.2)-(5.5) is satisfied, in which case the 16-dimensionallat
tice of (s,t,u) values splits up into two eight-dimensional 
parts. The only difference with the finite-dimensional case is 
that now no such truncations of the (s,t,u) lattice appear 
when one of the labels corresponds to sui 1, 1) (because such a 
label can take on all real values). We discuss this for the 
following possibilities. 

(1) su(I,I) + su(2) + su(2). Now s E R, but t,u E !N, and 
this also applies for p,q, and r. The (s,t,u) of Y (4.2) for which 
t andlor u would become negative are deleted. This gives the 
structure of all D (2,I;a) irreps in an su(I,l) + su(2) + su(2) 
basis. 
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Interesting cases occur when "truncations" arise (be
cause of small q or r) simultaneously with one of the atypica
lity conditions (5.2)-(5.5). For instance, when q = r = 0 and 
p satisfies CTIP + CT3 = 0 (and CTIP + CT2#0), then it is easy to 
see that the irrep (P;O;O) decomposes only into (P,O,O) 
+ (p - !,!,!) + (p - 1,0,0). 

When (q,r) = (!,O), and CTIP - CTzq = 0 [or, in the 
D (2, l;a) notation: p = - 1/2(1 + a)], then the irrep ( - 1/ 
2( 1 + a);!;O) decomposes into the doublet of subalgebra ir
reps (- 1/2(1 + a),!,O) + ( - (a + 2)/2(1 + a),O,~). Be
cause of their simple structure, these doublet representations 
will be considered in detail in Section VII. A similar doublet 
representation is (- a/2(1 + a);O;~), decomposing into 
( - a12(1 + a),O,~) + ( - (2a + 1)12(1 + a),!,O). 

(2) su(2) + su(I,I) + su(I,I). Now s E !N, t,u E R, and 
only those (s,t,u) values for which s is negative are deleted 
from Y. Similarly to the previous case, there are special 
representations because of the simultaneous appearance of 
atypicality conditions and "truncations." For instance, if 
p = 1 and q + ar + (1 + a) = 0, then the irrep (l;q;r) de
composes into (l,q,r),(!,q ± !,r - !), (!,q - !,r + !), (O,q,r), 
(O,q - l,r), and (O,q,r - 1). Whenp =~, there are again the 
two possibilities (5.6) or (5.7) with their corresponding reduc
tion rule. 

(3)su(I,I) + su(I,I) + su(I,I). In this case, all labels can 
be real and negative, and consequently no truncations arise. 
All (p;q;r) irreps (p,q,r E R) reduce as prescribed in (4.2), ex
cept when one of the conditions (5.2)-(5.5) is satisfied, in 
which case the representations split into two parts, both con
sisting of the sum of eight subalgebra irreps. 

The construction (5.8) and (5.9) remains valid in the 
infinite-dimensional case, if one takes the "analytic contin
uations" (see Ref. 18, pp. 195-206) of the expressions for the 
Wigner 3j symbols. However, one has to exclude certain pos
sibilities because of the appearance of denominators like 
(1$ + 1), etc. This problem has been discussed in Ref. 8. A 
detailed study for D (2, l;a) finally showed that we have to 
exclude the infinite-dimensional irreps (p;q;r) for which the 
su(I,I)s labelp is O,!, or 1, or for which the su(l, 1), label q or 
sui 1,1)u label r is 0, - !, or - 1. 

Finally, we consider the missing label problem for gen
eral (p;q;r) irreps of D (2,1 ;a). As we mentioned before, 
(p - l,q,r) is the only subalgebra irrep in the reduction of 
(p;q;r) which appears with multiplicity 2. We define the oper
ator 

L = A IIZ,I12, 1I2A - 112, - liZ, - liZ. (5.10) 

Obviously, L is an su(2) + su(2) + su(2) scalar operator, and 
hence a good candidate for the labeling operator. In terms of 
the scalars (3.6), L is given by 

L = _IiC(110,Z)U -IiC(IOI,2)t _IiC(Ol1,Z)S 

- 2IzStu - 4StU[CTI(S + l)(s + 2) 

+ CTI(t + 1)(1 + 2) + CT3(U + 1)(u + 2)]. (5.11) 

Furthermore, we define states /p - l,q,r;i) (i = 1,2) by 
means of 

A - liZ, - 112, - 112/p - !,q + !,r + !) 
= /p - l,q,r;l), (5.12) 
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A 112.112.1/2 1P - M - !,r - !) 

= IP - 1,q,r;2). 

Then (AI) implies 

LIP - l,q,r;l) = 0, 

and (4.13) produces 

LIP - 1,q,r;2) = A21P - 1,q,r;2), 

where 

A2 = - 8 { O"!p(p - 1 )(2qr + q + r) 
+ 0"2q(q + 1)(2pr - r + p - 1) 

+ 0"3r(r + 1)(2pq + p - q - I)}. 

(5.13) 

(5.14) 

(5.15) 

(5.16) 

Suppose we have a (p;q;r) irrep for which (5.16) is nonzero. 
Then the above expressions show that we have constructed 
the two independent eigenstates of L, IP - l,q,r; 
Ai) = IP - l,q,r;i) (i = 1,2), with eigenvalues AI = 0 andA2 

given by (5.16). This solves the missing label problem. 
When, for some special cases, (5.16) turns out to be zero, 

it is easy to see that another choice of L (for instance, 
L = A 112.1/2. - 112A - 112. - 112.112) and of IP - l,q,r;i) gives 

rise to a similar result with A2 one of the expressions in 
(4.l4H4.l6). If the expression in (4.13) is zero, at least one of 
the expressions in (4.l4H4.l6) is nonzero, and then the cor
responding operator L is a good labeling operator. 

VI. STAR AND GRADE STAR REPRESENTATIONS 

The equivalents of Hermitian operations for Lie alge
bras are star and grade star operations for Lie superalge
bras. 13 For a Lie superalgebra L = Lo + Dr, the operation t 
(resp.t) which maps La into La (a = 0,1), is a star (resp. 
grade star), operation if 

(aA + bB)t = aOA t + bOB t, 

resp. (aA + bB)t = aOA t + bOB t, 

[A,B]t = [Bt,A t], resp. [A,B]t = (- 1)a.B [Bt,A t], 

(A tIt =A, resp. (A tIt = (- qaA, (6.1) 

for all elements (resp. for all homogeneous elements) A and B 
of L and for all complex numbers a,b. The notation * denotes 
the complex conjugate, and a(resp. /3) are the degrees of A 
andB. 

Definition (6.1) implies that the restriction of a star or 
grade star operation to the even part Lo is a Hermitian oper
ation of the Lie algebra Lo. Therefore, we consider all possi
ble Hermitian operations on the even part, and investigate 
whether it is possible to extend them to a star or grade star 
operation for the Lie superalgebra. The even part of D (2, l;a) 
is su(2)s + su(2)t + sU(2)u, and we shall consider only those 
Hermitian operations which map the elements of each su(2) 
subalgebra into the same su(2) [i.e., su(2)s~su(2)s' etc.]. 
Since there are two distinct operations for an su(2) algebra, 
denoted by 

su(2): S6 = So, s~ = S =F ' 

su(l,l): S6 = So, st± = -s'f' ' 
(6.2) 

we have eight different Hermitian operations for 
su(2) + su(2) + su(2). We find the following result for 
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D (2,I;a) = r(0"1>0"2'0"3): If and only ifallO"i are real (orifand 
only if a E R), each of the eight Hermitian operations for 
D (2, l;a)o can be extended in two possible ways (i.e., € = lor 
€ = - 1) to a star (S) or grade star (OS) operation for 
D (2,1;a). In (6.3) we summarize for which cases there is aOS 
or S operation, and we give their explicit form: 

(1) su(2) + su(2) + sU(2):OS 

St-s st -s' tt-t tt -t· 0-0' ±-'f" 0-0' ±-'f" 

u5 =uo, ut± =u'f'; R;J.k =€(8ijk)R_i._j._k; 

(2) su(l,l) + su(2) + sU(2):S 

St - s st - s . t t - t t t - t· 0-0' ±--'f" 0-0' ±--=F' 

U6 =Uo, ut± = -u'f'; Rt,k =€(4jk)R_ i._ j._ k; 

(3),(4) su(2) + su(l,l) + su(2) and su(2) + su(2) + su(l,l):S, 
and the explicit operations are the analog of (2); 

(5) su(2) + su(l,l) + su(l,l):OS 

St-s st -s ·tt-t tt - t· 0-0' ±-=F' 0-0' ±--=F' 

u5 = uo, ut± = - u =F; R 7J.k = €(2i)R _ i. _ j. _ k; 

(6),(7) su(l,l) + su((2) + su(l,l) and su(l,l) + su(l,l) 
+ su(2):OS, and the explicit expressions are the analog of 

(5); 

(8) su(l,l) + su(l,l) + su(l,l): S 

St-s st - s· tt-t tt --t . 0-0' ±--=F' 0-0' ±- =F' 

uot = uo, u t± = - u ..,..' R t. k = €R . . k ..., "J. - I, - ). -

where € = ± 1, and ij,k E { - ~,~}. (6.3) 

Let p be a representation of the Lie superalgebra L into 
a graded representation space V = Vo + VI, with positive 
definite nondegenerate Hermitian form (I) satisfying 

(VoWI) = {OJ, (6.4) 

such that Vis a graded Hilbert space. 13 Let pl( V) be the grad
ed vector space I oflinear mappings of Vinto itself. For every 
homogeneous element A of pl(V), the adjoint operator A t 
(resp. grade adjoint operator A t) is defined by l3 

(A txly ) = (xIAy), 't/x,y E V, 

resp.(A txly ) = (- qas- (xIAy), 

't/x E Vs-' Vy E V, (6.5) 

where a = degree (A ). Then, the representationp: L~pl(V) 
is a star (resp. grade star) representation if for all 
A ELa(a = 0,1) 

piA t) = (P(A ))t, resp.p(A t) = (P(A ))t. (6.6) 

We now investigate which of the representations, con
sidered in Sec. V, are star or grade star representations. In all 
cases, the representation space Vis spanned by the basis vec
tors (4.3), which are the mutual eigenvectors of the set of 
commuting operators W= {S2, So, T2, to, U2, uO, L}. It is 
easy to verify that for the eight possibilities given in (6.3), all 
operators in Ware self-adjoint, i.e., they always satisfy 
A t = A or A t = A (for A E WI. This restricts the choice of 
an inner product on V, and it is natural to define 

(6.7) 
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In our discussion of star and grade star representations, we 
shall consider only the cases (1), (2), (5), and (8) of(6.3), since 
the remaining possibilities are quite analogous due to the 
symmetry of the three su(2) parts in F(U1,U2'U3). Further
more, because of (2.10) and (2.2), we can restrict ourselves to 
the D(2,I;a) algebras with a>O [in fact D(2,I;a)~(2,1; 
-1-a)~(2,1; -I-lIa)]. 

A. Finite-dimensional grade star representations 

Only the first choice in (6.3) corresponds to finite-di
mensional representations of D (2, 1 ;a). We investigate which 
of the finite-dimensional representations are in fact grade 
star representations. For this, we make use of the adjoint 
operations of the shift operators. Making use of Ref. 12, we 
obtain in case (1) of (6.3) (i,j, k = ±~) 
(A iJ.k )f(2S + 1 )(2t + 1 )(2u + 1) 

= - €(8ijk)A - i. - j. - k (2S - 2i + 1 )(2t - 2j + 1) 

X(2u - 2k + 1). (6.8) 

This implies, since the A iJ.k are odd operators, that 

(s,l,u;A IA iJ.kA - i. - j. - k Is,I,u;A ) 

= ~) _ €)(8ijk)( _ I)ois•t•u} 

..t' 

X (2s-2i+ 1)(2/-2j+ 1)(2u-2k+ 1) 

(2s + 1)(21 + 1)(2u + 1) 

X I(s - i,1 -j,u - k;A 'IA -i. -j. - k IS,I,U;A) 12, 
(6.9) 

where o1s,t,u) is the degree of the state Is,l,u;A ). Relation 
(6.9) provides us with the positivity and negativity conditions 
for the matrix elements of the shift operator products. We 
discuss the case € = 1 and u(p,q,r) = O-the remaining possi
bilities give rise to analogous results. First we consider the 
general case in which theD (2,I;a) irrep reduces into 16 sub
algebra representations whose (s,l,u) values are given by 
(4.2). From (4.12) and (6.9) we obtain 

I (p -!, q +!, r - !IA - 112,112. -1I2/p,q,r) 12 

= [(2p+ W/p](2q+ 1)(2r+ 1) 

X [UIP - u2q + u3(r + 1)], (6.10) 

I (p - I,q + I,rIA - 112.112. - 112[P _ !,q + !,r +!) 12 

= _ 2 (2pf (2q + 2) (2r + 2)2 

(2p - 1) (2r+ 1) 

X [UIP - U2q + u3(r + 1)]. (6.11) 

Obviously, the positivity conditions in (6.10) and (6.11) can
not be satisfied simultaneously, and hence the representation 
is not a grade star representation. In fact, a detailed analysis 
of all possibilities, making use of similar arguments to (6.10) 
and (6.11 ), shows that the only grade star representations are 
(1) the trivial representation (0;0;0); and (2) for a E N, the 
irreps (!;(a - 1)/2;0), with even states I!, ± !;(a - 1)/ 
2,mt ;0,0) and odd states 10,0;a/2,mt ;!, ± !). The conclu
sion is the same as for osp(3,2) (see Ref. 8): only a few finite
dimensional irreps of D (2, I ;a) are grade star representations. 

B. Infinite-dimensional star representations In the case 

su(1,1) + su(2) + su(2) 

We prefer to work with the 0 iJ.k operators instead of 
the A iJ.\ because of the complicated internal structure of 
infinite-dimensional su(2) irreps. The star conditions [6.3(2)] 
imply 

(OiJ.k)t(2S+ 1)(2t+ 1)(2u + 1) 

= -€(4jk)O -i.-j.-k 

X(2S-2i+ 1)(2t-2j+ 1)(2u-2k+ 1), (6.12) 

from which we obtain 

(2s + 1)(21 + 1)(2u + 1) 

X (s,l,u;A 10 iJ.kO - i, - j - k Is,l,u;A ) 

= I( - €)(4jk)(2s - 2; + 1)(21 - 2j + 1) 
..t' 

X(2u - 2k + 1)1 (s - i,t - j,u - k;A'1 

xO -i,-j.-kls,l,u;A W. (6.13) 

We consider a general (p;q;r) irrep, and obtain from (6.13) 
and (4.12) (in the case € = 1) 

I (p -!, mp - !;q + !,mq + !;r + !,m, + !IO -1I2.112.112/p,mp;q,mq;r,m,W 

= 2[(2p + W/(2p)](2q + 1)(2r + l)(uIP - U2q - u3r)(p + mp)(q + mq + l)(r + m, + 1), 

I (p - !,mp - !;q + !,mq + !;r - !,m, - !IO -1/2.112. -1I2/p,mp;q,mq;r,m,) 12 

= 2[(2p + W/(2p)](2q + 1)(2r + l)[ulP - U2 q + u3(r + 1)](P + mp)(q + mq + l)(r + m,), 

I (p -!, mp - !;q - !,mq - !;r + !,m, + !IO -1I2.-112.112/p,mp;q,mq;r,m,W 

= 2[(2p + 1)2/(2p)](2q + 1)(2r + l)[uIP + U2(q + 1) - u3r](p + mp)(q + mq)(r + m, + 1), 

I (p - !,mp - !;q - !,mq - !;r - !,m, - !IO -112. -1/2. - 112/p,mq;q,mq;r,m,) 12 

= 2[(2p + W/(2p)](2q + 1)(2r + l)[uIP + U2(q + 1) + u3(r + 1)](P + mp)(q + mq)(r + m,). 

(1 + alP + q + ar?O, 

(1 +alP+q-a(r+ 1)?0, 

(1 + alP - (q + 1) + ar?O, 

Let us first suppose that u II' - U 2q - U 3r? 0, or in the 
D (2,I;a) notation: (1 + alP + q + ar?O. Then (6. 14) implies 
that p(p + mp) ? O.Making use of this last inequality in 
(6.15)-(6.17) gives, together with the assumption, the four 
conditions (1 +a)p-(q+ l)-a(r+ I)?O. 
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(6.17) 
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Since q,r E !N and a > 0, this means that p must be a positive 
real number, sothatp(p + mp)~Oimpliesthatthemp values 
are bounded from below. This shows that we have a positive 
discrete suI 1,1) representation D +, labeled by p, and with 
minimum mp value l11p = P + 1 [for a brief review of infi
nite-dimensional unitary representations of suI 1,1), see Refs. 
S or IS]. All the other shift operator matrix elements are 
analyzed in a similar way, and we find the following result. 

The representation (p;q;r), withp>O and q,rE !N, and 
such that the four conditions (6.1S) are satisfied, is an infi
nite-dimensional star representation of D (2, l;a) for which 
the basis states are given by Is,ms; t,mt;u,mu;A.) with 
(s,l,u) E .7"(4.2), ms = s + 1, s + 2, ... , mt = - t, - t + 1, ... , 
+ t, and mu = - u, - u + 1, ... , + u. In other words, the 

representation decomposes into su(I,I) + su(2) + su(2) ir-
reps which consist of the direct product of a positive discrete 
D + with two finite-dimensional su(2) representations. There 
is a second general solution, consisting of representations 
(p;q;r) with p < 0, q ,rE!N, satisfying 

{I + alP + q + ar~O, 

{I +a)p+q-a{r+ 1)~0, 

(1 + alP - (q + 1) + ar~O, (6.19) 

(1 +a)p-(q+ 1)-a(r+ 1)~0. 

Such irreps are again star representations of D(2,I;a), and 
the (S,f,U) representations in which they decompose consist 
of the direct product of a D + (with minimum m value 
l11s = - s) with two finite-dimensional su(2) irreps labeled 
by I and u. Also the truncated or the atypical representations 
are star representations, if they satisfy (6.1S) or (6.19). In 
particular we consider the doublet representations ( - 1/ 
2{ 1 + a);!;O). Because in this case the two corresponding s 
values are between - 1 and 0, we find two solutions for the 
star conditions: ( 1) states I - 1/2{ 1 + a), m s ;!, ± !;O,O) with 
l11s = 1/2(1 + a), connected to 1- (a + 2)/2(1 + a), m;; 
O,O;!, ±!> with 111; = (a + 2)/2(1 + a); (2) states 1-1/ 

2(1 + a), m.; !, ± !;O,O) withl11s = (2a + 1)12(1 + a), con
nected to I - (a + 2)/2(1 + a), m;; O,O;!, ± !> with m; = a/ 
2{1 + a). The explicit form for the representatives of the 
D (2, l;a) elements in the doublet representations will be giv
en in Sec. VII. 

For E = - 1, we find similar results: all the representa
tions are again star representations, but the suI 1,1) part now 
consists of a negative discrete series D - instead of D + . 

C. Grade star conditions in the case su(2) + su(1,1) + su(1,1) 
The grade star operation [6.3(5)] leads to the following property for the shift operators: 

(Oij,k)~(2S + 1)(2t + 1)(2u + 1) = - E(2i)0 -i,-j,-k(2S - 2i + 1)(21 - 2j + 1)(2u - 2k + 1), 

from which we deduce 

(2s + 1 )(21 + 1 )(2u + 1) (s,l,u;). 10 ij,kO - i, - j, - k Is,l,u;). ) 

(6.20) 

= I( - E)(211( - l)o1s
",U I(2s - 2i + 1)(2/ - 2j + 1)(2u - 2k + 1)1 (s - i,1 - j,u - k;). '10 - i, -j, -k Is,l,u;). W' (6.21) 

..t' 

where Dis,l,u) is the degree of the state Is,l,u;). ). 
Let us consider a general irrep (p;q;r), with p E!N and q,r E R+. From (4.12) and (6.21) we determine the following 

expressions: 

I (P - !,mp - M + !,mq + !;r + !,mr + !IO -1I2,1I2,1/2~,mp;q,mq;r,mrW 
= 2( - l)o(p,q,rIE[(2p + 1)2/(2p)]{2q + 1)(2r + 1)(O'IP - 0'2q - 0'3r)(p + mp)(q + mq + 1)(r + mr + 1), (6.22) 

I'M_ 1 m _l'q+lm +l'r-Im _110-1I2.112,-1I2 Inm 'qm 'rm )1 2 
\.Y ~'P l' '2' q '2' ~, r l IJ" P" q" r 

= - 2( - l)o(p,q,rlE[(2p + 1)2/(2p)](2q + 1)(2r + I)[O'JP - 0'2q + 0'3(r + 1)](p + mp)(q + mq + l)(r + m,), (6.23) 

I (P - l,mp - l;q + l,mq + l;r,m, 10 - 1/2,112, - II2~ - !,mp - !;q + !,mq + !;r + !,m, +!) 12 

= - 2( - It(P-1I2,q+ 112,'+ 1121E[(2p)2/{2p - 1)](2q + 1)[(2r + 2f/(2r + 1)] [O'JP - 0'2q + 0'3(r + 1)] 

X(p + mp - l)(q + mq + 2)(r + m, + 1). (6.24) 

We first investigate the case E = + 1 and u(p,q,r) = 6. The 
latter condition implies u(p - ~,q + !,r + !) = 1. Suppose 
that O'JP - 0'2q - 0'3r~0. Then (6.22) leads to 

(2q+ 1)(2r+ 1)(q+mq + l)(r+mr + 1)~0. (6.25) 

Making use of this result in (6.23) gives 

0'1P-0'2q + 0'3(r + 1)~0. (6.26) 

But under these conditions the right-hand side of(6.24) turns 
out to be negative, which leads to a contradiction. Hence, the 
irrep under consideration is not a grade star representation. 
We have the same conclusion for 0' JP - 0' 2q - 0' 3r ~ 0, or for 
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the other possible choices for E and u(p,q,r). A detailed analy-
sis showed also that the truncated and the atypical represen
tations violate the positivity conditions. As a consequence, 
none of the infinite-dimensional D{2,I;a) irreps in an 
su(2) + su(I,I) + su(l,l) basis are grade star representations. 

D. Star conditions In the case su(1,1) + su(1,1) + su(1,1) 

The star conditions [6.3(S)] imply 

(Oij,k)t(2S + 1)(2t + 1)(2u + 1) 

= - EO -i,-J,-k(2S - 2; + 1)(2t - 2j + 1) 
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X(2u - 2k + 1), 

(2s + 1)(2t + 1)(2u + 1) 

X (S,t,u;A 10 iJ,kO i, - j, - k Is,t,u;A ) 

(6.27) 

=~) - €)(2s - 2i + 1)(2t - 2j + 1)(2u - 2k + 1) 
A' 

X I (s - i,t - j,u - k;A '10 - i, -j, - k Is,t,u;A ) 12. 
(6.28) 

Just as for the previous cases, we make use of this and (4.12) 
in order to obtain the positivity conditions for the shift oper
ator matrix elements. These conditions give rise to the fol
lowing relations for p, q, and r: 

UIP - u2q -u3r~0, 

UIP - u2q + u3(r + 1)~0, 
UIP+u2(q + 1)-u3r~0, 
UJ' + U2(q + 1) + u3(r + 1)~0. 

(6.29a) 

(6.29b) 

(6.29c) 

(6.29d) 

But (6.29a) and (6.29d) imply uI(2p - 1) ~ 0, whereas (6.29b) 
and (6.29c) imply u l (2p - 1) ~O. This shows that there is no 
admissable solution for p,q, and r which satisfies (6.29). 
Hence, the infinite-dimensional D(2,1;a) irreps in an 
suI 1,1) + suI 1,1) + suI 1,1) basis are not star representations. 

VII. THE DOUBLET REPRESENTATION FOR 0(2,1 ;a) 

The doublet representation, considered in Sec. VI B, is 
a star representation of D (2, I;a). Because of its simple struc
ture and the connection with the metaplectic representa
tion,7.8 we study this infinite-dimensional representation in 
detail. 

We denote the states of the doublet representation 
( - 1/2 (1 + a);!;O) by 

± _I - 1 2na + 2n + 1.~ ~'O 0) (even) 
'P a,n - 2(1 + a)' 2(1 + a) '2' ± 2' , , 

(7.1) 

I/!± = 1-(a+2) 2na+2n+a+2·00·~ ±~) (odd), 
a,n 2(1 +a) , 2(1 +a) , "2' 2 

(7.2) 

where n = 0,1,2, ... ,00. The actions of the generators upon 
the basis states are obtained by means of the method ex
plained in Sec. V. This gives us the following explicit form of 
the doublet representation for D(2,I;a) [in (7.4), only the 
nonvanishing actions are given]: 

s ± _2na+2n+l ± 
o 'P a.n - 2(1 + a) 'P a.n' 

I/!
± _ 2na+2n+a+2 I/!± 

So - , a,n 2(1 + a) a,n 

± _ [ (n + 1)(an + n + 1)] 112 ± 
s+'Pa.n - (I +a) 'Pa.n+P 

[
n(an + n - a)] 112 

S_ 'P a~n = - (1 + a) 'P a::" - l' 
(7.3) 

./.± _ [(n + l)(an + n + a + 2) ]1/2 ./.± 
S+ 'l'a.n - (1 + a) 'l'a.n + I' 

S ./.± = _ [n(an + n + 1)]112 ./,± 
- 'l'a.n (1 + a) 'l'a,n-l' 
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to 'P!:n = ±! 'P !:n, t ± 'P:In = 'P !:n , 

Uo I/!!:n = ±! I/!!:n, u ± I/!:In = I/!!:n' 

tp. I/!!:n = Up. 'P a~n = 0 (Jl = 0, ± ); 

R II2, ± 112.k 'P:In = ± [2(an + n + I)J 1/2 rf};!, 
R _ 112, ± 112.k 'P:In = =+= [2n(a + 1 )P/2 rf};! _ l' (7.4) 

R 1/2J,± 112 I/!:In = ± [2(n + 1)(a + I)J 1/2 'P ~n + l' 

R -1I2J,± 112 tfJ:In = =+= [2(na + n + lW /2 'P~.n' 

where the indices (;1 or (k ) denote the sign ofj and k, respec
tively. It is easy to verify the (anti-) commutation relations 
(2.3}-{2.5) and the star condition [6.3(2)]. 

The form of the doublet representation suggests that 
this irrep may be realized in terms of functions of one com
plex variable with four components, i.e., functions/: c..-C4 

with components h (i = 1,2,3,4). We denote j by 
rJlhj3~J', where t is the transpose. We found, however, 
that such a realization is possible only for a = I, that is, for 
the caseD (2,1;1)=osp(4,2). The normalized basis states (7.1) 
and (7.2) are then realized as follows: 

'P r:n = ehTn12 [(2n)!J -1/2z2n [1000]', 

'P I-:n = ei1l'n/2[(2n)!] -1/2z2n [0 1 00] " 

tfJr:n = ei1T(2n+ 11/4[(2n + l)!J 1/2 

Xz2n+ I[0010]', 

I/!I,n = ei1T(2n + W4[(2n + I)!] 1/2 

xz2n + I [0 0 0 1] '. 

(7.5) 

These expressions are elements of ~(C,C4), the space ofho
lomorphic functions/:c..-C4, which satisfy 

I ttl l(;(zW) exp{ - Iz12)d1i. (z) < 00, (7.6) 

where Ii. is the Lebesgue measure on C. The inner product 
(6.7) for the representation space can be expressed as 

(fIg) = ~ I j(z)tg(z)exp ( - Iz12)dA. (z) 

= ~ I (.± h(Z)*gi(Z)) 
1'( I = I 

xexp ( - Izl2)dli. (z), (7.7) 

forj,gE~(C,C4). 
The basis elements of D (2, 1; 1) are then operators acting 

in the space ~(C,~). We write their 4X4-matrix expres
sions in terms of 2 X 2-block matrices, making use of the 
Pau1P7 matrices u ± = !(ul ± i(2),u3 and of the shorthand 
notation 

ell = [~ ~]. e 22 = [~ ~]. 
We find 

1 d 1 
s+ =~z2, i d 2 

sO=Tz dz +"4' s =--
2 - 2 dzZ' 

to=~ [u3 
2 0 ~], [U± t± = 0 ~]. 
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R 1'\2 i"./4 [0 
112112112 = "L e z . . U+ 

1'\ i"./4 [0 R1I21/2 _ 112 = ,,2 e z . , e22 
- ell] 

o ' 
1'\ i"./4 [0 RII2 _ 1/2 112 = - ,,2 e z , , ell 

R 1'\2 i"./4 [0 
112 _ 112 _ 112 = - "L e z , . u_ 

- e22 ] 
o ' 

R '2 3;"./4 d [ 0 
- 1/2, - 112. - 112 = - "L e -d U z _ 

R 1'\2 3;',./4 d [ 0 
- 112. - 112.112 = "L e -d z - ell 

e22 ] 
o ' 

. 1'\ 3i1l"/4 d [ 0 
R - 112.112. - 112 = - ,,2 e -d e z - 22 

ell] 
o ' 

1'\ 3i"./4 d [0 U + ) 
R - 112.112.112 = ,,2 e dz U + O· 

(7.8) 

Similar realizations have been found for osp(I,2) (see 
Ref. 7) and osp(3,2) (see Ref. 8). For osp(I,2), the so-called 
metaplectic representation could be realized in terms of ele
ments of &"(C,q, whereas for osp(3,2), its "metaplectic" rep
resentation was given in terms of &"(C,C2

). It is remarkable 
that only for a = 1, i.e., for D(2,1;1) = osp(4,2), can the 
doublet representation be realized in this way. The sp(2;R ) 
labels for the doublet representation of osp(4,2) in the reduc
tion to su(I,I) + su(2) + su(2)~sp(2;R) + so(4) are -! and 
- ~ [see (7.1) and (7.2)], just as was the case for osp(I,2) and 

osp(3,2). 

VIII. CONCLUSIONS 

Finite- and infinite-dimensional irreducible representa
tions of the exceptional Lie superalgebras D (2,1 ;a) have been 
classified. The star and grade star conditions for the algebra 
and for the representations have been investigated in detail. 
For the finite-dimensional case, only grade star representa
tions are possible. It appears that only a few finite-dimen-, 

(1) (1,1,0) 

A ij, - 1I2A ij,l12U + A ij, II2A ij, -112(U + 1) = 0; 

(2) (1,0,0) 

sional irreps turn out to be grade star representations, a re
sult similar to that for B (1,1) (see Refs. 8 and 19) and B (0,2) 
(see Ref. 19). Among the infinite-dimensional irreps we find 
a large class ofstar representations. They are in factD (2, l;a) 
irreps in an sp(2;R) + so(4) basis. One of them, the doublet 
representation, has been constructed explicitly in Sec. VII. 

For a finite-dimensional typical representation, it is 
easy to verify from (4.2) that the dimension is given by 

dim(p;q;r) = 16(2p-l)(2q+ 1)(2r+ 1). (8.1) 

This expression was also given by Kac,5 and shows that the 
dimensions ofthe typical representations are the same for all 
D (2, l;a). Since we have given the reduction rule also for all 
atypical and truncated representations, it is easy to deter
mine their dimensions. In particular, we have shown that the 
dimensions of some irreps of D(2,I;a) are dependent on a. 
For instance, the two lowest-dimensional nontrivial irreps of 
D (2, 1; 1) have dimensions 6 and 17, whereas for D (2,1;2) they 
have dimensions 10 and 17. This property shows more than 
anything else that twoD (2,1;a) algebras with different a val
ues are not equivalent. 
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APPENDIX: SHIFT OPERATOR PRODUCTS 

A shift operator product A i'JkA ijk is called of type 
(i' + i, j' + j, k' + k). We find the simplest relations when 
Ii' + il = Il + jl = Ik' + k I = 1 

A ijkA ijk=O. (AI) 

Because of the symmetry of the three su(2) parts in 
r(U I ,U2,U3)' and since there exist several transformation 
rules for shift operator product relations, 12,15,16 it is enough 
to give the relations oftype (1,1,0), (1,0,0), and (0,0,0): 

(A2) 

A i,II2, II2A i, - 112, -112(1 + U + 1) + A i,II2, - 112A ;, - 112,112(21 + l)u + Ai, - 112,1/2A i,II2, - 1121 (2u + 1) = 0; (A3) 

(3) (0,0,0) 
A 112,II2, II2A - 112, - 1/2, - 112 + A - 112, - 112, - 112A 112,112,1/2 

- F4 + 212 [S 2 + T2 + U 2 
- Sl - su - IU - s - 1 - U - 1] 

+ 2{ U1S4 + U2T4 + U3U4 + 2U1S
2(31u - Sl - su - s + 1 + u) 

+ 2u2T2(3su - Sl - IU - 1 + s + u) + 2U3U 2(3s1 - IU - su - U + s + 1 II = 0; 

A 112, - 112, II2A -112,112, - 112 + A - 112,112, - 112A 112, - 112,1/2 - A 14 + 212 [S2 + T2 + U 2 + sf + IU - su + f] 

+ 2{U1S
4 + U2T4 + U3U4 + 2U1S

2( - 31u + Sl - su - 2u - 1 - 1) 

+ 2u2T2(3su + ii + IU + 2S + 2u + 1 + 1) + 2U3U 2
( - 3s1 + IU - su - 2S - 1 - 1)) = 0; 
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A - 112.112. - 1I2A 112. - 1/2.1I2(2u + 1)(s _ t) _ A - 112. - 1/2. - 1I2A 112.1/2.112(18 + l)(u + t + 1) + A - 112. - 1I2.1I2A 112.112. - 112 

X (2t + l)(s - U) - (S + 1)(2t + 1)(2u + 1)[ - F4 + 2l2(S2 + T2 + U 2 + UI - Sl - su - 18 - 1) 

+ 2 [0'1S4 + 0'2T4 + 0'3U4 + 20'1S(S - l)(ul - su - SI - 18 - 1) - 20'1S2 

+ 20'2T2(lu - su - SI ) + 20'3 U 2(IU - su - i; )] J = O. (A6) 
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The Hamad-Shnider-Vinet study of symmetry properties on gauge fields in terms of invariant 
connections on principal fiber bundles is reviewed in the simple U( 1 I-gauge theory. It is extended 
to the case of invariant electromagnetic fields admitting nontrivial extensions oftheir symmetry 
groups. Some specific examples are discussed. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

During the last decade, differential geometry I became a 
very useful language in theoretical physics and more particu
larly in gauge theories. Classical electromagnetism and 
spinor electrodynamics [a theory subtended by the gauge 
group U( 1)] have been formulated in terms of one- and two
forms, fiber bundles, associated connections, etc. A nice re
port on these tools has been given by Drechsler and Mayer.2 

More recently, symmetries in arbitrary gauge theories 
have been developed using basic notions of differential ge
ometry by Bergmann-Flaherty3 and Forgacs-Manton.4 

Some interesting contributions have also been obtained, on 
the one hand, on symmetries and conservation laws in gauge 
theories by Jackiw-MantonS and, on the other hand, on in
variance conditions for gauge fields under group actions by 
Hamad, Shnider, and Vinet.6

•
7 All these studies mix space

time and gauge symmetries or transformations. They are de
veloped in principle for arbitrary gauge groups and have to 
give, in particular, all the well-known results when the gauge 
group U(l) is under consideration, i.e., when we are dealing 
with classical interactions through electromagnetic fields. 
So, a simple question arises and is the starting point of the 
contents of this paper: Can we recover all the well-known 
results of the U(l)-gauge theory from the above geometrical 
approaches dealing with arbitrary gauge groups? If, happily, 
the answer is essentially positive, we want to emphasize 
some nontrivial points dealing with invariant electromag
netic fields8 or invariant potentials,9 through compensating 
gauges,IO group extensions,l1 and associated factor setsl2 (or 
exponents). 

In the U(l)-gauge theory, the electromagnetic poten
tials are the gauge fields and their symmetries are deter
mined through the coupling of space-time and gauge trans
formations. For example, Janner-JanssenlO have studied 
compensating gauge transformations in connection with an 
extension by R of the symmetry group associated with a giv
en electromagnetic field. From gauge theories based on arbi
trary gauge groups as discussed by Forgacs-Manton,4 there 
are specific assumptions on the compensating gauges which 
can only be satisfied in the U(l)-case ifthe symmetry group 
of the electromagnetic field admits no nontrivial extensions 
by R. This is not the more general context as we shall see in 
the following. 

Moreover, let us point out the Hamad-Shnider-Vinet 
approach 7 dealing with the geometrical interpretation of 
symmetry properties on gauge fields in terms of invariant 

a) Chercheur Institut Interuniversitaire des Sciences Nucleaires. 

connections on principal fiber bundles. Here also, the inter
pretation is realized within the Forgacs-Manton hypotheses 
so that, in the U( 1) context, it is not complete when the sym
metry groups admit nontrivial extensions by R. 

Let us finally notice that analogous difficulties have al
ready been pointed out and partially solved by Henneaux13 

and Duval-Horvathy. 14 Here we plan to give a more general 
answer based on the Hamad-Shnider-Vinet developments.7 

In Sec. II, we just recall some elements issued by the 
works of Janner-JanssenlO and Forgacs-Manton4, restrict
ed to the U( 1 I-gauge theory in order to pick out symmetry 
properties on potentials associated with a given invariant 
electromagnetic field. Section III is devoted to the Hamad
Shnider-Vinet approach'? using fiber bundle techniques 
with U(l) as the structure group but with the extension by R 
of the symmetry group (of an electromagnetic field) as the 
group of automorphisms on the bundles. In this way, we 
classify the fiber bundles and the invariant connection forms 
leading to the interpretation of in variance conditions on p0-

tentials and fields. Section IV contains some examples and 
comments in order to apply our developments. The proce
dure is summarized and applied to two specific examples, 
the first one for constant and uniform electromagnetic fields 
(IV A) and the second one for arbitrary electromagnetic 
fields (IV B). Some comments are added in connection with 
physical approaches leading to complete sets of constants of 
motion associated with charged particles moving in external 
electromagnetic fields. IS Such a study and all the results lead 
to a deeper insight into the geometrical aspects ofU( 1 I-gauge 
field symmetries. 

II. INVARIANT ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS AND 
POTENTIALS 

Letf:G XM---.Mbe a differentiable left action of a con
nected Lie group G on a smooth manifold M. This action 
induces a homomorphism s---'X S from the Lie algebra G of G 
into that of vector fields on M. Since G is connected, the G 
invariance is equivalent to infinitesimal invariance. 

Firstly, let us consider a G-invariant closed two-form F 
on M with values in R, i.e., 

(2.1) 

where L denotes the Lie derivative. In addition, if U is an 
arbitrary contractible open subset of M, we have Flu = dA 
for some one-form A on U. From Eq. (2.1), we deduce that 
dLxtA = 0 and then we may choose a linear mapping 
W:G---+C.., (U,R) such that 
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Lx:A = dWg, '<IseG. (2.2) 

As easily seen, the differential of 

e(S,S') = LXl Wg, - LXI' Wg - W[U'] (2.3) 

vanishes on U so that e is in fact a skew-symmetric mapping 
from G X G into R. It is actually a two-cocycle of G for the 
trivial representation on R (see Ref. 16). Indeed, we have 

e([s,s'],s") + e([s',s N ],S) + e([s" ,S ],S') = O. (2A) 

Of course, the above A and Ware not unique and other 
choices would modify e, at most, by adding a coboundary. 
Thus, what we really get in this way is a cohomology class 
e(F) = [e]eH 2(G,R,0) of the second cohomology space of the 
trivial representation of G on R, which, clearly, does not 
depend on U and hence is globally attached to F. 

If e(F) = 0, then e is the coboundary of some linear map
ping e':G---+R and W' = W + e' satisfies the equation 

Lxt W t' - Lx" W t - Wiu' j = O. (2.5) 

This equation has been completely solved1? when M is an 
orbit G /Go of G. In this case, the de Rabm cohomology class 
of F is a characteristic class of the principal Go bundle 
G(M,Go)' 

For later use, we need another form of Eqs. (2.2) and 
(2.3). Set f/J:G---+C 00 (U,R) defined by 

(2.6) 
where i denotes the interior product. Then, as easily seen, 
Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3) read, respectively, 

i(xs)F= df/Jg (2.7) 

and 

(2.8) 

Secondly, we tum to apply the previous discussion to 
invariant electromagnetic potentials and fields. The mani
fold M is now some open region of the Minkowski space
time R4 and F represents an electromagnetic field in M. We 
denote by G the group of geometrical symmetries of F. In 
this context, A represents an electromagnetic potential asso
ciated with F, and the mapping W, as a function from G X U 
into R, is the usual compensating gauge transformation. 10 

Then, the G invariance produces some class elF) and both 
elF) and Ware ruled by Eq. (2.3). 

However, if we apply the Forgacs-Manton consider
ations4 to the case of the U(I)-gauge theory, we recover Eq. 
(2.5) rather than Eq. (2.3). In fact, their considerations are 
valid under some specific assumptions on the compensating 
gauge transformations which imply the vanishing of our 
class elF). In addition, Eq. (2.5) is a necessary condition for 
the existence? of an interpretation of the symmetry proper
ties for the field F and its potentials in terms of invariant 
connection one-forms on a U( 1 I-principal bundle. 

Our main goal in this paper is to furnish a method al
lowing us to work out the general case for which e(F),=O. 
Roughly speaking, it consists in killing e(F) by enlarging the 
symmetry group G of F, thus reducing the problem to the 
previous one. In fact, H 2(G,R,0) classifies the central exten
sions ofG by R up to equivalence, 11.16 and the new symmetry 
group is essentially an extension of G associated with the 
nontrivial extension of G corresponding to e(F). This kind of 
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approach has been initiated in some particular cases (see, for 
example, the works ofHenneaux13 and Duval-Horvathy14). 

III. PRINCIPAL BUNDLES AND INVARIANT 
POTENTIALS 

As known,2 the field F and the potentials A are present
ed in terms of a connection one-form liJ on a principal bundle 
P over M with structure group U( 1), the gauge group of elec
trodynamics. One has F = ifJ, where n is the curvature form 
viewed as a two-form on M [note that U( I) is abelian with the 
algebra lR]; if 11': U-P is a section, then A = i11'*liJ is a poten
tial for F over U. 

For a G-invariant F, the problem is to lift on P the action 
of G on M in such a way that liJ becomes a G-invariant form, 
reflecting thus the symmetries of F at the level of its poten
tials. This problem has been solved7 when e(F) = 0, and then 
when G admits no nontrivial extension by R. U(l) bundles 
over M admitting a lift of the action of G on M have been 
classified by Hamad, Shnider, and Vinet. 7 In the transitive 
case, i.e., when M is a homogeneous space G /Go, these bun
dles are the U(l) bundles G"(M,U(I)) associated with the 
principal Go bundle G (M,Go) and with the homomorphisms 
A:Go-U(I). On the other hand, the G-invariant connection 
one-forms on the bundle G" (M, U( I)) are classified using the 
well-known Wang theorem. 1 

We now tum to the study of a G-invariant F, for which 
e(F),=O. As quoted at the end of Sec. II, there is no direct 
interpretation of F in terms of a G-invariant connection on 
some U( I) bundle over M. 

Let G denote the central extension of G by R corre
sponding to e(F). As a set, G is the product G X R while its Lie 
algebra structure is given by 

[t,t'] = ([s,s' J ,cIs,s 'I)· (3.1) 

[From now on, we will denote by t = (S,1}) a typical 
element of G.] If we denote by G the simply connected Lie 
group with the Lie algebra G, there is a unique homomor
phism ¢J:G-G whose differential at e coincides with the pro
jection G-G onto the first factor. Consequently, G operates 
on M through the action of G by 

h = f<,6(g). (3.2) 

In particular, wehaveX~ = Xs, '<It = (S,1})eG. This de
finition (3.2) thus implies that F is G invariant. 

Now, if W~ = Wg + 1}, then Wis a compensating gauge 
for A, i.e., 

LxlA = dW~, (3.3) 

and it satisfies Eq. (2.5). It follows thatthe class e(F) vanishes 
and hence that we may apply the results of Hamad
Shnider-Vinet1 and Wang,! provided we replace G by its 
extension G associated with elF). 

Let us finally notice that, in such a context, the Wang 
theorem becomes the following. There is a one-to-one corre
spondence between the set of G-invariant connections on 
GA, where X:Go-U(I) is a homomorphism, and the set of 
linear mappings A :G-IR such that 

A IGo =X., A I[Go.G] =0. (3.4) 

Using the definition of A in terms of {d, we also have 
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A (t) =A ((S,1/)) = i(W(S,xo) -A (xt) + 1/) 

or 

A (t) = i(W~(xo) -A (xt))· 

Equations (3.5) may then be rewritten in the form 

A ((5,1/)) = i(I/I(S,xo) + 1/), 

(3.5a) 

(3.5b) 

(3.6) 

showing clearly the connection between A and 1/1 defined by 
Eq. (2.6). Let us end this section by noticing that, using the 
bracket (3.1), Eq. (2.8) becomes 

A([t,t'])= -iF(Xt,x~J (3.7) 

IV. EXAMPLES AND COMMENTS 

Through some specific examples, let us illustrate the 
geometrical interpretation of the preceding symmetry prop
erties. Let us at once mention the example studied by Le
comtel7 of an induction produced by a magnetic monopole. 
The fiber bundle interpretation of the associated symmetries 
is realized with the quantization condition of the magnetic 
charge. Such an example does work with a symmetry group 
admitting only trivial extensions by R, and the Hamad
Shnider-Vinet method can then be directly applied. 

Here we are more particulary interested in examples 
where the symmetry groups of electromagnetic fields admit 
nontrivial extensions by R. Then, let us distinguish a specific 
example in the case of constant and uniform fields8 (Sec. 
IV A) and another one in the case of arbitrary fields (Sec. 
IV B), i.e., a magnetic induction produced by an unlimited 
line wire carrying steady currents. 

Let us summarize the procedure leading to the expected 
interpretation in both cases. 

For a given field F and an associated potential A, we 
determine their symmetry properties by using the elements 
of Sec. II. These results permit us to characterize the algebra 
GF , i.e., an extension by R of the algebra GF associated with 
the symmetries of the field F. 

To the algebra GF , there corresponds a simply connect
ed Lie group denoted GF and we search for the stabilizer Go 
in G F of a given point in M and for the corresponding algebra 

Go· 
We then determine the homomorphisms X. :Go-iR 

and the applications A:Gr--+IR satisfying the relations (3.4), 
(3.5), and (3.7). 

Finally, we get the homomorphisms X:Go-V(I) lead
ing to the construction of the bundles G x (M, V( 1)). 

A. Constant and uniform electromagnetic fields 

We are working on M ~R4 with the Minkowski metric. 
Let us recall that, from the Bacry-Combe-Richard results,8 

there essentially exist two nonequivalent constant and uni
form fields, the parallel (Pil ) and orthogonal (Fl ) fields. Here 
let us only discuss the first one. The study of the Fl field can 
be realized in an analogous way and we leave this study as an 
exercise for the interested reader. 

The Pli field is chosen as 

Pli ~(E,B), E = (O,O,E), B = (O,O,B ), (4.1) 

which corresponds to the two-form 

I'll = E dz Adt + B dx 1\ dy. (4.2) 
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The symmetry group Gil of this field8 is a subgroup of the 
Poincare group whose elements are associated with spatial 
rotations around the z axis, pure Lorentz transformations 
along the z axis, and space-time translations. The corre
sponding six-dimensional Lie algebra is 

Gil = {J3,K3,P~Vt = 0,1,2,3)J, (4.3) 

with the only nonzero commutators 

[J3,P I] = _ p2, [J3,p2] = P I, 
(4.4) 

[K 3,pO] = p3, [K 3,p3] = po. 

Now, if we choose the gauge-symmetrical potential All 
associated with FII and corresponding to the one-form 

All =¥i(zdt-tdz)+!B(xdy-ydx), (4.5) 

the compensating gauge transformation W can easily be ob
tained by using Eq. (2.2) and the following realization for the 
generators of Gil 

J3 =xDy - yDx, K3 = tDz +zDt, 
(4.6) 

pO=D" pl= -Dx' p2= -Dy, p3= -Dz • 

In fact, we have, up to an additive constant, 

W(J3,x) = W(K 3,x) =0, W(p°,x) = -¥iz, 
(4.7) 

W(PI,x) = -!BY, W(p2,x)=!BX, W(P3,x) = -¥it. 

So that, from Eq. (2.3), the two-cocyle c takes the only non
zero values 

(4.8) 

Then, the extension Gil is generated by the new genera
tors /3, 12, ~, and I associated with those of Gil and R, 
respectively. The only nonzero commutation relations char
acterizing Gil are 

[/3,1T1] = - r, [/3,r] = 1T!, 

[t2,1f>] = r, [t2,r] = 1f>, (4.9) 

[1TO,r] = aEI, [1TI,r] = aBI, 

where a is an arbitrary real parameter. 
With regard to the second step, if Xo is the origin of 

coordinates inM, the stabilizer ofxo (Go.lI ) in Gil is the direct 
product of Go. II by R, where G.,9.11 is the homogeneous Lorentz 
subgroup of Gil . The algebra GO•II is then abelian and generat
ed by F, 12, and 1. 

In the third step, we search for the homomorphisms 
X. :Go.II-IR, defined by 

X.(/3) = iv, X.(t2) = ip, X.(I) = iO', (4.10) 

with v, p, 0', E, R. Now the applications A :GII_,R can be 
determined. Indeed, Eq. (3.4) implies that 

A (/3) = iv, A (12) = ip, A (I) = iO', (4.11) 

and 

A (~) = 0, 'tip,. (4.12) 

Moreover, having to satisfy Eqs. (3.5) and (3.7), it is easy to 
show that the parameters v and p in Eqs. (4.10) and (4.11) 
vanish and, in the commutators (4.9), we have the condition 

a = 1/0'. (4.13) 
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Finally, the homomorphism ':t:Go,II---+U( 1) is defined by 

X(e""I+v"'>-6'p)=eUcu, KElR. (4.14) 

Consequently, the symmetry properties of the.fil field and of 
the associated potentials are interpreted in terms of those of 
GII-inv~ant connection one-forms ~ on the principal fiber 
bundle G l (M,U(l)). The extension Gil is characterized by 
the commutators (4.9) with the a value (4.13). Such connec
tion one-forms are obtained from the application A :GII---+zR, 
defined by 

A (/3) = A (~) = A (~) = 0 

and 
A (I) = iO', oelR. (4.15) 

Let us notice that, in fact, the bundle Gl (M,U(l)) is trivial. 

B. Nonconstant fields 

Let us consider the example of a magnetic field B pro
duced by an unlimited line wire carrying a steady current 
strengthj. This field can be written 

B = VJ.tol21T"z)( - y,x,O), (4.16) 

with r = (x2 + y2)1/2 when the z axis of the reference frame 
coincides with the line wire. The field B is then defined for 
the points of R3 not located on the z axis so that we are 
working on M = R3

,\ {(O,O,z):zeR). Such a field corresponds 
to the two-form 

F = VJ.tol21T"z)(x dz Adx - y dy Adz). (4.17) 
In cylindrical coordinates (r,t,6,z) it takes the I.~fm 

F = VJ.tol21Tr) dz A dr. (4.18) 
It is then easy to show that this closed form is invariant 
under a group G whose elements are associated with spatial 
rotations around the z axis, translations along the z axis, and 
dilatations in the xy plane. Indeed, if the generators of G are 
realized by 

J 3=xDy -yD,,=D4>' p 3= -Dz' 

and (4.26) 

A (I) =iO', 

if the point xoEM is chosen as Xo = (1,0,0). 
In conclusion, the homomorphism X:Go---+U(l) is de

fined by 

X (e""I) = ejICu, KER, (4.27) 

and the interpretation in terms of G-invariant connection 
one-forms on G l (M, U( 1)) is again obtained. The extension G 
is characterized by the only nonzero commutator 

(4.28) 

Let us insist on the fact that the homomorphism X can be 
extended to a smooth function B:G---+U(l) defined by 

B(e""l+6'P+a.r+ pg)=e""u, (4.29) 

such that 

B(ggo) = B(i)X (io), vieG, ioEGo· 
Then from Corollary 1 in the Harnad-Shnider-Vinet ap
proach,7 the bundle G l is also trivial over M. 

Let us end this section by noticing that these geometri
cal developments have an immediate physical meaning in 
connection with the determination of complete sets of con
stants of motion associated with the description of charged 
particles moving in external electromagnetic fields. IS In fact, 
ifwe limit ourselves to the example of Sec. (IV A), it has been 
shown that the generators of the extended algebra Gil asso
ciated with the electromagnetic field FII give rise to the con
stants of motion deduced from the Hamiltonian or Lagran
gian formalisms. IS These physical results and their present 
geometrical interpretation lead to a deep understanding of 
different aspects of the U( 1 I-gauge fields and more generally 
of the U(l)-gauge theory. 

(4.19) ACKNOWLEDGMENT 
D=xD" +yDy =rDr , 

we have 
LxF=O, VXE{J3,p3,D}. (4.20) 

Now with a potential one-form 

A = VJ.tol21T)ln rdz, (4.21) 
we get the associated compensating gauge transformation 

W(J3,x) = W(P3,x) = 0, W(D,x) = - VJ.tol21T)z. 
(4.22) 

This leads through Eq. (2.3) to the cocycle e 
e(J3,P3) = e(J3,D) = 0, e(p3,D) = VJ.tol21T), (4.23) 

and we get the algebra G = L/'3,r,~ ,l}. It is character
ized by the only nonzero commutator 

[r,~] = aVJ.tol21T)I, (4.24) 
where a is an arbitrary real parameter. 

In this context, the stabilizer Go in G of some point in M 
is necessarily reduced to the unity of G. The group Go is then 
identified to R and the algebra Go is generated by 1. 

Now the homomorphism X. :Go---+zR is defined by 

X.(I) = iO', aeR, (4.25) 

and the application A:~zR satisfying Eqs. (3.4), (3.5), 
and (3.7) is defined, for example, by 
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It is suggested to transform a class of nonlinear differential equations with a holomorphic type of 
nonlinearity into linear integrodifferential equations. The method is presented in detail for first
order ordinary differential equations. The transformed equation is studied and is found to have a 
unique solution with an analytical representation. In a numerical test calculation rapid 
convergence of an approximate solution of the linearized equation towards the reference solution 
is found. The method can be applied to higher-order ordinary and partial differential equations. 
The transformation can be generalized also to operator-valued differential equations. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years there has been growing interest in non
linear phenomena in physics. These are mostly described by 
nonlinear partial differential equations (POE's). We want to 
mention as an example Liouville's equation, which has sig
nificant applications in electrostatics, 1 hydrodynamics,2-4 
and cosmology.s Recently it has also been studied in particle 
physics in connection with monopole theories.6 Another ex
ample is the sine-Gordon equation, which plays a role in 
differential geometry,7 nonlinear optics,S plasma physics,9 
superconductivity,1O and particle physics. J1 Finally let us 
mention the dynamical equations in quantum chromodyna
mics(QCD). 

The importance of these equations stresses the need for 
solution methods. There are two principal methods to solve 
nonlinear POE's in 1 + 1 (space + time) dimensions, name
ly the Backlund transformation and the inverse scattering 
method. 12 The latter has been developed only in one space 
dimension, while the Backlund transformation is known for 
certain POE's in higher dimensions. 13 If one considers non
linear POE's in field theory, one deals with operator-distri
bution-valued equations. The difficulties to solve these equa
tions are partly due to the appearance of functions of 
operators. 

A review of methods to solve nonlinear differential 
equations (DE's) and study stability and bifurcation is given 
in Ref. 14. Here we want to propose a new approach to treat 
nonlinear DE's. We suggest to transform a nonlinear (quasi
linear) DE into a linear integrodifferential equation, solve 
this equation, and reconstruct the solution of the original 
equation. When dealing with operator-value nonlinear 
POE's it is considered as an advantage if one deals with a 
linear equation instead. Because our approach ultimately 
aims to treat those equations, it has been conceived to apply 
in principle to operator-valued DE's. In addition, for c-num
ber-valued DE's, a transformation to a linear equation may 
be useful. 

The present paper is considered as a first step towards 
this goal. We present the method in some detail for first
order nonlinear DE's. We show that the solution of the 
transformed linear equation is unique. It is straightforward 
to reconstruct the solution of the original equation (Sec. II). 
An analytical expression for the solution of the linearized 
equation is given. Properties of the kernel of the linearized 

equation are studied (Sec. III). Linear functional equations 
for the solution of the linearized equation are given in Sec. 
IV. For one sample case the method has been tested numeri
cally, and rapid convergence to the reference solution was 
found (Sec. V). In Sec. VI, the method is generalized to high
er-order nonlinear ordinary differential equations (ODE's). 
Section VII deals with nonlinear POE's. For a Laplace equa
tion with a holomorphic nonlinearity (Liouville equation, 
sine-Gordon equation) three kinds of assumptions are dis
cussed which lead to a linearized equation. 

II. FIRST-ORDER ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL 
EQUATION 

Assume Gint , Gmed , Gout, G denote domains in the com
plex plane, as shown in Fig. 1, with G = (GintuGmeduGout)o. 
Let S denote an oriented closed Jordan curve in Gout. For the 
sake of technical simplicity we choose S to be a circle around 
the origin. The origin is assumed to be interior to Gint . 

Let H (z) be a holomorphic function in G. Consider the 
first-order differential equation 

d 
-fIx) = H (f(x)), 
dx 

(2.1) 

where x runs over a finite real interval D = [x 1,x2] and f 
satisfies the initial condition 

(2.2) 

We are interested in a unique, well-behaved solution ofEqs. 
(2.1) and (2.2). 

It is known that there is a disk D 1: jz - x Ii < r in the 
complex plane, where Eq. (2.1) has a unique holomorphic 

FIG. 1. Schematic plot of the do
mains Gin" Gmed , Gout and the 
contour curve S, as defined in 
Sec. II. 
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solution, obeying the initial condition Eq. (2.2). A proof is 
given, e.g., in Ref. 15 (Theorems 2.2.1 and 2.3.1). 

Moreover, we assume 

(2.3) 

Thus, we can consider the extension of Eq. (2.1) into the 
complex domain D I , which we denote by 

!J(Z) =H(J(z)), (2.4) 

with the initial value condition, where Zl = Xl' 

J(ztl =!t. (2.5) 

We define for S E Gout> 11 E Gint (see Fig. 1) 

n (S,l1) = 1/(s - 11)· (2.6) 

Hence, in particular, for 11 = J(z), Z E D I , we obtain 

~ n (s,J(z)) = H (I(z)) . (2.7) 
dz (5"-J(zW 

For each E> 0 let S€ = {s (1 + E)ls E S l denote a "ra
dially inflated" curve and G€ the corresponding domain 
bounded by the curve S€. For each S E S, the function 1/ 
(S (1 + E) -11)2 is holomorphic as a function of 11 in Gd2 · 

Cauchy's theorem can be applied and yields then for S E S, 
E>O,l1 EGd2 

H(l1) =_1 r ds' H(5"') _1_. 
(5"(1 + E) -l1f 21TiJs (S(1 + E) - S')2 s'-l1 

(2.8) 

Due to Eq. (2.3) and Gint having a positive distance from S by 
assumption, we can choose in particular 11 = J(z) and per
form the E limit on the left-hand side (lhs) of Eq. (2.8). Thus, 
one obtains, using Eq. (2.7), for each S E S, Z E DI 

d n(I;-J()) r 1 Idl;-' H(s') 
d- !>, z = 1m -2' !> /1;-(1 ) 1;-')2 

Z €_+O 1T1 s I!> +E-!> 

X n (s ' ,J(z)). (2.9) 

The initial condition Eq. (2.5) now reads for each S E S 

n (s,J(ztl) = n (5" II) = 1/(s - ft). (2.10) 

We claim that Eqs. (2.9) and (2.10) give a transforma
tion of the original nonlinear differential equation with re
spect to the variable z into a linear but singular integrodiffer
ential equation with respect to the variables S, z. To make 
this more explicit, we define D OJ to the class of functions 
m(s,z), with SEGout ' zeDI, which are holomorphic in 
Gout XDI, which satisfy for S E S, Z E DI 

d 1 1 H(5"') -m(5",z) = lim - ds' m(5"',z) 
dz e_+O 21Ti s (s(1 + E) - S')2 

and possess the initial value 

m(S,zI) = 1/(5" - JI)' 

for all S E S. We claim the following. 
Proposition 1: Defining for S E Gout, Z E DI 

m'(s,z) = n (S,J(z)) 

and requiring for S E S the initial condition 

m'(5",zI) = 1/(S - ft), 

we obtain an element m' E DO), i.e., DO) is not empty. 
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(2.11) 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

Proof: Here, fl (s,J(z)) is holomorphic in Gout XDI be
cause J(z) is holomorphic in D I , n (S,l1) is holomorphic in 
Gout X Gint> and J(DtlCGint by assumption. Equation (2.9) 
shows that m', given by Eq. (2.13), is an explicit solution of 
Eq. (2.11). 

With Eq. (2.11) we have obtained the desired equation, 
which obviously is a linear, singular integrodifferential equa
tion. The following questions arise. 

(a) Are there any other elements in DO) apart from that 
given by Proposition I? 

(b) Jfthe answer to (a) is no, how can one recover from 
the solution m(s,z) ofEqs. (2.11) and (2.12) the solution of our 
original Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5)? 

(c) What is the advantage of this transformation? 
Part (a) is answered by Proposition 2. 
Proposition 2: The element m' given by Proposition 1 is 

the only element of D OJ' 

The proof is given in Appendix A. 
Concerning part (b), one immediately obtains for z e DI 

J( ) - 1 r dl;-' S' 
z - 21Ti Js !> S' - J(z) 

=~ r ds' S' n(S',J(z)) 
2m Js 

=_1 . r ds' S' m(s',z). 
2m Js (2.15) 

To answer (c), we consider it as an advantage that linear 
operator methods can be employed to obtain solutions. This 
will be useful in particular for applications to nonlinear par
tial differential equations. We want to mention here that Eq. 
(2.11) formally looks like the Schrodinger equation 

Ii a - -:- -a t/J = Ht/J, (2.16) 
I t 

where H denotes a time-independent Hamilton operator. 
We introduce the operator A defined on d(Gout ), the 

space of holomorphic functions in Gout, for all 5 E S, by 

(A )(1;-) - r 1 Is dl;-' H(5"') /1;-') 
g!> - 1m -2' !> (1;-(1 ) 1;-')2 gl!> . 

e_+O 1T1 S !> +E-!> 
(2.17) 

By construction m(s,z) is with respect to the 5 dependence an 
element of d(Gout ) for eachz ED I • 

Thus Eq. (2.11) can be written as 

d 
-m(o,z) = Am(o,z). (2.18) 
dz 

III. SERIES EXPANSION AND ANALYTICAL 
EXPRESSION OF m 

The solution of the Schrodinger equation (2.16) is 

(3.1) 

if H is time independent. Because the operator A, defined by 
Eq. (2.17), affects only the 5 dependence, one might expect 
from Eq. (2.18) by analogy to the SchrOdinger equation that 
m, the solution ofEqs. (2.11) and (2.12), could be written in a 
closed form 

(3.2) 
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where 

£iJ1(S",z) = £iJ(S,zl) = lI(S - fd· (3.3) 

To show that this is actually true in some domain and to state 
its precise meaning we have Proposition 3. 

Proposition 3: The operator A defined by Eq. (2.17) for 
ge d'(Gout ) and restricted to (Ag) (S) with S eS can be ex-

"" tended to A such that 
"" (Ag)(S) = (Ag)(S), (3.4) 

"" for all S e S. Here, (Ag)(S) is defined for all S e Gout and 
"" Ag e d'(Gout ). This extension is unigue. 

Moreover, the domain of A can be extended to 
d'(Gout XD I ) (which we denote by the same symbol A and 
one has 

"" A d'(Gout XDl)Cd'(Gout XD 1), 

[A, !] =0. 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

The solution of Eqs. (2.11) and (2.12) can be written for 
SeGoupzeDl 

(3.7) 

where £iJ1 is given by Eq. (3.3). The expansion converges uni
formly in S,z in any double disk Da XDb in Gout XD 1• 

Expression (3.2) is a formal way of writing Eq. (3.7). The 
proof is given in Appendix B. 

IV. FUNCTIONAL EQUATIONS 

In this section we seek information on £iJ, the solution of 
Eqs. (2.11) and (2.12). Here also the influence of £iJ outside the 
disk of convergence will playa role. We are going to con
struct functionals and calculate the mapping of £iJ under 
those functionals. One expects, however, that the set of these 
functionals is not large enough to render complete informa
tion on £iJ. We will introduce a Hilbert space JIt'" and trans
form Eq. (2.11) to 

(I-B)£iJ=g, (4.1) 

where £iJ, g e JIt"', B:JIt'" _JIt"', such that B + exists. For every 
h e JIt'" we will define a functional Fh via 

(Fh I = «( 1 - B +)h I, 
which yields 

Fh(£iJ) = (h Ig). 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

In order to apply it to Eq. (2.11), we define a parametri
zation of the curve S via 

and 

s = R exp(it,6), t,6 e [ - 17', + 17'] 

£iJ(t,6,x) = lI[R exp(it,6 ) - fIx)], 

£iJ 1(t,6,x) = £iJ(t,6,xl)' 

Thus Eq. (2.11) can be written as an integral equation 

1 iX2 

£iJ(t,6,x) = £iJ 1(t,6,x) + lim - dx' () (x - x') 
E--+ + 0 217'R Xl 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

x[ dt,6' exp(it,6 ')H(R exp(it,6 ')) £iJ(t,6 ',x'). 
-1r (exp(it,6)(1 + €) - exp(it,6'W 

(4.7) 
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We consider the following Hilbert space: 

JIt'" = L 2[ - 17',17'] X [X I,X2] 

= {h I [7T dt,6 f2 dX1h (t,6,xW eXists}, (4.8) 

with its usual scalar product denoted by (.,.) and we intro
duce 

Jlt"'o = {h Ih e JIt"', h (t,6,x) is 217' periodic and infinitely many 
times differentiable with respect to t,6 J. (4.9) 

Here, Jlt"'o is a non-normalizable space, but it is dense in JIt"'. 
We define for each € > 0 the operator Be on JIt'" by 

1 i X2 

(Beh )(t,6,x) = - dx' () (x - x') 
217'R Xl 

X [dt,6 , exrJ.Jt,6 ')H (R exp(up ')) h (t,6' ') 
7T (exp(up )(1 + €) - exp(up'W ,x 

(4.10) 

and B on JIt'" 0 by 

(Bho)(t,6,x) = lim (Beho)(t,6,x). (4.11) 
e-+O 

Then we have Proposition 4. 
Proposition 4: For each €>O, Be and B both map Jlt"'o 

into Jlt"'o, The Hilbert adjoint B/ is defined on JIt'" and maps 
Jlt"'o into Jlt"'o, Thereisa "Hilbert adjoint" B + ofB defined on 
Jlt"'o mapping into Jlt"'o, 

The proof is given in Appendix C. 
Now Eq. (4.7) can be written, using Eqs. (4.6) and (4.11), 

£iJ = £iJ1 + B£iJ, (4.12) 

which is of the form as Eq. (4.1). Obviously £iJ and £iJ1 are 
elements of JIt'" o. We can define functionals and give the map
ping of the solution £iJ under these functionals. Correspond
ing to each he Jlt"'o we define Fh by Eq. (4.2), which yields, 
when applied to the solution, 

(Fh 1£iJ) = (h I£iJ I ), (4.13) 

which is ofthe form ofEq. (4.3). 

V. NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF THE LINEARIZED 
EQUATION 

In this section a numerical application of the lineariza-
tion method shall be described. 

Let us consider the following example ofEq. (2.1): 

~ fIx) =P(x), x e JR, (5.1) 
dx 

with the initial value condition 

frO) = -i. 

The unique solution is given by 

fIx) = lI(i - x). 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

For all real-valued arguments one finds the range of f to be 
bounded; 

If(x)I.;;;l. (5.4) 

In order to apply the linearization method it is suitable 
to choose a contour path S to be a circle around the origin 
with radius R = 2. We want to solve Eq. (2.11) approximate
ly. Basically we are going to seek an approximate solution in 
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the form of Eq. (3.2), but with a continuous 5 dependence 
replaced by a discrete 5 dependence, thus A being replaced 
by a finite-dimensional matrix. The details of the construc
tion are given in the following. For each function h, holo
morphic in G, the Cauchy integral 

h(z)=~ r ds hIs) (5.5) 
217'l Js s-z 

can be approximated by discretization of the path S in the 
following way: 

h (z)~~ i:. ASj h (5j) , (5.6) 
217'lj= 1 Sj-Z 

where 

Sj eS, ASj =SHI -Sj' SN+I =51' j= 1, ... ,N. 
(5.7) 

We define 

(5.8) 

The following property of the (J}j turns out to be useful. 
Each product (J};(x)wj(x) can be expressed, at least approxi
mately, by a linear combination of the (J) k (x) with coefficients 
r independent of x. i.e .• 

N 

(J};(x)(J}j(x)~ L Y;jk(J}dx ). i.j = 1 .... ,N. (5.9) 
k=1 

To establish this relation, first consider the following case. 
(a) i=lj, i.e .• 5; =lSj: 

(J); (x)wj (x) 

1 As; 1 ASj 

211"i 5; - fIx) 211"i Sj - fIx) 

1 [1 As;ASj 1 As;ASj ] 
= 211";(5j - 5;) 211"i 5; - fIx) - 211"; Sj - fIx) 

= a;j(J};(x) + aj;(J}j(x), (5.10) 

where 

(5.11) 

In this case Eq. (5.9) holds exactly. Now consider the next 
case. 

(b)i=j. 
The application ofEqs. (5.5) and (5.6) to the unit func

tion h (z) = 1 and putting z = fIx) gives 

1 =_1_ r ds 1 
211"i Js 5 - fIx) 
1 N 1 N 

~-. LA Sj = L (J}j(x). (5.12) 
217'lj=1 Sj -fIx) j=1 

and multiplying by (J); and using Eq. (5.10) for i=lj yields 
N 

(J}~(x)~(J};(x) - L (1 - 8;j)(a/ j (J};(x) + aji(J}j(x)). (5.13) 
j=1 

Thus the r coefficients ofEq. (5.9) are defined by Eqs. (5.11) 
and (5.13). 
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Now we construct an approximate set of linear first
order differential equations 

d 1 As; d 
dx (J};(x) = 211"; (5; _ f(x))2 dx fIx) 

211"; 2 2 
= As; (J); (x)f (x). (5.14) 

Equation (5.6) yields for h (z) = r, with z = fIx), 

1 N S~ N 
f2(x)~-. L ASj J = L sJ (J}j(x). 

217'lj=; Sj -fIx) j=1 
(5.15) 

From Eqs. (5.14), (5.15), and (5.9) one implies 

N 

= L Aij(J}j(x), (5.16) 
j=1 

where we have introduced the coefficient matrix A, hence 
Eq. (5.16) reads in matrix notation 

d 
dx (I)(x)~A(I)(x). (5.17) 

Equation (5.17) has the general solution 

(5.18) 

with (1)0 being a constant vector which can be determined 
from the initial value condition Eq. (5.2) 

o (I 1 ASj I (J}j = (J}j x) x=o = -2 . t. -f( ) 
11"1 !:>J X x = 0 

1 ASj 
=--- (5.19) 

Having found an approximate solution from Eqs. (5.18) and 
(5.19) it is easy to recover an approximate expression for fIx) 
again by using Eq. (5.6) with h (z) = z, z = fIx) 

1 N 5' N 
f(x)~-. L ASj J = L Sj(J}j(x) 

217'lj=1 Sj -fIx) j=1 

= s· 0 (I)(x). (5.20) 

For numerical calculations the impractical exponential 
function of a matrix can be avoided by using the eigenrepre
sentation of A 

AV(kl =,t (kIV(kl, k = 1, ... ,N. (5.21) 

Then (1)0 can be expanded in the eigenvector basis 
N 

(1)0 = L dkIV(kl. (5.22) 
k=1 

The expansion coefficients u can be determined by compari
son ofEq. (5.22) with (5.19), i.e., 

~ --1kl (kl_ 1 ASj ._ 1 N 
~ (T' Vj --.--.' J- , .... , 

k = 1 2m Sj + I 
(5.23) 

which forms an inhomogeneous system of linear equations 
for d kl• Now Eq. (5.18) reads, using Eqs. (5.21) and (5.22) 
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TABLE I. Comparison of a reference solution f given by Eq. (5.3) with the solution ,rauch, obtained via Eq. (5.2) from ro. the solution of the linearized 
equation (5.16). usingN = 15 nodes for path discretization. Here. fLl is the bestL2[ - 1. + 1] approximation of f by the functions exp(..t Ik)X). k = 1 •...• 15. 
where..t Ik) are the eigenvalUes of the matrix A given by Eq. (5.16). The r t is an analytic continuation of the Taylor series. 

x f(x) fCauch,(x) 

Re 1m Re 1m 

0.0 0.000000 - 1.00000 - 0.210 387-9 - 0.999 999 
0.1 - 0.990 099-1 -0.990099 - 0.990 098-1 -0.990098 
0.2 -0.192308 - 0.961538 -0.192308 - 0.961538 
0.3 - 0.275 229 - 0.917 431 - 0.275 229 - 0.917 430 
0.4 -0.344828 -0.862069 -0.344 827 - 0.862068 
0.5 -0.400000 -0.800000 -0.400001 -0.799998 
0.6 -0.441176 - 0.735 294 - 0.441221 - 0.735 267 
0.7 -0.469799 -0.671141 -0.470563 -0.670605 
0.8 -0.487805 -0.609 756 -0.496592 -0.602726 

N 
ro(x)~ 2: exp("t (k)x)dk)v(k). (5.24) 

k=1 

Numerical results are shown in Table I. The exact solu
tion fIx) is compared with the Cauchy linearized approxi
mation f Cauchy(X), which has been obtained from Eqs. (5.20) 
and (5.24), where N = 15 nodes have been used to discretize 

the contour S. Also shown isf L,(X), the best approximation 
of fIx) in theL2[ - 1, + 1] norm by functions from the sub
space {exp("t (k)x)ik = 1, ... ,N J. The table moreover displays 
f cont(x), obtained by analytic continuation of the Taylor se
ries using the expansion points x I = 0 and 200 Taylor coeffi
cients, x2 = 0.6 and 30 coefficients, X3 = 1.2 and six coeffi
cients, and X 4 = 1.8 and one coefficient. The results show 
that the values of f Cauchy have decreasing accuracy with 
increasing distance from the initial value x = O. The radius 
of the disk of convergence of the exact solution is 1. Then 
f Cauchy seems to break down at this radius. This default can 
be cured and the accuracy can be greatly improved with little 
additional effort as follows. 

If we look for an approximate solution f Cauchy(x) in a 
finite real interval I which includes the initial value point 
x = 0 (but may exceed the disk of convergence) we split! into 
subintervals I (v) = [x(v),x(v+ I)], v = I, ... ,M. For simplicity 
let x(l) = O. Then one constructs piecewise approximations 
inI (v) starting with I (1). The idea is to use the general solution 
Eq. (5.18) in all intervals I (v), but with different vectors roO(v). 

In 1(1) one keeps the former solution with 

fLl(X) fcont(x) 

Re 1m Re 1m 

- 0.981782-7 - 1.00000 0.000 000 - 1.00000 
- 0.990.096-1 - 0.990099 - 0.990 099-1 - 0.990099 
- 0.192 308 -0.961538 - 0.192 308 -0.961538 
- 0.275 230 - 0.017431 -0.275229 - 0.917 431 
- 0.344 827 - 0.862069 - 0.344 828 -0.862069 
-0.400000 -0.800000 -0.400000 -0.800000 
-0.441177 - 0.735 294 - 0.441176 - 0.735 294 
- 0.469 798 - 0.671 141 - 0.469 799 - 0.671 141 
- 0.487805 -0.609 756 - 0.487805 -0.609 756 

(5.25) 

with roO given by Eq. (5.19). From Eqs. (5.18), (5.25), and 
(5.20) one obtains approximately f(X(2)) 

(5.26) 

Then one determines a new initial vector ro0(2) for 1(2) in ana
logy to Eq. (5.19) by requiring 

0(2) _ 1 J1~ 
Wj - 2m' 5j _ f(X(2))' j = 1, ... ,N, (5.27) 

where f(X(2)) is taken from Eq. (5.26). Then one proceeds to 
I (3) and obtains 

f(X(3))~S* 0 e-4(xl3J
-x

l
'J)ro0(2), (5.28) 

and so on. The results are shown in Table II for the real part 
of the function. The imaginary part shows a similar behav

ior. The best approximation fL, is determined in the inter
val 1= [0,6]. For fCauChy, M = 16 subintervals have been 
chosen. Also, N is the number of contour discretization 
nodes. Then f Cauchy keeps six digits of accuracy over the 
interval [0,6] while the analytical continuation suddenly 
breaks down. 

VI. ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS OF nTH 
ORDER 

In this section it will be indicated that in analogy to Sec. 
II, in addition, a higher-order ordinary nonlinear differential 

'Table II. The same as Table I, but only for the real part of the functions. Here. N is the number of nodes for the path discretization,,rauch, is improved by 
recursive calculation of M = 16 initial values in the interval [0,6], andf L, is the best L2 approximation in [0,6]. 

x f(x) fCauch,(x) fLl(X) ront(x) 

N= 10 N= 15 N=20 N=10 N=15 N=20 
0.0 0.000000 - 0.237541-9 + 0.305 174-4 + 0.210 387-9 +0.170386-1 - 0.223 744-2 + 0.590 338-2 0.000000 
0.6 -0.441176 -0.441233 -0.441204 - 0.441 176 - 0.436595 -0.440740 - 0.439 842 -0.441176 
1.2 - 0.491803 -0.492013 - 0.491812 -0.491803 -0.494473 - 0.492181 - 0.490 816 -0.491803 
1.8 -0.424528 -0.424667 -0.424530 -0.424528 - 0.424 756 -0.424239 -0.425060 -0.424329 
2.4 -0.355030 - 0.355117 -0.355029 - 0.355029 -0.352833 - 0.355316 -0.355665 -0.359356 
3.0 -0.300000 -0.300058 -0.299999 - 0.300000 -0.301213 - 0.299 700 -0.298886 div 
3.6 -0.257880 -0.257920 - 0.257 879 -0.257880 -0.258957 -0.258180 -0.258476 
4.2 -0.225322 -0.225351 -0.225321 -0.225322 -0.223694 -0.225019 -0.226088 
4.8 - 0.199 667 -0.199689 -0.199667 - 0.199 667 -0.200093 -0.199992 -0.198760 
5.4 -0.179045 - 0.179 062 - 0.179 045 - 0.179 045 -0.179578 - 0.178 832 -0.177698 
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equation can be written as a linear integrodifferential equa
tion. We consider 

a~f(x) = H(f(x),axf(x), ... ,a;-If(x)), (6.1) 

with the initial conditions 

f(xd = ai' ax f(x l ) = az, ... , a; - I f(x l ) = an' (6.2) 

We assume that a; J, k = O, .. ,n - 1 map the domain D into 
Gint • 

Let H(ZI, ... ,zn) be holomorphic for (ZI, ... ,zn) E Gn. Let 
us define 

(6.3) 

and 

HI(ZI,· .. ,zn) = zz, HZ(ZI,· .. ,zn) = Z3'"'' 

Hn _ I (ZI,· .. ,zn) = Zn' Hn (ZI,· .. ,zn) = H (ZW .. ,zn). (6.4) 

All HI are holomorphic for (ZI, ... ,zn) E G n. 
Thus Eq. (6.1) reads 

ax Yi = H i ( YI,. .. ,yn)' i = 1, ... ,n, 
with the initial conditions 

Yi(Xtl = a i • 

We define for ~ = (SI"",Sn) E G~ut 

n 1 
liJ(S,x) = II ' 

;= lSi - Yi(X) 

withYi being given by Eq. (6.3). 
Then one obtains, using Cauchy's theorem, 

with 

(6.5) 

(6.6) 

(6.7) 

in analogy to Eq. (2.11). The initial condition reads 
n 1 

liJ(S,xI) = II --, (6.10) 
;=ISi -a; 

in analogy to Eq. (2.12). 

VII. PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 

In this section it shall be demonstrated how the trans
formation used above can be applied to certain nonlinear 
partial differential equations. Let us consider the following 
type of POE in three dimensions, i.e., a nonlinear Laplace 
equation 

~f=H(f). (7.1) 
Examples are the sine-Gordon equation and the Liou

ville equation. 13 Again we assume that H is a holomorphic 
function in G (Fig. 1) and fIx) E Gint for every x in a given 
domain D. If one tries to transform Eq. (7.1) into a linear 
equation in the same way it was done for an ODE, one is 
faced with a problem. The principle, which allowed us to 
transform Eq. (2.1) into a linear equation, can be stated in the 
following way. For each polynomial pIn) there is a polyno
mial Q (m) such that in some domain 
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~ p (n)(f(x)) ~ Q (m)(f(x)). 
dx 

(7.2) 

That is, the class of polynomials of fIx) [the solution of Eq. 
(2.1)] is at least approximately closed under application of 
the operator d / dx [the class of hoI om orphic functions of fIx) 
is exactly closed]. However. this does not hold for the POE 
given by Eq. (7.1). If we define for 5 E Gout 

liJ(5,x) = 1/[5 - f(x)]. (7.3) 

we obtain from Eq. (7.1) 

~liJ(5,x) = 2(V ff /(5 - f)3 + ~f /(5 - ff (7.4) 

In general the term (Vf)z cannot be expressed as a poly
nomial (holomorphic function) of fIx). In the following, 
three cases will be discussed which yield linear equations. 

(a) We assume there is an auxiliary function HI. which 
obeys 

(Vf)Z = HI (a, {J.y/), (7.5) 

where a, {J,y are some generalized coordinates, being func
tionsofx, andHI(sl"",s4) is holomorphic for (51, ... ,54) in G 4

• 

We define for 5 E Gout 

liJ(S,x) = 1/[5 - fIx)]. (7.6) 

Then we obtain from Eqs. (7.4), (7.5), and (7.1) 

~liJ(sx) = 2HI(a,{J,y,J) + H(f) 
, (5 - f)3 (5 - f)2 

= _1_ lim r ds' [ 2HI(a,{J,y,s') 
21TiE~+OJs (5(I+t"}-s')3 

+ H(s') ]liJ(f:'X) (77) 
(5 (1 + €) - 5 ')2 ~" . 

which is a linear singular integropartial differential equa
tion. 

Let us give just two examples for HI' If we consider the 
one-soliton solution of the sine-Gordon equation in 3 + 0 
dimensions, as given in Ref. 13, one obtains 

HI(a,{J,y,J) = 2(1 - cos(f)). (7.8) 
If we consider the first nontrivial solution of the Liouville 
equation in 3 + 0 dimensions, which is given in Ref. 13, one 
obtains 

HI (a, {J,y,J) = 2 exp(f). (7.9) 
(b) Let us consider a slight generalization of Eq. (7.1), 

but only in two dimensions, 

(a; + a;)f(x,y) = H(J,Ix,/Y). (7.10) 

Let H be holomorphic in G 3 and let fIx), Ix(x), /y(x) be 
elements for Gint for every x in the domain D. 

Now we assume there areH;, i = 1,2,3, holomorphic in 
G 3

, which obey 

a;f= HI(J,fx'/Y), 

a",ayf = Hz(J,Ix,/Y), 

ifyf= H 3(J,fx,/Y). 

(7.11) 

(7.12) 

(7.13) 

The following example shows that this is no empty defini
tion: 
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f(x,y) = l(x+.r), (£1; +ify)f= -2f2 + 2j3- 2f1;" 

H I(ZI,z2,z3) = ~, H 2(ZI,z2,z3) = - 2z lz3, 

H3(ZI,z2,z3) = - 2z7 - 2z lz3 • 

We denote 

(7.14) 

II =J, f2 =Ix, h =1;" 

A I(f) = f2' A 2(f) = HI(f), A3(f) = H2(f), 

BI(f) = h, B2(f) = H2(f), B3(f) = H3(f)· 

(7.15) 

(7.16) 

(7.17) 
Putting 

3 1 
w(S,x) = III s; - .t:(x) , (7.18) 

one obtains the linear first-order POE's 

axw(S,x)= lim -1-1 ds' IT 1 
£-++0 (217;)3 S3 k=1 (5k(l +E) -skI 

X ± A)(s') , w(S',x), (7.19) 
j= I (Sj(l + E) - Sj) 

ayw(s,x) = lim _1 - 1 d s' IT 1 
£~+o (217;)3 S3 k=1 (5k(l +E)-skl 

X ± Bj(s'), w(S',x). (7.20) 
j= I (Sj(l + E) - s)1 

If, in addition to Eq. (7.10), boundary conditions are 
given, linear equations can be set up to determine the func
tions Hi> i = 1,2,3. Let us consider a rectangular domain 
D = [XI,x2] X [YuY2] and assume the boundary conditions 

f= ai' Ix = a2' 1;, = a3 (7.21) 

hold on the left lower border R = [Xt,x2] X [ydu[xd 
X [YI,y2] , where a; are some given functions. Integration of 
Eq. (7.11 I yields 
axf(x,yl) - axf(xl,yl) 

or 

= ~ 1 d s'HI(s') r dx' 
(2m) S3 JXI 

X 1 (7.22) 
(5t - f(x,ytll(52 - fx(X,yI))(53 - J;,(x,ytl) 

Fdx) = ~i dS'HI(S')RI(S',x), x E [X I,x2]' 
(2m) S3 

(7.23) 

where FI ,R I are known from the boundary conditions. Simi
lar equations are obtained by integrating Eq. (7.13) over y 
and Eq. (7.12) over x or over y. Finally, the following holds: 

(7.24) 

Equation (7.23) and similar equations and Eq. (7.24) set up 
linear equations for the determination of the functions Hi' 

(c) Finally, we want to set up linear functional equations 
for the solution ofEq. (7.1). 

We assume that the domain is real, i.e., D C R3 and 
fix), V fix) are given on BD, the boundary of D. Let f/J (x) be a 
function which is twice dltferentiable in D. Then Eq. (7.4) 
yields 

935 

r dx 4>..:::1w = r dx 4> [ 2(Vf)2 + H(f) ]. (7.25) 
k k (5-H (5-fl 
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By using Green's theorem, one obtains 

L dx4>..:::1w= LD dO'[4>Vw-wV4>j + L dx(..:::14>1w 

=gM) + L dx(..:::14»w (7.26) 

and 

r dx 4> (Vf)2 
JD (5 _f)3 

1 [ r (4)Vf V4>] r ..:::14> ] 
=4' - )t;D dO' (s-ff + s-f - JD dx s-f 

(7.27) 

The functions gl,g2 are known from the boundary condi
tions. Equations (7.25)-(7.27) yield 

~ r dx(..:::14>(x))w(5,x) 
2 JD 

= - gl(5) + 2g2(5) + lim ~J ds' 
£-+ + 0 2m 

X r dx H(s') Wit" x) (728) 
JD (s(l +E)-S')2 ~, , . 

for all S E Sand 4> subject to the above-stated conditions. 
But otherwise 4> is arbitrary; it can be chosen, e.g., from an 
orthogonal function system. The functionsgl,g2 depend on 
the boundary conditions on f and on 4>. Equation (7.28) 
constitutes a linear functional equation for w. 

VIII. CONCLUSIONS 

We have pointed out the importance of nonlinear differ
ential equations in many branches of physics and the need 
for practical solution methods. Here we have suggested a 
new approach to solve nonlinear differential equations, 
when the nonlinearity involved is of a holomorphic type. It 
consists of transforming the nonlinear differential equation 
into a linear integrodifferential or functional equation. The 
solution of the latter can be transformed easily into the solu
tion of the original equation. The transformed linear equa
tion has been studied. Its basic features are the following: It 
is an equation with a singular integral kernel. Its solution is 
unique and it can be given a closed analytical form. Linear 
functional equations in a Hilbert space have been given, 
which involve properties of the solution outside the conver
gence radius of its Taylor series. The kernel of the linear 
integrodifferential equation can be studied in a Hilbert space 
and it can be decomposed in a compact plus a bounded plus 
an unbounded operator in a simple form. In addition, a 
theorem on weak convergence of approximate solutions ina 
Hilbert space can be given. (The two latter results will be 
published elsewhere.) The method has been tested numeri
cally for one example and was found to give results accurate 
up to the sixth digit if 20 nodes for the discretization of the 
contour integral have been used, which we consider as excel
lent convergence. All this has been done for first-order ordi
nary differential equations. 

The method can be applied also to higher-order ODE's. 
Application of the method to partial differential equations is 
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not so straightforward. Nevertheless it has been shown how 
linear integrodifferential equations or functional equations 
can be obtained using knowledge of an additional constraint 
equation or from boundary conditions. The type of PDE 
considered here is a nonlinear Laplace equation, examples of 
which are the sine-Gordon or the Liouville equation. 

Finally we want to mention that the method can be 
applied also to operator-valued differential equations, if the 
operators are bounded. The basic tool of transformation to a 
linear equation, which is the Cauchy integral, can be gener
alized in the Dunford calculusl6 to operator-valued func
tions. We hope this might lead to useful applications in parti
cle physics. 
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APPENDIX A: PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2 

Here we want to give a proof of Proposition 2. 
Corresponding to each g E .!iff ( Gout) let us define t/fI and 

Eg via 

t/fI(S ',s) = [ g(S') - g(S )]I(s' - s), 

E g(S ',s) = [ t/fI(S',s) - t/fI(S,s )]I(S' - s ), 

(AI) 

(A2) 

respectively, for all S,S' E Gout. Then both t/fI and Eg are 
holomorphic in G ~ut. If g E .!iff(Gout XDI), t/fI and Eg are de
fined by 

t/fI(S ',s,z) = [g(S',z) - g(S,z) ]I(s' - s), (A3) 

Eg(s ',s,z) = [t/fI(s ',s,z) - t/fI(s,s,z)]/(s' - s), (A4) 

for all S ',s E Gout, Z E D I. Then both t/fI, E g are holomorphic 
in G~ut XD I · 

We claim that A defined on .!iff(Gout ) by Eq. (2.17) has 
the following representation: 

(Ag)(S) =~ r ds' H(s'jE'g(s',s), SES. (A5) 
2m Js 

This can be seen as follows. For S E S one has 

(A )11:) - r 1 [L dl:' H(S') 
g ~ - E-+ U!\ 217"; s ~ (S (1 + E) - S 'f 

X(g(S') -g(S)) +g(S) Is ds' (S(1 :~~ s'f]' 

(A6) 

The second term on the right-hand side ofEq. (A6) vanishes 
because the integrand is holomorphic in the interior of S. 
Thus, we obtain 

(A )11:) - lim _1 r dl:' HII:') (S' - S) 0/8(1:' 1:) 
g~ - E-++021TiJs ~ ~ (S(1 +E)_S,)2'f' ~ ,~ 

= lim _1 [r ds' H(S') (S' - S) 
E-++O 217"i Js (S(1 + €) - S')l 
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x(t/fI(S',s) - t/fI(S,S)) + t/fI(S,S) Is ds' 

XH(s') (S' - S) ] 
(S(l + E) - S')2 . 

(A7) 

Again, the second term vanishes on the rhs ofEq. (A 7). Thus 
one has 

(Ag)(S) = lim ~ r ds' H(s') (S' - S)2 Eg(S"s) 
«-+0 2m Js (S(l + €) - S')2 

= lim ~ r ds' H(s'jE'g(s',s) 
«_+0 217"l Js 

X [1 _ 2SE S2C] (A8) 
s(l + E) - S' + (s(l + E) - S')2 . 

In the limit E-+ + 0 the last two terms in the bracket give no 
contribution, thus Eq. (A5) is obtained. 

Now, we assume contrary to the claim of Proposition 2 
that there is another ll)" E D OJ' We put 

.J (S,z) = ll)'(S,z) - ll)"(S,z). (A9) 

Because ll)', ll)" obey Eq. (2.12) one has for S E S 

.J (S,zl) = O. (AW) 

Hence Eqs. (A3) and (AW) give for s', S E S 

~(S',S,zI)=O. (All) 

Similarly, Eqs. (A4) and (All) imply for s', S E S 

E.6. (S ',S,zl) = O. (A12) 

Equations (2.18) and (A5) can be applied to yield for S E S, 
zED

I 
. 

!!...J (S,z) = ~ r ds' H(S'}(EOJ'(s',s,z) - EOJ'(S',s,z)) dz 2m Js 

=_1. r ds' H(S'jE'.6.(S',s,z). (A13) 
2m Js 

Hence Eqs. (A12) and (A13) yield for S E S 

d dz.J (s,z)lz=zl = O. (A14) 

By construction,.J given by Eq. (A9) is a holomofphic func
tion in Gout XDI, i.e.,.J E .!iff(Gout xDd. Ifwe denote.J (n) for 
(S,z) E Gout XDl> n = 0,1,2, ... , by 

.J (n)(S,z) = (!Y.J (S,z), (A15) 

then.J (n) E .!iff(Gout XDI) holds for all n = 0,1,2, .... In addi-
. .IA In' -4

10' .J(G 2 D ) fi II [ bon, 'f' ,.:: E .w out X I or a n = 0,1,2,... see defi-
nitions (A3) and (A4) and the following remark]. 

Next we claim for S E S, Z E D I, n = 0,1,2, ... , 

.J (n+ l)(S,z) = ~ r ds' H(S'jE'4 In,(S"s,z). (A16) 
2m Js 

This is valid for n = 0 by Eq. (A13). 
One immediately calculates 

! ~lo,(S"S,z) = ~1n+1'(S"S,z), (A17) 

!!.. :;.6. 10'(1:' I: ) _ :;.6. 1"+ I'll:' I: ) - ~ ,~,z - - ~ ,~,z, dz (A18) 

for (S ',S,z) E G~ut XDI, n = 0,1,2, .... 
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Now we assume that Eq. (A16)is valid for n = no' Then 
we have for SES, zEDt , 

.:1 (no + 2)(S,z) 

= .:{ .:1 Ina + t)(5,z) 
dz 

= _1_ idS' H (5').:{ Sod i"OI(S',S,z) 
217'i s dz 

= -l-i ds' H(S')Eodi"O+ll(S',S,z), 
217'i s 

(A19) 

where Eq. (A1S) has been used. That proves Eq. (A16) for all 
n = 0,1,2, .... 

Next, we claim for S E S, n = 0,1,2, ... , 

.:1 ln)(5,zllz = Zl = O. (A20) 

This is valid for n = 0,1 by Eqs. (A1O) and (A14), respective
ly. 

So let us assume Eq. (A20) is valid for n = no. That 
implies for S ',s E S 

~i"Oi(5"S,z)!Z=Zl =0, (A21) 

which in tum implies for S ',s E S 

_odl"Ol , f: )! 0 .: (5 ,~,z z=z, = . (A22) 

Equations (A16) and (A22) yield for S E S 

.:1 lna
+ t)(5,z)!Z=Zl = 0, (A23) 

which proves Eq. (A20) for all n = 0,1,2, .... 
Since.:1 E d(Gout XDt), it can be expanded in a Taylor 

series with respect to the variable z, around Z = Zt, for each 
SES 

This series converges in the largest disk around Zt, where 
.:1 (5,z) is holomorphic with respect to z. But.:1 (5,z) is holo
morphic in DI by the definition of DO). 

Hence Eq. (A24) is valid for S E S, Z EDt. But Eq. (A20) 
implies then for S E S, Z E Dto 

.:1 (5,z) = o. (A2S) 

Since.:1 E d(Gout XDt), the theorem ofidentity of two holo
morphic functions can be applied, which shows that Eq. 
(A2S) holds for all (s,z) E Gout XD I • which finishes the proof 
of Proposition 2. 

APPENDIX B: PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3 

Here we want to prove Proposition 3. Let us define for 
gE d(Gout )' SEGout 

(B1) 

where sg is given by Eq. (A2). Because sg E d(G~ut) [see 
the remark after Eq. (A2)], the rhs ofEq. (BIlls a holomor
phic function with respect to SE Gout' i.e., AgE d!,gout). 
Comparing Eq. (AS) with (B 1) shows that (Ag)(5 ) and (Ag)(5 ) 
agree for S E S. The identity theorem for holomorphic func
tions can be applied and yields the uniqueness of the exten
sionAofA. 
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Now let us consider g E d(Gout xDtl, Hence 
Eg E d(G~ut XD I ) and we define analogously to Eq. (B1) 

(Ag)(5,z) = ~i ds' H(s')Eg(s',s,z)· (B2) 
2m s 

Obviously, the rhs 1s holomorphic with respect to 
(s,z) E Gout XD I , i.e., Ag E (Gout XDtl, which proves Eq. 
(3.S). 

One has in analogy to Eq. (A1S) for s',s E Gout' Z E DI 

.:{Eg(5',s,z) =S(dldzJB(5',S,z). (B3) 
dz 

Hence, Eqs. (B2) and (B3) imply for S E Gout' Z E DI 

( .:{Ag) (5,z) = ~l ds' H(5') .:{Eg(5',s,z) 
dz 2m s dz 

=~ r ds' H(s')EldldzJB(S',s,z) 
2m Js 

= (A !g)(5,z), (B4) 

which establishes Eq. (3.6). 
Equation (2.1S) reads more explicitly for S E S, Z E D I , 

.:{ m(s,z) = (Am)(5,z). (BS) 
dz 

Using the extension A one obtains for S E Gout, ZED II 

d A 

- m(s,z) = (Am)(s,z)· 
dz 

(B6) 

Equations (B6) and (3.6) imply for S E Gout' Z E D I , 

n = 0,1,2, ... 

(
d)n A dz m(s,z) = (A nm)(5,z). (B7) 

Because mE d(Gout xDtl it can be expanded in a Taylor 
series with respect to Z at Z = Z I for each S E Gout 

00 1 (d)V m(5,z) = L I' -d m(s,z)!Z=Zl(z -Zit, 
v=o v. Z 

(BS) 

which converges uniformly for s,z in any double disk 
Da XDb interior to Gout XD I (see Ref. 17). Equations (B7) 
and (3.3) imply 

(
d)n A 
dz m(5,z)!Z=Zl = (A nm)(5,z)!Z=Zl 

A A 

= (A nml)(5,z)!Z=Zl = (A nmtl(5,z). (B9) 

The last equali!y holds because ml is independent of Z and 
application of A on ml does not create any Z dependence. 
Finally, Eqs. (B6) and (B9) yield Eq. (3.7). 

APPENDIX C: PROOF OF PROPOSITION 4 

Here we give the proof of Proposition 4. Let h E Ko. 
For each E > 0 the integral kernel corresponding to BE given 
by Eq. (4.10) is a square-integrable function, hence BEh E K. 
Moreover (BEh )(t,6,x) is 217' periodic with respect to t,6. The 
same holds for a'¢, (BEh )(t,6,x), n = 0,1,2, ... , henceBEh E Ko. 
Introducing in analogy to Eqs. (A3) and (A4) 

tf/'(t,6',t,6,x)= h(t,6',x)-h(t,6,x) , (C1) 
exp(it,6 ') - exp(it,6 ) 
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Eh(¢ '.¢.X) = t/J'(¢ '.¢.X) - t/J'(¢.¢,x) • (C2) 
exp(i¢ ') - exp(i¢ ) 

one obtains analogously to Eq. (AS) 

1 IX2 (Beh )(¢,x) = - dx' () (x - x') 
21TR XI 

x f~ 1T d¢' exp(i¢ ')H (R exp(i¢ ')) 

X [I _ 2€ exp(i¢ ) 
exp(i¢)(1 + €) - exp(i¢') 

C exp(2i¢) ] 
+ (exp(i¢)(1 + €) - exp(i¢ '))2 

XEh(¢'.¢.x') (C3) 

and in the € limit in analogy to Eq. (AS) 

I IX2 ftT (Bh )(¢.x) = - dx' () (x - x') d¢ , exp(i¢ ') 
21TR XI -tT 

XH(R exp(i¢')) Eh(¢ '.¢,x'). (C4) 

Since E his 21T periodic and infinitely many times differ
entiable with respect to ¢ '.¢. so is (Bh )(¢.x) 21T periodic and 
infinitely many times differentiable with respect to ¢. That 
implies also for (Bh )(¢.x) to be square integrable with respect 
to (¢.x). hence Bh E JY'0. 

Next we consider the Hilbert adjoint of Be' One can 
easily verify that Be. defined on JY' by 

A 1 IX2 (Beg(¢,x) = - dx' () (x' - x) 
21TR XI 

[ 
d¢' exp( - up XH (R exp(up )))* 

X -tT (exp( - up ')(1 + €) - exp( - up W 
xg(¢ , ,x'). (CS) 

fulfills the requirement of a Hilbert adjoint of Be. i.e .• 
A 

(gIBeh) = (Beglh ). (C6) 

for all g. h E JY'. and thus 

(C7) 

In analogy to Be one verifies that B / maps JY'0 into JY'0. 
Next we give the definition and study properties of a 

"Hilbert adjoint" of B. Let B be defined on JY'0 by 

(Bh (¢,x) = lim (B e+ h )(¢,x). 
e~+O 

One can write Eq. (CS) in the form 

(B e+ h )(¢.x) 

= exp(i¢ )(H (R exp(i¢ )))*lx2 dx' () (x' _ x) 
21TR XI 

(CS) 

x[ d¢' exp(2i¢ ') h (¢ ',x'). 
-1T (exp(i¢ )(1 + €) - exp(i¢ '))2 

In analogy to Eqs. (AS) and (C3) one has 

(B / h )(¢,x) 

= exp(i¢)(H (R exp(i¢ )))*lx2 dx' () (x' _ x) 
21TR XI 
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(C9) 

X ftT d¢' exp(2i¢ ') [I _ 2€ exp(i¢ ) 
- 1T exp(i¢ )( I + €) - exp(i¢ ') 

+ C exp(2i¢) ] ::h(A.' A.. x') (ClO) 
(exp(i¢ )(1 + €) - exp(i¢'W - '/' .'/'. • 

which yields in the € limit in analogy to Eqs. (AS) and (C4) 

(Bh )(¢.x) = exp(i¢)(H (R exp(i¢ )))*lx2 dx' () (x' _ x) 
21TR XI 

xf~ tT d¢' exp(2i¢') Eh(¢ '.¢.x'). (Cll) 
A 

Similarly as above one concludes that B maps JY'0 into JY'0. 
Next we claim that for every h E JY'. 

II II 
Beh - Bh ~ O. (CI2) 

e->O 

A II II 
B/h -Bh ~ O. 

e->O 
(C13) 

We noted already that (Beh )(~) and (B e+ h )(¢.x) con
verge pointwise to (Bh )(¢.x) and (Bh )(¢.x). respectively. It 
turns out that they even converge in the sup norm which 
guarantees the convergence in the L2 norm. Let us verify it 
for Beh. According to Eqs. (C3) and (C4) we have to estimate 

(Beh - Bh )(¢.x) 

1 IX
2 

ftT = - dx' () (x - x') d¢ , exp(i¢ ') 
21TR XI -1T 

XH(R exp(i¢')) [ - 2€ exp(i¢) 
exp(i¢ )( I + €) - exp(i¢ ') 

+ C exp(2i¢) ] Eh(¢ '.¢,x'). (CI4) 
(exp(i¢)(1 + €) - exp(i¢'W 

Similar estimates have been performed in Ref. IS. 
We define 

Hs = sup IH(5)I. 
SES 

(CIS) 

::h_ 
-s- (CI6) sup 

X E [XI'X2] 
.p,.p' E I - tT, + 1TJ 

Due to the 21Tperiodicity with respect to ¢ of the functions in 
Eq. (CI4). one can change in Eq. (CI4) the boundaries of ¢ , 
integration [ - 1T. + 1Tl to [¢ - 1T.¢ + 1Tl. Then we estimate 

I(Beh - Bh )(¢,x) I <_1_ Hs(X2 - xd E~ 
21TR 

X [ + 1T d¢' I 2€ I 
.p - tT 1 + € - exp(i(¢ , - ¢ )) 

+ II + € _ eX;(i(¢ , _ ¢ )) 1
2

• (CI7) 

The substitution ¢ , - ¢~ " shows that the integral is inde
pendent of ¢. Thus we can estimate 

I(Beh-Bh)(¢,x)I<Mf
1T 

d¢"21 €. I 
-1T 1+ € - exp(ltp") 

+ 11 + € _ €exp(i¢ ") 12. (CIS) 

We split the integration interval 

[ - 1T. + 1T] = [ - 1T. - v'E] u [ - v'E. + v'E] u [ + v'E.1T] . 
(CI9) 
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In the first and third interval, the integrand can be estimated, 
using 

I E. " I < I E I - .[E. (C20) 
I + E - exp(ltp) I + E - exp( ± i.[E) E--+O 

In the second interval, the integrand can be estimated, using 

IE/[l + E - exp(i¢ ")]1<1. (C21) 

Thus the integral in Eq. (CI8) tends to 0 with E~, because 
either the integrand tends to 0 (first and third interval) or the 
integrand is bounded but the length of the interval tends to 0 
(second interval). Thus we obtain 

sup I(BEh - Bh )(¢,x)I--+ 0, 
'" E [ - Tr. + TrJ E--+O 

(C22) 

XE [""X2] 

which guarantees Eq. (CI2). Analogously one obtains Eq. 
(C13). Now we have for g, hE$'o 

(gIBh) = (gl(B - BE)h) + (B E+ glh) 
;0.. A 

= (gl(B - BE)h) + «(B E+ - B )glh) + (Bglh). 
(C23) 

Due to Eqs. (CI2) and (C13) the first two terms on the rhs 
vanish with E~, hence 

(gIBh) = (Bglh ). (C24) 

We define 
A 

B+=B (C25) 

and call it the "Hilbert adjoint" of B. 
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Compact expression for LOwdin's alpha function 
A. A. Antone 
Department of Applied Mathematical Studies, UnilJersity of Leeds, Leeds, England"") 
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A simple analytical expression for Lowdin's alpha function is derived. This expression is expected 
to be more convenient with the expansion of a general function about a displaced center than any 
other available in the literature. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
In many nuclear and electronic physics problems we 

are faced with "the problem of shifted origins," where we 
need to expand a function F (R) = fiR ) Y Z(R) in terms of the 
vectors r l and r2 in the form 

fiR )YZ(R) = } (/I,m l;/2,m - m1111/2Lm) 
Il~1 

where 

Xa(II,12,L,rl,r2./)Yr.'(IJI)Y~ - m'(IJ2), 
(1) 

R=rl +r2 (2) 

and the solid harmonic Y Z(R) is defined in terms of the 
spherical harmonic YZ(IJR) as 

YZ(R) = R LYZ(IJR) = R LYZ(OR'~R)' (3) 

Such an expansion would enable us to evaluate physical 
quantities like electronic energy, electric dipole transition 
probabilities, molecular dipole moments, and various other 
quantities which are usually expressed in terms of integrals 
of the translation operator known as the multicenter inte
grals. 

In the special case when r2 lies on the z axis and is de
noted in the spherical polar coordinates (r2,02'~2) by 

(r2,0'~2) = a, (4) 

Eq. (1) takes the form 

fiR )YZ(R) =f(R )YZ(rl + a) 

Xa(II,/2,L,rl,a./)Y~(IJI)' (5) 

where we have used 

Yj(O,~) = [(2j + 1)141Tp/28m.o. (6) 

Because of the history of the problem many attempts 
have been made in the past to derive an analytical expression 
for Lowdin'sl alpha function a(/I,/2,L,rl>a./) appearing in 
Eq. (5). Recently Suzuki2 has attempted to derive some re
currence relations that would make numerical computations 
easier. However, his study was based on two analytical ex
pressions derived previously by Sharma3 and Silverstone et 
al.,4 respectively. Sharma's expressionS involves the summa
tion over four indices while that of Silverstone et al.6 con
tains only three. Neither of these expressions visibly reduces 

alCurrent address: Department of Mathematics, Mu'tah University, P.O. 
Box 5076, Amman, Jordan. 

to the well-known special case when fiR ) = 1. The solid har
monic YZ(R) = YZ(rl + r2) is expressed by Eq. (12.41) in 

Talman7 in terms of the solid harmonics Y~'(rIl and 

Y~~,7'(r2) as 

YZ(C1 + c2) = L { 41r(2L + I)! } 112 

I,m, (2/1 + 1)!(2L - 2/1 + I)! 
X (/1,ml;L -/1,m - mll/l(L -11)Lm) 

X Y~'(cIlY~~/7'(c2)' (7) 

which, when C2 = a, reduces to 

ym( +) "L-/,{ (2L + I)! JII2 
L C

I a = f a (2/1 + 1)!(2L _ 2/1)! 

X (/1,m;L -/1,OI/I(L -/1)Lm) Y~(rIl· 
(8) 

In this paper we will derive an analytical expression for 
the general function a(/I,lz,L,r l,r2./) appearing in Eq. (1) and 
then deduce the special case when C2 = a and find the simple 
expression for LOwdin's alpha function in the form (we will 
prove later that 12 can only take the value 12 = L -II) 

a(/I>L,rl,a./) = [a
L -/'r~'F(/1 + ~)l/I!] 

{ 
4(2L + I)! JII2 

X (2/1 + 1)!(2L - 2/1 + I)! 

X [ f(A, )sin2/, + 10 dO, (9) 

where A, 2 = ri + a2 + 2arl cos 0 and the integral may be 
written as 

So'" f(A, )sin2/, + 1 0 dO 

= 1 [H' Uf(A, JdA, 
(2ar,)2/1 + 1 la-r,1 

(10) 

It is worth noting at this stage that when f(R) = 1, Eq. (9) 
gives 

a(/I,L,rl,a,l) 

= [aL-/'r~'r(/1 + ~)l/I!] 

{ 
4(2L + I)! }1I2 { ..[ii II! } 

X (2/1 + )!(2L - 2/1 + I)! r(/1 +~) 
L-/, I, { 411'(2L + 1)1 JII2 (11) 

= a r l (21 + I)I(2L _ 2/1 + I)! . 
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Substituting Eq. (11) in Eq. (5) we reproduce Talman's rela
tion given by Eq. (8). Similarly, in the general case our expan
sion given by Eq. (1) reduces to, on using Eq. (32), Talman's 
relation given by Eq. (7) when I(R ) = 1. 

II. CALCULATION OF a(/7/~/L,r7Ir2 f) 

Using the orthonormality of the spherical harmonics 
we invert Eq. (1) as 

(/1,/1;/2,L -/II/I/~L )a(11)12,L''I''2'/) 

= f I(R )Yf(R);::(IJIl;;,-/'(IJ2)dIJ I dIJ2, (12) 

where we have chosen m = Land m I = II and use the usual 
notation dIJ = sin 0 dO dtP. In the spherical polar coordi
nates (R,O,tP ) Eq. (2) gives 

R 2 = rf + ~ + 2'1'2 

X { cos 01 cos O2 + sin 01 sin O2 COS(tPl - tP2)} (13) 

and 

R sin 0 ei
'" ='1 sin 01 i"" + '2 sin O2 i"'2. (14) 

In order to evaluate the integral appearing in Eq. (12) 
we need Eq. (2.5.5) of Ref. 8 in the form 

ym(o,tP) = ( - .1t {(2j + 1)(j - m)!} 112 sinm 0 eim", 
J 211 41r(j + m)1 

X -- (cos2 0- 1)1 ( 
d )i+m 

d cos 0 

( - l)m {(2j + 1)(j - m)!} 112 • m 0 im'" =-- sm e 
2i 41T{j + m)! 

( _ W(2j - lx)!cos i - m - 2x 0 

X ~ x!(j _ x)!(j - m - lx)! 

( 2)m{(2j + 1)(j - m)!} liZ . m 0 im'" = - mn e 
41r(j + m)! 

( -lrFU-x+!)cosi-m-2xO 

X~ xtr{!U-m -lx + I)}F{!U-m -lx+2)} 
(15) 

where we have used the duplication formula 

..[ii F(2z) = 22z-IF(z)F(z + !). 
When m =j, Eq. (15) gives 

yL(R) = ( - w {(2L + I)! } liZ (R sin 0 eim",)L 
L 2LL! 41r 

= ( - w {(2L + I)! } 112 L I 
2LL ! 41r ~ k I(L - k )1 

( . 0 i"")L - k( . 0 i"'2)k X 'I sm Ie '2 sm 2 e , 

where we have used Eq. (14). 
We also need Eq. (3.6.13) of Ref. 8 as 

(/1,/1;/2,L -/11/1/2LL] 

{ 
(2L - 1)!(2/1)! }l.2 

= (L + II - 12)!(L + II + 12 + I)! . 

Using Eqs. (15), (17), and (18) we write Eq. (12) as 

a(/I,/2,L"I"2,/) 

_ ~ A (k,x) ifT dO . L + I, - k + I 0 
-~-- Ism I 

kx 4r 0 

X [dO 
. L+k-/,+I 1,+/2-L-2x 

2 sm cos 
o 

where 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

~- kr1( - lrF(/2 - x +~) 
A(k,x)=--~---------------~~----------

221
, + Ik!(L - k)!II!xtr {WI + 12 -L - lx + I)}F {WI + 12 -L - lx + 2)} 

X {1T{2/1 + 1)(2/2 + 1)(11 + 12 - L )!(L + II -/2)!)£ + II + 12 + 1)!}l.2 . 
(L + 12 -II)! 

(20) 

We now put'" ='1 -'2 and notice Eq. (13) showing 
that R takes the same value 

R ~ = rf + ~ + 2rl'2{ cos 01 cos O2 + sin 01 sin O2 cos '2}, 

when", takes either of the values", = -'2 or '" = 211" - '2' 
We therefore write 

(2fT (21T Jo Jo I(R )ei(L -I, - k )("', - "'2) d'i d'2 

i 21T f21T - "'2 = d'2 I(R jilL -I, - k)", d", 
o -"'2 

i 21T iRO 
= dtP2 G(R)dR=4r/(p)8",.0, 

o Ro 

(21) 

where 

p2 = rf + ~ + 2'1'2 COS(OI - ( 2), (22) 
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i 
Thus Eq. (19) takes the form 

a(II,/2,L"I"2,/) 

= LA (k,x) (1T dOl sinL + I, - k + I 0
1 

kx Jo 
X [/( ) . L + k - I, + 10 I, + 12 - L - 2x 0 dO p sm 2 cos 2 2' 

o 
(23) 

This general result could also be represented by a dou
ble integral over a plane area in polar coordinates as 

a(/I,/2,L"I"2,/) 

= LA (k,x) [ r
b 

G (P,02) 
kx 0 Jc 

X . L + k - I, + I 0 I, + 12 - L - 2x 0 .J dO 
sm 2 cos 2P"P 2' (24) 
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where 

and 

G (P,02) = I( ~) sin21, + I (p + (2), 
rl r2 sm O2 

p=cos- I {(p2-ri -~)/2rlr2l, 

c2 = ri + ~ - 2rlr2 cos 0 2, , 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

(28) 

We will now consider two special cases. The first is to 
show that Eq. (1) reduces to Talman's equation (7) when 

I 

where we have use the relation 

r(n -z)/r( -z) = (- l)nr(z - n + l)1r(z + 1). 

Substituting Eqs. (29) and (30) in Eq. (19) we get 

a(/l,L -/1,rl,r2,1) 

-r'r I 
I L-I { 41T{2L + I)! } 112 

- I 2 (2/1 + 1)!(2L - 2/1 + 1) 

(31) 

(32) 

which when substituted in Eq. (1) reproduces Talman's 
equation (7). 

For the second special case when r2 = a, that is O2 = 0, 
we have 

R = ri + 0 2 + 2ar l cos 01, 

Thus Eq. (19) takes the form 

a(/I,/2,L,r 1,0, I) 

= L A (k,x) f'" I(R) sinL + /, - k + 101 dOl 
/ex W Jo 

(33) 

The above summation over x is the same as that evaluat
ed by Eq. (30) and when substituted Eq. (36) immediately 
reproduces Eq. (9) on noting Eq. (16). 

Ip. O. LOwdin, Adv. Phys. 5, 96 (1956). 
2N. Suzuki, J. Math. Phys. 25, 1133 (1984). 
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I(R ) = 1. The second is to show thatthe general result ofEq. 
(24) reduces to Eq. (9) when r2 = a. Both proofs start from 
Eq. (19). 

When I(R) = 1, Eq. (19) shows that the angular inte
grals vanish unless k = L -II and the integer 
(II + 12 - L - 2x) is even. Under these conditions the angu
lar integrals give 

4r/11(L -/I)!# r {!(II + 12 - L - 2x + III 
r(/1 +~)r {!(L + 12 -II - 2x + 3ll 

(29) 

and the summation over x could now be evaluated using Eq. 
(A1.2) of Ref. 8 as 

(30) 

X[ . L+k-/I+l ll 11+/2 -L-lx O dO sm 172 cos. 2 2 
o 

X f'" f'" ei(L - II - k )("'1 - "'2) drPl drP2' (34) 

Equation (34) again shows that the angular integrals vanish 
unless k = L -II and the integer (II + 12 - L - 2x) is even. 
Thus we have 

Sa
'" . L + k - II + I 0 I, + 12 - L - 2x 0 dO sm 2 cos 2 2 

o 

X 12

," 12

'" e'1L -II - k )("" - "'2) drPl drP2 

A....2 [ • 2L - 2/, + I 0 II + 12 - L - 2x 0 dO 
='+11 sm 2 cos 22 

o 

= W (L -/d!r{!(ll +/2 -L -2x + I)l . 
r {!(L + 12 -II - 2x + 3)} 

Substituting Eqs. (20) and (35) in Eq. (34) we get 

3R. R. Sharma, Phys. Rev. A 13, 517 (1976). 
4H. J. Silverstone and R. K. Moats, Phys. Rev. A 16,1731 (1977). 
sSee Eq. (14) in Ref. 3. 
6See Eq. (2.2) in Ref. 2. 
7J. D.Talman, Special Functions (Benjamin, New York, 1968). 

(35) 

(36) 

SA. R. Edmonds, Angular Momentum in Quantum Mechanics (Princeton 
V.P., Princeton, NJ, 1960). 
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In this paper we construct a class of integrable Hamiltonian nonlinear evolution equations 
generated by a purely differential recursion operator. It turns out that this hierarchy is a complex 
version of the Burgers hierarchy and can be linearized through a generalization of the Cole-Hopf 
transformation. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, a number of remarkable results have 
been obtained in the field of integrable Hamiltonian systems 
with infinitely many degrees of freedom.! The essential 
property shared by all such systems is the existence of a two
fold Hamiltonian structure, generated by a Poisson and a 
recursion (Nijenhuis) operator, well coupled to one another. 2 

However, to our knowledge, all the integrable Hamiltonian 
evolution equations so far introduced have been shown to be 
associated with integrodifferential recursion operators.3 

Thus, we wondered whether there exists a hierarchy of non
linear Hamiltonian evolution equations generated by a pure
ly differential recursion operator. In Sec. II we exhibit a class 
of nonlinear evolution equations (NEE's) which is nothing 
but a complex version of the Burgers hierarchy, generated by 
a first-order differential recursion operator. In Sec. III we 
prove that this recursion operator is a Nijenhuis operator 
and that the whole class has a twofold Hamiltonian struc
ture. In Sec. IV we exhibit a field transformation which, as in 
the Burgers case, allows one to linearize any equation in the 
hierarchy. 

II. THE COMPLEX BURGERS HIERARCHY 

Let us introduce the following linear differential opera-
tor: 

Lp: = icpx + uxCP, (2.1) 

where u and cp are complex functions of the real variable x 
(say, space), possibly parametrically dependent on a further 
real variable t (say, time). Moreover we assume that Ux andcp 
vanish rapidly enough as Ix 1---+ 00 • 

Then, the complex Burgers hierarchy is given by 

u, = h (L)S(iux exp( - i(u - u))), (2.2) 

where h (z) is an arbitrary entire function and the operator S 
is defined as 

Sa: = i exp(i(u - u)).a. (2.3) 

Concerning formulas (2.2) and (2.3) we point out that, al
though the exponential factor exp(i(u - u)) cancels for any 
equation of the hierarchy, it plays an essential role in the 
definition of the operator S, as will be shown in Sec. III. 

The first equation in the hierarchy is obtained by setting 
h (L) = I and reads 

(2.4) 

The next equation, corresponding to h (L) = L, is given by 

(2.5) 

In terms of the new fields q = Ux ' it becomes 

q, = - iqxx - 2qqx' (2.6) 

Equation (2.6) is easily recognized to be a complex version of 
the well-known Burgers equation. On the other hand, it 
might be worthwhile to write down Eq. (2.5) in terms of the 
real and imaginary parts of u = v + iw: 

(2.7a) 

(2.7b) 

The next simplest equation, corresponding to h (L) = L2, 
reads 

u, = Uxxx - 3iuxuxx - (ux )3. (2.8) 

In terms of q, it becomes 

q, = (qxx - 3iqqx - q3)x' (2.9) 

Equation (2.9) is clearly a complex version of the second 
equation in the Burgers hierarchy. 4.5 The corresponding sys
tem for v and w reads 

v, = Vxxx + 3(vxwx )x + 3V,.,(wx )2 - (vS, (2.1Oa) 

w, = Wxxx - 3((vx )2 - (wxf)x/2 + (wx )3 - 3(V,.,)2wx · 
(2. lOb) 

III. THE HAMILTONIAN STRUCTURE 

In this section, we will derive the Hamiltonian structure 
associated with the hierarchy (2.2). To this aim, we have at 
our disposal two different approaches: the first one,6 mainly 
associated with the names of Gel'fand-Dikij, Lebedev
Manin, Kupershmidt-Wilson, and Adler, is of fairly alge
braic nature, and relies on the properties of certain infinite
dimensional Lie algebras (i.e., the algebra ofpseudodifferen
tial operators of negative degree); the second one, essentially 
geometrical in nature, investigates directly the integrability 
structure as tensor fields defined on some infinite-dimen
sional differentiable manifolds.3

•
7 We will follow the latter 

approach, relying extensively upon Refs. 3 and 7, both for 
the theoretical background and for the notations. 

Accordingly, we will regard u as a point in the manifold 
J/ (henceforth denoted as "configuration space") given by 
the affine hyperplane of the Frechet space F: = Coo (R,q, 
formed by Coo complex-valued functions defined on the 
whole real axis and obeying preassigned asymptotic condi
tions. Correspondingly, the tangent space Tu ' whose ele
ments will be denoted by the last letters in the Greek alpha
bet, is the space of Coo complex-valued functions of the real 
variable x, obeying homogeneous asymptotic conditions. 
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The cotangent space T~, whose elements will be denoted by 
the first letters in the Greek alphabet, is the same space as 
T", and can be put in duality with it through the nondegener
ate bilinear form: 

(a,f/J) = L+oooo dx(af/J + a~) = 2 Re L+oooo dx af/J. (3.1).~ 
By direct calculations, one can easily prove the follow

ing propositions. 
Proposition 1: The recursion operator L, which maps 

the tangent space into itself, is a Nijenhuis operator, i.e., it 
satisfies the following "zero-torsion,,7 condition: 

L'(f/J;LtP) - L'(tP;LqJ) = L[L'(f/J;tP) - L'(tP;f/J)] , (3.2) 

where by L'(f/J;tP) we denote the Gateaux derivative of the 
operator L evaluated at the point f/J in the tP direction. 

Proposition 2: The operator S is a Poisson operator, i.e., it 
maps the cotangent space into the tangent space and fulfills 
the following two conditions: 

(a,S{3) = - (f3,Sa) (skew symmetricity), 

(a,8'(p;Sr) + cyclic permutation = O. 

(3.3a) 

(3.3b) 

Proposition 3: The Nijenhuis operator L and the Poisson 
operator S are well coupled, i.e., they fulfill the following 
conditions: 
LoS = SoL· [L. is the adjoint ofL wrt (3.1)], (3.4a) 

(a,L'(S{3;f/J) - L'(q:';SP) 

= (f3,S'(a;LqJ) - L'(f/J;Sa) - LS'(a;f/J). (3.4b) 

Thus, they endow vii with a Poisson-Nijenhuis structure, 
or, equivalently, with a twofold Hamiltonian structure, de
fined by the Poisson operators Sand M: = LoS. 

Proposition 4: The operator QI(U) = iux exp(i(u - u)) is 
a potential operator, i.e., it maps the configuration space into 
the tangent space and satisfies the condition 

(Q; 'f/J,;P) = (Q; ·tP,f/J ). (3.5) 

Moreover, it is well-coupled with L, i.e., it satisfies the condi
tion 
(L·Q; 'f/J,tP) - (L·Q; ·tP,f/J ) 

= (QI,L'(f/J;tP) - L'(tP;f/J I). (3.6) 

From Propositions 1 and 4 it follows then that all the 
operators 

Qn(u): = (L·r-IQI(u) (3.7) 

are again potential operators. 
Let us now, for simplicity, restrict considerations to the 

case h (z) = ~ . It is easily seen that any equation in the hier
archy (2.2) can be cast in the form 

Ut = L n - ISQI(U) = S(L.t - IQI(U) = SQn (u). (3.8) 
Propositions 1-4 then entail that the following hold. 
(i) The twofold Hamiltonian flows Hn (u) 

: = SQn (u) = MQn _ 1 (u) are commuting flows, i.e., we have 

[~,Hd: = Hj.Hk -Hk'~ =0. (3.9) 

(ii) For any such flow, there exist an infinite set ofinte
grals of motion In [u], in involution with respect to the Pois-
son bracket, 

(3.10) 

which, for instance, can be evaluated through the formula 
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In [u] = L dA (Qn(AU),U). (3.11) 

We report here the first integrals of motion: 

II[u) = L+oooo dx exp[i(u - u)](ux + ux), (3.12a) 

(3.12b) 

13[u] = L+oooo dx exp[i(u - u)] 

X [uxux(ux + ux) - i(uxuxx - uxuxx )]' 

IV. SOLUTION THROUGH A LINEARIZING 
TRANSFORMATION 

(3. 12c) 

Let us now perform a change oflocal chart on our mani
fold, by means of the point transformation 

r(x,t) = exp( - iu(x,t )). (4.1) 

We will show in this section that, through the transforma
tion (4.1), which can be considered as a complex version of 
the well-known Cole-Hopf transformation, the whole class 
(2.2) is linearized. To this aim, we take advantage of the 
transformation properties implied by (4.1) on tangent and 
cotangent vectors and on field-dependent operators. We re
call here just the results, referring to (2) for the details. For a 
given change of local chart in our manifold, given by 

r = r(u), (4.2) 

we have 

f/Jr = r' 'f/J", (4.3a) 

a" = (r')·.ar. (4.3b) 

Accordingly, the potential operators obey the transforma
tion law 

Q(u) = (r')·.Q(r), (4.4a) 

while for the tensor operators Land S we have 

Lror' = r'oL", (4.4b) 

Sr = r'oS" ·(r')·. (4.4c) 

Hence, for the transformation (4.1) we have the simple rela
tions 

f/Jr = - irf/J", (4.5a) 

a" = Irar , (4.5b) 

Lr = reL'r- l
, (4.5c) 

Sr = reS" ·Y. (4.5d) 

Then, we can conclude that the hierachy ofNEE's, 

U t = L: - lux, (4.6) 

gives rise, in terms of the new field r, to the hierarchy of 
linear evolution equations: 

(4.7) 

whose Cauchy problem can be trivially solved by the Fourier 
transform. 

For the class (4.7), the Nijenhuis operator is just "i ax," 
and the Poisson operator is nothing but the imaginary unit 
"i." The integrals of motion In [u], which, due to formulas 
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(3.11), (4.3a), (4.4a), are invariant with respect to any point 
transformation, are now given by 

f
+ 00 

In [r] = _ 00 dx7(i axrr. (4.8) 

v. CONCLUSIONS 
To end this paper, we would like to remark that, al

though the starting motivation for the present research was 
technical in nature, we obtained new completely integrable 
NEE's which, due to their mathematical simplicity, could be 
relevant for applications. 
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A fundamental result of Geroch is that a space-time admits a spinor structure if and only if it is 
parallelizable. A nonsymmetric, metric-cotIlpatible curvature-free connection is associated with a 
global orthonormal tetrad field on such a parallelizable space-time. This connection is used to 
examine reported inconsistencies for S> ! spinor field equations on general space-times. It is 
shown that the assumed Levi-Civita transport of Clifford units causes the inconsistencies at the 
Klein-Gordon stage. The relation of the torsion tensor of the parallelization connection to the 
space-time topology is indicated and the Lorentz covariance of the modified Klein-Gordon 
equations is demonstrated. A particularly simple plane-wave solution form for free-field 
equations is shown to result for locally flat space-times for which the torsion tensor is necessarily 
zero. 

. I. INTRODUCTION 

A number of treatments of classical field theories on 
curved space-times exist in the mathematics and physics li
terature. l

-4 In particular, Weinberg5 gives a very thorough, 
physical discussion of tensor and spinor wave equations on 
arbitrary space-times. Many other papers have appeared 
which presented detailed calculations of solutions to field 
equations on various background geometries. 6-8 

Few, if any, of these papers cite the severe limitations 
placed on the existence of global spinor solutions implied by 
the fundamental theorem of Geroch9 that a space-time 
(M, g) admits a spinor structure if and only if it is paralleliza
ble. On a space-time, this implies that the manifold admits a 
global C k orthonormal (o-n) tetrad field (k> 2 assumed). 

Recently, using global tetrad fields definable on such a 
parallelizable space-time, a covariant Dirac theory was re
ported 10 which generated natural torsion terms associated 
with the metric-compatible, torsional connectionll

•
12 V, de

fined by a tetrad field as a smooth section of the space-time's 
principal bundle of oriented o-n frames 0 + (M). The torsion 
appeared naturally, not in the dynamical Dirac equation, 
but rather in the associated Klein-Gordon equation for the 
Dirac amplitude tP(x), where a spin-torsion coupling term of 
the classic ECSK 13.14 form appeared. 

The present paper examines the implications of the use 
of an o-n tetrad field to represent the Dirac algebra (or the 
Infeld-van der Waerden symbols in general treatments). In 
particular, reports of inconsistencies in Klein-Gordon equa
tions for higher spin fields on curved space-times3.4·6 are ex
amined in light of the assumed Levi-Civita transport proper
ties for the Dirac gammas and Infeld-van der Waerden 
symbols. 

Alternate forms for Klein-Gordon (KG) equations are 
obtained for the Dirac and Rarita-Schwinger cases. These 
equations contain tetrad-torsion terms and are consistent 
without curvature restrictions on the space-time. The Lor
entz covariance of the modified KG equations is exhibited in 
Sec. III. 

Noting that the vanishing of V torsion is possible only 
on locally flat space-times 10 for which V = V; a general con-

struction method for global solutions to free field equations 
is exhibited for such cases. These plane-wave-like solutions 
are shown to be a natural generalization of plane-wave func
tions on flat Lorentzian R 4. 

We shall deal herein only with parallelizable space
times since they admit a spinor structure. Our signature will 
be 1] = (- - - +) throughout. 

II. THE DIRAC ALGEBRA AND THE TETRAD FIELD 

Spinor theories are restricted to parallelizable space
times due to the fundamental result of Geroch9 that a space
time admits a spinor structure if and only if it admits a glo
bal, o-n CO tetrad field. A global tetrad field Ka(x) (a = 1,2, 
3,4) is a smooth section of 0 +(M), the trivial principal bun
dle of oriented o-n frames for the space-time (M, g). An o-n 
tetrad field induces a metric-compatible connectionll

•
12 V 

with curvature R = 0 and torsion r. Full SO+(3, 1) gauge 
freedom remains to smoothly vary the local tetrad. Each 
tetrad field invariantly defines a connection V as an addi
tional manifold structure. The vital topic of Lorentz covar
iance of spinor field equations is discussed in Sec. III. 

In both classical and quantum gravity theories, "dyna
mical" tetrads and torsions are often discussed. 13 For exam
ple, Einstein's equations are often written in a tetrad basis 
and the tetrad is considered to be a dynamical variable. 13 

Here, we introduce o-n tetrad fields on a predetermined 
space-time (M, g). Neither V nor r affects the dynamics of 
fermions since neither enters the first-order dynamical equa
tions of Dirac, Rarita-Schwinger, etc. The "field equations" 
for the tetrad fields are Va K ~ = <l. since theY""parallel trans
port via their induced connection V. But, the V connection is 
curvature-free (integrable). Thus, the tetrad field equations 
are not causal and hence the tetrad is not dynamical. The 
tetrad field is simply an assignment of a global set of Lorentz 
frames which, for example, might conveniently be taken to 
be the rest frames of a global observer congruence. An o-n 
tetrad field generally cannot satisfy causal (Levi-Civita) field 
equations, e.g., VaK~(x) = 0, Vp.K~ = 0, or g"'''Vp. VvK~ 
=0. 

But, notable as exceptions are those extremely special 
cases where the Levi-Civita curvature is zero, which implies 
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that V is integrable (in fact V = V for such locally flat cases). 
This distinction between V and V was the substance of the 
famous "distant parallelism" dialogue between Einstein and 
Cartan. ls 

The appearance of the torsion tensor f in the second
order Klein-Gordon equation of spinor theories is crucial 
because it allows an examination ofthe typical assumptions 
used to construct S>! spinor equations on curves space
times. The usual equations are well known to be torsion-free 
(by construction) and inconsistene,4 at the Klein-Gordon 
stage except on highly restricted space-times. This topic is 
examined later in this section and in Sec. III. 

It might be thought that the appearance of a torsion 
tensor fwould be rare for general space-times. Just the oppo
site is the case. The vanishing of the torsion f has strict topo
logical criteria,IO namely closed tetrad forms. This requires 
M = R 4 (perhaps with some points deleted) or a necessarily 
nontrivial H I(M) cohomology group. Closed tetrad forms 
then imply local flatness for (M, g) and vanishing torsion. 

Choosing a global tetrad field to represent a spinor 
structure induces the V connection and its f torsion as mani
fold structures. In Ref. 10, it was shown that the f torsion 
appears in the Klein-Gordon equation of covariant Dirac 
theory through the usual local-coordinate representation 
Y'(x) of the Dirac units. The torsion f couples naturally to 
spin in the second-order equations. The dynamical Dirac, 
Rarita-8chwinger, and other first-order spinor equations 
are unaltered. They contain no torsion terms, which was 
expected from the flat-R 4 case. 

The classical geometrical tetrad field Ka(x) is used to 
expand the metric as g(x) = 7JabK -Ia(x) ®K -lb(X), where 
K - la(x) = marx) denotes the global tetrad one-forms. Thus 
the metric satisfies the transport laws Vg = 0 and Vg = 0 
and the tetrad one-forms also self-transport via V according 
to V aK JI-- la(x) = o. 

The explicit r connection coefficients in local coordi
nates lO are 

r~a = K:(x)B"K;; la(x). 

The torsion f = r - r T, invariantly expressed as 
f = Ka ® dK - la, vanishes only on locally flat space-times lO 

for which each dual field may be taken to be closed 
[dK - la(x) = 0]. This is directly seen using the directional 
derivative relation 

V KaKb - V KbKa = 0 = f(Ka, K b) + [Ka' K b], 

which gives globally vanishing torsion if and only if the tet
rad vector fields commute globally. In those cases, the tetrad 
fields are expressible on a local-coordinate chart as simple 
coordinate gradients. The dual one-forms would then all be 
closed globally and local flatness follows. 

Expressing the torsion in tetrad components identifies 
the torsion as the tetrad Lie structure functions. Using the 
Lie bracket [Ka(x), Kb(x)] =/~b(x)Kc(x) and an inner pro
duct withK - Id(X) gives that ¥,!b (x) = It.. (x). The global van
ishing of torsion f requires the global vanishing of the tetrad 
Lie structure functions. 

The connection V is related to the unique symmetric 
Levi-Civita connection V by the local coordinate relation 10 

r Jl- -r-JI- ~ -(;I 
va - (va) + ... - g(;l(,,1'ajA' (2.1) 
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Equation (2.1) is merely the necessary ECSK relation 13,14 for 
any metric-compatible, torsional connection, namely 
r = r + J, where the contorsion tensor J is a (1,2) tensor 
made up of the torsion plus a symmetrized torsion part. 

The connections V and V are equal only when the tor
sion 16 is zero in Eq. (2.1). This requires the vanishing of Levi
Civita curvature (since then R = R = 0) and again (M, g) 
must be locally flat. 

Equation (2,1) may be contracted to yield r~ = r~ 
along with 

gII-" r;v = gII-" r;" + ~f~JI- . (2.2) 

Several relations (r~a = r~a and ft:a = 0) in Ref. 10 were 
separately incorrect. The correct combined relation is 

r-JI- -rJl- +-JI-Jl-a - Jl-a 1'Jl-a' 
with f::a :;60 in general. 

Again, the connection V is metric compatiblell
,12 since 

V g = O. The r definition is an integrability condition for V. 
Thus V is curvature-free (R = 0) and hence is not a causal 
connection. 

But, surprisingly, the connection Venters physics 
through spinor theories because Clifford units are needed. 
For example, in Dirac theory, to form the generally invar
iant vector field operator yJl-(x)aJl-' the constant Dirac units 
ya are represented in a local coordinate chart via the expres
sion yJl-(x) = K : (x)ya. The Dirac operator then takes the ele
gantform 

yJl-(x)BJI- = yaK:(x)aJl- = yaKa(x), 
in the global set of o-n bases defined by a global tetrad field. 

The yJl-(x) satisfy the transport law Va yJl-(x) = 0 since 
the tetrad fields all satisfy V Ka = O. In local coordinates this 
reads 

VayJl-(x) = VaK:ya = (aaK: + r~AK;)ya = O. (2.3) 
It is clear why the Dirac units should exhibit this behav

ior. The Dirac ya elements (and the entire algebra generated 
from them) may be assigned to each point x EM since the 
tangent bundle of the parallelizable manifold is trivially 
M xR 4. All 16 algebra basis elements are SO+(3, 1) invar
iant. They do not depend on the local tetrad basis Ka (x) cho
sen at any x EM. However, the ya, represented in local coor
dinate charts as yJl-(x) = K : (x)ya, express this constancy of 
ya, a = 1, 2, 3, 4 over M via the V transport law of Eq. (2.3). 

Similarly, the Infeld-van der Waerden symbols a" and 
(ja are intrinsically defined relative to o-n frames. They are 
assignable, as are the Dirac units, as constants over M. How
ever, when these symbols are represented using local coordi
nate charts, they are expressed as (jJl-(x) = (jaK JI--1a(x) and 
ct'(x) = a"K:(x). Thus, as in the Dirac unit case, the con
stancy of these symbols over M is expressed via the transport 
laws Vact'(x) = 0 and Va(jJl-(x) = O. In any o-n tetrad basis, 
the basic first-order differential operators are a"Ka(x) 
= a"K~(x)BJI- for spino! or a"K~(x)VJI- for higher-rank spin
ors. Since the tetrad field operators do not in general com
mute, the second-order Klein-Gordon equations for arbi
trary-rank spinor fields will contain torsion terms arising 
from the tetrad commutators. Thus, both Dirac-type and 
Penrose-type spinor equations will contain torsion terms at 
the Klein-Gordon stage. 
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It has been reported3,4 that S> ! spinor field equations 
cannot be consistent except on restricted space-times such as 
Einstein3,6 spaces or those with constant sectional (Riemann) 
curvature,4 It is notable that these results occur when two 
standard assumptions are made, The first assumption is that 
all coordinate derivatives a" should be replaced by Levi
Civita covariant derivatives V"' which is correct for spin-~, ~, 
, , , spinor fieldsY 

The second assumption is that the Clifford units or In
feld-van der Waerden symbols l8 always parallel transport 
via the Levi-Civita V connection,3,4,6 It has been shown 10 

that (a) the integrable tetrad transport law Va r"(x) = 0 is 
appropriate for the constant Dirac units, etc., and (b) V = V 
iff the space-time is parallelizable and locally fiat. 

If the Dirac units (or Infeld-van der Waerden symbols) 
are assumed to Levi-Civita transport globally, therebyargu
ing away the torsion terms in the Klein-Gordon equation, it 
is equivalent to assuming the integrability of the Levi-Civita 
connection. For such cases the torsion is zero but the space
times are locally fiat and hardly very interesting. Actually, 
the restriction claims3,4,6 are not without a modicum of truth 
since curvature-free, locally fiat space-times are trivial ex
amples of Einstein spaces of constant (zero) sectional curva
ture. 

Hence, we find that the usual inconsistency claims3.4 
are the result of assuming the Levi-Civita transport of the 
Clifford units, etc., for spinor field equations. Many auth
orsll

-
13 have discussed the connection associated with o-n 

tetrad fields. However, the V transport of the various alge
braic units and the importance of that transport for spinor 
field equations had not previously been reported. 

III. DIRAC AND RARITA-SCHWINGER EQUATIONS 

The Dirac equation, expressed relative to a given global 
o-n tetrad field Ka (x), a = 1, 2, 3, 4 is 

(yaKa(x) + im)tP(x) = H(x). 

Here ya are the constant Dirac matrices in any representa
tion, tP(x) is the (general scalar/Lorentz spinor) amplitude, 
and H (x) is a source term, In a local coordinate chart, Ka(x) 
= K~(x)a" and y"Ka (x) = r"(x)a" in analogy with the fiat-

R 4 case. It should be noted that this is the usual curved
space-time Dirac equation. 17 The connection V does not en
ter the first-order dynamical Dirac equation. 

But, by operating with (yaKa(x) - im) and defining 
(ya Ka - im)H = S, the associated Klein-Gordon equation 10 

(gP'V" Vv + m2 )tP +gI'v~-t avtP - (i/2)d'V(x)T;;v aatP =S 

is obtained, where d'V(x) = ( - i/2) [r"(x), r"(x)]. The usu
al Klein-Gordon equation is reproduced along with two tor
sion terms, one a trace term and another term coupling spin 
to the torsion. In locally fiat cases, both torsion terms vanish 
as in the fiat R 4 case. The Lorentz covariance of the KG 
equation is treated at the end of this section. 

The Dirac amplitUde tP(x) is a cross section of the vector 
bundle l9 G C4 XO +(M) where G =D(1I2,O) ® D(O,1I2). The 
spin; Rarita-Schwinger amplitude tPa (~) (with spinor index 
suppressed is a cross section of the bundle GC 4 X T*(M) 
xO +(M) which is subject to the subsidiary conditions 
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r"(x)tP" (x) = 0 andgl'V(x)V"tPv(x) = 0 in local coordinates. 
The first-order Rarita-8chwinger equation is then 

(r"(x)V" +im)tPa =Ha, (3.1) 

where Ha is a suitable source term. 
Generating the associated Klein-Gordon equation by 

operating on Eq, (3.1) with (rV(x)V v - im) = D * and defin
ing D *H = S we obtain 

(gP'V" V v + m2 )tP a + id''V" V v tP a + (gvP + iuvP (x)) 

X(r~p -r~)V"tPa =Sa' 

Using Eq. (2.2) and the definition of :r, the Klein-Gordon 
equation becomes 

(gP'V" Vv + m2)tPa - (i/2)d'vW!v VptPa) 

+ (i/4)d'vR!"vtP-t +gI'(J:r'e-tV"tPa =Sa' 

Again, we see the spin-torsion coupling and the torsion-trace 
terms (as for spin-!) along with the expected coupling of spin 
and the curvature tensor R (of V). The torsion terms vanish 
only in locally fiat cases as in the spin-! case. We see that for 
the Dirac case, the Rarita-Schwinger case, and for any 
spinor wave equation of the first order, the tetrad connection 
modifies the standard (inconsistent) Klein-Gordon equation 
by the addition of torsion terms. The standard first-order 
equations for fermion dynamics are unaltered in all cases. 

A question of great importance is the Lorentz covar
iance of the results obtained in this section. The first impres
sion is a pessimistic one. Because no natural parallelization 
exists in general, each o-n tetrad field choice would seem to 
give a new Klein-Gordon equation with a new torsion tensor 
for any given spin. This seems obvious because a change of 
o~n tetrad field via a pointwise Lorentz transformation 
K;' (x) = A b- la(x)Ka (x) takes :r = Ka ® dK - la to a new tor
sion tensor :r' = Ka ®K -Ia +A b-IaKa ®dA ~ AK -Ie. 
However, the torsion terms in the above KG equations were 
generated naturally by the transport laws for the Dirac gam
mas. We must start with the Dirac operator and generate a 
new KG equation. Due to their Lorentz invariance, the 
Dirac units satisfy LA ~rvL -I = r", whereL is an element 
of D (112, 0) ® D (0,112). The Dirac operator r"(x)a" relative to 
another tetrad choice is simply Kr"(x)L -I a" because the 
tensor parts are contracted. The Dirac operator is purely 
spinor in nature. Thus, when the KG equation is formed for 
the Dirac or Rarita-Schwinger cases, only derivatives of the 
L matrices will appear. These terms are absorbed in the stan
dard war into the covariant derivative by defining the "spin 
connection." The torsion term then transforms as a spinor 
under a change of tetrad field. This unexpected result is actu
ally just the built-in spinor covariance, but tensor invariance, 
of the Dirac operator, which does its own bookkeeping, al
ways resulting in purely spinor Lorentz covariant equations. 
Similar arguments20 give the same result for general spinors 
based on the Infeld-van der Waerden symbols which satisfy 
the Lorentz invariance relation LA a-Ib~L *T = ua, where 
L andL • are elements oftheD (112,0) andD (0,112) representa
tions of SL(2, C). The Lorentz spinor and general scalar na
ture of the operators ifK~V" makes the KG torsion terms 
Lorentz covariant as purely spinor quantities. 
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IV. FREE-FIELD SOLUTIONS AND TORSION 

It was shown 10 that the torsion associated with a global 
o-n tetrad Ka (x), a = 1, 2, 3, 4 on a parallelizable space-time 
is f = Ka ® dK -Ia since ::r'va = K ~(avK;; la - aaK ~ la) in 
local coordinates. It is clear that in order to have vanishing 
torsion and V = V, the linear independence of the Ka(x} 
fields implies that all four tetrad one-forms must be closed, 
namely dK -Ia = O. Were all those one-forms exact, we 
would havelo fiat Lorentzian R 4 (perhaps with some points 
deleted). Consequently, for vanishing torsion on a general 
manifold, we must have at least one closed, inexact tetrad 
one-form. The space-time manifold must then have a nontri
vial cohomology groupHI(M}#O. 

Torsion f and curvature R both zero implies that (M, g) 
is locally fiat, which is consistent with the tetrad one-forms 
being locally exact (i.e., closed). Many space-times are paral
lelizable9 but not locally fiat. The Friedman-Robertson
Walker (FRW) space-times with topologies R I xR 2 (open) 
and R lXS 3 (closed) are all simply connected [1T1(M} = 0] 
which implies H I(M} = 0 in these cases. Similarly, 
Schwarzschild (exterior) space-time has topology 
R IX(R 3 - {OJ)S01Tl(M} = OandHI(M} = O. Torsionfis 
then necessarily nonzero in these cases. 

In the usual (r, (), t/>, ct ) coordinates, the torsion for the 
exterior Schwarzschild case has the few nonzero compo
nents ft4 = - f!l = m·/(r - 2m·r}, Tiz = - ~I 
= [1 - (r/(r - 2m O))I/2]lr, and 113 = - -GI = Ti2 with m· 
= Gm/c2

• 

In locally fiat cases, very simple solutions exist for free
field Klein-Gordon, Dirac, Maxwell, etc., equations. The 
vanishing of the tetrad torsion f gives V = V. Consequently, 
tetrad vector fields are also V geodesic vector fields. 

One may then cover M with an atlas of charts such that 

M = U (J'j) where each J'j is the open domain of coordinates 
J 

yj, a = 1,2,3,4 for each chart. The tetrad one-forms being 
closed implies that the coordinate functions on each chart 
may be chosen such that dyj = K - la on each chart. In local 
coordinates, this is expressible as 

dya = a Y~ dxP. = K - la dxJJ. J p.J p. • 

In the atlas U {yj, J'j 1 itself, aa = alYj on each chart and 
j 

thus K p.- la = {j~ . In the locally fiat case, the tetrad forms are 
harmonic since d(K - la} = 0 (closed) and *d *K - la = 0 (co
closed) since coclosed implies V p.K ~(x) = O. Recall that lin
ear combinationsH (x) = k aKa (x), with constant coefficients 
k a, satisfy V p.H (x) = 0 in locally fiat cases. 16 These vector 
fields have a global casual nature since g(H, H} = 7l(k, k } is 
constant over M. 

Plane-wave functions are then of the form 
PIx} = exp(ikayj(x)) on each chart domain J'j. See Ref. 21 
for plane-wave space-times. 

Note thatthesefunctions are maps fromR 4 X Minto C 1 

rather than the topological exponential map. Clearly, 
dP(x) = ika dyj(x)P(x)oneachchart J'j.Inlocalcoordinates, 

A 

dP(x) = ika ap.yj(x)dxJJ. PIx} = iH (x)P (x), 
A 

whereH(x) = kaK -la(x)isduaItoH(x) = kaKa(x).Clearly 
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d (dP (x)) = 0 implies dB (x) = O. 
The Hodge dual three-form *dP (x) is *dP (x) 

A A 

= iP(x)(*H(x)) and then d *dP(x} = idP(x)A *H(x} 
~ A A + iP (x}d *H (x) = idP (x)A *H (x) since d *H (x) = 0 (equiv-

alently Vp.K~ = 0 = Vp.K~). 
In local coordinates, we may write the above results in a 

form very much like special relativity. We have 

Vp.P(x} = ap.p(x} = ikaK p,-Ia(x}p(x}, 

since P (x) is a scalar, and 

V v V p.P (x) = ikaK p.- la(x};vp (x) 

- kakbK p.-Ia(x}K ~ Ib(X}P(X}. 

But, K ;;;vla = 0 if V = V; thus we have 

gVP.Vv Vp.P(x) = -71(k, k )P(x). 

We may then solve various free-field equations utilizing 
these PIx) functions. 

The scalar Klein-Gordon equation is trivially solved by 
fIx} = qP (x), where q E C 1 and 7l(k, k) = m2 for the particle 
in question. Clearly, H (x) = k aKa (x) is a null vector field if 
m2 =0. 

The free Dirac equation (y"Ka(x) + im)tP(x} = 0 is 
solvedbytP(x} = X(k )P (x) withX (x) the usual Diracpolariza
tion vector in C 4 satisfying (y"ka + m) X (k) = 0 from the 
Dirac equation above. The Klein-Gordon equation gives 
7l(k, k) = m2

, as expected. 
Maxwell free-field equations are similarly solved with 

solutions for the potential one-form A (x) given by A(x} 
A A A 

= A (k, x)P(x), where A (k, x) = Ab(k)K - Ib(X} is a closed 
one-form since Ab (k ) is a constant Lorentz four-vector para
metrized by ka. The field two-form is F = dA = (dA )p 

A '" - AAdP = - AAdP. Trivially, ddF = 0, which gives two 
of Maxwell's equations. 

The remaining free-field Maxwell equations result from 
*d *F = O. Written out in local coordinates, these equations 
are V p.Fp.v = O. The contravariant field tensor Fp.v is expli
citly 

Fp.v = - Ci. bka(K~K~ - K~K~}P(x). 
We have (with V = V) that VvK~ = 0, Vp.K~ = 0, etc. This 
yields 

V Fp.v= _Cibka(KP.Kv -KvKP.}ik K -Icp 
p. A b a b Aa c p. 

= (71(A, k )kaK~ -71(k, k)A bK~}P. 
A free-field solution is obtained if we require the fiat-R 4 con
ditions 7l(A, k) = 7l(k, k } = O. The solution obtained is then 
based, as expected on the global, null wave-number field 
H(x} = kaKa(x). 

Analogous solutions to the free Rarita-Schwinger 
equation are also easily constructed by the methods de
scribed above. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

The connection V associated with a global o-n tetrad 
field has been recognized as metric compatible\l,12 for some 
time. Its appearance in the physical setting of Dirac theory 
has occured only recently.IO This work was based strongly 
on the Geroch parallelizability criterion. 

The trivial nature of the tangent, cotangent, linear 
frame, and o-n frame bundles ofparallelizable space-times is 
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very useful. Constant nonzero cross sections can be con
structed for the tangent bundle, for example. The set of con
stant Dirac 1'" units may be assigned globally for this reason. 
Because the r and u elements (which are used in all spinor 
theories) are globally constant and are thus independent of 
the Levi-Civita geodesic spray, the rand u elements must 
transport using V rather than the V of Levi-Civita. Conse
quently, the inconsistencies in higher spin Klein-Gordon 
equations3

,4.6 result due to the commonly assumed Levi-Ci
vita transport of the Dirac and Infeld-van der Waerden sym
bols. 

Using the purely spinor nature of the differential opera
tors in spinor theories, it was also possible to show the rather 
subtle Lorentz covariance of the modified Klein-Gordon 
equations containing torsion. 

Finally, a particularly simple plane-wave solution form 
was found for free-field equations on locally-flat space-times 
for which tetrad torsion necessarily vanishes and the two 
covariant derivatives coincide. 
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If a d-dimensional integral involves an integrand ofthe functional form F (II (x I) + f2(X2) + ... ), 
then one can introduce an integral transform (Fourier or Laplace or variants on those) which 
allows all the integrals over the coordinates XI to factor. Thus a d-dimensional integral is reduced 
to a one-dimensional integral over the transform variable. This is shown to be a very powerful and 
practical numerical approach to a number of problems of interest. Among the examples studied is 
the computation of the volume of phase space for an arbitrary collection of relativistic particles. 
One important aspect of the approach involves numerical integration along various contours in 
the complex plane. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

If an accurate numerical evaluation of a one-dimension
al integral requires n points on a lattice, then, according to 
conventional wisdom, one will require nd lattice points to 
evaluate a similar d-dimensional integral. This number nd 

grows so rapidly as d increases that such a direct approach 
becomes prohibitive. Thus there has been great interest in 
Monte Carlo and related methods that appear to be indepen
dent of the number of dimensions. This paper reports an 
attempt to turn against this tide and to find some analytically 
based schemes for multidimensional integration that have 
high accuracy and systematic improvement with consider
ably less than nd operations. 

In Sec. II, I consider integrals that involve a function (or 
a few functions) of the form F(lI(x l ) +h(x2) + ... +fd(Xd))' 
An integral transform is used to reduce the d-dimensional 
integral to a one-dimensional (or a few-dimensional) integral 
over the transform variable(s). An interesting aspect of this 
method is that one often ends up integrating numerically 
over some contour in the complex plane; and some examples 
show that this can be done quite nicely. This method is ap
plied to computation of the relativistically invariant phase 
space volume for any number of particles with arbitrary 
masses and some total energy specified in Sec. III. 

In Sec. IV, I consider integrandsFwhose argument is a 
product, rather than a sum, of functions ofthe different var
iables. Here a Mellin transform does the trick; and some 
further examples are given. 

The philosophy guiding this work is not that one should 
expect a universal rule good for all types off unctions. Rath
er, the aim is to develop a variety of techniques, each one 
powerful for certain classes of functions. Then, either 
through analysis or by trial and error, one can seek the pro
cedure most efficient for any given problem. While the parti
cular type of function studied in this paper may seem very 
special, it appears to be the most commonly encountered in 
studies of multidimensional integrals and is familiar in many 
physics problems. 

In the following paper I two very different new tech
niques for multidimensional integration are presented. 

II. THE TRANSFORM METHOD 

Consider integrals of the form 

(1) 

Assume that we can find a suitable integral transform for the 
functionF: 

F(s) = f du F(u)e'u(u); 

then the original integral becomes 

1= f du F(u) ;~I w;(u), 

where 

w;(u) = f g;(x)dx ef~x)u(oj. 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

Thus we have replaced a d-dimensional integral by (d + 1) 
one-dimensional integrals. This implies a great economy: 
from nd to n2d operations. 

The choice of the integral representation (2) will depend 
on the nature of the function F and the range of the variables. 
Some examples: 

O(S)sP-I= (+;00 du. r(;) e'u, p>O; (5) 
Jc-;oo 2m u 

(00 Up_I 

s-p = Jo du rIp) e-
su

, p>O, s>O. (6) 

These can be used as in the following d-dimensional inte
grals: 

( d 100 
) ( d )P - I n dx; x~i-Ie -fJ,x, .2: x; + r 

;=1 0 .=1 

(7) 
and 

(.rr II dX;) (.f a;x; + ao)-P 
,=1 0 1=1 

100 p-I d (1 -a~ 
d u -ua n -e = u--e 0 • 

o rIp) ;= I a;u 
(8) 

After one has chosen an integral transform the final 
task is to select a good contour and to have a reliable scheme 
for numerical integration. It is well known that one can 
make this last task terribly hard by choosing an unfortunate 
contour for integration---one where the function is very 
large and rapidly oscillating so that numerical accuracy is 
rapidly lost. However, (as is perhaps less well known) con-
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tour integration in the complex plane can also be a very easy 
and well-behaved problem. 

For a test I chose the representation of the gamma func
tion given in (5): 

(9) 

If you look at the integrand along the positive real axis, you 
see that it has a minimum at 0' = p. Furthermore, if 0' can go 
to infinity in the left half-plane, then the exponential will 
decay rapidly. So I chose the contour 

0' = P + 1 - cosh x + i sinh x, - 00 < x < 00. (10) 

Finally, for the infinite integration over x, I use the simple 
rule 

f:.., f(x)dx~h n =~.., f(xo + nh), (11) 

which will generally have an error decreasing exponentially 
fast with decreasing h, for analytic functionsf (see Ref. 2). 
Results of this computation are given in Table I; they look 
quite satisfactory. I redid the computation with the alterna
tive contour 

O'=p+isinhx (12) 

and found that the results were about the same for large 
values of p but for smaller p the integration required more 
points to be taken for the same accuracy. (For p = 2 it did not 
work at all.) This carries the interesting lesson that some 
problems may get easier as the number of dimensions gets 
larger: Note the increasing number of powers of 0' in the 
denominators of (7) and (8) as d increases; and it is this large 
negative exponent that helps make the final integral con
verge rapidly in a small domain. 

TABLE I. Numerical integration for the gamma function r(p). Results 
from the equation 11 r (p) = sg ~ :::: (du/21Tl)(e" / uP), with integration along 

the contour u = p + 1 - cosh x + i sinh x are given. The trapezoidal rule 
was used for integration in x, terminating when the added terms were less 
than one part in 107

• The machine was accurate to six decimal figures of 
arithmetic. The interval h was started at 1.0 and then successively halved. 
The numbers in parentheses give the number of integration points used at 
each value of h. This could have been reduced by halfby using the symmetry 
in x. The dot under each number indicates the place after which it ceases to 
be accurate. 

p=2 p= 16 X 10- 13 

0.993299 (9) 0.111804 (9) 
1.000 461 (15) 0.i28573 (17) 
UXx) 002 (29) 0.130805 (30) 

0.130767 (57) 

p=4 p=32 X 10-34 

6.57209 (9) 1.851694 (9) 
6.006 62 (15) 6.918359 (17) 
6.00000 (27) 0.820985 (33) 

0.822279 (63) 

p=8 p=64 X 10-88 

4605.07 (9) 0.145196 (11) 
4985.79 (15) 0.208250 (19) 
5639.94 (28) 0.198967 (37) 
5040.60 (53) 0.198261 (71) 
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Sometimes this integral transform technique allows one 
to express a complicated-looking multidimensional integral 
in closed form. For example, in Eq. (7), if P should be an 
integer or if the numbers ai are integers, then one can write 
the answer in terms of residues at the poles at 0' = 0 or 
0' = Pi (for r = 0.) A large number of multidimensional inte
grals of this general type have been evaluated by Fichten
holz3 using more laborious techniques. I prefer to stress the 
practicality of numerical integration as illustrated here rath
er than struggling for "closed form" answers. 

As an illustration of this last remark consider the inte
gral 

J
.., N' 

dx x2 n SlOPi
X

, 

-.., i=1 PiX 
(13) 

which was derived by Cerulus and Hagedorn4 by an integral 
transform from some other multidimensional integral. 
Those authors showed how to evaluate this algebraically in 
2N operations by means of residues. (Sometimes this in
volves much cancellation between nearly equal terms. The 
entire integral vanishes if anyone P exceeds the sum of the 
others.) I tried integrating (13) directly, using the rule (11), 
and found that it worked excellently, except for very small 
N. 

III. PHASE SPACE INTEGRAL 

I have applied this method to an interesting and diffi
cult problem which has long concerned high-energy physi
cists: calculating the volume of phase space for N particles 
with total energy E. The relativistically invariant integral is 
expressed in momentum variables as 

RN = (.D f d 3Pi
) /P (~Pi) B (~EPi - E), (14) 

,-I 2Epi ' , 

where 

EPi = + (P7 + m7)112. (15) 

I start by introducing the Fourier integral representation of 
the Dirac delta functions, 

B3(p)B(E) = f ~;:)~t eip'xe-iEt, (16) 

and then we have the separate integrals over each momen
tum variable which result in the modified Bessel function of 
order 1: 

f d 3p ip·x - iEpt = 2 m K ( I 2 _ t 2) e e 'IT 2 2 1/2 I mv x . 
2Ep (x - t ) 

(17) 

From (17) we see that the integration variable t may be taken 
into the lower half of the complex plane; this means that the 
square root expression (X2 - t 2)1/2 always has a positive real 
part. Now we introduce a new integration variable 0' as fol
lows. Writing for shorthand 

N 21Tm. 
il(O') = n --' KI(miO'), (18) 

i = I 0' 

the integral (14) is equal to 

R = f d 3
x dt lC+i.., d il() iO'/1T +iEt 

N 4 0' 0'-2 2 2 e , 
(21T) c- i.., cr - X + t 

(19) 
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where C is a small positive constant so that the contour runs 
to the right of the singularity at U = 0 and to the left of the 
poles at u = (x2 

- t 2)1/2. Now the integrals over x and t can 
be carried out, giving us another Bessel function; and the 
final result is 

1 i C
+

jCO 

~ RN = -2. du-I1(uE)l1(u). 
4111 C-j"" E 

(20) 

Thus the 3N-[or (3N-4)-] dimensional integral (14) is trans
formed into a single integral (20). A few analytic remarks can 
be made before proceeding to discuss the numerical evalua
tion of this integral. 

The contour of integration may be moved about since 
now the only singularity of the integrand occurs at the ori
gin. If we move far to the right, the Bessel functions can be 
replaced by their asymptotic forms and we have the simple 
exponential behavior 

N 

exp(E-M): M= 2:. mj' (21) 
;=1 

Thus if E is less than M, the integral is seen to vanish, which 
is physically correct. If the masses of the particles are all 
zero, we have 

m· 1 
--;-Ktlmju)--+ ~' (22) 

and the integral becomes 

R (0) = _1_i
C

+
j

"" du I 1(uE) (21T)N (23) 
N 41TP C-j"" E ~N-2' 

which can be evaluated in terms of the pole at the origin, 
yielding the well-known result 

RN(O) = (1T/2)N- IE 2N - 4/(N - I)I(N - 2)1. (24) 

The nonrelativistic limit is gotten by taking the masses of the 
particles large and using the asymptotic formulas for the 
Bessel functions: 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

and the final integral is given by (5). Hybrid closed forms, 
where some of the particles are considered ultrarelativistic 
according to (22) and the rest are treated nonrelativistically 
according to (25) and (26), can also be obtained. As far as I am 
aware, such closed form results for (14) are new.5 

For numerical evaluation of (20) we first choose the 
contour, following the earlier experience with the similar, 
but much simpler integral (9). Along the real axis, the inte
grand in (20) grows large at both small u and large U; so we 
shall choose the contour through the point u = C where the 
integrand has its minimum. Upper and lower bounds for C 
can be well estimated by using the approximation (26) for the 
function II and either of the approximations (22) or (25) for 
the functions K I: 

C= [(2-H')N-H/(E-M), (28) 
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where 

O<t < 1. 

In my program I let the machine choose the minimum point 
after three evaluations of the integrand: at the two extremes 
of (28) and at their midpoint. 

Next is the question of how to evaluate the Bessel func
tions occurring in the integrand (20). I used the polynomial 
approximations for II and K I given by Abramowitz andSte
gun.6 These have an advertised accuracy of about one part in 
107 or better for real arguments; one could worry about their 
accuracy for the complex arguments needed in our integral. 
However, I was able to convince myself that this procedure 
was adequate for the present uses. Finally, there is the task of 
the actual numerical integration. I used the simple rule (11) 
after a change of variables 

u = C (1 + ix~'), (29) 

which helps the integrand to decrease rapidly. Working to 
an accuracy of one part in 104 for the final answer I found 
that as few as 15 points in the numerical integration were 
required for large values of N (20 or more); about 40 points 
were needed at N = 6 and about 160 at N = 3. The program 
did not work for N = 2. I have ideas about how to change the 
contour so that this could be improved but it hardly seemed 
worthwhile. Small-N results can be calculated directly from 
(14) much more simply. The hard problem is for large Nand 
here my program worked beautifully. 

A few checks on the program are available. The zero
mass result (24) is one. The case of all but one particle having 
mass zero is another7

; and the case of three particles of equal 
mass m is given by the integral [gotten directly from (14)] 

2(1 - 3y)2(1 + y)2 f dx 

X [XII-X) (1 +3y)(l-y)-(I-3y)(1 +ylx]1I2 
4y2 + (1 - 3y)(1 + ylx 

(30) 

where 

y=mIE, 

and this is normalized to unity at y = O. 
A production run for ten values of N (from N = 3 to 

N = 30) and nine values ofM IE (from 0 toO.5) took about lOs 
of computer time and cost just over one dollar. This was for 
the case of all masses equal so that each Bessel function K 
was evaluated only once at each integration point. In general 
the time required will be proportional to the number of dif
ferent masses; but this should still be far far less than the time 
for any other known method at large N. 

A summary of the calculated results (for N equal mass 
particles) is 

PN = RN(m)IRN(0)~p2e-..t(N-21, 

P2 = (1 - (M IE)2)1/2, M = Nm, 

and the value of A is given by 

A~(M IE)2In(EIM)2, 

(31) 

(32) 

for small values of M IE (up to 0.1) and increases to about 
twice this value at M IE = 0.5. 
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IV. ANOTHER TRANSFORM USED 

Multidimensional integrals that have the particular 
form (1) might be thought of as being terribly special. Yet, if 
one looks at the leading textbook on numerical integration8 

this is the most common form of examples shown. Out of a 
total of 26 numerical examples given by Davis and Ra
binowitz for integrals in more than two dimensions, 16 are of 
the form (1); and all but one of the remaining examples are of 
the alternate form: 

(33) 

The change from a sum to a product in the argument of the 
function F leads us to use a Mellin transform in order to 
factorize the dependence on the separate coordinates x;. The 
transform is 

F(t) = ~t -CT F(u), iC+;<>J d '" 

C-;oo 2'm 
(34) 

and its inverse is 

F(u) = iOO dtF(t)t CT - 1
• (35) 

This leads to the single integral for J, analogous to (3), 

f du'" d 
J = -.F(u) IT w/(u), 

2m ;=1 
(36) 

where 

w/(u) = f dxg;(x)[.t;(x)] -CT. (37) 

One example of reduction of a d-dimensional integral of 
this form is 

(.rr t dx; xr) F (.rr Xi) 
.=1 Jo .=1 

= t dt tqF(t) [lnl/t ]d-I 

Jo (d - 1)1 
(38) 

A second example is 

rr (rOO dx/ e -XI) exp (- b .rr X;) 
1=1 Uo . .=1 

(39) 

which involves gamma functions, entering as the Mellin 
transform of the exponential function. The contour of inte
gration here is parallel to the imaginary axis, passing 
between the poles at u = 0 and u = 1. Numerical evaluation 
of (39) was carried out very successfully, following the gen
eral advice given in Sec. II. Gamma functions for complex 
argument are readily computed by starting with the general 
asymptotic expansion for moderately large argument. For 
d = 10 and various values of b (2,1O,100,2i,lOi,l00i) I was 
able to obtain six-figure accuracy with under 100 integration 
points. 
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Other examples, both analytical and numerical, were 
studied but need not be recorded here. 

V. FURTHER REMARKS 

The general technique described here may be of particu
lar practical use in some statistical problems. If one has sev
eral independent random variables x;, distributed according 
to probability functionsg; (x; ), then an integral of the form (1) 
with F = t5(R - ~1 = 1 x;) gives the probability distribution 
for the sum of the variables to have the value R. Some pre
vious work on such problems, it appears, could benefit from 
the present technique.9 

In conclusion I should note some possible extensions of 
the method of integral transforms described above. If the 
multidimensional integral has not just one function F of the 
form shown in (1) but a few of them in product, then one 
could carry out an integral transform (2) for each of them. 
The resulting product integral in the transform variables 
might still be more tractable by direct integration than was 
the original integral. 

If an analytic expression for the transform F is not avail
able, one might evaluate this also by numerical integration of 
the inverse transform ofF. Similarly, if the integrals W; of(4) 
do not give nice closed form answers, numerical integration 
may be used on these one-dimensional integrals. Thus, for 
the Bessel functions of complex argument needed in the 
phase space problem, one could get them directly by numeri
cal integration from the integral representations for these 
Bessel functions. (I have tried this and it works well.) 

Finally, if the function F is of the form F(fdxl,x2) 
+ .h4(X3,X4) + ... ), there is an obvious generalization of the 
method that might be useful. 
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Two new techniques are presented that appear to be useful in obtaining accurate numerical values 
for the numerical integration offairly smooth functions in many dimensions. Both methods start 
with the idea of a mesh containing n points laid out in each of the d dimensions, then seek 
strategies that use far less than all nd points in some systematically improved sequence of 
approximations. 

I. EXTRAPOLATION METHOD 

Suppose we have some prescription for the numerical 
integration of a functionf(x) of one variable: 

n Ib j~lWj'(Xj) = af(x)dx+E(n). (1) 

A high-accuracy prescription (quadrature rule) is the set of 
points Xj and weights Wj such that the error E (n) is a small 
and rapidly decreasing function of n, the number of mesh 
points used. 

Now suppose we want to integrate a function 
F(X l ,x2'''''Xd) = F(x) over the d-dimensional cube. The di
rect product technique would be to use the rule (1) d timesi 

". n2 "d L L '" L Wj, Wh ... wjdF (Xj" Xjz ,,,,,Xjd ) 
j, = 1 h = 1 jd = 1 

(2) 

This computation will require a large amount of effort, since 
the total number of evaluations involved is 

d 

N= IIn j • (3) 
j=l 

To see the form of the error, apply the relation (1) d times to 
F(x): 

S (n) = f r .. f ddX F (x) + [El (nl ) + E2 (n2) + ... + Ed (nd)] + higher-order terms, (4) 

where the higher-order terms would be of the form of pro
ducts of two or more "small" terms. This is the main result: 
If the errors are indeed small in each separate dimension, the 
leading (first-order) error term for the multidimensional 
computation is additive in contribution from each dimen
sion. 

Upon this observation we build a simple technique for 
eliminating the first-order errors. First, compute S for a giv
en set of numbers nj; then, one at a time, increase the number 
of mesh points used in a single dimension while keeping all 
the others fixed, and compute 

Dj==S (n l , n2, .. ·,nO ... ,nd ) - S (n l , n2, ... ,n'l , ... ,nd ), 
i = 1, d. (5) 

Then, from (4), we have 

Dj~Ej (nj) - E j (n;); (6) 

and, if n; is substantially larger than nj , we may take 

Dj-:::;Ej (n j ), (7) 

because each E (n) is assumed to decrease very rapidly as n 
increases. Thus we computationally determine the first-or
der error terms and we subtract these terms out from the 
original computation to get the improved approximation for 
the integral/of F (x): 

d 

/-:::;S(n) - LDj • (8) 
j=l 

The saving in computer time by this technique may be con-

siderable: If No is the number of evaluations needed to com
pute the original S (n), and if we take each n; = 2n j , then the 
additional computing effort for the result (8) is UNo; this 
may be compared to 2d No which is the amount of effort 
needed if one doubled all the nj at once. 

This result is an extension of the basic idea in Richard
son extrapolation, except that we do not assert a known form 
for the error function E (n) but only rely upon it being rapidly 
decreasing. 

For numerical examples I took two six-dimensional in
tegrals of complicated form from the book by Davis and 
Rabinowitz l

: 

Fl = xlxzX~4xsX6[log(xlxzX3/x4xsx6)]2, 

integrated over the cube (0,1)6, 

F2 = i4cos ( 3x lXzX~4XS (1 - X6) + !) 
integrated over the cube ( - 1,1)6. 

(9a) 

(9b) 

The points Xj and weights Wj used were those tabulated for 
Gauss-Legendre numerical quadrature. 

Computed results are displayed in Table I. The column 
headed "Mesh" gives the set of numbers nj used for the origi
nalS (n) (26,36

, etc.) in each block, followed by the increment
al sets (nd 

- 1 n') used. The column headed "Number" counts 
the number of function evaluations needed at each stage of 
the computation. (In the actual work these numbers were 
much reduced because of the permutation symmetry of the 
integrands, but that is not a general feature of the present 
method.) The columns headed "Error" give the fractional 
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TABLE I. Numerical results for the six-dimensional integrals (9al and (9bl 
using Gauss-Legendre quadrature rules plus the extrapolation technique 
(8). 

Mesh Error-F, 

2" 0.16 
2'4 0.028 
2'6 0.0085 
2'8 0.0040 
2'10 0.0024 

3" 0.060 
3'6 0.0076 
3'8 0.0031 
3'10 0.0015 

4" 0.028 
4'6 0.0077 
4'8 0.0030 
4'10 0.0014 

5" 0.014 
5'8 

6" 0.0076a 

8" 0.0031a 

Number 

64 
768 

1 152 
1536 
1920 

729 
8736 

11664 
14580 

4096 
36864 
49152 
61440 

15625 
25000 

46656 

262144 

Error - F2 

0.0029 
0.0021 

0.000 27 
0.000 064 

0.000014 
0.000000 81 
0.000000 83 

0.000 000 56 . 
0.000 000 006 9 

0.000 000 01 a 

a From R. Cranley and T. N. L. Patterson, Numer. Math. 16, 70 (19701. 

error in the numerical value of the integral (for the functions 
Fl and F2) computed. 

Looking first at the results for the function F I , we see 
that overall the error is not very small and decreases rather 
slowly: for example, look only at the sequence n6

• This is 
doubtless due to the logarithmic singularity in the integrand, 
something which the chosen quadrature rule is ill prepared 
to accommodate. Yet, given that overall difficulty, the pres
ent scheme is seen to be very successful at getting higher 
accuracy with fewer number of mesh points used: compare 
the accuracy at 25 10 (1,920 + 64 mesh points) with that at 86 

(262,144 mesh points.) There is a cost saving here of two 
orders of magnitude for the same result. 

When we turn to the results for F2 things are different. 
The overall accuracy is better and the convergence more 
rapid. This may be attributed to the analytic character of the 
function F2 • The improvements gained by the present extra
polation technique start out as nil (in the topmost block) but 
then increase rapidly, reaching almost two orders of accura
cy improvement (in the fourth block) at a cost of less than 
twice the starting number of mesh points. 

I do not have a generai theory to predict when this tech
nique will work well or how best to implement it strategical
ly. It does appear to be quite promising, however, as a tech
nique which one can readily experiment with, using 
systematic increases in the numbers n to show whether the 
convergence seems to be good or poor. 

II. FACTORIZATION METHOD 

Suppose the function F(x) were given as a product of 
factors, each involving only a single coordinate, 

J. (Xl)h (X2 )"1d (Xd); (10) 

then the d-dimensional integral of F would be simply the 
product of d one-dimensional integrals, each one of which 
could be evaluated by some numerical quadrature rule such 
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as ( 1). The total cost would be proportional to nd rather than 
the much larger number nd

• 

Suppose that F(x) may be well approximated by a fac
torized form (10) but the individual functions/; (x;) are not 
known. Then one may construct these functions as follows. 
Choose some reference point (node) y = (vI' Y2, ... ,yd)' such 
that F (y) is nonzero. Now tabulate the values of F walking 
out from this node along each one of the coordinate axes: 

/; (Xj) =F (YI'Y2, ... ,y;-I,xj'Y;+ I, ... ,yd )/F(y), 
j= 1, n, (11) 

where we have chosen a normalization for the factor func
tions /; such that they are equal to 1 at the node, and the 
points Xj would be chosen to fit the quadrature rule (1) being 
used. We have thus constructed the aproximation 

d 

F (x) zG (x) = F (y) II/; (x;), (12) 
;=1 

and the integration follows easily. 
Now, to develop a generally useful method, we need to 

invent a sequence of approximations, like (12), such that we 
may approach closer and closer to the given function F. 
From the discussion above it is clear that we have the free
dom of choice of the node point y from which the construc
tion (11) follows. 

A first strategy is to take a sequence of nodes y k, k = 1, 
2, 3, ... , and then construct a sequence of product functions 
Gk(x), defined by (11) and (12), where GI is built from the 
original function F, G2 is built from the residual function 
F - GI, G3 is built from F - GI - G2, etc. This procedure 
was tried on the two six-dimensional integrals (9a) and (9b); 
the results were very poor. Probably what is happening is 
this: At the k th stage one is fitting exactly at the point y k and 
on the lines passing through this point but at the same time 
one is messing up the fit achieved at the previous node points 
and their lines. Thus the error can just bounce around from 
one region to another without being reduced. 

A second strategy involved constructing a set of ap
proximations Gk (x), each constructed to fit the original func
tion F (x) at the point y k , independent of the others 

d 

Gk(x) =F(Yk) IIf7(x;},k= 1,2, .... (13) 
i=1 

Then take a linear combination of these Gk to minimize the 
expression 

(14) 

This was also tried on the same two functions (9a) and (9b) for 
five points; and the results were even worse than with the 
first strategy. 

A third strategy involved a more complicated "cluster 
decomposition": 

F(x) =F(y)II/;(x;) + LH~,~12(x;"X;2) 
i il <;2 

x II hPl(x;) + .... (15) 
;':;1=;1';1' ;3 
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Here only a single node point y is used; the functions H (2), 
H (3), etc., span larger-dimensional subspaces and are defined 
to vanish when any of their arguments are on the lines pass
ing through y. This method was tried, through third order, 
on the same two functions (9a) and (9b) and the results were 
unsatisfactory once again. 

A fourth strategy works the other way: rather than 
building up correlations between the coordinates from the 
uncorrelated product (10), we start by taking the full d-di
mensional space and decomposing it into a product of two 
subspaces 

x = (xp x2), (16) 

where d l (the dimension of Xl) and d2 (the dimension ofx2) 
add up to d. The original function F is represented by 

F(x) = F (Xl ,X2) = LG~(xdG~(X2)' (17) 
k 

This arrangement has a special property, which was first 
noticed to be true in the first strategy above only for the case 
d = 2. There is a freedom of redefinition of the functions G 
which leaves F unchanged: 

G~-G~ +AGr, G~'-G~' -AG~, (18) 

for any number A. With this, one can choose a series of node 
points 

yk= (y~,y~), 

and require 

G ~. (y~) = G r (y~) = 0, for all k I > k. (19) 

This means that we can carry out the sequential fitting de
scribed as the "first strategy" to evaluate the functions Gk 

[Eq. (17)]. The new advantage, from (19), is the fact that 
fitting at the k th node yk will not disturb the previous fittings 
obtained at other nodes. The price paid for this advantage is 
that each G function must be evaluated at a large number of 
points. Still, the total number of evaluations, nd

, + nd>, for 
each point yk can be significantly less than the full number of 
mesh points nd

• + d2
• Some experiments were carried out us

ing this method. The function (9a) yielded very good results 
after three node points; the function (9b) gave only fair re-
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suIts with up to six node points. A chief advantage of this 
method appears to be that the results tend to converge rela
tively smoothly; while the previous strategies would often 
give results that jumped around irregulary. 

Obviously, the approach of this fourth strategy could be 
carried further: each subspace Xl and x2 could be subdivided 
into smaller subspaces with consequent savings in the num
ber of evaluations needed. 

It is not clear to me when these various strategies will 
work well and when they will fail. What are the characteris
tics of the function Fwhich suggest that one or another tech
nique will be most successful? What is the best way to choose 
a sequence of node points yk? Per haps some later analysis or 
accumulation of experience may shed light on these ques
tions. For the present I believe it is useful to have a variety of 
strategies which one may simply try out when an expensive 
multidimensional integral confronts one. 

III. SUMMARY 

Two new methods have been presented for trying to 
deal with multidimensional integrals in systematic manners 
that allow one to judge the accuracy in terms of experimental 
observations of how the computer outputs converge. The 
first method is based upon a simple analysis of the error 
terms when high-accuracy numerical quadrature rules are 
used. The second method has a geometric conception, with 
the function being fitted along sets of lines passing through 
selected node points in the multidimensional space. Several 
strategies within this second method have been described, 
with a success rate (at least for the rather difficult test prob
lems studied here) that calls for considerable further work 
before one would be tempted to market this second method. 
The numerical success of the first method, on the other 
hand, is quite encouraging; and the first method is, further
more, simpler to understand and to implement. 

'P. J. Davis and P. Rabinowitz, Methods of Numerical Integration (Aca
demic, New York, 1975). Chapter 5 deals with multidimensional integrals. 
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A structural extension of the gravitational field is attempted in reference to the theory of Finsler 
spaces: The vector y is attached to each point x as the internal variable and the intrinsic behavior of 
y is reflected in the whole spatial structure. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

It goes without saying that the gravitational field in 
Einstein's senseI has a (four-dimensional) Riemannian struc
ture, which is wholly dominated by the Riemannian metric 
rAK(X) (K,A = 1,2,3,4). On the other hand, as is well known, 
several kinds of structural extensions of Einstein's gravita
tional field l have been investigated, such as Brans-Dicke 
theory,2 Einstein-Cartan theory,3 Weyl-Dirac theory with 
torsion,4 etc. In these theories, such "non"-Riemannian 
quantities as (conformal) scalar, torsion, etc. have been intro
duced, besides r..tK(x), at the stage of metric or connection. 
However, these "non"-Riemannian fields may be regarded 
as "local" in the sense of Yukawa's nonlocal field theory,5 
because only the pointx( = XK; K = 1,2,3,4) is adopted as the 
independent variable. Therefore, if some new independent 
variable is attached to each point, then a new "non"-Rie
mannian and "nonlocal" gravitational field can be realized. 6 

This explains our standpoint that if we penetrate into this 
more microscopically than in Einstein's sense, then we may 
conjecture that the resulting microgravitational field in our 
sense does not necessarily remain Riemannian, but comes to 
have a "non"-Riemannian structure due to some microde
grees of freedom. So, along this line, we shall choose, in this 
paper, the vector y as such independent variable and consid
er a Finslerian generalization of the gravitational field. In 
particular, the intrinsic behavior of the internal variable (.v) 
will be geometrically investigated in detail. By the way, the 
Riemannian structure may be regarded as "point spacelike," 
"macroscopic," and "local," while the Finsler structure may 
be regarded as "line-element spacelike," "microscopic," and 
"nonlocal. " 

II. ON THE FINSLERIAN STRUCTURE 

The Finslerian nonlocalization can be realized by an
nexing the vector y to each point x as the internal variable.6 

The Finslerian structure itself is, of course, influenced by the 
intrinsic behavior of the internal variable y, so that it is neces
sary to treat equally those two fields existing around x: One 
is the external (x) field spanned by points [x} and the other is 
the internal (.v) field spanned by vectors [y}. The former is 
nothing else than the Einstein's gravitational field with the 
(four-dimensional) Riemannian structure, while the latter 
may be compared to the so-called internal space associated 
with each point, which has, in general, a (four-dimensional) 

.J Postal address. 

Riemannian structure, although the internal space is pre
mised to be flat in most physical problems. [The case of the 
(v) field being flat will also be considered below. See Sec. III.] 
Therefore, for our purpose in this paper, we must first con
sider a "unification" between the (x) and (.v) fields and then 
construct a Finslerian metric gAK(X,y) by unifying the Rie
mannian metric rAK(X) of the (x) field and the Riemannian 
metric hij(.v) of the (.v) field. [If the (.v) field is flat, then hij(.v) 
reduces to the Minkowskian metric.] It should be remarked 
here that in order to distinguish the physical function expli
citly, the Greek indices K,A, ... ( = 1,2,3,4) are used for the 
external quantities such as y,gAK' etc., while the Latin in
dices i,j, ... ( = 1,2,3,4) are used for the internal quantities 
such as i, h ij' etc. 

So, we shall consider our unification as follows: Within 
the framework of the theory of Finsler spaces,7 the tangent 
space at the point x ( = fixed) is a (four-dimensional) Rie
mannian space spanned by tangent vectors such as [y} and is 
governed by its Riemannian metric such as hij(.v), where the 
system (i) is chosen properly. And it is known 7 that a Finsler 
metric such as h..tK(x,y) can be made locally not to depend on 
x [i.e., hAK(x,yj-.hij (.v) ] under suitable conditions, where the 
system (i) must be chosen properly. Therefore, in our case, 
although the (.v) field is not necessarily regarded as the tan
gent space, the system (i) of/ and hij(.v) may be likened to the 
above-mentioned system (I). Of course, the system (K) is a 
general one. Then, the internal quantities i and hij are 
brought to the external quantities y and hAK through the 
following mapping relations: 

y = e7(xp';, 

hAK(X,y) = e~ (x)e:.. (x)hij (.v), (2.1) 
where the quantity e denotes physically the mapping opera
tor and resembles geometrically the coordinate transforma
tion matrix. [If the (.v) field is flat, then e becomes a function 
of (x,y). in order to introduce the Finslerian metric h AK (x,y) in 
the form of(2.1).] By (2.1), the (.v) field is embedded in the (x) 
field. so that in this sense, (2.1) may be considered our unifi
cation process of the (x) and (.v) fields. This unification pro
cess is supported by our convention that on the side of the 
gravitational field, we adhere to the dimension number 4 and 
treat or observe only those quantities with Greek indices 
alone such asg..tK.F1,.. etc., not those quantities with mixed 
indices or Latin indices alone such asgAi , F1;,hiJ , C;k' etc. 
[Therefore, our unification cannot be treated within the the
ory of vector bundles (cf. Ref. 8).] In the following, the pro-
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cess (2.1) will be called the e mapping. Of course, the intrinsic 
behavior ofy in the (y) field is reflected in the (x) field by the e 
mapping (see Sec. III). 

At this stage, we can consider several kinds of unifica
tions of r ..... (x) and hAK(x,y): As the most simple and typical 
example, the following form will be proposed: 

g ..... (x,y) = rAK(x) + h..tK(x,y), (2.2) 

where g..... denotes the unified Finsler metric of our unified 
field. Starting from (2.2), we can construct several kinds of 
metrical Finsler connections with respect to g..... (i.e., 
Dg ..... = 0) (see Ref. 9) and can clarify the spatial structure of 
the Finslerian gravitational field (see Sec. IV). It should be 
remarked that in the case of (2.2), the inverse of g..tK may be 
given by, at least as the first-order approximation, 
~A = ~ _ h KA, and in this case, the indices should be raised 
or lowered by ~ or r AK in the practical calculations for 
physical problems. And it should be noted that the concrete 
form of gAl( such as (2.2) cannot be directly obtained from the 
standpoint of the theory of vector bundles.8 By the way, from 
a physical viewpoint, the quantity hAl( (x,y) represents, in gen
eral, some microscopic effects caused by the internal vari
abley, so thatgAI«(x,y) itself embodies some microscopic fea
tures of the gravitational field. Correspondingly, the 
Finslerian structure dominated by gAl( gives, for example, a 
certain kind of fluctuating or perturbating image at some 
greater microstage than in Einstein's sense. Therefore, some 
interesting physical functions of h ..... will be found with re
spect to its microcharacter, which will be reserved for an
other occasion. 

III. ON THE INTRINSIC BEHAVIOR OF THE INTERNAL 
VARIABLE.I 

As the internal variable, the vector y shows its own in
trinsic behavior, which is geometrically grasped by its own 
intrinsic connection or parallelism (i.e., c5i) in the (y) field. 
The intrinsic behavior of y is represented, as the typical ex
ample, by the rotational property such as, in Asanov's K 
group, 10 

i=KJyj, (3.1) 

where K] means the rotation matrix. Here K J may be re
garded, in the most general case, as a function of (x,y). Equa
tion (3.1) can be "geometrized" as the intrinsic parallelism of 
i (i.e., the intrinsic connection of i) denoted by c5i in the 
form 

c5i = di + KJ/J.yJ dxJJ. + L JkyJ dyk (= 0), (3.2) 

where Kj/J. = - k!.,(aKjla#) and 
L]k = - k !., (aK j I iJyk ),k!., being the inverse of(c5 '(' - K ,(,). 
Equation (3.2) may be regarded as a "Finslerization" ofthe 
intrinsic behavior of i. Then, c5i is embedded in the external 
(x) field by the e mapping as follows: 

c5Y==e'!c5i = dy + K A/J. d# + L A/J.yA dy f' 

(==N; d# + P; dy /J.) (= 0), (3.3) 

where K~ =e'!d,Kj,.. -(ae'!la#)eL LA,.. =e'!eie~L]k' 
N; = K ~yA, and P; = c5; + L A,..yA. [In the most general 
case where K j and e are functions of (x,y), L A,.. is given by 
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LA,.. =e'!eie!Ljk -(ae'!layu)e~.] Here,K A,.. andL A,.. play 
the role of horizontal and vertical coefficients of connection 
and N; is the nonlinear connection 7 for the connection 15. If 
c5i is not geometrized from the inherent law of i such as 
(3.1), then the conditions c5i = 0 and c5y = 0 do not hold 
good, in general. But in our case mentioned above, the inher
ent law of i is satisfied automatically as in (3.1), so that the 
conditions c5i = 0 and then c5y = 0 hold good as in (3.2) and 
(3.3). The connection 15 given by (3.2) is assumed to be metri
cal for hij, i.e., c5hij = 0, so that the connection c5 given by 
(3.3) becomes also metrical for h..tK, i.e., 
c5h ..... (=e~e~c5hij) = 0, where the homogeneity conditions 
with respect to the vertical coefficients of connection are not 
assumed from a general standpoint, i.e., L ;kyJ#O and 
L A,..yA #0 (cf. Refs. 7 and 9). Concerning the conditions 
c5y = 0 and c5h AK = 0, we had better assume, from the begin
ning, the absolute parallelism of e (i.e., c5e = 0) in (2.l). This is 
quite appropriate from a physical viewpoint (cf. Ref. 10). 
Therefore, the conditions c5y = 0 and c5h AI( = 0 are compati
ble with each other without loss of generality and natural
ness. 

From the most general case mentioned above, we can 
consider some special cases as follows. 

(i) If K j is a function ofx alone, as in usual cases (cf. Ref. 
10), then L;k = 0 in (3.2) and L A,.. = 0 in (3.3). 

(ii) If K; is a function of y alone, then (3.2) becomes a 
Riemannian parallelism in the (y) field, where K J,.. = 0 in 
(3.2) and (3.3). 

(iii) If the (y) field is flat (i.e., Minkowskian), then K; 
= const and (3.2) reduces to c5i = di = 0 (i.e., K;,.. = 0 and 

L Jk = 0), so that K A,.. = - (ae'!la#)e~ and 
LA,.. = - (ae'!laY"')e~ in (3.3), because e becomes a function 
of (x,y) in this case. 

(iv) If K J = K J(x) and K A,.. (x) in this case is equal to the 
one-form linear connection 1 I A 1,.. = e'!(ae~/a#), then 
K J/J. = 0, so that in this case, K J turns out to be constant. 

IV. ON THE INTRINSIC BEHAVIOR OF THE INTERNAL 
VARIABLE.II 

As mentioned above, c5r given by (3.3) reflects the in
trinsic behavior ofi in the external (x) field, so that the whole 
Finslerian structure at the stage of connection is also in
fluenced by c5y. Under these situations, the metrical Finsler 
connection D with respect to gAl( [such as (2.2)] (i.e., 
DgAK = 0) can be represented by, for an arbitrary vector XK, 

DXI( = dXK + r1/J.xA d# + C~XA dy'" 

=dXI(+F1,..XAd#+.d1,..XAc5y"', (4.1) 

where FA/J.( r~ - M;C Av ) and.d ~(=Q;C1vl denote 
the horizontal and vertical coefficients of connection, 
M;(=QA:N;) being the nonlinear connection for the con
nection D. [Q 1 is the inverse of P:: see (3.3).] Of course, 
Dy" #c5y. The horizontal coefficient of connection F~ rep
resents, therefore, the concept of unified gauge field 12 for the 
Finslerian gravitational field. And the base 
[alaxA-M:t(aliJyJ' Q:t(aliJyJ] and the dual base 
(dx",c5y'J can be set for the unified field. From (4.1), the covar
iant derivatives with respect to x and y can be defined and 
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then three kinds of curvature tensors and five kinds of tor
sion tensors can also be introduced through the Ricci identi
ties, but they are all omitted here for the sake of simplicity 
(cf. Ref. 7). 

Since Dy =1= by in our case, the relations DgAK = 0 and 
Dh AK =1= 0 and bgAK =1= 0 and bh AK = 0 hold. (The metrical con
ditionsbhij = o are assumed underbyi = 0, so that t5hAK = 0 
are assumed under the absolute parallelism of e, i.e., be = 0). 
That is to say, two different kinds of metrical Finsler connec
tions DgAK = 0 and bhAK = 0 are introduced owing to the 
difference of Dy and by. In order to obtain the relation of 
Dyandby, we reconsider the relations DgAK = OandbgAK =1=0 
as follows: The connection D is a metrical connection for gAK 
derived from the nonmetrical one b. Then, by use of Kawa
guchi's theorem13 which makes a nonmetrical connection 
metrical, the desiring relation can be obtained, with neglect 
of arbitrariness, as follows: 

(4.2) 

by which the following relations can be obtained from (4.1) 
and (4.2) (cf. Ref. 14): 

rK KK loKV (agvA K' K') A,. = A,. + 26 -- - v,.8u - A,.gW' 
ax" 

C K LK loKV(agVA L' L') A.p. = A,. + 26 ay" - v,.gu - A,.gV' . 

(4.3) 

Therefore, from (4.3), the relations between (FA,., .J A,.) and 
(KA,., L 1,.) can be obtained by inserting (4.3) into the defini
tions of F1,. and.J A,. , which are, however, omitted here for 
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simplicity's sake. As is understood from the above, the in
trinsic behavior of yi (i.e., byi) or y (Le., t5y') represented by 
(KJ,.,LJk) (3.2) or (K1,., LA,.) (3.3) is absorbed into 
(rA,., C1,.) or (F1,., .J A,.) (4.1) by means of the relations (4.2) 
or (4.3). 

Thus, the spatial structure of our Finslerian gravita
tional field, especially the connection structure, has been 
completely clarified by taking account of the intrinsic behav
ior of the internal variable y. In the future, some other essen
tial unifications of rAK and hi} and some other interesting 
examples of byi or by should be investigated. 
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A summation method for the Rayleigh-SchrOdinger series for the 
anharmonic oscillator 
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We approximate the energy levels of the anharmonic oscillator with any coupling constant by 
eigenvalues Aj( g,T) ofthe operator - d 2/dx2 + X2 + gVT(x) with Vr(x) = X4 when Ixl<Tand 
Vr(x) = T4 when Ixl > T. ThefunctionsAj(g,T) are holomorphic with respect togin a 
neighborhood of the non-negative half-axis. The conformal transformation maps this 
neighborhood onto the unit circle of the complex plane. It gives the summation method for the 
Rayleigh-Schrodinger series for every g~O. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In this paper we consider the spectrum of the operator 

d 2 

A(g)=~+x2+gx4, g~O, 
dx 

in L 2( - 00, + (0). It is well known (see, for example, Refs. 1 
and 2) that the spectrum of such an operator is discrete and 
simple. Let 0 </Lo( g) </LI( g) < ... be the eigenvalues of A (g). 
In the case g = 0 we have the operator of an harmonic oscil
lator, so /Lj(O) = 2j + 1. One can formally write the Ray
leigh-Schrodinger series3

•
4 

/Lj(g) = 2j + 1 + aYlg + aj2lg2 +.... (Ll) 

This series, however, converges nowhere except g = 0 (see 
Refs. 5 and 6). It is an asymptotic series4 and one can sum it 
by the Borel method7

•
8 or by the Pade approximant method.9 

Recently a new rather heuristic approach to the summation 
problem for perturbation theory'S divergent series was sug
gested by Turbiner. lO We intend to describe an alternative 
summation method for (1.1). We think it is rather simple and 
it can be applied in many cases, not only for the anharmonic 
oscillator. 

We approximate A ( g) by the operator 

_d 2 2 
B(g,T)= dx2 +x +gVr(x) , 

with 

{
X4, if Ixl < T, 

VT(x) = T 4 , if Ixl~T. 
LetO<Ao(g,T) <A I( g,T) < ... betheeigenvaluesofB (g,T). 

Proposition 1: limr_""Aj(g,T) =/Lj(g) for every fixed 
g> O. Moreover, 

O<Jtj( g) - Aj( g,T)<Cg /Ly4( g)T 15/4e - (r3/2 - T)l2 , 

(1.2) 

for sufficiently large T. 
The linear operator family B ( g, T) is regular so the Ray

leigh-SchrOdinger series 

Aj( g,T) = 2j + 1 + f3}llg + f3j2Ig2 + ... (1.3) 

converges in a circle Igl < 'r. The radius of this circle de
creases when T-+oo, so one cannot directly use (1.3) for ap
proximate calculation of /Lj( g) with any precision. However 

the function Aj( g, T) is holomorphic in a domain bigger then 

Igl <'r' 
Proposition 2: The function Aj( g,T) is holomorphic in 

the domain 

l1r = {g:lgl <2T-4
} 

u{g:Reg>O, Ilmgl <CT-4(Reg)I/3} , 

when ~To = To(}l; the constant C depends uponj only. 
The domain l1T can be mapped conformaUy onto the 

circle I~ I < 1 in such a way that ~ (0) = 0 and 
~ ((0, + (0)) ~ (0,1). After substituting g T(~) into (1.3) and 
transformating this series into the power series with respect 
to~, one has 

Aj( gr(~ ),T) = 2j + 1 + rnT)~ + r}21(T)~ 2 + ... . (1.4) 

This series converges in the circle I~ I < 1. After the inverse 
substitution ~ = ~ r( g) into its sum one can obtain the value 
of Aj( g,T) for every ge!Jn particularly for every g>O. To 
obtain explicit formulas it is more convenient to map the 
half-strip 

lIT = {g:Reg> - CI T-4, Ilmgl<C2T-4} Cl1T 

onto the circle I~ I < 1 by 

~=F(g) 

_ sinh((17'12C2)T4g + 1TCI /2C2) - sinh(1TCI/2C2) 

- sinh((1T12C2)T4g + 1TCI /2C2) + sinh(1TC/2C2) • 

The Fmaps the half-axis (0, + (0) onto the interval (0,1). The 
inverse mapping is 

2C2 • h[1 +~ . h(1TCI )] C T-4 g=--arcs1O --S1O -- - I . 
1TT4 1-~ 2~ 

II. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1 

First of all, the potentials x2 + g V r(x) increase when T 
increases; so by Courant minimax formulas for eigenvalues, 
Aj( g,T) increases with respect to T and Aj( g,T)</Lj( g). 
Thus, 

Aj(g,T)/'/Lj(g)</Lj(g) , when T-+oo . (2.1) 

Let us introduce some notation: Q (A, g, T) is the orthoprojec
tor in L 2( - 00, + (0) onto the subspace spanned by eigen
functions of B (g,T) with eigenValues <A, 
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N(A,g,T) = TrQ(A,g,T) =#{j:Aj(g,T)<A J, 
and 

N(A, g) = # (j:,uj ( g) <A J • 

By (2.1) 

N(A,g)<N(A,g,T). (2.2) 

Suppose we are able to obtain the estimate 

II [A (g) -B(g,T)]Q(A,g,T)II<r(g,A,T) , (2.3) 

with y(g,A,TH when T-oo;g and A are fixed. Then for 
every ueQ(A, g,T)L2( - 00, + 00) one has 

I(A (g)u,u)1 = IB (g,T)u,u) + ((A (g) - B (g,T))u,u)1 

«A + y( g,A,T))(u,u) , 

and by the Glazman variational lemma II 

N(A + y(g,A,T),g»Tr Q(A,g,T) =N(A,g,T). (2.4) 

By (2.2) and (2.4), 

lim N(A,g,T)=N(A,g), 
T~"" 

Aj(g,T)/,uj(g) , when T-oo . 

Moreover, 

(2.5) 

Now our aim is to obtain (2.3). Suppose that gT2 >A. Let 
9'(x) be the eigenfunction of B ( g, T) with an eigenvalue A <A, 
119'11 = 1, and 9'(x) > 0 if x is sufficiently large; let Xo be the 
positive root of the equation 

gx4 +X2 =,1, 

and x I <xo be the nearest to Xo local maximum of 9' (we will 
use general properties of solutions of the Sturm-Liouville 
equation and Sturm comparison theorems; see, for example, 
Refs. 1 and 2). The function 9'(x) is decreasing in the interval 
(XI' + 00). Obviously XI < T1/2. We have x2 + gVT(x) 
- A> Twhen X > T 1/2; so 9'(x) is majorated on the half-axis 
(T1/2, + 00) by the decreasing solution of the equation 
t/!" - Tt/! = O. Thus, 

9'(x)<9' (TI/2)exp( - T1/2(X _ T1/2)) 

<9'(xdexp(TI/2(X - T1/2)), x> T1/2. (2.6) 

Whenxe(x i - 1T/(2A 1/2),x1 + 1T/(2A 1/2)) the9'(x) can be es
timated below by the solution of the problem 

t/!" + At/! = 0, t/!'(xd = 0, t/J(x l ) = 9' (XI) , 

because A - (x2 +gVT(X)) <A. So 

9'(x»9' (xdcos(A 1/2(X - XI)) 

on this interval. Thus, 

J 
+ "" LXI + "./(M 1/2) 

1 = 9'2(x)dx> 9' 2(x)dx 
- "" XI - "./(M 1/2) 

>A -1/29'2(XI) [12 cos2 X dx = ~ A -1/29' 2(XtJ. 
-"./2 2 

Hence 

9'2(xl)<21T-IA 1/2. 

Therefore 
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II [A (g) -B(g,T)]9' 112 

= g2 r (X4 _ T4)29' 2(x)dx 
J,X,>T 

<4g21T- IA 1/2 IOC x 8 exp( _ T1/2(x _ T1/2))dx 

<C~ g2A 1/2TI5/2 exp( - (T3/2 - T)). 

Finally, 

II [A (g) -B(g,T)]Q(A,g,T)1I 

<N 1/2(A, g,T)CI gA 1/4T 1514 exp( _ (T3/2 - T)l2) 

<C2gA 3/4T I5 /4 exp( - (T3/2 - T)l2). • 

III. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2 

The potentials x2 + gVT(x) are even so all eigenfunc
tions are even or odd. The restrictions of theirs on the half
axis [0, + 00) are eigenfunctions of the Sturm-Liouville op
erator on [0, + 00) with Neumann or Dirichlet boundary 
condition correspondingly. Even eigenfunctions correspond 
to eigenvalues with even indices and odd eigenfunctions cor
respond to eigenvalUes with odd indices. Our aim is to esti
mate the radius of convergence of Aj( g + h,T) with respect 
to h when g>O. To apply the perturbation theory we should 
like to know lower estimates for A2j - A2j _ 2 and A2i + 1 

- A2j _ 1 (the eigenvalues with even and odd indexes corre
spond to different operators on the positive half-axis, so we 
can investigate them separately). Let 9';. (x) be the solution of 

- 9':; + X29';. + gVT(xl9';. = ,1,9';. (3.1) 

on [0, + 00) normalized by the following conditions: 

(i) i"" 9'~ (x)dx = 1 , 

(ii) 9' .. dx) > 0, if X is sufficiently large. 

Such a solution exists and it is unique. The family 9';. (x) is 
pointwise C I with respect to A. Let t/!;. = (d /dAl9';.. Then 
t/!;. satisfies the equation 

- t/!:; + KtP;. = AtP;. + 9';. , 

withK(x) =x2 +gVT(x), and 

i"" 9';.t/!;. dx = O. 

Let K (r) > A. Then the function 

¢;.(x) = 9';. (x) LX 9';-2(y)dy i"" 9'~(z)dz 

(3.2) 

satisfies Eq. (3.2) on the half-axis [r, + 00). One can continue 
this function to the interval [0,1') as a solution of (2.2) with 
conditions ¢;.(r - 0) = ¢;.(r + 0), ¢..i.(r - 0) = ¢..i.(r + 0). 
By the Sturm comparison theorem, 

9';. (z)<9';. (y)exp( - (K(y) -A )1/2(Z - y)); 

so 

r"" 9' ~ (z)dz< 9' i (y) 
Jy 2~K(Y)-A 

and 
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O<~,dx)..;;cp,.dx) y Lx d 

.,. 2.JK(y)-A 

Therefore ~ A (x)eL2(O, + (0) and 

tPA(X) = ~A(X) - CPA (x) f" CPA(X)~A(X)dx. 
Now the C I dependence CPA (x) upon A is obvious. 

Consider A from the interval [A2j _ I ,A2l ] . Let o(A ) be 
the smallest zero of CPA (x). According to the oscillatory 
theorem,I.2 CPA (x) has j zeros. The function o(A ) increases 
monotonically in the interval [A2j _ I ,A2j ] . Really, 
CPA (x + 0") is the jth eigenfunction for the operator 

_d 2 

-2-+ K (x + 0") (3.3) 
dx 

on the positive half-axis with Dirichlet condition. The family 
of potentials K (x + 0") increases with respect to 0", so A (0") 
[and o(A )] increases by the Courant minimax principle. Let 
o(A2J) = 0"0' To estimate A2j - A2l _ I we will derive (i) the 
lower estimate for 0"0' and (ii) the lower estimate for dA /dO". 

The first step is very simple. The function cP A,)X) satis
fies the Neumann condition, so by the Sturm comparison 
theorem 

ICPA,)X) I > ICPA,)O)lcoS(A ij2x) , 

O,,;;x";;(1T/2jA 2j 112 • 

Hence, 

0"0>(17/2jA 2} 112 • (3.4) 

For the second step remember that CPA (x + 0") is the ei
genfunction for (3.3). By the Rayleigh formula, 

dA So [aK(x + O")/aO"]cpi(x + O")dx 
-= 
dO" So cP i (x + O")dx 

S: (2x +gV;,(x)}tpi(x)dx 
(3.5) = 

S: cpi(x)dx 

Let XI = XI(A) be the smallest positive local extremum of 
CPA (x). It is very simple to derive from the Sturm comparison 
theorem that 

f A) cpi (x)dx..;; rX\(A) cP i (x)dx..;; r"" cP i (x)dx , (3.6) 
o Jo{A) JX\(A) 

so 

fA) 1 
cpi(x)dx..;;- . 

o 3 

Now let us remember the asymptotics for ,uk( g). Let 
tPk (x) be the eigenfunction of A (g). After the well-known 
scaling transformation x = g-1/6y, 

Therefore 

(3.7) 

wherethevk are eigenvalues of the operator - d 2/dy2 + y4. 
We choose To from the conditions 
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(i) (~o r + g( ~o r > ,u2l( g) for every g>O; 

(ii) To > (~)1/4(log 9)1/2 . 

The asymptotics (3.7) allow us to fulfill the first condition. 
The function CPA (x) decreases on the half-axis [T /2, + (0). 
When x> T, it is majorated by 

CPA (T)exp( - (T2 + gT4 - A )1/2(X - T)) 

and on the interval [T /2,T] it is estimated below by the same 
function. Hence 

1"" cpi(x)dx 

S""m 2 (x)dx 
< TTA <[exp(T.JTz+gT4 -A)-1]-1 

S~/2CPi(x)dx 

..;; [exp(T ~iTz + tf,gT4) - 1] -I <1, 
because A";;A2j ( g,T)<.u~( g). Let w( g) = (1T/2),u2} 112( g). 
Clearly w( g) <XI(A) and by (3.6) 

i
w(g) I 

cpi(x)dx<-. 
o 2 

Thus, 

L"" (2x +gV;'(x))cpi(x)dx 

> ( (2x + 4gx3)cp i (x)dx 
Jmax(O'.w) 

>CIg,u213/2(g{1 -1"" cpi(x)dx - imax(O'.W) cpi(x)dx) 

>CzgI/2 . 

Finally 

dA >C3K1/2 . 
dO" 

Taking into account (2.4) and (2.7), 

A2j - A2j _ I >(1T/2)C3K1/2A 21 112>C4K1/3 . 

Let dj(g) = min(Aj -Aj _2,AH2 -Aj ). Then 

dj ( g»CsKI/3 . (3.8) 

The constant Cs depends uponj only. Consider the operator 

B(g+h,T) =B(g,T) +hVT(x) 

as a perturbation of B (g,T). The estimate (3.8) and II VT(x) II 
= T4 imply3 the Rayleigh-SchrOdinger series for 

Aj( g + h,T) with respect to h to be convergent in the circle 
Ih I ..;;C6T -4g1/3. When g = 0 it converges in the circle 
Ih 1<2T-4 because dj(O) = 4. • 

Remark: One can approximate X4 not by V T(X) but by 
some other function, for example, bylo 

Va (x) =x4e- ax'l, a~. 

The only difficulty for such an approximation is that 
x2 + gVa(x) does not increase monotonically and it invali
dates our argument for existence of the function A (0") in the 
proof of Proposition 2. flowever, this function exists. If it 
does not the Sturm-Liouville operator (3.3) on the half-axis 
with Dirichlet condition has for some 0" two eigenfunctions 
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which correspond to different eigenvalues but have the same 
number of zeros. 
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The propagation of the operator average is described in truncated space with some quantum 
number(s) being fixed. It is first shown that the propagation coefficient satisfies an analog of the 
Chapman-Kolmogorov equation. Next, particle-hole symmetry is incorporated into the 
propagation of the operator average. It yields an expression that facilitates evaluation of many
body trace. Fermion and boson systems are treated alike. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Trace (or average) of an operator in the truncated space 
of n particles being distributed over definite N orbits has 
been studied in the analysis of atomic and nuclear spectros
copy. 1-7 The trace of interest is defined on the wave functions 
with some quantum number(s) A other than n being fixed. 

The operator average in the truncated space propagates 
in some cases. 1 Propagation here implies that the n-body 
trace (or average) of an operator is expressed as a linear com
bination of the first few-body traces of the same kind which 
are called input traces. The proportional coefficient that re
lates the n-body trace to each input trace is called the propa
gation coefficient. 1 

Realization of propagation of operator average relies on 
A, though little attention has been given to boson cases. 2 

Some examples of A 's yielding the propagation in a fermion 
system are isospin,3,4 seniority,I,4 and quantum numbers 
specifyingS U(4). Each of them is surely associated with a 
chain of the group. It is, however, unclear if conversely there 
would be a chain of the group in case the operator average 
propagates. 

The purpose of the present paper is to describe proper
ties of propagation of the A-fixed operator average. Fermion 
and boson systems are treated alike throughout the work. 
Neither the group theoretical premise nor explicit A is re
quired. We first show that the propagation coefficient satis
fies an analog of the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation. It 
implies that the propagation coefficient is akin to the Green 
function or propagator. The equation is rewritten as a differ
ence equation which can be illustrated by a branching dia
gram with weighted paths. Next, we incorporate particle
hole symmetry of the operator into the propagation of the 
operator average. French3 treated it for fermions as a trace 
network problem. Making use of relations among many
body operators, we combine the global nature of particle
hole symmetry with the local nature of the propagation of 
average, and obtain a simple result which does not require us 
to solve the trace network problem at all. Particle-hole sym
metry is defined also in a boson system so as to treat fermion 
and boson systems alike. The present manipulation reduces 
the number of input traces and, therefore, facilitates evalua
tion of many-body traces. 

Section II concerns the definition of the propagation of 
the operator average. In Sec. III, properties of the propaga
tion coefficients are described in connection with relations 
for many-body operators. In Sec. IV, the operator satisfying 
particle-hole symmetry is expressed as a sum of mutually 

independent many-body operators. The result is used in Sec. 
V to combine the propagation of the A-fixed operator aver
age with particle-hole symmetry. 

II. PROPAGATION OF THE A-FIXED TRACE 

The symbol « » denotes the trace 

where Vk stands for a k-body operator. The n-body state is 
specified by quantum numbers A and Il. We define PnA by 

(2) 

The propagation of the average implies that 

«Vk»nA Z(nA,U ')«Vk»kA' 

d (nA ) = ~ d (U ') , 
(3) 

where d (nA ) indicates the dimension of the space with nand 
A being fixed. The factor Z (nA,U ') is called the propagation 
coefficient. The left-hand side (lhs) of (3) indicates the aver
age of Vk • 

The k-body operator Vk is expressed as 

Vk = L (U 'll'l Vk IU "1l")A +(U '1l')A (U "Il"), (4) 

where the sum is over repeated Greek indices. The operator 
A +(U 'Il'), made offermion (or boson) creation operators of 
order k, creates the orthonormalized k-body state.6 Its con
jugate is denoted as A (U 'Il'). These are called state opera
tors. The relation (3) is rewritten as 

«A +(U 'Il') A (U "1l"))nA Id(nA) 

= 8(A',A ")8{J.l',Il")Z(nA,U ')/d(U '). (5) 

For the case of A = T (isospin) and Il = the other quantum 
numbers including Tz , for example, the propagation coeffi
cient is expressed as4 

Z(nT kT') = {( T + n/2 + 1 ) (n12 - T) 
, T'+kI2+1 kI2-T' 

(
T + nl2 + 1) ( nl2 - T )} 
kl2 - T' T' + kl2 + 1 

X(2T' + 1)1(2T+ 1). (6) 

It satisfies 

Z (nT,kT') = Z (n + 2TO,kT') 

X~ (nI2
m
-) {(2T' + IJ(T+

m
nI2)r

l

,(7) 
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where m runs from k/2 - T' to k/2 + T'. To deduce (7) 
from (6), we have only to use (4.1) of Ref. 8. The relation (6) is 
valid also for t = ! bosons. 

III. PROPERTIES OF PROPAGATION COEFFICIENTS IN 
CONNECTION WITH RELATIONS FOR MANY-BODY 
OPERATORS 

We start from the following premise, in place of (5) it
self: 

«A +(n - 1 A 'JL') A (n - 1 A "JL"))nA 

= c5(A ',A ")c5(p,',JL") X (p,' - independent factor) (8) 

= c5(A ',A ")c5(p,',JL")Z (nA,n - 1 A ')d (nA ) 

x[d(n-1A')]-1, (9) 
which is (5) for k = n - 1. We regard (9) as the defining rela
tion of the propagation coefficients. We discuss (9) itself 
further in Appendix A. 

By the induction method we prove that the relation (9) 
leads to (5). The relation (5) for n = k + 1 reads (9). We as
sume (5) to be true for n = no and derive it for n = no + 1. 
We have the identity,6 valid for fermions and bosons alike, 

L (/vulA +(1eA 'JL') A (leA "JL")llv'u') 

XA + (Ivu)A (Iv'u') 

= (~= Z)A +(1eA 'JL') A (leA "JL"), (10) 

where the sum is taken over repeated Greek indices. The 
symbol ii indicates the number operator. Using (9) and (10) 
yields 

(no + 1 - k )«A +(1eA 'JL') A (leA "JL "))no + I.v 

= L Z (no + 1 v,nov') ( (A +(1eA 'JL') A (leA "JL ") ) nov' 
v' 

Xd(no+ 1 v) . (11) 
d(nov') 

Applying (5) for n = no to the right-hand side (rhs), we obtain 
(5) for n = no + 1 together with the result 

(no + 1 - k )Z (no + 1 v,1eA ') 

= L Z(no + 1 v,nov')Z(nov',1eA '). (12) 
v' 

Changing notations in the last relation gives 

L Z (nA,n - 1 v)Z (n - 1 v,1eA ') = (n - k )Z (nA,kv'). 
v 

(12') 

It can be regarded as the basic difference equation for the 
propagation coefficient once the explicit form of 
Z (nA,n - 1 v) is known. Actually, it, combined with (A2) 
and (A3) in Appendix A, yields the difference equation (31) 
of Ref. 4. From (12') we obtain, as easily proved by induction, 

(
n -k) L Z (nA,lv)Z (Iv,1eA ') = 1- k Z (nA,1eA '). 

v 

(13) 

Applying (10) to the k-body operator in (5) also yields (13). 
The binomial coefficient in (13) is ascribed to normalization 
of the propagation coefficient, and will vanish if we use 
Z (nA,IeA') [( Z ) ] - I as the normalized propagation coeffi-
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cient. The relation (13) is akin to the Chapman-Kolmogorov 
equation characteristic of Markov chains. The quantum 
numbers A and n in the former correspond to space and time 
in the latter, respectively. The propagation coefficient may 
well be said to be an analog of the Green function or the 
propagator in this sense. French3 noticed a similarity 
between the propagation coefficient and the Green function 
in a sense different from (13). The relation (12') in case 
k=n-2reads 

L Z (nA,n - 1 v)Z (n - 1 v,n - 2 A ') = 2Z (nA,n - 2 A'). 
v 

(14) 

Conversely, we easily get (12') from (14). A branching dia
gram with the path being weighted by Z (nA,n - 1 A ') is 
available to express (14), as used in Ref. 4. The relation (13) 
for I = k + 1 reads 

L Z (nA,k + 1 v)Z (k + 1 v,1eA ') = (n - k )Z (nA,1eA '). (15) 
v 

It is also a difference equation for the propagation coeffi
cient. Let us multiply ( - 1)1 on both sides of (13) and sum 
over I from k to an arbitrary integer s«n). Then, we get 

S 

L LZ(nA,lv)Z(lv,IeA')( _l)/-s 
I=k v 

= (n - k - I)Z (nA,kA '). 
s-k 

The last relation for s = n is the orthogonality relation 
n 

(16) 

L L Z (nA,lv)Z (Iv,1eA ')( - 1 )/- k = c5(n,k )c5(A,A '). 
I=k v 

(17) 

For A = T, the orthogonality relation was given in (A.4) of 
Ref. 4. 

Let 0 be a general operator which is expanded as 

(18) 

where u is called the maximum particle rank of O. From (3) it 
follows that 

«0 »nA = ± )' Z(nA,1eA ')«Vk»U' (19) 
d (nA ) k = 0 j'I' d (leA ') 

Its inversion is expressed by using (17) as 

«Vk»U' = ± L Z(1eA ',lv)«O »/v( - l)k-1 (20) 
d(IeA') 1=0 v d(/v) 

We substitute (20) in (19) and, subsequently, use (16). Then, 
we get 

«O»nA /d (nA ) 

= }' (n -1- 1)( _ 1)" _I L Z (nA,lv) «0 »/v 
.,. u - I v d (Iv) 

(21) 

It was derived by French7 in a different way. 
The k-hole operator Vk is defined by 

Vk =B(k) L (leA 'JL'Wkl leA "JL")A (leA "JL") A +(1eA 'JL'), 

(22) 
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where B (k ) is the sign function given by 

B (k ) = 1 for fermions and ( - l)k for bosons. (23) 

The sign function F(k) is defined by 

F(k) = ( - W for fermions and 1 for bosons. (24) 

The k-hole operator differs from the k-particle operator of 
(4) only in the ordering of A + and A. The term "hole" here 
implies antinormal ordering of them and, therefore, is used 
also for a boson system. The sign B (k) in (22) is beyond a 
matter of convention. Without it, any of (30) and (51) given 
later would not be valid for bosons. 

We commute a pair of operators in (22) using6
•
9 

A (k'A 'Jl:) A +(kA,u) 

(N - n A,uIVk IN - n A ',u') = (nA ',u'l Vk InA,u). (34) 

Applying (26) to Vk in the matrix element on the Ihs, we get 
k 

2: (_I)I«Vk,I»N- n.A= «Vk»nA. 
1=0 

(35) 

Using (3) and (28), we express both sides in terms of the k
body trace of Vk • Then, we obtain a new relation for the 
propagation coefficients: 

2: (- 1 )IZ (nA,lv)Z (kA ',Iv) = Z (N - n A,kA ') . (36) 
Iv d (Iv) d (kA ') 

The relations (31 )-(36) are cha~acteristic of a fermion system. 

IV. A GENERAL FORM OF OPERATOR SATISFYING 
PARTICLE-HOLE SYMMETRY 

Here, we discuss the expansion (18) in detail, imposing 
= 2: (k'A ',u'IA + (l'v'u')A (Ivu)lkA,u) 

XA + (Ivu)A (/'v'u')F(kk' + k -I), (25) particle hole symmetry on 0 as 

where the sum is taken over I and repeated Greek indices. 
The sign factor F, defined by (24), is characteristic of fer
mions. We summarize the resultant expression from (22) as 

k 

Vk =B(k) 2: F(I)Vk,I' (26) 
1=0 

where Vk,1 indicates the I-body operator generated from Vk 
by (k - I) times contractions2,6 and is given by 

Vk,1 = 2: (kA,u1 Vk IkA ',u') 

X (kA ',u'IA + (Iv'u') A (Ivu)lkAv) 

XA + (Ivu)A (Iv'u'). (27) 

The operator Vk,k reads Vk. The I-body trace of Vk,1 is asso
ciated with the k-body trace of Vk as 

(28) 

To get it, we use (5) and (27). From (27), it follows that2 

(k-m) 
Vj,m=f(k,I),m = 1- m Vk,m' (29) 

Using both (26) and (29), we see that Vi: = Vk for the case 
Vi: = Vk • The relation (13) is obtained again from m-body 
traces of the operators on both sides of (29). From (22), it 
follows that 

(30) 

which is checked by using (25). 
For fermions, the following symmetry holds under suit

able choice of quantum numbers: 

(/vulA + (kA,u) A (kA ',u')l/v'u') 

= (N -I v'u'IA (kA ',u') A + (kA,ullN -I vu) 

= (N - k A,uIA +(N -I vu) 

(31) 

0= (-1)"0, (37) 

i.e., 

(38) 

The sign ( - 1)" in the above expressions is due to the fact 
that Vu involves ( - I)U Vu' as seen in (26). 

Substituting (26) in (38) yields 
u 

VI = (- I)UF(1) L B(k)Vk,I' 
k=1 

(39) 

This, for I = u - 2p - 1, reads 

2p 1 
VU- 2P - 1 =F(I) 2: -B(k)Vu-k,u-2P_l' (40) 

k=O 2 
The relation (39) for u - I being even does not provide any 
new information, since it is shown to be deduced from (40). 

Let us derive from (40) 

P 1 
Vu - 2p - 1 = F (1) L -2 C2k + 1 Vu - 2p + 2k,u - 2p - 1 , 

k=O 
where Clk + 1 is a definite number determined by 

n (2n + 1) 
k~O 2k+l C2k + 1 =2C1 -C2n + 1 , 

with C1 = 1. 

(41) 

(42) 

Proof: We prove (41) by induction onp. In casep = 0 it 
reads (40) withp = O. Supposing (41) withp<q, let us derive 
(41) withp = q + 1. From (41) with r<q it follows that 

Vu- 2r - 1,u-2q-3 

=F(I) ~.!..C (2k-2r+2q+3) 
k~O 2 2k+l 2k+ 1 

X Vu - 2r+ 2k,u - 2q- 3' (43) 

To get the rhs, the relation (29) is used. The rhs of (40) for 
p = q + 1 is split into two parts according to whether k is 

XA (N -I v'u'liN - kA ',u'). (32) even or odd: 

The last relation results from (31). Using (31) and (32) with 
k=O, we get 

d (nA ) = Z (NO,nA ). (33) 

The symmetry (31) implies 
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q+ 1 1 
VU _ 2q _ 3 = F(I) L -2 Vu- 2r,u-2q-3 

r=O 
q 1 

- L -2 Vu- 2r - 1,2q_3' 
r=O 

(44) 
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We put (43) in the second term on the rhs. Applying the 
defining relation (42) to the resultant expression, we get (41) 
withp = q + 1. Q.E.D. 

To determine the explicit form of C2k + I' we solve (42) 
for n = 1,2, ... ,k. Putting n = 1 in (42) yields CI = - 2C3 

from which we get C3 = -!. From (42) with n = 2, it fol
lows that 3CI + 1OC3 = - 2Cs' Using the known values of 
CI and C3, we get Cs = 1. Repeating this way, we get 
C7 = - J}, C9 = 31, Cll = -~, Cl3 = 5461, etc. The rela
tion (41) implies thatthe terms I VI' _ I' VI' _ 3""} are unique
ly determined by I VI" V" _ 2 , ••• } as a consequence of the sym
metry (37). 

The expansion (41) is substituted into (18) to yield 

(45) 
m 

where m = 0,1, ... ,[uI2], which denotes the largest integer 
contained in u12, and 

I 
R(Vk)=Vk +F(1)~TC2/+IVk'k-21-1' (46) 

The index 1 runs over 0, 1, ... ,[(k - 1 )12]. The operator R (Vk) 
is generated from Vk • Its particle rank is indefinite (.:;.k ). 

Let us show that the operator R (Vk ) has the definite 
particle-hole symmetry: 

R (Vk) = (- l)kR (Vk). (47) 

Proof The operator R (Vk ) is transformed, by using (26) 
and (29), as 

k 

R(Vk)=B(k) L F(m)Vk,m 
m=O 

k - 2/- I 1 (k - m) 
-B(k)~C21+1 m~o TF(m) 2/+ 1 Vk,m' 

(48) 

where the sum of 1 is taken over 0, I, ... ,[(k - 1 )/2]. Changing 
the order of the summation over I and m yields 

R(Vk)=B(k) ± F(m)Vk,m{l- L~C21+I(~/-~)}' 
m=O I 2 + 

(49) 

where 1 runs overO,I, ... ,[(k - m - 1)/2]. In case m = k, the 
sum over 1 seen on the rhs reads O. In case m > k, the summa
tion over 1 is easily done by using 

+ (2k ~ .)C2k + 111 + ~(b,2k + I)} = 2CI , (50) 

where b> 0, and k runs over possible values of k, i.e., 
O,I, ... ,[(b - 1)/2]. For b being odd the relation (50) reads as 
the defining relation (42). We see that the rhs of (49) vanishes 
for k - m being nonzero even. Replacing the argument m in 
(49) by anew argument=(k - m - 1)12, we obtain (47) from 
(49). Q.E.D, 

The operator 0 expressed in the form of (45) satisfies the 
symmetry (37) because of (47). It is now concluded that the 
expression (45) together with (46) is the necessary and suffi
cient condition for 0 to satisfy (37). 

In Appendix B, the decomposition (45) is compared 
with the unitary scalar decomposition discussed in Refs. 2, 6, 
and 7. 
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V. TRACE PROPAGATION COMBINED WITH 
PARTICLE-HOLE SYMMETRY 

For fermions where (34) is valid, the n-hole and the n
particle traces agree with each other in magnitude, if the 
operator satisfies the symmetry (37). This property is not 
reflected in (19). Equating (19) to the same expression with n 
in it being replaced by N - n produces coupled linear equa
tions that provide mutual dependence among input traces. 
Selection of independent input traces requires us to solve the 
equations numerically. French3 called this the trace network 
problem. Here, we solve the problem without recourse to the 
trace network problem. The present manipulation relies on 
the result in the last section and is applied to a boson system 
as well as a fermion system. 

Let us apply (3) and (28) to an nobody trace of 0 which is 
expanded as (45). We then obtain 

«O»nA X(nA.,u - 2m A. ')« Vu - 2m »u-2m,A' 

d (nA.) =~, d (u - 2m, A. ') 

(51) 

where m runs over 0,1, ... ,[uI2]. The coefficient X is defined 
by 

X(nA.,1cA ') 

=Z(nA.,1cA ') +F(I)d(1cA ') L C21+ I 
I 

XL Z(nA.,k - 21 - 1 O")Z(1cA I,k - 21 - 10") , (52) 
u 2d(k - 21 - 10") 

where 1 runs over O,I, ... ,[(k - 1)/2]. 
For fermions where (34) is valid, the coefficient (52) is 

symmetric (antisymmetric) in noN 12 for k being even (odd). 
In case it is a polynomial in n, it is expressed as a polynomial 
in n - N 12 of degree k as (13) suggests. For example, we get, 
using (6), 

X(nT,3 112) = (n - N 12){2(n - N 12)2 

- 8T(T + 1) - 3N 2/2 + 4}/24. (53) 

For a boson system, the coefficient (52) is a function in 
n + N 12, as suggested by (4.12) of Ref. 2. Notice that the 
coefficient (52) survives even if n < k and that it does not 
satisfy n3). 

The input traces in (51) are 

which are a subset of the input traces in (19). The number of 
input traces is much reduced in (51). It implies an advantage 
to (51) in the trace calculation. The propagation coefficient 
Z (nA.,1cA ') for a fermion system becomes very large as n ap
proaches N. Since the nobody average is not large, there oc
curs remarkable cancellation among terms on the rhs of (19). 
It will cause a problem in numerical calculation. Such a situ
ation will be avoided by using (51) because the coefficient (52) 
is symmetric in noN 12. 

Among input traces (54), the trace « Vu»uA is most 
troublesome in actual calculation. We can avoid it by replac
ing the input trace by new inputs 1« Vk ) )kA; u - k = odd 1 
which are excluded from (54). Let us consider, for example, 
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the T-fixed trace with u = 4. Using (41) together with (28) 
yields 

«V3»3T =F(I) L ~Z(4T',3T)«V4»4T' (55) 
T, 2 

and 

«VI »I,1I2= {2 LZ(2T',1112)«V2»2T' 
n 

- L Z(4T',1 1I2)«V4»4T'} F(l) . 
T, 4 

(56) 

Solving them, we can express « V4»4T in terms of 
« V3 ) )3T', where T' = ! and~, and « VI» 1,112. 

It is straightforward to extend (51) to a general operator 
which breaks particle-hole symmetry (37). We have only to 
decompose the operator 0 ' as 

0' = (0' + 0')12 + (0' - 0')/2 (57) 

so that each term on the rhs should satisfy (37). In the usual 
cases, the operator 0 ' has the form of an operator product. 
The relation (30) is then conveniently used to get 0' from 0'. 

APPENDIX A 

The relation (9) is expressed in terms of coefficients of 
fractional parentage (cfp's) (see Ref. 6) as 

n L (n - 1, A. 'J-L' + 1,v,uln, A.J-L) 

X(n -1,A. "J-L" + 1,v,ulnA.J-L) 

= 15(A. ',A. ")15( J-L',J-L ")Z (nA.,n - 1 A. '}d (nA. ) 

X [d (n - 1 A. ')) -I. (AI) 

It is crucial that the coefficient Z be independent of J-L'. This 
type of relation is realized in case cfp is factorized 10 into a 
few parts as a result of a chain of the group. If there is a chain 
of the group attached to A. and J-L, the propagation coefficient 
can be evaluated from cfp or a Clebsch-Gordan coefficient 
characteristic of a chain of the group. For the case of A. = T, 
we easily evaluate4 the lhs of (AI) and get 

Z (nT,n - 1 T - 112) = T(n + 2T + 2)/(2T + 1) (A2) 

and 

969 

Z(nT,n - 1 T + 112) = (T + l)(n - 2T)/(2T + 1), 
(A3) 

i 
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which is valid for t = ! fermions and bosons alike. Each of 
them being divided by n is just a ratio of dimensions of the 
representation of symmetric group. 

We get the same relation as (13) if we start from 

(nA.J-L I ~ A + (n - 1 A. 'J-L'}A (n - 1 A. 'J-L') I nA. "J-L" ) 

= 15(A., A. ")I5(J-L,J-L")Z(nA.,n - 1 A.') (A4) 

as a premise instead of(9). For a fermion system where (32) is 
valid, both (9) and (A4) coincide with each other. 

APPENDIXB 

We compare the decomposition (45) with the unitary 
scalar decomposition.2,6,7 

An arbitrary k-body operator Vk can be expanded as 

k 1 
Vk = L -R (Vk,m){1 + l5(k,m)}, (Bl) 

m=O 2 
as easily be checked by using (46). The operator (Vk + Vk )/2 
is expressed as a sum of even m terms on the rhs, and fulfills 
particle-hole symmetry as is expected. The unitary scalar 
decomposition implies 

(n-m) 
Vk = L k-m Um' 

m 
(B2) 

where Um is the m-body operator which satisfies (47) as 
R (Vk,m) in (B1) does. While the number operator n appears 
in (B2), it does not in (B1). The operator R (Vk,m) in (B1) has 
indefinite particle rank (,m), while the particle rank of Um 

in (B2) is the definite value m. The relation (46) in case 
Vk = Uk readsR (Uk) = (- l)kUk, as Uk,p forp<k always 
vanishes. The operators [U m} and [Vk,m} are related to 
each other through (2.21) and (2.22) of Ref. 2. 
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We consider a system in three space dimensions consisting of a finite number of oscillators with a 
nonlinear interaction. Using projectors on N-particle subspaces of the Fock space, we show that 
the time evolution operator is strongly approximatable by exponentials of self-adjoint finite-rank 
operators (finite-dimensional Hermitian matrices), which can easily be calculated in the 
corresponding eigenrepresentation. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

It has been suggested in Refs. 1-4 for nonrelativistic N
body potential scattering to approximate strongly the wave 
operators and weakly the S matrix by exponentials of bound
ed self-adjoint or even finite-rank self-adjoint operators. In 
the latter case the approximate wave operators and the ap
proximate S matrix can be calculated easily using the eigen
representations of the finite-dimensional Hermitian matri
ces corresponding to the full and asymptotic Hamiltonian, 
respectively. 

This approach has been tested successfully in the two
body system for a variety of short-range nucleon-nucleon 
potentials plus the long-range Coulomb potential. 2 It has 
been applied to the three-body charged particle process 
d + P-+P + p + n (see Ref. 2). 

Let us recall some of the basic features of the approach. 
(i) As long as the wave operators exist, the interaction 

can be rather arbitrary, in particular it works for every real 
coupling constant. 

(ii) The strong approximation of the wave operators and 
the weak approximation of the S matrix is based on strong 
resolvent convergence of the approximated full and asymp
totic Hamiltonian, respectively. That is a rather "weak" 
condition and it can be generalized to functions of operators. 

(iii) In contrast to stationary (multichannel) scattering 
theory, where the scattering process is expressed in terms of 
Green's functions which contain singularities and which 
correspond to the physical picture of multiple vertices and 
free propagation, our approach is by construction free of 
singularities. 

The properties (i)-(iii) encourage us to try to extend the 
approach to field theoretic models. As a first step in this 
direction we want to consider in this paper the time evolu
tion operator for a system consisting of a finite number of 
oscillators with a nonlinear coupling. The purpose of this 
paper is twofold. First, for a finite system of oscillators with a 
nonlinear coupling, which cannot be solved via normal co
ordinates as in the linear coupling case, an approximation 
scheme is provided. Second, the ground work is laid for a 
generalization to field theoretical models. 

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we discuss 
the approximation in detail for an anharmonic oscillator in 
one space dimension (Le., one oscillator with a nonlinear self
interaction). The generalization to a finite number of oscilla
tors in three space dimensions, given in Sec. III is then very 
straightforward. 

II. THE ANHARMONIC OSCILLATOR IN ONE SPACE 
DIMENSION 

The harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian in one space di
mension is given by 

HO =p2/2m + (mw2/2)x2 =w(a+a + ~), (2.1) 

where 

a = (mw/2)1/2x + [i/(2mw)1/2]p, 

a+ = (mw/2)1/2x - [i/(2mw)1/2]p, 

[a,a+] = 1. 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 
(2.4) 

We consider all the operators to act in the Fock space Y, 
which is a Hilbert space. The vacuum state 10) is defined by 

alO) = O. (2.5) 

The n-particle states 

(2.6) 
form a complete orthonormal basis. The particle number 
operator N is given by 

N=a+a 

and yields 

Nln) = nln). 

We consider the interaction Hamiltonian 
G 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

Hint = exp( - N) L h ~ta+iaj exp( - N) (2.9) 
i,j=O 

and a total Hamiltonian 
H=HO+Hint. (2.10) 

Because we want to deal with self-adjoint operators, we re
quire the complex G X G matrix hint to be symmetric. The 
exponential operator has been introduced to generate a fall
off behavior, such that H nt becomes bounded. 

Proposition 1: H ° with the domain D (H 0) c Y is a self
adjoint operator; H nt has the domain D (Jfnt) = Y and is 
self-adjoint and bounded; and H has the domain 
D (H) = D (H 0) and is self-adjoint. 

Proof: Obviously HO is symmetric, and 

D(HO)= {tPltPEY,ltP) = n~o tPnl n ), n~o n2ItPnI2<OO} 

(2.11) 

is dense in Y. For each tP E Y there are tP ± E Y given by 

(2.12) 
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Hence, one has 

(HO ± 111,p ± ) = l,p), 

which implies 

Range(H ° ± z) = Y. 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

Then HO is self-adjoint by Theorem 5.21 in Weidmann's 
book.s 

Next we claim that for each i,j EN there is a polyno
mial 

i+j 
R (i+J1(x) = L rkxk, (2.15) 

k=O 

of degree i + j with real coefficients rk' such that for each 
,p E D (N(i + fl/2 ), it holds that 

lIa+iaj,p1l < IIR (i+ J1(N 1
/
2),pII. (2.16) 

Application of the shift operator a+ia j on Ik ) yields 

{

(k(k - 1) •.• (k - j + l)(k - j + 1) 
a+iailk) = ... (k - j + i))I/2Ik + i - j), if k - i~O, 

0, otherwise. 

(2.17) 
Hence 

00 

lIa+ 1a j tPlI2 = L I(k (k - 1) •.• (k - j + l)(k - j + 1) 
k=j 

... (k -j + iW/2tPk+i_jI2 

00 

= L I(n + j - i)(n + j - i-I) 
n=; 

... (n - i + l)(n - i + l)(n - i + 2) ••. (n)tfn I, 

(2.18) 

which establishes Eq. (2.16). 
Thus one can find a polynomial R (G) (x) with real coeffi

cients such that 

II i.~O h tta+iajtPll <IIR (G)(N 1/2)tPlI, (2.19) 

for each ,p eD (NJ12 ). 
We have that HO is self-adjoint, N is self-adjoint and 

non-negative, hence exp( - N) is bounded. Moreover 
exp( - N)mapsYintoD (~/2 ) for an arbitrary k E N. Thus 
we can estimate 

IIHnt,pIl<llexp( - NlIllIR (G)(Nl/2)exp( - N)tPll, (2.20) 

for all tP E Y. Obviously R (G) (N 1/2)exp( - N) is bounded. 
Hence is Hnt a bounded operator with D (Hnt) = Y. Be
cause H nt is also symmetric, we can conclude that H nt is 
self-adjoint. 6 For H nt to be bounded means Hnt is relatively 
HO bound with a HO bound O. Thus Rellich-Kato's 
Theorem 7 implies that H is self-adjoint and D (H) = D (H 0). 

Now we introduce finite-dimensional approximations. 
Let P n denote the orthogonal projector on the subspace gen
erated by (IO),Il), ... ,ln)}. We define 

H~ =PnHoPn, 

H~nt = PnHntpn, 

Hn =PnHP". 

(2.21) 

(2.22) 

(2.23) 

Proposition 2: H~,H~t, Hn are self-adjoint, finite-rank 
operators having the domain Y. 
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Proof: H 0,IFt ,H are self-adjoint due to Proposition 1, 
P n is self-adjoint and of finite rank with D (P" ) = Y, Range 
(P,,)CD(HO) for all n E N. HenceH~,H~t,Hn are symmet
ric, bounded and D(H~)=D(H~nt)=D(H,,)=Y, thus 
H~,H~nt,H" are self-adjoint.6 

Now we introduce the time evolution operators for 
tER 

UO(t) = exp(iHOt), (2.24) 

U(t) = exp(iHt), (2.25) 

U~(t) = exp(iH~t), 

Unit) = exp(iHn t ), 

(2.26) 

(2.27) 

which are well defined, because H°,H,H~,Hn are self-ad
joint. 

Theorem 1: For every t E R U~ (t), Un (t) tend strongly 
to UO(t), U(t), respectively, if n tends to infinity. 

Proof: For any self-adjoint operator X, being densely 
defined in a Hilbert space, it holds that8 

X=X+ =X. (2.28) 

For a closable operator Y, defined in a Hilbert space, the 
domainD (Y)isacoreofY (see Ref. 9). HenceD (X)isacoreof 
X. This can be applied to HO,H, i.e., D (HO) is a core of 
H°,D(H) is a core of H. Now we claim for every 
tPED(HO) =D(H), 

H ~ f/J-+H °tP, 

Hn f/J-+HtP· 

One has 
00 

ItP) = L ,pn In), 
,,=0 

HOltP) = i (t) (n + J..) tP" In), 
,,=0 2 

and HOltP) is an element of Y, which means 

That implies 

(2.29) 

(2.30) 

(2.31) 

(2.32) 

(2.33) 

(2.34) 

if n tends to infinity. Because P n tends strongly to 1, one also 
has 

(2.35) 
if n tends to infinity. Equations (2.34) and (2.35) imply Eq. 
(2.29). 

Due to Proposition 1, H nt is bounded, Pn tends strong
lyto 1, liP" II = 1, thus one concludes 10 thatPnHntPn tends 
strongly to H nt , i.e., for every tP E Y, 

P"Hot Pn f/J-+Hot tP. (2.36) 

Equations (2.29) and (2.36) imply Eq. (2.30). FromHo, H~, 
H,H" beingself-adjoint,D (H 0) = D (H )beingacoreofH 0,H, 
and Eqs. (2.29) and (2.30) we concludell that H~ ,Hn tend to 
H°,H, respectively, in the sense of strong resolvent conver
gence. From that we conclude12 that U~ (t), U" (t) tend 
strongly to UO(t ), U (t ), respectively, which proves the claim. 
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We want to conclude this section with a remark on the 
usefulness of the approximation Un (t). We have that UO(t) 
and hence U~ (t ) are already diagonal in the Fock space Y. 
But U (t), Un (t ) in general are not diagonal in Y. However, 
Un (t) can easily be calculated by diagonalizing the finite
dimensional Hermitian matrix corresponding to Hn and ex
pressing Un (t) in the eigenrepresentation of Hn. 

III. A FINITE SYSTEM OF OSCILLATORS IN THREE 
SPACE DIMENSIONS 

In this section we want to generalize the model and the 
results of Sec. II to a finite system, of oscillators with nonlin
ear coupling in three space dimensions. Because all the 
proofs can be carried over essentially from Sec. II but require 
only more tedious writing, we will omit them here. 

Let ap.v,ap;v denote the annihilation and creation opera
tors, respectively, for particles corresponding to the frequen
cies wp,v, where p = 1,2,3 counts the space dimension and 
v = 1,2, ... , Vm counts the oscillators in each space dimen
sion. One has 

[ap'V,aT;~] = {jp,T{jV'~' (3.1) 

[ap,V,aT,~] = [ap;V,aT;~] = O. (3.2) 

We introduce a new counting I = 1, ... ,lm'/m = 3vm, where 
I corresponds one to one to a pair (p, v). Hence Eqs. (3.1) and 
(3.2) read 

[aI,af] = {jI,J, (3.3) 

[aJoaJ ] = [a/ ,af ] = O. (3.4) 

We put 

HO = I WI (a/ aI + ~). (3.5) 
1=1 2 

The Fock space Y is a Hilbert space, with the vacuum 10) 
defined by 

aIIO) = 0, 1= 1, ... ,lm, (3.6) 

and spanned by 

(a t )"I ... (a / ) "1m 

Inl, ... ,nI ) = ml /
2 

10). 
m (nl! ... n1m !) 

(3.7) 

The particle number operator N is given by 

(3.8) 

and yields 

Nln\O ... ,nI) = (nl + ... + nI,.lln\O ... ,nI
m

)' (3.9) 

We consider the interaction Hamiltonian 
G 1m 

Hnt = exp( - N) L L h 7i].,a/;~ exp( - N) 
;,}= 1 I,J= J 

(3.10) 

and the total Hamiltonian 
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H=HO+Ifnt. (3.11) 
Again we assume the matrix hint to be symmetric. 

Proposition 3: Proposition 1 holds true, if HO, IfnI, H, 
and Yare substituted by definitions given in this section. 

Let P n denote the orthogonal projector on the subspace 
generated by all states characterized by a particle number 
less or equal to n. Usually this subspace is denoted by 
YO ES Y J ES ••• ESYn. We defineH~,H~t,H,. by Eqs. (2.21)
(2.23), where the definitions of HO,Hnt ,H,P,. are taken from 
this section. Then the following proposition holds. 

Proposition 4: Proposition 2 holds true, if H~,H~nt,H,., 
and Yare substituted by the definitions of this section. 

We define UO(t), U(t), U~(t), and U,.(t) by Eqs. (2.24)
(2.27) with the definitions of HO, H, H~, and H,. taken from 
this section. Then the following theorem holds. 

Theorem 2: Theorem 1 holds if UO(t), U (t), U~ ,It ) and 
U,. (t) are substituted by the definitions of this section. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

We have shown for a model consisting of a finite num
ber of oscillators with a nonlinear coupling in three space 
dimensions that the time evolution operator corresponding 
to the full Hamiltonian can be approximated with arbitrary 
accuracy by a time evolution operator corresponding to an 
approximate full Hamiltonian. Due to the finite rank of the 
latter Hamiltonian, the corresponding time evolution opera
tor can be calculated exactly, that means in numerical calcu
lations within the accuracy of the diagonalization of a finite
dimensional Hermitian matrix and the calculation of the 
functions exp(ix) for real x. The model interaction studied 
here can be generalized to include unbounded operators in 
the form of a polynomial in the creation and annihilation 
operators. 
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Starting from an N-body quantum space, we consider the Lie-algebraic framework where the 
Poschl-Teller Hamiltonian, -! a; + c sech2 X + s csch2 X' is the single sp(2,R ) Casimir 
operator. The spectrum of this system is mixed: it contains a finite number of negative-energy 
bound states and a positive-energy continuum of free states; it is identified with the Clebsch
Gordan series of the .fj!+ X.fj!- representation coupling. The wave functions are the sp(2,R ) 
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients of that coupling in the parabolic basis. Using only Lie-algebraic 
techniques, we find the asymptotic behavior of these wave functions; for the special pure-trough 
potential (s = 0) we derive thus the transmission and reflection amplitUdes of the scattering 
matrix. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Symmetry methods involving dynamical algebras have 
been long used to study the eigenstates and spectra ofSchro
dinger equations for certain one-dimensional potentials. 1-4 
Notable among them are the hydrogen atom l (bound states 
and scattering states), the harmonic oscillator,3 and the radi
al oscillator (bound states only); among the systems with 
continuous spectra we know the free-fall (or linear) potential, 
the free particle, and the repulsive oscillator,4 and the latter 
two in their welled versions. Here the symmetry method 
builds the dynamical algebra, and -in all but the first case, 
where it is the pseudo-Coulomb system which enjoys the al
gebra-the Hamiltonian is an element of this Lie algebra, 
which is4.6 sp(2,R) = so(2,I) = sl(2,R) = su(I,I), and which 
we refer to as the two-dimensional real symplectic algebra 
sp(2,R ). (We note that Lie algebras are involved, rather than 
Lie groups, as it is often stated.) Symmetries have a longer 
history, of course, since the angular properties of any central 
potential Hamiltonian and the rigid rotator acquainted phy
sicists with group theory in the first place.7 We are here con
cerned with dynamical algebras, i.e., those whose represen
tations correspond with the whole energy spectrum of the 
system. 

It is important to state that the only spectra that have 
been obtained from a dynamical algebra of which the Hamil
tonian is an element are equally spaced spectra8.9 if discrete 
(with a lower bound if realistic), a lower-bound continuum, 
or a double non-lower-bound continuum. These cases corre
spond to the Hamiltonian being on the elliptic, parabolic, or 
hyperbolic subalgebras ofsp(2,R ).6 

Next; the Hamiltonian may be a simple function of one 
or more of the generators, the spectrum now being that func
tion of the integers or subset thereof. This construction may 
be made for the bound hydrogen atom states, for its scatter-

• ) On sabbatical leave from Instituto de Investigaciones en Matematicas 
Aplicadas y en Sistemas, Universidad Nacional Autonoma de Mexico, 
04510 Mexico, D. F., Mexico. 

ing states separately, I and has been used recently for the 
MorselO and Poschl-Tellerll potentials, among others, by 
Alhassid, Giirsey, and lachello. 

The Morse potential 12 is very well-known for its role in 
molecular physics while the Poschl-Teller potential13 

emerges in connection with diverse physical systems, such as 
completely integrable many-body systems in one dimen
sion,14 the solitary wave solutions to the Korteweg-de Vries 

• IS d' h H equatIOn, an 1D t e artree mean field equation of many-
body systems interacting through a {j force l6 among others. 
The Poschl-Teller Schrodinger equation also stems from the 
Klein-Gordon equation on a space of constant curvature, 
with an appropriate set of separating variables, the D' Alem
bertian being the Laplace-Beltrami operator on a sphere or 
hyperboloid. 17 

The Poschl-Teller potential has two free parameters: 

vcs(x) = c sech2 X + s csch2 X . (1.1) 

See Fig. 1. There is a -siX 2 core at the origin plus a 
trough _sech2 X. When 0< -s/c< 1, the two may com
bine to a potential with a core (s > 0) and a trough (c > 0). This 
trough may capture one or more quantum bound states 

when ~2s + 1 <~ - 2c + 1, which will be part of the spec
trum of the Poschl-Teller quantum Hamiltonian lfIPT. The 
number of bound states is the integer part of the difference 

between ~2s + 1 and ~ - 2c + 1. 
Alhassid,18 Giirsey,19 and lachello ll used the algebra 

(a) 

o#==_""'5' ___ ...:.X~ 

(b) 

ot--......:::"""-__ ...:.X::... 

FIG. I. (a) The POschl-Teller potential 
with a core and trough, exhibiting two 
bound states and the continuum. (b) A 
Poschl-Teller potential where the 
trough parameter is smaller than the 
core parameter; it has only a continuum 
of positive-energy states . 
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so(3) with one subalgebra generator for full representation I' 
and row m classification. The Poschl-Teller equation is then 
found to be the square of that generator and thus the bound
state spectrum is accounted for, being - - m2 over the mul
tiplet. This potential also has a continuum of positive-energy 
scattering states, and the Weyl analytic continuation is used 
to turn the algebra into so(2, 1), where the positive contin
uous energy eigenvalue is the square of the eigenvalue of a 
noncompact generator of the algebra. They also investigate a 
more general version of the Poschl-Teller potential, which is 
obtained from a representation of the direct sum algebra 
suI 1,1) EB suI 1,1) realized by the symmetric top system in 
which one of the Euler angles is made hyperbolic.20 They are 
thus able to show that the Poschl-Teller Hamiltonian 
emerges as essentially the Casimir operator of the algebra 
and that it has mixed spectrum, including the bound and 
scattering states of the potential,20 a result also found by 
Basu and Wolf.21 

In this article we shall reexamine the Poschl-Teller po
tential, showing that the Clebsch-Gordan series22 of sp(2,R ) 
yields the spectrum of the system, while the eigenstates turn 
out to be the sp(2,R) Clebsch-Gordan coefficients in the 
parabolic chain ofBasu and Wolf1 for a lower- and an up
per-bound sp(2,R ) discrete series repreSentation, coupling 
into a finite sum of discrete series plus an integral over con
tinuous-series representation. The energy values are deter
mined by the coupled-sp(2,R ) representations, while the po
tential parameters in (1.1) are determined by the two-factor 
sp(2,R ) representations. The action of the raising and lower
ing operators in the conjugate so(2,2) algebra allow us to 
relate potentials (1.1) with different values of the potential 
parameters s and c for eigenstates of the same energy. In 
particular they can be made to relate a given potential with 
the free-particle potential Voo(x) = 0, the eigenstates of the 
two systems then being related through an algebra with shift 
operators, thus allowing a derivation of the reflection and 
transmission coefficients of the S matrix by purely algebraic 
means. These will be functions of the potential parameters 
and the energy of the state. 

The mixed-spectrum character of the Poschl-Teller po
tential makes it attractive for nuclear physics models of scat
tering. It is shown in Sec. II and III that this potential arises 
in an N-particle space out of the quadratic operators in posi
tion and momentum, forming an oscillator sp(2N,R ) algebra, 
which contains sp(2,R) through the maximal subalgebra 
sp(2,R ) EB so(n,m). In this reduction, the representations of 
the two summands are conjugate. We further decompose 
so(n,m):::) so(n) EB so(m), each direct summand algebra having 
a conjugate sp(2,R ), which provide the Poschl-Teller poten
tial parameters sand c with restrictions to discrete values. In 
Sec. IV we use the so(2,2) algebra generators to raise and 
lower·23 these values: the dimensions nand m are not cru
cially important for the structure of the system, and so(2,2) 
has most of the general features, plus some particularly use
ful ones. In this way we find the reflection and transmission 
coefficients24 and the scattering matrix for this potential. 
The closing section offers some conclusions as to the place of 
the system treated here within the general systems whose 
spectrum is given by the Clebsch-Gordan series for sp(2,R ), 
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which may include the Coulomb system in the proper repre
sentation coupling class. 

II. THE OSCILLATOR REALIZATION OF 
sp(2n,R) :::::> sp(2,R) EB so(n) 

We consider the Schrodinger realization of the quan
tum operators of position and momentum in an n-dimen
sional Euclidean space R n, 

Qa fIx): = Xa fIx), Pa fIx): = - i af(x), a = 1,2, ... ,n . 
aXa 

(2.1a) 

They are self-adjoint in a common invariant domain dense in 
,2"2(R n), and satisfy the well-known Heisenberg commuta
tion relations 

(2.1b) 

where 1 is the unit operator. 25 Next, we build all bilinear self
adjoint operators in Qa and Pb , denoting them as 

J!b: = !(PaPb - QaQb)' 

J~b: = !Nab: = !(QaPb + QbPa - i£5a,b l ), 

.fob: = !(PaPb + QaQb)' 

(2.2a) 

(2.2b) 

(2.2c) 

(2.2d) 

This set of operators closes under commutation, with 
the commutation relations defining the 2n-dimensional real 
symplectic algebra2 sp(2n,R). Since J~b = J:" and Mab 
= - Mba' there are 2n2 + n operators in the set and they 

are self-adjoint in ,2"2(R n). On this space, they yield the oscil
lator (or metaplectic26) representation of sp(2n,R ). On this 
space this representation is not irreducible, since the inver
sion commutes with the set (2.2), and decomposes into two 
irreducible representations, one in the subspace of even func
tions and one in the subspace of odd functions. 

Now we construct the linear combinations 

n 

Jk: = L J~a' k = 1,2,0. (2.3) 
a=1 

These three operators generate an algebra sp(2,R) which 
commutes with the operators Mab in (2.2d). The latter com
mute among themselves and generate the n-dimensional or
thogonal algebra so(n). We thus consider the algebra chain 

sp(2n,R) :::::> sp(2,R ) EB so(n) , (2.4) 

where the subalgebra is maximal in the parent algebra. The 
two direct summands in the subalgebra are, moreover, con
jugate, i.e., within the oscillator representation of sp(2n,R ), 
the representation of one direct summand determines the 
representation of the other. Indeed, the Casimir operator of 
sp(2,R) is6 

C·P: = ( JI)2 + ( .f)2 - ( fI)2 , (2.5a) 

while the second-order Casimir operator ofso(n) is 2 

(2.5b) 
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and all higher-order Casimir operators of the latter are zero 
since the algebra is realized on the n-sphere27 S" - I. The 
second-order Casimir operator (2.Sb) is the Laplace-Bel
trami operator on that (n - 1 )-dimensional space S" - I, 

with constant curvature related to the radius of the sphere.28 

One may,show directly replacing (2.2) that the two operators 
(2.5) are related by 

C"p = -! coo + T6 n(4 - n) . (2.6) 

The eigenvalues of COO on S" - 1 (i.e., the spectrum of the 
D' Alembertian) are given by 

c"" = 1(1 + n - 2), 1 = 0,1,2, ... , (2.7) 

and thus through (2.6), the eigenvalues of cop are 

c"P=k(l-k), 

k = W + ! n) = !n,!n + !,!n + 1, ... , 

(2.8a) 

(2.8b) 

where k is referrred to as the Bargmann sp(2,R ) representa
tion index.6 The representations of sp(2,R ) present in the 
decomposition (2.4) are thus the lower-bound discrete-series 
representations ~ k+ • The parity of the so(n) representation 1 
on S" - 1 is well known to be ( - 1 )1. It follows that on the 
irreducible subspace of even functions, the oscillator realiza
tion (2.2) decomposes into the direct sum of sp(2,R )!B so(n) 
representations (k,l) = U n,OH(!n + 1,2) + (!n. + 2,4).+ .. :' 
while in the subspace of odd functIons It IS 
(k,l) = (!n + PH(!n + PH(!n + PH .... 

In the case n = 1, the generatorless algebra "so(l)" is 
replaced by the inversion operator with eigenvalues + 1 and 
- 1 on the two-point space So. The former goes with k = ! 

and the latter with k =~. This "so(l)" also effects the "alge
bra reduction" ofso(2) to eigenvalues m = ± 1 of the latter's 
single generator, the sign being the "so( 1)" eigenlabel. In the 
general-n case, we need not concern ourselves with the repre
sentation row labeling. 

Regarding the subalgebra reduction of sp(2,R ), the bet
ter-known6 chain involves the compact subalgebra with gen
erator t>. This operator is the n-dimensional harmonic oscil
lator Hamiltonian with angular momentum 1, whose 
spectrum is lower bounded by k and is linearly spaced by 
integers.2 In this work we shall use the parabolic subalgebra 
generator29 

1 n 
j-: = t> - JI = - L Qa Qa . 

2 a= 1 
(2.9) 

This has been implicitly used whenever sp(2,R ) is realized in 
terms of up-to-second-order differential operators, but has 
not often appeared as an abstract subalgebra chain in the 
physics literature. The operator J- is noncompact and its 
spectrum therefore continuous; in the discrete-series repre
sentations ~ :- , it is positive, as seen here, and simple. In the 
continuous-series representations of the next section, it is 
still simple but both positive and negative. 30 

The algebra sp(2,R ) also has negative discrete-series re
presentations, denoted by ~ k . These may be obtained from 
the positive-series operators (2.2) and (2.3) on y2(R n) 
through the mapping6 
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A:{ j\j2,t>}I-+{ - j1,j2, - t>J . (2.10) 

This is an automorphism of sp(2,R ), so the Casimir operator 
eigenvalues (2.8) are unaffected. It is involutive, but not with
in the group generated by it, i.e., it is outer. It inverts the 
harmonic-oscillator spectrum of t> to negative values, so the 
eigenvalues of the latter are upper bound by - k. The spec
trum of Aj- is now the negative half-axis. 

III. COUPLING AND REDUCTION IN 
sp(2N,Rj::)sp(2,R)!B so(n,m) 

We now consider the following Euclidean spaces: R ", 
R m, and R N, N = n + m, where the two first spaces are dis
joint subspaces of the latter, arranged so that xaeR" for 
I<a<n and xaeR m for n + l<a<n + m = N. On the y2 
(R N) space offunctionsJ(x) we may build the oscillator rep
resentation of the symplectic algebra sp(2N,R ), which has 
been presented in the last section and given in (2.2), letting all 
index ranges grow to N. We reproduce the structure for R n 

and Rm placing their oscillator algebras sp(2n,R) and 
sp(2m,R )assubalgebrasofsp(2N,R). Each of the former two 
will be decomposed as sp(2n,R) ::) sPIn) (2,R ) !B so(n) and 
sp(2m,R) ::) sP(m)(2,R)!B so(ml' wherekthe generators oft~e 
first factors will be labeled as j(n) and J(m) for k = 1,2,0, buIlt 
as in (2.3) with the appropriate summation index range. 
Now, if we follow the same procedure with sp(2N,R ), we are 
couplingl l

,31 the representations of sPIn) (2,R ) and sP(m) (2,R ) 
to a representation of SPIN) (2,R ). If the two factor represen-

f'd!+ • h' od 21223132 '11 tations belong to the = senes, t elr pr uct ' . . WI 
be reducible in terms of irreducible representations of the 
latter also belonging to the ~ + series. If the former are given 
by their Bargmann indices kIn) and k(m)' the Clebsch-Gor
dan series will contain the SPIN) (2,R) representations kIN) 
= kIn) + k(m"k(n) + kIm) + I, ... and its Casimir operator 

would have eigenvalues kIN) (1 - kIN)) with kIN) on the se
ries. These facts may be easily seen in the compact subalge
bra reductions, where JfN) is the sum of the harmonic oscilla
tors .lfn) and Jfm) with the consequent sum of their discrete, 
lower-bound spectra to a "radial" discrete, lower-bound 
spectrum which, were we to follow this coupling, would lead 
to the constraining Poschl-Teller potential (ofthejirst type) 
V(x) = c sec2 X + s csc2 X, 0 <X < 1T/2. 

Our interest in this paper lies in the scattering Poschl
Teller potential (i.e., of the second kind): 

vcs(x) = c sech2 X + s csch2 X , (3.1) 

which, according to the values of the two parameters, c and s, 
will have a lower-bound continuum of scattering states, with 
the possibility of a finite number of bound states. 

To achieve this, we couple the two sp(2,R ) subalgebras 
in sp(2n,R) and sp(2m,R) to the SPIN) (2,R) algebra in 
sp(2N,R ) through essentially the difference of the generators, 

. h' b" 2 3132 followmg t e hnear com matlons' . 

(3.2a) 
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Jr;v) = Jfn) + Jfm) , 
Jl'N) = Jl'n) - Jl'm) . 

(3.2b) 

(3.2c) 

This corresponds to coupling one!P k~n) with one!P kim) irre
ducible representation. The so-algebra commuting with this 
SP(N) (2,R ) is the pseudo-orthogonal algebra so(n,m) whose 
set of generators is the union of the so(n) generators Mob' 
a,b = I, ... ,n (communting nontrivially with J~)), the so(m) 
generators Mob' a,b = n + I, ... ,n + m (commuting nontri
vially with J~)), and the "cross" noncompact boost genera
tors Nab' a = l, ... ,n, b = n + 1, ... ,n + m in (2.2b). We thus 
work with the subalgebra chain 

sp(2N,R) ::> sp(2,R ) $ so(n,m) . (3.3) 

The second-order Casimir operator of this so(n,m) may 
be expressed in the following form, in terms of the three 
constituent sets of generators: 

n n+m 
c:so(n.m) = c:so(n) + c:so(m) - L L (Nabf, (3.4) 

a I b=n+l 

while that ofsp(N) (2,R ) is given by (2.5a)in terms of(3.2). The 
two direct summand algebras in (3.3), sp(2,R ) and so(n,m) are 
again conjugate in sp(2N,R ), and their Casimir operators are 
related as in (2.6), with N replacing n; the eigenvalues relate 
accordingly. 

The spectrum of the so(n,m) Casimir on the (n,m) hy
perboloid H N - I may be written as in (2.7), but with a differ-

ent range of values of I. Through (2.8) we conclude that the 
conjugate SPIN) (2,R) representation is labeled by k 
= (1 + iA )/2 and thus belongs to the continuous (nonexcep

tional6) representation series '(J ~ with Casimir eigenvalue 
c = (1 + ,P)/4;;;' !andmultivaluationindeXE = O,!resolved 
in the .,.?2(R N) subspaces of even and odd functions. 

When n = 1 = m, both "so( I)n Casimir operators are 
zero and eso(l.I) is the square of a single boost generator N 12' 

with a negative sign, i.e., ~1,1l = - A 2 corresponding to 
1= iA,A;;;'O. 

For general n,m> 1, the coupling of !P k+ and!P k . ~ ~ 

representatlOns of sp(2,R ) has the following Clebsch-Gor
dan series21 ,22.31.32; 

(3.5) 

i.e., for kIn) > k(m)' a direct finite sum of lower-bound dis
crete-series representations fiJ ;/iN) from kIN) = kIn) - kIm) in 
integer steps down to (but not including) !, plus a direct inte
gral over all nonexceptional continuous representation se
ries with the appropriate multivaluation index E = 0 or 
E =!, according to the total space inversion parity. The dis
crete part of the spectrum is absent if kIn) - kIm) <iq. The Ca
simir operator of SPIN) (2,R ) has thus the mixed spectrum 

sp (2R) {k(l-k)<!, k=kmin,kmin -1, ... ,>~, k min =k(n) 
C IN)' = 

!(l + ,r);;;.!, K;;;'O. 
(3.6) 

This is the form of the spectra fitting into our coupling 
scheme: mixed spectra with a continuum of positive energy 
and a finite number of bound states with a characteristic 
quadratically downward-increasing separation for negative 
energy. 

The previous statements are basis independent. In or
der to see how (3.6) becomes the spectrum of the scattering 
Poschl-Teller potential SchrOdinger Hamiltonian, we intro
duce the appropriate coordinates in R N. These are (n,m)
bipolar-hyperbolic coordinates Xj (q,p,x, {Vk }, ((i)k }): 

Xj = ;vvj , j = 1,2, ... ,n; y;;;.O, L (Vj)2 = 1, (3.7a) 
j 

Xj = ;S(i)j' j = n + 1, ... ,n + m; s;;;.O, L ((i)j f = 1; 
j 

(3.7b) 

q= +1 (r>s) 
{r=:pcosh X, P,X;;.oO, 

(3.8a) 
s=:psinhx, 

q= -1 (r<s) r=:PSinhx, 
s=:pcosh X· 

(3.8b) 

The {vj } j = I and ( (i) d k :!: ::' + I are coordinates on the 
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spheres S n - I and S m I, and the Casimir operators of so(n) 
and so(m) are second-order differential operators in them, 
while rand s do not enter their expression. The so(n,m) Casi
mir operator will be a differential operator in all variables 
but p. One should be careful to note that these coordinates 
are not global, i.e., two charts, labeled by q = ± I, are need
ed to cover the r ,s;;.oO quadrant by p, X;;.oO, (2.8a) and (3.8b). 
The so(n,m) Casimir operator will have two forms, one in 
each chart.21

•
31 

We now detail the forms of the six operators and their 
eigenvalues, whose eigenfunctions are--once appropriately 
normalized-the fiJ k~n) X fiJ kIm) Clebsch-Gordan coeffi
cients.21 

k(n): I(;"Pln)12.R) has eigenvalue kIn) (1 - k(n))' This fixes the 
v dependence of the eigenfunction to be an so(n) harmonic 
with angular momentum I(n) = 2k(n) - ! n. 

k(m): c:sPlm
)(2.R) has eigenvalue kim) (1 - k(m))' The ro de

pendence is that of an so(m) harmonic lim) = 2k(m) -! m. 
k(N): c:SPIN )(2,R) has eigenvalue CSP1N )(2.R) given by the 

Clebsch-Gordan series (3.6), expressible through (2.6). (3.4), 
and (3.7) as the differential operator on (q,x,v,ro), 
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C·PINi2,R) = -h N (4 - N) -1 cso(n) + cso(m) + L L Xa --+ Xb --
[ 

n n + rn (a a )] 
a=lb=n+1 aXb aXa 

= ~ 1 [N ( N - !) + (1 - ;2 )cso(n) + ( 1 - ::)cso(m) 

+ (r~+s~)2 + ((n - 1)~ + (m - 1)~) (r~ +s~)] as ar r s as ar (3.9) 

= -=-![N(N -~) + L + ((n _ 1){tanh x } + (m _ 1){coth X}) ~ 
4 4 ax 2 cothx tanhx ax 

+ {sech
2 x } cso(n) + { - csch

2 x} coo(m)], for {(T = + I} . 
- csch2 X sech2 X (T = - 1 

Note that this operator has one form on each chart. Now we 
come to the parabolic subalgebra "row" labels. 

r: J(;;j =! r with nonnegative eigenvalue. 
s: J(;;;) = ! S2 with nonnegative eigenvalue. 
((T, p): J(N) = - J(;;j - J(;;;) = !(r 2 - S2) = !(Tp2. 

This eigenvalue is fixed by rand s, which determine the chart 
(T on which CSP1n)(2,R ) lies, and p ;;;.0. 

The normalized eigenfunctions of the first three opera
tors, valuated at the eigenvalues of the last three, are the 
numerical Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. Only two of the lat
ter three are independent. We may fix ((T, p) and, say, r, to 
determine s. We decide to fix (T and p, and let the coeffiCient 
be a function of the single free coordinate X. Then, the 
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients are obtained as functions of X 
satisfying the differential eigenfunction equation (3.9) with 
(3.6) for its spectrum.21 It is particularly important to fix (T 
since this places us on a single chart (T, which we choose 
hereafter to be (T = + 1. (Choosing (T = - 1 only exchanges 
nand m.) 

Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, even for noncompact al
gebras, are best known when reduced with respect to a com
pact subalgebra, 7,2),32 so that the row indices are integers m l , 

m2' and m = m) + m 2, for example. These satisfy three
term recursion relations-a second-order difference equa
tion-which stem from the coupled Casimir operator. Their 
proper summation for normalization is a rather difficult 
problem. In the noncompact parabolic subalgebra basis, the 
row labels are continuous and the eigenfunctions of (3.9) sa
tisfy an ordinary second-order differential equation when 
the so(n) and so(m) eigenfunction subspaces are taken. We 
anticipate that the solutions of (3.9) are zP) Gauss hypergeo
metric functions,21 while the elliptic or hyperbolic subalge
bras lead to ~2 functions of unit argument. 31 ,32 

The original2"2(R N) eigenfunctions of the Casimir op
erator are orthogonal under a maximal set of commuting 
operators under the measure 

d NX = pN - I dp f1nm (x)dx d n - IV d rn - 100 , 

f1nrn (x) = (T sinhn - I X coshm - I X . 

(3. lOa) 

(3. lOb) 

The integration on v and 00 leads to orthogonality in the so(n) 
and so(m) representation labels kin) and k(m) , and row labels 
which are absent from the sp(2,R ) coefficient. Definite J(N) 
eigenfunctions restrict to a definite ((T, p) value, on the X half
line, the operator (3.9) is symmetric with respect to the mea-
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I 
sure f1 nm (x)dX. By similarity we may transform (3.9) to an 
operator symmetric with respect to dX, containing thus no 
first-order derivative terms: 

CSP: = f1 I12CSPIN)(2,R)f1 -1/21 
k(nl,k(m) 

=-hN(4-N)-H~ - {(2k(n) _1)2_ U sech2x 

+ ((2k(m) - 1)2 -1) csch2 X -1(N - 2)2]. (3.10e) 

To obtain the usual -!a; + V(x) form of Schrodinger 
equations, we define 

lHIPT = 2Cs
p - ! = -!a; + VC'(x) , (3.11a) 

where VC'(x) is the scattering Poschl-Teller potential (3.1) 
with parameters 

c = - H(2k(n) - 1)2 -1] <l, (3.11b) 

s = H(2k(m) - 1)2 - H;;;. -l, (3.11c) 

and spectrum 

Ek = 2k(N)(1 - kiN)) -! = - !(2k(N) - 1)2, (3.11d) 

where the range of k in the Clebsch-Gordan series (3.5) and 
(3.6) yields negative-energy bound states for couplings to the 
discrete series: k = kmin , kmin - 1, ... > !, kmin = kin) - k(m)' 
The continuum of positive-energy scattering states appears 
for couplings to the continuous series for k = !( 1 + iK), K;;;'O. 
The multi valuation index is determined by kin) - kim) 
mod 1; € = 0 allows the K = 0 value, while € = ! excludes it 
since the representation belongs to the exceptional type and 
is not square-integrable.29 

Some remarks about the allowed values of the Poschl
Teller parameters c and s, and the proper spectrum of lHIPT 
follow. 

The coefficients in (3.11 b) multiplies the csch2 X term of 
the potential, which is singular as -X -2 at the origin. The 
coefficient s represents thus a core parameter. There may be 
three cases. 

(a) The core maybe a singular, negative well (O>s;;;' -1) 
for 1 < kim) < i. Among the representations of sP(rn) (2,R ) con
tained in the oscillator representation of sp(2N,R ), only kim) 
= ! leads to a potential with an attractive well s = - l at the 

origin. This is what we would call a weak 8 well for the pur-
poses of investigating the conditions under which the 
Poschl-Teller Hamiltonian has a unique spectrum. 

(b) When kim) = lor i, the core parameter s is zero.24 

These values of kim) are allowed within sp(2N,R ) [see (2.8b)] 
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only when I = 0, m = 1, i.e., when the reduction of so(n, 1) is 
the canonical one to so(n), and (3.7) and (3.8) are spherical 
coordinates. For n = 2, this is the chain 
sp( 6,R) :::> sp(2,R ) ED so(2, 1), and the algebra so(2, 1 ) is doubly 
at play. Using only so(2,1) with its Casimir operator and 
generators, thus, we cannot get a nonzero core parameter. 
We do get, however, the two parity values which allow the 
system to be extended to the full line XeR. 

(c) Finally, when s> 0 we get true core potentials. We 
must note the interval (0,1) u (i, 1) for which 0 < s < a. It is in 
fact a weak core,8 and the problem is having two values of 
kIm) leading t6 a single potential with fixed s; the interval, 
luckily, does not include values allowed by sp(2N,R). For 
k(m);;..1 the core isstrong33 (i<s = i,I,.Ij,3, ... ,.for k = 1, i,~,~, 
... ) and the square-integrable solutions of the Schrodinger 
equation must be zero at the origin. 

The second parameter e is factor to a sech2 X term in the 
Poschl-Teller potential. It is a trough parameter for e < 0, 
and a smooth bump for 0 < e<l. There are also three cases: 
(a) a e = 1 bump for k(n) = !, (b) a e = 0 zero potential for kin) 
= 1 and i allowing the system to be extended to XeR, and (c) 
troughs of coefficient e = - i, - 1, -lj, - 3, ... for kin) 
= 1, i,~, ~, .... 

The core and trough parameters combine to a Poschl
Teller potential with a trough when 0 < - sic < I (i.e., kin) 
>klmJl at the position Xmin =arctanh (-slc)1/4 and of 
depth VI" . ) = - (s - ~ - e)2. This potential is able to 

\Amtn I 

hold bound states for ! < kmin = kin) - kim) or ~ - 2c + 1 
- ~2s + 1> 1, and the number of these states is the integer 
part of kmin . The bound state energies are given by (3.11) for 
kiN) = kmin' kmin - 1, ... >!, each corresponding to a dis
crete-series term in the Clebsch-Gordan series. For all 
sp(2N,R )-allowed .poschl-Teller potential parameters, there 
is a continuum extending over positive energies, and corre
sponding to the continuous-series representations in the in
tegral in the Clebsch-Gordan series for k = !( 1 + iK), KeR +. 
It should finally be remarked again that for n even, kin) may 
be fixed to be integer or half-integer, while for n odd, kin) may 
only be a quarter-integer. 

The Poschl-Teller bound and free wave functions 

(3.12) 

may be obtained directly, in normalized form, from the work 
of Basu and Wolf on sp(2,R ). They relate through34 

( 
kl k2 k ) 

C> + I,r _ l,r ; + I,p 

= Dt! r 2 - ~ - !p2)(p2 cosh X sinh X )-1/2 tP'f"k,)( xl, 
(3.13) 

wherekl = kin) andk2 = kim) determine thee ands potential 
parameters, -! (2k - 1)2 is the energy [see (3.11), setting 
k = kIN) ],andtanhx =s/r[s/r< lontheu= + 1 chartJis 
the position in the Poschl-Teller Schrodinger equation. 

The bound states have the following wave functions 
normalized on [0, 00 ): 

[ 
- kl + k2 + k, - kl + k2 - k + 1 . 2 ] tP'f,k')(K) = c~,k'(cosh X) - 2k, + 3/2(sinh X )2k, 1/2 F 2k2 ; - smh X , (3. 14a) 

e~,k, = _1_ [(2k - I)r(kl + k2 - k )F(kl + k2 + k - 1)] 112, 

r(2k2 ) r(kl - k2 + k)F(kl - k2 - k + 1) 
(3. 14b) 

where F [a:;z] is the JI Gauss hypergeometric function. 
These also may be put in terms of Jacobi polynomials of 
degree kJ - k2 - k and argument 2 sech2 X-I. The scat
tering states are described by the wave functions 
tP'f,k,)(K) = ~,k,(cosh X )2k, 1I2(sinh X )2k, - 112 

F [
kl + k2 - k, kl + k2 + k - 1 'nh2 ] 

X ;-SI X, 
2k2 

(3.15a) 

c~,k, = [ll1rr (2k2)] B K sinh 1rK 

Xr(kl +k2 -k)r( -kl +k2 +k) 

Xr(kJ + k2 + k - I)F( - kl + k2 - k + I)] 112. 
(3.15b) 

We note the symmetry relations 

tP'~ - k"k,)(K) = tP'f,k,I(KI, for kl E R , 

tP'f"I- k,l(K1 = tP'f,k')(K), for 2k2 integer, 

(3. 15c) 

(3.15d) 

for the scattering states. This is an invariance transformation 
for the potential parameter c in (3. I Ib), obviously. Not so for 
s, however, as we shall see in the next section. In particular, 
from the coupling of two oscillator representions to the con
tinuous-series representations35 we obtain 
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tP't4,3/4)(K) = tP'F4,3/4)(K) = ~211r sin KX , 

tP't4,1/4)(K) = tP'F4,1/41(K) = ~2/1r cos KX , 

normalized on [0,(0). 

(3.16a) 

(3.16b) 

The asymptotic behavior of the scattering states under 
X~oo corresponds to the oscillatory behavior of the 
Clebsch-Gordan coefficient (3.13) in the neighborhood of 
the cone r = s, where p becomes vanishingly small. Out of 
the tabulated asymptotic properties of the hypergeometric 
function, one may find, for k = ~(1 + iK), 

tP'f,k,)(K) - a~,k'ejKX + /3 ~,k'e - iKX , (3.17a) 
X~CO 

/3 1- k.,k, 
k • (3.17c) 

In the next section we shall rederive these asymptotic coeffi
cients out of pure Lie-algebraic considerations. In particu-
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tar, we shall use them to find the reflection and transmission 
amplitudes of the pure trough potential p0(x). 

IV. 80(2,2) SHIFT OPERATORS FOR THE SCATTERING 
STATES 

In Sec. II we started with the parent algebra sp(2N,R ) in 
its oscillator representation (2.2) in order to provide an un
derlying N-particte phase space. There, the sp(2,R ) subalge
bra in the chain (3.3) has for Casimir operator (in bipolar
hyperbolic coordinates) the Poschl-Teller equation. The 
price we pay is to be able to account only for certain values 
for the potential coefficients c and s. In particular, we do not 
obtain (for n,m > 1) the null potential Voo(x). 

We may do away with this restriction in one important 
case: 

sp(8,R ) ::> sp(2,R ) $ so(2,2) . (4.1a) 

There, the dimensional accident occurs thae 

so(2,2) = SPa (2,R ) $ SPb (2,R ) . (4.1b) 

In fact, it also allows us to present the Poschl-Teller equa
tion as the Klein-Gordon equation l7 (A - p,Z),p = 0 with A 
being the Laplace-Beltrami operator on the three-dimen
sional surface of the (2,2) hyperboloid H3 [(3.7) and (3.8] 
p = const, XE[O, 00 ), 0, t/JES 1, 

XI = P cosh X cos 0, X3 = P sinh X cos t/J, 
X z = P cosh X sin 0, X 4 = P sinh X sin t/J . (4.2) 

The eigenvalues p, may be interpreted as the masses allowed 
in such a model. 

The so(2,2) algebra in the decomposition (4.1b) may be 
written explicitly in terms of the generators (2.2) as 

K~ =! (M12 + M34) = - (iI2)(ao + a,p) , 

K~ =!( - M12 + M34) = (iI2)(ao - a,p), (4.3a) 

K! =! (N23 + NI4), Kl =!( - N23 + NI4), (4.3b) 

K~ = ~ (- N I3 + N24), K~ =!( - N I3 - N24). (4.3c) 

We note that on H 3 the two Casimir operators of the two 
sp(2,R)'s in (4.1b) are equal to each other and related to the 
sp(2,R ) Casimir in (4.1a) through 

CSPe = (K!)2 + (K~)2 - (K~ f 
= -! Cso{2,2) = C SP(2,R), C = a,b . (4.4) 

This means we have a "square" (k,k ) representation ofso(2,2) 
corresponding to the degenerate representation with Casi
mireigenvaluel (I + 2),k =!I + 1, as before. Theso(2,2) rep
resentation basis elements, classified through their eigenval-
ues Ma and Mb under K~ and K~, and k under CSPa = c"Pb, 

may be written as functions over H3 through 

(4.5) 

where m l and m2 are the eigenvalues under MI2 and M34, 

ma - mb = m J = 2kl - 1, ma + mb = m 2 = 2k2 - 1 

(4.6) 

(on H 3, m I and mz can be all and only integers), and 1fJ't',k,)(x) 
is the normalized Poschl-Teller wave function (3.14) and 
(3.15) of energy - !(2k - W. 
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The four so(2,2) shift operators are 

K; =K! ±iK~ 
= !e±l(o+ ,p)[ =Fax + tanh X ( - i ae ±!} 

+cothX( -ia,p ± m, (4.7a) 

K; =Kl ±iK~ 
=!e±l(-o+ t/»[ =Fax + tanh X (iae ±!) 

+cothX(-ia,p ± m. (4.7b) 

Shift operators, independently of their realization, have the 
well-known constants and action6 on any normalized eigen
basis of CSPe and KO given by 

K t fIJi: = [(k ± m)(1 - k ± mW/2 fIJ i:± 1. (4.8) 

The shifts produced by (4.7) on a fixed Poschl-Teller poten
tial generates the elements of its multiplet: 

K; :(m 1,m2 ) 1---+ (mJ ± 1,m2 ± 1), 

K; :(m1,m2) 1---+ (ml =F 1,m2 ± 1), 

K; :(kl>k2) 1---+ (k l ± !,k2 ± !), 

K; :(k1,k2) 1---+ (kJ =F !,k2 ± !). 

(4.9a) 

(4.9b) 

We noted in (3.15) that reflection in kJ through!, 1fJ't',k,)(X) 
= tlf1- k"k,)(x) holds for all kJ due to hypergeometric func
tion identities. This is as expected, since m1 and - m 1 pro
vide the same sech2 x-potential coefficient c in (3.11 b). When 
2kz is an integer (i.e., when m2 is an integer, but only then) it 
holds that kz may be reflected through !, corresponding to 
the same cschz x-potential core coefficient s in (3.11c). 

We thus arrive at the point of view of 80(2,2) as the 
"dynamical potential group" (named in Ref. 11, Sec. 7) of the 
Poschl-Teller system, where the irreducible representation 
basis elements are the wave functions, with the same energy, 
of different potentials. We may thus speak of the mUltiplet 
{m l,m2 J of potentials for a given energy level Ek • 

For the bound states of a given energy Ek 
= -!(2k-I)<0 allowed for k=k1 -k2, k 1 -k2 -1, 
... >!,ma andmb rangeoverk,k + l,k + 2, .... See Fig. 2(a), 
where the axes are drawn for m 1 and m2• The set of dots 
constitute the so(2,2) multiplet; each dot in the first quadrant 
is associated to a given potential, the second quadrant being 
a reflection through the m2 axis of the first. The m I = 0, 
m 2 = 2k potential has a minimal (negative) core s = - 1; 
shifting along the lattice boundary with K! we increase both 
the repulsive core over positive values of s, and the trough 
parameter c to ever more negative values. The lowest al
lowed state in the first potential remains the lowest allowed 
one in all potentials of the "boundary" of the lattice in Fig. 
2(a). Moving into the lattice we deepen the trough and 
thicken-to a lower degree-the core. Our energy Ek eigen
state will have more bound states below it, one for every 
nested layer we cross. 

For the scattering states of a given energy Ek = -! 
(2k - If> 0, k = ! (1 + iK), K;"O, only the integer represen
tations ~2(1- k) of the conjugate sp(2,R ) are allowed. The 
so(2,2) multiplet is shown in Fig. 2(b). Points in the first 
quadrant (including the axes) represent Poschl-Teller poten
tials. The multiplet may be traversed on diagonals by means 
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m, 
o 

(8) 

FIG. 2. (a) The so(2,2) multiplet of 
Piischl-Teller potentials corre
sponding to a (bound) energy level 
Ek <0. (b) The so(2,2) multiplet cor
responding to a (free) energy level Ek 
>0. 

. of the shift operators (4.7). Potentials along the m2 axis 
(m, = 0) have a c = ~ bump and all others a c<O trough, 
while those along the m, axis (m2 = 0) have as = - ~ weak 
attractive core, and all others a true s> 0 core. Potentials 
lying above the diagonal in the first quadrant have a trough 
deep enough to hold bound states. 

This is the situation on the (2,2) hyperboloid H3. We 
would like to be able to include other Poschl-Teller poten
tials with different values of the c and s parameters, in parti
cular the null potential Voo(x). 

The coefficient c of the sech2 X well, we saw, vanishes 
for m, = ± ~ (k, = M) and the coefficient s of the csch2 X 
core for m2 = ± ~ (k2 = M). But note, only integer m's are 
allowed on H 3. This situation may be remedied for the well 
and managed for the barrier in the following way. 

The three-dimensional hyperboloid space H 3(O, ;,X) 
projected on ; = ;0,;0 + 1T is a two-dimensional space: a 
one-sheeted hyperboloid; the coordinate which circles it is O. 
The 0 = 0o, 0o + 1T subspace, on the other hand, is two
sheeted hyperboloid circled by;. We may cover the original 
H 3 hyperboloid n times in 0 to a space of constant curvature 
(0, ;, X), where (}e[0,21Tn), 1}6e[0,21T),xe[0, 00), with the prop
er identifications, including 0 =0 mod 21Tn. In the double 

covered three-hyperboloid W, M'2 = - i af) may have in
teger as well as half-integer eigenvalues m ,. The zero-trough 
Poschl-Teller system m, = ± ~ may be thus placed in the 
same multiplet with other potentials with half-integer m,'s 
and integer m2's. Note that we may not do the same covering 
using;, so the barrierless potential Voo(x) cannot be realized 

on W, nor partake in a multiplet belonging to a self-adjoint 
representation of so(2,2). 

In Ref. 24 we took up the barrierless case through work
ing with so(2, 1) instead of so(2,2). In that case, only the one-
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sheeted two-hyperboloid space H2(O, X) is used, the algebra 
so(2) generated by M34 leaves an inversion "so(l)" group 
which in turn allows the unfolding of X to the fullIine, where 
only coreless Poschl-Teller potentials are allowed. The shift 
operators (4.7) become a single pair which lead to the scatter
ing matrix, as detailed there. 

In the full so(2,2) case followed here we note that up to 
this point we are consistent in having + m, and - m, half
integer (i.e., k, and 1 - k, quarter-integer) describing the 
same potential constant c = - ~ [mf - 1] and the same ei
genfunctions (3. 15c). The question of allowing the core pa
rameter s to vanish is more delicate. On a pedestrian level it 
would seem that one could "analytically continue"" the M34 
eigenvalue m2 to half-integer values, in spite of the fact that 
the hyperboloid coordinate; allows no covering. In fact, we 
may do just that provided we realize that the resulting repre
sentation of the algebra so(2,2) will no longer be self-ad
joint,36 since, as we shall see below, the action of the shift 
operators does not leave the space of square-integrable wave 
functions invariant. Such representations of the algebra are 
not integrable to representations of the group. The results of 
Basu and WoIf2' on sp(2,R) Clebsch-Gordan coefficients 
which provide the explicit eigenfunctions (3.14) and (3.15) 
continue to be valid for any real k2 > 0 (m2 > - 1) since they 
were built out of the algebra, not the group. 

The continuous-spectrum wave functions for the null 
POschl-Teller potential (c = 0, s = 0) may be found from 
(3.16a) and (3. 16b) and are, as expected, 

tp'/2,O(O, ;,X) = ~211Te~f)+ ,,6)12 sin KX, (4. lOa) 

tpk '12,°(0, ;,X) = ~211Te~ - fJ+ f»/2 cos KX , (4. lOb) 

and similar ones for m, = -~. Both (4, lOa) and (4, lOb) are 
solutions to the same, null potential Voo(x) but they are obvi
ously not the same. If X were extended to the full real line, 
they would be the odd and even solutions of the free SchO
dinger equation for energy ~~. If we repeatedly apply K! to 
tp:/2,O we find through (4.8) tpf2,O, tp ~2,O, etc., which coincide 
with the functions on the hyperboloid built with Vff/4,'/4), 
Vfzt4,7/4), etc. See Fig. 3. Applying K! to tp:/2,O we obtain (K12 
times) tpk 112,0. Ifwe apply K! tOtpk 112,0, generating tpk 312,0, 
tp k '/2,0, ... , we find as expected that these functions are ob
tained out of Vfk - 114, - 114), Vfk - 3/4, - 3/4),... . The surprising 

o o~ 

~---" ----~-
m, 

, ... --- ---~--------.-

FIG. 3. The so(2,2) shift operators acting on a multiplet of Piischl-Teller 
potentials (in a level of positive energy) which includes the null potential 
Voo(x)=Oatm J = ± ~,m2= ±~. 
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element in this construction is that while tfJt,·k,) and 
VIi - k,.1 - k,) are solutions to the same potential, they are the 
two independent solutions. Recall that (3.15b) holds only for 

integer 2k2• For m2 >~, tfJt,k,)(x) - 0 is the "good" solu-
"'_00 

tion, while its companion mi = - m2 < -~, Vlt,·1 - k,)(x) 

_ 00 is the "bad" solution to the same potential. For mi 
x-oo < - 1 (k2<0) it is not even square-integrable. 

Bases for algebra representations built out of "good" 
and "bad" (i.e., non-square-integrable) functions are known 
in other contexts36•

37 in which the wave functions to raise 
and lower are, for instance, the Bessel functions J m (x). 

We make use now of the so(2,2) shift operators in order 
to obtain algebraic relations between the asymptotic expan
sion coefficients aZ'k, and /3 Z,k, in (3.17) for different values 
of kl and k2' in particular, to relate them to those of (4.10). 
This will lead to the reflection and transmission coefficient 
of the coreless Poschl-Teller potentials. 

To this end we examine the asymptotic form of the shift 
operators (4.7) and recall that, as x- + 00, tanhX-l and 
coth X-I. We define 

KJ (00): = lim KJ = ~ei(8+ ~)[ =Fa", - i(a8 + a~) ± 1] , 
x-co 

(4.11a) 

K}(OO): = lim K} = !ei(-8+ ~)[ + a", - i( - a8 + a~) ± 1] . 
x- oo 

(4.11b) 

Next, we propose the asymptotic form of the so(2,2) basis 
wave functions (4.5) to be 

lim tp~"mV), !,6,X) = e'lm,8 + m, ~ )(A ~am·eiKx + B ~am.e - iICX) . 
x-oo 

(4.12) 

Now, consider (4.8) with the appropriate labels ma or m b , 

and its limit as X- 00. The left-hand side entails applying 
(4.11) to (4.12), while the right-hand side retains the square 
root factor and (4.12), with the replacement ma ~ ma + 1 
or mb ~ mb + 1. This yields the following recursion rela
tions between neighboring coefficients through the phase 
factor: 

F(k,m) = [F(I-k,m)]-1 = [(I-k+m)/(k+mW/2 

= exp[ -! arg{k + m)] , (4.13) 

viz. 

A ma + I.m. = F(k )A mam. k ,ma k , 

Bma+l.m.-F(l_k )Bmam• 
k - ,ma k , (4. 14a) 

A m .. m.+ 1_ F(I _ k )A mam. 
k - ,mb k , 

B m .. m. + I - F (k )B mam. 
k - ,mb k , (4.14b) 

Once the appropriate replacements are made, namely ma 
= kl + k2 - 1, mb = - kl + k2, it may be seen that the 
coefficients in (3.17b) and (3.17c) obey (4.14). Finally, the 
asymptotic coefficients in (3.17) are found when we start the 
recurrence (4.14) from the Voo(x) eigenfunctions (4.10), 
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where 

A :f.a = - ifiii = - B }f2.0, 

A~-1I2= lIfiii =B~-1I2. 

(4.15) 

We may thus identify thea's andA 's, and the/3 's andB 'so In 
this way we derive the asymptotic behavior, the "good" as 
well as the "bad" solutions to the Poschl-Teller potential 
using only algebraic techniques. 

Scattering through a csch2 X core or well does not make 
sense since the X> 0 and X < 0 regions of the Schrodinger 
equation are uncoupled. We may remain with X > 0, but we 
cannot in general impose an arbitrary asymptotic behavior 
on the wave functions so as to make them "incoming" or 
"outgoing" without receiving a linear combination of 
"good" and "bad" solutions. We can speak about scattering 
for the coreless class of potentials, however. These, we saw, 
lie at m2 = ±!, and for them it is the full real line which 
makes sense in the scattering process. From (3.16) or (4.5)
(4.10) it is obvious that the basis functions (m l,m2) = ( ± !,!) 
are odd in X and (±!, -!) are even. Use of the X parity 
changing shift operators (4.7) shows that all m2 =! (k2 =~) 
basis functions are odd, and all m2 = -! (k2 = 1) ones are 
even. Since we may cover the H 3 hyperboloid any number of 
times, this is also true for real ml (or k l). 

For a fixed, real trough parameter we may build the 
general wave function for the system with energy Ek as a 
linear combination: 

tfJt,)(x): = u
l
tfJ;,·1I4)(x) + u3tfJ;,,3/4)(x), 

luI 12 + lu312 = 1 . (4.16) 

The asymptotic behavior of this at X- ± 00 is obtained 
from (3.17) and the parity of the two summands. Denoting 
a l. = a k,.114 /31. = /3k,.114 a 3 • - a k,.3/4 and/33. - /3k,.3/4 . k ,. k,·- k' .- k , 

we have 

!/It')(r) - (ula l + u3a3)eikX + (ul /3
1 + ulP)e - ikX , 

x-+ 00 

(4.17a) 

tP~')(x) (ul /3
1 - u3/33)eikX + (ul a

l - u3a3)e-ikx. 
x-- 00 

(4. 17b) 

Now, a scattering state for that potential and energy is a 
wavefunction which represents a flux of particles incoming 
far from the right (ae - iKX), part of the wave reflecting back 
(beiKX), and part of it transmitting towards the left (ceiKX), i.e., 

t/tk(x) beiICx + ae - iICX , (4. 18a) 
x-+ 00 

(4.18b) 

When this behavior at X- - 00 is imposed on the general 
solution (4.16), it implies u~ 1= u:J33 and this in tum fixes 
the coefficients a, b, and c. The transmission T and reflection 
R amplitudes38 are then found to be 
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c 1 ( a
l 

a
3
). • T:=-=- ---- =IC(kl,K) smh 11"K , (4. 19a) 

a 2 (a l )* (a3 )* 

R: =.£. = ~ (~+ ~3 ) = _ C(kl,K) cos 211"kl' 
a 2 (a)* (a)* 

(4. 19b) 

where 

C(kl,K) = ~ r(iK~ r(2kl - ~ - iK) 
11" r( -IK) 2 

xr( - 2kl + ~ - iK) . (4. 19c) 

These results agree-as expected-with those of Ref. 39, 
once we replace k ~ K andj ~ m l - ! = 2kl -~. They are 
here obtained as a consequence of the form of the asymptotic 
coefficients (3.17). 

v. CONCLUSION 

We have worked with the 2N-dimensional real sym
plectic algebra sp(2N,R ) so as to have an N-particle configu
ration space in its oscillator representation. This may be re
duced with respect to its sp(2,R ) ED so(n,m) subalgebras. Their 
conjugate Casimir operator is then the system's Hamiltonian 
with a Poschl-Teller potential. Seen as a sp(2,R ) Casimir 
operator, the spectrum of this Hamiltonian becomes the 
Clebsch-Gordan series of sp(2,R ) which has a mixed spec
trum. Seen as an so(n,m) Casimir operator, the Poschl-Tell
er SchrOdinger Hamiltonian becomes the Laplace-Beltrami 
operator in the so(n) ED so(m) reduction, i.e., a Klein-Gordon 
equation on a space with constant curvature. In either case 
we worked specifically on so(2,2) which has already the es
sence of the properties on any more general so(n,m). 

We devoted little space to mention the reduction 
sp(2N,R ) :> sp(2,R ) ED so(N), where instead of a hyperboloid 
we have a sphere. This is the trigonometric Poschl-Teller 
potential of the first type, which contains only bound states 
and no continuum. The constraining of the sphere-a point 
rotor-yields the familiar quadratically increasing eigenval
ues (2.7) associated with angular momentum. In so(4), in par
ticular, we have the rigid rotator system which belongs to the 
canonical reduction so(4) :> so(3) :> so(2), while the trigon
ometric Poschl-Teller potential belongs to so(4) = so(3) ED
so(3) :> so(2) ED so(2). 

Beyond so(4), we have so(3, 1), which is real, semisimple, 
and has not been treated explicitly here, but which can be 
shown to correspond to Hamiltonians built as Casimir oper
ators with a spectrum given by the Clebsch-Gordan series 
~ X ~, which decompose21,22,31,32 into an infinite set of 
quadratically decreasing values (for the full discrete series), 
plus a continuum of positive-energy "scattering" states. We 
did not pursue this line further since, as shown in the work of 
Basu and Wolf, the Hamiltonians-which are indeed of the 
Poschl-Teller type but with a strong attractive core well
have the additional feature of being multichart operators 
[i.e., the index uin (3.8) can no longer be fixed by a parabolic 
subalgebra representation] and both charts must be coupled 
properly.21 Multichart operators with these kind of wells 
and non-lower-bound spectra do not make for attractive 
physical models. The inverse (reciprocal) of the spectrum, 
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however, shifted by 1, is the full spectrum of the hydrogen 
atom system, so it may well be that a good description of this 
system will lead to the ~ X rtf Clebsch-Gordan series and 
coefficients in the parabolic basis. 

We worked here with the general case so(n,m) which 
leads to the ~ + X ~ - coupling to a mixed spectrum with a 
finite number of bound states. It must be mentioned that one 
may also effect the reduction so(2,2):>so(I,1)EDso(1,1), as a 
particular case for so(n,m) :> sol p,q) ED so(r,s) (p + r = n, 
q + s = m) leading to the last sp(2,R) representation cou
pling,21,22,31,32 ~ X ~ which has the same reduction as 
~ X ~, doubled by parity, and possibly containing one ex
ceptional representation. Unfortunately, the resulting 
Poschl-Teller Hamiltonian is a three-chart operator, and no 
attractive physical interpretation can be attached to it. Be
yond these reductions, one has the nonsubgroup reductions 
ofWintemitz and collaborators40 which probably lead to the 
periodic potentials studied in Ref. 11. We intend to pursue 
their inclusion in this scheme to provide a unified sp(2,R )
based description of mixed and other spectra. In any case, we 
hope to have made the point that Poschl-Teller systems are 
quite general with a clear-cut geometric interpretation. 
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We give the semi-classical expansion, with remainder to any order in Ii, for the wave function of a 
nonrelativistic quantum particle in a classical external magnetic field on a curved space 
background. The basic assumption is of a "no caustics condition" on the underlying classical 
mechanics, at least up to the time in question. The gauge invariance of the result is emphasized 
together with a discussion of the geometric meaning of the classical mechanical quantities 
involved. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

An extension of the results of Truman, 1 and Elworthy
Truman2 to the case of a particle in an external magnetic 
field was announced by the first two authors at the CIRM
MarseiIles conference on "Stochastic Processes in Quantum 
Theory and Statistical Physics" in June 1982. This gave a 
rigorous proof, plus estimate of the remainder, of the conver
gence to the WKB term as ~ of the wave function for our 
nonrelativistic quantum particle. More recently, Watling3 

observed that the results of Ref. 2 extend rather easily to give 
the semi-classical expansion for the wave function, with re
mainder term, to any power of Ii. This program is carried out 
here and with the inclusion of an external magnetic field. In 
principle it should be possible to obtain the corresponding 
expansion for the propagator as a corollary of these results, 
as in the case of the diffusion equation.3.4 However we do not 
go into that here. 

The basic hypothesis we have to make is a "no caustics 
condition" for the classical mechanics, as in Ref. 2. This is 
discussed in Sec. VI where it is shown to hold for all suffi
ciently small times for a wide class of vector and scalar po
tentials, in particular for a compact state space. 

The results are put in a geometric context, and their 
gauge invariance emphasized, in Sec. VII. This also high
lights the "topological triviality" we have had to assume for 
our gauge theory and initial wave function. A similar as
sumption was also intrinsic to Ref. 2. In general the appre
ciation of gauge invariance makes the arguments in this arti
cle clearer and simpler than the very similar ones in Ref. 3. 

For a general survey of the relationships between 
Schrodinger equations and classical mechanics, with an ex
tensive bibliography we refer the reader to Albeverio and 
Arede.s 

II. THE PROBLEM 
Suppose that our initial wave function t/lo:M-C has the 

form 

,po(x) = exp{i(e/li)So(x)J To(x) (1) 

for So and To real-valued functions on M [but see Remarks (i) 
at the end of Sec. IV]. This form is invariant under the group 

Y oflocal gauge transformations which we suppose to act on 
our wave functions t/I by 

,p-exp{ i(e/Ii)O (o)} rp(o) (2) 

for O:M-JR. Various degrees of differentiability wi11 be re
quired of So and To as we proceed. Our SchrOdinger equation 
will be 

a,pt = !ifu1t/1t + (ili)-1 V,pt 
at 

for V:M_R, where.:i denotes the gauge-invariant Laplacian 

.:i = (V - i(e/lijA )2, (3) 

i.e., 

.:i,p = .:iMt/I- 2i(e/Ii)(A,Vt/I> 
_ i(e/Ii)(div A),p - (e2/1J2)IA 1

2,p (4) 

for .:i M the Laplace-Beltrami operator on M 

.:iM,p = div V,p 

and A the vector potential (units: [A ] = Q -IMLT- 1
), treat

ed as a vector field on M so that (A, V,p > for example stands 
for 

x-{A (x),V,p(x)x 
using the Riemannian metric on M. 

We seek an asymptotic expansion of t/I t in Ii and in parti
cular the approximate behavior of,pt when Ii is small com
pared to the other quantities involved, together with an un
derstanding of when the approximations are valid. 

III. ASSOCIATED CLASSICAL MECHANICS 
We shall use the convention that # denotes a raising or 

lowering of indices: if t/J is a one-form on M then t/J II is the 
associated vector field, and if X is a vector field then X II is the 
one-form 

XII(V) = (X(x),v)x 

for v a tangent vector to Mat x. 
Define the momentum Z as the one-form on M 

Z=edSo-eA# (5) 

so that if,po is nonzero and "1m" denotes the imaginary part 
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ZII = Im{",o-'(1iV - ieA )"'o} 

= (2,r'I"'01-2{~0(1iV - ieA )"'0 

+ "'0 (1iV - ieA )"'o}, (6) 

where the bar denotes complex conjugation. (Thus 1 "'012Z II is 
the "current.") 

Let R denote the two-form on M, the curvature form, 

R = -e-' dZ=dA lI (7) 

and consider the classical equations of motion for x. =;. (a) 
on M, each aeM: 

4>,(a) + eR (4),(a), - )11 + VV(4),(a)) = 0, (8) 

4>o(a) = a, 4>o(a) = Z (a)lI. (9) 

For M = R3 this reduces to the Lorentz force equation 

4>, + e4>, I\B + VV = 0, (10) 

where B = curl A is t~e magnetic induction. 
As in Ref. 2 we have to assume that for each aeM and 

some O"t,,1' a solution 4>,(a) exists for O"t,,1' and that no 
caustics develop up to that time, i.e., 

No caustics condition: For O"t<;1' the map 4>,:M-+M is a 
diffeomorphism oj M onto itself. 

We show in Sec. VII below that such a l' exists whenever 
M is compact (and So, A, and V sufficiently differentiable) 
and for noncompact but complete M given bounds on So, A, 
and V and their derivatives. 

With this assumption from now on, define 

S(x,t) =;1' 14>.04> ,-'(xWds - l' V (4). 04> ,-'(x))ds 

(11) 

for xeM and O<;t,,1', and set 

S(x,t)=S(x,t)- 1'Z(4).o4>,-'(X))dS, (12) 

the Hamilton-Jacobi principal function. 
Lemma 3: S satisfies the Hamilton-Jacobi equation 

;IVS + ZII12 + V + as = ° (13) at 
on M X [0,1']. Also 

. II 
4>,(a) = VS (4), (a),t ) + Z (4), (a)), 

aeM,O"t<;1'. (14) 
Proo/' For fixed O<;t<;1' set 8 s = 4>,04> t-':M-+M and 

write O. for (a / as)8,. Then 

S(x,t) =;1' 10.(xWds - 1'V (8.(X))dS + eSo(4) ,-'(x)) 

- eSo(x) + e f (A (8, (x)),O. (x)ds. (15) 

Therefore, if L *:TyM-+T",M denotes the adjoint of any giv
en linear map L:T",M-+TyM of tangent spaces to M and if 
TfTM-+TM denotes the induced (derivative) map of any 
smoothJ:M-+M, 

VS(x,t) = e(T4> ,-')*VSo(4) ,-'(x)) - eVSo(x) 

L'D 
+ -[T8.]*[0.(x)+eA(8.(x))]ds 

o as 
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-f [T8.] * [VV(8.(x))]ds 

+ e f [T8.] *(VA )*O.(x)ds. 

On integration by parts the first integral becomes 

[TO.] *(0. (x) + eA (O.(x)))~ 

-f [T8.] *(8. (x) + eVA (O.(x)))ds. 

However, our equation of motion gives 

8.(x) + elVA - (VA )*)O.(x) + VV(O.(x)) = 0, (16) 

with 

Oo(x) = eVSo(4) ,-'(x)) - eA (4) ,-1(X)) (17) 

and (14) follows. 
On the other hand, differentiating Eq. (15) for t: 

as (x,t) = e dSo(4) t- '(x)) + !IOt(xW at 
+ (' (D T4>s(4) t- '(x)), 

Jo as 

o.(x) + eA (8.(X)))dS 

+ f (eVA (T4>.o [4> ,-'(xl]l,O.(x)ds 

- V(x) - fdV(T4>.(4> ,- '(x)))ds 

+ (eA (x),O,(x). 
The first integral, when integrated by parts, becomes 

(T4>, (4) ,-l(X)),O,(x) + eA (8t(x))) 

- (4) t-'(x),Oo(x) + eA (80(x))) 

-f (T4>.(4> ,- '(x)),8.(x) + eA (8.(x)))ds 

and (13) follows using (14), the equations of motion, and the 
equality 

T4> 04> -, + 4> 04> - 1 - ° I tIt -. 

Now set 

; (x,t) = Idet T", 4> ,- 'I, 

(18) 
o 

the Jacobian determinant of 4> ,- 1 at x where by "determi
nant" we mean the determinant of the matrix of T", 4> ,- , 
:T",M-+TyM, for y = 4> ,-'(x), obtained by using orthonor
mal bases for T",M and TyM. Then by general principles, or 
the proof in Ref. 2, by (14) we have the continuity equation 

a; (x,t) + div(; (x,t)[VS(x,t) + Z(x)lI]) = 0. (19) at 
IV. THE WKB TERM 

First we need the analog of Lemma 6C of Ref. 2. 
Lemma 4A: (i) For C 2 mapsJ:M-+C and 8:M-+R 

(V - i ~A Y(exp{ito V) 
= exp{i to }( V - i ~ (A - Vin)!. (20) 
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(ii) For a C 1 map 8:M-+C 

.£..[ t/J 1/2(Jo(/l - 1] = - ~(div(VS + Zit))tfJ 1/2(Jo(/l ,-I 
at ' 

- (V(t/J 1/2(Jo(/l ,-I),VS + zit). 
(21) 

Proof: Equation (20) is just the expression of the invar
iance of our operator A under gauge transformations. Equa
tion (21) comes directly from the continuity equation (~ 
together with Eqs. (14) and (18). LJ 

Now define Wo(t):L 2(M;CJ-L 2(M;C) by 

[Wo(t)(J J(x) 

= exp{(ilIiJS(x,t)}t/J 1/2(X,t)(J((/I ,-I(x))tP(x)ltP(x)-11 
(22) 

for 0eL 2 and xeM. 
Then 

[Wo(t)(J ](x) = exp{~ (X,t)}t/J 1/2(X,t) 

xD t {(J ((/I - I(X)) f/l((/I: I(X)) } (23) 
, If/l((/I ,- l(x))1 ' 

where D :C-C is the "parallel translation operator" 

D(z)=zexP{i :iAII(cP.O(/l,-I(X))ds}. (24) 

See Sec. VII below. 
Next let U,:L 2(M;CJ-L 2(M;C) be the unitary one-pa

rameter group corresponding to our quantum mechanical 
Hamiltonian H = - ~* A + V, i.e., 

U, = exp( - itB Iii) 

for a suitable self-adjoint extension B of H. Such an exten
sion will exist and be uniquely determined under mild condi
tions on M, A, and V; see Ref. 6. 

We write U,f/lo = f/l,. 

Define W(t,s):L 2(M;CJ-L 2(M;C), s,tER 

by 
WIt,s) = WO(S)-IU(S - t)Wo(t) 

making commutative the diagram: 
Wolf) 

L 2(M;C) ----•• L 2(M;C) 

0'1'_1 j ! UI'-'I 

L 2(M;C) • L 2(M;C). 

(25) 

Wo(s) (26) 

Proposition 4: The family { W (t,s) J is a (time inhomogen
eous) semigroup of unitary operators: 

W(t,s)W(u,t) = W(u,s), O<.s,t,u<.r. 

For (J:M--+C a C 2 function of compact support 
lims-i(W(t + s,t)(J - (J) 
s-..o+ 

= - ¥fuP -1/2((/I,(.),t )(AM(t/J 1/2(Jo(/l ,- 1))0(/1, 

(27) 

= - ~iliA,(J, say (28) 
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with convergence in L 2(M;C) for each te[O, r). 
Proof: It is clear that we have a unitary semigroup. For 

(28) we proceed as in Ref. 2. Using Eq. (21): 

.£..(Wo(t)(J) = (.!.... as - ~ div(VS + ZII)) Wo(t)(J 
at Ii at 

- exp( fs ) (V(t/J 1/2(Jo(/l ,-I), 

VS + Zit)f/llf/ll-l 

= (-! .!....IVS + ZII1 2 _.!....V 
Ii Ii 

- !div(VS + ZII))Wo(t)(J 

- exp( fs ) (V(t/J 1/2(Jo(/l ,-I), 

VS + Zit)f/llf/ll-l. 

This derivative can be interpreted as an L 2 derivative by the 
joint continuity of (/I, (x) on [O,r) XN, the compactness of the 
support of (J and the dominated convergence theorem ap
plied to 

t aWo(t +A.s)dA. = S-I(W; (t + s) - W; (t)) 
Jo aft +A.s) 0 0 

as s--+O+. 
Working in L 2(M;C), Eqs. (22) and (20) give 

~U( -s)Wo(t)(J I 
as .=0 

= - (~iliA ) Wo(t )(J + (iii) -1 VWo(t )(J 

= -!iliexp( fs)[(V+~VS+ZII)r 

X(tfJ 1/2(Jo(/l ,- I) ]f/llf/ll-I + (ili)-I VWo(t)(J 

since f/l/lf/ll = exp{ i(elliJSoJ and 

V - i(elli)(A - e-IVS - VSo) = V + (illi)(VS + Z II) 

by definition (5). 
The result follows on writing out the operator 

(V + (illi)(VS + Z 11))2 

as in Eq. (4) and using 

lim S-I{ WIt + s,t)(J - (J J 
S--.O+ 

= WO(t)-I(~WO(t)(J+~U( -S)Wo(t)(J) . 0 
at as s=O 

Let (/I~:L 2(M;C)--+L 2(M;C) be the unitary map induced 
by the classical flow (/I" O<.t<.r: 

(/I ~((J )(x) = t/J 1/2(X,t)(J ((/I ,- I(X)). (29) 

Note that, just as in Ref. 2, the operator A, of the previous 
proposition is the transport of AM by the classical flow, i.e., 

A,=(/I~-IAM(/I~. (30) 

Let A ~ stand for the restriction of AM to the space Co 
of COO functions on M with compact support. It is well 
known6

•
7 that A ~, considered as an unbounded operator on 

L 2(M,C) is essentially self-adjoint when M is complete, and 
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so has a unique closure J M with domain ~ (J M ) say. 
Since ~t is unitarily equivalent to ~M by (30) we can 

restrict it to CO' and take its closure J t say, obtaining a self
adjoint operator 

Jt=<p~-lJM<P~ (31) 

with domain ~(J,) = (0eL 2(M;C):<P~(0)e~(JM)}' Our 
next lemma encases some technicalities extending the pre
vious proposition. It will be used to give precise conditions 
under which our semiclassical approximations are valid. 

Lemma 4B: AssumeM is complete and the flow <P is C 3. 

(i) ~(J,) consists of those 0 in L 2(M;C) for which ~tO, 
computed in the sense of distributions, lie in L 2(M;C). 

(ii) If Oe~(Js) for O.;;;s.;;;t then Jso is measurable in 
se[O,t J. 

(iii) If also IIJ sOil L 2 is integrable over [O,t] then 

W(t,O)O = 0 - !ilif W(s,olJ.O ds. (32) 

PrOOF Since J M is self-adjoint we have J M = (~ ~)*. It 
follows immediately from the definitions of adjoint and dis
tributional derivatives that ~ (J M ) = (OeL 2(M;C): 
~ M 0eL 2(M;C)} and (i) follows in tum. 

Since weak measurability implies measurability for sep
arable spaces,8 and <P ~ is strongly continuous in t, to prove 
(ii) it is enough to show the measurability of 
s ~(JM(<P ~)-10,tf> L2 for arbitrary tf in L 2(M;C). For this 
take tf;---+tf with tfi e~ (J M) for each i. Then, for O.;;;s.;;;t, 

(JM(<P~)-10,tf> = lim«(<p~)-10Atfi> 
;_00 

which is a pointwise limit of continuous functions, and 
therefore measurable. 

For (iii) assume first that Oec ~. Then by the previous 
proposition 

lims- 1 [W(t + s,O)O - W(t,O)O] 
......0+ 

= lims-I[W(t,O)W(t+s,t)O- W(t,O)O] 
......0+ 

= - !(i/Ii)W(t,O~tO 

which is continuous in t into L 2(M;C). It follows by general 
principles (e.g., Ref. 8, Chap. IX, Sec. 3) that W(t,O)Ois differ
entiable in t into L 2 and so (32) holds as required. 

For general 0 let 

Dt = {OeL 2(M;C):Oe~(Js) for O.;;;s.;;;t 

with fIIJsOIIL2ds<oo}. (33) 

Define 

1I01lt = fIIJ.01IL2dS+ 11011L 2, OeDt • 

Since both sides ofEq. (32) are continuousonDt with its 
norm IIII t it suffices to show that C ~ is dense in D,. For this 
let W = ~ (J M) made into separable Hilbert space by the 
norm 

1I01lw = IIJM oIIL2 + 11011L2, 
and let L I,I(W) denote the space of absolutely continuous 
paths 

u:[O,t ]--.W 

with norm Ilulll,1 = IIu(O,l)llw+ fllu(s)llwdS. (34) 
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Absolute continuity means that u(s) = 010) + f~U(r)dr, 
where the derivative U(r)e W is assumed to exist for almost all 
points r in [O,t J and determine a measurable function of r. 
For paths in R it is well known, e.g., see Ref. 9, that this holds 
if u is differentiable at all points of [O,t J with integrable deri
vative. The same is therefore true by the Hahn-Banach 
theorem for paths u in W. Since 

110,11, = fIIJM<P~01IL2dS+ 11<P~01IL2, 
it follows that OeD, if and only if s ~<P ~ lies in L I, 1([O,t ], W), 
and furthermore 

<P ~:D,--.L 1,1([O,t ],W) (35) 

B-[s~<P~O ] 

is an isometry. Now CO' is dense in W sinceJ M is the closure 
of ~ ~ and any absolutely continuous path in W can be ap
proximated in 11111,1 by a piecewise linear path, and then by 
such a path whose vertices lie in CO'. Therefore paths with 
values in CO' are dense in L 1,1. Since the inverse image in D, 
by <P ~ of such a path is in C ~ it follows that C ~ is dense in 

D" as required. 0 
Theorem 4 (WKB approximation): Assume that A, V, 

and So, are C 4 real-valued functions on the complete mani
fold M, and that A and Vare such that there is a unitary one
parameter group { U, :teR} on L 2(M;C) describing the evolu
tion determined by the Schrodinger equation 

!"'tf, = !iliAtft + (ili)-IVtf, at 
as discussed above. 

Let tfo(x) = To(x)exp{i(e/li)So(xll for To:M--.R a C 2 

map. Assume the no caustics condition of Sec. III for the 
associated classical mechanics. Then tft = Ut tfo has the 
WKB approximation 

for 

tft (x)::::: exp { (i/Ii)S(x,t) l~ 1/2(X,t P (tfo(<P ,-I(X))} (36) 

= exp{ (i/li)S (x,t) + (ie/li)So(x) 1 

S(x,t) = eSo(<P ,-l(X)) +!f I tPs o<p t-l(xWds 

-f V(<Ps o<p t- I(x))ds 

+ e fA (tP.o<p ,-I(X))ds - eSo(x), 

(37) 

where <p. is the classical flow coming from the Lorentz force 
equations (8) and (9). The approximation holds in the sense 
that 

Iltf,(x) - exp{~(x,t)}~ 1/2(X,tp (tfo(<P ,-I(X))} IIL2 

<!lifll~.ToIIL2ds (38) 

for ~s as given in Proposition 4, whenever~. ToeL 2(M;C) for 
O<s<t and the integral is finite. If M is not complete the 
result still holds for tfo of compact support. 
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[Note that 

11.:1. ToIIL2 = II.:1M(~ '/Z( - ,s)Too~.- '(-)IIL2 (39) 

which is "independent of Ii."] 
Proof: The C 4 assumptions ensure that~. is C 3 on M. 

According to the previous lemma if the right-hand side of' 
(38) exists and is finite then 

W(t,O)To = To - !ilifW(S,O}JsTodS. (40) 

Therefore, 

But 

II W(t,O)To - ToIIL2 <!Ii f 11.1.ToIIL2ds. 

IIW(t,O)To- ToIIL2 = IIWo(t)To- U(t)Wo(0)ToIIL2 

= II Wo(t )To - "'t IlL 2 

and so (38) holds. For noncomplete M Eq. (40) still holds for 
To of compact support, by direct reference to Lemma 4B. 0 

Remarks: (i) On occasion in the proofs we have written 
terms like 1m log "'0 to mean (e/li)So even if "'0 itself vanishes. 
This is safe since we have assumed So defined throughout M. 
We have taken To real valued: an assumption would be To 
non-negative so that To = 1"'01. In fact the proof works 
equally well for To complex valued. 

(ii) Note that the WKB approximation depends on the 
vector potential (through the initial condition on the classi
cal flow). In particular the magnetic field shows its presence 
at the WKB level even if the magnetic induction B vanishes. 

V. SEMICLASSICAL EXPANSION 

Watling's derivation3 of a precise expression for the se
miclassical expansion extends immediately to the case of a 
charged particle in a magnetic field. 

Theorem 5: (Semiclassical expansion): Suppose that all 
the assumptions of Theorem 4 hold. Then, for m = 1,2,3, ... , 
if 

.:1 sp .:1 sp _, ···.:1s, ToeL Z(M;C), O<s, <sz< ... <sp <t, 
with 

i
t it ... r II.:1sp ···.:1s, ToilL 2dsp •.• ds, < 00 

o $1 ).fP_1 

for p = 1,2, ... ,m + 1, we have 

"'t(x) = exp{~(x,t)}~ '/Z(x,tO ("'o(~ t-'(x))} 

+ L~,Ak (~t- '(x),t )(ili)k 

+ Rm (~t- '(x),t )(ili)m +,] 
xexp{(ie/li)So(~ t-'(x))}, (41) 

Ak (x,t) = 2 - klt r .. t .:1s• ···.:1s, (TO)(X)dsk ··.ds, 
o JS1 Jsk _ 1 

and 

1 itLt it Rm (x,t) = -;;;-:;1 ... W(Sm +"t) 
2 0 s, Sm 
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The result still holds for M incomplete provided To is in the 
space C ~m + 2 of C Zm + 2 functions of compact support and 
So, A, VareofclassC zm+4. Note that 

IIRm( - ,t)IIL2 

1 ltlt it <-- .. , 11.:1 ••. .:1 ToIIL2ds , ... ds, 
2m+lo $. s... $,"+1'. m+ , 

which is "independent of Ii." 
Proof: First note that for O<s,t< T 

W(s,t)O = 0 - !ilif W(r,t}J,Odr, 

whenever OeD, for all r between t and s and 
f! 11.1,0 II L 2 dr < 00. This follows exactly as for the case t = 0 
in Lemma 4B. Next letD ';' be the space of all ()eL Z(M;C) with 

.:1s .:1s ···.:1s ()eL z, O<s, <S2< .. '<Sp <t 
P p-I I 

for p = 1,2, ... ,m + 1 (where the derivatives are in the sense of 
distributions on M). Then for OeD : 

W(t,O)O = 0 - !ilif W(s,O}JsO ds 

= 0 - !iIiW(t,O)f W(s,t }JsO ds 

= 0 - !iIiW(t,0)f.1s0dS 

+ (- !ili)ZW(t,O)f f W(r,t}J,.1 s0drds 

provided the integrals exist (the last one as an iterated inte
gral). By induction, for OeD ';' 

W(t,O)O =0- W(t,0){!ilif.1s0dS+ ... 

+ Hili)miti'··· t .1sm ... .1s,Odsm ... ds, 
o 3'1 )9,"_1 

+ (!ilit + 'i' i'···i
t 

o $1 S ... 

X W(Sm+ "t}Js ···.1s Odsm + , ... ds,) 
m+1 I 

provided the integrals exist [in L 2(M;C) as always]. 
The result follows on operating on both sides of this 

equation by U (t ) Wo(O) and taking 0 = To. When 0 is in C~" 
and the flow ~ t is C z,. + , then the integrals exist with contin
uous integrands, and completeness of M is not required in 
tbeproof. 0 

VI. THE NO CAUSTICS PROPERTY 

A. The derivative of the classical flows 

LetR #:TM-.TM denote the family of skew-symmetric 
linear maps TxM-.TxM, determined by the curvature form 
R of the magnetic field: 

R # = VA - (VA )* = e-'((VZ#)* - (VZ#)) 

so that ifveTxM 

R #(v) = R (v, - )# = v I\B (x)eTxM 

forM=R3• 
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For fixed aeM define 

O,:T.,.,(a,M-T.,.,(a,M, t>O 

by 

!!.o, = !eO,R II (42) 
at 

[i.e. (D /at)O,(v,) = !eO,R II(V,) whenever {v,:t>O} is a par
allel vector field along (tP, (a):t>O}], with 0 0 = 1. 

Then each 0, is orthogonal since R II is skew symmetric 
on each tangent space. 

Let R M denote the curvature tensor of our Riemannian 
manifold M, using Kobayashi and Nomizu's sign conven
tion. to 

Lemma 6A:SetK, = O,oTtP,:TaM-T.,.,(a,M, t>O. 

Then K, satisfies 

D2 
-K,v + P,K,v = 0, t>O,veTaM 
at 

Ko=I, DK,I =Q, 
at ,=0 

where 

P,:T.,.,(a,M-T.,.,(a,M and Q:TaM-TaM 

are given by P, = O,P,O ,-I for 

and 

p,w = V2 V(w) - RM [~,(a),w] ~,(a) 

+ eVR lI(w)~,(a) - !eVR 1I(~t(a))w 

-!e2RIIRII(w), WET.,.,(a,M 

Q(v) = !(VZII(v) + (VZII)*(v)), vETaM. 

(43) 

(44) 

Proof: Differentiation of the equations of motion (8) and 
(9) as in Sec. 3F of Ref. 2 yields 

D2 . . 
at 2 TtP, (v) - RM [tP,(a),TtP,(v)] tP,(a) 

with 

+ V2 V(TtP,(v)) + eR II( ~TtP,(v)) 

+ eVR II(TtP,(v))~,(a) = 0, 

TtPo(v) = v and D TtP,(v) I = VZII(v) 
at '=0 

for all veTaM. 
Also, using the definition (42) of 0, 

D K,(v) = !eO,R 110 TtP, (v) + 0, ~TtP,(v)) 
at at 

and so 

D2 
-2K ,(V) = le20,R IIR 110 TtP, (v) 
at 

+ !eO,VR 1I(~,(a))oTtP,(v) 

(45) 

D D2 + eO,R I17(TtP,(v)) + 0, ~TtP,(v)) (46) 
at at 
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with 

DK,(v) I =!eRllv + VZII(V) 
at ,=0 

= !(VZII(v) + (VZII)*(V)) 

and (43) follows on elimination of(D2/at2)TtP,(v) from (45) 

via (46). 0 

B. A criterion for t/J, to be a diffeomorphism 

Theorem 6B: For fixed 7'1 > 0 let p2 > 0 be an upper 
bound over (t,a) in [O,7'I]XM of the operator norm of 
P,:T.,.,(a,M-T.,.,(a,M, given by (44). LetA.,A be the lower and 
upper bounds of the set of the eigenvalues of the operators 
!(VZ II + (VZ 11)11) on Ta M, aeM. Assume A. and A are finite. 

Let t = 7'2 be the least positive solution ofthe equation 

(1 +A.t)(2 + At + A (t - p-I sinhpt) - coshpt) = O. 

Then, if M is complete, tP, :M-M is a diffeomorphism for 
0<;t<;min(7'I,7'2)' 

Proof: The proof is immediate from the previous 
Lemma and Lemmas 3H and 31 of Ref. 2. 0 

Corollary 11: If M is compact or more generally if M is 
complete and VV,V2 V, Z, VZ, VR II, and RM are all uni
formly bounded on M then there exists 7'> 0 such that 
tP,:M-Mis defined and a diffeomorphism forO<;t<;7'. 0 

VII. GAUGE INVARIANCE: FIBER BUNDLE 
FORMULATION 

A. The Dirac quantization condition and the underlying 
fiber bundles 

The conventional idea is that the gauge invariance of 
our Schrodinger equation has a geometric formulation with 
a principal bundle coming from the classical magnetic field 
and an associated Hermitian complex line bundle whose sec
tions are the wave functions under consideration. The group 
G of the bundle is either R or V( 1); the latter being needed to 
take into account the possibility of magnetic monopoles. The 
coupling of the charged particle with the magnetic field is 
expressed by the representation of G into V( 1) which deter
mines the associated bundle. The simplest interpretation of 
our formulas (2) and (3) is that this representation is 

a~xp{i(e/Ii)a}, G = R, 

or 

expi~xp{i(e/Ii)8}, G = V(l) =SI. 

There are two immediate objections to this. The most 
serious is that for G = V(l) we do not have a representation 
unless e/Ii is an integral mUltiple of 217'. The second is that e/ 
Ii has dimensions [eli-I] = QM -IL -2T and one can only 
take exponentials of dimensionless quantities. 

Both problems are got over by introducting the magnet
ic chargeg, dimensions [g] = Q -IML 2T -I, and letting the 
representations be 

a~xp{ i(e/Ii)ga} , G = R, 

or 

exp{i8 }~xp{i(e/Ii)g8}, G = V(l). 

The Dirac quantization conditionl2
,13 ensures that if there is 
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a magnetic monopole in the universe then eg must be an 
integral multiple of 21rli. 

The "classical" principal bundle then has the connec
tion represented by g-IA while that of the associated bundle 
is still represented by eli-lA, both having dimension L .-1. 

None of this makes any essential difference to our formulas 
apart from the fact that the gauge transformation in Eq. (2) 
should really be writter 

'" ~xp { i(eg/li)8 H } "'H 
and it would have been more sensible, geometrically, to work 
in terms of g-IA,g-ISo,g-IR II, etc., rather than 
A, So, R II, .... To avoid confusion we shall from now on as
sume we are working in units in which g = 1. 
B. Assumptions on the bundle and Initial wave function 

Let 11":L---+-Mbe our associated line bundle. In writing (1) 
we have assumed that we have chosen a trivialization of 11". In 
fact a basic assumption was that So should be defined on the 
whole of M. When To = 1"'01 this implies in particular that 
the "angular part" "'°1"'°/- 1 of our initial wave function ex
tends to a section of the S I bundle inside L and so gives a 
trivialization of 11", even if To vanishes at some points of M. In 
this trivialization So is represented as being identically zero: 
it has been "gauged away." Thus our basic assumption of the 
existence of So can be replaced by the gauge invariant as
sumption that "'0 I "'0 I-I has an extension over all M into the 
S I bundle. This way the wave function "'o(z) = Izl~{//'" on 
M = R2 - {OJ = C - {OJ is allowed (but was not in Ref. 2 
even for zero magnetism) while "'o(z) = Izlei91

'" on 
M = R2 = C is not covered even for zero magnetism. 

The reason we need such an assumption, even with no 
magnetism, is to have Z defined, Eq. (5), so that the classical 
mechanics, Eq. (9), makes sense for all intial points of M. 

C. The geometry of the proof 

Let L 2(M;11") denote the space of L 2 sections of 11". 
Throughout the proof we identified this, the space of wave 
functions, with L 2(M;C) by using our fixed trivialization. In 
fact the Hamiltonian H is an operator with domain in 
L 2(M;11") and { U, :tER} acts onL 2(M;11"). However Wort ), giv
en in Eq. (23) should be considered as a map 

Wo(t):L 2(M;C}---+-L 2(M;11"), 

with (26) replaced by 

L 2(M;C)_L 2(M;1T) 

W(t,s) ! lUIS - t) 

L 2(M;C) • L 2(M;1T). 
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Note that lP ~, ~ M and therefore ~" all act on L 2(M;C}. 
The connection on 11" is represented in our trivialization 

by the one-form - ieli-IA II and in the trivialization deter
mined by "'01"'01- 1

, or its extension, when 1"'01 = To, it is 
represented by Ii-I Z. This determines the initial velocity Z II 

for the classical flow, Eq. (9). 
The parallel translation operator D of Eq. (24) maps 

11"-I(lP ,- I(X)) to 11"-I(X) along the path { lP. lP ,- I(X):O.r;;;s.r;;;t }. 
Our expression (36) for the WKB approximation is geomet
ric and manifestly gauge invariant. In it the "external" phase 
change coming from S is separated from the "internal" 
change coming from the parallel translation. The same is 
true for the semiclassical expansion (41). 
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Hamiltonian representation for helically symmetric magnetic fields 
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It is proved that one of the two potentials used in a standard representation of helically symmetric 
magnetic fields is a Hamiltonian that generates the magnetic lines offorce. It is proved also that if 
the other potential is restricted to be proportional to this Hamiltonian, then the radial 
components of current density and magnetic field are proportional. This restriction applies, for 
example, to constant-A, helically symmetric, force-free magnetic fields fj(r) = A B(r)] relevant to 
both fusion physics and astrophysics. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

First we shall introduce the representation for a helical
ly symmetric magnetic field. Next we shall both define a 
momentum, canonically conjugate to the radial coordinate, 
and use it to verify that one of the two potentials of the repre
sentation is a Hamiltonian that generates the magnetic lines 
of force. Finally we shall prove that if the other potential is 
proportional to this Hamiltonian, then the radial compo
nents of current density and magnetic field are also propor
tional. Thus the formalism of Hamiltonian mechanics can be 
applied to elucidate the structure of constant-A, force-free 
fj(r) = A B(r)], helically symmetric magnetic fields relevant 
to both fusion physicsl and astrophysics.2 

II. POTENTIAL REPRESENTATION FOR A HELICALLY 
SYMMETRIC MAGNETIC FIELD 

A helically symmetric magnetic field depending on 
only rand mfJ + kz can be represented in terms of two poten
tials rPl and rP2 as follows3

: 

B(r,x) = rPI(r,x)e - VrP2(r,x)Xe , (1) 

where 

x=mfJ+kz, 

e==(krO - mz)l(k 2r + m2) . 

Using the properties of e that 

VXe = - [2km/(k2r + m2)]e, 

e • V/(r,x) = 0 , 

(2a) 

(2b) 

(3a) 

(3b) 

for any scalar function/(r,x), one can verify easily that the 
two terms on the right-hand side ofEq. (1) are each solenoi
dal. Thus the two potentials rPl and rP2 can be prescribed 
independently to specify an arbitrary magnetic field possess
ing helical symmetry. To determine rPl and rP2 for a specific 
magnetic field, one must take the scalar and vector products 
ofEq. (1) with e and utilize Eqs. (2b) and (3b) to obtain 

rPI(r,x) = krBo(r,x) - mBz(r,x) , (4a) 

VrP2(r,x) = - r[ krBz(r,x) + mBo(r,x)) 

+ (mO + krZ)B,(r,x) . (4b) 

., Permanent address: Los Alamos National Laboratory, University of cali· 
fornia, Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545. 

III. DEMONSTRATION OF HAMILTONIAN NATURE 
OFrP2 

We now shall demonstrate that rP2 is a Hamiltonian that 
generates the magnetic lines of force. 

Let us define a momentump, canonically conjugate to r, 
by4 

p= LX rBz(r,x')dx'. 

Note that 

p=p(r,x), 

x=x(r,p) . 

In particular, note that Eq. (5) yields 

ap(r,X) = rBz(r,x). 
aX 

(5) 

(6a) 

(6b) 

(7) 

We wish to determine the HamiltonianH (r, p) that generates 
the magnetic lines of force according to Hamilton's equa
tions 

dr aH(r,p) 
-= , 
dz ap 

(8a) 

dp aH(r,p) 
-=--....:.....:....:....:. 
dz ar 

(8b) 

Note that thez coordinate plays the role of the time coordi
nate in the standard Hamilton's equations of motion. The 
left-hand sides ofEqs. (8) are, respectively, the rate of change 
of r and of p(r,x) with z as one moves along a given line of 
force, i.e., 

dr B, 
-=-, 
dz Bz 

dO Bo 
r-=-. 

dz Bz 

According to Eqs. (6), we can define 

H(r,x(r, p))=H (r,p) . 

Using Eqs. (6), (9a), and (10), we rewrite Eq. (8a) as 

aH(r,X(r,p)) = aX(r,p) aH(r,X) = l!!.... 
ap ap aX Bz • 

(9a) 

(9b) 

(10) 

(11) 

Inserting Eq. (7) into Eq. (11), we obtain the implication of 
the first of Hamilton's equations, Eq. (8a), 
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aH(r,x) _ 11 ( ) 
aX -r, r,X , (12) 

or equivalently, 

~ aH (r,x) _ B ( ) -"""---"'''-'--m ,r,X, 
r ao 

(13a) 

aH(r,X) _ k. D ( ) - rD, r,X , 
az 

(Db) 

where we used the helical symmetry property, Eq. (2a). 
We now derive the corresponding implication of the 

second of Hamilton's equations, Eq. (8b). Using Eq. (6a), we 
observe 

dp = dX ap(r,x) + dr ap(r,x) . 
dz dz aX dz ar 

Application ofEqs. (2a), (7), and (9) yields 

dp = (m dO + k )rBz + !!.::... ap(r,x) = mBe + krBz dz dz Bz ar 

+!!.::... ap(r,x) (14) 
Bz ar 

as the left-hand side of Eq. (8b). Examining the right-hand 
side ofEq. (8b), we observe 

ail (r, p) = _ dH (r,x(r, p)) 
ar dr 

= _ aH(r,x) _ ax(r,p) aH(r,x) 
ar ar ax 

= _ aH(r,x) + [ap(r,X)/ar] aH(r,x) , 
ar ap(r,x)lax ax 

(15) 

where we have used Eq. (10) and have employed a standard 
identity relating partial derivatives. Inserting Eqs. (7) and 
(12) into Eq. (15) yields 

_ ail(r,p) = _ aH(r,x) +!!.::... ap(r,x) (16) 
ar ar Bz ar 

as the right-hand side of Eq. (8b). Equating the right-hand 
sides ofEq. (14) and Eq. (16), we finally obtain the implica
tion ofthe second of Hamilton's equations,Eq. (8b), 

aH a;= - [mBe(r,x)+krBz(r,x)]· (17) 

Comparing Eqs. (13) and (17) with Eq. (4b), we conclude that 
Hand 1/12 can be identified as 

H (r,X) = 1/12(r,x) . (18) 

Therefore 

(19) 

defines an arbitrary, helically symmetric magnetic field in 
which the potential H is a Hamiltonian that generates the 
lines of force and in which 1/11 is a measure of the magnetic 
field strength along the direction of symmetry. 

Before proceeding to the particular case in which 1/11 is 
restricted to be proportional to H, we wish to evaluate V1/11 
and 1/12 for the general case. Utilizing Eq. (4a), we note 
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V1/11 = r[k!.. (rBe) - m aBz ] 
ar ar 

+ (O.!... +zr!..)(kBe - m Bz). (20) 
ao az r 

Since the current density j(r,x) is merely the curl of the mag
netic field, the first bracket can be rewritten 

k 
a aBz 
- (rBe) - m --= krjz + mje 
ar ar 

+(k'!"'-m!")B. 
ao az r 

By virtue of the helical symmetry, we thus obtain 

r· V1/11 = krjz + mje . 

The remaining portion ofEq. (20) can be evaluated similarly. 
We thereby obtain 

V1/1I(r,x) = r[ krjz(r,x) + mje(r,x)] 

- (mO + krZ)j,(r,x). (21) 

Comparing Eqs. (4b) with (21) and noting Eq. (4a), we obtain 
the corollary 

1/12(r,x) = H(r,x) = mAz(r,x) - krAe(r,x) , (22) 

where A(r,x) is the associated magnetic vector potential. 
Note that Eq. (22) is gauge invariant. 

IV. APPLICATION TO FORCE-FREE MAGNETIC FIELDS 

We now restrict our attention to the particular case 

1/1dr,x) = - AH (r,x) . 

Equations (4b), (21), and (18) yield 

j,(r,x) = AB,(r,x) , 

krjz(r,x) + mje(r,x) = A [krBz(r,x) + mBe(r,x)] . 

(23) 

(24a) 

(24b) 

Of course, Eq. (24b) is merely a consequence ofEq. (24a), the 
helical symmetry, and the solenoidal nature of j and B. 

Because of their success in accounting for the gross fea
tures of turbulently relaxed magnetic field configurations, 
constant-A, force-free magnetic fields [fields satisfying 
j(r) = A B(r)] have been relevant to fusion physicists studying 
the reversed-field pinch and spheromak configurations as 
well as to astrophysicists. According to Eqs. (19), (23), and 
(24a), a force-free field possessing helical symmetry can be 
represented ass 

B(r,x) = -AH(r,x)e - VH(r,x)Xe. (25) 

As a result, the elaborate machinery of Hamiltonian me
chanics can be invoked to elucidate further the properties of 
such fields.6 Hamiltonians have long provided a tool for 
studying magnetic island structures.4 We believe that Ha
miltonian formalism also can be a tool for studying the "dy
namo" mechanism operant in the sustainment of magnetic 
field structures observed both in laboratory experiments (re
versed-field pinches and spheromaks) and in astrophysical 
entities (earth, sun, etc.). 
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In the strong fluctuation theory for a bounded layer of random discrete scatterers, the second 
moments of the fields in the second-order distorted Born approximation are obtained for 
copolarized and cross-polarized fields. The backscattering cross sections per unit area are 
calculated by including the mutual coherence of the fields due to the coincidental ray paths, and 
that due to the opposite ray paths, corresponding to the ladder and cross terms in the Feynman 
diagramatic representation. It is proved that the contributions from ladder and cross terms for the 
copolarized backscattering cross sections are the same, while the contributions for the cross
polarized backscattering cross sections are of the same order. The bistatic scattering coefficients 
in the second-order approximation for both the ladder and cross terms are also obtained. The 
contributions from the cross terms explain the enhancement in the backscattering direction. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The strong fluctuation theoryt,2 for a bounded layer of 
random discrete scatterers has been studied in Ref. 3 by tak
ing into account the singularity of the dyadic Green's func
tions to calculate for the second moments of the fields with 
the first-order distorted Born approximation. By including 
high-order copolarized and cross-polarized second mo
ments, and making use of the Fourier transform of the mean 
dyadic Green's function and mean unperturbed fields, we 
shall calculate the second-order copolarized and cross-po
larized backscattering cross sections per unit area, and the 
bistatic scattering coefficients. The second-order back
scattering are caused by the coherent waves with the coinci
dental and opposite ray paths. In the Feynman diagram rep
resentation of the Bethe-Salpeter equation, which governs 
the second moments of the fields, they are expressed, respec
tively, by the ladder and cross terms. Kuga and Ishimaru4 

have observed the enhancement phenomenon in the back
scattering direction of a wave incident upon a layer of latex 
microspheres. Tsang and Ishimaru5 explained this enhance
ment by using the model of point scatterers embedded in a 
half-space medium, and showed that the enhancement is due 
to the cross terms' contribution in the backscattering dire.,;
tion. In this paper, we employ the model of a bounded layer 
of finite-sized discrete scatterers to calculate the ladder and 
cross terms for backscattering and bistatic scattering and 
discuss the enhancement in the backscattering direction. In 
the backscattering direction the ladder and cross terms will 
be shown to contribute equally to the copolarizations, and 
give rise to contributions of the same order for the cross 
polarizations. It also explains the discrepancies between the 
wave theory and the radiative transfer theory, which is based 
upon the ladder approximation. 

where the SUbscript 1 denotes the fields in the bounded ran
dom medium. Introducing an auxiliary permittivity Eg as in 
Refs. 1-3, we have 

II. SECOND MOMENTS IN THE SECOND-ORDER 
DISTORTED BORN APPROXIMATION 

For a bounded layer of random discrete scatters (Fig. 1), 
we have 

(2.1) 

and 

and 

VxVXEt(r) - k;E(r) = k~ {[ E(r) - Eg ]/Eo}Et(r) 

(2.2) 

We let 

5 (r):=3(Eg/Eo) [E(r) - Eg ] / [E(r) + 2Eg] (2.4) 

Ft(r)={ [E(r) + 2Eg ]l3Eg }Et(r) 

and note that 

(2.5) 

Gg(r,rd = PV Gg(r,rd- (1/3k ;)8(r - r t), (2.6) 

where PV denotes the principal value. The principal volume 
is assumed to be a sphere. Substituting (2.4H2.6) into (2.3), 
we obtain the equation 

Ft(r) = E~(r) + k~ f drt PV Gg(r,rt)·S(rt)Ft(rt), (2.7) 

where the superscript 0 denotes the unperturbed incident 

FIG. 1. Geometry of the problem. 
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wave. Averaging (2.7), we obtain the Dyson equation for 
Fl(r): 

(Fl(r) = E?(r) + k ~ f drlPV Gg(r,rl)·M(rl,r; )(Fdrm, 

(2.8) 

where the mass operator M(rlJr;) is defined as 

(2.9) 

where Eg is determined from (s (r) = O. 
Thus, from (2.2), the fields observed in region 0 are 

where the effective propagation constant kl = keff in 
Gol(r,rd is calculated according to Refs. 1-3. By carrying 
out the iteration of F 1 (r d in (2.7), we find the expansion of 
Eo(r) as follows: 

Eo(r) = Eg(r) + q f drl GOl(r,rl)·S(rl)E?(rl) 

+ k~ I drl dr2 GOl(r,rl)·S(rl) 

xpv Ggll (r l,r2)·S(r2)E?(r2) 

+ ... 
00 

= Eg (r) + L Eb~(r), (2.11) 
n=l 

where the superscript (n) denotes the iteration order, the sub
script s denotes the scattered fields, and r l, ... ,r n are all in the 
region 1. In (2.11), 

E!::!(r) = k~n I drl···drn GOdr,rl) 

·pv Ggll (rl,r2)···PV Ggll (rn_l,rn) 

·s (rl)···s (rn )E?(rn)· (2.12) 

We can prove that the terms of2 Re[EgO(r)l::,= t (El;')(r)] 
are negligible with (l::'m = t El;')Ebm)O) in a similar way as in 
Ref. 6. Thus from (2.11) we may obtain the second moment 
of the fields in the region 0 with the first-order distorted 
Bomapproximation (IElil(rW)aP as shown in Ref. 3. It can 
be proved that (Fl(r) = (Et(r). The unperturbed mean 
field is denoted as F 1m (r)=E? (r). Now carrying out further 
to the second order, we find 

(1E&!(rW)aP 

= k ~ f drl dr2 dr3 dr4 (s (rl)s (r2)s *(r3)S *(r4) 

• [Gol(r,rd·PV Ggll (rl,r2)·Ftm (r2)] 

X [G01(r,r3)·PV Ggll (r3,r4)·Flm (r4)] !p, (2.13) 

where a, f3 denote the polarization h or v. The superscript (2) 
denotes the second order. 

Defining r(sc"Sn) as an n-point cumulant function 
and denoting s; = S (r;), i = 1,2,3,4, we have the cumulant 

(sls~fs:) 

= r(5l)r(5~fs:) + r(52)r(5lsfs:) 
+ r(5f)F(5lS~:) + r(5:)F(5ls~r) 

+r(5lS2)F(5fs:) + r(5lsr)F(5~:) 

+r(5ls:)F(5~f) +r(5ls~fs:)· (2.14) 

Noting that r (5; ) = 0 and the correlation functions have 
peak values at 

(1) r l = r2 and r3 = r4 for r(5lS2)r(5fs:), 
which leads to the integrations with PV Ggll (rl,r2) and 
PV Ggll (r3,r4) to be zero, and at 

(2) r l = r2 = r3 = r4 for r(5ls~fs:), 

which leads to the integrations with PV Ggll (rl,r2) and 
PV Ggll (r3,r4) to be zero, and at 

(3) r l = r3 and r2 = r4 for r(5lsf)F(5~:), 

(4) r l = r4 and r2 = r4 for r(5lS:)F(5~r)· 

Combining the above results (1 )-(4), we obtain 

(1E&!(rW) ap 

= (41r)2k ~ W 2 

X {I drl dr2[GOl(r,rl)·PV Ggll (rl,r2)·Flm (r2)] 

X [G01(r,rl)·PV Ggll (rl,r2)·Flm(r2)]!p 

+ f drl dr2[G01(r,rl)(·PV Ggll (rvr2)·Flm(r2)] 

X [G01(r,r2)·PV Ggll (r2,rl)·Ftm (r1)] !p } , (2.15) 

expansion as follows: FIG. 2. Second-order scattering figure. 
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(a) (b) 

(e) 

(f) 

by the scatterers' sizes, fractional volumes, and dielectric 
permittivities. It is noted that the first integration of (2.15) 
account for the contributions due to the waves with coinci
dent ray paths which have been taken into account in the RT 
theory or MRT theory and are derived from the ladder-ap
proximated Bethe-Salpeter equation. The second integra
tion is due to the waves with the opposite ray paths which 
have not been included in the ladder approximation (Fig. 2). 
Furthermore, we may proceed to higher order, and see 
which kinds of cross terms give significant contributions: 

(IEg,I(rW) 

=k~2 f drldr2dr3dr4drsdr6(Sls~~tsrS:) 
X ([GOI(r,rl)-PV G llg (rl,r2) 

-PV Ggll (r2,r3)-Flm (r3)] 

-[GOI(r,r4)-PV G llg (r4,rS) 

-PV Ggll (rs,r6)-Flm (r6)] * J. (2.17) 

Expanding (SIS~3StSrS:) into cumulant clusters, and 
following the discussion of the second order, we only need 
consider the following clusters: 

(SIS~3StSrS:) 
FIG. 3. Third-order scattering figure. = r(I,4)F(2,5)F(3,6) + r(I,6)F(2,5)r(3,4) 

where Wis defined as in Refs. 1-3 

W = 100 

dr rC~(lrll. (2.16) 

+ r(I,4)F(2,6)F(3,S) + r(I,5)F(2,4)F(3,6) 

+ r(I,5)r(2,6)F(3,4) + r(I,6)F(2,4)F(3,5), 

where r(I,4) r(SI,St) and so on. 

(2.18) 

The correlation functions of random discrete scatterers 
C~ (Irl) are derived as shown in Ref. 3, which are determined 

Considering that the correlation function (S; S 1') has 
peak value at r; = ri , we obtain 
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(IE~(rW)aP = (41rWfk ~2 {f drl dr2 dr3IGOl(r,rl)-PV G llg (rl,r2)-PV Gllg(r2,r3)-Flm(r3W 

+ f drl dr2 dr3 [GOI(r,rl)-PV G llg (rl,r2)-PV Gllg(r2,r3)-Flm(r3)] 

X [GOI(r,r3)-PV G llg (r3,r2)-PV Gllg(r2,rl)-Flm (r.)] * 

+ f drl dr2dr3[GOl (r,rl)-PV G llg (rl,r2)-PV Gllg(r2,r3)-Flm(r3)] 

X [GOI(r,rl)-PV G llg (rl,r3)-PV Gllg(r3,r2)-F\m(r2)] * 

+ f drl dr2 dr3[Go\(r,r l)-PV G llg (r\,r2)-PV Gllg(r2,r3)-Flm(r3)] 

X [GOI(r,r2)-PV Gllg (r2,rl)-PV G llg (r\,r3)-F\m(r3)] * 

+ f dr\ dr2 dr3 [GOI(r,r.)-PV G llg (r\,r2)-PV G llg (r2,r3)-F\m (r3)] 

X [GOl(r,r3)-PV Gllg (r3,rl)-PV Gllg(r\,r2)-Flm (r2)] * 

+ f drl dr2 dr3[GOl(r,r1)-PV G llg (r1,r2)-PV Gllg(r2,r3)-F\m(r3)] 

X [G01(r,r2)-PV G llg (r2,r3)-PV G llg (r3,r\)-F\m(r\)] * laP' 
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where in the backscattering direction the first integration 
corresponds to the scattering with coincidental ray paths 
[Fig. 3(a)], the second one corresponds to that with quite
opposite ray paths [Fig. 3(b)], and the other four integrations 
correspond to those part-coincidental and part-opposite ray 
paths [Figs. 3(c)-3(f)]. From Fig. 3, we may conclude that the 
significant contributions are from the first and second inte
grations, and there would be no constructive coherences 
from the other four terms. 

III. THE FEYNMAN DIAGRAM 

Corresponding to (2.1), we have the equation for the 
random dyadic Green's function as 

VXVXGll(r,r1) - £i)2,uE{r)G ll(r,rd = 18 (r - rd. (3.1) 

Introducing Eg as before, we find 

Gll(r,r l ) = Gg(r,r l ) 

f E(r;) - Eg + dr;Gg(r,r;)"k~ Gll(r;,r l ). 
Eo 

Defining the new dyadic Green's function 

Gll(r,r l )={ [E(r) + 2Eg ]/3Eg } Gll(r,rd 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

and by using (2.4) and (2.6), we obtain from (3.2) and (3.3) 

Gll(r,r l ) = Gg(r,r l ) + k~ f dr; PV Gg(r,ri)"s(rilGll(r; ,rd. 

(3.4) 

Averaging (3.4), we obtain the Dyson equation of the dyadic 
Green's function 

(Gll(r,r1) = Gg(r,r l ) 

+ k ~ f dr; PV Gg(r,ril"M(r; ,rd(Gll(r; ,r l ), 

(3.5) 

which is corresponding to (2.8), where the mass operator is 
denoted as 

M(ri,r l )(G l1(r;,r l ) = (s(r;)G l1(r;,rd)· 

In the Feynman diagram,1 we define 

==(G(r,rd), 

==G(O)(r,r
l
), 

=(s (r)s *(r l ), 

(3.6) 

• =vertex over which integration is implied, 

_~I 1-1,1 __ =(G(r,r)G*(p,Pt)· 

Thus, the Dyson equation may be expressed as 

==== ---+--0=== , (3.7) 

where the mass operator ® is 

(3.8) 

The Bethe-Salpeter equation may be written as 

(3.9) 
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where the intensity operator is 

• 't"""1 1\ /~''. 
"'" - I + \ I + I \.... I +. .. • 
~ ~ II ..... • 

(3.10) 

Under the ladder approximation 

• 181--:, • (3.11) 

the Bethe-Salpeter equation is written as 

"===+ ==_ ........ 1/ ..... 1 __ 

____ +==10==+==*=*==+'" , 

(3.12) 

where there are no cross terms. To include cross terms the 
renormalized intensity operator should be used. According 
to Ref. 6, the intensity operator is renormalized as 

! + ::.H¢:, (3.13) 

then we have the Bethe-Salpeter equation as 

=====+::I::+==-= __ +==.><~== 
+=m,~.~,~-=+==~~~i·~=+~i~~<~'==+==~'~=-~= 

! ! ! > t ,A.. ( .... 

+ ... , (3.14) 

We may see that the cross terms appear in the above renor
malized Bethe-Salpeter equation, although some terms such 
as 

9 ..... ) ( t 

are not included in (3.14). 
From the discussion in the last section we only need to 

keep the ladder and cross terms to explain the constructive 
interferences in the backscattering direction. So, we should 
have 

III 
+ ===t='!'1 9": - +="1*-~>-== + =P=F, ==P=\ '!"j =+ - .... <:::~:~"'?'$>=-= 

+ ...• 

and 

lei 

we have 

+ =---
(3.15) 

I! +== ____ ~I_L~I __ 
(3.16) 

(3.17) 

(3.18) 
The first and second terms on the right side of (3.18) corre
spond to the zeroth- and first-order (also a ladder) approxi
mation, which correspond to nonscattering and single scat
tering of mean fields. The ladder and cross terms at 
second- and higher-order approximations will correspond to 
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double and higher scattering of the mean fields. In the non
backscattering direction (3.17) is negligible. 

IV. THE SECOND-ORDER BACKSCATTERING CROSS 
SECTIONS FOR THE LADDER AND CROSS TERMS 

Now we calculate the second-order backscattering 
cross sections for the ladder arid cross terms. By making use 
of the Fourier transform of the mean dyadic Green's func
tion and the mean unperturbed field of the two-layer model, 
we have 

GOI(r,rl) = J dkp 96i (kp,z,zl)exp[zkp'(rp - rIp)], (4.1) 

PV G~drl>rz) = J dk; 9~ (k;,zl,zz)exp[ik;'(rlp - r2p)]' 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

where 96i, 9~ and F lm (z) are listed in Appendix A, i denotes 
the incident direction, p the transversal direction, > for 
ZI >zz in 9fj (kp ,z1,zZ), and vice versa. Substituting (4.1)-(4.3) 
into (2.13), we obtain the second moment offield in the sec
ondorder: 

<1~(rW>afJ 

= (21T)4k~(41rW)z J dkp J dk; ld dZI ld dzz 

X { 196i (kp,z,zI)'9~ (k;,zI,zZ)'Flm (zzW 

+ [96i (kp,z,zI)'9~ (k;,zI,zZ)·F1m(zz)] 

• [96i (kp ,z,zz)'9~ (kpi - k; + kp ,zz,z Il 
.Flm(ZI)]*}ap' (4.4) 

In the backscattering direction k = - kal' kp = kpi we 
rewrite k; of (4.4) as kp, and find the second-order back
scattering cross section per unit area: 

d~(kal> - kOi ) 

= 41rk ~ COS
Z 001 < I~(kpi ,zW> / E ~ 

= (2ko)101T7WZ cosz 001 J dkp ld dZI ld dzz 

X {196i ( - kpl,z,zI)'9~ (kp,zI,zZ)·Flm (zz)l!p 

+ [9(~1,( - kpI,z,zI)'9~ (kp,zI,zZ)'Flm(zz)] 

X [96i ( - kpI,z,zz)'9~ ( - kp,zZ,zl)'Flm(ZI)]~} 

= (2ko)101T7W Z cosz 00/ [the first term 

+ the second term]. (4.5) 

Substituting the expressions of 

96i ( - kpl,z,zI) = (1),,1 + (2),,1 + (3)"1 + (4)v/> 

9~ (kp,zI,zZ) = (5)" + (6)" + (7)" + (8)" 

+ (9)v + (lO)v + (11)v + (12)v' 

F,m(z) = (13),,1 + (14),,1 + (15)vl + (16)vI 

in Appendix A into (4.5), we sort out the same phase terms 
and find the following expansions which consist of 16 terms: 

[96i ( - kpI,z,zI)'9~ (kp,zI,zZ)·Flm (zz)] afJ 

= [(1),,1 + (2),,1 + (3)vI + (4)vI] >.{ [(5)" + (9)v] 

+ [(6)" + (lO)v] + [(7)" +(l1)v] + [(8)" + (12)v]}<!! 

,[(13),,1 + (14),,1 + (15)vl + (16)vI] 

= L L [A ~(t,6 )]s,s'.p.p.exp(iKs,s'Zz) 
sos' P.p· 

X exp(iK'p.p,zl)exp(ikozlz), 

where 

K s•s• = sklzi + s'klz' 

Kp• p' =pk'zl +p'klz ' 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

s,s',p,p' = lor - l.Here,t,6=t,6' - t,61' wheret,6', t,61 are the 
azimuthal angles of kp' kpj . The A ~(t,6 )s.s'.P.p· 
(ap = hh,vv,hv,vh ) are listed in Appendix B. The terms of 
(i) i = 1, ... ,16 are shown in Appendix A. Thus we have 

the first term of (4.5) = J dkp I dZI {Jz. dzz [L L. A ;p(t,6 )ss'pp,eXP(iKss'Zz)eXP(iKpp.ZIl] 
-d -d sos' P.P 

X [L LA ;p(t,6 )tt·qq· eXP(iKtt,z2)eXP(iKqq,ZI)]' 
t.I' q.q' ap 

+ [dZZ [~ J;. A ,;p(t,6 )ss'pp' eXP(iKss'Z2)eXP(iKpp,ZI)] 

X [~~ A ,;p(t,6 )tt'qq' exp(iKtt,z2)exp(iKqq,ZI) r }, 
I,t q,q ap 

(4.8) 

where t,t 'q,q' = lor - 1 ass,s',p,p'. In low loss medium we only need to consider t = s,t' = s',q = p,q' = p', since after 
integrating over Z2 there are only imaginary parts of k Izi and k Iz in the denominators which would give most significant 
contributions. It follows that 

the first term of (4.5) = J dkp L L [IA ~(t,6 )I!-pp' Mss'pp' + IA ,;p(t,6l1!-pp' Nss'pp']' 
s,s' p,p' 

(4.9a) 

the second term of (4.5) = J dkp L L [A ~(t,6 )ss'pp,A ,;p'(t,6 + 1T)pp'ss'Mss'pp' + A ,;p(t,6 )ss'pp,A ;;(t,6 + 1T)pp'ss' Nss'PP' ], (4.9b) 
s,s' P.p· 
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where 

1 [1 - exp(2K;p.d) 
Nss'pP' = A •• " " 

-ss' Kpp' 

_ 1 - exp(2(K; + K;p' )d) ] 

K;. +K;p' 
(4.11) 

are the integrations of exponential terms over ZI,z2 in (4.7). 
The first summation, (4.8), corresponds to the second

order ladder term (coincidental ray paths), the second one 
(4.9), corresponds to the cross term (opposite ray paths). 
From Appendix B, we may see that 

A :a.(t/J + 1T)pp'ss' = A ::(t/J )ss'pp" (4. 12a) 

A ::(t/J + 1T)pp'ss' = A :a.(t/J )ss'pp" (4. 12b) 

where aa = hh or uu. Thus, comparing (4.8),(4.9), we con
clude that the ladder and cross terms for co polarized waves 
have the same significant contributions. That is 

C7:a = C7;;;', (4.13) 

where ± denote the ladder and cross (or coincidental and 
opposite) terms, respectively. From Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) we 
also see physically that the copolarized ladder and cross 
terms should be the same. However, from Ahv or Avh in Ap
pendix B for cross-polarized waves, we do not have the equa
lity as in (4. 12a) and (4.12b). Therefore, the ladder and cross 
terms are generally not equal, but have the same order. 

Carrying out (4.8) and (4.9), sorting out the three types 
of l/(k iZi + k iz)2, l/(k i~~ - k iz2), l/(k 1~1 - k iz)2, we ob
tain the following results: 

dfl = dfl + + dfl- = 2df~ + 

= J... W 2k 10 0082 8 Til Ti, 
8 0 01 ID2114 

f n 1 
X d8 k ~ sin 8 cos 8 2 

o Iklz/klz I 

x[ 1 N + 1 No 
(k " . + k " )2 Ih (k ,,~ _ k ,,2) 211 

lz. Iz Iz. Iz 

+ 1 No] 
(k"._k,,)2 311, 

Iz. Iz 

where 

999 

[ 
4 -4k,'zIl ] Nih = Cll, IR l2i1 e ,HI +H2 

C 21R 1
2 -4ki'zllH 

- 12' 121 e • 3 

4 -4k,',d + Cl3,2IR 121 1 e • ,H4 , 

N2h = C2I' [ 1 + tRI2i 14e - 4k i'.,d ] ,H4 

+C22,[1 + IRI2iI4e-4ki.tfl],H3 

2 - 4k i',d - C23,21RI2i l e • ,[HI +H2 ], 
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(4.14) 

(4. 15a) 

(4. 15b) 

(4. 15c) 

where the coefficients Cmn , m,n = 1,2,3, are given in Appen
dix C. The functionsHn , n = 1,2,3,4, are given in Appendix 
D,And 

(4.16) 

It can be obtained8 that the results from the modified radia
tive transfer theory (MRT) based upon the ladder approxi
mation is half the value of the wave approach (4,14), since the 
cross terms df~ - were not included in the ladder approxima
tion. 

For the vertical polarization, we obtain 

dv~ = d.;}+ + d.~- = 2dv~+ 

= J... W 2 k 10 cos2 8 . T. T~ 
8 0 0. 1£2114 

f n 1 
X d8k~ sin8cos8 2 

o Iklzik tz I 

x[ 1 N + 1 N 
(k " . + k ,,)2 Iv (k,,2 _ k ,,2) 2. 

Iz. Iz lzi Iz 

where 

[ 
4 -4ki'zll ] N I• = Cll , IS l2i1 e ,VI + V2 

C 21S 1
2 - 4k i'.tfl." 

- 12' 12/ e "3 

+ Cl3,21S12i 12e - 4k i'.tfl, V4, 

N2v = C2e [ 1 + ISI2iI4e-4ki'.tfl ].U4 

+ C22, [ 1 + ISI2/ 14e - 4k i'.,d ] ,U3 

- C23,2IS12iI4e-4ki'·,d,[U2 + Ud 

N3• = C31, [IS12;/4e - 4k
i'·,d,V2 + VI] 

2 4k ''zIl - Cn ,21SUil e- I ,V4 

+ C33·2IS12iI2e-4ki'.tfl,V3' 

(4.17) 

(4. 18a) 

(4,18b) 

(4. 18c) 

where Vn and Un' n = 1,2,3,4, are given in Appendix D: 

Tv = 1 (kolk.)YOli 1
2

, T~ = 1 (k.1ko)YlOi 12. (4.19) 

For the cross-polarized waves we may have 

al2l + = J... W 2 k 10 cos 2 8. Th Tv 
h. 8 0 O. fD

2i
F2i 12 

f
/2 1 

X d8 k ~ sin 8 cos 8 2 

o Iklziklzi 

X [ 1 M+ + 1 M+ 
(k " . + k " )2 I (k ,,~ _ k "2) 2 
~ Iz ~ Iz 

1 M+]" + (k". _k,,)2 3 , 
lz. 1z 

(4.20a) 
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+ 1 M-] 
(k" _k,,)2 3 , 

1.t1 Iz 

where 

M 1+ = CII'~[ IRI2iSI2iI2e-4kf.P.W t + W 2+] 

- C1d[lRl2i12 + IS12i12]e-4ki.P.W 3+ 

+ C13'HIR1U I2 + ISI2iI2]e-4kl~.W l, 

M)- = Cll'~[ IR12iSI2112e-4ki·,d.W I + W 2-] 

(4.20b) 

(4.21a) 

- C12'~ [ - R IUS T21 - R T2iSlU ] e - 4k i~,d. W 3-

+C13·H -RI2IST2i -RT2IS12i]e-4ki·,d.W4-; 

M 2+ = C2l'! [ 1 + IR 12iS1:U 1
2e 4k i.,d]. W 4+ 

+ C22'~[ 1 + IRIlISl2I12e-4kl~ ].W 3+ 

- C23'HIR12i12 + ISI2112]e-4ki~,d 

(4.21b) 

. [ W t + W 2+ ], (4.22a) 

M 2- =C2d[1 + IRI2ISI2/12e-4ki.p].W4+ 

+ C22'~ [1 + IRlllS12112e-4ki.p].W 3+ 

- C23.H - R 12/STli - R TuSlu]e -4kf.p 

.[W t + W 2+]; (4.22b) 

M 3+ = C31'~[ /R l2IS12d2e -4k
i.P.W:t + W t ] 

-C32'HIR 12i /
2+ IS12i12]e 4k i.P.W4+ 

+ C33'H IRI2I 12 + IS12/12]e -
4k

i.P.W 3+' (4.23a) 

M 3- = C31'~[ IRI2iSI2iI2e-4ki·,d.W 2 + W 1-] 

where 

1000 

- CI2·H - RI2iST2i - R T2iS12/]e - 4k i·,d.W 4-

+ C33·H -R12/ST2i -RT2ISI2;]e- 4ki.P.W 3-; 

(4.23b) 

(4.24a) 
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(4. 24b) 

(4.24c) 

(4.24d) 

ComparingM n-1- andM n-' wemayseethatulI~ andu,;;; are 
the same order, the di1ference between them is only that 
IR12il2 + IS12il 2 in M n+ replaced by - 2 Re[R I2iST2i] in 
M,.. 

It can be seen that 

(4.25) 

where as d-+ 00, 

+ ..!..Ik k .12Ikl: Sto12] 
2 P pI k k 2 

1 I 

+ 1 1..!..~ 1--.!:.. [ Ik 
1
21 k212 

k'lzi +ki~ ki~i 8 kl kf 

(4.26a) 

while 
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Mti = ~ Ik lz
i l

2

1
R

lO + SIJcrZ 12 
8 kl D2 F2kr 

± ~ Ik k .121 klzS lO 12 
2 p pI ki ' 

M ± = k ;~i - k ;~ [~ I k1zi 1211 _ k iz 12 
"2 k" 8 k k 2 

Izi I 1 

+ ! Ikpkpi 121 ~I; 12] . 

M,,~ =0. 

The d;J + of (4.26a) has been obtained in the RT results,9 
while d;J - has not been included. 

Note that 

fOO Loo L2
". dkp = dO k ~ sin 0 cos 0 dt/J 

- 00 0 0 

[

12 r2". 

= 0 dO k ~ sin 0 cos 0 Jo dt/J, (4.27) 

since the observation point is in the far field, only the radiat
ing mode contributing to the integral needs to be considered, 
and dkp = dOl dt/J k r sin 01 cos 01 = dO dt/J k ~ sin 0 cos O. 
So we truncate the integral as Sg12dO, where 0,01 are defined 
in region 0 and region 1, respectively. The effective propaga-

tion constant kl = ~ is calculated according to the 
strong fluctuation approach,I-3 where 

E'eII' = E'g + l~ k ~ kgE'o 100 

dr reg (r). 

We also obtain d:~ by carrying out (4.8) and (4.9) in 
terms of A ~ (t/J ) of Appendix D: 

T~Ti. 

IF2iD2112 

1 M± + 1 M±] + (k ,,2 _ k ,,2) 2 (k " . _ k " )2 3 . 
~ lz ~ lz 

(4.28) 

It is noted that the difference between (4.28) and 
(4.20a),(4.20b) is only in the coefficients of T", Tu, and 
Ti.,T~, since in the second-order approximation with the 
spherical scatterers model, the top boundary plays a unique 
role to effect the difference in the result. 

v. BISTATIC SCATTERING AND ENHANCEMENT IN 
BACKSCATTERING DIRECTION 

In the bistatic scattering direction, the constructive in
terference of scattered fields is dominated by coincidental 
ray paths. So we temporarily omit the second term in (4.4) to 
calculate the bistatic scattering coefficient. Mathematically, 
since the bistatic direction k; in gi) (k;,z1,z2) is not equal to 
± (kpi - k; + kp) in gi) (kpi - k; + kp,z2,z1)' the expan-
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sion of the second multiplications on the right side of (4.4) 
will give rise to denominators with ilk IZi + k Izs) + k ~z, 
where k Izok Izs are the real parts of k Izi,k Izs, respectively. 
As long as k IZi + k Izs >k I'z, the second term is much less 
than the first term. Thus, in the low loss medium and non
backscattering direction, we obtain 

y;~ (00.,001 ) 

= 41rk ~ cos2 00i < I ~(kps,zW) / E ~ 

= (2ko)101T7W2 cos2 °Oi f dkp [d dZI [d dZ2 

X 196i ( - kps,z,z.)·gi) (kp ,z1,z2)oF1m (Z2m", (5.1) 

with 

[g6i (- kps,z,zl)ogi) (kp,zI,z2)·F1m (Z2)] "" 

= L L [D t (t/J )] ss'pp' exp(iKss'Z2) 
s,s' P.p· 

X exp(iKpp,zl)exp(ikoZiZ), (5.2) 

where 

(5.3) 

which are different from (4.7). In (5.2) t/J ==t/J I - t/Ji and 
t/J. = t/J/O where t/J ',t/Ji,t/Js are the azimuthal angles of 
kp '~i ,kps. The D t (t/J )ss'pp' are listed in Appendix E. Substi
tuting (5.2) into (5.1), we find 

y;l (00.,001 ) 

= L L [ID:,,(t/J)I;"'pp·M!.,.pp' 
s.s' P.p· 

+ ID :,,(t/J )1;"'pp·N!.,.pp']' (5.4) 

where the definitions of M !.,.pp' and N !.,.pp' are the same as 
M ss'pp' and N SS'pp' of (4.10) and (4.11), but K;';. and K;p' follow 
the definitions of(5.3). 

After careful algebra, we obtain 

y;~ (00. ,00/ ) 

= _1_ W2k 10 cos2 (J IXlo.XOll l2 

16 0 0/ ID2ID2s 12 

[

12 1 
X dO k ~ sin 0 cos 0 2 

o Iklzsklz I 
X [ 1 NS 

(k I~I + k ~z)(k ~zs + k I~) I" 

+ 1 Nsl.. I ) 

(k". -k")(k" +k") 2" 1%1 lz Izs Iz 

+ 1 Ns(2) 
(k;~ + k ;~)(k ~zs - k ;~) 2" 

+ (k" -k")~k" -k") Nj,,], 
lzl lz Izs Iz 

(5.5) 

where 
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N s CS [IR R 12 - 2k i.p -2k i'z.dH H] Ih = 11 • 121 125 e e . I + 2 

C s 21R 12 - 4k izPH - 12' 121 e . 3 

C s 21R 12 - 4k i'z.dH + 13' 125 e • 4. (S.6a) 

N s(I) - Cs(I) IR R 12e-2Iki~/+ki .. )dH + Cs(I)H 
2h - 21' 121 125 • 4 22' 3 

C s(I) [IR 12e-2Ikizl+ki~)dH 
- 23' 125 • I 

(S.6b) 

N s(2) - Cs(2)H + Cs(2) IR R 12e-2Iki~l+ki~)dH 
2h - 21' 4 22 • 121 125 • 3 

C s(2) [IR 12e- 2Ikiz,+ kiu)d H - 23' 121 • I 

(S.6c) 

N s CS [IR R 12 -2ki~p - 2k i'z.dH H] 3h = 31' 121 12s e e . 2 + 1 

C s 21R 12 -4ki~PH 
- 32' 121 e • 4 

C s 21R 12 -4k i'z.dH + 33 • 125 e • 3' (S.6d) 

where C:" .. , m,n = 1,2,3, are given in Appendix C. The func
tions Hn. n = 1,2,3,4, are the same as given in Appendix D. 

As (}as--(}Ol' it can be seen that C:" .. --Cm ... and C~) 
+ C~;)--C2'" m = 1,3,n = 1,2,3, then we have rh~--+dh2~+. 
In the backscattering direction there is an additional contri
bution from the cross term. It explains the backscattering 
enhancement phenomena observed in experiment.4

•
S In the 

distorted Born approximation, the backscattering cross sec
tion is 

In the RT or MRT approaches, it is 

Thus, the enhancement in dB can be expressed as 

10 X (log O"hh - log O"ht) 

= lOX log (1 + d;~ + /(d1~ + d;~ +)) 

::::4.3 [ d;l + /(dhl~ + d"z~ + )] dB. 

(S.7a) 

(S.7b) 

(S.8) 

If d;~ + /dhl~ ::::0.1 or 0.01, the enhancement would be 0.43 
dB, or 0.043 dB, which seem to be consistent with observa
tions in the experiments.4 Actually, the enhancement in the 
backscattering direction characterizes the significance of 
high-order scattering, and cross terms should be taken into 
account in the backscattering direction. Since we neglected 
the second term in (4.4), there will be a sharp peak with no 
angular width in the backscattering direction. As the bistatic 
direction is so close to the backscattering direction that k izl 
+ k izs::::k i~, there should be a gradually increasing en-

hancement until the maximum in the backscattering direc
tion. The angular width is proportional to k i' /k i . 

To see this further, we carry out the second term of (4.4) 
to calculate r;~ -, which is due to the coherence of the fields 
with the opposite ray paths, and gradually up to the maxi
mum in the backscattering direction. From (4.4) we have 
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X [961 ( - kps ,z,zd'9i) (kp,zI,z2)'Flm (Z2)] 

X [961 ( - kps,z,z2)'9i) (kp1 - kp + kps,zz,zl) 

(S.9) 

As before, tP =tP ' - tPl and tPl = tPs, where tP ',tPI'tPS are 
the azimuthal angles ofkp ,kpl ,kps . Since in the vicinity of the 
backscattering direction, kpi + kps ::::0, the azimuthal angle 
tP i ofkpi - kp + kps is assumed to equal tP ' + 1T. Expanding 
the multiplications in (5.9), we obtain 

[961 ( - kps,z,zI)'9i) (kp,z1,z2)'Flm (Z2)] hh 

= L L [Dt(tP)]ss'pp,exp(i(sklzi +s'klz )z2) 
s,s' P.P' 

X exp(i( pk Izs + p' k Iz)z dexp(ikOziZ), 

= L L [D t(tP + 1T)]ss'pp' 
s,s' p,p' 

Xexp(i[sk IZi +s'(klz +klzi +klzs )]Z2) 

xexp(i[ pklzs + p'(klz + k lzi + klzs)]ztl 

X exp(ikoZiZ), 

(5. lOa) 

(S.lOb) 

Let..d=klzi + klz;.and..d',..d " denote the real and imaginary 
parts of ..d. Close to the backscattering direction we may 
assume ..d" = k ;~i + k ;~ ::::0. Substituting (S.lOa) and 
(S.lOb) into (S.9), we obtain 

CD .., 
>-

o 

~ -5 
en z .... 
~ 
z 

'" z 
a: .... 
~ 

~ -10 
u 
I/) 

-15 
6 4 

V 
ci6g g gog 

.... \\\\\\ 

f=20GHz fs = 0.4 

A 
f-20 GHz fs = 0.1 

f=15 GHz fa -0.4 

f = 15 GHz fs·O.1 

f· 10 GHz fa' 0.4 

2 o 2 4 6 

OBSERVATION ANGLE 

FIG. 4. Scattering intensity versus the observation angle. Scatterers radi
us = 0.7 mm, layer depth = 100 em, E, = (3 + iO.ool)Eoo Eb = I.SEo, and 
E2 =4Eo· 
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Y;~ -(9a.,901 ) 

= (2ko)101T7W2 cos2 901 

X [12 d9 k~ sin 9 cos 9 1217" dt/J [ dZI 
o O-d 

X L L [SO" dZ2 D :" (t/J )ss'pp.D ~.(t/J + 1T)pp'ss' 
.,8' p,p' -d 

X exp( - 2 [sk rzl + s'(k ~~ + ut') ]Z2) 

xexp( - 2[ pk ~~ + p'(k rz + ut')]ZI) 

+ f. dZ2 D ~(t/J )ss'pp.D kh·(t/J + 1T)pp'ss' 

X exp( - 2 [ sk rZI + s'(k rz + ut') ]Z2) 

xexp( - 2[ pk ru + p'(k ~~ + ut')]ZI)] . (5.11) 

From Appendix E, it can be seen that 

D ~.(t/J + 1T)pp''''' = D kh·(t/J ).s'pp" 

D kh·(t/J + 1T)pp'ss' = D ~.(t/J )ss'pp" 

Thus, we have 

Y;h - (90.,901 ) 

= (2ko)101T7W2 cos2 901 

X 11T/2 d9 k ~ sin 9 cos 91
2

17" dt/J [ dZI 
o O-d 

X ~ I;. [J:d dz21D kh(t/J )ss'pp·1
2 

X exp( - 2 [sk ~~I + s'(k ~~ + i~ ') ]Z2) 

Xexp( - 2[ pk ~~ + p'(k ~~ + i~ ')]ZI) 

+ f. dz2 1D ~(t/J )ss'pp·1
2 

Xexp( - 2[ sk ~~ + s'(k i~ + i~ ')]Z2) 

(5.12) 

xexp( - 2[ pk i~1 + p'(k i~ + i~ ')]ZI)] . (5.13) 

It is easily seen that (5.13) follows from (5.4) by replacing k ~~ 
in (5.5) by k i~ + i~ " and taking the real part. As~ , = k iZI 
+ k in >k rz (away from the backscattering direction), Y;h-

will be negligible as the denominators contain ilk ~zl + k in) 
+ k ~~. As 9 a. -9 01 (close to the backscattering direction), 
~ , is approaching zero, and Y~ - increases and reaches the 
maximum value d;~ - , when ~ , = O. The above discussions 
describe the constructive interference due to the cross term 
near the backscattering direction. 

Numerical results are given in Fig. 4 at frequencies 10, 

I 0.1 dB 

f-20 GHz f. -0.4 

r 

f- 15 GHz f •• 0.1 

~.,."'I 
0.5 o 0.5 

FIG. S. Increasing enhancements near the backscattering direction. All pa
rameters are the same as Fig. 4. 

15, and 20 GHz. It is seen that as frequency or fractional 
volume increase, the enhancement in the backscattering di
rection will be increased due to high-order scattering effects. 
An enlarged Fig. 5 shows the angular widths near the back
scattering direction. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

The backscattering cross section per unit area in the 
second-order distorted Born approximation for copolariza
tion and cross polarization, and the bistatic scattering coeffi
cients are obtained. Contributions from both the coinciden
tal and opposite ray paths in the Feynman diagram, where 
they are expressed by the ladder and cross terms, are calcu
lated. The enhancements in the backscattering direction are 
explained with the phenomenon of the constructive interfer
ences of waves with the quite opposite ray paths correspond
ing to the contributions from the cross terms. Meanwhile it 
also explains discrepancies between the wave approaches 
and the R T and MRT theory in the second-order solutions in 
the backscattering direction. For the copolarization both 
ladder and cross terms have exactly the same constributions, 
for the cross polarization they are of the same order. 
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APPENDIX A: FOURIER TRANSFORM OF THE MEAN DYADIC GREEN'S FUNCTIONS 
We have 

g > (k ,z,z ) = -,-' _1_ {XlO(kp) elk ) [R (k )el'2klz<ielklzZ'e ( _ k ) + e - Ik1zZ'e (k )] 
01 P 1 8~ k D (k) Oz 12 p 1 lz 1 Iz 

Iz 2 p 

+ kl YlO(kp) h(k )[s (k )e12klz<i IklzZ'h (-k )+ -lk1zZ'h (k )]} lko.z k F (k ) Oz 12 pel Iz e 1 Iz e 
o 2 p 

= (l)h + (2)h + (3)v + (4)v, 
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> (k ) i 1 { 1 [ik • .l.Z, - Z"A (k \a (k ) 911 p,zI,z2 = 8r k D (k) e el IzI"I Iz 
Iz 2 p 

+ RIO(kp)e - ik • .l.z, +z,'e( - klz)el(klz ) + Rdkp)ei2k,Peik • .l.Z, +z"el(klz)el( - k lz ) 

+ RIO(kp)Rdkp)ei2k'Pe -ik • .l.z, -Z"el( - klz)el( - k lz )] 

+ _1_ [eik • .l.z,-Z,'h (k )h(k )+S (k )e-ik • .l.z,+z"h (-k )h (k ) 
F2(kp) I Iz Iz 10 P I Iz I Iz 

+ Sdkp)e''2k'Pik • .l.Z, +z"hl(klz)h l( - k lz ) + SIO(kp)sdkp)ei2k'Pe -Ik • .l.z,-z"h l ( - klz)h l( - k lz )] } 

= [(5)" + (6)" + (7)" + (8)" + (9). + (10). + (11). + (12).] >, 

< (k ) i 1 { 1 [- Ik • .l.z, - Z"A ( k)A ( k) 911 p,zI,z2 = 8r k D (k) e el - Iz el - Iz 
Iz 2 p 

+ R (k)e - ik • .l.z, + Z,'e ( - k \a (k ) + R (k )ei2k•P ik • .l.z, + Z,'e (k )e ( - k ) 10 P I Iz I" I Iz 12 p I Iz I Iz 

+ RIO(kp)R12(kp)ei2k'Pik • .l.Z, - Z,'el(kIZ)eI(klz )] 

+ _1_ [e-ik • .l.Z,-z"h (-k )h (-k )+S (k )e-ik • .l.z,+z"h (-k )h (k ) 
F2(kp) I Iz I Iz 10 p I Iz I Iz 

+ S (k )ei2k•P ik • .l.z, + Z,'h (k )h ( - k ) + S (k )S (k )ei2k.P ik • .l.z, - z"h (k )h (k )]} 12 p I Iz I Iz 10 P 12 P I Iz I Iz 

= [(5)" + (6)" + (7)" + (8)" + (9). + (10). + (11). + (12).] <. 

For the horizontal incident wave, 

F ( ) -E XOIi [R ''2k"td ik",z,+ -ik.z,z,]A -(13) +(14) 
1m Z2 - 0 -- 12ie e e eli -" ". 

D2i 
For the vertical incident wave, 

F lm (Z2)=Eo koYoli [SI2e''2k"tdik",z,hl(kIZi)+e-ik",z,hl(-klzi)] =(15). +(16) •. 
klF2i 

APPENDIX B: FUNCTIONSA!e(t/J)sspp' FOR CALCULATIONS OF 0':) 
For ZI >Z2, 

A> (",,) = (1).[(7) + (11)] >.(13) = r R 2 i4k"tdei2k.p [R12 cos2 "" _ kizSI2 Sin2",,] 
"" Of' 1.1.1.1 "" 12i D Of' k 2 D Of" 2 1.L'2 

A :,,(t/J)l,1, -1.1 = (2).[(7) + (11)]> .(13) = r""RI2iei2k"tdei2k.P [;22 cos2 t/J - kki;~:2 sin2 t/J ]. 

A> (",,) _ = (1).[(8) + (12)] >.(13) = r R 2 .ei4k'.Pei2k.p [RIOR I2 cos2 "" + kizSloSI2 sin2 ",,] 
"" Of' 1.1.1. I "" 12, D Of' k 2 D Of' , 

2 1.L'2 

A:,,(t/Jlt.-I.I.I = (1).[(5) +(9)]>.(13) =r""Ri2iei4kbtd [~2 cos
2

t/J + k\;2 sin
2

t/J]. 

A :,,(t/J )-1,1,1,1 = (1).[(7) + (11)] >.(14) = rh"RI2ie''2klztde''2k.P [;22 cos2 t/J - kki;~:2 sin2 t/J ]. 

A t,,(t/J )1,1,-1,-1 = (2).[(8) + (12)] >.(13) = r""RI2ie''2klztdei2k.p [R IDoRI2 cos2 t/J + kiZ~loSl2 sin2 t/J], 
2 klF2 

A :,,(t/J )-1.-1,1,1 = (1).[(5) + (9)] >.(14) = r hh R\2ie
i2k

"td [~2 cos
2 

t/J + :i;2 sin
2 

t/J ]. 

A :h(t/J )-1,1,-1,1 = (2).[(7) + (11)] >.(14) = r hh e''2k.P [~: cos2 t/J - kki;~:2 sin2 t/J ]. 
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A > (J.) = (1).[(8) + (12)J > .(14) = r R eakt-Peaktp [R 1oR12 0082 J. + k ~zSloS12 sin2 J.] (B9) 
"" 'f' -1,1,1,-1 "" 121 D 'f' k 2 P 'f' • 

2 I 2 

A';-"(;)l,_I,_I.1 =(2).[(5)+(9)]>'(13)=r""R12Iel2k'-P[~2 ooS2;+ kk~;2 Sin2;]. (BIO) 

A ,;-,,(; !t.-I,I,-I = (1).[(6) + (10)) >.(13) = r""R i2I e14kl-P [;2° ooS2; - kk~~~:O sin2; J. (Bll) 

A';-"(;)_I,_I,_I,_I = (2)·[(6) + (10))>.(14) =r"" [;:0082;_ kki~~:OSin2; J. (BI2) 

A ,;-,,(;)., -1,-1,-1 = (2).[(6) + (10)]> .(13) = r"" R\2ie
akt

-P [;: 0082; - kki;~:o sin2; ]. (B13) 

A';-,,(;LI._I,_I,I = (2).[(5) + (9)]>.(14) =r"" [~2 cos2;+ kki;~:o sin2; J. (BI4) 

A';-"(;)_I,I,_I,1 =(2).[(8)+(12)]>'(14)=r""e''2kIP[R~12oos2;+ ki~~;:-12 sin2; J. (BI5) 

A';-"(;)_I,_I,I,_I =(I).[(6)+(IO)]>.(14)=r""RI2iel2ktzp[;20oos2;- kki;~oSin2; l (B16) 

Forz i <Z2' 

A ti, (; h.I,I,1 = A,;-" (; h.I,I,I' (Bl') 

A ti,(; )1,1,-1,1 =A ,;-,,(; !t.I,-I,I' (B2') 

Ati,(;)1,I,I,-1 =(1).[(5)+(9)] <.(13) = r""R i2iei4kl-P [~2 oos2; + kk
i
;2 sin2;] = (B4). (B3') 

A ,,1.(; It.-I,I,1 = (1)·[(8) + (12)] <·(13) = r""R i2lel4kl-Pel2klP [R~12 cos2
; + k~~;:-12 sin2; ] = (B3). (84') 

A hi,(; L 1,1,1,1 =A ,;-,,(; )-1,1,1,1> (B5') 

A hi,(; !t.I, -I.-I = (2).[(5) + (9)] <.(13) = r""RI:Uel2kl-P [~2 'cos2; + :1;2 sin2; ] = (B7). (B6') 

A < (J.) = (1).[(8) + (12)] <.(14) = r R .e''2ktzPe''2kIP [R loRl2 oos2 J. + k izSloSI2 sin2 J.] 
"" 'f' -1,-1,1.1 "" 12, D 'f' k 2p 'f' 

2 I 2 

= (B6), (B7') 

A';-"(;)_I,I. 1.1 =Ati,(;)_I,I,_I.I' (B8') 

Ati,(;)_I,I,I,_1 =(1).[(5)+(9)]<'(I4)=rhhRI2ie''2kl,p[~2 oos2; + :;;2 Sin2;] =(BIO). (B9') 

Ahi,(;h.-I.-I,I =(2).[(8)+(12)]<'(13)=r""R12lel2kIzPel2ktP[R~12OO82; + k~~;:-12 Sin2;] =(B9). (B10') 

Ati,(;lt.-I.I,-I =A~(;lt.-I,I,_I' (B11') 

A ti, (;) I, - I, - I, I = A ,;-" (; ) - I, - I, - I, - 1> 

A hi, (; It. - 1. I. - I = A ,;-" (; It. I. - I, - I , 

A hi,(;) -I.-I. -1.1 = (2)·[(8) + (12)] <.(14) = r""e''2k
,p [R~12 oos2; + 

Ahi,(;)_I.I, 1,-1 =r"" [~2 cosZ
; + kk

i
;2 sin2;] =(BI4). 

A hi,(;) -I, - 1,1, -I = A ,;-,,(;) -I, -1,1, - I' 

k
2 

S ~ ] Iz 210'-'12 sin2; = (BI5). 
klF2 

(BI2') 

(BI3') 

(BI4') 

(BI5') 

(BI6') 

where 

1005 

r"" = _1_2 X I01 XOII _1_. 
(8~) D2i DZi kl:dktz 
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ForZI >Z2' 

A .;;(; )1,1,1,1 = (3).[(7) + (11)] >.(15) = rvvs~ui4k,.Peak,P [ - ~::;ZI sin2
; + k~;2 a2_ (;)]. (B17) 

A>("') =(4).[(7)+(11)]>·(15)=r S eaklzPeakIP[RI2k~ZI sin2 ",-~a ("')a ("')] (B18) vv'" 1,1,-1.1 UP 121 D2k~ 'f' k~F2 + 'f' - 'f' , 

A';;(;)I.I,I._I =(3).[(8)+(12)]>'(15)=rvvS~:uel4k'ZPe'"2k'P[ - RI~~~izl sin2;_ ~lti22 a+(;)a_(;+ (B19) 

A';;(;)I,_l,I,1 =(3)·[(5)+ (9)]>.(lS)=rvvsiui4k,zP [ - ;2~li sin2;- k~lF2 a+(;)a_(;+ (B20) 

A .;;(;) _ 1.1,1,1 = (3).[(7) + (11)]> ·(16) = r VVSI2ie'"2klzPeakIP [ R~:: ;ZI sin2
; - k~I;2 a + (; )a-I; + (B21) 

A >("') _ = (4)·[(8) + (12)] >.(IS) =r S ei2k"Pi2klP [R loRl2
k

izl sin2 '" + SI~12 a2 ("')] (B22) 
UP 'f' 1,1. - 1. 1 uv 121 D2k i 'f' k ~ F2 -." , 

A .;;(; )-1,-1.1,1 = (3)·[(S) + (9)] >·(16) = ruvSl2leak"p [ kizI2 sin2
; + ~a2_ (; )], (B23) 

D2kl F2kl 

A';;(;)_II II =(4)'[(7)+(11)]>.(16)=rvveak,P[- RI2kti sin2 ",+ ~a2+("')], (B24) 
., , D2k i 'f' k ~ F2 'f' 

A .;;(; )-1.1,1,-1 = (3)·[(8) + (12)] >.(16) =rvvSI2Ieak"PeakIP [ RI~~~izl sin2; + ~lti22 a2+ (;)]. (B2S) 

A .;;(; It.-I.-I,I = (4)·[(S) + (9)] >·(IS) = rVVS12le'"2klzP [;2~'i sin2; + k;F
2 

a 2+ (; + (B26) 

A > ("') _ = (3).[(6) + (10)] > .(15) = r S2 ei4klzP [_ Rlok iz, sin2 '" + ~ a 2 ("')] (B27) 
vv'" I. - 1,1, 1 vv 121 D2k i 'f' k ~ F2 + 'f' , 

A .;;(; )-1.-1,-1.-1 = (4).[(6) + (10)]>·(16) = rvv [ - R;::;zl sin2
; + k~;2 a2_ (; + (B28) 

A';;(;h._I,_I._1 =(4).[(6)+ (1O)]>.(IS)=ruusI2Ie'"2k,zP [R~~;zl sin2;- k~1;2 a+(;)a_(;+ (B29) 

A .;;(; )-1.-1,-1,1 = (4).[(S) + (9)]>·(16) =rvv [ - ;2~li sin2
; - k!F

2 

a+(; )a-(;)]. (B30) 

A';;(;LI,I._I._1 = (4).{(8) + (12)]>.(16) =rvveak,P [- RI~~~izl sin2
;- iti22 a+(;)a_(;)]. (B31) 

A';;(;)_I._I.I._I =(4).[(S)+(9)]>.(16)=rvvS12leaklzP[- Rlokizl sin2; + ~a+(;)a_(;)], (B32) 
D2kf k1F2 

A ~(; )1,1.1.1 = A .;;(; )1.1.1.1' (BI7') 

A~(;)I.I._I,I =A';;(;h,I._I.I' (BI8') 

A~(;)I.I.I._I = (3)·[(5) + (9)] <.(lS)=rVVSi2li4klzP [ - ;2~li sin2;- k;F
2 

a+(;)a_(;)] = (B20), (BI9') 

A .;;(; It. -1.1.1 = (3)·[(8) + (12)] <.(IS) = rVVSI2ii4k,zPeak,P [ - RI~~~izl sin2; - iti22 a+(; )a-(;)] = (B19). 

(B20') 

A~(;)_I.I.I.I =A';;(;) 1.1.1.1' (B21') 

(B22') 
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A~(;LJ,-l,J,J =(3).[(8)+(12)]<'(16)=rI1V812Iei2kl.Pi1.kIP[Rl~~~~zi sin2;+ 8kl~2 a2_(;)] = (B22), (B23') 
2 I I 2 

A ~(;) -1,1, -1,1 = A ~(;) _ 1.1. -I .• ' (B24') 

A ~(; )-1.1.1.-1 = (3)·[(5) + (9)] <.(16) = ruu812lei2klzp [;2~i~ sin2; + k;F
2 

a 1+ (;)] = (B26), (B25') 

A~(;lt._I._ •. 1 = (4).[(S)+ (12)]<.(15)=ruv812iei2ktzPei2klP [ RI~~~~Zi sin2;+ ir;: a 2+(;)] = (B25), (B26') 

A~(;lt._.,I,_1 =A~(;lt.-I,I,_)I (B27') 

A ~(; )-1,-1.-1,-1 =A ~(; )-1,-1.-1,-1' 

A ~(; )1,-1,-1,-1 = A ~(tP It. -1,-1.- P 

(B2S') 

(B29') 

A ~(tP )-1,-1.-1.1 = (4). [(S) + (12)] <.(16) = r uve'2k1P [ - RlORl2~izi sin2tP- 81(;12 a+(tP)a_(tP)] =(B31), 
D2kl klF2 

A~(;)_J.),_)._I =rvv [ - ;2~i~ sin2;_ k;F
2 

a+(;)a_(;)] = (B30), 

A ~(; )-1.-1.1.-1 =A ~(; )-1. -1.1,-1' 

(B30') 

(B31') 

(B32') 

where 

r _ 1 k) YlOi koYoli 1 
vv= (Sr)2 keF2i k)F2i klzik lz ' 

a ± (; )==kIZiklz COS; ± kpkpi . 

We observe that changes from A ~(; )s.s'.P.P' toA !(; )s,s',p,p' correspond to !he fol1owin~. 
(1) cos2

; replaced by ± (ktzJkt)sinl; since e ±/.e ± e ± ·e ± i replaced by h ±I·e ± e ± ·h ± i' 
A j2);t: (kiz/ki)sin2; replaced by (lIkt)al± (;) or - (lIkt)a+(; )a-(;) since e ±i·h ± h ± ·e ±i is replaced by h ±i 

.h± h± .h±i' 
Forz l >z2' 

A "hv(tP h.1,1.1 = (1)·[(7) + (11)] > .(15) = rhvR121812ieI4ktzPei2klP [- klzi
R 12 cos tP sin tP - ~ ~12 a_I; )sin tP ] , (B33) 

klD2 k) k )F2 

A >(,1.) -(2) [(7)+(11)]>(15)-r 8 ,2ktzP,2ktP[ k lziR 12 ,1.',1. k lz 812 (,1.)',1.] hv'f' II-II - • • - hv 12ie e - --cos'f'sm'f'- --2-a-'f' sm'f' , 
" , klD2 kl klF2 

(B34) 

A > (,I.) ( ) [(S) (12)] > (1) r R 8 i4ktzp i2ktp [ klziR lOR 12 ,1.',1. k Jz 8 108.2 (,1.)',1. ] hv'f' 1.1,1.-1 = 1· + . 5 = hv 12i .2ie e - cos'f' sm'f' + --2-a- 'f' sm'f' , 
klD2 k. k .F2 

(B35) 

A "hv(; Ii. -I •• ,) = (1).[(5) + (9)] > .(15) = rhvRl2i812/4ktzP [ - ~ cos; sin; + ~ _21- a+(; )Sin;] , (B36) 
klD2 k. k IF2 

A tv(tP) -1.1.1.1 = (1).[(7) + (11)] >.(16) = rhvR12ie,2ktzPe,2klP [- k lz/R l2 cos; sin; + ~ ~12 a+(; )sin; ] , (B37) 
klD2 kl k IF2 

A tv(tP )1,1. -1.-1 = (2).[(S) + (12)] > .(15) = rhv812iei2klzPe,2klP [- k lz/R loRl2 cos; sin; + k lz 81/:;12 a_I; )sin; ] , 
k.D2 kl k IF2 

(B3S) 

(B39) 

(B40) 

(B41) 
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A hvl; k _ I, _ 1,1 = (2)·[(5) + (9)) > .(15) = rhvSI2ieilklZP [ - ~ cos; sin; + k 1Z _21- a+(; )sin; ] , (B42) 
ktD2 kl k IF2 

A tv{; k -1,1, -I = (1)·[(6) + (10)] > .(lS) = rhvRI2iSI2iei4klZP [- klzlRIO cos; sin;- k lz ~IO a +(; )sin; J ' (B43) 
klD2 k, klF2 

Atv(;)_I, 1,-1, I =(2)'[(6)+(1O)]>'(16)=rhv [- klziR IO cos; sin; + k lz ~IO a_(;)Sin;], (B44) 
kP2 kl k IF2 

A hv(; )1. _I. -I. -I = (2).[(6) + (10)) > ·(15) = rhVSl2;eilklzP [- klz;RIO cos; sin;- ~ ~IO a+(; )sin; ] , (B4S) 
k,D2 kl k IF2 

Atv(;)_I,_I,_I,1 =(2)·[(5) + (9)]>.(16) =rhv [- k 1z
; cos;sin;- klz_zl_a_(;)Sin;], (B46) 

klD2 k, k IF2 

A tv(t/» -1.1.-1.-1 = (2).[(S) + (12)J >·(16) = r hV e''2k1zti [- klzi
R

IOR12 cos; sin;- ~ S1(;12 a+(; )Sin;] , (B47) 
klD2 kl k IFz 

A hv(;) -I. 1.1. -I = (1)·[(6) + (10)] > ·(16) = rhvRl2;eaklzP [klziRIO cos; sin; + ktz ~IO a_I; )Sin;] , (B4S) 
klDz k t k IF2 

Forz i <zz. 

A ;;,(; )1,l,1.1 = A tv (; )1,1.1,1' (B33') 

A ;;,(t/> )1.1. 1.1 = A tv(;lt,I. _ 1,1' (B34') 

A h",,(; )1,l,1.-1 = (l).[(S) + (9)] <·(1S) = rhvRI2;S12i/4klZP [-~ cos; sint/> + ~-zl-a_(; )Sin;] , (B3S') 
klD2 k t k IF2 

A ;;,(; It. _ 1,1.1 = (1).[(S) + (12)1 <.(lS) = rhvRI2iSI2i/4klzPe''2k,zti [- k tz;R toRt2 cos; sin t/> + ~ Slo812 a+(t/> )sin t/>] , 
klD2 k t kiF2 

A ;;,(t/» _ 1.1,1,1 = A tv(t/» - 1,1.1,1' 

A;;'(;)I,I,_I,_1 =(2).[(S)+(9)]<'(lS)=rhVS12;el'2klzP[- k lz; cost/>sin;+ klz_21_a_(t/»Sint/>], 
kID']. kl k IF2 

A < (A.) (1) [(8) (12)] < (16) r R ilk1zp ilk,zti [k lzi RtoR12 A.' A. k lz Sto8I2 (A.)' A.1 hv 'f' - I. - 1.1.1 = . + . = hv 12ie e cos'f' sm'f' - - -2- a - 'f' sm'f' , 
klD2 kl k IF2 

A ;;,(;) _ 1,1 1,1 = A tv(;) 1.1. -1.1' 

A ,;';,(; )-1.1,1, -I = (1)·[(5) + (9)] <·(16) = rhvRl2ieilk,zP [klZi cos; sin;- ~ _21- a+(; )sin;1 ' 
klD2 kl k iF2 

A ;;'(;It, - I, 

A h"v(; It.-I,I, - I = A tv(;lt, -1,1, - 1> 

A,;';,(;)_I, 1,-1,-1 =A hv(;)_I,_I,_I,_1> 

A,;';,(;k_I,_I,_1 =Atv(;lt.-I,-I,-I' 

A,;';,(;)_I,_l,_I,1 =(2).[(S)+(12)J<'(16)=rhveak,,d[klz~~12cos;sin;- ~; i~Z2 a_(;)Sin;], 

[ r [
klz; A. . A. kl% 1 (A.' A. J A,;';,(;)_I,I, 1,-1 =(2). (S) + (9)]<.(16) = hv --cos'f'sm'f'- --2 -a+'f')sm'f' , 
klDz k t k IF2 

A ,;';,(;) _ I, _ 1,1, _ I = A tv(; ) _ I, - 1,1, - I' 

where 
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(B36') 

(B37') 

(B3S') 

(B39') 

(B40') 

(B41') 

(B42') 

(B43') 

(B44') 

(B4S') 

(B46') 

(B47') 

(B4S') 
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For A ~(t,6 ) ...... P.p·, we have 

and the following replacements: 
(1) (B33),(B34),(B47),(B4S) replaced by (B35),(B36),(B45),(B46), respectively. Therefore, we have (2). 
(2) rhvR12ISI2; is replaced by - r vh SI2IR 12/' 

(3)rhvR12/ or r hvs12; are replaced by r vh S12/ or rvhRl21' 
(4) rhv replaced by - r vh ' (For those terms without R 121 and S 121)' 

(5) In (B33), (B34), (B35), (B36), (B45), (B46), (B47), (B4S), and their primed versions, which connect with the term of 11 

(k ~~~ - k ~z~), a ± (t,6 ) is replaced by a Of (t,6 ). 

APPENDIX C: COEFFICIENTS Cmn AND ~n (m,n = 1,2,3) FOR CALCULATIONS OF ~:J AND r':J 
We have 

C
lI 

= l[ 1 - e -2(ki.,+ ki.ld p, 
C - 1 [ 2d (k" + k ") - 4k i'.d [ 1 _ - 2(k i., + k i~)d] 2(k i" - k j~)d ] 

12 - .. Izi Iz e - e e , 

C 13 = 1 [ 2d (k ~~j + k ~z) - [1 - e - 2(k i .. + k i.ld ] ], 

C =(1/4k".)[k". -k" +(k". +k")e- 4kj'.P_2k".e- 2(ki' .. +ki'.)d] 21 Iz. IZI Iz IZI Iz 1%. , 

C22 = (1I4k ~~I) [(k ~zi - k ~~)e -4(kj~,+ kj~ld + (k ~zl + k ~~)e - 4ki'p _ 2k ~~Ie - 2(ki',,- ki'.ld ], 

C
23 

= 1 [ 1 - e - 2(k j~, + k j'.)d ] [ 1 _ ilk j'" - k i'.ld ] , 

C
31 
=1[e-2kj~p _e- 2kiP p, 

C - I [2d (k " . _ k " ) + 1 _ ilk j'.,- k i.)d ] 
32 -.. Iz. Iz , 

C = Ie - 4k j'.d [2d (k " . _ k " ) _ 1 + e - 2(k j~, - k j~)d ] 
33 .. Iz. Iz , 

C ~ I = 1 [ 1 - e - 2(k j'" + k I.)d ] [ 1 _ e - 2(k I ... + k I.)d ] , 

C' _ 1 [k i~ + k i~ ( 2(ki',,- kj'p) - 2(k l•,- kj~ld) - 4k j'p + - 4k 1P (1 2(ki' .. + klz)d) + ( 2k i'.P 2k i."d)] 
12 -"8 k " k " e - e e e - e e - e , 

Izi - Izs 

C' _ 1 [k ~zs + k i~ ( 2(k j~, - k i' .. )d - 2(k i., - k j~)d) + - 2(k i" + k j~ld + - 2(k I .. + k i.ld - 2(k r .. - k r.,.)d 1 ] 
13 -"8 k" k" e - e e e - e - , 

Izi - Izs 

c~:) = [1I4(k ~~j + k i~)] [(k ~zl - k ~z) + (k ~zs + k ~z)e - 2(k l•,+kr ... )d - (k ~~I + k ~zs)e - 2(ki.,+ ki.ld], 

C~f) = [1I4(k ~~ + k ~~)] [(k ~~ - k i~) + (k i~1 + k i~)e -2(ki.,+k l .. )d - (k i~; + k i~)e -2(kj~+kr.ld], 

C~) = [1/4(k i~i + k ~/zs)] [(k ~z; + k i~) + (k ~~ - k ~/z)e - 2(k l•
,
+ kl .. ld - (k ~zi + k ~zs)e - 2(k l .. - k r•ld ] e -4k IP, 

C~) = [1/4(k ~~j + k ~~)] [(k ~~ + k ~z) + (k ~~i - k ~~)e - 2(kr.,+ kr .. ld - (k ~zl + k ~~)e - 2(kr ... - k\'.)d] e -4k rp, 

C~~) = 1(1 _ i(kj~l- k j'.)d)(1 _ e - 2(k i' .. + kl•ld ), 

C~~) = 1(1 - e - 2(k 1., + kl.ld)(l _ i(ki' .. - kj~)d), 

c. -l[ -2kj'.,d - 2k i'p] [ -2kj'."d -2k j'.d] 
31 -.. e - e e - e , 

C. _ 1 [k i~ - k i~ ( - 2(k r., - k \,..,)<1 2(k \",- k r.,.)d) + 2(k r" - k r.ld + 2(k r ... - k j'.ld 1 2(k r., - k r .. )d ] 
32 -"8 k" k" e - e e e - - e , 

Izi - Izs 

C • _ 1 [k i~ - k i~ ( 2(k r" - k j~ld - 2(k i'., - k I .. ld) + - 2(k j'., - k j~)d + - 2(k j~ - k I.ld - 2(k I .. - k i ... )d 1 ] 
33 - -S II II e - e e e - e - , 

klzl-k lzs 

APPENDIX D: FUNCTIONS Hn,Vn,Un(n = 1,2,3) FOR CALCULATIONS OF r',;1J 
We have 

HI = I~I: - S;::iz 12 + 2 [li2

21
2 

+ I S;::iz 1
2

], 
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UI = 1 R l2kiz; 
D2ki 

_ SI2k izk iz; 12 21 R12k iz; 
4 + 2 F2kl D2kl 

2S12k;k;; 12 1 S12k izk iz; + 4 +2 4 
FZk l F2kl 

_ 2S12k;k;; 12 
4 ' F2kl 

U2= 1 RIC/c fZI 
D2ki 

_ SIC/c izk iz; 12 + 21 Rlok iz; 
F2kt D2ki 

2Slok;k;; 12 1 SlOk izk iz; + 4 +2 4 
FZk l F2kl 

_ 2Slok;k;; 12 
4 ' F2kl 

APPENDIX E: FUNCTIONS~h(t/J)ss'pp' FOR CALCULATIONS OF n,~ 

For ZI >Z2' 

1010 

D >("') -(1) [(7)+(11)]>(13) -rs R R i2kbf1i2kl..,di2kl,d[RI2 2", kizS12. 2"'] hh." 1111 - s· • ; - hh 12; 12.e e e -cos .,,- --sm ." , , , , D2 kiF2 

.p kh(t/J h,I,-I.1 = (2) •• [(7) + (11)] >.(13); = r~hRI2;e''2k .. f1e''2k,,d [~~2 cos2 t/J - :f;~2 sin2 t/J ]. 

D kh(t/J h,I,I,-1 = (1) •• [(8) + (12)] > ·(13); = r~hRI2iRI2sei2k1zf1ei2kl..,de''2kl,d [ Rtl2 cos2 t/J + k ~~;:12 sin2 t/J ]. 

Dkh(t/Jh,-I,I,I =(1) •. [(5)+(9)]>.(13); =r~hRI2;R12.e''2kl.Pe''2kl.,d [~2 cos2t/J + kk
i
;2 sin2t/J]. 

D kh(t/J )-1,1,1,1 = (1).-[(7) + (11)] >.(14); = r~hRI2sel'2kl.,del'2kl,d [~~2 cos2 t/J - kki;~2 sin2 t/J ]. 
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1011 

D>("") =(2) .[(S) +(12)]>·(13). =Fs R .el2klzPel2klztl[RlORI2COS2"" + kizSJ(~12 Sin2""] hh'f'I,I,-I,-1 S I hh 121 D 'f' k 2 F 'f' , 
2 I 2 

D hh(¢ )-1, -1,1,1 = (l)s'[(S) + (9)] > .(14); = FhhR12sel2klad [~2 COS2 ¢ + kk
i
;2 sin2 ¢ l 

Dhh(¢)_II_11 = (2)s·[(7) +(11)]>·(14); =rhh e'"2k1ztl R12cos2¢_ ~sin2¢ , 
[ 

k2 S ] 
" , D2 kiF2 

D> ("") = (1) .[(S) + (12)] >.(14). =rs R e'"2klzztlel"2klztl [RloR12 cos2 "" + kizSloS12 Sin2""] hh 'f' - 1,1,1, - I S I hh 12s D 'f' k 2F 'f' , 
2 I 2 

Dhh(¢!J.-I,-I,1 = (2)s'[(S) +(9)]>·(13); = FhhRI2;e;2kIzP [~2 cos
2

¢ + :i;2 sin
2

¢ l 
D > ("") (1) [(6) (10)] > (13) r s R R I2k 1zp I2kl""d [RIO 2 "" kizSlO, 2""] hh 'f' I -I I - I = s· + '; = hh 12; Izse e - COS 'f' - --- sm 'f' , 

.' " D2 kiF2 

D hh(¢ )-1 -I -I -I = (2)s·[(6) + (10)] >.(14); = r hh [RIO cos2 ¢ - kizSIO sin2 ¢], 
, , , D2 kiF2 

Dhh(¢!J.-I,-I,-1 = (2)s·[(6) + (10)]>.q3); = FhhRl2;el2klzP [~20COS2¢ - k}f~:O sin2¢ l 
Dhh(¢)_I,_I,_I,1 = (2)s'[(S) +(9)]>.(14); =Fhh [~2 cos2¢ + kk

i
;2 sin2¢ l 

D> ("") = (2) .[(S) + (12)] >.(14). = FS el"2klztl [R loRl2 cos2 "" + kizSloSI2 sin2 ""] hh'f' -1,1,-1,-1 s I hh D 'f' k 2F 'f' , 
2 I 2 

(E1S') = (E14), 

(E16') = (E16), 

where 

F
hh

==_1_
2 

X lOs XOli __ 1_. 
(Sr) D 2s D 2; klzsk lz 

(E6) 

(E7) 

(ES) 

(E9) 

(ElO) 

(Ell) 

(E12) 

(E13) 

(E14) 

(E1S) 

(E16) 

(E1') = (E1), 

(E2') = (E2), 

(E3') = (E4), 

(E4') = (E3), 

(ES') = (ES), 

(E6') = (E7), 

(ET) = (E6), 

(ES') = (ES), 

(E9') = (ElO), 

(ElO') = (E9), 

(Ell') = (Ell), 

(E12') = (E12), 

(E13') = (E13), 

(E14') = (E1S), 
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Calculating resonances (natural frequencies) and extracting them from 
transient fields 

A. G. Ramm 
Mathematics Department, Cardwell Hall, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas 66506 

(Received 13 September 1984; accepted for publication 21 December 1984) 

Mathematical formulation and analysis of numerical methods for calculating the natural 
frequencies (resonances) are given. Stability of these methods towards roundoff errors and small 
perturbations of the obstacles is established. Some formulas for the variations of the natural 
frequencies due to small perturbations of the surface of the obstacle are given. A simple new 
method for extraction of resonances from transient fields is given. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Let g be a finite obstacle with a smooth surface r, and 
let n be the exterior domain. The obstacle (scatterer) is three 
dimensional. The smoothness of ris of the type that ensures 
the applicability of Green's formulas. Roughly speaking, 
cusps-type singular points of the surface are not admissible, 
but edges (as in a cube) or conical points are admissible. We 
will discuss for simplicity scalar wave scattering, but the re
sults and arguments are valid for electromagnetic wave scat
tering. The Green's function for a reflecting obstacle satisfies 
the equations 

1- V-k 2)G (x,y,k ) = 8(x - y) in n, 
k > 0, x = (x 1,x2,x3)' ( 1.1 ) 

G=O, if xer (1.2) 

{ ~~ - ikG) _0 as r= Ixl- 00. (1.3) 

Here y is the position vector of the source and V2 is the 
Laplacian. The function G is uniquely determined by the 
conditions (1.1)-(1.3) and can be continued analytically on 
the whole complex plane of k as a meromorphic function of 
k. Its poles lie in the half-plane 1m k < ° and are called reson
ances, natural frequencies, or complex poles. The meromor
phic nature of G as a function of k and the (closely connected 
with it) behavior of solutions of the time-dependent wave 
equation as t - + 00 were studied in the series of papers 
starting with Ref. 1. In Ref. 2 there is a bibliography of the 
subject. In Ref. 3 one can find a collection of papers and an 
extensive bibliography of the singularity and eigenmode ex
pansion methods. In Refs. 4 and 5 there are reviews of the 
subject for engineers. The connection of the complex poles 
asymptotic with the behavior of solutions to the time-depen
dent wave equation is the foundation of the singularity ex
pansion method (SEM). If 

V2u = U tt in n, t>O, U = ° onr, 
u(x,O) = 0, ut(x,O) =f(x), (1.4) 

then the function v, defined as 

v(x,k) = 1"" exp(ikt )u(x,t )dt, (1.5) 

satisfies the equations 

(V2 + k 2)V = - J, v = ° on r, 

r( :~ - ikV) - 0, r - 00, (1.6) 

v = L G(x,y,klfdy, (1.7) 

u = (21T) -I f: "" exp( - ikt )v(x,k )dk. (1.8) 

Assume that/is a smooth function which vanishes outside of 
a bounded domain (compactly supported). In the engineer
ing literature (e.g., in Ref. 4) the complex variables = - ik is 
often used. In the physical and mathematical literature k is 
usually the complex variable. The half-plane 1m k < ° 
(which we use in this paper) corresponds to the half-plane 
Re s < ° on the s plane. If one knows that2 

v is meromorphic (and analytic ifIm k>O), (1.9) 

Ivl<C(b)(I+lkll-a, a>!, b=lmk, IRekl-oo, 
(1.10) 

Ilmkjl<lmkJ+ll-oo asj-oo, (1.11) 

then one can move the contour of integration in (1.8) in the k 
plane down and obtain the SEM expansion2 

N . 
u(x,t) = L cj(x,t)e-·kl + O(e-llmkN+llt), t_ + 00. 

j=l 
(1.12) 

Here kj are the complex poles of v(x,k), cj(x,t) 
= iResk=kj {e-iktv(x,k)} andNis the number of the poles 

in the strip 0> 1m k>Im kN • Usually it is assumed by engi
neers4 that the poles kj are simple, in which case 
cj(x,t) = cj(x). If mj + 1 is the multiplicity of the pole kj> 

then cj(x,t) = 0 (t m1, and one can write (1.12) as 
N mj 

u(x,t) = L L Cjm(x)tme-ikl + O(e-llmkN+llt) 
j=lm=O 

as t- 00. (1.13) 

Expansions ( 1.12) and ( 1.13) were called in Ref. 2 asymptotic 
SEM expansions. These expansions are proved under the 
assumption that pjJ is strictly convex. The expansion 

~ -ikJ' 
U = ~ cj(x,t)e , (1.14) 

j=l 
which one can see in the literature, is not proved and prob
ably is not valid in general. Formula (1.13) is not valid, in 
general, for nonconvex obstacles. For example, in Ref. 6 it is 
proved that if the obstacle consists of two strictly convex 
bodies, then G (x,y,k ) has countably many complex poles on 
the line 1m k = Co. These poles asymptotically are equidis
tant and the distance between the poles depends on the dis
tance between the bodies and the curvatures and principal 
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directions of the surfaces F I and F 2 of the bodies!!} I and f!J 2 

at the two closest points a l E FI and a2 E F2. (That is, 
la l - a21 = min" er"'2 er2 lSI -s21·) This result shows that 
SEM expansion (1.13) is not valid for two convex bodies. It 
suggests also that (1.13) is not valid for a single body with 
nonconvex boundary which can hold a trapping mode (i.e., a 
standing wave in the geometrical optics approximation). 
This, however, is not proved yet. 

In principle, one can tell the difference between convex 
obstacles and nonconvex obstacles, capable of holding a 
trapping mode, by the behavior of complex poles kj for large 
j: for convex obstacles (1.11) holds and 11m kj I -+ + 00, 

while in the other case there exist infinitely many poles on a 
line 1m kj = Co <0. 

The significance of the complex poles is manyfold. We 
mention only two areas important in applications. First, one 
can tabulate the complex poles and use them for target iden
tification. Practically, it is expected that different scatterers 
produce different sets of complex poles. Although this is not 
proved, there are some supporting arguments (see Ref. 2, pp. 
585 and 586). Second, systems theory uses representations of 
impulse responses as sums of exponentials. The problem is to 
find these exponentials from transient fields. 

It is a long-standing open problem to prove that there 
exist infinitely many complex not purely imaginary poles of 
G for any reflecting obstacle. So far it was proved that there 
exist infinitely many purely imaginary poles (this is a result 
from Ref. 7, a simple proof one can find in Ref. 2). 

The objectives of this paper include (I) formulation of 
the mathematical methods for numerically calculating the 
complex poles, (2) analysis of convergence and stability of 
these methods, and (3) formulation of a simple technique for 
extracting resonances (natural frequencies) from transient 
fields. s 

An extensive bibliography on the third question can be 
found in Ref. 9. The techniques used the literature and re
viewed in Ref. 9 are based mostly on Prony's method. Some 
other methods were also used. 9, 10 Here we present a very 
simple numerical technique which seems to be new and does 
not require solving nonlinear or even linear equations. The 
question most difficult in this problem, that of noisy data, is 
discussed. The paper is organized as follows: Section II deals 
with questions (1) and (2). Section III deals with question (3). 

Appendix A contains some formulas for perturbations 
of complex poles under perturbations of the surface of the 
scatterer. Numeration of formulas is separate in each of the 
sections. The material in Sec. III appeared in Ref. 8. 

II. METHODS OF CALCULATING NATURAL 
FREQUENCIES 

A. Basic equations 

1013 

From the Green's formula one obtains 

G (x,y,k) = g(x,y,k) - L g(x,s')h (s' ,y)ds', 

g = eiklX-yl/(47rlx - yil, 

h= aG 
aN' • 
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(2.1) 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

where N. is the outer normal to r at the point s, and the 
dependence on k is suppressed in some of the function for 
brevity. Let x = s Erin (2.1). Then 

L gh ds' = g. (2.4) 

If kj is a pole of G then it is a pole of h, so that 
h = t/J/(k - kj )"'. MUltiply (2.4) by (k-kj )'" and let k = k. to 
obtain J 

Qh = L g(s,s' ,kj)t/J ds' = O. (2.5) 

Therefore the complex poles are the points kj at which Eq. 
(2.5) has a nontrivial solution. 

Let us differentiate ( I ) in the direction N. and then take 
x -+ S E F to obtain 

[/+A(k)]h=h+Ah=2 ag , 
aN. 

Ah = r 2 ag h ds'. 
Jr aN. 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

This gives the second way to characterize the complex poles: 
They are the points at which the equation 

Bt/J == [/ + A (k )]t/J = 0 

has a nontrivial solution. 

B. Projection methods for calculating the poles 

(2.8) 

First, consider Eq. (2.8). Take a complete, inL 2(F) = H, 
set oflinearly independent functions { t/Jj }. The linear span of 
the first n functions is a linear subspace Hn, Hn CH n + 1 • 

Since the system {t/Jj} is complete in H one concludes that 
the system of subspaces Hn is limit dense in H, that is, 
dist(t/J,Hn) -+ ° as n -+ 00 for any t/J E H. This property is 
crucial for the analysis below. Here dist is the distance 
between the element t/J and the subspace Hn' Let t/Jn 
= ~; = 1 cJnlt/Jj. Consider the projection method for solving 

(2.8): 

n 

L (Bt/Jj,t/J",)cj = 0, l<m<n. 
j=l 

(2.9) 

The necessary and sufficient condition for (2.9) to have a 
nontrivial solution is 

det bn (k) = 0, 

b (k) = [b. (k)lj n Jm ,m= 1 •...• n' 

The parentheses denote the inner product in L 2(r), (u,v) 
= S rUv ds. The elements bj",(k) are entire functions of k 
since the operator A in (2.7) is an entire analytic operator 
function of k. Therefore (I) it is not obvious that Eq. (2.10) 
has zeros [e.g., exp(k ) does not have zeros] and (2) if(2.1O) has 
zeros k J"l,j = 1,2, ... , then one should prove convergence of 
this method, that is, one should prove that 

lim k (nl = k., 
) J (2.11) 

n_ co 

where kj are the complex poles of G, and that all of the 
complex poles can be obtained in this way. This will be done 
later . 
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Consider Eq. (2.5). In the same way as in the previous 
section one can derive the equation 

det Q,,(k) = 0, 

Q,,(k) = [Qjm(k)]j,m= I, ... ,'" Qjm = (QtPj,tPm)' (2.12) 

This equation is of the same structure as (2.10), and the same 
questions (1) and (2) should be investigated for Eq. (2.12). The 
difference between operators Q and B is that Q is compact 
whileBis of the Fredholm type, so thatEq. (2.5) is of the first 
kind, while (2.8) is of the second kind. The elements of Qjm 
are easier to compute than bjm . 

C. Variational methods for calculating the poles 

Consider the problem 

IQfI = min, lfl = 1, (2.13) 

where If I is the L 2(r) norm, If Ip is the Sobolev space 
W 2,p(r)=Jll' norm, lfl = lflo, lfl; =fr [luI2+ IDul 2 

+ ... + 11)1' u 12 J ds, and D denotes the first-order derivative 
on r. For p < 0 the space W 2

,p is defined as a dual to W2,lpl • 

Takej" = ~j= Ic5"'tPj, substitute in (2.13), and obtain 
the problem 

" ~ ...1"'. c('" = AC('" 1 ..... m /" n q("'. = (QA.. Q>A. ) 
~ '1m} j m'''''' mJ - "1'1' 'Pm' 

j= 1 

(2.14) 

where A is an eigenvalue of the matrix q~j. This matrix is an 
entire function of k. Its minimal eigenvalue A \"'(k) is the 
minimum of the functional IQfI under the constraint (13). 
The points k )"', which are zeros of A ~ (k ), 

A \"'(k 5"') = 0, (2.15) 

converge to the complex poles of G (x,y,k ) and all of the com
plex poles can be obtained as limits of k )'" as n ---+ 00, 

(2.16) 

A similar idea was used in Ref. 11. Convergence of the meth
ods is given in Sec. II B and a study of their stability is given 
in the next subsection. 

D. Convergence and stability of the methods for 
calculating the poles 

The basic ideas and methods of the analysis and proofs 
are taken from Ref. 12 (see also Refs. 2, 11, and 13). The basic 
results consist of a proof of convergence and stability of the 
methods given in Sec. II B towards roundoff errors and per
turbations of the data. 

(1) We start with the method given in the first part of 
Sec. II B. Let us assume that there exists a countable discrete 
set &1 of points kj at which Eq. (2.8) has a nontrivial solution. 
In Sec. II A we proved that any complex pole of G belongs to 
&1 . Let us show that any point ko E &1 is a complex pole of G. 
Let t/J be a nontrivial solution to (8). Define the simple layer 
potential v = S rgt/J ds'. From the known formula (see Ref. 
12, p. 240) aviaN; = (At/! + t/J)/2 [in which a IaN; denotes 
the limit value of the normal derivative on r from the interi
orandA is given in (2.7)] and from Eq. (2.8) it follows thatavl 
aN; = O. We know that (V2 + k~)v = 0 in §. Since k~ is a 
complex number and the spectrum of the interior Neumann 
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Laplacian consists of positive numbers only, we conclude 
that v = 0 in §. Therefore V = 0 on r. If G does not have a 
pole at k = ko then the problem (V2 + k ~)v = 0 in 12, v = 0 
onr, v(x,ko) is the limit value of a function v(x,k ) analytic in k 
in a neighborhood of ko and belonging to L 2(12) when 
1m k> 0, has only the trivial solution. Thus, v = 0 in 12 if ko 
is not a pole in G. Therefore t/J = avlaNj - avlaNe = 0, 
where avl aNe is the limit value of the normal derivative on 
r from the exterior domain. This contradicts the assumption 
that t/! ~O. Therefore ko is a pole of G. 

Let us prove now that for sufficiently large n, (1) Eq. 
(2.10) has solutions, (2) Eq. (2.11) holds, (3) all the complex 
poles can be obtained as limits (2.11), (4) complex poles kj are 
stable towards small perturbations of the data; the notion of 
small perturbation will be specified. 

Equation (2.9) can be written as an operator equation 
P"BP"t/J = 0, or 

(2.17) 

whereP" istheorthoprojectionontoH", t/J" =P"t/!EH",1 
is the identity. Since A (k) is compact in H for any k and 
P" ---+ I as n ---+ 00, where the arrow denotes strong conver
gence, one has liB - P" B II ---+ 0 as n ---+ 00. Therefore the op
erator I + P"A = I + A (k) - P ("I A (k) is invertible for suf
ficiently large n in a neighborhood of any point ko at which 
I + A (ko) is invertible. Here P ("I = I - P",P ("I ---+ 0 as 
n ---+ 00. This argument shows that if ko is not a complex pole 
then there are no roots k j'" ofEq. (2.10) in a neighborhood of 
ko' It remains to be proved that if ko is a pole of G, then for 
sufficiently large n there exists a root k)'" ofEq. (2.10) which 
lies in the circle C,s=jk - kol ...;8, where 8> 0 is an arbitrary 
small number. Suppose that for some 8 > 0 and all n there are 
no roots k J'" of Eq. (2.10) in the circle Clj' Then the operator 
I + PnA (k ) is invertible in Clj, the operator (I + P"A (k ))-1 
is analytic in k in Clj, and therefore II (I + P"A (k ))-III<c, 
where c is a constant which does not depend on n. On the 
other hand, (I +A (k ))-1 = (I + P"A (k) + P("'A (k))-I 
= (I +P"A (k))-I(I +P("'A (k)(I +P"A (k))-I)-I. Since 
IIP('" A (k 1I1---+ 0 and IJ(I + P"A )-III...;c one concludes that 
(I + A (k )) -I is a bounded operatorin Clj' This is a contradic
tion since ko is a pole of the operator (I + A (k ))-1. The con
tradiction proves that for any 8> 0 and sufficiently large n 
there is a root k 5'" of Eq. (2.10) in the circle Clj' 

(2) The above argument settles also the question about 
stability of the poles towards small perturbations of the data 
and roundoff errors. Indeed, small perturbations of the data 
and roundoff errors are equivalent to small perturbations of 
the matrix bjm (k). 

Let us assume that a small perturbation of the matrix 
bjm (k) is caused by a small perturbation of the operator 
B = I +A. LetusdenoteB = I +A = I +A + Tastheper
turbed operator. In this formulation the perturbed matrix 
b j~ is the matrix of the operator P"BP". The perturbation T 
can describe both the perturbation of r and the roundoff 
errors in the computing matrix b 5~ . Our aim is to prove that 
in any finite domain on th~ k plane the poles k j'" of the 
perturbed operator (I + P"B (k )P" )-1 differ from the poles 
k J'" of the unperturbed operator (I + P"B (k)P" )-1 a little: 
Ik jnl - k J"'I ...;€(n, II Till, € ---+ 0 if II T II ---+ 0 and n ---+ 00. Since 
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we have already established the convergence property (2.11), 
it is sufficient to prove that 

Ikj -kjl-O, ifIITII_O, T=B-B. (2.18) 

Let k j be a pole of (I + A (k )) -I and there are no other poles of 
this operator in the circle C6 • One has (I +A (k) + T)-I 
= (I + A (k))- V + T(I + A (k ))-1)-1. Suppose kj is a pole 
of multiplicity v. Then 

11(1 +A (k))-III';;;ellk - kX, ke C6 , e = const. 

Thus 

IIT(I +A (k))-III.;;;eIITlilk - kjl-m. 

If ell T II/Sm < 1 then the perturbed pole kj' corresponding to 
the unperturbed pole kj' lies inside the circle C6 , that is, 
Ikj - kjl </S. In other words Ikj - kjl = 0(11 T II 11m) wherem 
is the mUltiplicity of the pole kj and 0 (II T II 11m ) means .;;; 
constll T II 11m . 

The smallness of the perturbation of the surface is de
scribed in terms of the smallness of the norm II T II. One can 
give a relationship between the equation of the perturbed 
surface and the norm of T. This is cumbersome and is done in 
AppendixA. 

(3) Let us study the method based on Eq. (2.12). The 
results will be the same: (1) Eq. (2.12) has roots k t) for suffi
ciently large n, (2) Eq. (2.11) holds, (3) all the complex poles 
can be obtained as limits (2.11) and (4) small perturbations of 
the data lead to small perturbations of the complex poles 
uniformly on any bounded domain on the complex k plane. 

Analysis of Eqs. (2.5) and (2.12) is more complicated 
than that of Eqs. (2.8) and (2.10) because (2.5) is an equation 
ofthe first kind. The basic tool in our analysis is the factori
zation formula 

Q(k) = Qo(I + V), Qo = Q(O), V= Qo-l(Q(k) - Qo). 
(2.19) 

Here Qol = Sri ds' 141rls - s'l is a self-adjoint positive defi
niteoperatoronH = L 2(r). This operatoris an isomorphism 
betweenH = H O andH I, while the operator Vis compact in 
any space HP (see Refs. 2 and 12 for details). Therefore the 
bilinear form (Qou,v) defines an inner product equivalent to 
the inner product (U,V)_1/2 in H -1/2. The matrix 

Qjm = (Qo(I + V)(h,!,6m) = ((I + V)!,6j,!,6m)-1/2' 

Our previous arguments in Sec. II D are fully applicable to 
this matrix because (1) V is compact in H - 1/2 and depends 
analytically on k and (2) if a system {!,6j 1 is complete in H O 

then it is complete in H P for any p < 0. Compactness of V was 
already mentioned. To explain the second statement assume 
thatJ;, eHP,p <0. It is well known thatHPCHqifp >q, HP 
is dense in Hq (that is, for any E> 0 and any Ie H q there 
exists an IE eHP such that lfE -/lq <E, where 1·l q is the 
norm in Hq), and lflp';;; lflq if p <q. Let/eHP, p <0, and 
E> 0 is fixed. Find IE e H 0 such that If - IE Ip < E/2. Use 
completeness of the system { !,6j 1 in H 0 to find 
hE = l:j~ll ej(E)!,6j such that IhE -Ie 10 < d2. Then 

If - hE Ip';;; If - IE Ip + lfE - hE Ip 

';;;E/2+ lfE -hElo<E, ifp<O. 

Therefore the system {!,6j 1 is complete in H -1/2 and the ma
trixQjm is a matrix of the operator I + V(k)inH- I/2,where 
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V (k ) is compact in H -1/2 and analytic in k. The rest of the 
argument is the same as in Secs. II D (1) and II D (2) and the 
conclusions are formulated in the beginning of this section. 

(4) In this section we study the variational method given 
in Sec. II C. If A. \n)(k In)) = 0, then Eq. (2.14) corresponds to 
the projection method for the equation Q *Qf = O. The fac
torization in Sec. II D (3) is sufficient for the arguments of 
that section to hold for the operator Q *Q [the reason is that 
Q*Q = (I + V*)Q6(I + V) = Q6(I + VI) where VI is com
pact]. Here we used the self-adjointness of Qo. Compactness 
of VI follows from simple properties of pseudodifferential 
operators: ord Qo = - 1, ord V = - 3, VI == Q 0- 2V*Q 6 
+ V + Qo-2V*Q6 V, ord VI.;;;ord V <0. Here ord Q is the 

order of the pseudodifferential operator Q. One can find 
properties of pseudodifferential operators, e.g., in Ref. 14. 
Thus, one concludes that the results (1)-(4) in Sec. II D (3) 
hold for the variational method described in Sec. II C. 

III. EXTRACTING NATURAL FREQUENCIES FROM 
TRANSIENT FIELDS 

A. Preliminaries 

Consider the problem 

Utt = V2u, t>O, x e nCR3
, u = 0 on r, 

u(x,O) = 0, u,(x,O) =/(x), (3.1) 

where ~ = R 3\n is a bounded connected domain with a 
smooth strictly convex boundary,f e COO. In Ref. 2 the basic 
results on the asymptotic behavior of u as t __ + 00 are de
scribed. In particular, the following asymptotic SEM (singu
larity expansion method) formula holds: 

N m· 
u= L t Cjm(x)tme-ikl+O(e-llmkN+ll'), 

j=lm=O 
t_ + 00, (3.2) 

where Cjm(x) do not depend on t, kj = aj - ibj , bj >0, are 
complex poles of the resolvent kernel G of the Dirichlet La
placian in n 

(V2 + k 2 )G(x,y,k) = -/S(x - y) in n, G = 0 on r, 

Ixl( aG - ikG) _ 0 as Ixl- 00, 

alxl 

and mj + 1 is the multiplicity of the pole kj' 1m kj < 0, 
11m kj I - 00 asj - 00. The poles kj are called resonances or 
natural frequencies. The signal (3.2) is the transient field that 
can be observed experimentally. Knowledge of the reson
ances kj may serve for target identification: the scatterers of 
various shapes produce various sets of resonances, and this is 
one of the reasons to be interested in resonances. 

The other reason is that in systems theory one often 
models impulse responses as a sum of the type given in for
mula (3.2). The important problem of system identification 
can be formulated as follows: From the observation of the 
transient field (3.2) find the numbers k j and mj' There is an 
extensive literature on the subject. Many researchers con
tributed to the field (Prony, Bruns, Dale, Lagrange, Kiihnen, 
and quite a few modem researchers). A large bibliography 
can be found in Refs. 9 and 15. Only the case mj = 0 (simple 
poles) was treated in the literature as far as I know. 
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The purpose of the following subsection is (1) to give a 
simple numerical procedure for computing the number mj 
and kj' 1 <:, j<:,N for any fixedN from the exacttransient data, 
(2) to discuss this problem for noisy data, and (3) to briefly 
review the classical methods (Prony, Bruns, Lagrange, and 
Dale). 

B. A simple method for extracting resonances from the 
transient field 

Assume first that the scatterer is a strictly convex re
flecting body so that (3.2) holds. By u(n) let us denote the 
sequence u(x,nh ), where h > 0 is a fixed number. It follows 
from (3.2) that 

u(n) = clm,h mlnm'e-la,IIhe- b,llh(l + 0 (lin)) 

as n - 00, provided that c1 <C2 < ... . (3.3) 

From (3.3) one obtains 

u(n + I} = e-la,he-b,h(1 + o (lin)) as n _ 00. (3.4) 
u(n) 

Thus, 

bl = .lIn/ u(n) I + 0 (1..) as n - 00, (3.5) 
h u(n + 1) n 

bl+iol=..!..ln u(n) +0(1..) asn_oo. (3.6) 
h u(n + 1) n 

Suppose that kj' mj> and Cjm' l<:,m<mj> 1<J<N, are com
puted. In what follows, a method for computing cjm is given. 
Let UN denotethesuminformula(3.2},u - UN == WN • Then, 
as above, 

bN+ 1 = hI In\ wN(n) \-0(1..) asn_ 00, 

wN(n + 1) n 
(3.7) 

1 wN(n) 
bN + 1 + iON + I =-In-.....:.;...:......;,...-

h wN(n + 1) 

= 0 ( !) as n - 00. (3.8) 

If °1 and bl are found, then m l can be found by the formula 

In{ u(n)eia,IIh + b,nh I (1) 
ml= +0 -- asn-oo. 

Inn lnn 
(3.9) 

Similarly, 

In{wj(n)eiaJ+tnh+bj+tnh} (1) 
m'+ 1 = +0 --

J Inn Inn 

asn- 00, j= 1,2, .... (3.10) 

If 01' b l , and ml are found then 

u(n)eia,nh + b,nh (1) 
clm = +0 - asn- 00. 

, (nh )m, nh 
(3.10') 

In the literaturel5-22 the case' of simple resonances (mj = 0) 
only was discussed. In this case 0 (lin) in (3.11) can besubsti
tuted by 0(e-1b,-b,)nh) as n _ 00. 

In a similar way all the coefficients Clm can be comput
ed. Practically, one takes n large, neglects the remainder in 
formulas of the type (3.10'), and uses the main term in the 
right-hand side of(3.IO') as the formula for c lm,' etc. 
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If kl' 01' bl , and elm, I<m<ml, are found then one 
works with WI = u - U I and so on. This is a method for 
computing the coefficients cjm from the transient field. 

An alternative method is the usual least squares meth
od. If ml' °1, and bl are found then Clm' I<m<:,m l , can be 
found from the requirement 

'" m, L lu(n) - L Clm (nh )mel -la, - bllnh 12 = min. 
n=1 m=O 

This leads to a uniquely solvable linear system for the coeffi
cientsclm , l<m<ml.Ifkl,o},b},ml,andclm , l<:,m<:,ml,are 
found then one works with u - UI = WI and considers WI as 
the transient field. The method previously described is quite 
simple and does not require solving linear systems. 

Formulas (3. 5H3.11) give a simple method for extract
ing resonances and their multiplicities from the exact tran
sient field. The much more complicated case of noisy data is 
discussed below. 

In systems theory u, being an impulse response of a 
system, often does not depend on x. 

We will discuss the case of noisy data. Assume that 
y(n) = u(n) + E(n) is measured instead of u(n). Here E(n) is 
noise. Let us assume that E(n) is uniformly distributed on the 
interval [ - E,E], E> 0 is a given number. In practice the level 
of noise is not known exactly since the noise comes not only 
from the errors in measurements but also from the unknown 
background noise in the environment of the scatterer. But 
without some assumptions about the noise nothing can be 
derived. One has 

YIn) = clm,h m'nm'e-ia,IIh- b,nh(1 + o (lin)) + E(n) 

= clm, h m'nm'e ia,nh - b,nh { 1 + 0 (lin) 

+ E(n)clm~(hn) - m'eia,nh +b,nh }. (3.11) 

From ( 11) it follows that, regardless of the method used, the 
extraction of the complex poles kj from noisy data is highly 
unstable and depends on the magnitude of all == 0 (lin) 
+ E(hn) - m'eb,nhc i;;':. If there exists n such that an < 1 (say 

an <0.1), then the pole kl =01-ib1 can be computed by 
formulas (3.5) and (3.6) in which yIn) (an) should take the 
place of u(n) (0 (lin)), Similar considerations hold for other 

poles. Since bj > 0 the factor ebJ"h is growing as n - 00, 

Therefore E should be small in order that an be small and kj 

could be computed. In this case it is not advisable to take n 
too large because for large n the second term in an becomes 
large. Since the bound on O(l/n) is not available it is not 
worthwhile to compute the optimal n, but practically, n 
should be taken as a value for which {lIh )lnjy(n)ly(n + 1)1 is 
stationary when one computes bl> and for which 
{lIh )lnlzj{n)lzj(n + III is stationary when one computes 

bj + I' 
If the constant Clm, is small then the second term in an 

is large unless E is sufficiently small. Therefore it is difficult 
to compute resonance with small Laurent coefficients (cou
pling coefficients) in front of the singular terms (k - kj ) - m. 

All these arguments are very simple but they show clearly 
the nature of the difficulties for which noise is responsible 
and the limitations of any method of resonances extraction 
from noisy data, 
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We assumed that the scatterer was convex. This as
sumption implies the basic result: the validity ofEq. (3.2). In 
the outstanding paper Ref. 6 it is proved that for the scatterer 
consisting of two strictly convex reflecting bodies (3.2) does 
not hold: there exist countably many poles k, on some line 
1m k = const. Therefore one cannot order the poles by the 
rule 11m k, I < 11m kj + I I in the case of two disjoint convex 
reflecting bodies. If the scatterer is just one strictly convex 
reflecting body then it is known that 11m kj I - + 00 as 
j _ 00 and (3.2) holds. z 

C. A brief review of the existing methods for the 
resonances extraction 

The most popular method is Prony's method.8
,16 One 

assumes that u = u(t) = I.f_ I cjesl,sj == - ik"cj = const. 
One observes u(t) experimentally and wants to compute Sj 

and cr If the data is exact (there is no noise) then Prony's 
method consists in the following. Let In == u(nh) where 

h > 0 is a fixed number, eSP == Z;. Then/" = I.f= 1 cjzj. n>O. 
An obvious linear algebra argument shows that 
detA~)=O. m>O, O<p. q<N. where A~)==J;,+m' 
A ~) = ~. O<p<N, 1 <q<N. Therefore, 

N 

0= }2J;,+mAp. m>O. (.) 
p=o 

where Ap are the cofactors corresponding to the elements 
/;'+m of the matrix A ~). NoticethatAp do not depend on in. 
Write N + 1 equations (.) taking m = O,l .... ,N. and find a 
nontrivial solution (Ao,A I'''',A N) to the N + 1 simultaneous 
equations (*), Consider the equation 

N 

}2ApzP O. (U) 
p=o 

From the structure of the matrix A ~ it is clear that Eq. (**) 
has solutions Zj = eSp, Thus, Sj = h -I In Zj' If one does not 
know the number N (and this is usually the case in practice) . 
then there is a problem of choosing the right N. In Ref. 14, p. 
140, there is a method (due to Kiihnen) for choosing N. If the 
data are noisy then one faces the difficulties explained in Sec. 
H B and reported in the literature.9 If the data are noisy then 
the matrix J;, + m' O<p. m <N is nonsingular and system (.) 
with O<m<N has only the trivial solution Ap = 0, which 
cannot be used since Eq. (*.) in this case gives no informa
tion. Therefore in practice one takesAp ' O<p<.N, the compo
nents of an eigenvector corresponding to the minimal eigen
value of the matrix F· F. Here F· is the adjoint matrix, and F 
is the matrix of the noisy data, Fp + m = /;, + m + Ep + m' 

where Ep + m is noise. If there are several eigenvectors corre
sponding to the minimal eigenvalue, one has no rule to pick 
up any particular eigenvector. But this situation is not gen
eric in the sense that a small perturbation of the matrix will 
split up the mUltiple eigenValue into a number of simple 
ones. However. the simple eigenvalues will be close to each 
other and it will be difficult to find the minimal eigenvalue 
numerically. (Recall that an eigenvalue is called simple if 
there is only one linearly independent eigenvector corre
sponding to this eigenvalue.) One can find an extensive bib
liographyand a discussion of Pro ny's method in Ref. 9. The 
Bruns' method described in Ref. 15 is essentially the Prony 
method for real resonances. 
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Let us outline another method for extracting the reson

ances. Let/(t) = I.f= I cjil and N is assumed known. Then 
I(m)(t) = I.f= I cjsjil . Taking t = 0 and m = O .... ,N, .... one 
obtains 

1(0) 1 

1'(0) Sl SN 
1'(0) 

=0, =0, .... 

I(N)(O) sf sZ 
I(N+l) sf sZ 

(3.12) 

Therefore 
N 

}2/(m + PlIO) Ap = O.m = 0,1.2, ... (3.13) 
p=o 

Here A p is the cofactor corresponding to the element/(P)(O) in 
the first matrix in (3.12). The argument above is very similar 
to that given in the previous method and/(m + plIO) plays the 
role oflm + p in (.) in that section. Taking m = 0,1, ... ,N in 
(3.13) one obtains a homogeneous system oflinear equations. 
If AO, ... ,AN is a solution to this system then the N roots of 
equation (U) for this method are equal to Sj' l<j<N. This 
gives a method of extracting the resonances s) from the exact 
transient data. It is interesting that only the data near t = 0 is 
used in this procedure, while the procedure in the previous 
method needs the data at large t. On the other hand, the 
procedure based on Eq. (3.13) is very sensitive to the noise in 
the data because one needs to differentiate the data. 

We assumed above that the number N of resonances 
was known. If N is not known, then one can find N as the 
smallest number for which det/p + m = 0, O<p, m <N. 

The simple algorithm in Sec. III B requires that 
b1 <bz <b3• .. • In practice the poles aj - ibj occur in pairs 
± aJ - ibJ and the measured transient field is a real-valued 

function. Assuming that the poles are simple, i.e., mJ = 0, 
one has 

N 

u(t) 2: cjexp(-bjt)cos(ajt+¢j)+O(e-bN+lt) 
}=I 

as t ~ + 00. Therefore for large t one obtains u(t) 
= CI exp( - b1t)cos(a1t + ¢.) + O(e b,t), t_ + 00. If the 

values Un == u(nh ) are measured, then the values C1, bl' ai' 
and ¢I' O<'¢l < 21T, can be numerically obtained from the 
requirement 

1 "o+m 

F(c l ,b l ,a1,</II) == - 2: I Ct exp( - blhn) 
m n="o 

(lf4) 

Here no is a large number such that exp( - bthno) 
>exp( - bzhno), m > 4 is a fixed number, and the function 
F(cl,bt,al'¢l) is to be minimized numerically. If this minimi
zationproblem is solved one can consider WI = u(t) - Ul(t), 
where ut(t) = C1 exp( - bit )cos(alt + ¢I)' and apply the 
same procedure for finding CZ. bz, az, </Iz. Each step requires 
minimization of a function of four variables only. The basic 
new idea in our method is to use the asymptotic behavior as 
t - + 00 of the transient field. One should have in mind 
that the basic asymptotic SEM expansion (3.2) is proved only 
ifthe scatterer is convexl (or, more generally, star shaped). It 
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does not hold, for example, when the scatterer consists of 
two convex obstacles. In this case there exists infinitely 
many poles kj' such that Ikj - ico -1Td -yl<c(1 + lill- l12 

for alllargej,j = ±jo, ± /jo + 1), .... Here d is the distance 
between the two obstacles and Co depends on d, on the princi
pal curvatures, and principal directions of the surfaces r l 

and r 2 of the two obstacles at the points SI E r l and Sz E r z, 

such that lSI - s21 = d. This remarkable result was proven 
recently by Ikawa.6 

IV. BIBLIOGRAPHICAL REMARKS 

First we mention some of the old papers. Of these only 
Prony's paperl6 is often mentioned by modem authors. 
There is a translation of this paper in Ref. 8. Brunsl7 used 
practically the same idea as Prony. His work is discussed in 
Ref. 14. There are several authors, astronomers mostly, 
which were interested in detection of hidden periodici
ties. 17

-
22 Although only the case mj = 0, bj = ° was dis

cussed in these papers, the basic questions (extracting the 
resonances from the transient field, determining the number 
N of resonances, etc.) were actually identical with the ques
tions discussed in a very recent review9 of the state of the art 
in this field. Referencesl7

-
22 are not cited by modem western 

authors in the field. A review of these papers can be found in 
Ref. IS. 

There exists a very extensive modem literature on the 
extracting of resonances. One can find a large bibliography 
and a review of the basic results in Ref. 9. We did not discuss 
here some of the methods mentioned in Ref. 9. 

There are many reasons for being interested in the ex
tracting of resonances. We mention only t.wo major theories: 
singularity expansion method (see Refs. 2, 12, and 23 for the 
mathematical results) and systems identification (see the bib
liography in Ref. 9). 
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APPENDIX A: PERTURBATION OF RESONANCES 

1. Abstract scheme 

First let us present an abstract scheme. Assume that a 
compact operator function A (k ) on a Hilbert space His ana
lytic in k in a domain on the complex plane k, and A (ko) has 
an eigenvalue - 1. Then (I + A (k )) -I has a pole at k = ko. 

Suppose that A (k,E) is a compact operator function such that 
A (k,O) = A (k), which is analytic in k and E, I k - ko I < 80 , 

lEI <81, AssumethatkoisanisolatedpoleofI = A (k). [This 
is the case if I + A (k ) is invertible for at least one k in the disk 
Ik - kol <80,] Then, in a neighborhood of ko, there exist a 
finite number mo of points kj(E) = ko + ~: ~ 1 amhE"'IP, 
I~~o' such thatthe operator (I +A (k,E))-1 has poles k (E). 
Herejo is the multiplicity of the pole ko' and the meaning of 
the integer p will be explained in the proof which is based on 
the idea in Ref. 2, p. 582. 
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Let t/JIo ... ,t/Jn be an orthonormal basis of N(l +A (ko)), 
whereN(A )isthenullspaceofanoperatorA.Let¢'I, ... ,¢'n be 
an orthonormal basis of N (I + A *(ko)), where the star de
notes the adjoint operator. Let Th = ~j~ I (h,t/Jj)¢,j' The op
erator I + A (ko) + T is invertible in H. Indeed, 
(I + A (ko) + T)h = ° implies that (Th'¢'j) = 0, I~<n. This 
leads to (h,t/Jj) = 0, I ~<n, i.e., Th = ° and (I + A (ko))h = 0. 
Thus hEN (I + A (ko)) and hlN (I + A (ko)). Therefore, 
h = O,andbyFredholm'salternative(I +A (ko) + T)-I = r 
is bounded. Consider (I + A (k,E)) -I = (I + A (ko) + T 
+A (k,E) -A (ko) - T)-I = (I + a(k,E))-I. Then r(k,E), 
wherer (k,E) = (I + A (ko) + T + A (k,E) - A (ko)) -I, is ana
lytic in k and E in a neighborhood ..1 of (ko,O), and 
a(k,E) = - r(k,E)T is a finite-dimensional operator 
analytic in k and E in ..1, ah = - ~j ~ 1 (h,t/Jj)r (k,E)¢,j' Since 
r (k,E) is an isomorphism of H onto H for k,E E ..1, the 
elements ¢'j(k,E) = - r (k,E)¢'j are linearly independent 
and analytic in k,E E ..1. Therefore the operator (I + a(k,E)) - I 
can be constructed explicitly. If (I + a)h =f, then 
h + ~j~ I hj ¢'j(k,E) =f, hj = (h,t/Jj)' Multiply by t/Jm to 
obtain hm +~j~lcmjhj =Im' where 1m = (f,t/Jm),cmj 
= (¢'j,(k,E),t/Jm),cmj are analytic in k,EE..1. Thus, 

hm =dm(k,E)/d(k,E), where dm and d=det(8mj +Cmj ) 
are analytic in ..1. One has (I + a(k,E))-V 
= I - -!J~j~ 1 dj (k,E)¢'j (k,E). From this formula it is clear 

that the poles of (I + a(k,E))-1 can occur only at the zeros of 
d (k,E). Thus the equation for the perturbed poles is 

d (k,E) = det[ 8jm - (r(k,E)¢'j,t/Jm)] = 0, 

r(k,E) = (I + T +A (k,E))-I. (AI) 

For E = ° the function d (k ) = d (k,O) has, by assumption, a 
zero of multiplicity jo. By the Weierstrass' preparation 
theorem (see, e.g., Ref. 2, p. 583) one has 
d (k,E) = [k jo + ~iO~-lICj(E)kj]g(k,E), where g(O,O) #0, 
Cj(O) = 0, and cj and g(k,E) are holomorphic functions. 
Therefore Eq. (A I) is equivalent to 

jo - I 

k jo + L cj(E)k j 
= 0. (A2) 

j~ I 

This equation has jo roots. These roots can be divided into 
several groups so that thep roots (kl(E), ... ,kp(E)) in the vth 
group can be expanded in a Puiseux series kj(E) 
= ko + ~: ~ I amjEmIPv,~vpv = jo. The number of groups 
and the integers Pv can be computed by the algorithm known 
as Newton's diagram method (see, e.g., Ref. 24). Let us sum
marize our arguments: a method for computing the poles 
kj(E) of the perturbed operator (I +A (k,E))-1 is given. The 
method is valid under the following assumptions: A (k,E) is a 
compact analytic (in k and E) linear operator function on a 
Hilbert space, the operator (I + A (k,O)) -I has an isolated 
pole at k = ko. To use the method computationally one 
needs to compute (or to know) the bases in the subspaces 
N(I +A (ko))andN(I +A *(ko)).Thisisalinearalgebraprob
lem. 

2. Reduction of a concrete perturbation problem to the 
abstract one 

Suppose that the surface r of the obstacle is perturbed. 
Let Xj = xj(u,v), I ~<3 be a parametric equation of r, and 
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Zj = Xj(U,v) + E)lj(u,v) be the equation of the perturbed sur
facer .. , where Eis a small parameter. Assume that the func
tions Xj and Yj' 1.;;;J<3, u,v E S = {u,v:O<u, v< 1 J are 
smooth. Consider Eq. (2.8). Assume that ko is a pole of the 
operator (I + A (k ))-1. Suppose that the bases of the sub
spaces N (I + A (ko)) and N (I + A *(ko)) are computed. Con
sider the problem corresponding to the perturbed surface 
r ... The operator A (k,E), associated with this problem, is of 
the form 

r 2 ag h ds = r A (u,v,u',V',k,E)h du'dv'. 
Jr. aN. Js 

Here A (u,v,u',V',k,E) is the kernel of the integral operator in 
the variables u,v,u',v'. If E = 0 thenr" = r and we assume 
that the sets {tPj J ({ 'h 1), 1.;;;J<n of all linearly independent 
solutions of the equation tP + IsA (u,v,u',v',ko,O)tP 

Xdu' dv' = 0 (1/1 + Is A (u',v',u,v,ko,O)l/1du' dv' = 0) are 
known. Then the abstract scheme is applicable. 

Since small perturbations of the kernel cause small per
turbations of the poles, one can approximate the kernel A by 
a degenerate kernel and consider the corresponding matrix 
problem. 

As an example consider a simple case when the matrix 
is 2X2. Let 

Then the inverse matrix is 

1

1 - errkl 
- e'Trk 1 I _ e2rrk 

It has simple poles k m = im, m = 0, ± 1, .... Consider, for 
example, pole ko = O. The set {tPj J corresponding to this 
pole is the set of linearly independent solutions to the equa
tion 

{
CI + C2 = O. 
C I +c2 =0 

Thus, there exists one linearly independent solution 

In our example the matrix 

(
1 e'Trk) 
e'Trk 1 

is self-adjoint for k = O. Thus 

Consider the perturbed matrix 

(
1 + Ea ll 

e1Tk + Ea21 

e'Trk + Ea 12) .• 

1 + Ea22 

The poles of this matrix are the roots of the equation 
(1 + Ea lt )(1 + Ead - (e'Trk + Ead(e1Tk + Ea21) = O. We are 
interested in the root k (E) such that k (E) __ 0 as E __ O. 
One has 1 - e21Tk + E[a l1 + a22 - e'Trk(a I2 + a2d] 
+ e(a lta22 - a\2a2\) = O. Let e21Tk = Z, a l1 + a22 = a, 
a 12 + a21 = b, a l1a22 - al2a21 = c. Then 
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z2 + zEb - 1 - Ea - ec = 0, 

Z(E) = - Eb/2 + ~(f2b2/4) + 1 + Ea + f2c 

::::; 1 + (E/2)(a - b). 

The plus sign in front of the radical is chosen because Z = 1 if 
k = O. Thus, in this example the perturbed pole ko = 0 can 
becomputedforsmallEask (E) = 11'- l lnz(E) = (a - b )E/211'. 
Depending on the values of a and b the perturbed pole can 
move in any direction. Ifa#b thenk(E) = o (E).Ifa = b then 
k (E) = 0 (e). The bifurcation theory and the Newton dia
gram method solve the following problem. Given an equa
tion F (k,E) = 0, find its solutions k (E) such that k (E) __ 0 as 
E __ O. It is assumed that F(O,O) = O. If Fk(O,O)#O then the 
solution is well known and is given by the standard implicit 
function theorem. If Fk (0,0) = 0 then the solution is more 
complicated. Methods and algorithms for solving this prob
lem can be found in Ref. 24. 

APPENDIX B: EXTRACTION OF RESONANCES FROM 
THE TRANSIENT FIELD 

The case of simple poles symmetrical with respect to the 
imaginary axis is as follows. 

Let the poles be simple and occur in pairs ± aj - ibj , 

0< bl < b2 < ... . Then the transient field is u = I.j"= I 

uj+O(exp(-bN+lt)), as t-- +00, uj=cjexp(-bjt) 
cos(ajt + tPj)' cj >O,aj >O,bj >O,O<tPj <211'. We sketch a 
method for finding cj , bj , aj , and tPj' which is simpler than 
the one given by formula (3.14). 

Step 1: One has u(t) = U I + 0 (exp( - b2t)), so u(t) 
::::;ul(t) as t > 1. Thus 
_I_In u[(n + m)h ] 
mh u(nh) 

::::; _ b
l 
+ _I_In cos(alnh + almh + tPI) . 

mh cos(alnh + tPd 
h >0. (Bl) 

Therefore for m > lone can find b I from (B 1). Some caution 
is needed: if cos(alnh + almh + tPI)::::;O then the In term is 
large. But this can happen rarely. One can compute the left 
side of (B 1) for a number of consecutive m and neglect large 
values of this quantity. 

Step 2: If bl is found then a I can be found by the formula 
al ::::;(_ii/v)lf2, t> 1, where v(t)=u(t)exp(blt), and 
ii = d 2v/dt 2. 

Step 3: If al and bl are found then CI ::::;(ii
2/ai + V2)1/2, 

t> 1. 
Step 4: If aI' bl, and CI are found, then tPI can be found 

from the equations 

cI- Iv(211'n/ad = cos tPI' - cI- Iv(211'n/a l + 11'/201) 

= sin tPI' n > 1. 

Since O<tPI < 211', these equations determine tPI uniquely. If 
bl , al> CI> and tPI are found one can use u - UI for finding U2' 
etc. The basic idea is the same as in Sec. III. The difficulties 
are similar to the ones discussed after formula (3.11). 
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Dual physical interpretation of the energy tensor: Nonexistence of the 
Kerr-Newman example 
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Several recent papers have dealt with the possibility ofinterpreting the Kerr-Newman metric as a 
viscous fluid as well as its usual interpretation of a rotating, charged black hole. In this paper we 
show that there is no possible viscous fluid with the Kerr-Newman metric. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

General relativity can be interpreted as a theory in 
which the geometry and the "gravitational fields" are identi
fied. The geometry is related to other fields through the Ein
stein field equation Gp.v = Rp.v - ! gp.v R = - kTp.v' where 
Gp.v is a function ofthe metric tensor gp.v only and Tp.v is a 
function ofbothgp.v and the other fields ¢ i. We let the index i 
denote any indices, metrical and field, needed to describe the 
nongravitational fields. For example, if ¢ i is the Maxwell 
field tensorf,w' then Tp.v is the electromagnetic stress tensor. 

The ¢ i are not arbitrary, they must also satisfy a dyna
mical set of equations themselves. For example, if the ¢ i is an 
electromagnetic field, the Ip.v must satisfy Maxwell's equa
tions. 

In general this problem could be considered as arising 
from a variational principle S = S L (gmn ,¢ i)d 4 X. Physical 
solutions result from an extremum 

liS 
--=~Gp.v = -kTp.v' 
ligp.v 

liS. = ~ynamical equations of the field.J. i. 
li¢' 'I' 

Any solution must, in general, satisfy both sets of equations. 
There exist some special cases where the second set of 

equations is a consequence of the Bianchi relations which the 
gp.v must satisfy. The most common case is the ideal fluid, 
viscous or nonviscous. In this case the dynamical equations 
of the fluid are contained in the gravitational field equations. 

II. DUAL INTERPRETATION 

Tupperl
•
2 in 1977 and Raychaudhuri and Saha3

- s have 
presented several viscous fluid solutions which are physical
ly acceptable and which produce the same gl'v as some other 
physically acceptable fluid solutions. Such a possibility will 
be termed a dual interpretation of the energy tensor. In this 
paper we show that such a proposed dual interpretation is 
not possible for the Kerr-Newman metric. 

In general the dual interpretation idea can be stated as 
follows: It is possible to relate the metric parameters to two 
different sets of physical parameters, so that 

Gp.v = Ep.v = Mp.v' (1) 

where Ep.v is the electromagnetic stress energy tensor, given 
by 

0' Submitted in partial fulfillment of the degree of Doctor of Philosophy. 

Ep.v = Fp.a Fa v - ! gp.v F ap Fap, (2) 

and Mp.v is the viscous fluid matter tensor given by 

Mp.v = pUp. U v + p* Pp.v - 2'T/ Up.v, (3) 

where ua is the fluid velocity vector, Pap = gap + Ua up is 
the projection tensor perpendicular to ii, ua{1 = (ua;p. pp.p 
+ up;p. pp. a)/2 - 0 P a{1/3 is the shear tensor, trace-free 
part of expansion tensor 0 a{1' 0 = ua;a is the expansion of 
fluid lines, p is the density, p* = (p - to) is the dynamic 
pressure, and 'T/ and t are coefficients of shear and bulk vis
cosity, respectively. We must have, from the definitions, the 
following algebraic identities: 

Up.v up. = 0, up.p. = 0, Up. up. = - 1, 

and for obvious physical reasons, 

'T/, t;;;oo, Ep.v traceless andp = 3 p*. 

(4) 

A decisive criterion is to examine the relation between 
the parameters of the two fields as seen in the canonical coor
dinate system of the metric. Equations (1)-(3) are sufficient 
to "completely determine" the elements of one field ex
pressed in terms of those of the other. If such a dual interpre
tation is possible, the resulting relationships must be physi
cally reasonable. 

This procedure will, however, be extremely complicat
ed to do generally. One can make the identifications in the 
tetrad frame, as do Raychaudhuri and Saha and Tupper, but 
the necessity of transforming back to the canonical metric 
coordinate frame may well create more difficulty than per
forming all the calculations there to begin with. 

One example agreed upon by Tupper and Raychaud
huri and Saha is the Kerr-Newman electrovac solution. 
They imply there is a physically acceptable viscous fluid 
which is a dual interpretation of the Kerr-Newman solu
tion. In the next section we show that this solution is not 
possible. 

III. KERR-NEWMAN SOLUTION 

The Kerr-Newman metric is normally considered to 
represent a charged, rotating black hole. The metric form, in 
Boyer-Lindquist coordinates ( t, r, 0, ¢ ) with rotation in the 
¢ direction, is 

ds2 = -.::i (dt - a sin2 0 d¢ )2/p2 + sin2 O(R 2 d¢ 

_ a dt)2/p2 + p2 dr/.::i + p2 dO 2, 

where.::i =r - 2mr + a2 + Q2,p2=r + a2 cos2 0, R 2=sr 
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+ a2
, Q is the charge, and a==s/m is the intrinsic angular 

momentum/unit mass. 
The associated electromagnetic field has components 

FlO = (2)1/2Q (r _ a2 cos2 (J )/p4, 

Fl3 = - (2)1/2Qa sin2 (J (r - a2 cos2 (J )lp\ 

F20 = - (2)1/2Qra2 cos (J sin (J /p4, 

F23 = (2)1/2QR 2ra cos (J sin (J /p4, 

and energy tensor 

E ~ = - E g = -! .fO(A ) + ! g33(B ) 

= Q 2(R 2 + a2 sin2 (J )I(2jJ6), 

(5) 

E: = - E~ = !gOO(al - a2) + !g33(bl - b2) +g03(C2 - cl) 

= - Q2/(2p4), (6) 

E ~ = g03(A ) _ g33(C) = _ Q 2a/p6, 

E~ = g03(B) _ .fO(C) = Q2R 2a sin2 (J /p6, 

where 

A = (a l + a2) = gll(FIO)2 + g22(Fozl2, 

B = (bl + b2) = gil (F3 tJ2 +g22(F23)2, 

C = (CI + C2) = gllFloF31 + g22FozF23' 

To test the possibility of a dual or alternate interpretation of 
this metric, namely that it could also describe a viscous fluid, 
the fluid energy tensor M"p must be constructed within the 
Kerr-Newman geometry. 

Equation (4) forces the general fluid velocity for this 
metric to be 

ua = (uO,U I,O,U3). 

Furthermore, from the symmetries of the metric we will as
sumethat 

ua = ua(r,(J ) 

only, since all the other associated fields are t and ¢ indepen
dent. With the above assumptions the viscous fluid energy 
tensor components are 
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Mil = PUIUI + p·PII + 7]UI( goo, I uouo 

+ 2 g03,I UOu3 + g33,1 U3U3) + 27] (J P II /3 

- 7](2u l,1 - gll,l ul)(l + UIU I), 

M22 = P*P22 + 27] (J P22/3 - 7]U lg22,1' 

Moo =puouo + p*Poo + 27] (J PooI3 

- 7]u l(2uOIUO + goo, I ), 

M33 = PU3U3 + p* P33 + 27] (J P33/3 

- 7]U I(2u3,1 u3 + g33,1)' 

M 03 = PUOu3 + P*P03 + 27] (J Po3/3 

-7]U I(UO,1 u3 + U3,I Uo + g03,1)' 

MOl = (p + p*)UOul + 27] (J uoul/3 - 7][ uo,d l + UIU
I
) 

+UI,IUOU1] +7][gll,luou 1U1 

+ goo, I uO(2 + uoUO) + 2 g03,l u3( 1 + uoUO) 

+ g33,l UOU
3U3]/2, (7) 
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M3' = (p + P*)U3UI + 27] (J u3uoI3 - 7][ u3,tl1 + UIU I) 

+ Ul,l U3U
I] + 7] [ gll,l U3U

lUl + goo,l u3UOUO 

+ 2 g03,l u°(1 + U3U
3) + g33,l u3(2 + U3U

3)] /2, 

2M2o = - 7](2UO,2 - gll,2UOUIUI) 

+ 7] [ goo,2 uO(2 + uoUO) 

+ 2 g03,2 u3( I + uoUO) + g33,2 UOU3U3], 

2M23 = - 7](2U3,2 - gll,2U3UIUI) + 7][ goo,2U3UOUO 

+ 2 g03,2 UO( I + U3U3) + g33,2 u3(2 + U3U3)], 

2M21 = 7] [2U I,2 - gll,2UI(2 + UIU I)] 

+ 7]U I (goo,2 uouo + 2 g03,2 UOu 3 

+ g33,2 U3U3). 

Setting Ma P = Ea P in Eq. (6), we obtain, after some rewriting 
and use of repeated substitutions (see the Appendix), Eqs. (8) 
which follow. Related sets are denoted by Roman numerals. 

{
p=-EL 

I I EI I ...22 P = - I = 7]U g22,l l) , 

II 

27]u l(uo,1 Uo) = plUOUO - gooE: - Eoo 

+ 7]U I( g22,1 g22g00,I), 

27]u l [EI,EJuouO=7]u l [E2g00,1 -g33,1 

+ g22,1 g22( g33 - E 2 gOO)] + E l (E 2 goo - g33) 

III 0= 7]U!UoUoJ E2 goo,! + g33,1 - 2 E g03,! 
+ g22.1 g2 (2E g03 - E 2 goo - g33)]' 

(8) 

IV I U3 =Euo,E=E~/(Eg +El) = (E: -Eg)lE~, 

0= 7]Uo [ goo,l E (gOO + E g03) - g33.! (g03 

+ E g33) + g03.! (E 2g33 _ gOO)] , 

t 
UI,2 = UI(U I,2 UI + UO.2UO + U3,2 U3 ), 

V UO.2 = UO(U I.2UI + UO,2UO + U3.2U3) iif7]#O, 

U3,2 = U3(UI,2UI + UO,2UO + U3.2U3), 

wherepl = (p* + 27] () /3),pl =p + pl. 
The above equations should be regarded as conditions 

necessary for a dual interpretation to be possible, since their 
solutions, establishing a correspondence between the viscous 
fluid and electromagnetic field elements, will determine 
whether or not such a dual interpretation is physically satis
factory. At this point, therefore, substitution of the explicit 
forms for g"p and E" v must be made, to introduce the actual 
physical parameters. 

Equations (8) V give us first that 

u l =f(r)uO, 

U3 = h (r)uo. 

From Eq. (8) IV, 

u3 = - a sin2 (Juo' 

Combining (9b) and (10) yields 

h(r) =a/R 2. 

(9a) 

(9b) 

(10) 

Equation (8) III is satisfied as an identity, but the second 
equation ofEq. (8) II gives 
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41]u
l
ra

2 sin4 
81ji = 0 

and the second equation (8) IV 

21]uoI'a sin2 
81ji2 = O. 

Therefore, 1] UrfJ = 0, which makes 1] = 0 or a = O. 

(lla) 

(lib) 

Thus, a dual interpretation for the Kerr-Newman met
ric is not possible. The preceding argument fails if a = 0 so 
no criticism has been directed at the dual interpretation of 
the Reissner-Nordstrom metric. 
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APPENDIX: SOLUTION OF M"'1 = E"P 

We provide a sketch of the solution of the equation 
Map = EaP. 

To determine the implications of a dual interpretation 
of the energy tensor, the relationship between the hypotheti
cal viscous fluid quantities and the well-understood electro
magnetic quantities must be found. That is, expressions must 
be obtained for Uo, Ut> U3, p, p*, 1], and s which contain only 
electromagnetic quantities. 

Examining Eqs. (7), note that the covariant components 
contain metric derivatives from the affine connection as well 
as derivatives of the fluid velocities and products of the ve
locities with the other fluid quantities. This is intuitively 
meaningful, as, for example, pUa up = kinetic energy, but 
for the purpose of "solving" for the individual fluid quanti
ties such products must be simplified or eliminated. To do 
this it is useful to combine the metric derivatives with the 
velocity derivatives to gain simpler expressions. 

For example, since the fluid is normalized, i.e., 
- I = Ua ua

, then 

(UIUI),I = - (uoU
O + U3U

3
),I' 

which gives 

UI(UI,I - gll,l u1/2) 

+ (goo,1 uou
o + 2 g03, I UO

u
3 + g33,1 u 3

u
3
)/2 

- (UO,I U
O + U3,I u

3
), 

Rewriting (9) using the above identity, and redefining 
pi = p* + 21] lJ 13, pi = P + pi gives the equiValence-with 
metric and fluid identities: 

I 

II 
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E - I I 1(2 3 ) 33 - P U3U3 + p g33 -1]U U3,I U + g33,1 , 
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III 

IV 

V 

E03 = p
l
UOU3 + plg03 - 1]U I(UO,1 U3 + U3,I Uo 

+go3,d, 

0= plUOU I + 1]( goo, I UO + g03, I u 3
) 

+ 1]Uo, I (uoU
O + U3U

3
) 

+ 1]UO(UO,1 UO + U 3,l u
3

), 

0= p l
U3U I + 1]( g03,I UO + g33,1 u 3

) 

+ 1]U3,l (uoU
O + U3U

3
) 

+ 1]U3(UO,1 U
O + U3,I u3

), 

o = UO,2 - ( gOO,2 UO + g03,2 u3
) 

- UO(UI,2UI + UO,2UO + U3,2 U3), 

o = U 3,2 - ( g03,2 U O + g33,2 u3
) 

- U3(UI,2UI + UO,2UO + U3,2 U3 ), 

0= U I ,2 - gll,2UI - UI(Ul,2UI + UO,2UO + U3,2 U3 ). 

(AI) 

In this form, the following can be seen. 
Group I will reduce to a fairly simple form for (p I) and 

(pI) once the velocity derivative terms are determined. 
Groups II and V are expressions for the velocity deriva

tives which presumably can be integrated for the velocities, 
provided the viscosity coefficients are known. 

Groups III and IV can be regarded as eventual condi
tions on the viscosity coefficients. 

To begin, note the following details. 
(i) Groups I, III, and IV contain derivatives of both Uo 

and U3• Substitution from Eq. (AI) II will eliminate these 
terms. 

(ii) The metric terms of Eq. (A I) IV can then be com
bined with the previous identity to eliminate the UI,l term 
from (AI) I leaving simple expressions for (pI) and (pi). 

(iii) These expressions from (AI) I can then eliminatepl 
andpl from Eqs. (AI) II-IV. 

(iv) Group V contains only derivatives with respect to 8 
of the velocity and metric. These can be rearranged using 
metric identies to produce derivative expressions for the ve
locity only, since 

Up = gaP u
a

, Up,; = gap,;u
a + gapua,;. 

(v) The second equation ofEq. (AI) IV can be replaced 
by subtracting from it [E X first equation of (AI) IV] and 
the results simplified. Collecting the results of (i)-(v) above 
becomes Eq. (8). 
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We show here that if an analytic space-time satisfying the vacuum (or electrovacuum) Einstein 
equations contains a compact null hypersurface with closed generators, then the space-time must 
have a nontrivial Killing vector field. This result is an extension of an earlier theorem, which 
required that the generators of the hypersurface must not only be closed, but in addition must 
satisfy a local product bundle (LPB) condition. This LPB condition (which is known to be violated 
in certain of the Kerr-Tauh-NUT space-time models) is equivalent to the requirement that the 
generators must all be ordinary fibers of a Seifert fibration. We prove here that the LPB condition 
can be dropped. Thus we have stronger support for our conjecture that causality violations (as 
evidenced by Cauchy horizons) in cosmological solutions of the Einstein equations are essentially 
an artifact of symmetry, and are therefore nongeneric. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
In previous work,l we showed that if an analytic space

time satisfying the vacuum (or electrovacuum) Einstein 
equations contains a compact Cauchy horizon N, and if the 
generators of this horizon have closed orbits which satisfy a 
certain local product bundle (LPB) condition (described be
low), then the space-time must contain a Killing vector field. 
In that work (which we shall refer to as "Paper I") we noted 
that this result provides some support for the strong cosmic 
censorship conjecture,2 since it indicates that space-times 
with Tauh-NUT-like extensions into nonglobally hyperbo
lic regions are very nongeneric. Here, we make this support 
stronger by showing that our result is true even if we drop the 
LPB condition. 

The key to this strengthened version of our theorem is 
the use of results from the theory of Seifert fibrations. 3

•
4 

These results guarantee that if the orbits are all closed, then 
the LPB condition must in fact be satisfied everywhere on N 
except in neighborhoods of certain "exceptional orbits"; 
further, one can always unwrap a region of the space-time in 
such a way that the LPB condition is satisfied everywhere in 
the region. Our theorem in Paper I may then be applied to 
the unwrapped space-time regions, and we obtain a Killing 
field on the original space-time by projecting back. 

It is not difficult to construct space-times which have 
Cauchy horizons containing exceptional (closed) orbits. The 
Kerr-Tauh-NUT space-time models, for example, contain 
them if one makes an appropriate choice of the parameters 
which characterize these metrics.s We note that there are 
other choices of the parameters in the Kerr-Tauh-NUT 
family for which some of the horizon generators have non
closed orbits. These examples are of interest, since we hope 
to be able to extend our results further by dropping the clo
sedness condition along with the LPB condition. 
II. SEIFERT HORIZONS 

The theorem which we will prove in this paper is as 
follows. 

Theorem: Let (4 V, g) be an analytic space-time which (i) 

a) Portions of this research were done while visiting the Department of 
Mathematics, Rice University, Houston, Texas 77251. 

satisfies the vacuum or electrovacuum Einstein equations, 
and (ii) contains a compact, orientable null hypersurface6 N 
with closed (i.e., S 1) generators. Then in some neighborhood 
of N in 4 V, there is an analytic Killing vector field Y. This 
vector field has closed integral curves which, on N, are null 
and coincide with the generators of N. If a Maxwell field F is 
present then F (along with the metric g) is invariant with 
respect to Y. 

The difference between this theorem and that which we 
proved in Paper I is the dropping of the local product bundle 
condition. Before we state exactly what this condition is, it is 
useful to recall some results from the theory of circle folia
tions of three-manifolds: We first note a theorem ofEpstein4 

which states that if Mis a compact orientable three-manifold 
(without boundary) and if A is a smooth foliation of M by 
circles, then A must be a Seifert fibration. The definition of a 
Seifert fibration3 of a manifold M is based upon certain spe
cial foliations of the solid torus S 1 xD 2. These special folia
tions are labeled by pairs of coprime integers JL and v. One 
obtains the (JL, v)-fibered solid torus (which we shall denote 
by T[ Il.V j) by starting with the simple cylinder [0,1] X D 2, and 
then rotating one end of this cylinder through an angle 21T(v/ 
JL) before identifying the two ends to obtain the solid torus 
(see Fig. 1). Using these T[Il.vj'S, one defines a Seifert fibra
tion of Mas a circle foliation which is "locally like a T[ Il.V j'" 

That is, for each of the circles r, there exists a pair (Wy, py), 
where Wy is an open set in M which consists of r together 
with nearby complete circles of the foliation (a "fiber neigh
borhood of r"), and wherepy is a fiber-preserving diffeomor
phism from Wy to some fibered solid torus T[ Il.V j (see Fig. 2). 

There are two important classes of these fibered solid 
tori: The ordinary ones have JL = 1 so the rotation angle is an 
integer mUltiple of 217, while for the exceptional ones this 
condition fails. This distinction is important because, for the 
ordinary ones, all of the circles of the foliation close after one 
circuit of the torus, while this is not true for the exceptional 
ones. For an exceptional T[ Il.V j the central fiber closes after 
one circuit, but all of the rest of the fibers require JL complete 
circuits before closing (see Fig. 3). 

While the exceptional fibered solid tori might appear to 
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~ Twist 

~ b~ .. Identifx .. 
Angle Ends 

2r. (~) 

(a) (b) 

Result 

FIG. 1. Here we "construct" an example of a (p,v)-fibered solid torus-
specifically, T(2.l ]. We start with (0,1] X D 2, a solid cylinder. As shown in (a), 
we presume the cylinder to be foliated by segments parallel to the axis. We 
then twist the cylinder by holding one end fixed and rotating the other by 
the angle 21T(~) = 31r, see (b). All the segments of the foliation, except the 

central one, now spiral about. FinaJly we identify the two ends of the cylin
der-see (c)-and obtain the solid torus (d). Note that in this example, T[2.l ], 

the central fiber's ends are joined to each other, while the ends of the non
central fibers are joined from one fiber to another. 

be the generic ones, Seifert3 shows that for any Seifert fibra
tion of any compact, connected, Hausdorf three-manifold 
M, there is only a finite subset of all of the orbits r of the 
foliation for which py maps Wy to an exceptional T[ J.'.v I' 

These are called the exceptional orbits of the foliation. For all 
of the rest of the orbits, Wy is diffeomorphic to an ordinary 
T[J.'.vl· 

All of this is relevant to our results on symmetries in 
space-times with compact null hypersurfaces because, in 

FIG. 2. M is a three-dimensional manifold {compact without boundary) 
which has a Seifert fibration. If r is one of the fibers, then it follows from the 
definition of Seifert fibration that there is a neighborhood W,. of r, which is 

diffeomorphic to a standard fibered torus TIJ',Vl as shown. Herep,. labels 
the diffeomorophism. 
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Identifv Identify Identify 

T[I.O] T[l.l] T[2.1] 

Ordinary Ordinary Exceptional 

FIG. 3. Here we have three fibered tori, T[l.o], T[l.1 ], and TI2•1 ), drawn in 
their "preidentification" form for clarity. Two of these, T[l.o] and TII•I ], are 
called ordinary because after a single circuit of the torus, all fibers close (i.e., 
when ends are identified, all fibers have their two ends joined). The other, 
T[2.1)' is called exceptional because it does not have this feature. Indeed, for 
T12•1 ]' one must make two circuits of the torus before completing an orbit of 
any but the central fiber. 

proving the main theorem of Paper I, we relied upon coordi
nate systems which are well defined only if all neighboring 
generators of N close simultaneously. More precisely, that 
proof goes through only ifthe null generators of N constitute 
a Seifert fibration for which all generators are ordinary. This 
is the local product bundle condition which we required in 
Paper I. 

To prove the existence of the Killing field Y without 
using the LPB condition (i.e., to prove the theorem of this 
paper), we first note that since we assume that the null gener
ators of N have closed orbits the Epstein theorem guarantees 
that these generators are the fibers of a Seifert fibration of N. 
It then follows that, about each generator r, one can choose a 
fibered neighborhood Wy of the sort defined above. We can 
use these to build a patch covering for N; and since N is 
compact, we may choose a finite number of such patches Wy 
to cover N. Among these patches, some may be exception
al-we denote them by Wy.' The rest will be ordinary-we 
denote those by WYo' 

Now the WYo patches are exactly of the form of the 
"elementary regions" used in Paper I. Hence, using the con
struction outlined there (in Sec. III A) we can show that in a 
space-time neighborhood UYo of each of the WYo patches, 
there is a local Killing field Y of the desired form. 

For the patches Wy• containing an exceptional orbit, 
the demonstration that a local Killing field exists requires a 
bit more work. We proceed as follows: We first use a field of 
null geodesics, transverse to the null hypersurface WYo ' to 
extend the fibration of Wy• so that it fills a space-time neigh
borhood of WYe' We call this neighborhood Uy., and note 
that topologically Uy = Wy XI, where lis an open interval. 
Next, we construct the spa~-time region fly. which is just 
the p-fold cover of Uy• (where p, we recall, is one of the 
Seifert indices). To make this concrete, we define a map 

(t) 

which is p-to-t, fiber preserving, and locally a diffeomor
phism. The metric g on fly. is given by 

i=~~ ~ 
so ~ is also an isometry. (See Fig. 4.) 
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Identify 

W 
Ye 

Identify 

FIG. 4. In this figure, Wy• is an exceptional fibered torus of type Tf2•lj • 

However, the double cover Wy• of Wy• is an ordinary fibered torus (of type 

TII•lj) as shown. 

One easily verifies that, while the Seifert fibration in Uy• 

is exceptional, on fly. it is ordinary. (In this sense flr. is the 
"unwrapped" version of U ~.) Hence, one can use the meth
ods of Paper I to show that Uy contains a space-time Killing 
field Y (see Ref. 7). ' 

Of course, in general a vector field defined on a covering 
manifold does not project down to a well-defined vector field 
on the original manifold. In the present case, however, we 
can show that Y does project down. Our argument consists 
of three parts: We first consider Y restricted to the /.t-fold 
cover fe of the exceptional fiber Ye' and show analytically 
that Y 1 1'. is /.t-fold periodic and projects down to Ye' We then 
look at the ordinary fibers Yo in a neighborhood ofYe in N, 
show that the Killing fields defined about them agree with Y 
in WYo - fe' and thereby verify that Yprojects down proper
ly in Wy• C N. Finally, we verify that the projection works 
in the space-time neighb~rhood UYe of Wy.' 

The argument that Y 1 r. is /.t-fold periodic is most easily 
carried out in terms of the coordinates used in Sec. III A of 
Paper I (as adapted for fly). We work entirely in the null 
hypersurface region Wre , o~ which we have the coordinates 

(x3
, x a

), for a = 1 or 2. The coordinates xa are constant along 
the fibers, and for convenience we choose xQ = 0 on Ye' The 
vector field a lax3 thus lies tangent to the fibers. 

In Paper I, we found an analytic expression for the local 
Killing vector field in terms of a function ¢ (called "~,t" in 
Paper I) which depends upon the geometry of the space
time. Explicitly we get 

-YI -l( 3 a) a w =u x ,x -3' 
y, ax 

where in the degenerate (k = 0) (see Ref. 8) case we have 

( 
3 Q) 21Tp(X3

, xa) ux ,x = , 
J~11' ds pIS, x a

) 

while in the nondegenerate (k r'0) case we have 

u(x3, x") = 2p(x3
, xa)l kD (x3

, x a
), 
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(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

with 

P(X3,xG ):=exp[ - Lx' ds ~(s,xa)] (6) 

(7) 

Now the coordinate x 3 ranges from 0 to 21T in fly •. Hence in 
Paper I it was necessary to verify that u(x3 + 21T, xa) 
= u(x3

, xa) so that Y is well defined in fly •. Here, we must 
show further that, at least for xa = 0, we get u(x3 + 21TI 
/.t,0) = u(x3,0), so that Yis/.t-fold periodic on Ye' 

What makes this work is the /.t-fold periodicity of ¢ on 

tf!{x3 + 21TI/.t,0) = tf!{x3,O), (8) 

which is a consequence of the construction of Wr• as a /.t-fold 

cover of Wy, with tP 11'.:Y' -+ Y. being a/.t-to-l map. Using 
this periodicity, together with the definition 21Tk 
= J~1T ds ¢(s, x Q

), we calculate from Eq. (6) the following re
sult: 

( 
21T) [(2(11'/11) + x' ¢ ] 

P x
3 + 7,0 = exp - Jo ds 2"(s,O) 

[ 

(211"/11 ¢ 
= exp - Jo ds ~s,O) 

i
2

11'/1I + x' ¢ J 
- ds-(s,O) 

217'/11 2 

= exp( 1Tk 1,u)p(x3,O). (9) 

A similar calculation shows that 

D(x3 + 21TI/.t,0) = exp( -1Tkl,u)D(x3,0). (10) 

These two results show that in both the degenerate (k = 0) 
and nondegenerate (k r'0) cases, we have 

U(X3 + 21TI/.t,0) = U(X3,0). (11) 
Therefore, since the points on fe that are projected down to 
the same point on Y. by tP are exactly those for which the x3 

coordinates differ by multiples of21T l/.t, we find that tP • Y 11'. 
is a well-defined vector field on Ye' 

One might try to apply the same argument to Yaway 
from Y., since expressions (3)-(7) are true for any value of x a 

(not just x" = 0). However the fibers neighboring f. in Wy• 

are not /.t-fold covers of fibers of the foliation of N. Hence 
r/J(x3 + 21T1,u, xQ)r'r/J(x\ xa

) for xar'O, and the above argu
ment fails away from Ye' 

The key to the second part of our argument that Y pro
jects down is that, rather than these neighboring fibers in 
Wr• being ,u-fold covers of closed fibers in N, they are single 
covers of those closed fibers. This follows from the fibration 
topology of the Seifert exceptional solid tori and the con
struction of the covering projection maptP (see Fig.4). Hence 
if we consider an arbitrary ordinary fiber Yo in Wy" then we 
can always find a fiber neighborhood Wro of Yo such that 
tP I w is a diffeomorphism on Wy . 

Ya • 

Now using the standard argument of Sec. III A in Pa
per I, we construct a Killing field Yo in a space-time neigh
borhood of tP -l( WYo ) C Wr •. This field projects down (since 
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t/J l,p -'(W
y

,,) is a diffeomorphism). Let us compare Yo with Y, 
which is the local Killing field in lIy. and hence in iVy •. The 
arguments of Sec. III B of Paper I may be directly applied to 
show that in fact Yand Yo must be the same vector field on 
t/J -l(Wy,,) C iVy •. Hence in t/J -l(Wy,,), Y( = Yo) projects 
down. 

Every point in iVy lies either on Ye or on some fiber Yo' 
In both cases the local Killing vector field Y projects down. 
Hence t/J I w

y
• maps Y to a well-defined vector field on Wy.' 

To complete our argument that there is a well-defined 
Killing vector field on Uy.' we note that in each contractible 
open set S C Uy• for which S n Wy• is not empty, we have a 
set of f.l possibly inequivalent local Killing fields, all of which 
agree on Sn Wy.' But since Sn Wy• is a codimension-one 
hypersurface in S, the uniqueness theorems for Killing vec
tor fields require that these all agree throughout S. Hence 
Y = t/J. (Y) is a well-defined Killing vector field everywhere 
in S, and throughout Uy• as well. 

We now have a Killing vector field defined on each of 
the patches Uy• and U

Yo 
which cover a space-time neighbor

hood of the compact null hypersurface N. Since the Killing 
vector fields agree on patch overlaps (see the arguments of 
Sec. III B in Paper I), we have a well-defined Killing vector 
field Y in a space-time neighborhood of N. This completes 
the proof of our theorem. 

III. CONCLUSION 

It is a direct consequence of our new theorem that if an 
analytic space-time satisfying the vacuum (or electrova
cuum) Einstein equations contains a compact Cauchy hori
zon with closed generators, then the space-time contains a 
symmetry. The result is true whether or not some of the 
horizon generators are exceptional. Thus we see that in a 
wider class of space-times than we considered in Paper I, the 
existence of a complete Cauchy horizon is a. very unstable 
(i.e., nongeneric) condition. This supports the conjecture of 
strong cosmic censorship, which claims that in the class of 
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all space-times, the existence of any Cauchy horizon is an 
unstable property. 

Clearly we would have even stronger support for strong 
cosmic censorship if we could drop the condition that the 
generator orbits be closed. This possibility is the focus of our 
present research. 
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Exact solutions of Einstein's equations are obtained for a superfluid flowing in a rigid solid. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this work is to present some exact solu
tions of Einstein's equations for a neutral superfluid free to 
flow in a rigid solid. The system, reminiscent of a neutron 
superfluid in the crust and interior of a neutron star, 1 is stud
ied here in a conformally flat metric and special coordi
nates.2 Though the latter choice makes the solutions found 
impractical for astrophysical applications, the relativistic 
"material" so constructed is nevertheless interesting as it 
fully complies with Einstein's equations and offers some in
sight into the nature of the problem. Relativistic materials 
are also of interest in atomic gauge problems3 of conformally 
invariant theories of the Weyl-Dirac type.4 

Specifically, it is assumed that the superfluid is neutral 
and does not interact with the solid, which in tum satisfies 
Born's rigidity conditionS 

Ua;/3 + U/J;a - Ua U/J;u UU - U/J Ua;u U U = 0, 

where Ua denotes the four-velocity of the solid and 

Ua ua = 1. 

Einstein's equations then become 

- 1 - - -
Rpv - ~pvR + Agpv 

= - 81T{piiup Uv + if Up Uv + Ppv J, 

( 1) 

(2) 

(3) 

where p = ajl I aii, ii, and up are chemical potential, particle 
number density, and four-velocity of the fluid, respectively, 
while if and Ppv are the energy density and the pressure 
tensor of the solid. In (3) the pressure of the fluid has been 
neglected relative to that of the solid and the solid energy
momentum tensor is the one prescribed by Carter and Quin
tana6 under the condition that there be no energy transport 
in the solid rest frame. This also requires 

Ppv uv = 0. (4) 

It is assumed that under the conformal transformation 

gpv(x) = /3 2(X)1]pv, (5) 

Ppv transforms according to 
- -2 
Ppv =/3 Ppv' 

as may be inferred from the isotropic form ofPpv , 

Ppv = - Pgpv + PUp Uv, (6) 

and the corresponding transformation for the pressure P. 
The superfluid obeys the equations 7 

(j.iua);u - (j.iuu);a = 0, 

(iiua);a = 0, 

(7) 

(8) 

pii =jI +p, 
uaua = 1. 

In terms of the variables2 

s = (XpxP)1/2, V = xOls 

and of the associated vectors 

as av 
s =- v =-
p axP' p axP' 

with 

sp~ = 1, vpif = (1 - v2)/r, Spif = 0, 

the four-velocity Up in the rest frame of the solid is 

(9) 

(10) 

Up =8~ =vsp +svp' (11) 

The dependence of all other field quantities is also restricted 
to s and v. Thus the most general form of Ppv is 

+ k (s, v) (spvv + vpsv) + w(s, v)1]pv' (12) 

Two of the unknown functions h, /, k, and w can be deter
mined from Eq. (4). They are 

h (s, v) = - [w + k(1 - v2)/sv) , 

Its, v) = - [(wr + kvs)/(1 - v2)). 

In the rest frame of the solid Eq. (1) reduces to 

/3'v +11 [(1- v2)/s) = ° 
and has the solution 

/3=st(l- v2)"12, 

(13) 

(14) 

whereA is an arbitrary constant. Similarly, one writes for the 
fluid 

(15) 

wheref(s,v) and g(s,v) are as yet unknown functions. Equa
tions (7) and (8) then become 

p,'g + p,g' - fJ,f - ",j = 0, (16) 

(1 - v2
) [ 31/· (1 - v2

) 3gv] n'f +ng +n f' +-+g -- =0, r s S2 r 
(17) 

where' = a las and· = a lav. 
Using (11), (13), (15), and (5) Eqs. (3) yield 

4{:J ,2 2/3 " 2/3 ' 2{JV 
fj2-p+ /3s - /3r 

= ~{p,nf2 + psv2 _ k (1 - v
2
) _ wI, 

/3 2 sv 
(18) 
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4P{3 , 2iJ ' 2iJ 81T • 
----+-=-{pnlg+pvs+k}, 

fJ2 {3 {3s {32 
(19) 

4P 2 2/3 81T { ,.2 .2 kvs + W.r } ----=- pn15 +ps- - , 
{32 {3 {32 I-v2 

(20) 

4{3 , 4Pv {3 '2 i3 2(1 - V2) 2{3 " ------ +-
{3s {3.r {3 2 {32.r {3 

2,8(1 - v2) _ A{32 = 81TW 
+ {3.r {32 ' 

(21) 

where {3 is now given by (16) while (10) becomes 

12 + g2[(1 - v2)1.rJ = 1. (22) 

II. THE SOLUTIONS 

From (14), (18), and (22) one gets 

14 - 12 = v4 _ v2. (23) 

Equation (23) has the solutions 

(a) 1= ± v, g= ±s, oru,.. =15~, (24) 

which correspond to the rest frame for both solid and super
fluid, and 

(b) 1= ± (1 - V2)1/2, g = ± vs/(l - V2)1/2. (25) 

For case (a) one obtains 

81Tk = ~-lv(l _ V2)'t-l( - 3A. 2 - 4A.) 

_ As4). + Iv(1 _ V2)U, 

81TW =A. 2~-2(1 _ V2)).-1 + As4).(1- V2)U, 

81Tp' = A. (A. + 2js2A - 2( 1 _ v2 ))' - 1 

+ As·). ( 1 - v2)u - 81Tpn, 

while Eqs. (16) and (17) yield, respectively, 

p = Afv" 

and 

n = {3~(1 - V2)6/2, 

where A, B, 15, u are constants. 
For case (b) one finds 

81Tk = A. ( - 3A. - 4js2A-lv(1 _ V2)).-1 

- As4). + Iv(1 - v2)U + 81T pn vs, 
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(26) 

(27) 

(28) 

(29) 

81Tp' = A. (A. + 2js2A-2(1 - V2)).-1 + As4).(1 _ V2)U, 

P = Af(1 - V2)-U/2-1, (30) 

(31) 

where C is a constant. 
The conditions for the solid to be isotropic can be de

rived by comparing (6) with (12) and (13): 

P= -w, 

k= -wsv. 

(32) 

(33) 

In case (a) the solid becomes isotropic for A. = 0, - 2. 
For case (b), Eq. (33) is satisfied if A. = - 1,15 = 4, u = 0, and 
AC = (417")-1. It is theneasytocalculateP from (32) for both 
solutions. Anisotropy is recovered in both cases for any oth
er value of A.. 

Finally, it is worth noticing that while solid rigidity and 
motion determine {3 to within an arbitrary constant, thus 
affecting the value of n; the properties and motion of the 
superftuid in tum affect the structure of the solid functions w 
and k through p, f, and g, even though solid and fluid are 
formally noninteracting. 
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We compare two independent generalizations of the usual spherical harmonics, namely 
monopole harmonics and spin-weighted spherical harmonics, and make precise the sense in 
which they can be considered to be the same. By analogy with the spin-gauge language, raising 
and lowering operators for the monopole index of the monopole harmonics can immediately be 
written down. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Once again physicists in two completely different areas 
have independently developed the same mathematics. Wu 
and Yang! introduced2 monopole harmonics as particular 
solutions of the Schrodinger equation for an electron in the 
field of a Dirac magnetic monopole. Newman and Penrose3 

introduced2 spin-weighted spherical harmonics as a means 
to describe certain quantities exhibiting a particular "spin
gauge" behavior which occur naturally in the asymptotic 
expansion of the gravitational field in null directions. 

In what follows we compare these two generalizations 
of the usual spherical harmonics and show that, for a parti
cular choice of spin gauge, the spin-weighted spherical har
monics reduce to the monopole harmonics. As a simple ap
plication of this result, we note that the fundamental 
operators in the spin-gauge language raise or lower the spin 
weight by 1. Thus, writing these operators in the appropriate 
gauge immediately yields operators which raise or lower the 
monopole index of the monopole harmonics by 1. Going in 
the other direction, we adapt the angular momentum opera
tors of the Schrodinger picture to the spin-gauge language 
and derive the corresponding operators there. 

In Sec. II we first review monopole harmonics and in 
Sec. III we do the same for spin-weighted spherical harmon
ics. We compare the two in Sec. IV and then discuss our 
results in Sec. V. 

II. MONOPOLE HARMONICS 

The term "monopole harmonics" was first used by Wu 
and Yang l to describe solutions of the SchrOdinger equation 
for an electron in the field of a magnetic monopole. How
ever, the functions used in this description are almost as old 
as the relevant Schrodinger equation itself, which dates back 
to the original paper on monopoles by Dirac.4 

These functions were first discussed by TammS and 
Fierz6 and then by numerous other authors.7 

The fundamental difference in the approach ofWu and 
Yang l is that elements of their Hilbert space are not func
tions at all, but rather sections of a particular fiber bundle. 
This eliminates the string singularity of the original descrip
tion of the Dirac monopole. Although the presentation be-

a) Permanent address. 

low follows Wu and Yang l we will deliberately deemphasize 
the underlying fiber bundle structure. 

Define the regions Ra and Rb on the sphere by 

Ra = {O";O<1Tj, Rb = {O<O";1Tj. (1) 

The relevant Schrodinger equation is 

[-(lIr)a,(ra,)+(lIr)[L 2- q2] + V-E]f/!=O, (2) 

where V(r) is the potential, E is the energy eigenvalue, L 2 is 
the total angular momentum operator, and q = eg (see Ref. 
8). 

One makes the ansatz 

f/!(r,O,rp) = R (r)Yqlm(O,rp), (3) 

where the Yq1m are characterized by their angular momen
tum eigenvalues 

L 2Yq1m = 1(1 + I)Yq1m , LzYq1m = mYq1m . (4a) 

We also have 

L± Yq1m = [(l =Fm)(1 + 1 =Fm)] l12Yqlm± l' (4b) 

The fiber bundle structure can be interpreted as follows: The 
angular momentum operators take different forms in regions 
R a and R b, leading to different functions Y:1m and Y!/m 
which together make up a monopole harmonic Yq1m . In this 
paper, however, we will only be concerned with the/unctions 
Y:/m and Y!/m' 

The angular momentum operators are 

= -41 + .~ (cosO-I)L:, (5c) 
sin 0 

L! = - i a", + q, (5d) 

L b± = e±ltp( ± ae + i ~s 0 a _ q(I ~ cos 0)), (5e) 
smO '" smO 

2' 2q2 
(L 2)b= -41 -~(1 + cos O)a", +-'-2-(1 +cosO) 

smO smO 

= -41 + .~ (cosO + I)L!, 
sm 0 

(5f) 
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where 

L1 =a 2 + cosO a +_I_a2 
() sin 0 () sin2 0 '" 

is the Laplace operator on the two-sphere. 
With appropriate normalization the Yqlm satisfy 

i YqlmYq/,m' dS=811'8mm" (6a) 

where the integral is over the full two-sphere; we note that 
the integrand is the same in the regions R a and R b. We also 
have 

Yqlm = 0, for I< Iql, 
(6b) 

(6c) 

where the Ylm denote the usual spherical harmonics. Final
ly, we note that {Yqlm J for given q is complete in the follow
ing sense: Given any sectionf = (fa I b), wherefa andfb are 
functions on R a and R b, respectively, satisfyingfa = e2qi"'fb

, 

thenf can be expanded as a linear combination ofthe Yqlm . 

III. SPIN-WEIGHTED SPHERICAL HARMONICS 

Newman and Penrose3 introduced spin-weighted 
spherical harmonics based on ideas in Janis and Newman9 in 
order to describe the asymptotic behavior of the gravita
tional field of isolated systems at large null distances from 
the source. Although they did this for a particular choice of 
spin gauge (the "standard" spin gauge) the concept can be 
immediately generalized to an arbitrary spin gauge. Except 
for this minor difference our presentation follows Newman 
and Penrose. 3 

Consider a two-sphere with the usual metric 

gab dxa dxb = dO 2 + sin2 0 dql. (7) 

Instead of the usual orthonormal basis [a(),(lIsin 0 )a",], we 
introduce a complex null basis (ma,ma) via 

(8) 

where the bar denotes complex conjugation. The general m a 

can thus be written 

(9) 

The choice of the function r( O,tp) will be called the choice of a 
spin gauge. We are thus led to consider transformations of 
the form 

(10) 

A quantity Q whose behavior under this gauge transforma
tion is 

(11 ) 

is said to have spin weight s [sw(Q ) = s]. The simplest exam
ple of this is 

sw(ma) = + 1, sw(ma) = - 1. (12) 

Note that not all quantities have a well-defined spin weight. 
An example of this is 

(13) 

where Va denotes covariant differentiation on the two
sphere, which transforms under (10) as 
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(14) 

We can, however, combine m a and 7i into operators which 
raise or lower the spin weight. For sW(Q ) = s define lO 

3Q=maaaQ + 27isQ, d=maaaQ-2asQ, (15) 

where 3 is the Icelandic letter "edth"; note that 3Q is the 
complex conjugate of 3Q since sW(Q ) = - sw(Q). The fun
damental property of these operators is 

sw(3Q) =s + 1, 
sw(Q) =s=> ('3i'Q) _ 1 sw u -s-, 

i.e., sw (3) = 1, sw (d) = - 1. We also have 

[3,d] Q = - 2sQ. 

(16) 

(17) 

The standard gauge is given by choosing r = 0 in (9), thus 

30 = a() + (ilsin 0 )a", - s(cos Olsin 0), 

do = a() - (ilsin 0 )a", + s(cos Olsin 0). 

In an arbitrary gauge we have 

(18) 

:II ir[a i a ( cos O. 1)] u=e () +-.- +s --. --zr,() +-.-r, ' 
sm 0 '" sm 0 sm 0 '" 

d - ir[a i a ( cos O. 1)] = e () - sin 0 '" - s - sin 0 + zr,() + sin Or.", . 

(19) 

We can now obtain the spin-weighted spherical harmonics 
(for integer spin) s Ylm by raising and lowering the spin 
weight of the usual spherical harmonics Ylm(O,tp) 
[sw(Ylm ) = 0] II 

[ 
(I - s)! ] 112 s --- 3 Ylm , O':;'s.:;.l, 
(I +s)! 

[ 
(I + s)! ] 112 ( _ I)Sd - sy -1.:;.s.:;.O, (20) 
(/-s)! 1m' 

0, I< lsi. 

We summarize the properties of the s Ylm 

sw(s Ylm ) = s, (2Ia) 

3(sYlm )= + [(l-s)(/+s+ I)]1I2 s+ I Ylm ' (2Ib) 

d(sYlm )= - [(l+s)(/-s+ I)]1I2 s_ I Ylm ' (2Ic) 

oYlm = Ylm , (2Id) 

lsYlm sYI'm' dS=811 ,8mm,. (2Ie) 

We can ask if there are generalizations ofthe usual angular 
momentum operators, i. e., operators L z ' L ± ,L 2 satisfying 
[cf. (4)] 

L± sYlm = [(l =t=m)(1 + 1 ± m)]112 sYlm ±1> 

L 2 s Ylm = I (I + 1) s Ylm . 

Since these imply that 

[L,3] = 0 = [L,d], 

(22) 

(23) 

whereL represents any of the angular momentum operators, 
one can easily solve for these operators. The result is 12 

L z = - i a", - sr."" 
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L - ±iq>[ ±a + icos() a 
± -e e. () '" sm 

( 
1 . cos () )] 

+ s - sin () + 'r.e + sin () r.", ' 

L2= -.1'+ 2scos() L +~ 
sin2 () Z sin2 () 

= -.1 + is(.1r) - 2sr.e(Ly cos", - Lx sin",) 

~ () )L r( . .2 y'", - 1 ) + ~() cos - r.", Z - r.e + . 2 () , 
sm sm 

where 

.1 ' =.1 - is(.1r) - 2is(r.e ae + r.", a",/sin2 ()) 

-r(Y.e + y'",/sin2 (), 

and 

(24) 

Here,.1 ' is just the operator obtained from.1 by the substitu
tions 

a",f-+a", -isr."" aef-+ae -isr.e· 

Note that in the standard gauge, den~ted "0" the L o± 
are just the angular momentum operators J ± given in Lan
dau and Lifschitzl3 for the symmetric top (with k there iden
tified with - s here). The similarity between the symmetric 
top operators and the Yqlm has already been pointed out, 
e. g., in Ref. 6. 

IV. COMPARISON OF MONOPOLE AND SPIN
WEIGHTED SPHERICAL HARMONICS 

Comparing (24) with (5) we see that if we introduce the 
gauges A, defined by r = + rp, and B, defined by r = - rp 
[in (9)], and if we make the identification q = s, then 

(25) 

where L again represents any of the angular momentum op
erators. But since the Yqlm are fully determined up to a con
stant phase factor for each q by specifying q, the behavior of 
the angular momentum operators [Eq. (4)], and the normali
zation condition (6a), and since the. Ylm have the same be
havior with respect to angular momentum [Eq. (22)] and the 
same normalization [Eq. (21e)], we see that Yqlm and q Ylm 
differ at most by a constant (q-dependent) phase factor. With 
our. Ylm as defined in (20) we have 

Y o _ yA. yb _ yB 
qlm -q 1m' qlm -q 1m' (26) 

This is our main result. 
Note that we can now immediately give raising and 

lowering operators for the monopole index of the monopole 
harmonics; these are just 3 and '3 in the appropriate gauge: 

3A.=e+iq>(ae +_._i_a +q (1-.COS())), 
sm () '" sm () 

3B=e-iq>(a +_i_a _ (1 +COS())) 
e '()'" q .() , sm sm 

(27) 

'3A.=e- I"'(a _~ _ (I-COS())) 
e '()'" q .() , sm sm 
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'3B=e+ i",(ae __ ._i_a +q (1 +.COS())). 
sm () '" sm () 

[To obtain the correct normalization merely divide these by 
the constant on the right side of(21b) or (21c) withs = q.] 

V. DISCUSSION 

Our result (26) should not be surprising. The monopole 
harmonics are analytic, whereas the operator 30 has a direc
tion-dependent limit at () = 0 and () = 11". Going to the gauge 
A or B is necessary in order to tum 3 into an analytic opera
tor on the region R 0 or R b!14 

Futhermore, since the. Y1m of course have spin weight 
s, our result can be interpreted as follows: Remove the ex
plicit q dependence (i. e., e ± Iqtp) from the q Yi::. The result is 
precisely the spin-weighted spherical harmonics q Y~m in 
standard gauge. 

We have only explicitly treated the spin-weighted 
spherical harmonics for integer spin. However, the argu
ment used in Sec. III to introduce the angular momentum 
operators L can be inverted: we could equally well define the 
spin-weighted spherical harmonics as eigenfunctions of L. It 
is then obvious that the results of Sec. IV are also valid for 
half-integer spin. 

Note added: In fact, if we let. yrm denote the spin
weighted spherical harmonics in spin gauge r [Eq. (9)] then II 

(28) 

_ ( - 1)'(21 + 1)1/2 I 
= (411")1/2 D -.m(rp,(),r), 

where the D I_.m are the Wigner D functions as given by 
Goldberg et al. IS Thus, choosing a gauge rin the sense of this 
paper corresponds to fixing a Euler angle ( - r) in the argu
ment of the Wigner D functions. As pointed out by the re
feree, the spin-weighted spherical harmonics in standard 
gauge s Y~m and the monopole harmonics Y;i!:. merely cor
respond to different choices of this Euler angle. 
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Separability of the Dirac equation in a class of perfect fluid space-times with 
local rotational symmetry 
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Chandrasekhar's technique for separation of the Dirac equation in the Kerr background is 
applied to perfect fluid space-times with local rotational symmetry. These space-times fall into 
three distinct types. It is found that in case (1) the Dirac equation separates if the space-time is at 
least "locally static" while in case (3) it separates if the space-time is at least "locally diagonal," in 
contrast to the massless case where Dhurandhar, Vishveshwara, and Cohen showed that the 
Hertz potential is separable in all cases. In case (2), however, the Dirac equation is separable in all 
those cases where the Hertz potential for neutrinos is separable. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In a series of papers Dhurandhar, Vishveshwara, and 
Cohen! have been systematically studying massless pertur
bations of varying spins in perfect fluid space-times with lo
cal rotational symmetry. These space-times first discussed 
by Ellis2 and Ellis and Stewart3 form a subclass of the gener
alized Goldberg-Sachs class. This class includes a wide spec
trum of interesting space-times like Friedmann, Godel, 
Kantowski-Sachs universes, Taub-NUT, anisotropic cos
mological models, etc. The above investigation used the 
Hertz-Debye formalism developed in detail for curved 
space-times by Cohen and Kegeles.4 

The above treatment for neutrinos is in need of modifi
cation if the neutrinos turn out to be massive. S As a prelimi
nary to the study of massive spin half-perturbations, it is 
interesting to ask whether in the above background space
times wherein the Hertz potential for every massless spin 
field-in particular the neutrino-is separable,the massive 
Dirac equation is also separable. This motivates us to look 
into the question of whether the Chandrasekhar separation 
for the Dirac equation in Kerr background6 can be extended 
to the above class of space-times. In the next section, we 
write down the general form of the background metric for 
perfect fluid space-times with local rotational symmetry and 
collect together geometrical details of relevance. In Sec. III 
the Dirac equation is written down in the Newman-Pen
rose7 spinor form. In Sec. IV, we show that Chandrasekhar's 
method separates the Dirac equation in a certain subclass of 
space-times. In the last section we discuss this subclass and 
obtain decoupled equations for the angular and radial parts. 
Finally we also briefly discuss the behavior of the angular 
and radial functions. 

II. PERFECT FLUID SPACE-TIMES (PFSn WITH LOCAL 
ROTATIONAL SYMMETRY (LRS) 

Perfect fluid space-times with local rotational symme
try are described by the line elemene·3 

dr = (dx°)2/F2 _X2(dx!)2 _ y2[(dx2)2 + t 2(dx3 )2] 

- (y/F2)(2dxO - y dx3)dx3 

+ hX2(2dx l 
- h dx3)dx3

, (1) 
where F, X, Yare functions of XO and Xl and t, y, h are func
tions of x 2 only. The space-times fall into three different 
classes as follows: 

(i) X = 1, Y = Y(x l
), F = F(XI), h = O. (2a) 

(ii) h =y = O. (2b) 

(iii) F= 1, X=X(XO), Y= Y(XO), y=O. (2c) 

It is to be noted that t can take one of the following functional 
forms: 

(a) t = sin(x2), (b) t = sinh(x2), 

(c) t = x 2
, (d) t = const, (3) 

while hand yare obtained from t by the relation 

h.2 = ct, Y.2 = cIt, (4) 

where c and c l are constants. 
A convenient null tetrad for these space-times has been 

given by WainwrightS as 

k a = ~ (F, ~,o,o). (Sa) 

1 ( - 1 ) n
a 

= ../i F,X'O,O , (5b) 

a_I ( - iy - ih -=-.!. - i) m -- , , , , 
../i Yt Yt Y Yt 

(5c) 

ma = _1_( iy ih -=-.!...!....) 
../i yt'yt' Y 'Yt . 

(5d) 

As usual we have for the only nonvanishing innerpro
ducts of the above null vectors 

kana = 1, mama = - 1. (6) 

The associated directional derivatives are given by 

D==kaaa = -1-(Fao + ~I)' 
../i X 

(6a) 

.1 =naaa = ~ (Fao - ~I)' (6b) 

8==m aa = -- :Lao +::.:..a l + a2 +:..cJ3 , 
a - l(iY ih i ) 

../iY t t t 
(6c) 

~. -aa 1 (iY!l ih !I a i !I ) 
U ==m a = -- --00 + --01 - 2 + -(13 . 

../iY t t t 
(6d) 

After a lengthy computation the spin coefficients are 
computed straightforwardly and are given by 
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_ 13.- 1 [t _.(YY,o+hY:d] a-- ---2 I , 
2../2Yt ' Y 

r= - _1 [F(Xo + ~~) +~(Xh2 + Y,2 )], 
2../2 X ' F 2Y t ' F 

E= 2~ [~(X,o - ;~) + 2:2JXh,2 - Y; )], 

II. = - _1 [- (FYo - ~) + ~(Xh 2 + ~)], (7) 
r- ../2Y , X 2Yt ' F 

p= __ 1 [(FYo +~) __ i (Xh2 _ ~)], 
../2Y , X . 2Yt ' F 

V=K= - 2~Yt[h(; +;) +Y(~ + ~ )], 
1T=r= - 2~yJh(; -;) +Y(~ - ~ )], 

A=U=O. 

III. THE DIRAC EQUATION IN PFST WITH LRS 

Following Chandrasekhar6 the Dirac equation in 
curved space-time is written as a set of four coupled first
order differential equations 

(D + E - P)Fl + (15· + 1T - a)F2 = iji,eGl' (8a) 

(..1 + f-t - r)F2 + (15 + 13 - r)Fl = iji,eG2' (8b) 

(D + E* - p·)G2 - (15 + 1T* - a·)Gl = iji,eF2' (8c) 

(..1 + f-t. - y*)G1 - (15· + p. - r·)G2 = iji,JI' (8d) 

where 
° 1 -I' -0' F1=P, F2=P, Gl=Q, G2= -Q. (9) 

The four-component Dirac wave function", is given by 

'" = (F , QA' ) T and mass of the particle is f-t e =,r2jl e' As 
explained earlier the PFST with LRS fall into three distinct 
classes and we shall write down the Dirac equation in each of 
the three cases. 

A. Case (1) 

Employing the particular values X = 1, Y = Y(x l), 
F = F (Xl), and h = 0 in Eqs. (6) and (7) and substituting in 
Eqs. (8), we obtain the Dirac equation for this case: 

Fa +a - _,_I +_,1 +~ F ( 
F Y .) 

° 1 2F Y 4y2tF 1 

+ ~(!!...co - a2 +!..o3 - t'2)F2 = if-teGl' 
Y t t 2t 

(lOa) 

(lOb) 

(lOc) 
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( 
Fl Y 1 iY z ) 

FaO-al +-'- - -' +--' - G l 
2F Y 4yZtF 

- ~(!!...co - a2 +!..o3 - t,z)G2 = if-teFl' (IOd) 
Y t t 2t 

The above equations do not depend on XO and x 3 and 
hence the xO, x3 dependence is of the form 

exp i(wxO + m.x3). (11) 

Writing 

Fi = exp i(wxO + m.x3)Fi(Xl,x2), i = 1,2, 
(12) 

Gi = exp i(wxO + mx3)G/(xl,x2), i = 1,2, 

and noting thaty,z/t = cl, a constant, Eq. (10) can be rewrit
ten as 

(9) 1 + icl/4YF)Fl - .2" lF2 = if-te YG1, (13a) 

(9)1 +icl/4YF)F2+.2"1Fl = -if-teYG2' (13b) 

(9) 1 - icl/4YF)G2 + .2"1 Gl = if-te YF2, 

(9)1 - icl/4YF)Gl - .2" lG2 = - if-te YF1, 

where 

(13c) 

(13d) 

9)l=y(al +iwF+ Y:1/Y-~l/2F), (14a) 

9)1=Y(al -iwF+ Y:l/Y-~I/2F), (14b) 

.2" 1=a2 + (wy + m)/t + t,2/2t, (15a) 

.2"1 ==.a2 - (wy + m)/t + t,z/2t. (15b) 

To separate the Xl and x 2 dependence in Eqs. (13) one 
introduces 

G l = R+(xl)S_(X2), G2 = R_(xl)S+(X2), 

and rearranges terms to obtain 

(9)1 + icl/4YF)R_ = (AI + if-teY)R+, 

.2" IS+ = A1S_, 

(9)1 + icl/4YF)R+ = - (A2 + if-te Y)R-, 

.2"TS_ = AzS+, 

(9) 1 - icl/4YF)R_ = (-A3 + if-teY)R+, 

.2"Ts_ =A~+, 

(9)T - icl/4YF)R+ = (A4 - if-te Y)R_, 

.2"lS+ =A~_, 

(16) 

(17a) 

(17b) 

(18a) 

(18b) 

(19a) 

(19b) 

(20a) 

(20b) 

where A l' A2, A3, A4 are four constants of separation. Consis
tencyofEqs. (17b) and (20b) implYAl =A4 while that of(18b) 
and (19b) give A2 = A3. Substituting this in the equation for 
R± we get 

(9) 1 + icl/4YF)R_ = (AI + if-te Y)R+, 

(9)T + icl /4YF)R+ = - (A2 + if-teY)R-, 

(21a) 

(21b) 

(9)1 - ic l /4YF)R_ = (-A2 + if-teY)R+, (21c) 

(9)1 - icl/4YF)R+ = (AI - if-teY)R_. (21d) 

Consistency of the above equations is possible only if 
Al = - A2 and c l = O. Thus in space-times of type I, the 
Dirac equation is separable in the subclass given by cl = O. 
The above analysis however, does not preclude separability 
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by some other method when cl;i:O. For cl = 0, the Dirac 
equation becomes 

~IR_ = (-t + iILeY)R+, 

~tR+ = (-t - iIL.Y)R-, 

.!L'IS+ = -tS_, 

.!L'ts_ = --tS+. 

B. Ca •• (3) 

(22a) 

(22b) 

(23a) 

(23b) 

Before going to case (2) we treat case (3) since the treat
ment is very similar to that of case (1). In this case, F = 1, 
X = X (XO), Y = Y (XO), and y = O. Employing the directional 
derivatives and spin coefficients appropriate to this instance 
the Dirac equation may be written down as before. The equa
tions, however, now are translationally invariant with re
spect toxl andx3 and further h,21t = c, a constant. Writing 

F; = exp i(klx l + kr 3)F,.(xO ,x2), i = 1,2, 

Gj = exp i(klx l + kr 3)G/(xO ,x2), i = 1,2, 

the equations may be written in the form 

(~3 - icX 14Y)FI -.!L' ~2 = iIL.YGI' 

(~I - icX 14Y)F2 - .!L'IFI = ilL. YG2, 

(~3 + icX 14Y)G2 + .!L'I GI = ilL. YF2, 

(~I + icX 14Y)GI + .!L' 3G2 = ilL. YFI, 

where 

~ =y(a + ikl + X,O + 1';0) 
3 ° X 2X Y' 

~I=y(ao- ii + -; + Y;), 

.!L' =a + hkl +k3 + t,2 , 
3 2 t 2t 

.!L'I =a2 _ hkl + k3 + t,2 . 
t 2t 

Writing 

FI = T _(X°)S_(X2), F2 = T + (X°)S+(x2) • 

(24) 

(25a) 

(25b) 

(25c) 

(25d) 

(26a) 

(26b) 

(27a) 

(27b) 

(2S) 

and repeating consistency arguments similar to the previous 
case, one obtains the result that the Dirac equation is separa
ble ifwe have c = O. As before, this does not rule out separa
bility by ditferent procedures when c;i: O. For c = 0, the sep
arated equations are of the form 

~3T_ = (-t + iILeY)T+, 

~I T + = ( - -t + ilL. Y)T _, 

.!L' ~+ = -tS_, 

C. Ca •• (2) 

(29a) 

(29b) 

(30a) 

(30b) 

Finally we look into case (2) which is characterized by 
h = y = O. In this case consequently the Dirac equation may 
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be written down using Eqs. (6), (7), and (S). Further noting 
that in general only a3 is a Killing vector the x3 dependence 
of F and G is given by exp ikr 3

• Consequently, the equation 
may be simplified to the form 

~ ~I - .!L' ~2 = ilL. YGH 

~iF2 - .!L'iFI = ilL. YG2, 

~ 2G2 + .!L'i GI = lp,e YF2, 

~i GI + .!L' 2G2 = ilL. YFI, 

(31a) 

(31b) 

(31c) 

(31d) 

where .!L' 2 and .!L'i are the "angular" operators depending 
on x2 only while ~ 2 and ~i are in general "radial-tempo
ral" operators depending on both XO and Xl 

[
IF ( FI) 

~2=Y Fao+~1 +2X\X,o - ;'2 

+ ~(F1';o + ; )] , (32a) 

.!L' 2==a2 + k31t + t,2/2t, 

.!L'i==a2 - k31t + t,2 /2t. 

(32b) 

(33a) 

(33b) 

The "angular" dependence may be extracted out by in-
troducing 

FI = Z_(XO ,x1)S_(X2
), F2 = Z+(XO ,x I)S+ (X2), 

G1 = Z+(x°,xI).L(x2), G2 = Z_(X°,xI)S+(X2). (34) 

Consistency arguments along the lines of case (1) now 
show that the angular part separates in all cases. We then 
obtain for the following system of equations for the angular 
part and the radial-temporal part: 

~2Z_ = (-t + iILeY)Z+, (35a) 

~iz+ = (..;... -t + ilL. Y)Z_, 

.!L' ~+ = -tS_, 

.!L'iS_ = - -tS+. 

(35b) 

(36a) 

(36b) 

Equations (35) are more complicated than in the earlier cases 
since the time and spatial dependence are still coupled. 
Though in general X, Y, and F are functions of XO and Xl a 
useful restriction obtains if one assumes 

X=X(XI), Y= Y(XI), and F=F(xO). (37) 

In this case, Eqs. (35) become 

Fa 7_= +lILe Z _..!.. a +_,1 Z_ -t . Y (Y) 
0" Y + Xl Y , (3Sa) 

Fa 7 = _ (-t - ilL. Y\Z_ + ..!..(a + ~)Z . 
0"+ Y -) X 1 Y + 

The above equations can be separated by writing 

Z_ = T(x°)R_(x l
), Z+ = T(X°)R+(Xl), 

whence one obtains 
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= constant W say. 

Integrating the equation for T one obtains 

(41) 

while the Xl dependence is given by the coupled equations 

((lIX)a1 + w)YR_ = (A- + ilte Y)R+, (42a) 

(42b) 

Thus in this restricted case the Dirac equation is com
pletely separable. 

Finally we consider another particular instance of case 
(2) which also yields a completely separable system. In this 
case 

(43) 

Proceeding as before in this case, we are led to the equations 

Z_ = T _(x°)R (Xl), Z+ = T +(xO)R (Xl), (44) 

where 

(45) 

The XO dependence in this instance is given by the coupled 
system 

Y(Fao + F(Y,oIY) + kl)T _ = (A- + ilte Y)T +, (46a) 

Y(Fao + F(Y,oIY) - kl)T + = ( - A- + ilte Y)T _. (46b) 

Thus in the case (2) the Dirac equation is completely separa
ble in the two subclasses specified by Eqs. (37) and (43). 

IV. THE PARTICULAR SPACE· TIMES AND DECOUPLED 
EQUATIONS 

In this section we examine the subclasses of space-times 
in which the Dirac equation separates. We shall mention 
some characteristics of such space-times based essentially on 
the acceleration, rotation, expansion, and shear of the fluid 
world-lines. As demonstrated in the previous section the 
Dirac equation separates in case (1) if cl = O. This implies, 
using Eq. (4), thaty is a constant. Thus the space-times where 
the Dirac equation is separable are of the form 

d~ = (lIF2)(dxO - ydX3)2 _ (dXI)2 _ y2((dx2)2 + t 2(dx3)2). 
(47) 

Since y is a constant, introducing 

xO=XO_yx3 

puts the above metric in the form 

d~ = (lIF2)(axo)2 - (dXI)2 _ y2((dx2)2 + t 2(t/x3)2). 

(48) 

(49) 

If x3 is a cyclic coordinate (the usual spherical coordinate t/J ) 
the above transformation is an allowed transformation only 
locally. In this case cl = 0 represents space-times which can 
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be called "locally static." We have thus proved that for me
tries of type I the Dirac equation is separable if the metric is 
at least locally static. A straightforward calculation shows 
that the fluid world-lines have nonvanishing acceleration 
with the other parameters, viz., rotation, expansion, and 
shear, being zero. 

We next proceed to obtain the decoupled equation for 
the angular and radial parts. Operating on Eq. (23b) by .!L'I 
and employing Eq. (23a) yields the equation satisfied by S_: 

(.!L'I.!L't + A- 2)S _ = O. (50a) 

Employing Eqs. (15) .!L'1.!L't can be explicitly obtained. 
Thus 

.!L'1.!L't = ~ + t;(a2 + wy ~ m _ :~) 

+ t,22 _ (Wy + m)2 (SOb) 
2t t 

so that Eqs. (50) yield the decoupled equation satisfied by S_, 
Similarly, S+(w,m,A.;x2) satisfies the same equation as 
S_( - w, - m,A.;x2). 

To obtain the decoupled eqution for the radial part we 
operate on Eq. (22a) by 9't and using Eq. (22b) we obtain 

9'19'1 - 'ite :1 9' I - (A- 2 + It~ y2) R _(W,A.;XI) = O. [ 
. Y Y ] 

A- + lite Y 
(51) 

Using Eqs. (14) 9't 9' I may be explicitly computed. Substi
tuting this in Eq. (51) and after some simplifications we ob
tain the decoupled equation satisfied by R_(W,A.;XI): 

Y2[ai +(2i - ; +QI- )+iWF(QI- +;) 
Y F 3 F2 F ( Y ) + ;1 - ;1 +'4 F~ - ~ 2-i-+ Q1-

Y A-2+ 2Y 2] 
+ -i-Q 1- + w2F2 - :;e R_(W,A.;XI) = 0, 

(52a) 
where 

Q I-=Q I-(A-,xl) 

(52b) 

R+(W,A.;XI) satisfies the same equation as R_( - w, - A-;Xl). 
Case (3): In this case the particular space-time for 

which the Dirac equation separates are given by c = 0 so that 
Eq. (4) implies h is a constant. Restricting to this subclass the 
space-times are characterized by the line element of the form 

d~ = (dXO)2 -X2(dxl - h dX3)2 

_ y2(dx2)2 _ t 2y 2(dx3)2. 

Introducing, as before, 

Xl =xl -hx3 

(53) 

(54) 

reduces the metric to a diagonal form. If x3 is a cyclic coordi
nate this is possible only locally and we may call the metric 
"locally diagonal." In this case fluid lines are geodetic and 
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nonrotating, but have nonzero expansion and shear. 
Applying the procedure of the previous section to Eqs. 

(30) and (29) and using Eqs. (21) and (26) we obtain the decou
pled angular radial equations. Thus, 

[~ + 1,2 (a2 + hkl + k3 _ 1,2) 
1 I 41 

+ I~; - (hkl : k3 r + Il 2 ]s_ = 0; (55) 

Y2[~ + (21';0 + X,o + Q -)a + ikl (Q __ X,o) 
° Y X 3 ° X 3 X 

+ X,oo + 1';00 _ X~o + X,o (21';0 + Q _) 
2X Y 4X 2 2X Y 3 

+~Q - +_1 + Pe T (k,A' 0) =0' 
Y k 2 Il 2 + 2y 2] 
Y 3 x2 y2 - I ,x , 

(56a) 

Q3-(Il) = 1';0 (1- iPe.Y); (56b) 
Y Il + IPeY 

S+(kl,k3,A;X2) satisfies the same equation as 
S_( - k l, - k3,A;X2) while T + (kl,A;X°) satisfies the same 
equation as T _( - kit - Il;XO). 

Case (2): In this case the angular part is separable in all 
the cases. The decoupled equation for S _ by following a 
procedure indicated previously is given by 

[~ + 1,2 (a2 _ 1,2 + k3) + 1,22 
1 41 I 21 

k~ 2] 2 - f2 + Il S_(k3,A;X) = O. (57) 

S+(k3,A;X2) satisfies the same equation as S_( - k3,A;X2). 
The radial (temporal) part as shown in the previous sec

tion is separable in two particular cases. In the first case 
given by Eq. (37) the metric is 

dr = (dXO)2 _ X2(XI)(dxl)2 _ y2(XI) 
F 2(xo) 

X [(dX2)2 + 1 2(x2)(dx3 )2] . (58) 

This is a static metric with the fluid lines having all the pa
rameters zero. 

In this subclass R_(W,A;XI) satisfies 

Y ~ + __ ,_I __ ,I +Q- a +_,1_1 
[ 

1 1 (2Y X ) Y 
x2 I x2 Y X 3 I X2y (59a) 

_ ~(X'I _ Q3-) + WQ3- _ w2 
X2y X X 

Il 2 +p2 Y 2
] 

- e R (w 1.X
I) = 0 

y2 - "', , 

Q3- = 1l1';1 IY(1l + ipeY). (59b) 

R+(w,A;xl) satisfies the same equation asR_( - w, - 1l;X1). 
The second subclass [Eq. (4)] corresponds to the line 

element 

1038 

dr = (dxOf _X2(XI)(dxl)2 
F2(XO) 

- Y2(xO)((dx2)2 + 1 2(x2)(dx3f). 
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(60) 

Here the space-time is nonexpanding in the Xl direction. In 
contrast to the first subclass, the fluid world-lines, though 
geodetic and nonrotating, have nonvanishing expansion and 
shear. The decoupled temporal equation in this instance is 
given by 

Yk2~ +F2C~0 + ~ + Q4- F )ao 

Il 2 + p 2 Y 2
] 

- k~ + y 2e T _(kl,A;xO) = 0, (61a) 

Q 4- = ll1';oIY(1l + ipe Y). (61b) 

v. DISCUSSION 

In the previous sections we have obtained the subclass 
of perfect fluid space-times with local rotational symmetry 
wherein the Dirac equation is separable. For space-times be
longing to case (1), the Dirac equation is separable if the 
background is at least "locally static" while in case (3), it 
separates if the space-time is at least "locally diagonal." In 
case (2) the massive Dirac equation is separable in those cases 
where the Hertz potential for the massless spino! equation is 
separable. I We may mention in passing that though cases (1) 
and (3) described, respectively, by Eqs. (49) and (53), resem
ble case (2) they are distinct from it. This is becauseF = F(XI) 
in case (1) whileF = F(xO) in case (2) and similarly X = X (XO) 
in case (3) while X = X (Xl) in case (2). However, whether the 
Dirac equation separates out in other cases for different, ju
dicious choices of tetrads and variables remains an open 
question. 

We have also obtained the second-order decoupled 
equations satisfied by the angular and radial (temporal) parts 
of the wave function. To discuss further the angular and 
radial equations, we note that the form of the various equa
tions in different cases is of the same nature so that we need 
to discuss in detail only a prototype for each. For instance, 
comparing the radial and angular parts in cases (1) and (3), 
i.e., Eqs. (50) and (55), Eqs. (52) and (56), respectively, we find 
that the equation for case (3) may be obtained for those of 
case (1) by the identifications 

XO++XI, w++kl' m++k3' y++h, 

F++l/X, (Il 2 + P; y2)++ _ (Il 2 + P; y2). 
(62) 

Further, the angular equation in case (2) also is of the same 
form as for case (1) since y is a constant. They may be ob
tained by the identification wy + m++k3' One caution, how
ever. In case x 3 is a cyclic coordinate, boundary conditions
like single valuedness of ¢--would imply a different spec
trum for m as compared to k3• In the two subclasses of case 
(2) where the Dirac equation is separable the radial (tempo
ral) equations have a similar structure. From Eqs. (59) and 
(61) it can be seen that the equations go into one another with 
the identifications 
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Further studies of the explicit solutions of the angular 
and radial equations are in progress and will be published 
elsewhere. 
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It is shown that a frame can always be chosen with respect to which a Dirac spinor '1/1 has a 
particular simple form. This result is used to investigate the existence of solutions of the Einstein
Cartan-Dirac equations with vanishing energy-momentum tensor, but nonvanishing current 
("ghost solu~ions"). !'Ie concentrate on solutions with a massive Dirac field, subject to the 
restriction (#)2 + (1/Irs'I/I)2> O. In this case, the field equations can be reduced to a set of 
(covariant) equations on the group SL(2, R). A family of new exact solutions is presented. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

It is known that certain anomalies appear if the Dirac 
field is minimally coupled to a space-time geometry. The 
local geometry enters the energy-momentum tensor of this 
field in such a way that, for example, the sign of the energy
density may become observer dependent and even change if 
the field propagates through space. 1 An extreme case occurs 
if the whole (minimally coupled) energy-momentum tensor 
vanishes although the field gives rise to a nonvanishing cur
rent. Exact solutions demonstrating this possibility are 
known as "ghost solutions." Most examples given so far rep
resent massless neutrinos in general relativity. 2.3 The exis
tence of massive ghost neutrino solutions has been proven by 
Griffiths.4 However, there seems to be no explicit example 
up to now. 

GriffithsS also obtained the general (massless) ghost 
neutrino solution of the Einstein-Cartan (EC) theory.6 The 
corresponding metric is one of the plane wave type. 

The present work is devoted to ghost solutions of the 
Ee theory with Dirac fields which do not satisfy the chirality 
condition. More precisely, we will consider a Dirac spinor 
field '1/1 with 

(¢n/I)2 + (¢7s'I/I)2>O. (1.1) 

In Appendix A it is shown that a g-orthonormal coframe (f 
exists, with respect to which 7 '1/1 takes the form8 

~~w( _~:::) (1.2) 

with two real functionsp and{3. Using this result, it is proven 
that the Ee theory (without a cosmological constant) does 
not admit massive ghosts. Allowing the presence of a cosmo
logical constant, it is possible to reduce our problem to that 
of solving a linear first-order partial differential equation, 
supplemented by some nonlinear constraints. 

Among the exact solutions presented in this work, a 
solution is recovered which was obtained earlier.9 This spe
cial solution has the following properties. 

(1) The mass squared of the Dirac field is proportional 
to the cosmological constant. 

(2) The metric is conformally tIat (cf. Appendix C). 

(3) In the limit of vanishing mass, a teleparallel solution 
of the Ee theory is obtained. 10 The latter is then also an exact 
solution of the Poincare gauge theory, 11 with a Lagrangian 
of the form R + R 2, where R 2 represents an arbitrary qua
dratic curvature term. Furthermore, this solution provides 
an example for a relation between simply transitive Lie 
groups and a class ofteleparallel connections (cf. Appendix 
D).12 

Only the first property turns out to be a general feature. 
The methods used in this work are quite different from 

those applied in earlier investigations of ghost solutions. 
Apart from our results in Appendix A, which include the 
simple form (1.2) of the spinor field, we profit from writing 
the Dirac equation as a Pfaff system. 13 This is of particular 
help for the evaluation of the integrability conditions. 

Section II presents the field equations and their special
ization to the frame in which (1.2) holds. 

In Section III, the field equations are analyzed in the 
case of massive ghosts. An explicit family of solutions is then 
presented in Section IV. In order to obtain these solutions, it 
is necessary to solve the Maurer-Cartan equation for the Lie 
group SL (2, R) [respectively, SO (2,1)). Appendix B is added 
for this purpose. 

Section V reveals an action of SL(2, R) on the set of 
solutions. Finally, Section VI contains some concluding re
marks. 

II. THE FIELD EQUATIONS IN A SPECIAL FRAME 

The Dirac equation in a space-time M with metric glj 
and a metric-compatible linear connection readsl4.1S 

(2.1) 

Here, as well as in the following, all fields (and indices) refer 
to a g-orthonormal coframe field fi. Then Qi = Q k ki is the 
vectorial part of the torsion tensor, which is given by 

e k =dO k + a>kj 1\ OJ = !O!' IjO i 1\ OJ, (2.2) 

involving the connection one-form a>~ = a>ijk 0 k. For the co
variant derivative part in (2.1) we obtain 

Y 'Vi '1/1 = yi(ai + ~ a>kli [yk,y])fI 

= yi[ ai +! (ra>i + ""a>irl] fI, (2.3) 

where we have introduced a "vectorial" and an "axial" part 
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of the connection 

} 1 kIm (24) y(i)1 = (i) Ij' ..,(i)1 = 2 Eklml(i) . . 

Restricting the Dirac field by (1.1) we may choose (j such 
that" takes the form (1.2). The Dirac equation can then be 
written as a Pfaff system: 

d(lnp) + y(i) - Q = 2m sinP 0 3, (2.5) 

dP +..,(i) = 2m cosp 0 3, (2.6) 

with the one-forms 

y(i) = y(i);OI, ..,(i) = ..,(i);0;, Q = Q;O;. (2.7) 

The canonical energy-momentum three-forml6 of the Dirac 
field is (using the Hodge --operator) 

11= TIj-O}, (2.8) 

with 

TIj = !(VI~)" - ~} VI")' (2.9) 

In our special frame this becomes 

II =! p(alP -0 3 - !wkliO k /\ 0 I /\ 0 3). (2.10) 

In particular, we find 

TI; = !p(aJl1 + ..,(i)3) = mp cos p. (2.11) 

The field equations of the Einstein-Cartan theory with the 
Dirac field as source arel7 

(K/2)EljkIWi" = Qljk' 

R); + (A -!R )1J1j = KTij, 

where RIj = R ~kj and 
n;_.J;+;/\ k Iplnk/\nl 
~s j==U(i) j (i) k (i) j = ~. jklU U . 

As a consequence of (2.12) we have 

Q=O. 

In the special frame, Eq. (2.12) reads 

Qljk = (K/21oEljk3' 

respectively, 

e I = (K/21o-(O I /\ 0 3). 

III. MASSIVE GHOSTS 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

In this section we investigate the system of equations 
(2.5), (2.6), (2.13), and (2.16), supplemented by the "ghost 
condition" of a vanishing (canonical) energy-momentum 
tensor, 

TIj=O. (3.1) 

Furthermore, we restrict our considerations to the case 
m#O. Then (2.11) implies 

cos P = 0, (3.2) 

i.e., P = 11'/2 or P = 311'/2. Now (2.6) and (2.10) yield 

(i)kJjOk /\ 0 ' /\ 0 3=0, ..,(i)=0, (3.3) 

and the solution of these two equations is given by 

(i)1j = 2/j A [i83j]tA' (3.4) 

with tA = tAiO;, tAB = tBA (A,B = 0,1,2). It follows that 
(2.5) can be written as 

d(lnp)=(±2m-t)03+ X, (3.5) 
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with 

t=~BtAB' X=tA3 0A. (3.6) 

The upper (lower) sign in (3.5) corresponds to 
P = 11'/21.P = 311'/2). 

From (2.2), (2.17), and (3.4) we deduce that 

dOA=(K/41o~BcOB /\ OC_tA /\ 0 3
, (3.7) 

d0 3 = - X /\ 0 3
, (3.8) 

with EABC=EABC3' The integrability condition. of (3.7) en
forces 

X=O, (3.9) 

by the use of (3.5), and leads to 

° = ± mKp_OA - (K/21o-t A - dt A /\ 0 3
• (3.10) 

Taking the exterior product of the last equation with 0 A and 
using the symmetry of tAB' we get 

t = ± 3m. (3.11) 

Equations (3.8) and (3.9) show that 03is closed. Hence, the 
Poincare lemma implies 

0 3 = dz, (3.12) 

with a function z. We are now able to integrate (3.5): 

p =pcl!~mz (Po>O). (3.13) 

The spinor" is completely determined by (3.2) and (3.13): 

~=~p~2 e~~C i} (3.14) 

Furthermore, the connection components are reduced to 

(3.15) 

with symmetric tAB(A,B = 0,1,2). 
So far, the main EC equation, i.e. (2.13), has not been 

used. Taking account of (3.1) this equation reads 

RIj =A1Jij' (3.16) 

The curvature of the connection (3.15) is given by 

{JAB = - tA /\ tB' {JA3 = dtA' (3.17) 

and the components of the Ricci tensor are 

RAB = - a3tAB - ttAB' 

RA3 = R3A = 0, R33 = - tABtAB' 

where a3 J 0; = 8 1
3 , Now (3.16) takes the form 

a3tAB ± 3mtAB = -A1JAB' 

tABtAB = -A. 

(3.18) 

(3.19) 

(3.20) 

Contracting (3.19) with ~B and paying attention to (3.11) 
we obtain a relation between the cosmological constant and 
the mass of the Dirac field: 

(3.21) 

This proves the following theorem. 
Theorem: Massive ghost solutions of the EC-Dirac 

equations, with the restriction (1.1), exist only for the nega
tive cosmological constant given by (3.21). 0 

In the following, we show that a considerable further 
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reduction of the remaining equations (3.7), (3.11), (3.19), and 
(3.20) can be achieved. 

The equation z = Zo = const determines a local hyper
surface. We denote the corresponding imbedding by p. Tak
ing the pullback of (3.7) we find 

dOA=(K/4lo(zo)~BCOB" OC, (3.22) 
with 

OA p,*()A. (3.23) 

By a rescaling of the one-forms 8A, i.e., 

rt =(KI2lo(zo)O A, (3.24) 

Eq. (3.22) attains the form of the Maurer-Cartan equation 
for the Lie group SO (2,1), respectively, SL (2, R), 

drt = ! ~ BCrt " qC. (3.25) 

Appendix B provides a way of solving this equation. Now it 
follows that 

(3.26) 

where/A are functions which may depend on all space-time 
coordinates. The introduction of the factor p2 in (3.26) sim
plifies some of the following expressions. Acting with the 
exterior derivative d on (3.26), using (3.13) and (3.25), and 
comparing the result with (3.7), leads to 

tAB = ± mllAB + (KI2lo3X(JB» (3.27) 

(3.28) 

The vector fields XA are dual to the one-forms ~ , i.e., 

XA J rj1 = OB A' (3.29) 

Insertion of (3.27) in (3.11), (3.19), and (3.20) transforms 
these equations into 

XYA =0, 

X(AIB)XYB=O, 

(! + 7YcXc )X(A I B) = O. 

(3.30) 

(3.31) 

(3.32) 

Let d denote the exterior derivative in the three-dimensional 
space {z = Zo J , and * the Hodge operator with respect to the 
(Cartan-Killing) metric 

g = llABrt ® rt. (3.33) 

Introducing the one-form 

Y=IArt, (3.34) 

and using the Maurer-Cartan equation (3.25), Eq. (3.28) be
comes 

dY +*Y=O. (3.35) 

The integrability condition tells us that/is coclosed, i.e., 

~y = 0, (3.36) 

where the coderivative acting on a p form is given by 

~ = ( - W*d*. (3.37) 

With the help of (3.25), Eq. (3.36) is seen to be equivalent to 
(3.30). Furthermore, as a consequence of (3.35) we find the 
eigenvalue equations 

ay=y, 

JIB = X AXJB = 21B' 
(3.38) 
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for the Laplace-Beltrami operator of the metric g, i.e., 

a = ~d + d~. (3.39) 

Equations (3.38) suggest the application of harmonic analy
sis on SL (2,R). We will, however, not proceed on this route. 

The problem, which we started with, is now reduced to 
that of solving the linear partial differential equation (3.35). 
Every solution of the set of equations (3.31), (3.32), and (3.35) 
determines a solution of the original set of equations. The 
coframe field (! can be obtained from (3.12) and (3.26), and 
the connection is given by (3.15) and (3.27). The metric then 
takes the following form: 

g = (21 Kp fg - (21Klo (Y ® dz + dz ® Y) 

+ (1 +p'*!JA)dz®dz. (3.40) 

A natural choice for the underlying manifold is 
M = SL(2,R) X R. However, in order to avoid closed time
like curves, we have to pass over to the universal covering 
space of M. As a pseudo-Riemannian space, SL(2,R) can be 
identified 18 with the three-dimensional anti-de Sitter space, 
from which these problems are well-known. 19 

Referring to the orthonormal coframe (3.26), the Levi
Civita connection of the metric (3.40) is given by 

W(gjAB = (K/4)p~BC()C, 
(3.41) 

with 

(3.42) 

The corresponding components of the Riemann tensor are 

R (gjABCD = - 2(m2 + (~/16)p2)8A[CoBD 1 

- (~/2)p6XA[CXBD 1 

+Kmp3(XA[COBD 1 _XB[COAD I)' 

R (g)ABD3 = ( - ~ 18) p4€ABCXc D' (3.43) 

R (ghACD = (~I 4)p4€AB[CXBD I' 

R (ghA3B = - m21lAB + ; p3(! XAB ± mXAB) 

- (~/4)p6XACXCB' 

For the calculation of the expressions (3.43) we assumed that 
the field equations [i.e., (3.28), (3.31), and (3.32)] are satisfied. 

IV. EXACT SOLUTIONS 

In terms of the coordinates used in the expression (B 19) 
for the Maurer-Cartan one-forms rt , the one-form 

Y = e-Yh (x)dx = e-Yh (x)[! (x2 + l)qO 

_!(x2_1)qI+ xq2], (4.1) 

with an arbitrary function h (x) solves the system of equations 
(3.31), (3.32), and (3.35). According to the prescription given 
in the preceding section, it is now straightforward to obtain 
the metric and the connection associated with Y. Using (C 1) 
andlAIA = 0, Eq. (3.40) reads 

g = (4/Kp)2e - Y( - dt dx + !eY dr) 

(4.2) 
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The nonvanishing components of the connection one-form 
[referring to the coframe (3.26)] are 

ar.f3 = ± mO A + (KI2lo3X A
BOB, 

with the nilpotent matrix 

(X A ) _ 1 _y dh 
B --e -

4 dx 

- (1-x4
) 

(1 _ X 2)2 

2x(1-x2) 

(4.3) 

- 2x(1 +X2)) 
2x(1-x2) . 

4x2 

(4.4) 
Using (3.43), we can show that the conformal (Weyl) 

tensor of the metric g vanishes if h is constant (so that XAB 
vanishes). In this special case, the geometry becomes equiva
lent to that determined by 

Y=O 
(respectively, h = 0), which leads to 

OA = (2/Kp)t/, 0 3 = dz, 

wA 
3 = - w/ = ± mO A, W AB = O. 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

Choosing the representation (B12) of the Maurer-Cartan 
one-forms l/ , we recover the metric of Ref. 9: 

g = (4IKPo)2e±2mZ( - dt 2 + e- 2xdtdy + dx2) + dr. (4.8) 

This metric admits a six-parameter group of motions with 
isotropy group (locally) isomorphic to SO(2, 1).9 In Appendix 
C a conformally tlat form of the metric is derived. 

All massive ghost solutions have a regular limit as the 
mass tends to zero. The result is a ghost solution of the EC 
theory without cosmological constant, i.e., A = O. In the 
particular case of the solution determined by (4.5) the con
nection vanishes in the limit m -+ 0, i.e., 

w~ = 0, (4.9) 

with reference to the frame (4.6), where P has now to be 
replaced by Po. The expression (2.17) for the torsion two
form becomes (up to a rescaling) the Maurer-Cartan equa
tion for the group SL(2,R) ® R: 

dOA=(KI4loo~BCOB 1\ OC, d0 3=0. (4.10) 

This illustrates a relation betweeen a class ofteleparallel con
nections and simply transitive Lie groups, as explained in 
AppendixD. 

V. THE ACTION OF SL(2,R) ON THE SET OF SOLUTIONS 

Let XA be vector fields which constitute a basis for the 
Lie algebra of SL(2,R) and satisfy the canonical commuta
tion relations 

(5.1) 

For a linear combination Y = ~ XA with constants ~ , let tPs 
denote the one-parameter group of right translations gener
ated by Y. According to the following lemma, the group 
SL(2,R) [respectively, SO (2,1)] acts on the set of massive 
ghost solutions of the EC-Dirac equations. 

Lemma: Ifa one-form Y is a solution of(3.31), (3.32), 
and (3.35), then the pullback Y' = tP :'.7 is again a solution. 

The tetrad field, the metric, and the connection deter
mined by Y and Y' are related as follows: 
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o 'i = (L -1)~tP:' 0 i, 

g' = tP:' g, 

w' = L -ltP :' wL, 

where 

with a constant SO (2,1) matrix (A A B)' 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

(5.4) 

(5.5) 

Proof' Let l/ be the Maurer-Cartan one-forms dual to 
XA • From 

.!t' xBl/ = d (XB J l/) + XB J dl/ = ~ BCqC, (5.6) 

it follows that 

(5.7) 

with a constant SO (2,1) matrix (A A B)' The maps tPs are iso
metries of the metric g, hence they commute with the *
operator and we have 

dY' + *.7' = tP :'(dY + *.7). (5.8) 

With the help of 

and 

Y' = tP :'(fAl/) = (fA°tPs)A ABqB =IAl/, 

tPs XA = A BAXB, 
• 

(5.9) 

(5.10) 

we find, furthermore, 

XAi~ = A DB [(tPs. XA )ID ] °tPs = A cAA D BtP:' XciD' 
(5.11) 

f'cXcX(Ai~) =A cAA DBtP :, [IEXEX(ciDd· (5.12) 

Now the first part of the lemma follows. Using (5.9) and 
(5.11) we obtain the expressions 

tP :'OA = A ABO 'B, 

tAB =A cAA DBtP:'tCD' 

wA3 = A BAtP :'WB3 ' 

(5.13) 

which immediately imply (5.2)-(5.4). 0 
The second part of the lemma shows that the effect of an 

SL(2,R) transformation on the geometry is simply given by a 
constant Lorentz (gauge) transformation, together with a 
diffeomorphism. The spinor '" is, however, not affected by 
these transformations. But we can move the SL(2,R) freedom 
from the geometry to the spinor. The complete set of solu
tions is then obtained in the following way. Choose a single 
one-form Y(a) from each orbit tl a of the SL(2,R) action. To 
every .7(a) then belongs an "orbit of spinors," constructed 
by acting on (3.14) with arbitrary constant SL(2,R) transfor
mations 

",'=S(L)",. (5.14) 

Here, S denotes the corresponding representation of the Lor
entz group, and Lis of the form (5.5). 

We mention that the transformations tPs are isometries, 
only if X(AiB) = O. 

In order to obtain the action ofSL (2,R) explicitly, it is con
venient to consider the vector fields 
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a 
Yo=-, ax 

a a 
Y1=x-+-, 

ax ay 
(S.1S) 

Y2 = x2 3...- + 2x !.-+ e" !.-, 
ax ay at 

which are dual to the one-forms pt appearing in Appendix 
B. They generate the following transformations: 

{

x_x+a, 

YO-;a: y-y, 
t_t; 

{

x_xeb, 

Y1-;b: y-y+b, 
t_t; 

{

X_X(l-CX)-l, 

Y2 -;c: y-y-21n(1-cx), 

t_ t + ce"(l - CX)-l. 

(S.16) 

The effect of these transformations on the vector-valued one
form P = 1ft 0,/3 1,/3 2)' is given by 

m~G ~. ~~)~ 
; :' P = (~ 0 ~) P, 

o 0 e- b 

m~G : ~)P. (5.11) 

The corresponding transformations of the one-forms f/ 
used in the expression of our solution (4.1) can be obtained by 
the use of 

q~G ~ ~I)P (S.18) 

[cf. (B 19)]. It is, however, simpler to work with the one-forms 
pt. 

Our solution (4.1) is already a complete orbit of the 
SL(2,R) action, since the effect of the transformations (S.16) 
can be absorbed in the function h (x). 

VI. CONCLUSION 

With the restrictions20 (1.1) and m =F 0 for the Dirac 
spinor, we reduced the problem of finding ghost solutions of 
the Einstein-Cartan-Dirac equations to that of solving a 
certain system of linear partial differential equations. The 
nonlinear nature of the gravitational equations is, however, 
still maintained in the subsidiary conditions. 

The solutions were found to possess a preferred spatial 
direction. Hence, the suitably reduced field equations, re
ferred to an orthonormal frame, will show an SO (2,1) covar
iance. In the case under consideration, the role of the group 
SO (2,1), which is locally isomorphic to SL (2,R), turned out 
to be much more involved. In particular, we discovered an 
invariance of the field equations with respect to SL (2,R) 
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transformations of the spinor field, keeping the geometry 
fixed. 

A family of exact solutions, depending on an arbitrary 
function of one coordinate, was obtained explicitly. Certain-
1y, it does not exhaust the set of all solutions. A possible way 
of finding more general solutions was mentioned in Sec. III. 

We must admit that the physical relevance of solutions 
with fermions treated as classical fields is not certain. The 
Dirac field in our solutions is not normalizable and hence 
does not admit a one-particle interpretation. In order to as
sociate it with a current of fermions, we have to take care of 
the Pauli exclusion principle. This problem has been dis
cussed by Ray21 for the particular case of a classical neutrino 
solution in a plane wave space-time. He concludes that, in 
this case, the classical solution has indeed physical signifi
cance. For our solutions, further discussion is needed. 

In order to anticipate the fermionic nature of the quan
tized Dirac field, it has been suggested to treat spinor fields 
as (anticommuting) Grassmann variables.22 We expect that 
some of the techniques used in the present work can be ap
plied in this case also. 

Besides that, it would be advantageous to include an 
electromagnetic field, so that the massive Dirac fields could 
represent electrons. 

We finally mention that the notion "ghost" is not really 
adequate for the class of solutions investigated in this work. 
Although the energy-momentum tensor vanishes, the geom
etry is still inftuenced by the spin tensor. The latter is differ
ent from zero if the condition (1.1) holds. 

In the case # = 0 = trs1/l there are, however, also 
nontrivial solutions, for which both the energy-momentum 
and spin tensor vanish. These "true ghosts" will be the sub
ject of a separate work. 

APPENDIX A: THE DIRAC SPINOR IN A SPECIAL FRAME 

With respect to orthonormal frames, the metric is given 
bY7J = diag ( - 1,1,1,1). Forthermatrices we use the repre
sentation 

rO = i(~ ~I)' ra = (~ ~) 
(a = 1,2,3) 

U 1 = (~ ~) , U2= e -1) 
o ' 

U3=(~ ~ 1) 

-I) o . 
The following identities are useful: 

[rlrj ] rs = !Eijkl [yk,y], 

!ri [rj,rk] = 27Ji[jrk J - EijklyrS' 

(AI) 

(A2) 

(A3) 

Here, Eijkl is totally antisymmetric with E0123 = 1, and (anti-) 
symmetrization is understood with factors, e.g., r[irn 
= !(rirj - rjrJ 
For an arbitrary element A of the real Dirac Clifford alge
bra23 C(J, let 
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(A4) 

where A t denotes the Hermitian conjugate. This defines an 

anti-involution of ~ with AB = BA ("ilA,BE~). 
An involutive automorphism of ~ is induced by 

i=l, t= - r'. (AS) 
..... AA 

It satisfiesAB =AB. A _ 

Lemma 1: Let AE~. Then A = A = - A implies A 
= air', with aiER. 

Proof: Here, A can be written as a sum of products of r's: 

A =Ao+AI +A2+A3+A4, (A6) 

where an index indicates the number of r's occurring in the 
corresponding term. Now 

A 

-A=A=Ao-AI+A2-A3+A4 (A7) 

leadstoA =AI +A3, and A =A -A elim~atesA3' 0 
Lemma 2: Let SE~ with S = S and SS = 1. Then 

Sr'S = L ~rj, (AS) 

with a Lorentz matrix L. 
Proof: Let A i==Sr'S. Then 

Ai=SY;S= _Ai, 
"'-

and with the help of S = S, we find 

Ai=Sri~= _Ai. 
Now Lemma 1 shows that 

Ai=L~rj, 

(A9) 

(AlO) 

(All) 

with real L ~. Using the defining relation of the Clifford alge
bra, we have 

o = S (r'r + rt - 27J'iljS 

= S (ySSr + tsSt - 21J'il)S 

= 2(L ikLjl'TJkl - 'TJii). (AI2) 

Hence, L is a Lorentz matrix. 0 
For a Dirac spinor t/J, the adjoint is given by 

¢r==t/JtiyO. (A13) 
Theorem: Let (M,g) be a four-dimensional (noncom

pact) space-time admitting a spinor structure,24 and t/J a 
Dirac spinor field on M. 

(1) If (¢rW + (¢rst/J)2 > 0, an SL (2,qframe exists with 
respect to which the components of t/J are 

~~<p( -;::} (AI4) 

with real functions /3 and p > 0.8 

(2)If # = ¢rst/J = 0, a frame can be chosen such that 

t/J'=p,( ; ), 

-F+ifl 

(AIS) 

with real functions p,,fa (a = 1,2,3), restricted by fafa = 1. 
Proof: The assumption of a spinor structure implies the 

existence of a global "SL (2,q frame" on M, i.e., a global 
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cross section ofthe SL (2,q principal fiber bundle covering 
the SO + (3,1) bundle of (restricted) g-orthonormal frames.24 

Let t/J = (t,6I,t,62,XI,X2l' be the corresponding components of 
the Dirac field. We define 

-t,61) B= CI "'. ' If'l 2 

-X1) . ' Xl 

-B) 
A ' 

(AI6) 

where an asterisk means complex conjugation. The matrix 1/1 
has the properties 

ijll/I = (#)1 + (¢rst/J)r9'ePr', 
det 1/1 = p2, 
t/J = 1/1(100 oy. 
( 1) It follows that 

S =1/1 (l/.fP)e - (1I2),8r' 

satisfies the equations 

SS = 1, det S = 1. 

(AI7) 

(AIS) 

(AI9) 

Furthermore, 1/1 and thus alsoS can be written as a real linear 
combination of 1, [t,rl. and r, so that S = S. Now we 
infer from Lemma 2 that S represents an SL (2,Q transfor
mation. The components of the spinor in the new gauge are 

~~s-'v~sv~s~m~<p~'n~m. (~O) 
(2) In this case, we havep = 0 and, assuming t/J¥-O, 
p,2==.t,6tt,6=XtX>0. (A21) 

Then U ==.(l/p,}A has values in SU (2), and 

S=(~ ~) (A22) 

represents an SL (2,q transformation, with S = st. We find 

stl/l=p, (~ ~ ), (A23) 

where 

(A24) 

is an anti-Hermitian SU(2) matrix as a consequence of 
Tjl/l = O. It follows that 

V=i/aua , ~afjrfP= 1, (A2S) 

with real functions fa (a,/3 = 1,2,3). Now 

~ s-'~~st~(~) (A26) 

leads to the form of the spinor as stated above. 0 
Massless neutrino fields satisfy the assumption of part 

(2) of the theorem. The chirality condition 

t/J = irst/J (A27) 

reduces t/J' to 
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(A2S) 

APPENDIX B: SOLUTION OF THE SL (2,R) MAURER
CARTAN EQUATION 

Let g(t ) be a one-parameter subgroup of a Lie group G. 
Then Lg and Rg denote the left and right action on G, respec
tively, by an element geG. Let Y be the vector field on G, 
which generates the transformation Rg(t). From 

Lg, oRg(t) (g) = Rg(t) (g'.g) (Vg,g'EG), (Bl) 

it follows that 

Lg,.(Ylg) = Ylg,g, (B2) 

i.e., Yisleft invariant and thus an element of the Lie algebra 
ofG.2s 

In the case G = SL (2,R) we use the Iwasawa decompo
sition 

(
COS t sin t) 

g(t,x,y) = _ sin t cos t 

0) 1 . (B3) 

In the coordinates t,x,y, the right translation by g(O,x' ,0) and 
g(0,0,y') is easily obtained: 

Rg(o.x'.O): t--t, x __ x + x', y __ ye2x', 

Rg(o.o,y.) : t--t, x--x, ~y + y'. 
(B4) 

The corresponding generators are therefore 

a a a 
Y I=-+2y-, Y2=-· 

ax ay ay 
(BS) 

For the right action of g(t' ,0,0) the new coordinates t,X,y, 
determined by 

g(t,x,y) . g(t ',0,0) = g(t,X,y), (B6) 

are more complicated. Explicitly, the last equation reads 

e - x sin t = (~ cos t + ye - x sin t) sin t' 

+ e - x sin t cos t', 

e-Xcost =(-~sint+ye-Xcost)sint' 

+ e - x cos t cos t', 

~ cos t + ye - x sin t = (~ cos t + ye - x sin t) cos t I 

- e - x sin t sin t I. (B7) 

Differentiation of these equations with respect to t I, and eval
uation of the result at t I = 0 gives the components of the 
generator 

Yo = e2x i. _ y ~ + (e4X _ 1 _ y2) i. . 
at ax ay 

(BS) 

Passing over to the linear combinations 

Xo = ! Yo, XI = ! YI, X 2 = ! Yo + Y2, (B9) 

we obtain the canonical form of the commutation relations: 

(BIO) 
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The left-invariant Maurer-Cartan one-forms rt are now de
termined by 

X,4 Jr/=8B,4' (Bll) 

This leads to 

qO = (re - 2x + 2 cosh 2x)dt - dy + 2y dx, 

ql = 2ye- 2x dt + 2 dx, (BI2) 

i = - (re - 2x + 2 sinh 2xldt + dy - 2y dx, 

which provides a solution of (3.2S). 
Another way of solving (3.2S) will be outlined in the 

following. The vector fields 

a a a 
Yo=-, YI=v-, Y2=vl-, (B13) 

av av av 

on RI, provide a realization of the Lie algebra of SL (2,R). 
The commutation relations are 

[Yo,Yd = Yo, [YO,Y2] = 2Ylt 

(BI4) 

[YI,Y2 ] = Y2• 

Let pA be a solution of the Maurer-Cartan equation on SL 
(2,R) with the structure constants given by (BI4), i.e., 

dpo = - po 1\ pI, dpl = - 2/30 1\ 13 2, 

(BlS) 

dp2 = _pi 1\ 13 2. 

The (finite) transformations v = f(v,a),aESL (2,R) are then 
determined by 

dGv =13 0 + Vpl + Vp2, (BI6) 

where dG is the exterior derivative with respect to the group 
coordinates. The first and second extension (in the sense of 
Eisenhartl2

) are given by 

dGvI =V~I +2VV~2, 

(BI7) 

dGv2 = v.j3 I + 2(V12 + v V2)f3 2. 

The equations (B 16) and (B 17) can be solved for pA . In terms 
of the new coordinates given by 

v = x, VI = e", V2 = 2e"t, (BlS) 

we finally obtain the following solution of (3.2S): 

qO~ 0 + 13 2 = (x2 + l)e - Y dt + dx - x dy, 

ql~0_p2 =(x2-1)e-Ydt+dx-xdy, (BI9) 

q2 pi = -2xe-Ydt+dy. 

Any two solutions of a Maurer-Cartan equation are 
related by a diffeomorphism.26 This applies to (BI2) and 
(BI9). In general, it is a difficult task to find this diffeomor
phism. Since a suitable choice for the expression of the one
forms rt can simplify a given problem considerably, it is 
worthwhile to have different methods for solving the 
Maurer-Cartan equation available. 

APPENDIX C: CONFORMALL Y FLAT FORM OF THE 
METRIC (4.8) 

Using the representation (BI9) of the Maurer-Cartan 
forms on SL(2,R), the Cartan-Killing metric (3.33) attains 
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the form 

g = - 4e - Y dt dx + dy2. 

Expressed in the new coordinates 

r = !It + x), 5 = !It - x), r = eY12
, 

the metric becomes conformally fiat, 

g = (4/r)( - dr + ds 2 + dr). 

Assuming m #0, and choosing the new coordinate 

f/J = (K/4mlooe+ mz 

(C1) 

(C2) 

(C3) 

(C4) 

instead of z, a conformally fiat form of the metric determined 
by (4.6) is obtained: 

g = (mrf/J )-2( - dr + ds 2 + dr + r df/J 2) 

(r,SER; r> 0, f/J > 0). (C5) 

Interpreting r, f/J, 5 as cylindrical coordinates on R3
, we may 

think of g as being defined on the universal covering space M 
of R X (R3

,\ {r = O}). From the point of view of an intrinsic 
observer, the regions {r = O} and {f/J = O} are infinitely far 
away. Geodesics (with affine parameter) satisfy the equa
tions 

(i'lr)2 = (mf/J )2[E + (c/ _ c/)(mrf/J )2] _ ~ 2, 

~ 2 = c3e44J + (E/S)m2(1 + 4f/J ), if ~ #0, (C6) 

f/J = f/Jo, if E = 0 and ~ = 0, 

where C1,C2,C3 are constants, and EE{ - 1,0, + I} decides 
whether the curve is timelike, null, or spacelike. Using these 
equations, it can be shown that each point in M has an infi
nite affine parameter distance from {r = O} and {f/J = O} . 

In order to cover also the case m = 0, the definition of 
the new coordinate f/J has to be replaced by f/J = KpoZ/4, and 
the conformal factor in (C5) has to be exchanged by (41 
KPo')2. The metric is then geodesically complete on 
R4'\{r=0}, which is homeomorphic to R3 XS1. In this 
space, "one can walk around infinity." 

APPENDIX D: RELATION BETWEEN TELEPARALLEL 
CONNECTIONS AND SIMPLY TRANSITIVE LIE GROUPS 

On an n-dimensional manifold M, we consider a tele
parallel linear connection with covariantly constant torsion, 
i.e., 

n~ =0, 

V1Q k
ij =0. 

(01) 

(02) 

The first Bianchi identity 

Dei=n~ A OJ, (03) 

where D denotes the covariant exterior derivative,16,25 then 
reduces to 

Q~[mQjkll = O. (04) 

Equation (01) implies the local existence of a "teleparallel" 
coframe Oi, with respect to which the connection vanishes, 
i.e., 

(t)~ = 0, (05) 

so that (02) requires the components of the torsion tensor to 
be constant: 
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Qikl =C i
kl . (06) 

Now (04) turns out to be the Jacobi "identity" 
j i C [kl C mlJ = O. (07) 

According to Lie's third fundamental theorem,12 the con
stants C ikl are the structure constants of a Lie group G. The 
structure equation (2.2) for the torsion two-form becomes 

dO i = !CiklO k A ()I, (OS) 

and the vector fields Xi' dual to Oi , satisfy 

(09) 

showing that the Xi' i = 1, ... ,n, generate a simply transitive 
action of G on M (if we require Oi to exist globally on M). 

Starting with a simply transitive group action on a 
manifold M, we can construct a left-invariant frame Xi on M 
and define a teleparallel connection via (t)~ = 0 with respect 
to it. The torsion components in this frame then coincide 
with the structure constants of the group. 

This establishes a correspondence between teleparallel 
connections (in the restricted sense that a global teleparallel 
frame exists) with covariantly constant torsion, and simply 
transitive Lie groups. 27 
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For inhomogeneous mean-field quantum spin systems with random sites, we prove that the 
weak·-limit points of the sequence of n-particle Gibbs states, on a suitable C·-algebra, are 
superpositions of inhomogeneous product states, .which are given by solutions of a generalized 
Curie-Weiss equation. Under certain conditions there is only one weak·-limit point. As 
applications, the BCS model and a spin system with cosine interaction are studied. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

We consider a quantum mechanical system, given by 
the Hamiltonian 

n 

Hn = r B(xj )O'j 
;=1 

n 

+ (2n)-1 r J(xj,xj)O'jO'j. 
jj= 1 
j#j 

(Ll) 

Here, B represents an external magnetic field, J is a space
dependent two-body spin interaction, and O'j is the vector of 
Pauli matrices. Let xjEA C RV be the locations of the sites at 
which the particles are attached. The Hamiltonian (1.1) de
scribes a system of atoms, for which the positional degrees of 
freedom are frozen in, or "quenched." The internal degrees 
of freedom, the spins, are thermally distributed; the loca
tions of the particles are random with uniform distribution. 

We study the correlation functions averaged in a 
quenched way. These objects are obtained by first forming 
the quantum mechanical expectation value with respect to 
the thermal distribution of the spin degrees of freedom at a 
fixed configuration of sites, and afterwards averaging over 
the possible locations with a uniform distribution. In this 
way, e.g., the average spin density is obtained as 

1 fIn -- dxl· .. dxn - r c5(x -Xj)(O'j)(xl,· .. ,xn)' 
IA In n 1=1 

with the quantum mechanical average 

( ) 
-fJH -fJH 

O'j = tr O'je "ftr e ", 

at a fixed configuration of sites (xl, ... ,xn)' Similarly, one ob
tains the higher-order correlation functions. 

We compute these equilibrium correlation functions in 
a limit n __ 00, but with fixed volume A C RV. In this limit the 
distance between two neighboring sites becomes small com
pared to the range of the interaction. Due to the mean-field 
character of the Hamiltonian, we obtain then a generalized 
Curie-Weiss equation for the average spin density from a 
variational problem. Although the distribution of the ran
dom sites is uniform, the average magnetization density is 
position dependent. This inhomogeneity is caused by the 
spatial dependence of the interaction. If the interaction is 

constant, our results are identical with those of a mean-field 
quantum lattice system. 

With respect to the scaling of the Hamiltonian and the 
inhomogeneity of the resulting average magnetization den
sity in the limit, our quantum spin system with random loca
tions bears some resemblance to Thomas-Fermi theory.l-4 
In particular, we expect a similar outcome for a v-dimen
sional quantum lattice system in a fixed box, with interaction 
scaled by the inverse number of spins, and a lattice constant 
shrinking as the (lIv)-th power of the number of spins. This 
is the quantum analog of a classical problem solved by Eisele 
and Ellis.5

,6 The analog to the Curie-Weiss equation, for a 
continuous system offermions, is the Thomas-Fermi equa
tion; 1-4 for a continuous system of classical particles, the 
Lane-Emden equation.7 For bosons, a set of self-consistency 
equations has been derived recently for the Jellium model.s 

The connection with Thomas-Fermi theory motivated our 
investigation. 

In this paper we are able to treat more general mean
field Hamiltonians than (1.1) with finite spin and a more 
general notion of equilibrium correlation functions. We de
scribe our system in the framework of algebraic statistical 
mechanics. As an example of an observable, the spin density 
at location aEA, for n particles, is given by 

1 n - r O'Ja(Xj)' 
n j=1 

where O'j is the vector of Pauli matrices andla is a continuous 
function on A, supported in a small neighborhood of aEA. 
According to this example, the C·-algebra of observables is 
chosen as the infinite tensor product of identical copies of the 
spaceofcontinuousfunctionsfromA toB, whereB denotes 
the algebra of bounded operators in a finite-dimensional Hil
bert space of spin degrees of freedom. We now ask for the 
Gibbs equilibrium states as positive, normalized linear func
tionals on the C·-algebra in the limit, where the number of 
spins tends toward infinity, and the box is kept fixed. 

Our results are the following: The sequence of n-parti
cle Gibbs states on our algebra has accumulation points in 
the weak·-topology. It turns out that each of these limit 
points is a superposition of inhomogeneous product states, 
which globally minimize the free energy functional. They 
satisfy a matrix self-consistency equation, which is a general-
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ized Curie-Weiss equation. For high enough temperature, in 
general or under sufficient symmetry conditions, there is a 
unique limiting Gibbs state. If the interaction J is indepen
dent of the positions, our results reduce to those for homo
geneous mean-field systems. 9 

As an application, we study a spin system with cosine 
interaction and external field, where we determine the phase 
diagram which shows three different phase regions and a 
continuum of pure equilibrium states. Our model still allows 
for the following abstraction: the particles may be viewed as 
states, which are empty or filled with real particles. For ex
ample, in the BCS model the density of Cooper pair states 
around the Fermi surface can be considered as uniform. This 
leads us to the gap equation of van Hemmen. 10 Another pos
sible application (which is not elaborated here) is a model of 
gravitating fermions. There, one might view the phase space 
cells as uniformly distributed. This yields the Thomas-Fer
mi equation. 

The general theory is developed in Secs. II-IV, whereas 
we apply our methods to the BCS and cosine model in Sec. V. 
In order not to reproduce already known facts and tech
niques, we have stressed brevity. 

II. BASIC NOTIONS 

Let h be a complex Hilbert space with dimension d < 00. 

Then h represents the internal degrees of freedom of a parti
cle. Define 

hn: =h®· .. ®h , 
! 

n 

and denote by Bn the set of bounded, linear operators on hn 
equipped with the usual operator norm 1I·IIB

n
' Bn is a C*

algebra with identity 1 Bn . 
Given an orthonormal basis (ONB) {l/Jlli = l, ... ,d} of 

h, the set 
{l/JI, ® ... ® l/Jln lil,· .. ,in = l, ... ,d } 

forms an ONB of hn. With respect to this basis, Bn may be 
regarded as the set of complex d n X d n matrices. We will 
often make use of this interpretation. Now let A C RV; 'YEN, 
be compact. A stands for the "box" containing the particles. 
Define 

An: = {J:A n-+Bn lfcontinuous}, 
with the norm 

1I.lIn: = sup { IHx) II B.I xeA n}, 
and 

L ~ : = {J:A n-+B n If integrable with respect to the Lebesgue measure A on An}, 

I 
with the norm 

II'II~: = IA I-n in dxll,(x)IIBn (IA I: =A (A)). 

The attributes "continuous" and "integrable" refer to the 
components off, viewed as a matrix-valued function. 

An and L ! are separable Banach spaces, and A n is dense 
in L!. This follows from the corresponding well-known 
properties ofthe sets C (A n,q and L I(A n,q of continuous, 
resp. A-integrable, complex-valued functions on An. More
over,An isaC*-algebrawithidentity In(x) = IBn;XeA n(the 
product of two elements is defined pointwise). 

Now for m < n consider the injection imn :L ~ ,-+L !, de
fined by 

imnlf)=J®ln-m; JeL~, 

wherein ® is defined pointwise as a tensor product between 
operators. One easily verifies that 

lIimnlf)lI! = Ilfll~; JeL~, 
and 

lIimn(B)lIn = liB 11m; BEAm· 

Therefore, identifying Am and L ~ with their images under 
imn , we may look upon them as subsets of Anresp. L! and 
form 

A=uAn, LI=uL!, 
n>1 n>1 

with norms [til, IH~ and smallest completions A, II. !.he 
completions A and L I are separable Banach spaces, and A is 
denseinI I. Since A is the C *-inductive limit of {An InEN} it 
forms a separable C *-algebra with identity 1. Therefore the 
corresponding state space E, equipped with the weak*-to-
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pology is compact and metrizable. A state wEE is called sym
metric, if 

w(T~lf)) = wlf); nEN, lEAn, 1TEPn, 

where Pn denotes the set of permutations of { 1, ... ,n}, and 
T ~:L ! -+L! is defined by 

T~lf)(XI,· .. ,xn ) 

with 

P ~(l/Jll ® ... ® l/JIJ 

= m. ® ... ®m. . m. , ... ,m. EONB. 
T~l) TJ~~'TII Tin 

The set S of symmetric states is a convex, closed subset of E. 
A state wEE is said to be a product state, if 

wlfl ®J2) = wlfl)w(f;); JIJ2EA. 
Let P denote the set of product states. 

Another class of states is given by 

R: = {wEE I Iwlf) I <IlfllI;(EA }. 

Obviously R is convex and closed. As A is dense in I I, each 
wER has a unique extension {ij onto I 1. Note the following 
important feature of R. First define 

Rn: = {peL! Ip(x)~O, trn(P(x)) = IA l-n;xeA n}. 

Now each wER determines a unique hierarchy 
{p~ERn InEN}, such that 

wlf) = r dx trn(p~(xlf(x)); nEN, lEAn. (2.1) JAn 
For consistency {p~lnEN} must satisfy the relations 

p':, = Trn.(m + I •...• nj (O~); m < n, (2.2) 
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where Trn.lm + I ..... n) H abbreviates 

i dXm+ I ... dXn trn.lm+ I ..... n) (·(xl,···,xn)), 
A n - m 

trn.lm + I ..... n) denoting the partial trace over the Hilbert 
spaces m + I, .. ,n. The proof is based on the Riesz represen
tation theorem L I(A n,R)* = L OO(A n,R). Conversely, each 
consistent hierarchy constitutes by (2.1) a unique state wER. 
Accordingly, the states wER are said to be spatially homo-

En(w) = w(Hn), 

Sn(w) = - Trn(p~ lnp~); wER, 

F~ =En -p-ISn· 

The corresponding densities are 

en = En/n, Sn = Sn/n, f~ = F~/n. 
Straightforward generalizations of analogous results in Ref. 
11 yield the following: 

geneous. ,(a) 
Within the scope of this paper, by the notion '~random 

the Sn's are upper semicontinuous; 

system," we mean a set of identical, stationary particles, dis- (b) Sm + n <,Sm + Sn; m,nEN (subadditivity); 
(2.3) tributed uniformly over A. Hence R0S is called the set of 

random system states, the symmetry taking into account the (c) the family {sn InEN} converges pointwise 
on SnR, and limn~oo Sn (w) 
= inf{sn(w)lnEN};weSnR; 

identity of the particles. 
We now introduce the Hamiltonians {Hn I nEN} and the 

corresponding Gibbs sequence {won InEN}. It will turn out (d) 
that the weak*-limit points are random system states. 

the entropy density s:R0S.-R, given by 
s(w) = limn~oo Sn)RnS(W) is affine and up
per semicontinuous. Therefore the free 
energy density fP = e - p -IS 
= limn~oo f~IRnS is affine and lower se
micontinuous. 

Choose the external potential UEL : and the two-body 
interaction VEL i, both self-adjoint and bounded with con
stants Cu and Cv , respectively. Furthermore, let Vbe sym
metric, i.e., 

T;'(V) = V; 1TEP2• 

For n>2, ijE{ I, ... ,n}, i#j, the elements 

U7=T~(U®In_I); 1TEPn, 1T(I)=i, 

and 

Vij = T~(V® In _ 2 ); 1TEPn, 1T(I) = i, 1T(2) =j 

are well-defined. They set up the n-particle Hamiltonian 
n n 

Hn = L U7 + (2n)-1 L Vij EL!. 
i=1 iJ=1 

ih 

With 

P'&n: = IA I-nexp( -pHn)/trn(exp( -PHn)), 

define the consistent hierarchy {~nERk IkEN} by 

G
r (..fJ ) ifk<n, n.lk+ I •...• n) POn' 

P'&: = P'&n, if k = n, 

On ®(d IA It-kl k_ n, ifk>n; kEN. 

Therefore, a state ~n ER is determined by 

~n(f) = Trk(pfj<,J): = i dX I ... dXk 
Ak 

xtrk~:(xl,· .. ,xkif(XI,· .. ,xk)); 

kEN, fEAk' 

Then {~n I nEN} C R is called Gibbs sequence at the inverse 
temperature p. Now let Wo be an accumulation point of 
{ ~n I nEN}. Since R is closed, Wo is spatially homogeneous. 
But the symmetry of Ventails the symmetry oftheHn 's, i.e., 
T~(Hn) = Hn;nEN, 1TEPn, which implies woeS. Hence every 
accumulation point of the Gibbs sequence is a random sys
tem state. 

Our next aim is the construction of a free energy density 
on SnR, with global minima at the accumulation points of 
the Gibbs sequence. To this end, define the n-particle energy 
En' entropy Sn' and free energy F~ on R by 
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III. DECOMPOSITION OF THE ACCUMULATION POINTS 
OF THE GIBBS SEQUENCE 

Let Wo be an accumulation point of {~n I nEN}. 
Step 1: There exists a unique regular Borel probability 

measure ft.,o on S, such that 

(3.1) 

and 

(3.2) 

The proof is analogous to the one given in Ref. 12. 
Step 2: The support of ft.,o is reduced by Theorem 1. 
Theorem 1: ft"'o (PnR ) = 1. 
Proof: Given n,kEN, gEAn. Define g:S.-R2 by 

g(w) = (Rew(g),Imw(g));weS, and gk:S.-R by gk(W) 
= w(g ® ••• ® g ® g* ® ... ® g*); weS. (3.1) and (3.2) imply 

gk(W) = Lft.,o (dW)gk (w) 

= Lft"'o (dW)g(W)2k 

= i g(,u.,J(dx)lxI 2k; kEN. 
R' 

But woER; therefore gk(WO)<' (lIgll l )2\ hence 

i g(,u.,J(dx) Ix I 2k<. (IIA W)2k; kEN, 
R' 

from which it follows 

g(,u.,JC{xER21Ixl > IIglll}) = 0, 

or 

(3.3) 

As A is separable, there exists a dense sequence 

D = {Dn InEN} CA. Define N: = u {weS Ilw(Dn)1 
n>1 
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> IID"III}. From (3.3) we conclude 

/1-.,. (N) = O. (3.4) 

Now, given fJJES - N, gEl, and {Dk (,,) IneN} CD, such that 
n-OO 

Dk (,,) -g, 

IIIDk(",III-llglIll<IIDk(,,) _gill 

<IIDk (,,) _gli"=:oo 0, 

hence 

lim IIDk(",I1
1 

= IIglll, "-00 
and consequently 

IfJJ(g) I = I ;~~ fJJ(Dk (,,)) I 
< lim IIDk(",I1

1 
= IIgll l. 

"-00 
Therefore fJJER, and as fJJ was arbitrary, S - N = SnR, yield
ing together with (3.4) /1-.,. (PnR ) = 1. Q.E.D. 

Step3:WenowshowthatM: = {fJJePnR lfP(fJJ).q'P(fJJ'); 
fJJ'ePnR } comprises the support of /1-., •. 

Lemma 2:fP has a global minimum at fJJo. 

Proof: (cf. Ref. 7). Suppose for simplicity ~" "=:00 fJJo. 

We start from the relations [cf. (2.3)] 

Sk+d~,,)<Sk(~,,)+SI(~"); k+l<n, (3.5) 

which are derived as, in Ref. 11, from the symmetry of the 
H" 'so Decomposing n = km + r; k,reNo, r < m, (3.5) yields 

S" (~n )<kSm (~n) + Sr(~n)' 
whence 

S" (~" )<sm (~,,) + r/n(sr(~") - sm (~n)). 
Therefore, because of the boundedness and upper semicon
tinuity of the s" 's 

giving 

(3.6) 

As for the energy densities, one easily verifies that 

lim en (~n) = e(fJJo), implying, together with (3.6) 

(3.7) 

On the other hand, by definition of the Gibbs sequence, 
f~(~n).q'~(fJJ); fJJeRnS, whence 

(3.8) 

Inserting fJJ = fJJo in (3.8) one gets, with (3.7) , 

fP (fJJo) = lim,,_oo f~ (~,,), which in tum yields, together 
with (3.8)fP(fJJo).q'P(fJJ);fJJeRnS. Q.E.D. 

Theorem 3: There exists a unique regular probability 
measure /1-.,. on SnR, such that /1-.,.(M) = 1, and 
fJJo = S SnR/1-.,. (dfJJ)aJ. 

Proof: (3.2) and Theorem 1 involve 

o = J I'hR /1-fO. (dfJJ )(fP (fJJ) - fP (fJJo))' 

ButsincefP(fJJ) - fP(fJJo)> o for fJJePnR - M (Lemma 2), we 
have/1-.,.(PnR - M) = 0, whence/1-.,.(M) = 1. Q.E.D. 

IV. THE CURIE-WEISS EQUATION 

There is a one-to-one correspondence between the ele
ments of Rl and PnR. For, suppose fJJePnR, then pfeR l. 
Conversely, if peRI' fix fJJePnR through the hierarchy 

p~: = p ® ••• ® P ;neN. Accordingly, PnR and R I will often be 
T 

n 

identified. 
In this section we show that each peM obeys the gener

alized Curie-Weiss equation 

p = exp( - {3Hp )/( IA I tr(exp( - {3Hp ))), 

with 

Hp(x): = U(x) + L dy trz.(Z) (V(x,y)IB, ®p(y)). 

Standard manipulations yield 

fP(p) = Trl(pU) +! Trz(p®pV) 

+ (1/{3) Trl(p lnp); peRl' 

Thus we are posed with the problem of minimizing the 
nonlinear functional Tr(.U) +! Tr2(· ® .V) + (1/ 
{3) Tr.(-ln.) on R l • 

Lemma 4: LetpeMandAi(x);i = 1, ... ,dbetheeigenval
ues of p(x); xeA. Then there exists an Eo> 0, such that 
Adx);;;'Eo; i = 1, ... ,d, A-a.e. on A. 

Proof: For simplicity we restrict ourselves to the case 
IA I = 1. With.d CA measurable and E > 0, define p.6.EeR I by 

.6.E {P(X), if xEf,J, 
p := ~(x)+EIB,)/(I+Ed), ifxe..:1. 

By the definition of M, 

O.q'P(p.6.j - fP(p) 

= i dxtr[(p(x)-p.6.E(x))U(x)] + i dx f dytr2 
.6. .6. JA-.6. 

X [V(X,y)(p.6.E(X) - p(x)) ®p(y)] 

+ i dx i dy tr2[ V(X,y)~.6.E(X) - p(x)) 

® (p.6.E(y) + p(y))/2] 

+ ..!.. i dx tr[ p.6.E(X) Inp.6.E(x) - p(x)lnp(x)]. (4.1) 
{3 .6. 

The mean value theorem supplies upper bounds for the 
integrands in (4.1): 

(a) [tr(p.6.E(x)U(x))-tr(p(x)U(x))] =tr[~p.6.11(X) __ U(X)] < II U(x) IIB, tr[IIB, _dp.6.E(x)(x)l] <C 2d. 
E ar, 111 - E(x) (1 + e(x)d) U , 

xeA, 0 < €(x) < E. 
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Similarly 

(b) (liE) tr2 [ V(X,y)(p<iE(X) - pIx)) ®p(y)] }<:.CvU; xe.d. 
(liE) tr2[ V(X,y)(p<iE(X) - pIx)) ® (p<iE(y) + p(y))/2)] 

(c) (liE) tr[ p<iE(x)lnp<iE(x) - p(x)lnp(x)] 

= tr[ :11 P<i'7(x)I'7~01xl(lnp<i01xl(x) + I)] = tr[(1B, - dp<i01xl(x))(1 + Inp<ii(xl(x))](1 + E(x)d)-I 

<:. [U - lin [(Amin(X) + E(x))/(I + E(x)d)] 1+ d 2/e](1 + E(X)d)-1 

<;k -lln(Amin(X) + E)I(I + Ed)-I; xe.d, O<E(X)<E, Amin(X): = min!A;(x)li = I, ... ,d], k: = U + d 2/e. 

Combining (a), (b), and (c) yields, with (4.1) 

0<:. [fP(p<iE) - /P(p)]!E<:.I.1ICuU + 1.1ICvU + (lI/3)I.1l k 

- ~(I +Ed)-Il dx Iln(Amin(x)+E)1 = 1.1lkl- ~(1 +Ed)-Il dx Iln(Amin(x) +E)I; 
/3 <i /3 <i 

k l : = U(Cu + Cv) + (lI/3)k. 

Now choose I> 11 >0, with lIn 111> ktf3(1 + d), E,Eo = 11/2, and.1 = {xeA IAmin(X) <E]. Inserting this into (4.2) gives 

0<:. IA Ikl - (11/3)(1 + d )-11.1 I lIn 111 = 1.1 I(k l - (11/3)(1 + d )-11 In 111)<:.0, 

(4.2) 

therefore 1.1 I = O. Q.E.D. 
Theorem 5: Each pEM obeys the generalized Curie-Weiss equation 

p = exp( - /3Hp)/(IA Itr(exp( - /3Hp))), (4.3) 

where 

Hp(x) = U(x) + L dy tr2,(2) (V(x,y)IB, ®p(y)). 

Proof Again we assume IA I = 1. SetpEMandEo> 0, suchthatp > EoldLemma4). With.1cA measurable,geB1,g =g*, 
trIg) = 0, and - EoIIIglIBI <:'E<;EoIlIgIIB

1 
definep<igEERI by 

<igE(X): = {PIX), ifxEUi, 
p pIx) + Eg, ifxe.d, xeA. 

We have 

= 1 dx tr(gU(x)) + 1 dx i dy tr2(V(x,y)g®p(y)) 
<i <i A-<i 

+ 1 dx 1 dy tr2 [v(x,y)g® (p(y) + ( ~ ,)] + ~ 1 dx(! )tr[p<igE(X)lnp<igE(X) 

- pIx) In p(x)]; 0 < lEI <:'EoIlIgIIB,. (4.4) 

But 

~ (! )tr [ p<igE(x)ln p<igE(X) - p(x)ln p(x)] = tr[ ~ p<i8'7(x) 1'7 ~ ° (In p<i8'7 ~ o(x) + I)] = tr(g In pIx)); xe.d. (4.5) 

° < IEI";EoIliglIs, 

From 

(lI/3)ltr[p<igE(x)lnp<igE(x) - p(x)lnp(x)] I 

= Itr[ ~ P<i8'7(x)I'7~i(Xl(lnp<igi(xl(x) + 1)] I 
= Itr[g In(p(x) + E(X)g)] I <;tr[ Igl] lIn EoI21; 

0< E{x) < E<;EoI21IgIIB, ' 

it follows that the functions 

(liE) tr[ p<igE(-)lnp<igE(-) - p(.)lnp(·)] 

onA aremajorized by tr[lgl] lIn EoI21 forO <E < EoI211gllB, . 
Thus, using (4.4), (4.5), Lebesgue's convergence 

theorem, and the minimality of/PIp), one gets 
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= 1 dx tr(gU(x)) + 1 dx L dy tr2(V(x,y)g®p(y)) 

+ ~ 1 dx trIg In pIx)) 
/3 <i 

which involves 

tr(gD (.1 )) = 0; .1 CA measurable, geB I, g = g., trIg) = 0, 
(4.6) 

where 
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D(J): = i dxD(x), 

and 

D(x): = U(x) + L dy tr2•(2 ) (V(x,y)IB, ®p(Y)) 

I + -lnp(x). 
P 

(4.7) 

Insertingg = D(J) - tr(D(J ))IB, in (4.6) yields 

tr [(D (J ) - tr(D (J )) I BY] = 0, 

and hence D (J ) = tr(D (J )) I B,; J CA measurable. 
Writing D in the form 13 

m~oo 

Km(x) being the open sphere with radius m- I and center x, 
one arrives at 

D(x) = C(x)IB,; A-a.e.onA, (4.8) 

with a real function C (x). Finally, insert (4.7) into (4.8) and 
solve for pix), having regard to the normalization condition 
tr pix) = 1..1 1-I;xeA. This gives 

exp({3C(x)) = [trexp( -Hp(x))] -I; A-a.e.onA, 

from which (4.3) follows. Q.E.D. 
Theorem 6: (4.3) has a unique solution peRI for 

P «2Cv )-I. 
Proof (cf. Ref. 9). Define the real Banach space 

LIs: = (gEL I Ig = g*l, 
with the norm 

11·II:r: = L dx tr(I'{x)!), 

and H,A fJ,TfJ:L l.-L Is, through 

H(g)(x): = U(x) + L dy tr2.(2) (V(X,y)lBl ®g(y)); xeA, 

A fJ (g): = - PH (g) - In tr exp( - PH (g)), 

and 

TfJ (g): = 1..1 I-I exp(A fJ (g)); geL Is. 
Then 

1..1 Itr[ I TfJ(gd(x) - TfJ(g2)(X) I ] 

<IIA fJ(gd(x) - A fJ(g2)(x)IIB1 

<PIIH(gI)(x) -H(g2)(x)IIB1 + lIn:: =;~~~:~~ I 
<2{3I1H(gd(x) - H(g2)(xlll B1 

<2{3Cv llgl - g211:r; xeA, 

where the first inequality follows from an application ofHa
damard's three line principlel4 to 

exp(A fJ(gI)(X)) - exp(A fJ(g2)(X)) 

= f dt exp(tA fJ(gl)(x))[A fJ(gI)(X) - A fJ(g2)(X)] 

Xexp((1-t)AfJ(g2)(x)). 

Hence 
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II TfJ(gd - TfJ(g2)II:r<2{3Cv llgl -g211:r' 

and the result follows from the contraction mapping princi
~~ ~Rn 

Corollary 7: Letp < (2Cv)-1 andpeR I, the unique solu
tion of (4.3). Then the Gibbs sequence converges, and 

lim mg" =p. 
,,~oo 

Proof Since M contains only the single element p, all 
accumulation points of the Gibbs sequence are equal to p, 
which proves our assertion. Q.E.D. 

V. APPLICATIONS 

A. The gap equation In the BCS theory 

Using the BCS n-particle Hamiltonian in the quasispin 
formulation 

" c" 
H" = - L Eut - - L u/ uj-; neN 

i=1 n iJ=1 

(0' is the vector of Pauli matrices, c a coupling constant), it 
has been shown in Ref. 15 that the corresponding Gibbs 
sequence converges at all temperatures towards a suitable 
superposition of product states. We wish to derive a similar 
result starting from the more general ansatz 

" H,,(kl, .. ·,k,,) = L U(ki)ut - (2n)-1 
i=1 

" 
X L V(ki ,kj)Bij' 

iJ= I 
ii'j 

(5.1) 

where B = er ® er + er ® er. The external potential U and 
the positive, symmetric, bounded two-body interaction Vex
tend over 

..1= {keR3IEF - Eo<lk I<EF + ED l, 
for some parameters EF (Fermi energy) and ED (Debye ener
gy). The Curie-Weiss equation corresponding to (5.1) is 

p = exp( - PHp)/(IA Itr(exp( - PHp)))' (5.2) 

where 

Hp(k)= U(k)~- L dk' V(k,k') 

X [tr( p(k ')er)er + tr( p(k ')er)er]. 

With the help of the identity 

exp(xoO') = cosh(lxlJ + sinh(lxl)(x/lxl)"O'; xeR3, (5.3) 

(5.2) may be manipulated to give 

ai(k ) = PIA I-I r dk' V (k,k ')(tanh a(k ')) ai{k '); i = 1,2, 
JA a(k') 

a"(k) = - (3U(k), (5.2a) 

where 

a(k):= 

f3 L dk' V(k,k ')tr(p(k ')er) 

f3 i dk' V(k,k ')tr(p(k ')er) , 

-(3U(k) 
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anda(k): = la(k )1. Solutions of these nonlinearintegralequa
tions are the following. 

(i) aX = aY = 0. The corresponding product state is 
o 

called w. 

(ii) Suppose a;fO satisfies 

a(k) =P IA I-I L dk'V(k,k') 

(S.4) 

Then all pairs (aX,aY ) = (a cos q;,a sin q;); q;e[0,21'), solve 
(S.2a). Denote the corresponding product state by w"'. An 
explicit evaluation of the free energy density I (the index P 
will be dropped henceforth) yields the following lemma. 

Lemma 8: Suppose a;fO is a solution of (S.4). Then (i) 
o 

I(w",) is independent of q;, and (ii)f(w",) </( w ). 

Introducing the group G = {T'" lq;e[0,21')) of *-auto
morphisms on A by 

T"'(g)(k) = exp( - iq;S~)g(k )exp(iq;S~); 

neN, geA n, keA n, 

whereS:: = l'.7= I !01, one derives from [Hn'S~] = O;neN, 
that each accumulation point Wo of the Gibbs sequence is G 
invariant, i.e., 

wo(T"'(g)) = wo(g); q;e[0,21'), geA. 

Besides, applying the identity 

exp(i(q;2/2)o")(cos q;1d" + sin q;IO"')exp( - i(q;2/2)o") 

= COS(q;1 - q;2)d" + sin(q;1 - q;2)0"" 

one concludes 

(S.S) 

w"'\ (T""(g)) = W"'" _ "', (g); q;1,q;2e[0,21'), geA. (S.6) 

Now Theorem 3 and Lemma 8 imply, together with (S.5) and 
(S.6) 

f ,u",Jdq;dw",\(g) =wo(g) = f ,u"'o(dq;I)W","+",,(g) 
J[0.21T) J[0.21T) 

= f 7"""ta",o )(dq;I)w",\ (g); 
J[0.21T) 
q;2e[0,21'), geA, 

where 7""" is given by 7"""(q; ) = q; + q;2 (modulo 21'). There
fore, since ,u"'o is unique, ,u"'o = 7""'ta",J; q;e[0,21'). Thus, ,u"'o 
is a Haar measure on the compact topological group 
([0,21'), + = addition modulo 21'), and by the uniqueness 
theorem for Haar measures,,uC</o (dq; ) = dq; /21', for all accu
mulation points W00 This enables us to state Theorem 9. 

Theorem 9: There is a unique limiting Gibbs state Wo . 

For high enough temperatures (see Theorem 6) we have 

Wo = :b. However, if there exists a solution a;fO of (S.4), 

then Wo = (1/21')S~1Tdq; w"', and evaluating the energy den
o 

sity e explicitly, one finds e(wo ) < e( w ). Therefore (S.4) is 

called gap equation. 10 
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B. Spins with a cosine Interaction on a circle In a 
homogeneous magnetiC field 

As it will come out, the limit of the Gibbs sequence 
exists for all temperatures and magnetic field strengths and 
takes three different forms according to the three phases of 
the system. The "box," which contains the particles, is the 
compact topological group A = ([0,21'), + = addition mod
ulo 21') representing the points on the unit circle. The n
particle Hamiltonian is given by 

n 

Hn(xl, .. ·,xn) = - L B'O'- (2n)-1 
i=1 

n 

X L COS(Xi - Xj)O'i'O'j; xl,· .. ,xn eA . 
ij= I 
i#j 

The corresponding Curie-Weiss equation reads 
(S.7) 

p = (1/21') [exp( - PHp )/tr(exp( - PHp))], (S.8) 

wherein 

Hp (x) = - [B + f1T dy cos (x - y)tr(p(y)O') ] 0'; xeA. 

Using (S.3) together with the notations· 

mIx) = tr(p(x)a), ~ = f1T dy cos ym(y), 

v = f1T dy sin ym(y), a(x) = B + cos x~ + sin xv, 

a(x) = la(x)l, 

and K (x) = (1/21')[tanh(.8a(x))/a(x)), (S.8) may be written in 
the form 

~ = f1T dy cos(y)2K (y)~ 

+ f1T dy cos(y)sin(y)K (y)v 

+ f1T dy cos(y)K (y)B, 

1
217' 

V = 0 dy sin(y)2K (y)v 

+ f1T dy cos(y)sin(y)K (y)~ 

1
217' 

+ 0 dy sin(y)K (y)B. (S.9) 

We distinguish three classes of solutions of (S.9): (A) 

(~,v) = (0,0). Let 3J denote the corresponding product state; 
A A 

(B) if B.10' and taB,O) solves (S.9), then so does ta cos q;B, 
,u sin q;B) for all q;~[0,21') (~ and B are always parallel, 
,u = I~I, B = IBI, B = B/B); and (C) if B = 0, and (~,O) 
solves (S.9), then all pairs ta cos q;o,u sin q;o); q;e[0,21'), 
oeR3

, 101 = 1, satisfy (S.9). Denote by w(q;,~) the product 
state belonging to (cos q;~,sin q;~). The free-energy density 
of these solutions amounts to 

fta) = ~,u2 - (21'P)-1 121T dy 
2 0 

In(21') 
xln[2 cosh[P(B + cos(y),u)]] - p. 
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B 0.24 

Q.20 

0.16 

0.12 

B 
0.08 fJ>o 
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" A 
\ }J=O 

\ 
\ 
\ FIG. I. Phase diagram for a spin system 

with cosine interaction and external 
magnetic field. 

o.oo+-r..,....,..T""~M-,...,....I"'T"'l-r'-r 
0.0 0.8 0.16 Q.24 0.32 0.40 0.48 

II~ 

Notice that/is neither ({J- nor Ii-dependent (cf. Lemma 8), 
reflecting the radial symmetry of the system and the isotropy 
for B = O. Therefore a reasoning analogous to the one estab
lished in the first example of application leads to Theorem 
10. 

Theorem 10: (cf. Theorem 9). The limit Wo of the Gibbs 
sequence exists for all temperatures and all values of B. Ac
cording to which class the/minimizing solutions of (5.9) 
belong to, it is given by 

0 

W (phase (A)), 

Wo = ( 1 ) f" A 21T 0 d({J w(({J,JlB) (phase (B)), 

- ~ w(({J,JlIi(fJ )) i dfJ f" d 
s' 47T 0 21T 

(phase (C)), 
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whereli(fJ )pointsinfJ direction,andS 2
: = {xeR3 1lx l = 1}. 

Figure 1 shows the phase diagram. On crossing the solid line, 
the order parameter p, jumps discontinuously, whereas p, is 
continuous at the dashed line, which consists of critical 
points. 
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A SU(3)-gauge quantum field theory with a quark triplet, an antiquark triplet, and a self
conjugate gluon octet as basic fields is investigated. In virtue of a nontrivial coupling between the 
representation of the translation group and the SU(3)-color charge of the basic fields it is proved: 
(i) The basic quark, antiquark, and gluon fields are confined. (ii) Every state vector of the physical 
Hilbert space is a SU(3)-color singlet state. (iii) Poincare invariance holds in the physical Hilbert 
space. These results rest on a nonstandard transformation law of the basic fields with respect to 
translations. Its meaning within the frame of classical Lagrangian field theory for 
chromodynamics is investigated. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years the experimental and theoretical evi
dence that non-Abelian gauge quantum field theories 
(GQFf's) are (apart from quantum electrodynamics) the 
only relevant ones for elementary particle physics has be
come overwhelming. I In spite of the spectacular results 
(both experimental and theoretical), which have been gained 
in this field of modem research, the fundamental problem of 
quark and gluon confinement in quantum chromodynamics 
is still unsolved. The reason may lie in the fact that confine
ment cannot be understood on the level of perturbation the
ory without some drastic change in the basic concepts on 
which it relies. Whatever the final basis may be, todayevery
one agrees that quantum chromodynamics has to exhibit at 
least two features: The colored basic fields must be confined 
and all physical states are color neutral (i.e., color singlets). 

Five years ago Strocchi2 published some arguments in
dicating that within GQFf's of the Wightman-GArding 
type2

-6 charge confinement may be linked to the unbounded
ness of the translation operators. In a recent systematic in
vestigation7 (quoted from now on as I) of unbounded repre
sentations of symmetry groups in GQFf's the present 
author proved that a class of nonisometric representations of 
the translation group enforces the confinement of some or all 
basic fields and leaves certain mixed products unconfined. 
This at once seems to open the path for a nonperturbative 
description of quark and gluon confinement in quantum 
chromodynamics on the same level of mathematical rigor as 
is customary for Wightman quantum field theories. 

In this note we present a GQFf of the Wightman
Girding type with confinement, in which the gauge group is 
the color group SU(3) and the set of basic field operators is 
formed by a quark triplet, an antiquark triplet, and a self
conjugate gluon octet. Assuming that these basic field opera
tors transform under translations with a (nonstandard) rep
resentation of the translation group which is essentially 
determined by the color charge Q = j3 + !y ([3 -third com
ponent of the "color isopin" and Y - "color hypercharge") 
carried by the fields, the following are proved. 

(i) All (basic) quark, antiquark, and gluon fields are con
fined. 

(ii) Every state from the physical Hilbert space is a 
SU(3)-color singlet. 

(iii) Poincare symmetry, which is broken in the underly
ing unphysical Hilbert space, is restored via the existence of a 
continuous unitary representation of the Poincare group in 
the physical Hilbert space. 
The paper is organized as follows: Section II contains a col
lection of some standard notations, conventions and formu
las which will be intensively used later on. In Sec. III we 
formulate the general assumptions of a GQFf of colored 
quarks and gluons and derive some restrictions for the repre
sentations of the translation group. In Sec. IV we prove the 
three consequences (iHiii) stated above. Some final remarks 
are made in Sec. V. In the Appendix we investigate the mean
ing of the nonstandard substitution rules of the basic fields 
with respect to the translation group in the classical Lagran
gian field theory of chromodynamics. It is shown that the 
Lagrangian and thus the corresponding field equations are 
form invariant under these substitution rules. Hence the 
nonstandard basic fields represent just new solutions of the 
field equations. 

Since the flavor degrees offreedom are irrelevant for the 
following considerations, we omit them for the sake of nota
tional simplicity. Their inclusion can easily be achieved by 
taking into account a further internal symmetry group 
SU(n), n = ?, and correspondingly adding some more indices 
at the basic field operators. 

II. NOTATIONS AND CONVENTIONS 

In the following S (R4,q (R real and C complex 
numbers) denotes a countably normed space oftest functions 
f: Rc~C, namely either the Schwartz space8 of strongly de
creasing Coo functions or a Jaffe space9 of strictly localizable 
Coo functions. By (A (aY'v)and(S 1/2(a)",v){J.t,v = 0, ... ,3) with 
a an element from the universal covering group SL(2,Q of 
the Lorentz group we denote the usual 4 X 4 matrices ac
cording to which a Minkowski four-vector, respectively, a 
Dirac spinor, transforms under Lorentz transformations. 
Here, A (a) is real and S 1/2(a) satisfies the relations 

SI/2(a)-IY-SI/2(a) =A (aY'vYv, 
(2.1) 

yOs 1/2(a)*yO = S 1I2(a)-I, 

y- (J.t = 0, ... ,3) are the Dirac matrices. We assume yO to be 
Hermitian and its transpose (yO)' equals yO. For the sake of 
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notational compactness we glue the two matrices A (a) and 
S 1/2(a) together into a new symbol: 

{

s 1/2(a-l)VI" for (p,q) = (1,0), 

S(P,q)(a)"v: = A (a)"v' for (p,q) = (1,1), 

S 1/2(a)I'V' for (p,q) = (0,1), 

(2.2) 

For the Minowski metric we take (+ - - -). 
By a representation R of a group G on a vector space E 

we mean a homomorphism R:G-Aut E, g_R (g) of G into 
the automorphism group of E. For the special case of the 
color group SU(3) we adopt the conventions and apart from 
minor changes also the notations of de Swart. 10 Thus, if N° is 
the set of non-negative integers, for every pair 
(p,q) e ~ X~, R (p,q) denotes an unitary irreducible (matrix) 
representation ofSU(3) on CN with 

N = N(P,q) = (1 + p)(1 + q)(1 + 1/2rJJ + q]). (2.3) 

The basis for such a representation in CN is uniquely (up to 
an overall phase factor) fixed by the two assumptions: First 
its elements are eigenvectors of the two Casimir operators, of 
the squared of the "color isopin" operator with eigenvalues 
I (I + 1), 1= O,p, ... , of the third component of the "color 
isopin" with eigenvalues 1 3 = - I, - 1+ 1, ... ,1, and last 
but not least of the "color hypercharge" operator with eigen
values Y. Second, the Condon-Shortley phase conventions 10 

hold. Hence the indices a,b in the representation matrices 
R (p,q)(U)ba are triples (I,I3,y) which run over the index set 
r (p,q) defined by the Okubo rulell 

r(p,q): = {(I,I3,Y)II= 1/2(A. -P);/3 = -1, ... ,1; 

Y = A. + P - 1/3(2p + 4q); 

A.,p e N°;O<p<,q<,p + q}. (2.4) 

An immediate consequence of this definition reads 

(I,r,Y) er(p,qk=>(I, _1 3, - Y) er(q,p). (2.5) 

In accordance with this relation the negative - a of an index 
triple a = (1,13, Y) is by definition the index triple 
- a: = (I, - r, - Y). In the following considerations a fun

damental role is played by the color charge quantum num
ber: 

Q(a)=Q(I,r,Y):=I3+ 1/2Y, aer(p,q), (2.6) 

which due to the definition of - a has the property 

Q(-a)= -Q(a). (2.7) 

Finally the definitions and conventions above imply the fol
lowing important connection between a representation R (q,p) 

and the complex conjugate representation R (p,q): 

R (q,p)(U)ba = (- I)Q(b)-Q(a) R (p,q)(U)-b -a' (2.8) 

a,ber(q,p), ueSU(3). 

III. GQFT OF COLORED QUARKS AND GLUONS 

In this section we present a list of the basic assumptions 
for a GQFT of colored quarks and gluons and derive some 
restrictions for the nonunitary representations of the transla
tion group. 

Assumption I: Hilbert spaces and the metric operator: 
Let K denote a Hilbert space with elements 'P,4J, ... , scalar 
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product ('P,cJ», and norm II'P 11K = ('P, 'P,)1/2. There exists a 
linear, bounded, Hermitian, and nonsingular operator 71 in 
K which generates a nontrivial and nonpositive semidefin
ite sesquilinear form (.,.): = (',71') on K. Furthermore there 
exists a nontrivial and maximal linear subspace H C K such 
that ('P, 'P );>0 for all 'P e H. If Ho denotes the linear sub
space of all 'P e H with ('P, 'P) = 0, then the completion of 
the factor spaceH IHo(withelements['P]: = 'P + Ho) in the 
natural scalar (['P],[cJ>])H: = ('P,cJ» is called the Hilbert 

space of physical states Kpb = H 1Ho. 
Comments: The metric operator 71 is nonsingular means 

by definition that 71- 1 exists and is bounded on its domain 
D (71- 1) = 71K. Together with the Hermiticity of 71 this im
plies for every dense linear subspace S ~ K that 71S is again 
dense in K and S ~ 71K. Hence 71 is bijective and 
(71- 1)* = (71*)-1 (*-adjointin Jr). 

Assumption /1' Symmetries and the vacuum: On a dense 
linear subspace Ds ~K there exist a representation Tofthe 
vector group of lR4 and a representation W = L X U of the 
direct product G = SL(2,q X SU(3) of the universal covering 
of the Lorentz group and the internal color group with the 
following properties. 

(a) (71-isometry): For ally e lR4, (a,u) e G, and 'P,cJ> e Ds: 

(T(y)'P,T(y)cJ» = ('P,cJ», 
(3.1) 

(W(a,u)'P, W(a,u)cJ» = ('P,cJ». 

(b) (Vacuum): There exists a unique state 'Po e DsnH 
with ('Po, 'Po) = 1 (called the vacuum) which is invariant un
der Tand W: 

Vye lR4, T(y)'Po = 'Po; V(a,u) e G, W(a,u)'Po = 'Po. 
(3.2) 

(c) HnDs is invariant under T and W. 
Assumption IlL' Field operators and completeness: 

There exists a dense linear subspace D~Ds with 71D = D 
and for everyfE S(R4,Q, (p,q) E {(I,O),(I,I)},a E r(p,q), and 
J.l E {O, I,2,3} a linear operator ¢ ~::)(f) with domain 
D (¢ ~::)(f)) which together with its adjoint operator 

¢ ~:r(f): = ¢ ~::)(l)* if complex conjugate off) satisfies the 
following conditions. 

(a) D~D(¢ ~::)(f))nD (¢ ~::).(f)), 

A. (p,q)(f)DCD A. (p,q)*(f)DCD. V' p,a _, 'f' p,a _ 

(b) For every cJ> E K and 'P e D the mappings 

f-+{cJ>,¢ ~::)( f)'P) and f-+{cJ>,¢ ~::)*(f)'P) are linear contin
uous functionals on S (lR4,q. 

(c) (Completeness): The vacuum 'Po is cyclic with re
spect to the polynomial *algebra Y(¢) over C generated 

from the set {idK , ¢ ~::)(f), ¢ ~:r(h II f,h 
ES(R4,Q;(P,q) E {(I,O),(I,I)}; a er(p,q); J.l = 0, ... ,3} and 
Y(¢ ) 'P rf\ll is dense in H. 

(d) (71-stability): 71Y(¢ ) 'Po = Y(¢ )'Po. 
Since all field operators together with their adjoint ones 

possess a dense domain, they are all closable. For the sake of 
notational simplicity we assume they are closed, i.e., 

(3.3) 

The completeness assumption means that the linear sub-
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space Do = Y(r/J )V'o is dense in K. As a consequence K is 
separable, since S (R4,q is separable. 

The fundamental assumption for all the following con
siderations is the next one. 

Assumption IV: Covariance (Substitution rules): The 
field operators are covariant with respect to Lorentz trans
formations, color transformations, and translations. This 
means that on D the following substitution rules hold for all 
(p,q) E {(I,O),(I,I)}, a E r(p,q), J.l E {O, ... ,3], and (a,u) E G 
(resp. y E R4)' 

(a) W{a,u)rfJ~::)(/)W(a,u)-11[I 

3 
= L L S(P,q)(a)"/l R (p,q)(U)bar/J ~t) (fA)1[I 

v=O bEr(p,q) 

W(a,u) r/J ~:r(/)W(a,u)-11[I 

3 

= L L (M'1(p,q) S(p,q)(a)M'1(p,q)-I)"/l 
v=O bEr(p,q) 
X R (p,q)( U)b a r/J ~t)· (fA) 1[1, 

withM'1(p,q) a nonsingular matrix andlA (X): =/(A (a-I)x). 

(b) T(y) r/J~::)(f)T/y)-11[I 

= exp[Q(a)/y.m(N))] r/J~::l(j;,)1[1 

T/y) r/J ~::). (f)T/y)-11[I 

= exp[Q (a)/y.m(N)·] r/J ~::!*v;,)I[I, 
where mIN) and mIN)· are complex four vectors with non
vanishing real part, which only depend on the dimension N 
of R (p,q), and/y(x): =/(x - y). 

Before we plunge into the discussion of the covariance 
assumption we only mention the two remaining assumptions, 
of a GQFT: Assumption V, spectrum condition, and As
sumption VI, locality (Einstein causality). We do not spell 
them out in detail, because we are not going to use them 
explicitly. The interested reader may consult the literature, 
especially Ref. 5. 

In the following we call the field operators r/J ~:~) quark 
fields and the gauge fields r/J ~:~) gluon fields. In classical 
gauge theories the gauge fields are self-conjugate. According 
to the conventions of Sec. II this implies for our gluon fields 
the condition 

3 

r/J~,~)A·(/)=(_I)Q(a) L r/J~:~a (f)(M'1(I,I)-I)"/l' (3.4) 
v=O 

The matrix M'1 (p,q) -Ion the right-hand side is enforced by 
the difference in the substitution rules for the two fields un
der Lorentz transformations (see below). 

Next we have to make a couple of comments on the 
substitution rules of Assumption IV and especially on those 
ofthe adjoint (with respect to the scalar product in Jlf"!) field 
operators. 

First, it obviously follows from the substitution rules 
that the linear subspace Do ~D is invariant under Wand T: 

'V(a,u) E G, W(a,ulDo = Do; 
'Vy E R4, T/YlDo = Do. (3.5) 
For pure color transformations (E,U) with 10 the neutral 

element of SL(2,q the adjoint field operators r/J ~::). (f) 

transform with the complex conjugate R (p,q)(u) of the matri-
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ces with which the fields r/J ~;:) (I) themselves transform. 
Then Theorem 4.2 of I implies the following. 

Statement L' If the vacuum 1[10 is an eigenstate of 77, then 
the representation V (u) = L (E) X U (u) of the color group 
SU(3) has a unique unitary extension Von K and hence 
[V(U).77] = O. 

The same theorem leads to the introduction of the ma
trices M'1(p,q) in the substitution rules for the adjoint field 
operators under Lorentz transformations. For if as in the 
case of a normal Wightman theory M'1 (p,q) is the unit ma
trix, then again due to Theorem 4.2 of! also the representa
tionofthe Lorentz group W(a,e) = L (a) X U(e) [etheneutral 
element ofSU(3 )], would possess a unitary extension onto K 
in case 1[10 is an eigenstate of 77. But this, in general, is not true 
as we know from the Gupta-Bleuler formulation of the elec
tromagnetic potential. 3 However due to the 77 isometry of W 

the 77-adjoint field operators r/J ~;:)+(/): = 77- 1 r/J ~;:). (/)77 
transform as usual with the complex conjugate representa
tion .. 

The substitution rules Assumption IV (b) for the trans
lation group differ from the conventional ones in the occur
rence of the exponential factors which will tum out to be the 
sources for the confinement mechanism. Our motivation for 
the choice of these unconventional representations is based 
on the widespread beliefl,2 that confinement is closely con
nected to the unboundedness of the translation operators 
T/y) in K. However it follows immediately from Theorem 
4.2 in I that, at least in theories in which the vacuum is an 
eigenstate of the metric operator, the usual representation 
(without the exponential factors) are necessarily unitary in 
the unphysical Hilbert space K. Hence if there is any truth 
in the connection between confinement and unboundedness 
of the translation operators, then one has to admit uncon
ventional representations of the translation group. 

In normal Wightman theories (77 = idjfP, K = K ph ) 

all unconventional representations are excluded via Poin
care symmetry in the physical Hilbert space. It will be shown 
in Sec. IV below that in the present case (K -::f. K ph ) also the 
unconventional representations of Assumption IV generate 
in a natural way a unitary representation of the Poincare 
group in the physical Hilbert space Kph in spite ofthe fact 
that Poincare symmetry obviously does not hold in the un
physical Hilbert space K. Even more with the further re
stricted choice for the four vectors m(N) and m(N)*, which 
will be made below, the classical Yang-Mills Lagrangian for 
chromodynamics is form invariant under the substitution 
rules [Assumption IV (b)] since the exponential factors com
pensate each other. Hence in gauge quantum field theories 
there is no physical reason to ban the unconventional repre
sentations from consideration. 

Since the exponential factors in Assumption IV (b) en
force the confinement of states their exponents have to de
pend in some way on the color degrees offreedom. Thus the 
occurrence of the color charge Q (I,I 3, Y) = 1 3 + ! Y seems 
more or less natural and is finally justified by the success in 
the derivation of the results. 

In the remainder of the present section we derive some 
important restrictions for the complex vectors m(N) and 
m(N)*. Since the gluon fields are self-conjugate it follows at 
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once from Eq. (3.4) and the substitution rules [Assumption 
IV (b)]: 

VYER4, VaEr(l,l), 

exp(Q (a)[(y.m(8)) + (y.m(8)·)]) = 1. (3.6) 

Since four of the eight color charges of the gluon octet are 
nonzero, we obtain from Eq. (3.6) the two conditions 

Re m(8) = - Re m(8)·, (3.7) 

Vy E R4, (y Im[m(8) + m(8)·]) = 0 (mod 1T), 

which are equivalent to 

m(8) = - m(8)·. (3.8) 

The same connection between m(N) and m(N)· for both the 
gluon and the quark fields holds in theories in which 1/10 is an 
eigenstate of the metric operator TJ. 

Theorem I: If the vacuum 1/10 is an eigenstate of the 
metric operator and if the field oprators tfJ t::1 are nontrivial, 
thenwehave(i)m(N)· = - mIN) (N = N(p,q));and(ii)ev
ery translation operator T (y) with y E R4 \ { O} is nonisome
tric onD. 

Proo!' The TJ isometry of T implies, for all y E R4 and 
I/IE D, 

T(y)·TJI/I = TJT( - y)l/I. (3.9) 

Therefore 1/10 is invariant under T(y)· since 1/10 is an eigen
state of TJ and invariant under T (y). But then we obtain, from 
Lemma 4.1 of I and the substitution rules [Assumption IV 
(b)], 

T(y)· tfJ t::1 (f)l/Io (3.10) 

=exp[ -Q(a)(y. m(N)·)] tfJt::'If-y)l/Io. 

From this equation it follows, via straightforward calcula
tions, that 

II T(y) tfJ t::1 (f)l/IolI~ 
= exp [Q(a)(y.m(N))] 

X (tfJ t::1 (f)l/Io,T(y)· tfJ t::1 (1;,)1/10 ) 

= exp [Q(a)(y.[m(N) - m(N)·])] 

X IItfJ ~':) (f)l/IolI~· (3.11) 

On the other hand we get, via a direct application of the 
substitution rules, 

II T(y) tfJ t::1 (f)l/IolI~ (3.12) 

= exp[Q(a)(y.[m(N) + mIN) ])] 

X IltfJ t::1 (1;,)1/10 II~· 

From Theorem 7.1 and its proof in I we know that the norm 
on the right-hand side ofEq. (3.12) is bounded by a polyno
mial iny. Therefore, since for the quark triplet all three color 
charge quantum numbers Q (a) are nonzero and for the gluon 
octet four of them are nonzero, Eqs. (3.11) and (3.12) imply 
that either for allfE S (R4,Cj and alIa E r(p,q), with Q (a):fO, 

tfJ t::1 (f)l/Io = & (3.13) 

or the two conditions 

Re mIN) = - Re m(N)·, (3.14) 
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Vy E R4, (y Im[m(N) + m(N)·]) = o (mod 1T) 

hold. This proves part (i), since due to the Reeh-Schlieder 
theorem2

, Eq. (3.13) implies tfJ t::1 to be a trivial field. In this 
last step we have used locality. Part (ii) follows directly from 
(i), since due to Theorem 4.2 in I, T(y) is isometric onDifand 
onlyifm(N) = m(N)·. 0 

For the remaining part of this note we assume in accor
dance with part (i) of Theorem I that mIN) = - m(N)·. 
However 1/10 does not need to be an eigenstate of TJ. Finally 
the form invariance of the classical Yang-Mills Lagrangian 
for chromodynamics under the substitution rules [Assump
tion IV (b)] with mIN) = - mIN)· requires in addition 
m(3) = m(8) (see Appendix). Hence there remains one single 
four-vector m in the substitution rules for all quark and 
gluon fields, if we add to our list the further reasonable as
sumption 

m = m(3) = m(8) = - m(3)· = - m(8)·. (3.15) 

Since SU(3)-Clebsch-Gordan calculations will be an 
essential tool in the following considerations, we have to in
troduce in place of the adjoint quark fields tfJ ~:~I· (f), 
a E r (1,0), new fields which transform under color transfor
mations according to a representation satisfying the Con
don-Shortley phase conventions,1O namely the representa
tion R (0,11. This is easily achieved by the definition 

tfJ ;;"~ a If): = ( - l)Q(al + 1/3 

3 

X L tfJ ~,~I. (f)(M1/(l,O)yO)VI" (3.16) 
v=o 

with a E r (1,0). Notice that due to the relation (2.5), 
a E r (l ,0) implies - a E r (0, 1) and vice versa. The new field 
operators tfJ ~:~I (f) with a E r (0, 1) are called antiquark 
fields. 

A straightforward calculation, which takes into ac
count Assumption IV (a) and Eqs. (2.2) and (2.8), shows that 
the antiquark fields transform under Lorentz and color 
transformations with the direct product matrix 
S(O,II(a)XR (O,II(u). Hence the substitution rules of Assump
tionIV (a) read in compact form, forallp,q = O,l,a E r(p,q), 
and I/IED, 

W(a,u) tfJ t::1 (f)W(a,u)-11/I 
3 

= L L S(P,ql(atI'R(P,q)(u)batfJ~t)If,.t1I/1. (3.17) 
v=o bEr(p,q) 

Similarly in view of Eqs. (3.15) and (3.16) we obtain from 
Assumption IV (b), for all p,q = 0,1, a E r (p,q), and 1/1 E D, 

T(y) tfJ t::1 (f)T(y)-11/I (3.18) 

=exp [Q(a)(y·m)] tfJt::I(I;,)I/I, Re m:fO. 

IV. CONFINEMENT AND POINCARE INVARIANCE 

An important technical input for the derivation of the 
confinement properties is the following lemma which is 
proved along the same lines as in the case of the Hilbert space 
scalar product. 

LemmaL'Let (I/I~,qlla E r(p,qj}, (p,q) E NlXNlbeaset 
of vectors from Ds transforming with an irreducible matrix 
representation ofthe color group SU(3) 
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V(u) I/I~,q) = L R (p,q)(U)ba I/It,q), (4.1) 
be r(p,q) 

then the following condition is true: 

Va,bEr(p,q), (1/I~,q),I/I~,q) = (I/It,q),l/It,q). (4.2) 

Proof: Ifp denotes the invariant SU(3) measure, then the 
orthogonality relation 10 

f dp(u) R (p,q)(U)b a R (P',q')(u)C
d 

= (lIN)8pp,oqq' thJ>ad (4.3) 

together with the '1J isometry of V imply, for all a E r (p,q), 

(1/I~,q),I/I~,q) = ~ L (I/It,q),l/It,q)· (4.4) 
N ber(p,q) 

Every solution of this homogeneous system of N equations is 
determined by the condition (4.2). 0 

Now all the confinement properties are direct conse
quences of Theorem 8.1 of I, which, for the present case, 
states that for all f j

ES(R4,q, PjOqj =0,1, aj Er(pj,qj), 
JLj = 0, ... ,3, and n E N, we have (00/'0 is the set of states with 
zero '1J norm) 

Ii ¢ ~:::) 1/;)1/10 E oo/'o-:JHo, (4.5) 
j=1 

unless the charges carried by the fields satisfy the condition 
n 

L Q(a j ) =0. (4.6) 
j=1 

An immediate consequence is that all three quark fields as 
well as all three antiquark fields and (due to Lemma I) also all 
eight gluon fields are confined (in the sense of the next 
theorem). 

Theorem II: Every state created from the vacuum by 
application of a quark, antiquark, or gluon field has zero '1J 
norm; i.e., 

which transforms with an irreducible matrix representation 
R (p,q)(u) under color transformations: 

V(u) ¢~;~ ("+')V(U)-II/I (4.9) 

L R (p,q)(U)ba ¢ ~;~ ( .. +.)1/1. 
ber(p,q) 

The (multi) index.::1 describes the different irreducible tensor 
operators with fixed (p,q) which can be constructed from one 
and the same given product offield operators (due to differ
ent coupling modes and different symmetry types, etc.). The 
corresponding index set En (p,q), of course, depends on the 
pairs (pjOq/), j = l, ... ,n occurring in the given product. This 
dependence is not spelled out explicitly but should be kept in 
mind. For instance, in the case n = 2, E2(p,q) contains always 
one element except for the product of two gluon octets and 
(p,q) = (1, l). In this case there exist two different irreducible 
octet operators, a symmetric and an antisymmetric one. 10 
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¢ ~::) (f) 1/10 E 00/'0' 

On the other hand, the products of either three different 
quark fields ¢ ~.~:~) (h )¢ ~.I.~) (f)¢ ~~.:~) (k ) or three different anti
quark fields ¢ ~~~I) (h ) ¢ ~~:jl (f) ¢ ~~:~ (k ) as well as the quark
antiquark products [for a E r(l,O)] ¢ ~~:I.!..a (f) ¢ ~~,~) (h), re
spectively, the special gluon products [for a Er(l,l)] 
¢ ~.I.:I.!.. a (f) ¢ ~.~:!) (h ) all satisfy the condition (4.6). Hence at a 
first glance all states created from the vacuum 1/10 by these 
products or, more generally, by any products of at least two 
quark, antiquark, or gluon fields, for which the sum of the 
corresponding color charges vanishes, seem to escape the 
fate of being confined in 00/'0' However, it turns out that this 
is not true for all of them. Weare going to show that all states 
from the dense linear subspace DllnH of H are from Ho un
less they are equivalent mod(DnnHo) to a SU(3)-singlet 
state. Two states l/I,tP E 00/' are called equivalent 
mod(DllnHo) if and only if 1/1- tP E (DllnHO)' According to 
Theorem 3.3 of I or Lemma 1 and Theorem 2 of Mintchev 
and d'Emiliol2 the linear space of equiValence classes 

~ llph: = { [I/I]ll = 1/1 + (DllnHO) I 1/1 E DllnH} (4.7) 

forms with the natural scalar product ([ 1/1 ] no [ tP ] ll)ll 

: = (l/I,tP) a pre-Hilbert space and its completion ~ llph is 
unitary equivalent to the physical Hilbert space 00/' ph • More
over due to the '1J isometry and the relations (3.5) D llnHO and 
DllnH are invariant with respect to color transformations. 
Hence all elements of ~ llph are color singlets. Therefore, 
provided every state of DllnH is equivalent mod(DllnHo) to 
a SU(3) singlet or to the zero vector, we arrive at our main 
result. 

Theorem III: Every state from the physical Hilbert 
space oo/'ph is a SU(3) singlet state. 

The proof will be cut into two pieces. In the first step we 
consider any SU(3)-tensor operator ofthe form 

With increasing n the set En (p,q) becomes rapidly more and 
more complex due to the different coupling modes and the 
occurrence of further mixed symmetry types. The coeffi
cients K (.++ .. ) are composed of finite sums of products of 
SU(3)-Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. The only important 
point for the following is that 

K( (P1,ql) , ... , (Pn,qn) 1 (p,q) 1.::1)-0 (4.10) 
(II,l~,Yd, ... ,(In,l~'Yn) (I,l3,Y) -, 

n n 

forP# L n VY# L Y j , 

j=1 ;=1 

since the "color hypercharge" Y and the third component of 
the "color isopin" I 3 always couple additivity. A first impor
tant consequence reads as follows. 

Lemma II' Every irreducible SU(3) tensor operator 
¢ ~:~)4("'I"') with (p,q) # (0,0) is confined: 
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Vaer(p,q), V~ eEn(p,q), r/J~,!)4 ( ... , ... )1/10 e JYO' 

(4.11) 

Proof: In view of the condition (4.10) and the definition 
(4.5) the color charge Q (a) of the tensor operatorr/J ~::)4 ( .. +.) 
is just the sum of the color charges of its constituents: 
Q (a) = .I~ = 1 Q (a i ). But then the substitution rules (3.18) for 
the basic fields imply, for all ye R4, a e r (p,q), and 
~ eEn(p,q), 

T(y)r/J ~:~(fl X··· Xr,···)T(y)-11/I 

= exp[Q(a)(y.m)] r/J ~:~4 (f! X ... ><I; , ... )1/1. (4.12) 

For any irreducible SU(3)-tensor operator which is not a 
SU(3)-singlet operator there exists at least one 
a = (I,J3,y) e r(p,q) with Q(a)#O. Namely the component 
with the largest value of J3 carries the quantum numbers10 

I = 1 3 = 1/2(P + q) and Y = 1/3(p - q). The charge is 1/ 
3(2p + q). Then the relation (4.11) follows immediately from 
Eq. (4.12), Theorem 8.1 of! and Lemma I in the same way as 
for the (anti-)quark and gluon fields themselves. 0 

For the second step in the proof of Theorem III we have 
just to invert the Clebsch--Gordan calculations which were 
applied in the construction of the irreducible SU(3)-tensor 
operators above. 

Lemma III: Every state 1/1 e DnnH is from Ho unless it 
is equivalent mod(DnnHo) to a SU(3)-singlet state. 

Prool: It suffices to prove Lemma III for a state of the 

form I/In = n~= 1 r/J ~::::) (fi)l/Io, sinceDn is the linear hull of 
such states and the vacuum. Via straightforward Clebsch
Gordan calculations I/In can be expanded into a (finite) linear 
combination of the irreducible SU(3)-tensor operators intro
duced above. But then Lemma III follows immediately from 
Lemma II. 0 

It remains to investigate the Poincare invariance which, 
as was mentioned in Sec. III, is violated in the big unphysical 
Hilbert space JY. The reason is the following. In spite of the 
fact that for every pair (a,y) from the semidirect product P f+ 

= SL(2,q6-R4 the mapping 

f!lJ(a,y):Dn-Dn, 1/I_f!lJ(a,y)I/I: = T(y)W(a,e)1/I (4.13) 

is an automorphism of Dn, the corresponding mapping 

f!lJ:pf+ -Aut Dm(a,y)-f!lJ(a,y) = T(y)W(a,e) (4.14) 

of the Poincare group into the automorphism group of Dn 
cannot be a homomorphism. Due to the occurrence of the 
exponential factors in the substitution rules of T(y) the com
position law of P f+ does not hold for the images f!lJ (a,y), 
(a,y) e P f+ • However, the recipe to restore the Poincare in
variance in the physical Hilbert space JY ph (and this is all we 
need from the physical point of view) is obvious. Consider 
the linear subspace of Dn defined by 

Dc: = L.H.{ l/Io,iII r/J ~:::) (f) 1/10 lfi e S(R4,q; 
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ILi = 0, ... ,3; qi>Pi = 0,1; 

ai e r (Pi>qi); i = I, ... ,n; 
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(4.15) 

Here L. H. means the linear hull; and Dc is dense in JY,JYo 
and invariant under f!lJ (a,y) for all (a,y) e P f+ • On this sub
space the exponential factors disappear from f!lJ (a,y): 

f!lJ(a,y) IT r/J ~~::) (fi)l/Io 
i=1 

3 3 n 

= L ... L II s(P,q')(at'Il' 
Y I = 0 Vn = 0 i = 1 

X A. (p"q,) (fi ) tJt. 
'I' v"a, (A,y) 0' (4.16) 

with./(A,y) (x): = I(A (a-I)(x - y)). Hence the restriction f!lJ e 
of f!lJ to Dc 

f!lJ e:Pf+ -Aut Dc, (a,y)-f!lJ da,y): = f!lJ(a,y) t Dc 
(4.17) 

is an 1/-isometric representation of the Poincare group P f+ 

on Dc. Moreover it has been shown in Theorem 8.2 of! that 
the representation f!lJ e lifts to a continuous unitary repre
sentation of P f+ on the physical Hilbert space JYph ' 

V. FINAL REMARKS 

In spite of the rather encouraging results obtained in the 
sections before, there remains a missing link to a satisfactory 
gauge quantum field theoretical frame for quantum chromo
dynamics with confinement. According to Lemma II every 
state with nonzero (positive and negative) 1/ norm is equiva
lent to a color-singlet state. But only a subset of states with 
positive 1/ norm are physical states in the sense that they 
generate the Hilbert space JYph ' On the other hand due to a 
theorem ofStrocchi5 the set of states with negative 1/ norm is 
nonempty. Hence a condition is missing which tells us that 
the color-singlet states built from quark and antiquark fields 
lie in the subspace H and that the remaining color singlets do 
not, that is, a well-defined subset of them has negative 1/ 
norm. Since this problem touches more detailed dynamical 
features of quantum chromodynamics we have to leave it 
open for further investigation. 

Also the question of "asymptotic freedom" and related 
problems must be left to further investigations. 

The confinement mechanism presented in this note 
seems to work along completely different lines than that in 
the local and covariant operator solution of the Schwinger 
model13- 15 (QED2) in an indefinite inner product space. A 
closer inspection, however, exhibits some similarities. For 
the confinement of the basic charged fermion fields (i.e., the 
fields occurring in the Lagrangian) relies on the fact that 
charged states created by their powers from the vacuum of 
the indefinite inner product space are lying outside the posi
tive semidefinite subspace from which the physical Hilbert 
space is constructed via factorization. For instance, the two
point <.,.) -matrix element of the basic fermion field is either 
negative or in exceptional cases (depending on the regular
ization parameter) zero.16 The positive semidefinite sub
space generating the physical Hilbert space is obtained by 
the application of monomials in the so-called bleached 
field 14 to the vacuum state. The bleached field is constructed 
from the basic fields in a subtle way such that it does not 
carry electric charge. 

Hence the confinement mechanism of the present note 
and of the Schwinger model have two features in common: 
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(i) The positive semidefinite subspace generating the physical 
Hilbert space is obtained from the vacuum via application of 
monomials in nonbasic fields which do not carry (color) 
charge. (ii) The basic fields are confined in the sense that all 
charged states created by them from the vacuum lie either in 
the complement or the zero part of the positive semidefinite 
subspace above. This is the deeper reason why they cannot 
show up as physical states. Both mechanisms mainly differ 
in what one may call the bleaching process; this means the 
manner in which the uncharged fields creating the physical 
states are selected (resp. constructed) from the basic ones. 
Moreover, in contrast to the present case the charged states 
of the Schwinger model can have nonzero (.,.) norm since 
the representation of the translation group is the convention
al one. It is not yet known if this model also admits uncon
ventional representations. 

Up to now also all perturbative treatments of quantum 
chromodynamicsl were performed within the conventional 
representation and hence it is not astonishing ifthere occurs 
some evidence of colored states with nonvanishing (.,.) 
norm. The general belief seems to be that these states by 
some subtle mechanism do not occur in the physical Hilbert 
space. However, as long as such a mechanism is not estab
lished one has to realize the existence of other representa
tions with a (too?) simple confinement mechanism. Accord
ing to the appendix in classical Lagrangian field theory of 
chromodynamics the basic fields with nonstandard substitu
tion rules under translations are possible new solutions of the 
field equations. Moreover, at the moment no general phys
ical principle is known which justifies the preference of any 
one of these representations above the other. Finally, one 
should remember that the classical paper of Yang and 
Mills l7 did not seem to fit into the conventional wisdom of 
Lagrangian quantum field theory when it was published 
thirty years ago. It took more than fifteen years to establish 
that it fits very well. 
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APPENDIX: CLASSICAL LCD 

In this appendix we consider the classical Lagrangian 
field theory of chromodynamics. Especially we investigate 
the consequences of the nonstandard substitution rules of 
the fields under translations. We show the following. 

( 1 ) The Lagrangian and hence the field equations as well 
as the Poisson brackets are invariant under the translations 
corresponding to the nonstandard representations (3.1S). 

(2) The nonisometry of T in the unphysical Hilbert 
space JIl'" or equivalently the noncommutativity of T and 11 
corresponds on the classica11eve1 to the fact that the complex 
conjugation of the fields does not commute with the transla
tions. 

In order to avoid notational confusion we describe the 
classical fields corresponding to r/J ::: (I) by the symbol rp::: (x), 
x E R4• If ip denotes the complex conjugate of rp we have 
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r/J t:!)(f) ~ rp t:!)(x), 

A. (p,q). (f)M (P q)" ~ in (p,q) (x), = m (p,q) (x) 
'f'v,a ." 'p TI-',a· Tl',a • 

Self-conjugateness of the gluon fields means 

rp ~:~) (x) = ( - l)Q(a) rp ~:~a (x). 

(AI) 

(A2) 

Dirac indices will be often dropped by the usual conventions. 
If rp ~,O) is a column, then by Eq. (3.16) rp ~,I) is a rowl The 
Dirac adjoint of rp ~,O) is connected to rp ~O,I) by 

[p ~,O) (x): = rp ~,O) (x) t 'f = ( _ 1) - Q(a) - 1/3 rp (~I~ (x). 
(A3) 

Corresponding to Eqs. (3.17) and (3.1S), the substitution 
rules under SL(2,QxSU(3), respectively, the translation 
group, reads 

(W(a,u)rp) t:!) (x) 

= S(P,q)(aj"IlR (p,q)(U)ba rp ~ii)(A (a)x), (A4) 

(T(y)rp) t:!) (x) = exp[Q(a)(y·m)] rpt:!) (x + y). (AS) 

A first important consequence of the Eqs. (A2)-(A4) is that 
for all (color-) charged fields the translations do not com
mute with complex conjugation: 

(T(y)rp )~,q) (x) = exp[2Q (a)(y Re m)](T(y)q] )~,q) (x). (A6) 

Especially the Dirac adjoint of rp ~I,O) transforms according to 

(T(y)¢)~,O)(x)=exp[ -Q(a)(y.m)] [p~,O)(x+y). (A7) 

The Lagrangian L (x) of chromodynamics is completely de
termined by the quark Lagrangian [summation over 
a E T(l,O)] 

Lq(x) = [p ~,O) (x)((iI2)Y' all - k) rp ~l,O) (x), (AS) 

the form invariance under local SU(3)-gauge transforma
tions 

(Gwrp )~,O) (x) 

= rp ~l,O) (x) - (iI2)(Aa)b a rp ~,O) (x)wa(x) + ... , (A9) 

and the principle of minimal coupling of gauge fields. It 
readsl,18 

L (x) = -! F':''' (x) F~" (x) + [p ~,O) (x) [(iI2)Y'{ £5: all 

+ ig(Aa )ba A ~ (x)) - £5:k ] rp ~l,O) (x), (AlO) 

F~" (x): = all A ~ (x) - a" A ~ (x) _gfpay A ~ (x) A ~(x). 
(All) 

HereAa (a = 1, ... ,S) denote the traceless Hermitian (3,3) ma
trices of the fundamental representation of the Lie algebra 
su(3) andfaPy its real totally antisymmetric structure con
stants. They satisfy the relationl9 

[Aa.A.p]_ =2ifa YpAy and tr(AaAp) = U aP • (A12) 

TheA a (x) (a = 1, ... ,S) are real vector fields transforming un
der local SU(3)-gauge transformations according to 

(GwA )~(x) =A ~ (x) + fyap A ~ (x)wY(x) 

+ (l/g)all ((.Ia(x) +... . (A13) 

The connection between the eight real gauge fields Aa 

and our previous complex and self-conjugate gluon fields 
rp IW,y) is given byl9 
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9'll::~o) = - (l/v'2)(A I + fA 2), 9'll:~O) =A 3, 

9' 111i.I/2,I) = - (l/v'2)(A 4 + fA 5), (AI4) 

9'1l1i. -1/2,1) = - (l/v'2)(A 6 + fA 7), 9' !~:~~O) = AS. 

In analogy with these equations we introduce instead of the 
Hermitian matrices Aa the self-conjugate ones r' 
[0 E T(l,l)]: 

rl,I,O): = - (l/.J2)(A I - ili.2 ), rl,O,O): = A3 , 

r Il2,1/2,I): = - (l/.J2)(A4 - ili.s), rO,O,O): = As, 

r Il2,-1/2,1): = _ (l/.J2)(A6 - ili.
7

), 7'-a: = (- l)Q(a)?,. 
(A15) 

Equations (AI2) imply for the r' (see Ref. 19) 

(
s S 

[r',~L = - 2.j3 
o b 

S; ) -'&, tr (r9') = 'Mab. 

(AI6) 

By means of these equations it easily follows from (AlO) 
[resp. (All)] that 

L(x) = -!( -l)Q(a)GJ'v,_a(x)Guv,a(x) 

+4>~I,O)(x)[(iI2)Y'{~~ aJ' +ig(-,&)ba 9'~I,I)(xll 

-~:k]9'~'O)(x), (AI7) 

with 

G (x): = a m (1,1) (x) - a m (1,1) (x) 
J.''V,a I' T v.a v T pta 

SA) a 9' ~:~) (x) 9' ~,~l) (x). 
S 

e 
(AIS) 

Since the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients on the right-hand 
side vanish unless Q (a) = Q (b) + Q (e), the gluon tensor 
transforms under translations according to 

(T(y)G)J'v,a(x) = exp[Q(a)(y.m)]GJ'v,a(x + y). (A19) 

Furthermore, integrating the equation 

(-,&)ba = R (I,O)(U)b,R (1,1)(U)C
e 

R (I,O)(u)ad(rYd (A20) 

with the Haar measure over the whole group SU(3), we ob
tainlo 

(A21) 
e 

3) (3 S 
a f e 

S 

and therefore it follows that 

(-,&)ba =F~(a) = Q(b) + Q(e). (A22) 

Now the form invariance of the Lagrangian under the non-
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standard substitution rules (A5), (A7) [resp. (AI9)] is ob
vious, i.e., L (x + y) = (T(y)L )(x). 

In order to investigate the translational invariance of 
the Poisson brackets we add to the Lagrangian L (x) the 
gauge fixing term20 

LOF(X) = - ( - I)Q(a) [B (~I~ (x)au 9' ~,~) (x) 
(A23) 

- (r/2) B (~I~ (x) B ~I,I) (x)]. 

Here B ~I,I) is a Lorentz scalar, self-conjugate SU(3) octet 
field which transforms under translations according to Eq. 
(A5). Considering 9' ~,O),4> ~1,O),9' ~,~) (k = 1,2,3) and instead of 
9' R~) the field B ~I,I) as independent canonical coordinates 
then the corresponding canonical momenta read 

II~I,O) (x) 

= (iI2) 4> ~I,O) (x)Y', lI~I,O) (x) = - (iI2)Y' 9' ~,O) (x), 

II~,~) (x) = - (- I)Q(a)G ok ,a (x) (k = 1,2,3), (A24) 

IIR~) (x): = II! (x) = (- l)Q(a) 9'R'~a (x). 

Now obviously the substitution rules (A5), (A 7) [resp. (A19)] 
imply the invariance of the Poisson brackets under transla
tions, since the exponential factors compensate each other in 
the non vanishing ones. Of course, it is trivial to include the 
gauge fixing field B ~I,I) into the set of basic fields in the main 
part of this paper without changing the results. 
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The decoupling theorem of quantum field theory is studied in Minkowski space for theories which 
on experimental grounds may contain particles with vanishingly small masses. Rules are set up to 
prove the distributional vanishing property of the renormalized amplitudes when any subset of 
the underlying masses is scaled to infinity, and any subset of the remaining masses is scaled to 
zero. By careful estimates, the analysis in Minkowski space may be reduced to a similar one in 
Euclidean space. All subtractions of renormalization are carried out at the origin of momentum 
space with the degree of divergence of a subtraction coinciding with the dimensionality of the 
corresponding subdiagram. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A rigorous proof of the decoupling theorem of field the
ory in Minkowski space has been recently given 1 for theories 
with strictly massive particles. The vanishing of the renor
malized Feynman amplitudes, in the sense of distributions, 
was established. 1 The purpose of the present paper is to gen
eralize this theorem to the more difficult problem for theor
ies that may involve particles with vanishingly small masses. 
Simple rules are set up to prove in Minkowski space, the 
vanishing of the renormalized amplitudes, in the sense of 
distributions, when any subset of the masses become large 
and some of the remaining masses are scaled to zero. The 
study is very general in that we allow those masses becoming 
large to grow, in general, at different rates, and those masses 
becoming small to vanish, in general, at different rates. A key 
element in our proof is that the analysis in Minowski space 
may be reduced to a similar one in Euclidean space. The 
estimates developed in Ref. 1, however, had to be refined as 
they involved, in an obvious manner, the existence of a 
smallest nonvanishing mass, and hence are not useful in the 
present situation. All the subtractions of renormalization are 
carried out in momentum space about the origin, with the 
degree of divergence d (g) associated with a subtraction coin
ciding with the dimensionality of the corresponding subdia
gramg. 

II. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 

We are interested in studying the limit 

lim (lim T~! ..... 5k;A , •... ,A, (I)) , 
5""" 5k-OC r- + 0 

(1) 

A..,···,As-o 

with 

T~!.. ... 5k:AI .... ,A)f) 

= i dP f(P) i dK R~(P.J(,AI P,I,· .. ,AI ... As p,s, 
R4m R 4m 

SI ... Sk p,s+ 1, ... , Sk p,s+k,p,s+k+ 1, ... ,p,P), (2) 

whereRE is the renormalized (subtracted out) Feynman inte-

grand associated with a proper and connected graph G; 
-{ 1 s s+1 s+k s+k+1 P} d t th P, - p, , ... , p, , p, , ... , p, , p, , ... , p, eno es e 

set of masses, p,i> 0, and P = {p~ , ... ,p~}, K = {k~ , ... ,k!} 
denote, respectively, the set of external and internal mo
menta. Here F(P) E Y (R4m) is a Schwartz function. For 
E>O, AI#O, ... ,As#O, 1< SI < 00, ... , I<Sk < 00 the expres
sion in (2) in absolutely convergent. We have RE in the famil
iar form 

L 

RE(P.J(,p,) =A (P.J(,p"E) II D I-
1, E>O, (3) 

1=1 

DI = Q1 + p,1- iE[Q1 + p,1], P,I >0, (4) 
4m 4n 

QI = I a/j Pi + I b/j ki== l + k I , (5) 
i=1 i=1 

wherep,1 E p" andA is a polynomial in its argument and may, 
in general, be a polynomial in (p,S+ 1)- 1, ... ,( p,p)-I as well. A 
propagator carrying a momentum QI will be written in the 
form 

D+(Q 11.)=( )-131 P(QI,P,/) 
I'rl P,I [2 2 2 2 

Q 1+ P,I - iE(QI + P,/)] 

- ( )-/jID- +(Q ) = P,I I' P,I , (6) 

where for P,I E [p,I, ... ,p,s], DI=O, and for P,I 
E [p,S + 1, ... , P, P], DI is some non-negative integer. The latter 
is well known for massive higher spin fields, and where P (QI' 
P,/) is some polynomial inP,I' For P,I E [p,I, ... ,p,S], D(QI'O) 
denotes the zero-mass propagator. Also we require that 

degr D +(QI,P,/)< - 1 , (7) 
1'1 

(8) 

We prove the following theorem. 
Theorem: Suppose that there are no proper, connected, 

and divergent [d (g) >0] subdiagrams g C G such that all 
masses ing are from the set { p, 1, p,2, ... , p,S}. Let Ti be the set 
of all subdiagrams G' g; G such that all the masses in G /G ' 
are from the set {p,i, p,i + 1, ... , p,S}. If MaxG' e T, (d (G ')) 
<d[G) for all i = 1, ... ,s, then 
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lim (lim Tt! ..... 5k:AI •... ,..t, (f)) = 0 , 
51 •. ··• 5k~'" E-+ + ° 
,tl •... ,..t,~ 

(9) 

for allf(P) e.Y (R4m), and where the limits 51>"" 5k-oo, 
AI'"'' As-o are taken independently. Here we recall that G 
denotes a proper and connected graph. The symbol C may 
include equality, and the symbol ~ excludes equality. 

In the proof we will make use of the following two lem
I 

mas: Lemma 1, Lemma 2, proved, respectively, in Refs. 2 
and 3. The proof of Lemma 1 is also discussed in the Appen
dix. 

Lemma 1: 

lim Tt!.. ... 5k;,tI •...• 5,(f) 
E-++O 

==T51 •...• 5k;,tI •...• ,t,(f) 

exists, and 

(10) 

T <A ... A d(G)+4m-2N dP 2. A 1 [1 m]-N I 51.···. 5k:AI.···,..t, (fll (I s) R4m A r ... A; + ;~I PEl 

where 
L 

RE(P,K,p,) =A (P,K,p"O) II [Q; + Q~2 +p,T]-1 
1=1 

(pi=p2+ pOZ) (12) 

is a Euclidean version of RE in (3), and N is a positive integer 
that may be chosen arbitrarily large. 

To state Lemma 2, we need the following. Consider the 
elements in P, K, P, as the components3.4 of a vector P' in 
R4m

+
4n

+ p. Suppose P' is of the form 
, 

P' = L L;1/;1/;+ 1 "'1/, + C', te[I, ... ,4m + 4n + p] , 
;=1 

(13) 

where L; , ... ,L; are t independent vectors in lR4m + 4n + P; C' is 
a vector confined to a finite region in lR4m + 4n + P, and 
1/1> 1, ... ,1/, > 1 are some parameters. In reference to the 
graph G, we write QI== l + k I [see Eq. (5)], for the momen
tum QI carried by a line I in G. Suppose that for some I, k I 
depends on the parameter 1/" for r fixed in [1, ... ,t]. Then we 
may write RE in (3) in a familiar form3

: 

(14) 

where the sum is over all 5 sets of proper, connected sub
diagrams such that (i) G e 5. (ii) If g" gz e 5, then either 
glngz=t/>, or gl ~g2' or gz ~gl' (iii) Let ge5. If 
g I"'" gm denote the maximal elements in 5 contained in g: 
g; ~g, i= 1, ... ,m, then set g= g/(gIUgzU ... ugm ) by 
shrinkingg

" 
... , gm ing points. Then all the (k I)g (which are 

linear combinations of the integration variables in K ) ofg are 
either all dependent on 1/, or are all independent of 1/,. Also 
(a) t5(f = 1. (b) If g ~ Gin 5, and all the (k/)g of g are 
independentof1/" thent5{ = O. (c) Ifgis one of the maximal 
elements in 5 contained in a subdiagram g' e 5, such that 
all (k I)g ofg' are independent of 1/" and all the (k I) g ofg are 
dependent on 1/, then t5{ = 1. (d) If g e 5 (g ~ G) is one of 
the maximal elements contained in g' e 5 such that all the 
(k/) g' of g' are dependent on 1/, then t5(f = O. If dIg) <0, 
then Tg=O. We write 
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(11) 

5 = K, U K2 , (15) 

where g e K, if all (k I) g of g are dependent on 1/" and 
geK2 if all the (k/) g ofg are independent of 1/,. We also 
write 

K,=Y,uYz , (16) 

where for ge K
" 

withg ~ G, ge Y I if t5{ = O,ge Y z if 
t5{ = 1. Equation (14) may be then also rewritten as3 

RE = LFG(A"), 
.ff 

(17) 

where we have recursively 

Fg(A") = (S{ - Tg)/g II Fg,(A"), (18) 
; 

and { g; J; denotes the set of maximal elements in 5 con
tained ing:g; ~ g. The maximal elements in5 contained in 
Gwill be denoted by GI, ... ,Gm : G; ~G. 

Lemma 2: Supposege N - {G J. ForgeY, uKz, if 
(i) there is a subdiagram g' ~ g with g' e Y 2, and/or (ii) 
there is a (divergent) sUbdiagramgH C g, withgH e K 2, such 
that at least one of the masses in gH depends on 1/" then 

degr Fg(A") <d(g) - a(g), 
'I. 

where 

a( g) = 4 } L ( g') , 
g'~1 
g' C g 

(19) 

(20) 

and L ( g) denotes the number of independent loops ing. Also 
if G e Y z and one or both of the conditions (i), (ii) above are 
truewithgin them formally replaced by G, then [ford (G );;.0] 

m 

degr (- TG)/G II FG,(A") <dIG) - a(G). (21) 
"I,. ;=1 

Also if we scale all the (k I) g' of all g', g' C g, g' e K
" 

and 
the masses in g, that are dependent on the parameter 1/" by a 
parameter A, then 

(22a) 
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[if no A dependence occurs in (22a) replace degr Fg (.A') sim
ply by zero], 

(22b) 

We now apply the above lemma to the graph G itself. 

A. Dimensional analysis In reference to a parameter 
1/ Ai' I E [1 , ... ,s] 

In the light of the conditions stated in the theorem, any 
proper and connected and divergent subdiagram g C G 
must necessarily have masses from the set {pl, ... ,p/-I, 
ps + I, ••• , P P J. The latter masses will necessarily depend on 
the parameter 1IA j in 

R (P,K, pl/A2 ... As,"" ps-IIAs' pS, 
~ ~ 1 -I 1 -I s+1 ~ 1 -I 1 -I s+k 
~1"'~k/l,1 "'/I,s P ""'~k/l,1 "'/I,s P , 
A II ••• A s-I pH k+ I, ... , A II ... A s-I pP) , (23) 

on the right-hand side of (11). Suppose first that G E .'72' 
Accordingly, to have an equality in (21) it is necessary, from 
the lemma, that GI, ... ,Gm E .'72, and that there are no sub
diagrams g E ff, such that g E JY'2 U .'72, and we have [for 
d(G);;;.O] 

m 

degr (- TG)Io II FG, (.A')..;d(G) - a(G) (24) 
TJ,. ;=1 

=d(G) -4L(G). 

A similar analysis applied to each Gj also yields 
m 

degrIo II FGI(.A')..;d(G')-4L(G') , 
'TJI' ;=1 

(25) 

where GIG' is independent of 1], and G' :::> (Glu .,. U Gm ). 

Hence from (24) and (25) we have 

degr FG(.A')..;d(G) - 4L (G). (26) 
,,/, 

Now suppose that G E JY'2' To this end, we note that in order 
to have an equality in (19) withg in it replaced by G, and the 
gj replaced by the Gj> it is necessary that the Gj E .'72, and 
that there are no g in ff with g' g; Gj> such that g' E JY'2' 
And if so, we have [for d(G);;;.O], with Gj E .'72, GEJY'2 

m m 

degr (- TG)Io II FG,(.A') <d(G) - 4 I L (GJ. 
,,/, 1=1 j=1 

(27) 

LetG '/(Glu ... U Gn)bethesubdiagramofGsuch that all the 
lines in GIG' (if not empty) depend on 1],. Then 

m m 

degr 10 II FG,(.A')..;d(G') - 4L (G') - 4 I L (GI )· 
,,/, j=1 j=1 

(28) 

where G' = G '/(GI U ... U Gn ). With GIG' independent of 
11 Ai' we use the conditiond (G ') < d (G) stated in the theorem 
to conclude that 

m 

degr FG(.A') <d(G) - 4 I L (GJ, 
~ 1=1 

(29) 

for d (G );;;.0 or d (G) < O. Ifnone of the k I in G depend on 1], 
then we may use the bound 
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degr RE<d(G') - 4L(G')<d(G), (30) 
,,/, 

where G ' is a subdiagram of G such that all the lines in GIG' 
(if not empty) are independent of1]" and according to one of 
the statements ofthe theorem d (G') < d (G) for G' g; O. 

B. Dimensional analysis In reference to a parameter Si' 
IE [1, ... ,k] 

If all the external momenta of G are independent of a 
parameter 1]" then we conclude directly from (22a) and 
(22b), 

degr FG(.A')..; - 1 - a(G), (31) 
,,/, 

if some of the k I of G depend on 1J" and 

degr RE< - 1, (32) 

directly from (7), if all the k I of G are independent of the 
parameter 1] r' If some of the external momenta of G depend 
on 1]" then quite generally we may find a subdiagram G' 
such that 

degr FG(.A')..;d(G') - a(G). (33) 
,,/, 

We denote the integral multiplying the factor 
(AI '''As )d(Gl+4m -

2N on the right-hand side of (11), by 
Is, ..... s.; ..t, .... ,As· Due to the presence of the term 11 Ai· .. A ; in 
[(1IAi "'A;) + l:7'=1 p~d -N on the right-hand side of 
(11), we note that the maximum dimensionality of 
Is, ..... s.;..t, .... ,As will be attained if all the components of P de
pend on 1]" for N arbitrarily large. And from (26), (29) we 
then conclude5

•
4 

~~r, Is, ..... 5k;..t' ... ·,A. <d (G) - 2N + 4m . (34) 

On the other hand, from (31), (32), we conclude that if none 
of the components in P depend on the parameter 1]" then 

(35) 

If some of the external components in P depend on 1]" then 
from (33) (see Ref. 5) 

degr Is, ..... 5.;..t' ..... ..t, <d + u - 2N, 
Sl 

(36) 

where d is some finite number that may determined from the 
structure of the graph G and is of no importance here, and u 
denotes the number of components in P depending on 1],. 
The interesting thing to note in (36) is that, the positive in
teger N may be chosen arbitrarily large, and in particular 
such that d + u + 1 < 2N. Accordingly, from (35) and (36), 
we may conclude that 

degr I s, ..... 5.;..t, .... ,As < - 1 . s, 
(37) 

for N arbitrarily large. All told, we then have from (34), (37), 
and the estimate (11) [see also (10)], 
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or 

A 1 
I Ts,,"" Sk;..t" ... ,..t.(/)1<C 5 5 9(ln 51"'" In5k)-<1, (39) 

I'" k 

for 51"",5k-+00, AI,. .. ,A..-<1, where 9(ln51, ... ,ln5k) is 
some polynomial in In51, ... ,ln5k' and no logarithmic 
growth occurs in (38), (39) in the parameters 1/.1;, i = 1, ... ,s. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 

As an example, consider the electron self-energy graph 
in any order without photon self-energy insertions. Let G 
denote the graph in question, with m denoting the electron 
mass, and p denoting a photon mass. We note that the fol
lowing conditions in the theorem are satisfied: (i) there are no 
proper, connected, and divergent subdiagrams g C G (in
cluding G itself) consisting solely of photon lines; and (ii) for 
any sUbdiagram G' !t G such that GIG' consists solely of 
photon lines we necessarly have d (G') < d (G) ( = 1). Hence 
the statement in (39) follows if we scale m by 5, and p by A, 
and take the limits 5-+00, .1-<1. A slightly more involved 
analysis establishes the existence of the above limits even in 
the presence of photon self-energy insertions. 
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APPENDIX 

We discuss the proof (see also references therein) of 
Lemma 1. We write A (P,K,p,E) =.Ia ~Aa(P,K,p), and 
hence in an obvious notation TIE)(f) = .Ia ~T~)(f), where 
to simplify the notation we have suppressed the dependence 
on the parameters 51"'" 5k, AI"",A.. in the latter. We give 
only ihe essential details here. By introducing Feynman pa
rameters we may write 

T~)(f) = ( dP I(P) ( da N a(a,P, p,E)[ G E (a,P, ,u)] - 1 , 
JR4m JD 

where 

GE(a,P, p) = pUp + M2 - iE( p.Up + M2) , 

(AI) 

(A2) 

(A3) 

and U is rational in a and may be extended to a continuous 
function6 everywhere in D = {a = (al, .. ~,aL)' a;>O, 
.If= I a; = lJ. Here, Na(a,P,p,E) is rational in a, and is a 
polynomial in its remaining arguments, and for those pj, 
which we do not scale to zero, it may be also a polynomial in 
these (pj)-I. t is some positive integer. We use the following 
identity2: 
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[GE(a, P,p)] -I = - [ p.Up + M2]2t(t + 1) 

X (I drl II dr[Gr(a,p,p)] -1-2 
Je Yt 

+ [p.Up +M2]iEt [GI(a,P,p)] -1-1 

+ [GI(a,P,p)]-I. (A4) 

By substituting each term on the right-hand side of (A4) in 
tum for [GE ] - 1 in (AI), we generate three terms T~)(/)I' 
T~)(/h,T~)(/h, respectively, and T~)(/) = T~)(f)1 
+ T~)(/h + T~)(/h. Because of the E factor in thedenomi

nators in T~)(/h and T~)(fh are set equal to 1, no E-+ + ° 
limit problems arise in T~)(fh, T~)(/h and one readily 
bounds 

IT~)(/);I<C; 14m dP I/(P)I 14. dK IAa(P,K,p)1 

L 

X II [QFE + p;] -1, O<E< 1, i = 2,3. 
1=1 

(AS) 

To handle T~)(f)I' we introduce (Ref. 2, and references 
therein) a ~~ function X (x) : 0< X(x) < 1, such that X (x) = ° 
for x<!, and X (x) = 1 for x>j. We set x = po Upol 
[p·Up + M2]. We then write T~)(/)I = T~)(/)l1 + T~)(/)12' 
where T~)(/)l1 is nothing but T~)(/)I with the integrand in 
the latter simply multiplied by [1 - X (x)], and T~)(/)12 is 
nothing but T~)(f)1 with the integrand in the latter simply 
multiplied by X (x). Again due to the presence of the multipli
cative factor [1 - X (x)] in the integrand in T~)(f)ll no 
E-+ + ° limit problems arise in the latter and we have a 
bound for I T~)(/)lll similar to the one in (AS). To study the 
integral T~)(f)12' which includes the multiplicative factor 
X (x) in its integrand we use the identity 

[Gr(a, P,,u)] -1-2 

( _ ~y+ I [ m B ]1+ I 

= (t+ I)! (pO UpO)-1 ;~/? Bp? 

X [Gr(a,P,p)] -I, (A6) 

for [Gr(a,p,,u)] -1-2 in nE)(/) 12' Upon integration by 
parts in P, and using the vanishing property of/(P), together 
with all of its derivatives, at infinity, we obtain 

T~)(/)12 = C" L ( dP (I drl II dy(pO)CN~(a,P,,u,E) 
c JR4m Je Yl 

X LX~(pO,x,a)L ~(P), (A7) 
; 

where the X ~ (pO ,x,a) may be bounded, in absolute value, by 
a polynomial in pO independent of a, and due to the factor 
X (x), they vanish for x <!. We have L ~ E.Y (R4m

), and N a 

(a,P, p,E) = .Ic(pO)CN~ (a,P, ,u,E). The factor (pO)C multiply
ing N~(a,P,p,E) in (A7) survives, after the partial integra
tions, due to the presence of the dimensionless operator 
(p?B 1 Bp?) in (A6). From the Lagrange interpolating for
mula,6,7 we also have 
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lei 
I(porN~(a,p,jl,E)I< L IFe(pj)IINQ(a,P,Pj pO, jl,a) I , 

j=l 
(AS) 

where lei is the degree of the polynomial N (a,P, jl,a) in pO, 
andpl"'" Plel are distinct nonvanishing numbers. TheFe(pj) 
are some finite functions of Pj' respectively. From (AS) and 
the estimate 

p. Up + pJ pO U pO + M2 2 

p. Up+ pO UpO+M2 <1 + Ipj -11, (A9) 

we obtain a bound for T~)(/h2 similar to the one in (A5) with 
I(P) replaced by [1 + 1:;:' 1 pi;] -N, with N an arbitrary 
large positive integer, by finally making the change of varia
blespj p0---+ pO. The result in (10) follows from the Lebesgue 
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dominated convergence theorem, and the upper bound in 
(11) occurs from finally making the transformation of varia
bles K---+Al •.. As K, P---+A 1 ... As P. 
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One considers supersymmetric gauge theories in quantum mechanics with the bosons and 
fermions belonging to the adjoint representation of the gauge group. One shows that the 
supersymmetry constraints are related to the existence of certain Fierz identities for real Clifford 
algebras. These identities are valid when one has 2, 4,8, and 16 supercharges. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Supersymmetric quantum mechanics 1 was extended re
cently2 to gauge theories. One considers a system containing 
bosonic degrees of freedom (coordinates tPa and momenta 
17'a) and fermionic degrees offreedom AJ.< 

[tPa,17'b ] = i~ab' IAJ.<,Ay J = ~J.<y 
(1) 

(tPa+=tPa, 17'b+=17'b, AJ.<+=AJ.<)' 
The Lie algebra corresponding to the gauge group G is 

[LA.LB]=ifABCLC (LA+=LA ), (2) 
with/ABc totally antisymmetric. The system is described by 
a Hamiltonian H, 

H = H(tPa,17'b,AJ.<)' (3) 
invariant under the group G, 

[H.LA] = 0, (4) 

and one imposes the Gauss law considering only states I¢') 
satisfying the condition 

LA I¢') = O. (5) 
The system has M-extended supersymmetry2 if one has 

M Hermitian supercharges Qa (a = 1, ... ,M) satisfying the 
algebra 

{Qa,Qp} = 2(~a/3H + U~LA)' 
(6) 

[H,Qa] =iD~LA' [LAJQa] =0. 
In Eqs. (6), U ~p and D ~ are operators (they depend on 

the operators tPa, 17'a, andAJ.<)' Thus Eqs. (6) do not define a 
superalgebra. If, however, one restricts oneself to the states 
I¢') satisfying Eq. (5) one notices that one is back to super
symmetric quantum mechanics l with M supercharges. 

II. SPECIAL SOLUTIONS AND REAL CLIFFORD 
ALGEBRAS 

Various examples of Hamiltonians satisfying the alge
bra (6) can be found in Ref. 2. Here we would like to discuss 
some properties of a special class of solutions. We assume 
that we have p multiplets ofbosons belonging to the adjoint 
representation of G, 

tPAm,17'Am (m = 1,2, ... ,p), (7) 

and M multiplets of fermions belonging also to the adjoint 
representation of G, 

AAa (a = 1,2, ... ,M). (8) 

Notice that the number of fermionic multiplets is taken 
equal to the number of supercharges but the number of bo
sonic multiplets is left free. 

The generators LA of the Lie algebra (2) are 

LA =/ABdtPBm17'Cm - (i/4)ABaAea). (9) 

We consider the following ansatz for the supercharges: 

Qa = (l/~)(r:pAAp17'Am + gfABc.I':;AAptPBmtPCn)· 

(10) 

Here G is the coupling constant, and the r m are real (the 
matrix elements are real numbers), symmetric, M XM ma
trices satisfying the real Clifford algebra 

Irm,rnJ = 2~mn (m,n = 1,2, ... ,p) (11) 

and 
.I mn = Hrm,rn]. 
Notice the relation 

[.Imn,rk] = ~nkrm _ ~mkrn. 

(12) 

(13) 

We now compute the anticommutators of the supercharges: 

IQa,QpJ =~ap(1TAm1TAm 

+ (il/2ifABdAB'C·tPBmtPCntPB·mtPC·n) 

+ 2gr:ptPAmiABCtPBn 17'Cn 

+ i(g/2)F':P;a·p.fABCtPAmABa·Acp·, (14) 
where 

F'::P;a'P' = r~p . .Ip::. + rpp' .I~':. 

+ r~a' .I pp. + rPa' .I:;J.. (15) 
Equation (14) is of the required form (6) if the following 

Fierz identity is valid: 

r~ . .Ip::. +rpp . .I~':. +r~a' .I pp. +rPa' .I~p. 

= ~apr,;p' - ~a'p'r,:p 

(a,/3 = 1,2, ... ,M; m,n = 1,2, ... ,p). (16) 

Let us pause to discuss some properties of the real Clif
ford algebra (11). If the algebra has p generators its irreduci
ble rXr representations have a mod 8 periodicity3 and the 
values of r are given in Table I. One can write these irreduci
ble representations as tensor products of Pauli matrices as 
shown in the Appendix. We now turn to the Fierz identities 
given by Eq. (16). A necessary condition for their existence is 
obtained contracting the indices a and f3 in Eq. (16), using 
Eq. (13), and (excluding from now on the trivial case p = 1) 

tr rm = 0, 

one obtains 

2(P - 1) =M. 

(17) 

(18) 
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TABLE I. Irreducible representations (rXr) of the real Clifford algebras 
with p generators. 

p(mod 8) r 

1 21p - 1)12 

2 2pl2 

3 21p+ 1)/2 

4 21p + 2)12 

5 21p + 1)12 

6 21p+ 2)12 

7 21p+ 1)12 

8 2pI2 

Now inspecting Table lone finds that the necessary 
condition (18) is verified only if p = 2, 3, 5, and 9 and the 
representation is irreducible, namely M = 2, 4, 8, and 16, 
respectively. That the necessary condition is also sufficient 
was verified by brute force using the representations of the 
r m matrices given in the Appendix. (Since the Clifford alge
bra and the Fierz identities are left invariant by orthogonal 
transformations we can choose our basis at will.) In this way 
for a given number of supercharges M the number of bosonic 
multiplets p is fixed. 

We now use the Fierz identities (16) in Eq. (14) and 
obtain 

(Qa,Qp J = 2 (HtJafJ +gr';ptPAmLA)' 

where 

H = !~m + ~/4)(fABCtPBmtPCn)2 
+ i(g/4)F':rJABctPAmA Ba A CP' 

and one also obtains 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

The last equality was obtained using the representa
tions of the r m matrices given in the Appendix.4 

III. CONCLUSION 

Let us sum up our results. We have found the new Fierz 
identities for real Clifford algebras given by Eq. (16). These 
identities are valid only for M = 2 (p = 2), M = 4 (p = 3), 
M = 8 (p = 5), and M = 16 (p = 9). Using these identities 
one obtains the gauge supersymmetric Hamiltonians (20). It 
is easy to check that for M = 4, 8, and 16 one obtains precise
ly the dimensionally reduced N = 1, 2, and 4 extended d = 4 
supersymmetric gauge field theories.2 Notice that one gets 
here at most 16 supercharges out of purely algebraic proper
ties and not by any spin counting as one does in field theory. 

A last observation is in order.s Let us consider the case 
M = 16 and Eq. (19). Looking at the expressions of the r m 

matrices given in (A6) one sees that one can choose eight out 
of the 16 supercharges such that 

(Q1',Qv J = 2 (HtJl'v + gr ~v tPA lLA) 

= 2H 'tJl'v (,u,v = 1,2, ... ,8), (22) 

[H',QI'] = 0, 
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where 

H' =H +gtPA1LA' (23) 

The Hamiltonian H I and the supercharges QI' are the 
generators of the superalgebra of quantum mechanics 1 and 
this is the first example we know of where one has a Hamil
tonian at most bilinear in the fermionic operators commut
ing with eight supercharges.6 
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APPENDIX: REPRESENTATIONS OF THE REAL 
CLIFFORD ALGEBRAS AS TENSOR PRODUCTS OF 
PAULI MATRICES 

The rX r irreducible representations of the real Clifford 
algebras 

{rm,rnJ = 2tJmn (m,n = 1,2, ... ,p) 

can be written in terms of Pauli matrices: 

CTx = (~~), CTy = (0 i ~ i), CTz = (0 1 ~ .). 
We give the explicit construction up to p = 9. 

(a) For r = 2, P = 2, 

r1=CTz ' r
2

=CTx ' 

(b) For r = 4, P = 3, 

(AI) 

(A2) 

(A3) 

r
1

=CTz ®1, r
2

=CTy ®CTy , r
3

=CTx ®1. (A4) 

(c) For r = 8, P = 4 and 5, 

r
1

=CTz ®1®1, r
2

=CTy ®1®CTy , 

r
3 = CTx ® CTz ® 1, r

4 = CTx ® CTy ® CTy , 

r
S = CTx ® CTx ® 1. 

(d) For r = 16,p = 6, 7, 8, and 9, 

r1=CTz ® 1 ® 1 ® 1, r
2

=CTy ® 1 ® 1 ®CTy , 

(A5) 

r
3 = CTy ® CTz ® CTy ® CTz ' r

4 = CTy ® CTz ® CTy ® CTx , 

r
S = CTx ® CTz ® 1 ® 1, r

6 = CTx ® CTy ® 1 ® CTy ' (A6) 

r 7 = CTx ® CTx ® CTz ® 1, r
8 = CTx ® CTx ® CTy ® CTy , 

r 9 = CTx ® CTx ® CTx ® 1. 

IH. Nicolai, Phys. A 9, 1479 (1976); E. Witten, Nucl. Phys. B 188, 513 
(1981). 

2R. Flume, Preprint Bonn-HE-84-15; V. Rittenberg and S. Yankielowicz, 
Preprint Bonn-HE-84-16; Mark C1audson and Martin B. Halpern, pre
print Berkeley UCB-PTH-84/1O. 

3See, for example, R. Coquereaux, Phys. Lett. B 115, 389 (1982). 
'One can show that the Fierz identities, l:~ _I r':a r';p = 6afJ , are valid 
under the same conditions as the Fierz identities (16). 

'This observation belongs to R. Flume. 
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Conformal space-time symmetries of electromagnetic fields and potentials are studied in order to 
determine whole sets of constants of motion when spin-! charged particles interact with such 
external electromagnetic fields. The relativistic and nonrelativistic contexts are discussed through 
the Hamiltonian formalism. In particular, the interesting example of the magnetic monopole field 
is recovered and related to the recent works of Jackiw and D'Hoker-Vinet. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Dynamical symmetry 1 and supersymmetry2 of the 
magnetic monopole have recently been studied, with the aim 
of understanding fundamental physical processes. In parti
cular, the determination of the whole set of constants of mo
tion characterizing the physical particle in interaction is an 
essential step in these approaches and, more generally, in 
every physical situation. 

The problem1.2 of a spin-! particle with gyromagnetic 
ratio 2, in the presence of a Dirac monopole,3 is nothing else 
than a particular case of a (nonrelativistic) particle interact
ing with a nonconstant external electromagnetic field. Thus 
it is a particular case of a recent study4 leading to the deter
mination of whole sets of constants of motion. In that contri
bution, Beckers and Hussin4 have shown the interest of the 
symmetry properties of external (constant or not) electro
magnetic fields and of their gauge fields-the electromag
netic potentials-in both relativistic and nonrelativistic con
texts. These symmetry properties enter into Lagrangian as 
well as Hamiltonian formalisms. From a physical4 or a geo
metricals point of view, the importance of the symmetries of 
the associated gauge fields has been especially pointed out. 

Let us just recall4 here that constant electromagnetic 
fields F ::(E,B) always admit the largest symmetry6.7 inside 
the Poincare8 or Galilei9 groups. Moreover, constant or non
constant F' s interacting with charged particles lead to specif
ic sets of constants of motion, depending on compensating10 

gauge functions and on symmetry properties 11 of the asso
ciated gauge fields. Then the operators corresponding to 
these whole sets generate isomorphic algebras, which are 
central extensions12 by lit of the F-symmetry algebra. The 
exact symmetries lIon the gauge fields yield informations 
about constants of motion, which are unchanged with re
spect to the free case. 

Here we want to show that this method4 is not limited to 
(relativistic) Poincare or (nonrelativistic) Galilean invar
iances: it can be extended to conformal13 or Schrodingerl4-16 
(i.e., nonrelativistic and "conformal") symmetries so that the 
specific application handled by Jackiw1 and D'Hoker and 
Vinee enters in our developments when SchrOdinger invar
iance is considered. This is one particular aim of the present 
paper. 

Consequently, let us put the problem of determining the 
constants of motion of a physical system interacting with an 
arbitrary electromagnetic field at the level of (relativistic or 

a) Boursier Agence Generale de Cooperation et Developpement. 

nonrelativistic) conformal symmetries. Physically speaking, 
the particles admitting conformal symmetries have to be 
massless from a relativistic point of view, and we know the 
interest of such a limit in connection with particles studied in 
the domain of very high energies. Otherwise, from a nonrela
tivistic point of view, the mass parameter still is an invariant 
under "conformal" or Schrodinger transformations. 

In Sec. II, we will recall some elements on conformal 
space-time symmetries in the relativistic context and the 
well-known invariance conditions 17 on electromagnetic 
fields and potentials. Parallel considerations in the nonrela
tivistic context will also be given, and the corresponding in
variance conditions will be established under Schrodinger 
transformations. Section III will be devoted to constant elec
tromagnetic fields admitting extended Poincare symmetries 
(for example, Weyl symmetriesl8) and we will give a new set 
of constants of motion. In Sec. IV, the physical cases of non
constant electromagnetic fields will be studied with respect 
to conformal symmetries in both relativistic and nonrelati
vistic contexts. The specific example of the magnetic mono
pole field will be recovered and discussed in connection with 
the Jackiw1 and D'Hoker-Vinef results, leading to a 
SO(3) ® SO(2,1) symmetry. In particular, we will find a spe
cial interest in the study of the famous Wu-Yang19 poten
tials in order to get the constants of motion. A parallel and 
new discussion of SO(2, 1) ® SO(2, 1) symmetry will also be 
enhanced. The whole sets of constants of motion will be de
termined in each case and comments connecting relativistic 
and nonrelativistic considerations will be given. 

II. RELATIVISTIC AND NONRELATIVISTIC 
CONFORMAL SYMMETRIES AND INVARIANCE 
CONDITIONS 

First, let us recall (Sec. II A) some elements on the con
formal space-time symmetry in the relativistic context and 
the well-known 17 invariance conditions on electromagnetic 
fields and potentials. Second, let us consider (Sec. II B) the 
nonrelativistic context (when the Galilei group has been ex
tended to the Schrodinger onel4-16) and let us establish the 
corresponding invariance conditions on electromagnetic 
fields and potentials in the magnetic limit. 20 

A. Relativistic conformal symmetry 

We know that the action of the conformal group13 on 
space-time events x reads in infinitesimal form 

x-x': x'" = xl' - 5" (p = 0,1,2,3), 
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with 

~p. = - aP. - al'vxv - p,xl' - 2(e·x)x'"' + c"X2, (2.1) 

where the infinitesimal parameters aI',aI'V( = - Ci)vp.),p, and 
c" refer, respectively, to space-time translations, homogen
eous Lorentz transformations, dilatations, and special con
formal transformations. The conformal Lie algebra is then 
generated by the 15 associated infinitesimal operators 
pp. ,Mp.v,D, and cp. satisfying the nonzero commutation re
lations 13 

[Mp.v,Mp<7] = i(gl'uMvp + gVPMp.u 
_rMvu _gVUMI-'P), 

[Mp.v,PP] = iIgVPPP. - rpV), 

[Mp.v,CP] = iIgVPCP. - rCV), 

[Pp.,D] = ipP., [cp.,D] = - iCP., 

[pP.,CV] = 2ilgP'vD - MP.I. 

(2.2) 

The invariance conditions on the tensor fields 
F={Fp.v J (the electromagnetic field) and A ={Ap. J (the 
electromagnetic potential) can then be expressed by the an
nulation of their Lie derivative with respect to the vector 
fields X = sp. ap.(ap. = ala,xl'), 

LxF = 0, and LxA = 0. (2.3) 

Explicitly these conditions are 

LxFp.v(x) = sa aaFp.v(X) + (ap.Sa)Fav(X) 
+ (avs a)Fp.a (X) =0 (2.4) 

and 

Moreover, A being a four-potential associated with a given 
electromagnetic fieldF (F = dA ) which admits the symmetry 
algebra GF , we have 

(2.6) 

where W is called a compensating gauge transformation 10 

associated with A and satisfies the property5 

Lx WX'(x) - LX' Wx(x) - W[X,X' )(x) = e(X,x'), 

'tIX, X'eGF • (2.7) 

Then e is a skew-symmetric mapping from G F X G F into R. 
In fact, it is a two-cocycle21 of GF for the trivial representa
tion ofR and it is defined up to a two-cobord, So it refers to a 
cohomologyclasse(F) = [e]eH 2 (GF,R,O) of the second coho
mology space of the trivial representation of GF on R. Be
cause of the one-to-one correspondence21 between H2 
(G F,R,O) and the central extensions 12 ofG F by R, e(F) charac
terizes the extensions of the symmetry algebra of the field F. 

B. Nonrelatlvlstlc conformal or SchrOdlnger symmetry 

The Schrodinger group15 S of the Newtonian space
time is a 12-parameter Lie group containing, beside the Gali
lei group ~, the group of dilatations and a one-parameter 
group of transformations, the so-called expansions, which 
are similar to the special conformal transformations in the 
relativistic context. The action of S on the events x==(t,r) is 
then given in infinitesimal form byl4-16 
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t' = t + at + et 2 + b, 
(2.8) 

r' = r + Oxr - vt + !ar + etr + a, 
where b and a refer to time and space translations, 0 to spa
tial rotations, v to pure Galilean transformations, a to dilata
tions, and e to expansions. Ifwe denote by H,P,J,K,D, and C 
the generators of the corresponding Schrodinger algebra Y, 
we have the commutators 

[Jk,J1 ] = i€klmJm' [Jk,P1 ] = i€klmPm' 

[Jk,K1 ] = i€klmKm' 

[Kk,Pd = 0, [Kk,H] = - iPk, 

[Pk,Pd = [Kk,Kd = [H,Jk] = [H,Pk ] =0, (2.9) 

[D,Pd = - ~Pk' [D,Kk] = ~Kk' [D,H] = -iH, 
2 2 

[C,Pk ] = -iKk' [C,H] = -2iD, [CoD] = -iC, 

[D,Jk ] = [C,Jd 
= [C,Kk ] = ° (k,l,m = 1,2,3). 

The transformation laws of electromagnetic fields and 
potentials under Galilean transformations have been given20 

in the so-called magnetic limit. Under Schrodinger transfor
mations, these laws can easily be generalized. Indeed, using 
Eq. (2.8) we deduce the action on the derivatives at and V 
and, using the correspondence between the potentials (V,A) 
and (ap - V), we get 

V'(t',r') = (1- (a + 2et))V(t,r) 

- (v - er)·A(t,r), (2.10) 

A'(t ',r) = (1 - !(a + 2ct ))A(t,r) + OXA(t,r). 

The electric E and magnetic B fields still being related to V 
and A by the definitions 

E= -VV-atA, B=VXA, 
we obtain the transformation laws ofE and B in the magnet
ic limit 

E'(t ',r') = (1 - ~(a + 2et ))E(t,r) 

+ OxE(t,r) + (v - cr)xB(t,r), 
(2.11) 

B'(t ',r') = (1 - (a + 2ct ))B(t,r) + OXB(t,r). 
Invariance conditions on (V,A) or on (E,B) can then be de
duced. Explicitly we get 

(a + 2ct)V+ (v-er).A+ gV= 0, 

!(a + 2ct)A - OXA + gA = 0, 
and 

~(a + 2ct)E - OXE - (v - cr)XB + gE = 0, 

(a + 2ct)B - OXB + gB =0, 

where 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

g = bat + a·V + O·(rxV) - tv·V + a(tat + !r·V) 
+ et (tat + r-V). (2.14) 

III. CONSTANT ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS AND 
CONSTANTS OF MOTION 

The symmetry properties of constant and uniform elec
tromagnetic fields are well known under the Poincare6 as 
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well as under the Galilee groups. In the relativistic context, 
two kinds of fields have to be considered; the so-called paral
lel (fli ) and orthogonal (Fl ) fields. If the Poincare symmetry 
is extended to the conformal one, the field fli does not admit 
a kinematical algebra larger than the six-dimensional one in 
the Poincare case so that no supplementary interesting fea
ture arises. On the contrary, when the Poincare symmetry is 
extended by dilatations, (i.e., Weyl symmetries22), it has been 
shown 18 that the field F1 , chosen such as 

E = (E,O,O), B = (O,E,O), (3.1) 

admits a kinematical algebra of dimension 7 

G:; = {JIi'I =J I +K2, Jli'2 =J2 -KI, 2K 3 -D,PIL}. 
(3.2) 

The generator 2K 3_D is then a new generator with respect to 
the Poincare case and it is easy to convince ourselves that, 
under the whole conformal symmetry, the Fl -kinematical 
algebra is again G:; =(3.2). 

Moreover, with the field Fl =(3.1), we can associate a 
four-potential (the gauge-symmetrical potential, for exam
ple) 

V1 = - ~x, Al = !E(z - t,O, -x), (3.3) 

which admits a symmetry algebra of maximal dimension II 
inside the one of the field Fl' We effectively have the algebra 

GAL = {JIi'I,JIi'2,2K3 _D,p2,pO - P3}, (3.4) 

which evidently contains the symmetry algebra (see Ref. 11) 
G~ . Let us also notice that for the symmetries of Fl which 

1 

are not in G A , we obtain the compensating gauge transfor-
1 

mations through Eq. (2.6) 

W p • (x) = ~ (t - z), Wpo + p3 (x) = - Ex. (3.5) 

This leads to the existence of a nontrivial extension (the 
physical one) of G:; by JR, which is characterized by the 
cocycle c satisfying Eq. (2.7) and defined by 

C(PO,pl) =E=C(P\pl). (3.6) 

Let us notice that an extension of G Fl already appears in the 
Poincare context. 6. I I 

The preceding results, restricted to the Poincare con
text, have been used4 in the search for the constants of mo
tion associated with the description of charged particles in
teracting with the external field Fl' They can be extended to 
the conformal context provided that the particles are mass
less. Following the above method,4 the whole set of con
stants of motion is then obtained as follows: 

1T
o=Ho -eV, 1T=p-eA, 

Jli'l = (t - Z)p2 _ y(Ho _ p3) + ~ 1+ ia2/2, 

Jli'2 = _ (t _ Z)P1 + x(Ho _ p3) + ~2 - ia l /2, 

2K 3 - D = rep - tHo - 2zHo + 2tp3 + ia3
, 

(3.7) 

where Ho is the Dirac Hamiltonian for spin-~ particles in 
interaction with the Fl field 

Ho = ue(p + eA) - eV (p = - iV) (3.8) 

and~ = - (i/2)(a2a3,a3al,ala2). The operators (3.7) give a 
specific realization of the generators of the nontrivial phys
ical extension of G if by JR corresponding to the cocycle 
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c=(3.6). Such a realization depends on the form of the poten
tial A =( 3.3) associated with F1 , and only the operators cor
responding to the symmetries of A are effectively un
changed4 with respect to the free case. 

Let us end this section by noticing that in the nonrelati
vistic context, the search for invariance properties on con
stant and uniform fields throughout the Schr6dinger sym
metry does not give new interesting results. Here we have 
only the Galilean conclusions.7 

IV. ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS INVARIANT UNDER 
MAXIMAL SUBALGEBRAS OF THE CONFORMAL 
ALGEBRA AND CONSTANTS OF MOTION 

By noticing that the whole conformal algebra admits 
only the trivial invariant electromagnetic field F = 0, 
Beckers, Hamad, Perroud, and Winternitz l7 have searched 
for electromagnetic fields invariant under maximal confor
mal subalgebras. They have shown that, among these, only 
two admit nontrivial invariant electromagnetic fields: the 
so(3) $ so(2,1) and so(2,1) $ so(2,1) algebras, each one being 
of dimension 6. 

Let us discuss both cases in order to associate with each 
invariant field some electromagnetic potentials, to deter
mine their symmetry properties as well as the corresponding 
compensating gauge transformations. Then, by the Beckers
Hussin method,4 we will be able to determine if the symme
try algebra of the field under consideration admits trivial or 
nontrivial physical extensions by JR and to obtain the con
stants of motion associated with the description of charged 
particles interacting with such electromagnetic fields. 

A. 80(3) $ 80(2,1) 

In the relativistic context, we can choose the basis l7 

(4.1) 

for such an algebra. The more general invariant electromag
netic field is then the field F =(E,B) characterized by17 

E = E (r/f3), B = B (r/f3), (4.2) 

where r = x 2 + y2 + z2 and E,B are real numbers. Such an 
interesting physical field F may be interpreted as the one of a 
static point electric charge and of a point magnetic charge
a magnetic monopole-located at the origin of the coordi
nate system in JR3 (where the field is singular) or, in other 
words, as the Coulomb field and the magnetic monopole 
field. The two charges are proportional to E and B, respec
tively. Let us notice that the subalgebra {J ,P ° J C G I corre
sponds to a CEPS,23 i.e., a connected electromagnetic Poin
care subalgebra, already admitting the invariant field (4.2). 

Now, from the approach of Wu and Yang,19 we can 
consider two alternative forms of singular potentials 
A ± = (V ± ,A ± ) with 

V ± = E /r, A ~ = + By/r(r ± z), 
(4.3) 

A 2± = ± Bx/r(r ± z), A 3± = 0. 

We know 19 that A+(A_) has string singularities on the nega
tive (positive) z axis and that the field F=:=(4.2) can be de
scribed by using the two coordinate domains and potentials 
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A ± . In the overlapping region of the two domains, the po
tentials are related by the gauge transformation 19 

A = 2B tan -I (ylx). (4.4) 

Using Eq. (2.5) let us determine the symmetry properties of 
the two potentials A ± with the help of spherical coordinates 
(r,B,t/». We easily find the symmetry algebra 

(4.5) 

The complementary symmetries of the field (4.2) lead 
through Eq. (2.6) to 

W /i = Bx/(r ± z), W /; = By/(r ± z), Weo = 2Er, 
(4.6) 

and we notice that the compensating gauge transformations 
W J3j and W J-3; satisfy the relations 

LJ, W J-3; - LJl W J3j = ± B. (4.7) 

So, by comparison with Eq. (2.7) we have to choose 
W p = ± B. Such a choice does not alter the invariance of 
A ± under J3 but gives the well-known fact that the algebra 
so(3) admits only trivial extension by R([e] = 0). Moreover, 
it is easy to show that the cocycle e is zero for all the elements 
of G1 so that the algebra G1 admits only trivial physical ex
tensions by R. 

The symmetry properties of the field (4.2) and of the 
associated potentials (4.3) are of special interest for the 
search for constants of motion.4 These constants can be de
termined in the Lagrangian formalism using the Noether 
theorem,4 but let us here study the Hamiltonian approach. If 
we consider the HamiltonianHo :=(3.8) the whole set of con
stants of motion is easily obtained using the Beckers-Hussin 
method.4 We effectively get 

/=rXp+l:+eWl, 

pO = Ho , D = tHo - rep + 3i12, (4.8) 

CO = 2tD - (t 2 
- r)Ho - iaor + eWeo, 

with 
Wl = (WJ3j,WJ-3;,WJ:t;). (4.9) 

Let us first remark that in the expression of D, the term 
3il2 corresponds to the scale dimension 13 of the Dirac spinor 
field. In particular, it is necessarily added in order to get the 
annulation of the total time derivative of Co. Second, the 
quantities (4.8) can also be written as 

J = rxII + l: + eB (r/r) (II = p + eA), 

pO = aoll - e(E Ir), 

D = t (aoII) - roll + 3il2 - e(Et Ir), 

(4. lOa) 

(4.1Ob) 

(4.IOc) 

CO = 2tD - (t 2 
- r)(aoII) - iaor + e[E(t 2 + r)/r]. 

(4.IOd) 

The last terms of these expressions are nonkinematical con
tributions l to the constants of motion. For the expression 
(4.1Oa) we recover the famous Poincare result24 with the con
tribution eB (r/r). Finally, among the constants (4.8) generat
ing the sol 3) ED so(2, 1) algebra, we find, as expected, that the 
only operators unchanged with respect to the free case are 
those associated with the symmetry generators (4.5) of the 
potentials, although the operator /3 is slightly modified by 
an additional constant in order to maintain the current so(3) 
structure. 
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Let us now consider the nonrelativistic context. Indeed, 
the SchrOdinger algebra Y also admits a so(3) ED so(2,1) sub
algebra 14 given here by 

G;={J,H,D,C}. (4.11) 

It is then easy to show by using Eqs. (2.5) that the field (4.2) is 
invariant under G; if and only if E = O. This physical situa
tion is very interesting: it corresponds to the purely magnetic 
monopole field so often discussed in the literature. As a com
ment, let us however mention that the field F =(E = 0, 
B = B (r/~)) is not the more general electromagnetic field 
invariant under G ; =(4.11). In fact, by Eq. (2.5) we get 

E = E (r/r4), B = B (r/~), (4.12) 

where we notice that the electric field derives from a scalar 
potential of the type 

V=E12r = Jt(lIr). (4.13) 

If we limit ourselves to the purely magnetic monopole 
field, the whole set of constants of motion can evidently be 
determined when nonrelativistic spin-! particles interact 
with such a field. We immediately recover the recent results 
of Jackiw l and D'Hoker-Vinet2 with the Pauli Hamiltonian 

Hp = (1I2m)II2 - (eI2m)BoO', (4.14) 

where u==(u l ,~,~) are the usual Pauli matrices. This set of 
constants of motion is 

/ = rXII + i(0'/2) + eB (r/r), 

H=Hp, D= tHp -!rep, 

C = 2tD - t 2Hp - !mr2. 

(4.15) 

The associated operators generate a Lie algebra isomorphic 
to G; and their explicit forms can effectively be obtained4 

through the use of the potentials (4.3) withE = O. Let us also 
notice that, if necessary, in connection with Eqs. (4.12) and 
(4.13), we can add a lIrtermin the Pauli Hamiltonian with
out changing the dynamical symmetry. 1,2 

In conclusion, in both relativistic and nonrelativistic 
contexts, the interaction with a magnetic monopole field 
gives rise to a dynamical symmetry isomorphic to 
so(3) $ so(2, 1). The realization (4.15) ofthe dilatation D and 
expansion C generators are slightly different with respect to 
the relativistic case but this is due to the transformation law 
(2.8) where, for example, the effect of the dilatation is not the 
same on time and space coordinates. 

B. 80(2,1) $ 80(2,1) 

In the relativistic context, a basis for such an algebra is 
given by 

G2 = {J3,K 1,K2,p3,D,C 3}, (4.16) 

and the more general invariant electromagnetic field takes 
the form l7 

E = (11 A 3)( - My,Mx,Nt ), 
(4.17) 

B = (11 A 3)(Ny, - Nx,Mt), 

where A = It 2 
- x2 

- y211/2 and M, N are arbitrary real 
numbers. The field singularities occur when t 2 = x 2 + T, 
that is, on a cylinder along the z axis, whose radius is increas-
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ing with the velocity of light. 17 Let us also notice that the 
subalgebra {J 3,K I,K 2,p 3 1 is once again a CEPS23 so that 
such a field has already been determined.23 

The differences between this and the preceding cases 
are essentially due to the fact that here we are dealing with an 
so(2, 1) noncompact subalgebra of the Lorentz algebra, while 
so(3) is compact. Then we have to use specific "spherical 
coordinates .. 2s in the hyperboloids 

t 2_x2_y2= ±A2. 

That is, for the + A 2 case 

t = A cosh a, x = A sinh a cos ¢, 

y = A sinh a sin ¢, z = z, 

or for the - A 2 case 

t = A sinh a, x = A cosh a cos ¢, 

y = A cosh a sin ¢, z = z. 

So in a way parallel to the so(3) ED so(2, 1) case where the po
tentials were given by Eq. (4.3), we can construct some po
tentials associated with the field (4.16). For example, accord
ing to the preceding remarks we get the two potentials 

A'± = (V'± ,A'±) where 

V'± =0, A "± = -MY/A(t±A), 
(4.18) 

A ,2± = Mx/ A (t ± A), A ,3± = NA - I, 

which have singularities on the negative or positive taxis. 
The potentials A '+ andA'_ are well-defined and regular in 
their domain. The field F =(4.17) can be described by using 
the two coordinate domains and potentials A '± . In the over
lapping region, the potentials are related by 

A'+ =A'_ + dA.', A' = 2Mtan- I (y/x). (4.19) 

The symmetry algebra of these potentials is 

GA , = {P,P3,D l, 
and the compensating gauge transformations satisfying Eq. 
(2.6) are 

Wji = ±M, Wf. = -MY/(A ±t), 
(4.20) 

W;' =MX/(A±t), Wp ' =0, WD =0, Wc' =2NA. 

With these quantities, it is easy to show from Eq. (2.7) that 
the cocycle c is zero and consequently that the symmetry 
algebra of the field F =(4.17) admits only trivial extensions 
byR. 

Here also the constants of motion for the Hamiltonian 
(3.8) are easily obtained as the quantities 
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/3 = (rxp)3 +~3 +eWJ~' 

KI=tpl-xHo + ial/2 +eWf·, 

K2 = tp2 - yHo + ia2/2 + eW;', (4.21) 

p 3=p3, D=tHo -rop+3i/2, 

C 3 = 2zD - (t 2 
- r2)p3 - ia3t + 2(~xr)3 + eWc" 

The associated operators evidently generate the Lie algebra 
so(2, 1) ED so(2, 1). 

Let us finally notice that the SchrOdinger algebra Y 
does not contain a so(2, 1) ED so(2, 1) algebra so that we do not 
have to study the nonrelativistic context here. 
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Remarks about the nilpotent symmetries of quantum gauge field theories 
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A conjugation symmetric representation of Becchi-Rouet-Stora (BRS) and anti-BRS operations 
is presented which differs from the usual versions by terms cubic in the ghost fields. Some 
consequences of requiring quantum gauge field theories to be invariant under both BRS and anti
BRS transformations are examined. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
It is now well-known that invariance under local gauge 

transformations, 1 which is the very raison d 'etre for compen
sating gauge potentials2 in classical field theories, but which 
is impaired by gauge-fixing conditions (needed before ca
nonical quantization can proceed) and subsequent introduc
tion of Fad dee v-Popov ghosts3,4 (needed to salvage unitarity 
of the scattering operator) is in quantum gauge field theories 
superseded by invariance under the global and nilpotent 
Becchi-Rouet-Stora6 (BRS) and anti-BRS7,8 transforma
tions. 

However, the published versions of these transforma
tions, as applied to constituent fermion source fields 1/1, gauge 
potentials9 A:, auxiliary boson fields b'\ and ghost-anti
ghost pairs C A, C A, do not exhibit the conjugation symmetry 
one would expect if, as persuasively advocated by Beaulieu 
and Thierry-Meg, 10 BRS and anti-BRS operations are con
ceived as exterior differentiations in the sense of Cartan 
when applied to ghost fields ct, CA that ate Hermitian con
jugates. For example, in the work ofOjima, 11 which employs 
ghosts that are not Hermitian conjugates,12 the auxiliary 
fields b A are BRS but not anti-BRS invariants, and in the 
work of Beaulieu and Thierry-Meg,13 which properly em
ploys Hermitian conjugate ghosts, the auxiliary boson fields 
are not Hermitian, and the definition ofBRS and anti-BRS 
operations is not manifestly conjugation symmetric. 

Motivated by a desire to examine the consequences of 
raising the requirement of BRS and anti-BRS invariance to 
the level of a fundamental principle, as promulgated by 
Kugo and Uehara 14 and by Beaulieu and Thierry-Meg, IS the 
results reported in this paper emerged during an effort aimed 
at constructing all BRS and anti-BRS invariant actions of 
the Yang-Mills type, including those that lead to theories 
which are not renormalizable by power counting. For that 
purpose it is useful to have available a manifestly conjuga
tion symmetric representation of the nilpotent BRS and anti
BRS operators, enabling one to enumerate in a straightfor
ward and trenchant manner all polynomials, of given 
canonical scale dimension and given relativistic covariance, 
that are BRS and anti-BRS invariants. 

Definitions of BRS and anti-BRS operations meeting 
these requirements are presented (Sec. II). They differ from 
the usual versions by terms which are cubic in the ghost 
fields. Application of the ensuing formalism to the most gen
eral renormalizable, conjugation symmetric, and canonical
ly quantizable Yang-Mills action (Sec. III) which retains in
variance under global ghost phase transformations, classical 
gauge transformations, BRS and anti-BRS transformations, 
yields definitions of the corresponding Noether currents 

without any spurious terms16 that destroy their conjugation 
symmetry, and enables one to give remarkably simple proofs 
of the conservation of ghost charge (Sec. IV), internal 
charges (Sec. V), and BRS and anti-BRS charge (Sec. VI), 
which, respectively, generate17 these global transformations. 

When trying to define BRS and anti-BRS operations for 
the gravitational field one encounters the question of what 
constitutes the gauge group in that case. An obvious choice is 
the group of infinitesimal coordinate transformations which 
may be looked upon as a kind of local "gauge transforma
tions" in the context of Einstein's theory of gravitation. Al
though the corresponding BRS operations, introduced by 
Nakanishi, 18 can be augmented by anti-BRS operations and 
cast in conjugation symmetric form (Sec. VII), they do not 
commute with differentiations. This defect is avoided by the 
transformations of Delbourgo and Medrano19 which are the 
BRS analog of the Lie derivatives of tensors. Since one has 
the option of looking upon the Lie derivative as an alterna
tive definition of what is meant by "gauge transformation" 
in the context of general relativity, as has been demonstrated 
by Nishijima and Okawa,20 and since the corresponding 
BRS operations can also be augmented by anti-BRS opera
tions and cast in conjugation symmetric form (Sec. VIII), the 
requirement that any quantum theory of gravitation be in
variant under both BRS and anti-BRS transformations, in 
the sense of Delbourgo and Medrano, can be used to bring 
out the close analogy between Weyl gravity and gauge theor
ies of the Yang-Mills type (Sec. IX). 

II. DEFINITION OF BRS AND ANTI-BRS OPERATIONS 

For a Yang-Mills type gauge theory based on a com
pact Lie group with generators SA' structure constantsfABC' 
and coupling parameter g, let BRS and anti-BRS operations 
be defined by21 

~1/1 = igCASA 1/1, ~~ = i~ASA' 

~A: = aaCA - gfABCCBA; D:BCB, 

~CA =_WABCCBCC, ~CA = ~_l$fABCCBCC, 

~bA = l$fABCbBCC - (g'l/4)fABCfc DE cSCDCE 

and 

"'J.~=i~ASA' "'J.1/I=igC ASA1/I, "'J.A: =D:SCB, 

~CA = -l$fABCCBC C, 

"'J.C A = - b A _l$fABCCBCC, 

"'J.b A = l$fABCbBCC + (g'l/4)fABCfc DECBCDCE, 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

where ~ and"'J. are exterior differentiation operators whose 
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action on any polynomial in the fields is governed by the 
graded Leibniz rule 

.:1 (XY) = (.:1X)Y ± X (.:1 Y), (2.3) 

with the minus sign when X contains an odd number of anti
commuting fields such as C, C. 

With the Hermiticity assignments f/;+ iirI, 
A A+-AA C+--C -C+-C b+-b a+-a a - a' A. - At A - A' A - A, a - a' 

f;/Bc = fABC' and .:1 + = 4, 4 + =.:1, where X4 = ± 4X, 
X.:1 = ±.:1X with the mfuus sign ~en X coniirins an odd 
n:inber of anticommuting fields, one obtains the operation 
4 from the operation.:1 by conjugation, and vice versa, keep
ing in mind that conjugation reverses the order of terms. The 
operations.:1 and 4 anticommute and are nilpotent, 

.:14 + 4.:1 =.:1.:1 .:1.:1 = 0, (2.4) 

as is easily verified with repeated use of the Jacobi identity 

fABdcDE(XByDZE +XDyEZB+XEyBZD) 0. 

Since these definitions of.:1 and 4, as applied to fermion 
fields f/; and gauge potentials A : , are identical with the usual 
versions, the invariance of the classical Yang-Mills action 
L YM under both.:1 and 4 remains inviolate. The essential 
difference between the definitions (2.1) and (2.2) and the usu
al versions resides in the terms cubic in C, C which are neces
sary to ensure conjugation symmetry without violating the 
relations (2.4). 

The nilpotency of.:1 and 4 guarantees that application 
of the product.:14 to any polynomial in the fields will yield 
an invariant under both.:1 and 4. If the usual canonical scale 
dimensions ( -~, - 1, - 2, - 1) are assigned to the fields 
(f/;, A :, b A, C A ), the operations.:1 and 2r each carry the scale 
dimension - 1 by their definitions. Therefore, the most gen
eral nonvanishing scalar, of scale dimension - 4 and invar
iant under both .:1 and 4, obtainable in this fashion is 
.:14 (A:A ~ - SCACA), where 5 is the conventional gauge
fixing parameter, as an examination of all possible scalar 
polynomials of scale dimension - 2 will show. 

III. CANONICAL QUANTIZATION 

The foregoing definitions yield as the most general sca
lar action, of scale dimension - 4 and invariant under both 
.:1 and 4, with a convention of sign and an overall factor 
absorbed in the definition of fields, and with 
F:b = abA: - aaA: gfABCA!A~, 

L =LYM +~.:1 (A:A ~ - SCACA) 

= itya(aa - igA :SA)f/; -IF:bF~b - A ~ aa b A 

+ 1([ a"C,4J D:BCB] _ - [a" C,4J D~BCB]_) 

+ !S(bAb A + ~/4)fABCCBCC fADECDCE). (3.1) 

Upon variation with respect to the field variables, keeping in 
mind the graded Leibniz rule for differentiation with respect 
to anticommuting fields, one obtains the field equations 

it' (aa - igA :SA)f/; = 0, (3.2) 
b B -D ABF ab + maSAf/; - aabA - J;5fABc 

(3.3) 
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aaA~ +sbA =0, (3.4) 

aa(D~BCB) - ~gfABda" A !)Cc 
,.2 C - B i)-or: + (55 14)fABCf DEC C C = 0, (3.5) 

aa(D~BCB) - ~g/"fBda" A !)Cc 

- (sg'Z14)fABdC DECIICDcE = 0, (3.6) 

which exhibit the desired conjugation symmetry. In particu
lar, Eqs. (3.5) and (3.6) are, respectively, the 4 and.:1 trans
forms of Eq. (3.4), a a (4A ~ ) + s4b A = ° and 
a,,(.:1A ~) + s.:1bA = 0. 

Canonical quantization can now proceed as usual by 
introduction of canonical momenta 

- _ aL _ . B C 
ilA =--:z:-:; - CA - ~gfABCC 'A. 4' 

ac 
and imposition of equal-time commutators 

[~(X, t), f/;a (y, t)] + = - i~c5(x - y), 

[P~ (x, t), A !(y, t)] _ = - ic5:c5~ c5(x - y), 

[PA (x, t), b B(y, t)] _ = - ic5~c5(x - y), (3.8) 

[ilA(X, t), CB(y, tl] + = - ic5~c5(x - y). 

[HA(x, t), CB(y, tl] + = - ic5~c5(x - y). 

IV. THE CONSERVATION OF GHOST CHARGE 

Since the action (3.1) is invariant under the global 
"ghost phase" transformation22 

c5C A = imC A, c5CA = - imC A, (4.1) 

with an infinitesimal parameter m. there exists an associated 
Noether current 

r = i[(a"CA ~gfABcCBACa)CA 

+ (a"CA ~gfABcCBAca)CA] (4.2) 

whose timelike component defines the "ghost charge" 

Q = J r d 3y = - ;j(ilA C
A HA CA)d 3y, (4.3) 

which generates the transformation by 

[imQ, CA(x)L = imCA(x), 

[imQ, CA(x)L = - imCA(x). (4.4) 

The conservation of ghost charge is most easily derived 
by noting that Ja can be written 

r = i[.:1 (A ~CA) + J (A ~CA)], (4.5) 

so that, invoking the field equation (3.4), 

aar=i{.:1(A~ a)7A)+.J(A~ aaCA) 

-5 [.:1 (bACA)+4(bAC A)]1 =0, (4.6) 

because, owing to the definitions (2.1) and (2.2), one has sepa
rately 
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(4.7) 
and 

.::l (bAC A) +J' (bAC A) = o. (4.8) 

V. THE CONSERVATION OF INTERNAL CHARGES 

Since the action (3.1) retains the invariance under the 
classical global gauge transformations 

DAt/!=igSAt/!, DA~= -ig~SA' 
DAA'C = - gfABCABa , DAbc = -gfABCb B, (5.1) 

- -B 
DACc = -gfABCC B, DACc = -gfABCC , 

with infinitesimal parameters g, there exist associated 
Noether currents 

J~ = -¢ryasAt/!-fABc[A!F cab _bBACa 

+ (a"CC - !gfCDECDA E)C B 

-(fJ'CC -!gfCDECDAE)CB], (5.2) 

whose timelike components define the "internal charges" 

QA = fJ~ d 3y= f[ -i1T",SAt/!-fABdA !pea 

+bBpc _ncC B_ncCB)]d 3y, (5.3) 

which generate the transformations by 

(5.4) 

The conservation of internal charges is most easily de
rived by noting that, owing to the field equations (3.3), one 
has the "Maxwell" equations23 

gJ~ = abF~b + J'.::lA ~, (5.5) 

so that, invoking again (3.4), 

gaaJ~ =J'.::l aaA ~ = g.::lJ'bA = 0 (5.6) 

by straightforward application of definitions (2.1) and (2.2). 

VI. THE CONSERVATION OF BRS AND ANTI·BRS 
CHARGE 

The Noether current associated with the invariance of 
action (3.1) under the global BRS transformation.::l, 

r =~.::lt/!+ aL :dA A + aL :d~ 
.1 a(aa t/!) a(aaA t) b a(aa b A) 

+ aL :dCA + aL :dCA 

a(aaCA) a(aa CA ) 

=g¢ryaCASAt/!+F~bD:BCB +bAD~BCB 

+ !gfABC [(fJ'CA)CBCC - (fJ'CA)CBCC] 

+(gZ/4)fABCfCDEA~CBCDCE, (6.1) 

enables one to define a nilpotent "BRS charge" 

1079 

Q.1 = fJ~ d 3
y = f [ig1T",C ASAt/! 

+ P~D~BCB + bAllA ] 

+ !gfABd~bBCC - IlACBCC _llACBCC) 

- (gZ/4)fABCfC DE ~CBCDCE ]d 3y, (6.2) 
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which generates the transformations (2.1) through the 
scheme24 

(6.3) 

with (commutator, anticommutator) if( ... ) stands for a (bo
son, fermion) field variable. Similarly, invariance of (3.1) un
der the anti-BRS transformation J' yields the Noether cur
rent 

J~ = g¢rr"CASAt/!+F~bD:BCB +bAD~BCB 

+ !gfABC[(fJ'CA)CBCC - (fJ'CA)CBCC] 

- (gZ/4)fABC fc DEA~CBCDCE (6.4) 

and the nilpotent "anti-BRS charge" 

Qa- = f[ig1T",CASAt/!+P~D~BCB -bAilA 

+ !gfABd~bBCC _llACBCC - IlACBCC) 

+ (gZ/4)fABCfC DE ~CBCDCE ]d 3y (6.5) 

which generates the transformation (2.2) by 

[iQa-, (. oo)] =t= = J' (oo .). (6.6) 

The field equations (3.3), used in conjunction with the 
identity 

(6.7) 
show that, up to a divergence, theBRScurrentJ~ istheBRS 
transform of the ghost current iJa defined in (4.5), 

J~ = i.::lr + ab(F~bCA). (6.8) 

Similarly one finds 

J~ = -iJ'r+ab(F~bCA). (6.9) 

Thus, the conservation of BRS and anti-BRS charge, 

(6.10) 

is a consequence of the conservation of ghost charge 
aaJa = o. 

VII. THE TRANSFORMATION OF NAKANISHI 

The transformation of Nakanishi, 

.::IT .. a .... />.. = T .. c .... b .. C/ - CbcT .. a .... c .. , (7.1) 

which is the BRS analog of the general infinitesimal coordi
nate transformation DT = T'(x') - T(x) applied to a tensor, 
can be augmented by the anti-BRS transformation 

J'r- .a .... b .. = r- ,c" .. b .. Cc a - Cb CT' .a .... c", (7.2) 

and cast in conjugation symmetric form by writing 

.::lCa b = - Ca cCcb, 

.::lCa b = ba b - !lCa cCc b - Cc bCa C), (7.3) 

.::lba b = !(ba cCc b - bc bCa C) + l(Ca dCd cCc b + Cc bCd cCa d). 

and 
- b - -b .::lCa = - CacCc , 

J'Ca b = _ ba b - !(Ca cCc b - Cc bCa C), 

F. A. Kaempffer 
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Once again, the transformation formulas for the Hermitian 
auxiliary fields b .. b must contain the terms cubic in the anti
commuting ghost fields C .. b and their Hermitian conjugates 
Ca b to ensure validity of the nilpotency relations (2.4). The 
Nakanishi operations .::l and J' do not commute with the 
operations of dift'erentiation, 

.::lab - ab.::l = - Cb cac, J'ab - abJ' = - Cb cac. (7.5) 

These commutation relations are most easily derived, using 
the transformation property of the affinities 

.::lr~b =r:bCdc-C .. dr db -Cbdr~ -abc .. c, (7.6) 

by requmng the covariant derivative Vb T .. 
= ab T .. - r ~b Tc to transform as a tensor under.::l and J' as 

prescribed in (7.1) and (7.2). 
The ghost fields C .. b themselves are not tensors. The 

first equation (7.3), compared with (7.1), indicates the C .. b 

transform as a set of four (b = 1,2,3,4) covariant vectors 
C .. (b). Therequiredinvariance2s of a .. ab - ab a .. = ° under 
both.::l and J' subjects the ghost fields to the constraints 

m~b=a .. Cb c - abC .. c = 0, m~b=:a .. Cb c - abC .. c = 0, 
(7.7) 

which can be satisfied by writing 
b - b -b C .. b = a .. c, c .. = a .. c , (7.8) 

with four anticommuting scalar ghost fields C b and their 
Hermitian conjugates C b. If one introduces similarly four 
Hermitian auxiliary fields b b by writing 

b .. b = a .. b b + ~(C .. cCc b + Cc bC .. C), (7.9) 

then the transformation formulas (7.3) and (7.4) are obtaina
blefrom 

.::lC" = 0, .::lC" = bb' .::lb" = 0, (7.10) 
.::lC" = 0, J'c o = - b", J'b" = 0, 

keeping in mind that the definitions (7.9) subject the auxil
iary fields b a b to the constraints 

n~b=aa [bb c - ~(Cb dCdc + CdCCbd)] 

-ab[baC-~(CodCdc+CdcC .. d)] =0. (7.11) 

VIII. THE TRANSFORMATION OF DELBOURGO AND 
MEDRANO 

The operation of Delbourgo and Medrano, 

A ==.::i - C a aa' (8.1) 

which is the BRS analog of the Lie derivative 
Ii T = T '(x) - T (x) applied to a tensor, commutes with differ
entiation operations, can also be augmented by the anti-BRS 
transformation 

A ~ - caaa, (8.2) 

and case in conjugation symmetric form by writing 

AC"= -Cbabca, Aca=b"-Cbabca, 

Ab O= -Cbabb", AC"= -Cbabc", (8.3) 

Aca= -b"-Cbabca, Ab"= -Cbabb", 

without loss of the nilpotency properties 

AA =AA =AA +AA =0. (8.4) 
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Possible candidates for the ghost charge conserving 
gauge-fixing action, of scale dimension - 2 and linear in the 
Goldberg26 variable gab = gl/2ffb , which must be added to 
the classical action L E = gl/2R of Einstein gravity for the 
purpose of canonical quantization, are gab a .. ab, gab (a .. cC) 
(ab Cc ), etc. The requirement of invariance under both A and 
A selects uniquely the linear combination 

L' = gab [(a .. bb) - (aOCC)(abCC)] (8.5) 

which transforms as AL' = - ao(C"L') and 
AL' = - a .. (caL '), so that the corresponding action inte
gral is indeed invariant under both A and A. To this may be 
added, as in the Yang-Mills case, the manifestly invariant 
action AA C aco with a conventional gauge fixing parameter 
S, resulting in the total action 

L = L E + L' - ~AAC"C .. , (8.6) 

which has the desired symmetry properties. 
However, the resulting conjugation symmetric version 

of quantized Einstein gravity suffers from the well-known 
proliferation of infinities which are not amenable to renor
malization27 and will, therefore, not be pursued here. 

IX. WEYL GRAVITY 

Of current interest2s is Weyl gravity, 29 characterized by 
the action function30 

Lw = gl/2(aR 2 + {3R .. b R .. b), (9.1) 

because it may be renormalizable,31 and because there are 
reasons to believe that Einstein gravity may emerge from it 
through a low energy effective action induced by quantum 
fluctuations, or by some process of spontaneous symmetry 
breaking.32 Owing to the well-known topological invariant 
formed with gl/2(R 2 - 4Rab R"b + Robed R .. bed ) the case 
{3 = - 4a amounts to using the square of the Riemann ten
sor as action, and the case {3 = - 3a yields the conformally 
invariant theory flowing from the action formed with the 
square ofthe Weyl tensor. 

The close analogy33 of L w with the classical Yang
Mills action suggests exploiting this analogy by considering 
the corresponding gauge-fixing and ghost action 

L gf =!AA [gabr~r:., - Sgl/2(a .. C b)(abca)], (9.2) 

which is manifestly invariant under both A and A, and has 
the correct scale dimension - 4. If C .. b , Ca b , b .. b are taken 
as independent variables, the constraints (7.7) and (7.11) 
must be taken into account by adding the constraining ac
tion 
L l(M- .. b c + -c M .. b+Nab c ) c = 2 c m .. b m .. b c c n .. b 

-(aaN:b)[bbC-!(CbdCdC+CdCCbd)] +div. (9.3) 
(where div. stands for divergence) with anticommuting La
grangian multiplier fields M~b = - M:', M:b = - M:', 
and commuting fields N:b = - N:' transforming so that 
the action integral formed with Lc retains the invariance 
under both A and A. 

Alternatively, if C .. , C .. , and b" are taken as indepen
dent variables, one pays the price for the absence of Lc in 
form of higher-order field equations, but which tum out to 
be integrable at least once immediately. Thus, the properly 
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symmetrized expression obtained from (9.2) upon evaluation 
of the operation AA 

Lor =A ~[ab acbd + (ab a3;a)(aaCU) 

+ (aaCU)(ab acC a)] 

+ (ab acC(d)g"I(b(aa adel ) 

+!S g1/2{ (aa b b)(abb a) 

+ (aabbl[(acca)(abCC) 

+ (abc)(aeCa)]j + div., (9.4) 
yields, upon variation with respect to b a, the analog of the 
gauge-fixing equation (3.4), 

ab(aeA!" - 5 gI/2b/) = 0, with A !" = g<l(b r~a' 
(9.5) 

and variation with respect to C a (or cal yields the analog of 
the ghost field equation (3.6) [or (3.5)] which, after some cal
culation, may be cast in the form 

A ab(acA!" - 5 gl/2ba b) = 0 (9.6) 

(or its conjugate) to exhibit the fact that it is the A (or A ) 
transform of(9.5). The gauge-fixing equation (9.5) integrated 
once reads 

acA!" - S gl/2ba b = aeQ!" (9.7) 

with an antisymmetric, but otherwise arbitrary, field 
Q!" = - Q ~b. The field equation (9.6) integrated once, 

(9.8) 
with an anticommuting and antisymmetric field 
P!" = - p~b, will remain theA transform of(9.7) provided 
Q transforms as 

A aeQ!" = aep!". (9.9) 
The nilpotency of A requires then that P transform as 

A aep!" = o. (9.10) 
On the other hand, ifCa b, Ca b, ba b are the independent 

variables, the action function Lor + Le yields, upon vari
ation with respect to bb a, the gauge-fixing equation 

a A be _ f;-g1/2b b = a Nbc (9.11) 
c a ~ a c a' 

and the field equation obtained upon variation with respect 
to Cb a, again after some calculation, may be cast in the form 

A (aeA!" - S gl/2bab) 

= ae [(adN~d)Cb - (adN~)ce - M!,,]. (9.12) 

Therefore, Eq. (9.12) is theA transform of(9.11) provided 

A aeN!" = + ae [(adN~d)Cb - (adN~)ce - M!,,]. 
(9.13) 

The requirement of nilpotency, A 2 aeN!" = 0, furnishes 
now the transformation formula 

A aeM!" = - ae [(adM~d)Cb - (adM~)ce] (9.14) 

which satisfies the nilpotency A 2 aeM!" = 0 identically. 
From the conjugate of Eq. (9.11) follows that the A trans
form of M!" is also of the form 

These transformation formulas (and their conjugates) are 
now sufficient to demonstrate, by a straightforward calcula
tion, the invariance under A (and A ) of the action integral 
formed with Lc. 

To obtain the remaining gravitational field equations 
one may treat the connections r:c and the metric gab as 
initially independent variables, and then impose the metric 
compatibility 

aa gbc = rta gdc + r~a gdb (9.17) 

as a constraint, because the derivative 

aLw = 2 gl/2 [aR (g<a 8b _ ...b(c 8al) 
a(abr~a) d 15 d 

+ (3(Rca8~ _Rb(c8~)] Fdcab (9.18) 

may be looked upon as a field tensor density satisfying the 
antisymmetry 

(9.19) 

enabling one to cast the field equations (8L / 8r ~) = 0 in the 
form 

aL 
abFdcab = --. (9.20) 

ar~a 

Within the context ofWeyl gravity this definition of the 
field tensor has exactly the same physical meaning as the 
corresponding field tensor FA. ab of Yang-Mills theories pro
vided 

g-1/2FdcabF d cab 

= constgl12 [(a/ (3)(4a + 2{3lR 2 + (3R ab R ab ] (9.21) 

is proportional to L w. This condition singles out the special 
case{3 = - 4a. Thus the square of the Riemann tensor fur
nishes the only exact analog of the classical Yang-Mills ac
tion. 

Although it is formally possible to derive a "field ten
sor" density in the case of Einstein gravity from L E = gl/2 R 
by the prescription 

"F"dcab = aL E = g1/2( ,.ca 8b _ ...b(c 8al) (9.22) 
a(abr~a) .5 d 15 d' 

such a definition does not have the same physical signifi
cance in this case because g-1/2"F"d cab "F"d cab 
= constgl/2, and because the metric compatibility (9.17) 
turns the field equations (8L E / 8r ~a) = 0, written as 

a "F" cab _ aL E 
b d - ar d 

ea 

= gI/2([ffr~~1 +g<a r:d 

- [fc r:d - [fa r~), (9.23) 

into identities, whereas the physical content of the theory 
resides solely in Einsteins's field equations (8L E/ 
8 gab) = gI/2(!R ~b - Rab) = O. 

A aeM!" = aeX!" 
with 
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We review and apply the method of Lagrangian dynamics to particle motion in higher
dimensional spaces. We discuss in detail the case of a Kaluza-Klein theory with coset spaces as 
fiber. While the total metric we use in general need not allow for Killing vectors, we require that 
the restriction to the fiber does. We find that for general Jordan-Thiry scalar fields, the geodesic 
motion in total space is not describable in terms of particle motion in the base manifold with the 
usual internal charges. The cases when this is possible are discussed. We also consider the geodesic 
motion in the Sorkin-Gross-Perry Kaluza-Klein monopoles. We find all the conserved 
quantities and the equations can be integrated by quadrature. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The success of special relativity provides a unified pic
ture of electric and magnetic fields, and the quest for unifica
tion of gravity and electromagnetism started very soon with 
Weyll after gravity was relativized. Since then there has been 
constant interest in setting a mathematical framework and 
presenting new perspectives for the unification schemes.2

-
2o 

The recent success of the electroweak unification and the 
attempt at grand unification has triggered a renewed interest 
in the generalization of the original suggestion by Kaluza to 
unify gravitation and electromagnetism.3 In this approach 
the carrier space for the unification is usually a fiber bundle 
over space-time and fibers are taken to be diffeomorphic to a 
groupG (see Refs. 21-23) or a homogeneous space G IH (see 
Refs. 24 and 25). 

There are mainly two approaches to the generalized 
Kaluza-Klein theories. The first generalizes the old idea of 
cylindricitylO by requiring the metric tensor of the total 
space to admit the group G as a group of isometries. The 
second requires G to be a group of isometries for the metric 
tensor restricted to tangent vectors along the fiber. 2

4-26 In 
this context we would like to study the geodesic motions on 
bundles over space-time with homogeneous space as fibers. 
Previous works27 on geodesic motions considered only the 
case when the fiber is diffeomorphic to a group G. These will 
emerge as particular cases of ours. 

Usually, in the existing literature, the bundle space is 
assumed to be a product bundle. Apart from technicalities, 
the relevant difference between product bundles and nontri
vial bundles relies on the fact that, in principle bundles, for 
instance, the group which can act is G X G (left and right 
action) while in nontrivial ones it usually reduces to a sub
group of G X G. The fact that all grand unified theories pre
dict the existence of monopoles on the one hand and the 
existence of monopole solutions in Kaluza-Klein theories 
on the other hand28 suggests that the situation where the 
bundle structure is nontrivial must be investigated. Such in
vestigation obviously calls for a coordinate-free treatment if 
it is possible. In this paper, we shall not assume our bundle to 

a) Contents of this paper have been reported at the Workshop on Particles 
and Fields at the National Taiwan University, Taipei, March 1984. 

b) Permanent address: Istituto di Fisica Teorica, dell'Universita Mostra 
d'Oltremare, pad. 19-80125, Napoli, Italy. 

be trivial, and we shall use the intrinsic differential calcu
lus-Lie derivatives and exterior derivatives. There are now 
quite a few books where classical mechanics has been dealt 
with in this language.29-32 With a few exceptions, the empha
sis is usually on symplectic mechanics on the phase space 
(cotangent bundle). We are here mainly interested in the La
grangian formalism. For this reason, and because our pre
sentation might be useful from the point of view of doing 
computations, we will indulge a little bit in presenting La
grangian mechanics on Lie groups and coset spaces. 

With more conventional language, motions of classical 
particles with internal structure have been thoroughly inves
tigated (see for instance Balachandran et 01.33 and references 
therein). A comprehensive treatment of the five-dimensional 
case, which has been very much inspiring for us, was given 
by Lichnerowicz.34 Classical motions of particles with inter
nal structure have also been investigated in the framework of 
presymplectic mechanics and degenerate Lagrangian forma
lisms.35 The spirit is, however, different from the Kaluza
Klein approach. 

The paper is organized as follows. The next section 
deals with Lagrangian dynamics on Lie groups. It is used 
mainly to fix the notations. In Sec. III, we consider the geo
desic motion on Lie groups. To obtain the invariants of the 
motion and because of their importance to quantization and 
other applications, we briefly discuss the Poisson brackets 
and the momentum map in Sec. IV. In Sec. V we consider 
geodesic motion on coset spaces and in Sec. VI we deal with 
geodesic motion on fiber bundles with homogeneous fibers. 
Finally, we treat somewhat in detail the geodesic motion in 
the recently discovered Abelian Kaluza-Klein monopoles28 

in Sec. VII. Some remarks on our results are given in Sec. 
VIII. 

II. LAGRANGIAN DYNAMICS ON A LIE GROUP 

We assume that the configuration space of our dynami
cal system is a Lie group G. For instance, this is the case for 
the motion of a rigid body [G = SO(3)] and for the motion of 
the "internal degrees of freedom" of a classical particle with 
internal structure. 

The Lagrangian .!f is a function on the tangent bundle 
TG. Euler-Lagrange equations in a "natural chart" for TG . . . ' 
say, (5', t'): TU-+R 2n, UCG, have the form 
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!!... a~ _ a~ = 0, ie{ 1, ... , n = dim G J. 
dt as' as' 

(2.1) 

A simple algebraic manipulation gives 

!!... (a~ ds i
) _ dY = O. 

dt as' 
(2.2) 

Let 

(2.3) 

and replacing d /dtby the Lie derivativeL,d along a second
order vector field 41 (see Ref. 32), 

(2.4) 

which describes the dynamics, we get the intrinsic formula
tion 

(2.5) 

Equations (2.1) are then nothing but the projection of this 
one-form along coordinate directions 

d aY ay . 
--'-. --. =za"al-,(L,d Oof -dY). (2.6) 
dt as' as' , • 

Notice that Eq. (2.5) is globally defined but Eqs. (2.1) are only 
locally defined. 

A Lie group as well as any parallelizable manifold has a 
global basis of "directions." A particularly useful choice is a 
basis of left-invariant vector fields (infinitesimal generators 
of right translations) or right-invariant vector fields. Let us 
denote 

Y1, ... ,Yn; Ol, ... ,on 
as a basis of left-invariant vector fields and the dual one
forms such that 

oa(yb) = 8a
b· 

Correspondingly, we shall write Ya, oa for the right-invar
iant vector fields and the dual one-forms. 

To use the machinery of Lie derivatives and exterior 
differential calculus, it is appropriate to lift vector fields Ya 

on G to vector fields on TG. An infinitesimal transformation 
8s on G defines an infinitesimal transformation 8s and 
8g = (d /dt)8s on TG. Correspondingly, any vector field Ya 

on G lifts to a vector field :Y"a on TG. Vector fields Ya and Ya 

can be expressed in terms of the local coordinates 

. a 
Ya = Y~(S) -.' 

as' 

Y _yi(s)~ !!...yl(S)~ 
a - a as i + dt a ag i 

(2.7) 

. a aY~ .. a 
= Y~(S) as i + asiS' ag i ' (2.8) 

From Eq. (2.8) it is easy to verify that the lift {Ya } of the 
basis {Ya} satisfies the same Lie algebra as {Ya }. 

We can now project the Euler-Lagrange equation (2.5) 
along the direction Ya and have 

icy. LA Oof = icy. dY. (2.9) 

From Eqs. (2.4) and (2.8), we see that the commutator 
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[41,Ya] for any second-order vector field 41 and any lifted 
vector Ya do not have a/as i components. In particular 

(2.10) 

Using Leibnitz's rule for Lie derivatives, Eq. (2.10), and Car
tan's identity 

Lx = ixd + dix' 

we obtain from Eq. (2.9) 

L,d (icy 0 of) = L 1'a Y. 

Finally, defining 

O 
ay· . 

i1'a of =Pa = ag i Y~ =Pi Y~, 

we can write the equations of motion in the form 

d 
-Pa =L1' Y. 
dt a 

III. GEODESIC MOTIONS ON TG 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

With the preliminary discussion on the Lagrangian dy
namics on Lie groups, we will consider a particular situation 
in which a Lagrangian is associated with a metric tensor g on 
G (see Refs. 36-39). 

7T 

On the tangent bundle TG-+G, we can associate func-

tions on TG with one-forms on G in a natural way. With 
(si leTs G and ()ex*( G), where x*( G) is the space of one
forms, we define 

(3.1) 

This can be written in the coordinate independent form 

() = i,d 1T*O, (3.2) 

where 41 is an arbitrary second-order vector field. To avoid 
heavy notations, we shall drop 1T* in what follows, and with 
abuse of notation write 

() = i,d O. 

For the metric g, we may write, using the basis (2.7), 

g=gab oa®ob. 

We then define the associated Lagrangian 
1 .. 

Y g==- gab 0 a 0 b = ! 1T*g(41,41 ). 
2 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

We will also drop 1T* in front of g to simplify the notations. 
We can now compute 0 ofg according to (2.3) to get 

O.?g = g(41,.), (3.6) 

so that, from Eq. (2.13) 

Pa =g(41,Ya) =g(41,Ya) = gab ()b. (3.7) 

The equations of motion are then 

dPa 1 1 -at = 2" L 1'.g(41,.J ) = 2" (L y.g)(41,.J ), (3.8) 

where we have used the remark above Eq. (2.10) to get the 
second equality. 

If the metric is right invariant, then thePa are constants 
of motion. On the other hand, suppose the metric is left in
variant, then it is easy to see that gab in Eq. (3.4) is constant. 
From (AS), we find that 
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L g = - g C e ((J b ® ()C + (J c ® (J b) Ya ce ab 

=-Ccab((Jb®(JC+(JC®(Jb). (3.9) 

In particular, g is bi-invariant if Ccab is totally antisymme
tric. The equations of motion become 

IPPa = -ccabiJbiJc= -g"eCcebPbPC' (3.10) 

or equivalently, 

oa +g"e Cceb iJb iJc = 0, (3.11) 

from which we can read off the connection components in 
the (noncoordinate) basis Ya • Note that if g is bi-invariant, Pa 

is also conserved. 

IV. POISSON BRACKETS OF MOMENTA AND THE 
MOMENTUM MAP 

We would like to consider the Poisson brackets of mo
menta40 defined in (2.13). From (A17), we have 

[Ya,Yb ] = CC ab Yc' (4.1) 

and we notice that the lifts Ya have the same commutator 
structure as Ya • 

When a symplectic structure, say (i) Sf (a closed nonde
generate two-form), is available on some manifold M, it is 
possible to define the associated Poisson brackets on func
tions in the following way. For any functionf E F (TM), con
sider the vector field Xf defined by 

ix,{i)Sf = -df (4.2) 

The Poisson brackets off, g E F (TM) are then defined by 

{f,g} = (i)Sf(Xf,xg)· (4.3) 

The vector fields Xf are called Hamiltonian vector fields and 
are generators of canonical transformations. 

In our case, 

(i) Sf = d(J Sf, (4.4) 

and is nondegenerate if 

(4.5) 

To define Poisson brackets for all functions on the group, we 
need the condition (4.5). Notice that the lifted action of Gin 
terms of {Ya } need not be Hamiltonian and we caIinot, 
therefore, set 

(4.6) 

to get a Poisson bracket which satisfies the Jacobi identity. 
Instead, we have to define a new lifted action of G given by 

iy• (i) Sf = - dPa = - diy• (J Sf' (4.7) 

(See Ref. 41.) Using (2.11), we find 

iy• d(J Sf = Ly• (J Sf - diy• (J Sf = - diy• (JoY' (4.8) 

Because 'fa is a lifting of Ya, we have 

(4.9) 

Ly• (iyo (J Sf) = i [1' •• 1'0] (JoY 

= i[y.,yo] (JoY = CCab Pc· 

On the other hand, 

Ly.(iyo (J Sf) = Ly• Pb = iy• dPb 

(4.11) 

= - iy• iyo {i)Sf = {Pa, Pb}' (4.12) 

Hence we get 

{Pa,Pb} = CCab Pc. (4.13) 

Let {t,,} be a basis of the Lie algebra go of G, and let e" 
be the dual basis of 81i. We define the momentum map30 J.L: 
TG~81i by 

J.L1S,t) PalS,t)e". (4.14) 

The vectors t" E go can be thought of as linear functions on 
81i. In particular, they define a coordinate system for 81i. On 
this space, we have a natural Poisson bracket given by42-4S 

{ } _ a f ag { }_ af ag c 
f,g gt=-- t",tb ==--c ab te' 

at" atb at" atb 
(4.15) 

Suppose the {t,,} have been so chosen that they corre-
spond to Y", Then we have, from (4. 13H4. 15), 

J.L*t" = P", J.L*{t",tb}gt = {P",Pb}",,? (4.16) 

To relate dynamical evolution on TG with dynamical 
evolution on g~, we need the following definition. 

Given a smooth map 

t/J:M~N, 

we say that XeI(M) is t/J related to YeI(N) if 

Lx t/J *f= t/J *Lyf, 't/ feF(N). 

(4.17) 

(4.18) 

By looking back at the dynamics on TG defined by :t' g 

in (3.5), it is easy to see from (3.10) that the dynamical vector 
field.d on TG is J.L related to the dynamical vector field J on 
81i defined by 

L1. t" = - g"e Ccebtb te, 

which implies 

A cceb a '" == - g"e tb tc - . 
at" 

(4.19) 

(4.20) 

When the map (4.17) is a submersion onto, we say that 
XeI(M) is projectable44 if we can define a vector field X 
which is t/J related to X. For the action of G on TG defined by 
{'f,,}, it is easy to see from (4.11) that every 'fa is J.L project
able onto fa with 

(4.21) 

It follows that 

J = t a f". (4.22) 

Since fa are the generators of the adjoint action, any adjoint
invariant polynomial in 81i gives rise to constants of motion 
for.d when pulled back to TG through J.L. 

V. LAGRANGIAN DYNAMICS ON G/H 

iy• (JoY = i y• (J Sf' 

hence (4.8) implies 

Ly• (JSf = O. (4.10) Let H be a closed subgroup of G which acts on G on the 
Now we have left. Let G / Hbe the right coset space. Then G / H is a differ-
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entiable manifold and the natural projection 1r 

1r:G-G/H, g_H.g (5.1) 

is smooth. 
A 

As before, we write Ya , Ya for left- and right-invariant 
vector fields on G, respectively. We shall use a, b, ... for in
dices relating to the subgroup H. 

By using the fact that right-invariant vector fields and 
left-invariant vector fields commute, we can easily show that 
left-invariant vector fields are 1r p!:ojectable onto G I H. In
deed, right-invariant vector fields Yo are infinitesimal gener
ators for the left action of H on G inducing the projection 1r. 
In particular, functions/EF(G /H) enjoy the property 

LY.1r*/ = O. (5.2) 

Thus for any function /EF(G IH), the function Ly.1r*/ 
is such that 

Ly.(Ly.1r*/) = O. (5.3) 

Hence there exists hEF(G IH) such that 

(5.4) 

The projected vector field Ya is then defined by the relation 

L y/ = h. (5.5) 

On the other hand, 

Ly)LYb1r*/) = CCobLYc1r*f (5.6) 
A 

Hence Yb is projectable iff 

C lab = 0, Va,i, (5.7) 

where i is the index for the complement of the subalgebra gH 
A 

ingG • When (5.7) is satisfied, Yb are infinitesimal generators 
of the normalizer of H in G, and their projections on G I Hare 
G-invariant vector fields. 

Let g be a nondegenerate metric on G satisfying 

Ly.g=O. 

and let 

gab g(Ya,Yb )· 

(5.8) 

(5.9) 

Then gab is projectable. Denote its inverse by gab' Then the 
tensor 

K ~bYa®Yb (5.10) 

is projectable with projection 
- b- -
K=~ Ya ®Yb • (5.11) 

Since K is nondegenerate, we can define the "projec
tion" ofg, denoted asg, to be the inverse of K. Explicitly, let 
ei be a basis of one-forms on G / H. Let 

iJ==K W,e i ), gik r i = O/. (5.12) 

Then 

- - Ai A j (5 13) g=gije ®e. . 

If the {el} are the basis one-forms defined in (A30), then we 
have, from (A28) and (5.12), 

ii =~bDla(a(y))Dib(a(y)). (5.14) 

In case g is right invariant, the projection g will be G invar
iant. The condition for g to be right invariant is that 

(5.15) 
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This can easily be seen from (All) and (5.10). In particular, 
ii, gij are constant, as we found in (A52). 

Note that if g is bi-invariant, gab itself is constant. Since 
g is projectable when (5.8) is satisfied, the dynamics deter
mined by the Lagrangian defined by g, as in (3.5), are also 
projectable. 

Instead of projecting the dynamics from G, we shall 
work directly in G /H, with the Lagrangian 

2' = U(.:1,.d) = ~gij ~i~, (5.16) 

where g is assumed to be invariant under G. Since g is invar
iant, the momenta 

(5.17) 

are constants of motion. 
To deal with the projectability of the dynamics later on, 

it is convenient to define the following momenta: 
A ~ !! . 
Pi =02' (Y/) =g(.:1,Yi ) =gij t?i. (5.18) 

". 

The Euler-Lagrange equation (2.5), projected along Yo be-
comes 

(5.19) 

Using (A40), we can easily compute the Lie derivatives in 
(5.19) and obtain 

~i = (-gimCimk+rm Hm aCJai)l] 'A. (5.20) 

In case the subgroup H is trivial, H m a vanishes, and the index 
i coincides with index Q. We then get back Eq. (3.10). 

Since Pa are conserved, the momentum map (4.14) pro
jects.:1 onto J = O. If the normalizer N of H is nontrivial, 
then the group N / H acts on G I H, and we can have a nontri
vial momentum map from T (G / H) onto g~ tH' With all this 
preparation, we are now ready to consider geodesic motions 
on fiber bundles over space-time with homogeneous fibers. 

VI. GEODESIC MOTIONS ON FIBER BUNDLES WITH 
HOMOGENEOUS FIBERS 

We start with a 4 + N-dimensional space E with a met
ric g given in terms oflocal coordinates by ls.24.26 

g = g,.v(x)dx" ® dx v + tPmn(x,y)I m ®..I' n, (6.1) 

where 

(6.2) 

The Ya are the vector fields that generate the group 
action on E. With this, E has a bundle structure 1r: E-M. 
We shall assume the fiber is diffeomorphic to G I H for some 
closed subgroup H of G. The g,.v can be thought of as a 
metric on the base manifold, and g, defined by 

g = tPmn (x,y)dym ® dyn, (6.3) 

can be considered as a metric on the fiber at x. In earlier 
works by many authors, the Ya were usually assumed to be 
Killing vectors of g. In what follows we assume that the Ya 

are Killing vectors of g, not for the full metric g. 
Although it is desirable to work with the Yo, which are 

globally defined as we saw in the previous ~tion, it is often 
convenient to introduce the vector fields YI and their dual 
form ei

, which are only locally defined on the fiber. The in
variant metric on the fiber can then be written as 
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(6.4) 

The advantage of using this "moving frame" is thatgmn de
pends only on x. The total metric can be written as 

g = gl'v(xldx I' ® dx v + gmn (x)8 m ® 8 n, 

where now 

(6.5) 

(6.6) 

Recall that D m a is defined in terms of a local section u: G / 
H-G. Here we shall suppress u and write y for u( y). 

As usual, the Lagrangian function on TE is taken to be 

2' g = ! g(.d,L1 ) = ! g(.d,L1 ) + ! ¢>mn .t m .t n, (6.7) 

and we have 

8.!L' = g(.d,.) = g(.d,.) + ¢>mn ~ m .t n. (6.8) 

As before, we define 

Pa = iYa 8.!L' = ¢>mn ~ m(Ya)I n(.d ) = ¢>mn Ya m .t n. (6.9) 

It is convenient to rewrite (6.7)-(6.9) in terms of the metricg: 

22' g = g(.d,L1 ) + g(.d ',L1 '), (6.10) 

Pa =g(Ya,L1 '), (6.11) 

8.!L' = g(.d,.) + g(.d ',.) - Pa A a, 

where 

(6.12) 

.d' .d - Ya A a(.d ). (6.13) 

Using the fact that g is invariant, we get 

LYa g=g( - (Ya,Yb] A b(.d),L1 '). (6.14) 

Hence from (AI4) and (2.12), we get 
Pa = - CCab A b(.d)Pc = - CCab AI' b(X)Pc xl'. (6.15) 

This, being "Wong's equation" for the internal momentum 
Pa (see Ref. 46), suggests the identification of Pa with the 
internal charge or isospin. It is part of the geodesic equations 
in the total space E. 

To obtain the other geodesic equations, let us define 

el' =al' + AI' a Ya' (6.16) 

P . 8£ 'V 
I' = Ie" = gl'v X , 

and note that 

[el' ,ev ] = Fl'v aya, 
- b-

[el"Ya ] =AI' CCba Yc, 
... ... 

[el',Yd = AI' aw/Cj ai Ij, 
g(el',ev) =gl'v(X)' 

g(el"Ya) = 0, 

where 

Fl'v a = al' Ava - av AI' a + cab< AI' b Avc, 

From (6.20), we find 

L Am A a acm Ai D m a A a d v e" e = - I' Wa aie - a v I' x. 
Hence, using (6.4) we get 

(6.17) 

(6.18) 

(6.19) 

(6.20) 

(6.21a) 

(6.21b) 

(6.22) 

(6.23) 

L - a - A a a( - C i - C i )Am An e"g = I' gmn - I' Wa gin am + gim an e ® e 
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- gmnD ma av AI' a(dxv ® en + en ® dxV) 

= al' gmnem®en + av AI' a[dxv®g( Ya,.) 

+g( Ya,.)®dxV], 
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(6.24) 

where we used (A5l) in obtaining the second equality. 
Now we can compute the Lie derivative of 2' g along 

el" We get 

Le" 2'g = !gVA,1' XV i" - Fl'v a XV Pa -! al' gmn Pm Pn, 

(6.25) 

where we have used 

em(.d ') = gmn Pn, Pn == - Pa (D -l)a n = g( j-n,L1 '). 

(6.26) 

Combining (6.17) and (6.25), we get the geodesic equations 

= + r 1" vi" = P Fa' V ,.).1' _ 1 iJI" ;;.mn P P 
A" VA X a VA X 15 215m n , 

(6.27) 

where 

r"A I' = !gI'U(gUV,A. +gUA,V -gVA,U)' (6.28) 

It is also easy to get the equations of motion for Pi' We 
find 

A _ . A 

Pi = AI' a Wa a C'ai Pj jelL 

+ [-gim Cjmk+g"mHmaCjad PjPk. (6.29) 

This should be compared with Eq. (5.20). Note that Cij\ in 
general, depends on X since indices are raised and lowered, 
respectively, by gj and gij' which depend on x . 

Up to now, our treatment has been quite general. We 
have not assumed G / H to be reductive nor have we assumed 
G to be semisimple. As is seen from Eq. (6.27), the geodesic 
equations, in general, are not "projectable" onto the base 
manifold M and the internal charge space, represented by 
Pa's. They have explicity dependence. We shall now discuss 
two special cases. First let us consider the case when g is 
independent of x, i.e., 

al' gmn(x) = O. 

In this case, the geodesic equations become 

Pa = - CC ab A b(.d ) Pc, 

(6.30) 

xl' + r VA I'x" i" = Pa Fvl' a i" g"'I'. (6.31) 

They have the same form as Wong's equations46 in the pres
ence of gravity. They can be thought of as equations on the 
variables (xl', jelL, Pal. 

If the bundle 1T:E-M is trivial, the equations of motion 
can be projected onto g~ X TM by using the projection 

1Jl,1):TE-g~ X TM, (Y,Y,x,x)-( Pa,x,x). 

The projected dynamics can be expanded in terms of the 
generators of the coadjoint representation with the vector 
field 

(6.32) 

Again, this implies that adjoint-invariant polynomials in the 
Pa 's will be constants of motion for.d. The vector variable Pa 

precesses without leaving the coadjoint orbit on which it 
started. If the bundle is nontrivial (for instance, the Kaluza
Klein monopole in five dimensions28

), the momentum map 
allows us to define a momentum bundle. This is the bundle 
associated with the usual construction to build up associated 
bundles (see, for instance, the last reference in Ref. 31) by 
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using the equivariance of the momentum map p,. The case of 
a charged particle moving in the external field of a non-Abe
lian monopole has been analyzed in some details by Bala
chandran et al.47 

Next, let us consider the case when the subgroup H is 
trivial. In this case, the fiber is the group G. The geodesic 
equations are 

Pa = - CCab AI-' b(X) Pc icI-', 
'" '" '" Pa = - gae Cbec Pb Pc, (6.33) 

x + rv;'1-' XV ~ = Pa Fv;. a XV rl-' -! iJ" gab (X) Pa Pb' 
'" Ifwe specify (xl-', icI-', Pa , Pa ) at some initial time, these equa-

tions can be solved for a later time. The dynamics in the total 
space E describe the motion of a particle in a gravitational 
field with internal charges (P a' P a) which couple to an exter
nal Yang-Mills field and the scalar field gab. The scalar fields 
are sometimes considered as providing a "dielectric" medi
um in which the particle moves. 12.13

,IS In this respect, let us 
recall that in the case of the motion of a rigid body, Pais the 
angul~ momentum in the "lab" frame, which is conserved, 
while Pa is the angular momentum in the "co-moving 
trame," which precesses, Here we may also try to interpret 
Pa as being the non-Abelian charge seen in the comoving 
frame. It is difficult to assess various interpretations without 
considering the field part of the dynamics. These are current
ly under investigation and will be discussed elsewhere. 

Besides the two cases we have discussed, there are other 
cases where the equations of motion in E are projectable onto 
TM Xg1;. For example, assume that g satisfies 

~j(x) = t/J (x)k ij, (6.34) 
where k ij are constants. Then 

iJ" ~j = (t/J -I iJ" t/J jfj, (6.35) 

so that (6.27) becomes 

XI-' + rv;. I-'XV ~ = Pa Fv;' axv 1'1-' - ! (t/J -I iJ"t/J )p2, 

(6.36) 
where 

P 2 ,.,abp _ .. '" '" 
= l5 a Pb = g" P; ~, (6.37) 

~d we have used (5.14), (A28), and the definitions of Pa and 
Pi' 

Another case, where equations of motion can be ex
pressed in terms of (x, X, Pa ), arises when the group G is 
Abelian. A particular example of this situation when G 
= U( 1) is discussed in the following section. 

VII. ABELIAN KALUZA-KLEIN MONOPOLES 

In this section we shall consider an example in which 
the bundle 1T: E-+M is nontrivial, namely, the Abelian Ka
luza-Klein monopole discussed by Sorkin and by Gross and 
Perry.28 Let us write their monopole solution in the follow
ingform: 

g = - dt®dt + (1 + m/p)2 dr®dr 

+ 4( 2mr )2 (Tr ~ s-I dS)2 
p+m 21 

- 2r Tr (~; dXJ, (7.1) 
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where 

p2 = r + m2
, sEsu(2), u;X;==SU~-I, (7.2) 

and U; are the Pauli matrices. As usual, we shall use the 
invariant fields Y;, Y; and their dual forms 0;, (}; so that 

. -I d (2')-1 ly,S S = I U;, 

iy,S-1 ds = - (2i)-IU;. 

(7.3a) 

(7.3b) 

Let us first show that g is invariant under Y;. It is clear 
that 

(7.4) 

hence we have only to show that the last term in g is invar
iant. To do this, we compute 

L y,((2i)-IUj dX') = d (iy,((2i)-IUj dXl)) 

= diy, [ds s-I,(2i)-IUj XI] 

= d ( - EijkXl((2i)-IUk I), (7.5) 

from which it follows that 

(7.6) 

Therefore g has the Killing vectors Y;. It is also obvious that 
at is a Killing vector for g. The Lagrangian 

.2" =U(.1,.1 ) 

is then invariant under these Killing vectors. 
As usual, we have 

O'y = g(.1,.), 

and the consen;,..ed momentaPt , P; associated with the Kill
ing vectors at> Y; can easily be found. We find 

Pt = ia O'y = - i, 
t 

P'" . 0 2( 2mr )2 A (T U3 -I') ...2 A';'k ; = Iy, .Y = --- x; r-:s s - fEijk X' X • 
p+m 21 

(7.7) 

The first merely establishes the proportionality between the 
coordinate t and the proper time 1'. The second one gives us 
the conserved angular momentum. Notice that 

Tr(u3/2i)s-ls) = -! 03
, (7.8) 

so that 

- P; = (2mr/(p + mWx; 0 3 + rEijk XI ~k. (7.9) 

We see that the angular momentum contains the familiar 
radial term and the orbital angular momentum term rXv. 
Also note that the last two terms of g can be written as 

(2mr/( p + m))20 3 ® 0 3 + r(O 1 ® 0 1 + 0 2 ® ( 2), (7.10) 

hence the metric g is also invariant under Y3• The "charge" 

P3 = i 1'3 O'y = (2mr/(p + mW0 3 (7.11) 

is therefore conserved. Using (7.11), we may write (7.9) as 
A A -2 ",,0 Ak 

- P; = Pyc; + fE/jkX' X , (7.12) 
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and get 

p2 = P/ + ""(~i)2. (7.13) 

To be complete, we also consider the motion in the radi
al direction. Let 

P, = ia, ().y = (1 + m/p)2r. (7.14) 

It is easy to see that 

2La .!f = a,(1 + m)2p + a, ( 2mr )2(0 3 )2 
, P p+m 

+ 2r[(0 1)2 + (0 2)2], (7.15) 

so that the Euler-Lagrange equation gives 

2(1 + m/p)27 + a,(1 + m/p)2p 

= [( 2mr ) - 4 a, ( 2mr )2]p/ + J:... J2, (7.16) 
p+m p+m ~ 

where 
J2 P2_P/, 

and we have used the fact 
(01)2+(02)2=(~i)2 (7.17) 

and Eqs. (7.11) and (7.13). Let 

Y = r + m In(p + r), dy = 1 + m . (7.18) 
dr p 

Then Eq. (6.48) can be written as 

ji = _ J.- ay [(p + m )2 P/ + J.-J 2]. (7.19) 
2 2mr r 

Hence we see that 

E= J.- y2 + J.- [(p + m )2 P/ + J.-J2] (7.20) 
2 2 2mr r 

is conserved. Equation (7.20) can, of course, be integrated by 
quadrature: 

t = f' 1 + m/p dt. (7.21) 
~2(E- V) 

Nevertheless, the qualitative feature of E is best seen by ana
lyzing the potential 

VIr) = J.- [(p + m )2 p/ + J.- J2] . (7.22) 
2 2mr r 

We see that 

1 P 2 
lim V(r)---+---::2p2 +~, 
........0 2, 4m 

and 

V'(r) <0, for all r. 

Hence 

E> (8m)-2 P/. 

The particle will reach origin if 

E>(4m)-2 p/ 

andP=O. 
Finally, the quadrature (7.21) gives 

(2m)-1 ~8m2E - P3
2 t 

=~(p_a)2_b2 +(m+a) 

(7.24) 

(7.25) 

(7.26) 

xln [(p - a) + ~(p - a)2 - b 2 ] + const, (7.27) 
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where 

a = mP/ /(8m2E - P/), 

b 2 64m6E2 4m2J2 2 

= (8m2E _ P/)2 + 8m2E _ p/>a , 
(7.28) 

and 

p>a+b, p>m. (7.29) 

This last condition determines the turning point. 

VIII. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
"'-

The definition of Pi in Eq. (5.20) depends on a local 
section u; nevertheless it can be shown that the equation 
itself has a proper transformation property under the change 
ofu. Similarly, the metricg given in Eq. (6.1) in termsoflocal 
coordinates depends on a local section or equivalently a local 
trivialization. It is well known, however, that g has a proper 
transformation property under the change oflocal trivializa
tion if AI' transforms like a gauge field. With this under
standing, one can also show that the geodesic equations 
(6.15), (6.27), and (6.29) all have proper transformation prop
erties. 

Note that the geodesic equations (6.15) and (6.27), in 
general, are not projectable in the sense that they cannot be 
described in terms of (xl', xl', Pa ) only. However, one may 

"'-
expect that it can be done in terms of (xl', jcI-', Pa , Pi). We have 
seen explicitly how this happens in the case when the fiber is 
diffeomorphic to a group. In the general case some addi
tional investigation is required. 

Finally, whengis independent of x, the geodesic motion 
in terms of (xl', jcI-', Pa ) on the manifold, i.e., Wong's equa
tions (6.31), will not distinguish between the various sub
groups H. In particular, it will not tell whether the fiber is 
diffeomorphic to a group or a coset space. This remark also 
applies to the "generalized Wong's e9.,uation" (6.36). The 
projection onto variables (xl', jcI-', Pa , Pi) can be achieved 
only locally. This seems to suggest that the "external 
charge," because of the screening effect of the "dielectric 
medium," does not have a global meaning. 

APPENDIX: DIFFERENTIAL CALCULUS ON G/H 

Let us consider a Lie group G and the invariant forms 
onG: 

S-I ds=() a ta' dss- I ==. - (}a ta' (AI) 

where ta are generators of G. 
The dual of () a and () a are the invariant vector fields Ya 

and Ya , respectively. We have 

iy.(S-1 ds) = ta' iy.(dss- I
) = - tao (A2) 

Taking the exterior derivative of (AI), we get 

d()a = _! C a
bc ()b 1\ ()e, (A3) 

d(}a = _! C a
bc 

(}b 1\ (}e, 

where 

[tb' teJ = C a
bc ta 

and 
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Taking the derivative iy• on both sides of (A3) and using the 
Cartan relation for the Lie derivative L y., 

L y• = i y• d + di y., 

we get 

L y• oc = - CCab Ob. (AS) 

Similarly from (A4) we get 

L y• OC = - CCab Ob. (A6) 

Then (AS) and (A6) imply 

L y• Yb = CCab Yc, L y• Yb = CCab Yc' (A7) 
A 

Since Ya , Ya generate the right and left actions on G, respec-
tively, and since these actions commute, we have 

A 

L y• Yb = - L Yb Ya = O. (AS) 

By defining the matrices for adjoint representation by 

ad(s)ta=tbDba(s), sEG, (A9) 

we get from (AI) 

oa = - ObDab(s), oa = - ObDab(s-I), (AlO) 

which imply 
A b -1 A b 
Ya = - YbD a(S ), Ya = - YbD a (S). (All) 

From (A7), (AS), and (All) we get 

dDab(s) = - CaceDeb(s) OC 

= - cebcDae(s) OC. (AI2) 

Let G/Hbethe right coset space. We can consider G to 
be an Hbundle over G / H, with H acting on G on the left and 
with the natural projection 1T: G---+G /H. Under 1T, we have 

_ A 

1T. Ya = Ya, 1T. Ya = 0, taEgH' (A13) 

We shall denote the elements in the subalgebra gH with in
dices a, b, ... , etc., and those in the complement of gH with 
indices i,], !C, ... , etc. 

Note that the right-invariant fields Ya in general are not 
projectable unless the corresponding generator ta belongs to 
the subalgebra of the normalizer N or H in G. 

From (A7) and (A13), we have 

(Ya,Yb) = C e
ab Ye. (A14) 

Although it is desirable to work with the global quanti-
ties Ya , for computational purposes, it is often convenient to 
introduce a local section u: UCG /H---+G, and consider the 
pullback of the invariant forms. On 1T-

I(U), we have the 
decomposition 

S = h.u( Y), 1T(s) = y. 

Then we have 
s-Ids = u-I(h -1 dh )u+ u- I du, 

ds S-I = dh.h -1 + h (du.u-I)h, 

(AlS) 

(A16) 

(A17) 

where, for simplicity in notation, we assume G is a linear 
group, but the formulas below are valid for a general Lie 
group. 

Since Yii generates the H action on G, we have 

iy.u- I du = 0, iy• du·u- I = O. (AlS) 

Also, let X be any vector field on G / H. Then on the section 
u( U), we have 
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iu,x h -1 dh = 0, iu,x dh.h -1 = O. (A19) 

To proceed, we define 

h -1 dh =Wa b(S)tb oa(s)=:Wa(S) oa(s)==cu, (A20) 

dh h -1= - Ha b (S)tb 0 a(S)=: - Ha (S) 0 a(S)= - H. 

(A2l) 

Taking the derivative iy• on (A 17) and using (A IS) and (A2l), 
we get 

tii =Hii = - iy.(dh.h -1). (A22) 

Similarly, using iy, to operate on (A17), we get 

iy(du·u- I) = - tl + HI' 
A' 

(A23) 

Let YIET(G /H) be such that 
A 

u*(du.u- I)( Y I) = - tl +HI· (A24) 

Then we have.:.. from (A22)-(A24), 
A _ _ A 

YI =U. YI +Hla(u) Yii' (A2S) 

From this and (A 11), we find, on u( U), 
!:.. _ A. 

Ya = u.( - YID'a(u)) - Wa a(U)Yii' (A26) 

where we have used (A22) and the relation 

wa(u) = Hb(u}Dba(U), (A27) 

which follows from the definitions (A20) and (A2l). 
Since 1T'U = identity on G /H, we have, from (A13) and 

(A26), 
A 

Ya(y) = - YI(y}Dla(u(y)), (A2S) 

~ - 1 YI = - YaDal(u(y)- ). (A2S') 
A 

Let el be the dual form of YI • From (A24), we get 

u*(ds S-I) = ( - tl + HI )el, (A29) 

or equivalently, 

u*( 0 I) = el, u*( 0 ii) = - HI iiel. (A30) 

It follows that 

and 

ea=u*( oa) = - el[Dal(u- I) - Hjii(u}D aii (u- I )] 

(A3l) 

(A32) 

Next we consider the derivative of h -1 dh and dh.h -1. 

From (A20) and (A2l), we get 

dWa /\ oa=(_! [Wb,We] +!waCabc)Ob /\ oe, (A33) 

dHa /\ ea = ( -! [Hb,Hc] +! HaCabc)Ob /\ Oc. (A34) 

Evaluating (A33) and (A34) at the invariant fields Ya and Ya , 

we get 

(A3S) 

Ly.Hb -LYbHa + [Ha,Hb] = He C cab , (A36) 

LY.{J)b = 0, L y• Hb = O. (A37) 

Equation (A3S) is easily projected onto G /H. The pullback 
of (A34) becomes 
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dHI A ~j +H; d~j = {! [Hj,Hd 

-! tal l:~/;cabk - Hk bC a
bj ) 

+! tacajk}ei A ek. (A37') 

Next we take the exterior derivative of (A30) and get 

del = -! (C~k + I~k)ej A ek, (A38) 

where 

I I - HaC i +H aCi jk= - j ak k aj' 

Evaluating (A38) at fj, we get 

L;/ = - (C~k + I~k)ek 
and ... ... ... 

(fi' fj] = (C kij + Ikij)Yk. 

(A39) 

(A40) 

(A41) ... 
There are various ways to compute (t, Yi ). For ex

ample, one may use (A25), (A26), and (A35HA37). Instead, 
we should first derive a useful formula. Take the exterior 
derivative of the equation 

Ad(h) ta = tb Dba(h). 

We get 

dDab(h) = - Oc H/C a
ae Deb(h). (A42) 

Using (AI2) and (A42) we find, on O'(U), 

dDaa(O') = - (C a
ic DCb(O') + COca HiaD\(O')) Oi. 

(A43) 

Pulled back by 0', we get on G / H 

dDab(O'(y)) = - (caic DCb(O'(y)) 

+ caca H/DCb(O'(y))W, 

which implies 

L~,Dab(O'(Y)) = - caicDcb(O'(y)) 

+ C a
ac HiaDcb(O'(y)), 

Lypab(O'(y)) = - cebcDae(O'(y)) 

(A44) 

(A45) 

- caaellJcaDeb(O'(Y))' (A46) 

From these equations, we can compute [Ya , Yi ] and get 

[Yo, Yi ] = llJa aCjai Y j , [Ya,ell = -llJa aC i
aj ei. 

(A47) 

Finally, let us considerinvariant metric on G / H. A gen
eral metric g can be written 

- - ""i A j - -g=gije ®e, gij =gjl' (A48) 

Using (A47), we find 

L y• g = {Ly. gjk -llJa a( gijC i
ak + glkCiaj)}e

j 
® ek. 

(A49) 
Hence, g is invariant iff 

Ly.gjk =llJ/[ gijC i
ak +glkCiajl. (A50) 

MUltiply both sides by Dab (0'( y) -I). By using the fact that 
YaDab(O'-I) vanishes, and using (A22) and (A27), we get 

gijC l
ak +gikCitV =0, 

and hence 
Ly.gij = O. 
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(A51) 

(A52) 

That is, gij is constant on G /H. 
Equation (A51) is the condition for the metric to be 

consistent with the group action. Only when it is satisfied is 
the metric g independent of the local section 0' we use to 
define it. To see this, consider the invariant metric g on G 
whose pullback is g: 

_- OA i OA i g gij ® , 

gij symmetric, constant, 0'*( g) = g. (A53) 

Then we have 

Ly.g= -(gijC i
ak +gikCiaj)Oi®Ok. (A54) 

Hence condition (A51), seen to be equivalent to LYa g, van
ishes. That isg, considered as a metric on the complement of 
the subalgebra gH in gG' is Ad H invariant. Thus, when 
(A51) is satisfied, g is 0' independent and is a global quantity 
despite its appearance in (A48). 
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We have considered the excitation spectra for a three-level atom interacting simultaneously with a 
strong pump field and a weak signal field. The atom consists of an upper excited state 12) and two 
lower states 11) and 13) where the transition 11)~13) is electric-dipole forbidden from parity 
considerations. The pump field, whose frequency mode O)b is initially populated, operates near 
resonance between the states 12) and 13), 12)~13), while the signal field describes the radiative 
decays 12)-+13) and 12)-+11), respectively. Using the Green function method, the spectral 
functions for the signal field have been calculated in the limit of high photon densities of the pump 
field describing the following processes: (i) one-photon process; the spectra consist of a main peak 
at the signal frequency 0) = 0)21 and a pair of sidebands at 0) = 0)21 ± [J - (0)23 - O)b )/2, where 
[J 2 = [J ~ /2 + (0)23 - 0) b f / 4 with [J b and (0)23 - 0) b ) being the Rabi frequency and the detuning 
ofthe pump field, respectively. The intensity of the main peak at 0) = 0)21 is positive indicating 
signal-field absorption while those of the sidebands are always negative implying amplification 
(stimulated emission) of the signal field. The sum of the intensities (in absolute value) of the 
sidebands is twice that of the main peak at resonance while in the off-resonance case it depends on 
the value of the ratio (0)23 - O)b )/W. (ii) Stimulated three-photon process; the spectra consists of a 
pair of sidebands peaked at 0) = 0)21 - 2wb ± [J - (0)23 - O)b)/2 whose intensity is negative 
indicating amplification. At resonance the sidebands have equal intensities but at finite detuning 
asymmetry arises enhancing one peak while diminishing the intensity of the other. (iii) Stimulated 
two-photon process; the stimulated Raman spectra consist of a peak at 0) = 0)31' which has a delta 
function distribution, and a pair of strongly amplified sidebands at 0) = 0)31 ± [J + (0)23 - 0) b )/2. 
The computed spectra for the three processes are presented graphically for different values of 
Rabi frequencies and detunings. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Mollow1 was first to consider the optical amplification 
arising in a two-level atomic system interacting with a strong 
pump field and a weak signal field simultaneously. Mollow's 
approach is semiclassical where the pump field and the sig
nal field are both treated classically and the electron states 
are quantized. Mollow1 has shown that at high pump inten
sities the spectral function takes negative values indicating 
amplification (stimulated emission) of the signal field. It has 
been shown 1 that the amplification of the signal field occurs 
at the expense of the pump field whose rate of attenuation 
increases as the rate of amplification of the signal field in
creases. Mollow's theoretical predictions have been con
firmed experimentally by Wu et al.2 in a Na atom beam ex
periment. Mollow's treatment has been recently extended by 
Galbraith et al.3 in order to calculate double-resonance line 
shapes for arbitrary angular momentum states of molecules. 

The amplification of weak sidebands by a strongly driv
en two-level vapor system without population inversion has 
been observed in microwave,4 rf,5 and optical6 transitions. 
Strong sideband amplification at high pump field intensities 
has been observed by Tam? in self-focused light beam experi
ments in atomic Na vapors. The observed strong sideband 
amplification has been explained? as due to an off-resonant 
stimulated Raman scattering process. 

The purpose of the present study is to calculate the exci
tation spectra for the three-level atom shown in Fig. 1, where 

01 Issued as NRCC No. 24003. 

a strong (pump) field operates between the states 12) and 13), 
12)~13>, while a signal (vacuum) field describes the radia
tive transitions 12)-+11) and 12)-+13), respectively; the sig
nal field is taken as a weak perturbing field. We are interested 
in calculating the spectral functions or equivalently the ab
sorption coefficient for the 11)~12) transition ofthe signal 
field describing the following processes: (i) one-photon pro
cess occurring in the neighborhood of the signal frequency 
0)::::;0)21; (ii) stimulated three-photon process near the fre
quency 0)::::;0)21 - 2wb , where one photon ofthe signal field 
is absorbed while two photons of the laser field are emitted 
simultaneously; and (iii) stimulated two-photon or Raman 
process near the frequency 0)::::;0)31::::;0)21 - O)b' where one 
photon of the signal field is absorbed while a photon of the 
laser field is emitted simultaneously. It will be shown that 
the sidebands, which are induced by the laser field near the 
frequencies of the three-processes under investigation, are 
strongly amplified. The effects due to the detuning of the 
laser field are taken into account as well. 

The model Hamiltonian is developed in Sec. II which 
describes the atomic system depicted in Fig. 1. This Hamil
tonian is used in Sec. III to derive the equation of motion for 

I. 1 

123 W 

I, 

pi W 

Wb ~:3 ~I~I= 
12) FIG. 1. Energy-level diagram of a 

three-level atom. The solid line indi
cates the laser field operating 
between the states 12) and 13), 
12)_13). Wiggly lines describe the 
radiative decays 12)-+13) and 
12)-+11), respectively. 
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the Green function of the signal field describing the 11) ++ 12) 
transition. Then expressions for the resulting Green func
tions are derived representing the one-photon and the three
photon processes, respectively. The excitation spectra for 
the one-photon and three-photon processes are considered 
in Sec. IV, where the spectral functions for the processes in 
question are derived and discussed while the computed spec
tra are graphically presented. The spectral function for the 
stimulated Raman spectra is calculated and the computed 
spectra are graphically presented in Sec. V. The results for 
the three-processes under investigation are summarized and 
discussed in Sec. VI. 

iI. THE MODEL HAMILTONIAN 

We consider a three-level atom whose nondegenerate 
energy levels are depicted in Fig. 1. The energies of the lower 
ground state 11), the upper ground state 13), and the excited 
state 12) are denoted by lUI' {U3' and {Uz, respectively, and the 
transition frequencies lUij = lUi - (Uj with i,j = 1,2, and 3, 
where units in which Ii = 1 are used throughout. The parity 
of the state 12) is assumed to be different from those of 11) 
and 13), hence, the electronic transitions 11)++12) and 
12)++13) are electric dipole allowed while the transition 
11)++13) is electric dipole forbidden. The atom is pumped 
between the levels 13) and 12), 12)++13), by a strong laser 
field whose frequency mode {Ub is initially populated and is 
near resonance with the transition frequency {UZ3 = {Uz - {U3' 
The atomic states are simultaneously coupled to the remain
ing modes of the electromagnetic field (signal or vacuum 
field), those being initially empty. Since the transition 
11)++13) is electric dipole forbidden for parity consider
ations, the electronic state 13) may be considered as a metas
table state and, therefore, it is initially populated while the 
states 11) and 12) are initially empty. The Hamiltonian de
scribing the atomic system shown in Fig. 1, in the electric 
dipole approximation, may be taken as 

x (/3b + /3 b+) + ICk/3 0./3k}. 
k,A 

+ ~ ilU
p 
I [/dk,A )(UZI ] I/Z 

2 k,A ck 

X (a 1+ a2/3 0. - a/ a l 13k}.) 

+ ~ ilU
p 
I [h2(k,A ){U23 ] liZ 

2 k.A ck 

X (a3+ az /3 0. - a z+ a 3 13k}.) , 
(1) 

where a/ and ai are the Fermi creation and annihilation 
operators describing the electron states Ii) while ni = a/ a i 

is the corresponding number operator. Also, /3 b+ and /3b 
are the boson creation and annihilation operators for the 
laser field with frequency {Ub and number operator 
nb = /3 b+ /3b while the operators /3 0. and 13k}. are the corre
sponding ones for the signal field with wave vector k, fre
quency ck, and transverse polarization A.. The coupling func-
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tion J;, =h3({U23/lUb) with 123 being the oscillator strength 
for the transition 12)++13) andlU; = 41rez/m V is the plasma 
frequency, where m is the electron mass, - e is the electron 
charge, and V is the volume of the sample container. The 
functions Idk,A) and h2(k,A) represent the oscillator 
strengths for the transitions 11)++12) and 12)++13), respec
tively. For the three-level system under consideration the 
occupation number operator ni = a/ a i satisfy the supple
mentary condition 

n l + nz + n3 = 1 . (2) 
The first three terms in Eq. (1) describe the free atomic 

and laser fields, respectively, while the fourth term repre
sents the interaction between them. The last three terms in 
Eq. (1) describe the free signal field and its interaction with 
the atomic states, respectively. The laser field with frequency 
(Ub is initially populated and, hence, it is to be treated as a 
strong field while the signal field, which describes the decay 
processes 12)-+11) and 12)-+13), is considered as the weak 
perturbing field since it is initially unpopUlated. The Hamil
tonian (1) can be derived from the corresponding one, Eq. (1) 
in Ref. 8, which describes the physical process ofthird-order 
mixing of frequencies of two laser fields, when the laser field 
a operating between the states 11) and 12), 11)++12) is dis
carded. In Eq. (1), the fourth term describing the laser-atom 
interaction is taken beyond the rotating wave approximation 
(RWA) because, as it will be discussed later, we will be con
cerned with physical processes near the frequencies 
{U31 ± lUb and lU31 while the signal field, being the weak per
turbing field representing radiative decay processes, is suffi
ciently described in the R W A. 

The dynamics of the system is developed by making use 
of the double-time retarded Green functions defined as 

«A (t );B (t ')) = - if) (t - t ')([A (t ),B (t 'm , (3) 

where f) (t - t ') is the unit step function, the operators A (t) 
and B (t ') are in the Heisenberg representation, and the angu
lar brackets denote the average over the canonical ensemble 
appropriate to the total Hamiltonian H. When Eq. (3) is dif
ferentiated with respect to t, the Fourier transform «A;B» 
of «A (t );B (t ')) satisfies the equation 

lU«A;B» = (l/21T)([A,B]) + «[A,H);B» . (4) 

The corresponding result for differentiation with respect to t ' 
is given by 

lU( (A;B» = (l/21T)([A,B) - «A;[B,H]» . (5) 

These and many other properties of Green's functions as 
well as the Green function formalism have been described in 
detail by many authors.9-12 

The expression for the absorption coefficient describing 
the electronic transitions 11)++12) and 12)++13) is deter
mined by the spectral functions which are obtained from 
- 2Im«al+a2;a2+al » and - 2 1m «a3+ a 2;a3+ az», 

where the symbol 1m stands for the imaginary part of the 
expression in question. The Green functions GI2,21 (lU) 
= «al+az;a/al » and G2I,IZ(lU) = «a2+al;a l+a2» de

scribe the absorption 11)-+12) and emission 12)-+11) pro
cesses, respectively, which are due to the weak signal field, 
while the Green functions G32,23 (lU) = «a3+ a Z;a2+ a 3) ) and 
G23,32 (lU) = «a2+ a 3;a3+ a z» are the corresponding ones for 
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the processes 13)_12) and 12)_13), respectively, which de
scribe the strong laser field b operating between 12)_13) as 
well as the decay process 12)-13) occurring through the 
signal field (Fig. 1). Since our concern is the interference 
effect arising from the strong laser field b into the signal field 
describing the transition 11)-12) and 12)-11), which de
note the signal field absorption and emission processes, re
spectively, and thus we have to calculate the expressions for 
G12,21 (m) and G21,12(m) by means of the Hamiltonian (1). Us
ing the symmetry of the Hamiltonian (1), it can be easily 
shown that in the complex m plane we have the following 
relations: 

G12,21 (m) = G21 ,12 ( - m) , G21 ,12 (m) = G12,21 ( - m) . (6) 

These indicate that the casuality principle is satisfied. Thus, 
it is necessary only to calculate the expression for the Green 
function G12,21 (m) or that for G21 ,12 (m) by means of the Ha
miltonian (1). Then the imaginary parts of the derived ex
pressions for GI2.2dm) and G21 ,12(m) determine the spectral 
functions which describe the excitation spectra for the radia
tive processes 11)-12) and 12)-11), respectively; this is 
described in the next and subsequent sections. 

III. THE EQUATION OF MOTION FOR G12,21 (m) 

Using the Hamiltonian (1), equations of motion (4) and 
(5), and the initial condition that at times t = t I = 0 only for 
state 13) is occupied while the states 11) and 12) are empty, 
namely, 

n1 = (a 1+a1) =0, 

n2 = (a2+a2) = 0, 

n3 = (a3+a3) = 1. 

(7) 

We derive the equation of motion for the Green function 
G12,21 (m) as 

G12,2dm) = [m;.t;,/4di2(m)] 

X «ata3({3b +{3b+);a3+a1({3b +{3b+)) ' 

where the propagator ddm) is 

ddm) = m - m21 - Y +(m) , 

2y +(m) = Y21(m) + Y23(m) . 

The damping function Y21(m) is defined as 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

Y21(m) = ~m; L fdk,A. )(m21/~k) . (11) 
2 k,,t m - ck + IE 

The function Y21(m) is a complex quantity, 
Y21(m) = ~1 - i'J-~.I' where ~1 gives a small energy shift 
(Lamb shift), which will be discarded, while ~1 represents 
the spontaneous radiative decay for the transition 12 )-11) 
and is given by 

~1 = 4/3(m21/c)311-L2112, (12) 

where 1-L21 is the matrix element of the electric dipole mo
ment operator for the transition 11)-12). The damping 
function Y23(m) = ~3 - i~3 and ~3 can be obtained from 
Eqs. (11) and (12 ), respectively, after making the replacement 
of 1 by 3 (1_3). In this approximation, the propagator d dm) 
becomes equal to 
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ddm) = m - m21 + if+ ' 

f+ = (~1 + ~3)/2. 
(13a) 

(13b) 

It should be pointed out that Eq. (8) is exact provided that the 
conditions (7) are satisfied and the signal field is a weak per
turbing field. We may rewrite Eq. (8) as 

G12,21 (m) = (m; fb/4d i2 (m)) 

X [G13b,31(b+b +j(m) + G13b +,31(b+b +j(m)] ,(14) 

where 

GI3b,31(b+b+j(m) = «ata3{3b;a3+a1({3b +{3b+)) ' 

(15) 

(16) 

The Green function G13b,31(b + b + j (m) describes the 
physical process where the state 13) of the atom absorbs one 
photon from the laser field to generate an excitation near 
the frequency m31 + mb while the Green function 
G13b +,31(b+b +j(m) describes the corresponding process 
where the state 13) emits one photon to produce the frequen
cy in the neighborhood m31 - m b' In the first order of pertur
bation approximation, the coupling function between excita
tions occurring at the frequencies m = m31 + mb and 
m = m31 -mb is of the order of magnitude (!1b/2mb)2, where 

!1~ =m;.t;,(~+nb):::::m;.t;,nb' nb = ({3b+ {3b)' (17) 

!1b and nb being the Rabi frequency and the average number 
of photons of the laser field, respectively, with nb > 1. This 
coupling between the excitations in question occurs because 
of the expression 

(18) 

which is part of the fourth term in the Hamiltonian (1) and 
describes the laser-atom interaction beyond the R W A. In 
general, the coupling between different types of excitations 
due to expression (18) is of the order of(!1b/smb)" wheres is 
the number of the participating photons in the excitations in 
question. This is due to the fact that the operators in the 
expression (18) generate s number of coupled differential 
equations. 

In the optical, ultraviolet (UV) and vacuum-ultraviolet 
(VUV) region of frequencies, !1b is much less than mb' 
!1b <mb, while in the infrared, radio-, and microwave region 
of frequencies the relations !1 b < m b and !1 b <:;m b hold, re
spectively. In the present study, we are concerned with the 
optical, UV, and VUV region of frequencies for which 
!1b<mb and, hence, the Green functions G13b,31(b+b +j(m) 
and G13b + ,31(b+b +j(m)will be calculated in the RWA, where 
the excitations near the frequencies m31 + mb and m31 -mb 
are independent of each other. In this approximation, Eq. 
(15) may be written as 

G12,21 (m):::::(m; .t;,/4d i2 (m)) 

X [G ~3':.~I(b +b + j (m) + G ~3'Z'~ ,31(b + b + j (m)] . 

(19) 
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Notice that the relation 

GI2,2J!m) = Gt~~(m) + G~I;i~(m) (20) 

is also satisfied, 
Using the Hamiltonian (1) in the RWA for the laser

atom interaction and Eq. (4), we derive the following equa
tions of motion: 

(ii3 - iil)iibddm) 
G~;Z:~I(b+ b +)(m) = - [d 2 ]' 

211' dm)d13b(m) - 11 bl2 
(21) 

G~3,:~,31(b+b +)(m) 

(ii3 - iil)iibdl2b +b + (m) 
= - ------------~~--------

211'[ d\3b + (m)d12b +b + (m) - 11 ~/2] 
(22) 

where the propagators in Eqs. (21) and (22) are defined as 

d\3b(m) = m - m31 - mb , (23) 

d\3b + (m) = m - m31 + mb , (24) 

d l2b + b + (m) = m - m21 + 2mb + i'f+ (25) 

In deriving Eqs. (21) and (22), we have made use of the decou
piing approximationll

-
13 

«al+ a 3P b+ Pb Pb;a3+ al(Pb + P b+)) 

::::2iibGI3b,311b+b +)(m), (26) 

which permits photon-photon correlations of the laser field 
to be taken into account and it is valid in the limit of high 
photon densities, namely, when iib > 1. For a three-level 
atom, 

iiI + iiz + ii3 = 1 , (27a) 

and when the initial conditions (7) are applicable at 
t = t' = 0, then the factor (ii3 - iiI) in Eqs. (21) and (22) is of 
the order of unity. At times different than zero, t = t' =10, 
(ii3 - iiI) varies between 0 and 1,0 <ii3 - iiI < 1, and its de
viation from unity depends on the depletion of the electron 
population of the metastable state 13) or, equivalently, on 
the increase of the electron population of the states 11) and 
12), namely, 

ii3 - iiI = 1 - (2iil + iiz) , 
If N is the total density of the atoms then 

ii l +iiz +ii3=N, 
and, hence 

(2Th) 

(27c) 

ii3 -:- iiI = N - (2iiz + iiI) . (27d) 

Thus the expressions (21) and (22) are valid in the RWA and 
in the limit of high photon densities, iib > 1. Substitution of 
Eqs. (21) and (22) into Eq. (19) gives 

G12,21 (m) = ll12,21 (m) + 8 12,21 (m) , 

where 

llI2.21(m) 

_ (ii3 - iiIl [ 1 
411' ddm) -
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(28) 

Equations (28)-(30) will be used in the next section to discuss 
the excitation spectra for the problem under investigation. 
In the limit when I1b-D the functions ll12,2J!m)-o and 
8 12,21 (m)-o and, hence the functions lll2,21 (m) and 8 12,21 (m), 
describe stimulated one-photon and three-photon spectra, 
respectively. 

IV. EXCITATION SPECTRA 

To facilitate the study of the excitation spectra, we in-
troduce the dimensionless variables 

X = (m - m2lll'f+, Y = (m - m21 + 2mb)/'f+ , (31) 

Vb = (m23 - mb)/'f+, 'TJb = I1bl'f+ , 

'TJ=~ = (~ + 'TJ~)II2, 
'f+ 4 2 

(32) 

where 

112 = (m23 - mb)2/4 + I1V2. (33) 

In Eqs. (31 )-(33), X and Yare the reduced frequencies for the 
signal field and for the three-photon process, respectively; Vb 
and 'TJb represent the relative detuning and the Rabi frequen
cy of the laser field, respectively; while "I denotes the total 
relative frequency shift arising from the Rabi frequency and 
the detuning of the laser field. Within this convention the 
radiative width appears in units of 'f+ . Substituting Eqs. 
(31)-(33) into Eqs. (29) and (30), we obtain 

II () _ (ii3 - iiIl [1 1 (1 + vbl2'TJ - i12'TJ 
1221 m - ------, 411"f+ X + i 2 X + !vb - "I + il2 

(ii3 - iiIlI1 ~ [1 + vbl2'TJ - i12'TJ 
8 12,21 (m) = - -----:--..,.....--

1671"f+ di2(m) Y + !Vb - "I + il2 

+ 1 - vbl2'TJ + i12'TJ ] . 
Y + !Vb + "I + i/2 

(34) 

(35) 

The excitation spectra are described by the spectral 
function which is determined by the imaginary part of the 
Green function GI2,21 (m), namely, - 2 1m G12,21 (m), and it is 
derived from Eqs, (28), (34), and (35) in the form 

Pdm)== - 2 1m G12,21 (m) 

= - 2 1m [ll12,21 (m) + 8 12,21 (m)] 

= (ii3 - iiIl [F (X) + 11 ~ J (Y)] , (36) 
271"f+ 12 4d i2 (m) 12 

where the shape functions FdX) and JulY) are given by 

F I2(X) = l/(X2 + 1) - ¥- (X,vb,'TJ) - ¥- (X,Vb' - "I) , 

(37) 

JdY) = - L (Y,vb,'TJ) - L (Y,Vb' - "I) , (38) 

while the functions L (X, Vb , + "I) and L (Y, Vb' ± "I) describ
ing the shape of the sidebands at the relative frequencies 
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x = - !Vb ± 7] and Y = - !vb ± 7], respectively, are de
fined as 

L (X,vb , ± 7]) 
!(1 ± vbI27]) ± (X + !vb =+= 7])/27] 

(X + !vb + 7])2 + ! 
(39) 

and the function L (Y, Vb' ± 7]) is derived from Eq. (39) when 
X is replaced everywhere by y,x ~ Y. 

The expression (36) for Pdw) defines the absorption 
coefficient of the signal field describing the physical pro
cesses near the frequenciesw = W 21 (X = 0) and 
w = W21 - 2wb (Y = 0), respectively. Hence, positive and 
negative values of the function Pdw) indicate that the phys
ical processes of absorption and amplification (stimulated 
emission) ofthe signal field takes place, respectively. If win 
(36) is replaced everywhere by - w then the expression 
P d - w) describes the emission spectra in the neighborhood 
of the frequencies w = W21 and Wb = 2wb - Ww respective
ly. 

A. Stimulated one-photon process 

The spectral function FdX) given by Eq. (37) describes 
the excitation spectra near the reduced frequency X. The 
first term on the right-hand side (rhs) describes the central 
peak of the signal field, which is a Lorentzian line with maxi
mum relative intensity equal to unity (he = 1) at X = 0 and 
half-width equal to yD+ . The second and third terms, respec
tively, describe a pair of sidebands with maximum relative 
intensities at zero detunings (Vb = 0) equal to 
- l(h ± = - 1) which are peaked at X = ± 7]; the half-

width of each sideband is !yD+ . The shape of the sidebands is 
determined by Eq. (39), which are asymmetric Lorentzian 
lines peaked at X = ± 7] - !vb with negative relative inten
sities and the shape of the lines depends strongly on the value 
of the detuning Vb' The ratio of the maximum height he of 
the central peak at X = 0 to those of the sidebands h ± at 
X = ± 7] - !vb , respectively, is given by 

(40) 

Since the intensity of the central peak is positive while 
those of the sidebands are negative, the spectral function 
FdX) given by Eq. (37) describes the physical process of 
absorption of X = 0 and amplification (stimulated emission) 
atX = ± 7] - !vb and Vb = 0 as well as with Vb :;60, respec
tively. As an illustration, the function FdX) denoted as the 
relative intensity = FdX) is plotted versus the reduced rela
tive frequency X in Figs. 2(a)-2(d) for a constant value of 
7]b = Wand various values ofdetunings Vb' Figure 2(a) illus
trates the spectra at resonance (Vb = 0) and for 7]b = 10, 
where the relative intensity of the central peak at X = 0 and 
those of the sidebands atX = ± 7]blV'l are equal but oppo
site in sign indicating that signal field absorption and ampli
fication will take place at the corresponding frequencies. 
Figures 2(b)-2(d) depict the spectra for values of Vb equal to 
5, 10, and 20, respectively. It is shown from Figs. 2(b)-2(d) 
and Eq. (39) that as the value of the detuning increases the 
intensities of the sidebands at X = 7] - !vb and 
X = - 7] - !vb increase and decrease, respectively, pro
vided that Vb 127] < 1, which is always true for 7]b > 1. In the 
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FIG. 2. One-photon spectra. The relative intensity = FdX) is computed 
from the rhs of Eq. (37) and is plotted versus the relative frequency 
X = (w - (21)/yi>+ for the relative Rabi frequency l1b = 10 and various de
tunings. (a) Vb = 0, (b) Vb = 5, (c) Vb = 10, and (d) Vb = 20. 

limit for values of Vb > 7]b for Vb 127] < 1, he-I, h_ -0 while 
h + takes its maximum negative value h + _ - 2 at 
X = 7] - !vb • A schematic representation of the splitting of 
the excitate state 12) is shown in Fig. 3. 

B. Stimulated three-photon processes 

The second term on the rhs ofEq. (36) represents stimu
lated three-photon absorption spectra, which are generated 
near the frequency w = W21 - 2wb > 0, and describe the 
physical process where one photon of the signal field with 
frequency W21 is absorbed while two photons of the laser field 
with frequency 2wb are emitted. Correspondingly, the emis
sion process generates the spectra near the frequency 
w = 2wb - W21 > 0, where two photons of the laser field with 
frequency 2wb are absorbed while a photon of the signal field 
with frequency W 21 is emitted. In Eq. (36), the factor 
n ~/4di2(W) may be taken as 

-x:"7-iVb 
- x·o 
- x : """"I-tv. 

FIG. 3. Schematic representation of the energy splitting at the relative fre
quency X = (w - (21)1yi>+ . 
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n~ n~ n~ 
4d i2 (lV) = 4(lV - lV21 + i'f+ )2 :::::: 4( - 'ltub + i'f+ )2 

(41) 

where lV has been replaced by its approximate value at 
lV::::::lV21 - 'ltub. The factor n~/4di2(lV) implies that the 
spectral function JdY) in Eq. (36) describes stimulated 
third-order nonlinear spectra near the frequency Y. At reso
nance, Vb = 0, and when Eq. (27b) is satisfied then for 
lV21 = lVa , the second term on the rhs ofEq. (36) is identical 
to the corresponding one given by Eqs. (11) and (12) in Ref. 8, 
which describe the spectra near the frequency lV = lVa 

- 'ltub • 

The spectral function JdY) given by Eqs. (38) de
scribes a doublet with maximum intensities i ± at the fre
quencies Y = ± 1J - !vb equal to 

i ± = - 2(1 ± vb/21J) , (42) 

respectively, and half-widths equal to !'f+ . The intensities 
of the doublet are always negative and, hence, the physical 
process of amplification is expected to take place at the fre
quencies Y = ± 1J - !Vb and the shape of the doublet de
pends on the value ofthe ratio vbI21J. The spectra are illus
trated in Figs. 4(a~(d), where the function Jd Y) is plotted 
as Jd Y) = relative intensity versus the relative frequency Y 
for the Rabi frequency 1Jb = 10 and various detunings Vb' 
The resonance case, Vb = 0, is depicted in Fig. 4(a), which is 
identical to Fig. 2(a) in Ref. 8 when lV21 = lVa and Eq. (2Th) is 
satisfied. In this case the maximum relative intensity of the 
doublet remains constant and equal to - 2. Figures 4(b)-
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....... (0) 

FIG. 4. 'Three-photon spectra. The relative intensity = JdY) is computed 
from the rhs of Eq. (38) and is plotted versus the relative frequency 
Y = (1lI-1lI21 + 2IlIb llr"+ for the relative Rabi frequency Tfb = 10 and var
ious detunings. (a) Vb = 0, (b) Vb = 5, (c) Vb = 10, and (d) Vb = 20. 
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4(d) illustrate the spectra for values of the detunings Vb = 5, 
to, and 20, respectively. It is shown that the shape of the 
doublet in Figs. 4(b~(d) depends strongly on the value of 
the ratio vb/21J. A schematic representation of the energy 
splitting which occurs at the relative frequency Yis depicted 
in Fig. 5. 

V. STIMULATED RAMAN SPECTRA 

In order to calculate the excitation spectra near the fre
quency lV = lV31 ::::::lV21 - lVb' we decouple the Green func
tion appearing on the rhs ofEq. (8) as follows: 

«a1+a3({3b +{3b+);a3+aM3b +{3b+)) 

:::::: «( {3b + {3 b+)( {3b + {3 b+ )G13,3dlV) 

- (n3(1 - nd)Gb,b(lV) , (43) 

where 

G13,31 (lV) = «at a 3;a3+ a 1» , 
(44) 

Gb,b(lV) = « {3b + {3 b+;/3b + {3 b+ » 
are the Green functions describing excitations near the fre
quencies lV ::::::lV31 ::::::lV21 - lVb and lV = ± lVb' respectively, 
while «({3b+ + {3b)({3b +{3b+)::::::1 +2iib::::::2iib' for iib>l. 
The decoupling approximation (43) indicates that the pho
ton mode lVb does not interact with the atomic excitation 
operator at a 3. This is a reasonable assumption since the 
electronic transition 11) ~ 13) is electric dipole forbidden 
from parity considerations. Such decouplings have been 
used in the literature for physical systems describing elec
tron-phonon 14 and electron-electron 15-17 interactions in so
lids as well as for electron-photon processes l 8-20 in atomic 
systems. Substituting Eq. (43) into Eq. (8) we have 

G12,21 (lV) = 012,21 (lV) + RdlV) , 

where 

RdlV) = (nV2di2(lV))G13,3dlV). 

(45) 

(46) 

The Green function 0 12,21 (lV) describes excitations in the 
neighborhood of the frequencies lV = ± lVb and will not be 
relevant to our investigation while the Green function 
G13,31 (lV) describes excitations near lV = lV31 ::::::lV:i1 - lVb' 
which are of interest to us. These excitations in the neighbor
hood of the frequency lV = lV31 ::::::lV21 - lVb are generated by 
interference effects arising between the signal field and the 
laser field and represent the physical process, where, simul
taneously, a photon of the signal field with frequency lV21 is 
absorbed while a photon ofthe laser field with frequency lVb 
is emitted. Thus the spectra described by the function R dlV) 
given by Eq. (46) may be attributed as due to the absorption 

I I> J<.-__ ...,k---"'---Jt-_--L..--L_ 

FIG. 5. Schematic representation of the energy splitting at the relative fre
quency Y = (Ill -1lI21 + 2IlIb llr"+ . 
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of the Raman frequency W = W31 :::::W21 - Wb' Thenddw) in 
Eq. (46) may be approximated by 

di2(W) = (w - W21 + i'f+ )2:::::dr2(W31) 

= (W31 - W21 + i'f+ f:::::( - Wb + i'f+ )2:::::W~, (47) 

where W has been replaced by its approximate value at 
W:::::W31:::::W21 - Wb and Eq. (47) may be written as 

Rdw):::::(IJ ~/2aJ~)G13,3dw). (4S) 

It should be pointed out that, apart from a factor of 2, Eq. 
(46) could have been derived if the original Hamiltonian had 
been taken in the RW A. The factor of 2, which is derived 
from the first term on the rhs of Eq. (43), is due to the fact 
that the Hamiltonian (1) is beyond the R W A. The expres
sions (46) and (4S) are analogous to the corresponding Eqs. 
(S) and (11) in Ref. (19), which describe the Raman spectra at 
the frequencies W = ± (wa - wb ) arising from the interfer
ence between two laser fields with frequencies Wo and Wb' 
respectively, interacting with a three-level atom in the "V" 
configuration. 19,20 The factors IJ ~ /2d r2 (w) and IJ ~ /2aJ~ in 
Eqs. (46) and (4S), respectively, imply that Rdw) describes 
stimulated third-order nonlinear spectra near the frequency 
W = W31 = W21 - W b • 

To proceed further we have to calculate the Green func
tion G13•31 (w) by means of the Hamiltonian (1) in the limit of 
high photon densities of the laser field where nb > 1. We are 
interested in calculating the excitation spectra near the fre
quency W = W31 :::::W21 - Wb including the spectra of the side
bands which are induced by the laser field. However, we are 
not concerned with the spectra arising from the coupling 
between the two-photon excitation at the frequencies 
W = W21 - W b and W W21 + W b whose coupling constant is 
of the order (IJb /2aJ b )2, namely, the coupling between these 
two excitations describe nonlinear effects induced into the 
excitation spectra at the frequencies in question, respective
ly. Hence, the discard of the coupling between the two exci
tations in question is equivalent of calculating the Green 
function G13.31 (w) through the Hamiltonian (1) in the RWA, 
which is found to be 

(n3 -nl) 
G~~~(W) = 

41T 

X [_1_ + d l2b + (w) ], (49) 
d 13(w) d l3(w)d I2b + (w) - IJ ~/2 

where the propagators dl3(w) and d l2b + (w) are defined as 

dI3(W) = W - W3l , (50) 

d l2b + (w) = W - W21 + Wb + i'f+ . (51) 

In deriving Eq. (49) we have made use of the decoupling 
approximation (26) and, therefore, the expression (49) is val
id in the limit of high photon densities of the laser field for 
which nb >1. 

If we introduced the dimensionless variable 

Z = (w - ( 31)/'f+ , (52) 

then using Eqs. (46H52) we obtain 

(n3 - nl)IJ ~ [1 1 (1 - Vb/271 + i/271 
Rdw) = - S~+ di2(W) Z + 2" Z - !vb - 71 + i/2 
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Taking the imaginary ofEq. (53), we have 

- 2 1m Rdw) (n3 - nl~IJ ~ [-1T<5(Z) + lu(Z)], (54) 
~+ d I2(W) 

where 

1 ! (1 - vb /271) - (Z - !Vb - 71)/271 
IdZ) = -2" (Z-!vb -71)2+1 

1 ! (1 + vb /271) + (Z - !vb + 71)/271 

-2" (Z-!Vb +71)2+1 
(55) 

The expression (54) describes the stimulated Raman spectra 
near the relative frequency Z and it is valid in the limit when 
n b > 1. The first term on the rhs ofEq. (54) describes the main 
peak, which has a delta-function distribution at the frequen
cy Z = 0 indicating the stability of the mode in question. 
This is in agreement with Breit's21 suggestion denoting the 
absence of spontaneous emission for atoms having a com
mon upper level and two different lower levels.22.23 The func
tion IdZ) given by Eq. (55) describes a pair of sidebands, 
which are peaked at the frequencies Z = !Vb ± 71 and have 
radiative half-widths equal to !'f+ , respectively. Thus, al
though the main peak at Z = 0 is stable (nonradiative), the 
two sidebands decay radiatively with a lifetime of the order 
2!'f+ . The shape of the sidebands depends strongly on the 
value of the ratio Vb/271 while their intensities are always 
negative, which implies that the physical process of amplifi
cation occurs at the frequencies Z = !vb ± 71 and their maxi
mum values I ± are given by 

I ± = - (1 +vb/271). (56) 

The Raman spectra are illustrated in Figs. 6(a)-6(d), 
where the function IdZ) is plotted as the relative intensi
ty = IdZ) versus the relative frequency Z for the Rabi fre
quency 71b = 10 and for various values of the detuning Vb 
= 0, 5, 10, and 20, respectively. Figure 6(a) implies that at 

resonance, Vb = 0, the doublet has equal negative intensities; 
for finite values of the detuning Vb' as the value of Vb in
creases the negative intensity of the peak at Z = !vb + 71 
decreases while the corresponding one at Z = !vb 71 in
creases as is depicted in Figs. 6(b)-6(d). Finally as Vb takes 
values greater than 'Y/b' Vb> 71b' but the inequality vb/271 < 1 
must be always satisfied, the intensity of the sideband at 
Z = ~Vb + 71 becomes negligibly small, 1+-+ - 0 while the 
corresponding one at Z = !vb - 71 takes its maximum nega
tive value, L-+ - 2. The splitting of the state 13) at the 
relative frequency Z is shown schematically in Fig. 7. 

VI. DISCUSSION 

We have considered the excitation spectra for a three
level atom as shown in Fig. 1, where a strong laser field 
operates near resonance between the states 12) and 13) , 
12)-H-13), while the signal field, which is assumed to be a 
weak perturbing field, describes the radiative decays 
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FIG. 6. Two-photon or Raman spectra. The relative intensity = IdZ) com
puted from the rhs of Eq. (55) is plotted versus the relative frequency 
Z = (w - w3dlyP+ for the relative Rabi frequency 'T/b = 10 and various de
tunings. (a)vb = 0, (b) Vb = 5, (c) Vb = 10, and (d) Vb = 20. 

12)-+13) and 12)-+11), respectively. The state 13> has the 
same parity as the state 11) and, hence, the state 13) as a 
metastable one is initially populated while the remaining 
states 11) and 12) are empty. The electron population of the 
state 13) is depleted by the action of the laser which excites 
the electrons into the state 12), where the electrons emit pho
tons through the signal field and decay into the states 13) and 
11) simultaneously. The energy shifts (Lamb shifts) induced 
by the signal field have been discarded as being negligibly 
small in comparison to the corresponding Rabi frequency 
induced by the laser field. 

Using the Green function method, we have calculated 
the excitation spectra of the signal field in the limit of high 
photon densities of the laser field for the following processes. 

(i) One photon process. The spectral function is given by 
the first term on the rhs ofEq. (36), where the function FdX) 
is defined by Eqs. (37) and (39) and is graphically presented in 
Figs. 2(a)-2(d); the splitting ofthe state 12) at the frequency X 
is schematically depicted in Fig. 3. The intensity of the cen
tral peak at X = 0 or at liJ = liJ21 is positive indicating signal
field absorption while those of the pair of sidebands at 

I') 
FIG. 7. Schematic representation of the energy splitting at the relative fre
quency Z = (w - ( 31)1r"+ . 
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X = ± 1] - !1]b are negative implying the stimulated emis
sion of the signal field. The one-photon process discussed 
here is the three-level analog to that for the two-level system 
predicted by Mollow1 and confirmed experimentally by Wu 
et al. 2 It is pointed out that for the three-level system under 
investigation the sum of the intensities is equal to 
h+ + h_ = - 2 for Vb = 0 and h+ + h_ = - 21 
(1 - ~/41]2)forvb #0 while the intensity of the central peak 
is he = 1. For the two-level system,I,2 stimulated emission 
takes place for certain values of photon densities but the gain 
is rather small; for instance, the observed maximum gain2 

was approximately 0.4% with a resonant laser-field intensity 
of 130 m W 1 cm2. Thus the results of the present study are 
encouraging and suggesting that the amplification of the sig
nal field in a three-level system might occur more easily and 
greater gains might be achieved than for the corresponding 
two-level system. Of course, this could only be verified ex
perimentally. 

(ii) Stimulated three-photon process. The second term 
on the rhs of Eq. (36) describes the stimulated three-photon 
process near the frequency liJ = liJ21 - 2mb , where one pho
ton of the signal field is absorbed while two photons of the 
laser field are emitted simultaneously. The shape function 
JdY) is defined by Eq. (38) and describes a doublet whose 
intensity is always negative implying amplification while the 
shape of the doublet depends on the value of the ratio Vb 121]. 
The calculated spectra are shown in Figs. 4(a)-4(d) while the 
splitting that occurs at the frequency Y is depicted schemati
cally in Fig. 5. The stimulated three-photon process dis
cussed here seems to be analogous to the three-photon pro
cess which has been used in Ref. 2 to interpret the observed 
absorption and amplification peaks in the off-resonance 
spectra, Fig. 4(c) in Ref. 2. However, the schematic represen
tation given by Fig. 5 may be the appropriate one for our 
three-photon process. 

(iii) Stimulated two-photon process. The spectral func
tion for the stimulated Raman spectra at 
liJ = liJ31 :::::liJ21 - liJb is determined by the expressions (54) 
and (55). The spectra consist of a main peak at liJ = liJ31 or 
Z = 0, which has a delta-function distribution, and a pair of 
sidebands peaked at Z = !vb ± 1] which have negative inten
sities implying amplification at the frequencies in question; 
the half-widths of the sidebands are !f+ . The spectra of the 
doublet are shown in Figs. 6(a}-6(d) while the splitting of the 
state 13) is depicted schematically in Fig. 7. The spectra for 
the stimulated Raman process discussed here have, qualita
tively, the three main characteristic properties that have 
been observed experimentally by Tam,7 namely: (1) the side
bands appear at frequencies Z #0 and, in particular, at 
Z = !vb ± 1]; (2) the sidebands always have negative intensi
ties indicating amplification; and (3) the factor (n3 - n1)11 ~ 
in Eq. (54) implies that the relative intensity of the sidebands 
depends on the photon density nb of the laser field as well as 
on the atomic density N through Eq. (27d). Thus, at suitable 
atomic density, photon density of the laser field and detun
ing will generate strong sideband amplification at the fre
quencies Z = !Vb ± 1]. Hence, the stimulated Raman spec
tra discussed here agree at least qualitatively with the 
observed spectra by Tam.7 For a quantitative comparison 
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one has to have accurate experimental data regarding the 
parameters involved. We hope that the present study will 
encourage experiments such as to facilitate a quantitative 
comparison between theory and experiment. 
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